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REPORT OF COMMITTEE XVII—ON WOOD
PRESERVATION.

(Bulletin 120.)

To the Members of the American Raihvay Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

INSTRUCTIONS TO COMMITTEE.

The instructions to the Committee were

:

(i) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

(2) Continue compilation of statistics, conferring with Committees

III, on Ties, and VII, on Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

(3) Continue investigation of proper grouping of different timber

for antiseptic treatment.

(4) Report on the proper preparation of timber for treatment,

giving consideration to the deterioration of wood while undergoing air

seasoning, and its handling prior to the injection of antiseptics.

(5) Report on the proper quantity and quality of antiseptics to

be used for preservation, and determine the conditions under which

they should be used. The most successful antiseptics should be first

considered and attention drawn to those which have failed and give

no promise of success. (Crude petroleum can be discussed under this

head.)

(6) Investigate and report on tests of strength of treated timber

showing effect of antiseptics on its strength.

MEETINGS HELD AND PREPARATION OF REPORT.

Three meetings of the Committee were held in Chicago as follows:

May 14, August 27, and November 6.

On May 14 the first meeting was held at the office of the Association,

the following members being present : W. K. Hatt, Chairman ; W. H.

Courtenay, Vice-Chairman ; E. H. Bowser, O. Chanute, Carl G. Craw-

ford, W. W. Curtis, G. M*. Davidson, V. K. Hendricks, A. L. Kuehn,

S. M. Rowe, Earl Stimson, Howard F. Weiss.

The following Sub-Committees were appointed

:

A—Revision of Manual and Specifications for New Processes

:

W. H. Courtenay, Chairman; R. N. Begien, Carl G Crawford, W. W.
Curtis, E. O. Faulkner, E. B. Cushing.

B—Statistics and Inspection : O. Chanute, Chairman ; C. K. Conard,

V. K. Hendricks, S. M. Rowe, Hermann von Schrenk, Howard F.

Weiss.

2fi 735



736 WOOD PRESERVATION.

C—^Grouping of Different Timbers, Fungi, Seasoning: Howard F.

Weiss, Chairman ; Hermann von Schrenk, A. L. Kuehn.

D—Crude Petroleum, Wood Creosote and Petroleum Tar Oil:

G. M. Davidson, Chairman; Carl G. Crawford, W. W. Curtis, E. O.

Faulkner.

E—Strength of Treated Timber: V. K. Hendricks, Chairman;

Earl Stimson, Lincoln Bush.

F—Instructions for Inspection of Treatment of Timber : A. L.

Kuehn, Chairman ; R. N. Begien, E. H. Bowser, G. M. Davidson.

The second meeting was held at Chicago, Friday, August

27, the following members being present : W. H. Courtenay, Vice-

chairman ; R. N. Begien, E. H. Bowser, Octave Chanute, C. G. Craw-

ford, V. K. Hendricks, A. L. Kuehn, S. M. Rowe, Earl Stimson,

Howard F. Weiss. Progress reports were considered from the various

sub-committees.

The third meeting was held at Chicago, Saturday, November 6,

the following members being present : W. K. Hatt, Chairman ; Octave

Chanute, W. W. Curtis, G. M. Davidson, V. K. Hendricks, S. M.
Rowe, Earl Stimson, H. F. Weiss. Reports of sub-committees A, B,

C and E were considered and adopted for incorporation in the report

of the Committee.

BRIEF REVIEW OF REPORT OF 1909.

The available records of service of treated timber were gathered

and summaries and preliminary deductions made therefrom.

The specifications for coal tar creosote and for zinc chloride were

recommended for adoption and also a table of factors to be used for

determining the volume of creosote oil at various temperatures.

A discussion, accompanied by a statement of present practice, was

presented of the proper grouping of various species of wood for treat-

ment together in the same cylinder. It appeared that the proportion

of sap wood and contained moisture are two factors that influence the

grouping of timbers at treating plants, but that little was known of the

proper grouping of hardwoods to secure uniform penetration.

A list of available experiments on the strength of treated timber

was reported.

General discussion was presented of the general principles to be

applied in the treatment of wood by various creosoting processes.

(A) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The matter in the Manual at present consists of specifications for

(a) Analysis of Coal-Tar Creosote.

(b) Determination of Zinc in Treated Timbers—Bulletin 103,

September, 1908—Addenda to Manual of 1907. The Com-
mittee recommends no change except textual improvements

that in no wise alter the substance.
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(c) Recommended Standard Specifications for Tie Treatment—
Manual of 1907, pp. 48-53. The Committee recommends
changes in these specifications that reflect the trend of

practice toward air-seasoning and more careful grouping of

ties for treatment and better inspection. The changed sec-

tions are printed along with the amendments.

(d) The Specifications for Coal-Tar Creosote, adopted in 1909 and

for insertion in the Manual, are quoted as follows

:

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR COAL-TAR CREOSOTE.

The oil used shall be the best obtainable grade of coal-tar creosote

;

that is, it must be a pure product of coal-tar distillation and must be

free from admixture of oils, other tars or substances foreign to pure

coal-tar; it must be completely liquid at thirty-eight (38) degrees

Centigrade, and must be free from suspended matter ; the specific grav-

ity of the oil at thirty-eight (38) degrees Centigrade must be at least

1.03. When distilled according to the common method, that is, using

an eight (8) ounce retort, asbestos covered, with standard thermome-

ters, bulb one-half (y2 ) in. above the surface of the oil, the creosote,

calculated on the basis of the dry oil, shall give no distillate below two

hundred (200) degrees Centigrade, not more than five (5) per cent,

below two hundred and ten (210) degrees Centigrade, not more than

twenty-five (25) per cent, below two hundred and thirty-five (235) de-

grees Centigrade, and the residue above three hundred and fifty-five (355)

degrees Centigrade, if it exceeds five (5) per cent, in quantity, must

be soft. The oil shall not contain more than three (3) per cent, water.

The Committee recommends no change.

(e) Recommended Practice, adopted. Vol. 10, 1909, Part 1, p. 630.

The Committee recommends the following changes

:

Old Version (3)—Preserved wood may be destroyed by mechanical

action long before it is decayed.

New Version (3)— Preserved wood may be destroyed by mechani-

cal wear before it is decayed, and therefore should be protecled by

economical devices when the mechanical life limits the life of the tie.

REVISED SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIE TREATMENT.

RECOMMENDED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

The General Requirements apply to each of the following treat-

ments. If used in specifications for the purchase of ties or for treat-

ment, then these General Requirements should be followed only by

the particular treatment desired.

1. Ties shall not be treated until air-seasoned. If they arrive at

the treating plant in a seasoned condition ready to treat, they may be
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loaded direct from the cars to the tram buggies ; otherwise they shall

be piled on the ground in their respective groups or classes, green ties1

separated from partially seasoned or from seasoned ties, and all resting

on treated stringers, with not less than six (6) in. air space between

bottom of lowest tier and ground ; the spaces under, between and

around the piles shall be thoroughly drained, and at all times kept

clear of weeds, high grass and decaying matter. The top tier shall

be laid sloping to form a water shed. Especial attention should be

given to keeping all rotten wood off of the yard and away from the

ties. Ties shall be piled either 8xi or 8x2 or in any other manner

adapted to secure rapid and uniform seasoning with minimum check-

ing. Alleys must be left between piles, with four (4) ft. clear space in

one direction and one foot in the other direction. These alleys will,

in general, provide for uniform and fairly rapid seasoning.

Since the seasoning varies with the latitude, time of year, the ex-

posure, and peculiarities of the season, it is best to establish by experi-

ment the weight per cubic foot at which each class of timber will best

receive the treatment, and then to weigh from time to time to deter-

mine when the timber is ready for treatment. Ties piled for seasoning

shall be closely watched, and not allowed to over-season or to de-

teriorate.

Ties treated in the same run shall be, as nearly as possible, uni-

form in character of timber and degree of seasoning. They shall, so

far as practicable, be treated in order of their cutting, and shall be

separated into groups according to their permeability, as ascertained

by experiment. No ties shall be put into the cylinder which do not

conform to the requirements of the tie specifications as to shakes,

checks, etc. Ties which show signs of checking should be provided

with "S" irons, bolts or other devices, in order to prevent, during or

after treatment, further checking that would be liable to render the

tie worthless. Where ties are to be adzed or bored for subsequent

insertion of tie-plates or screw-spikes, such adzing and boring shall,

in all cases, be done before treatment.*

2. When ties that are not thoroughly air seasoned must be treated,

and are to be treated with metallic salts, the ties shall be placed in

cylinders, the door closed and live steam admitted at such rate as to

secure 20 lbs. of steam pressure within 30 to 50 minutes, as shown by

gage connected to the cylinder. This pressure shall be maintained for

periods varying from one to five hours, depending upon the character

of the timber and its condition ; but the pressure as indicated on the

gage shall at no time be allowed to exceed 20 lbs. During the process

of steaming a vent shall be kept open in the bottom of the cylinder

*Add following' clause: "Thoroughly air-seasoned ties shall be placed
in the cylinder and the preliminary vacuum or not less than 24 in. of
mercury produced and maintained for a period of time not less than
10 minutes, at the expiration of which the preservative shall be admitted
without breaking the vacuum."
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or in the drain therefrom to permit the escape of air and the condensed

water in the cylinder.

When ties that are not seasoned must be treated, and are to be

treated with creosote, either long steaming or seasoning in hot creo-

sote oil within safe limits of heat, as determined by experience, may
be resorted to.

When the steaming is completed the steam shall be blown off, and

a vacuum of not less than 24 in. of mercury produced, if the works

are located at sea level, or a corresponding degree of vacuum pro-

duced at higher altitude. This vacuum shall be maintained for at

kast one-half hour, at the expiration of which time the preservative

shall be admitted without otherwise breaking the vacuum.

ZINC-CHLORIDE TREATMENT.*

The zinc-chloride solution shall be introduced and adequate pres-

sure shall be applied and maintained until the desired absorption is

obtained. The amount of solution injected shall be equivalent to l/2
lb. of dry soluble zinc-chloride per cubic foot of timber. The solu-

tion shall be as weak as can be used and still obtain the desired ab-

sorption of zinc-chloride, and shall not be stronger than five (5) per

cent. The solution shall be heated to a temperature of not less than

140 degrees before admission to the cylinder. If the cylinders are

provided with steam coils, steam pressure shall be maintained in these

coils during treatment.

The zinc-chloride used shall be as free from impurities of any

kind as is practicable, being slightly basic, free from free acid, con-

taining not more than 1 per cent. iron. The amount of chloride speci-

fied to be injected shall be of soluble zinc-chloride only. The amount

of solution absorbed shall be determined by calculation based on the

gage readings of the tank holding the supply of solution. This should

be checked occasionally by weighing the ties loaded on the cylinder

tram cars, before and after treatment, a scale being inserted in the

tracks. The strength of the zinc-chloride solution shall be carefully

controlled from time to time by hydrometer readings. Borings

shall be taken from time to time from at least six ties treated

in the same run, and a determination of the actual zinc-chloride accord-

ing to the standard method made ; the holes made in taking these

borings to be plugged tightly and completely with creosoted plugs.

ZINC-TANNIN TREATMENT.*

The zinc-chloride solution shall be introduced and adequate pres-

sure shall be applied and maintained until the desired absorption is

Insert after the first sentence in each special treatment the follow-
ing: "The cylinder shall be entirely filled with preservative so main-
tained while the pressure is on, the air vent being provided by which
the air in the cylinder and that coming from the charge while under
pressure may be released."
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obtained. The amount of solution injected shall be equivalent to l/2
lb. of dry soluble zinc-cbloride per cubic foot of timber. The solu-

tion shall be as weak as can be used and still obtain the desired ab-

sorption of zinc-chloride, and shall not be stronger than l five (5) per

cent.

The solution shall be treated to a temperature of not less than

140 degrees before admission to the cylinder. If the cylinders are

provided with steam coils, steam shall be maintained in these coils

during the entire treatment.

After the required amount of zinc-chlor«de has been injected, this

solution shall be run off and the ties allowed to drain for 15 min-

utes. The chloride draining off shall be blown or run off, and a 2

per cent, solution of tannic acid, made by mixing 6 2
/$ lbs. of 30 per

cent, contact of tannin with 100 lbs. of water, run in, and a pressure

of 100 lbs. produced and maintained one-half hour. This shall then

be run off, a 1 per cent, solution of glue (made by dissolving 2 1-10

lbs. of glue containing 50 per cent, gelatine in ico lbs. water) shall

be admitted to the cylinder, and a pressure of 100 lbs. produced and

maintained for one-half hour. Care shall be taken to maintain the

solution containing the glue and tannic acid up to their original

strength in these elements.

The zinc-chloride used shall be as free from all impurities of

any kind as is practicable, being slightly basic, free from free acid,

containing not more than 1 per cent. iron. The amount of chloride

specified to be injected shall be of soluble zinc-chloride only. The

amount of solution absorbed shall be determined by calculation based

on the gage readings of the tanks holding the supply of solution. Thi r
3

should be checked occasionally by weighing the ties loaded on the

cylinder tram cars, before and after treatment, a scale being inserted

in the tram tracks. The strength of the zinc-chloride solution shall

be carefully controlled from time to time by hydrometer readings.

Borings shall be taken from time to time from at least six ties treated

in the same run, and a determination of the actual zinc-chloride accord-

ing to the standard method made ; the holes made in taking these

borings to be plugged tightly and completely with creosoted plugs.

PLAIN CREOSOTING.*

The coal-tar creosote shall be introduced and adequate pressure

shall be applied and maintained until the desired absorption is obtained.

The amount of coal-tar to be injected shall be that provided for in the

contract. Creosote oil shall be heated to a temperature of not less

than 160 degrees before admission to the cylinder. Cylinders shall be

provided with sufficient steam coils to fully maintain this temperature

during injection.

*See footnote on p. 739.
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The coal-tar creosote shall comply with the standard specifications

therefor, as determined by standard methods of analysis. The amount

of oil absorbed shall be determined by calculation based upon gage

readings taken on the same tank before the introduction of the oil

into the cylinder and after forcing back the oil after treatment.

This should be checked occasionally by weighing the ties loaded

on the cylinder tram cars before and after treatment, a scale being

inserted in the tram tracks.

Daily reports of the injections shall be made. At least once a

week an account of stock shall be taken and balance established to

check the reported amounts used.

In making all measurements the oil should be at a constant tem-

perature, or they should be reduced to a constant temperature by a

proper reduction factor.

The oil shall be analyzed when received at the works ; the samples

being taken in the manner prescribed by the specifications for oil.

At least once during each week samples of oil shall be taken from

the cylinders during the treatment and analyzed to determine if the

water in the oil exceeds the limit in the specifications. If so, a cor-

respondingly greater amount shall be injected. If this amount of

water exceeds six (6) per cent., steps shall be taken before it is used

to remove the water, so as to bring the oil within the limits of the

specifications.

ZINC-CREOSOTE EMULSION TREATMENT.*

An emulsion of zinc-chloride and suitable coal-tar oil (creosote),

the latter being at least ten (10) per cent, of the whole, shall be ad-

mitted. Adequate pressure shall be applied and maintained until the

desired absorption is obtained. The amount of solution injected shall

be such as to leave in the wood an equivalent of 4-10 lb. of dry soluble

zinc-chloride and from 1*4 to \Yi lbs. of creosote per cubic foot on

the average.

The zinc-chloride used shall be as weak as can be used and still

obtain the desired absorption of zinc-chloride, and shall not be stronger

than three and one-half (3^) per cent. It shall be as free from im-

purities as is practicable, free from free acid and containing not more
than 1 per cent, of iron. The coal-tar oil used shall be as nearly

as possible of the same specific gravity as the zinc-chloride solution.

It should generally conform to the standard specifications for coal-

tar creosote of this Association, except that it should preferably con-

tain a large percentage of tar acids and a small percentage of naph-

thalene. To insure as perfect a mixture of the emulsion of the zinc-

chloride solution with the coal-tar oil as possible, an effective stirring-

apparatus must be used in the storage tank, and preferably also in

the cylinder. The emulsion shall be heated to a temperature of not

less than 140 degrees Fahrenheit before admission to the cylinder,

*See footnote on p. 739.
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and if the latter is provided with steam coils pressure shall be main-

tained in these coils during treatments. Hydraulic pressure of ioo

lbs. per sq. in. shall be applied upon the emulsion in the cylinder

and shall be maintained until the required amounts are injected as

above specified. The amount absorbed shall be determined by calcula-

tions based upon gage readings, both before the introduction of the

emulsion into the cylinder and after forcing it back after treatment.

This should be checked occasionally by weighing the ties loaded on

the cylinder tram cars, before and after treatment, a scale being in-

serted in tram tracks. Daily reports of the injections shall be made,

and at least once a week an account of stock shall be taken and

balance established to check the reported amounts used. In making all

measurements the oil should be at a constant temperature, or the

measurements should be reduced to a constant temperature by a proper

reduction factor.

TWO-INJECTION ZIXC CREOSOTE*

The zinc-chloride solution shall be introduced and adequate pres-

sure shall be applied and maintained until the desired absorption is

obtained. The amount of solution injected shall be equivalent to 3-10

lb. of dry soluble zinc-chloride per cubic foot of timber. The solution

shall be as weak as can be used, and still obtain the desired absorption

of zinc-chloride, and shall not be stronger than five (5) per cent.

The solution shall be heated to a temperature of not less than 140

degrees before admission to the cylinder.

The zinc-chloride used shall be free from all impurities of any
kind as is practicable, being slightly basic, free from free acid, and con-

taining not more than 1 per cent. iron.

The solution of zinc-chloride shall then be run out, and dead oil

of coal-tar immediately admitted to the cylinder, adequate pressure ap-

plied, and oil injected into the ties to the average amount of 3 lbs. of

oil per cubic foot of timber. The oil shall be heated to a temperature

of not less than 140 degrees before admission to the cylinder. Cylin-

ders must be provided with sufficient steam coils to fully maintain the

temperature during injection, and steam shall be maintained in the

coils also during injection of the zinc-chloride and during vacuum.
The dead oil shall comply with the standard specifications therefor, as

determined by standard methods of analysis. The amount of oil ab-

sorbed shall be determined by calculation based upon gage readings

taken before the introduction of the oil into the cylinder, and after

forcing back the oil after treatment.

Daily reports of injections shall be made at least once a week,

an account of stock shall be taken, and balance established, to check

the reported amounts used. In making all measurements the oil should

be at a constant temperature or they should be reduced to a constant

temperature by a proper reduction factor.

*See footnote on p. 739.
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The oil shall be analzyed when received at the works ; the sam-

ples being taken in the manner prescribed by the specifications for

oil. At least once during each week samples of 'oil shall be taken

from the cylinders during treatment and analyzed to determine if the

water in the oil exceeds the limits of the specifications. If so, a cor-

respondingly greater amount shall be injected. If the amount of water

exceeds six (6) per cent., steps shall be taken before it is used to

remove the water, so as to bring the oil within the limits of the speci-

fications.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR ANALYSIS OF COAL-TAR CREOSOTE*

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

i. The sample taken for analysis shall be strictly average of the

whole bulk of oil to be tested. The oil shall be completely liquefied

r.nd well mixed before any samples are taken. Whenever possible, a

drip sample of not less than two gallons shall be taken, commencing

after the oil has started to run freely. Where this cannot be done, as,

for instance, in large storage tanks, samples shall be taken from va-

rious depths in the tank by means of a tube or bottle, the number of

samples depending on local conditions.

For taking samples during the process of treatment a sample of

the oil shall be taken from the storage tank about one foot from the

bottom of the tank before the cylinder is filled, and, where possible,

a sample directly from the cylinder during the process of treatment.

For this purpose a thermometer well, as shown in diagram, may be

used.

The sample to be analyzed shall be thoroughly liquefied by heating

until no crystals adhere to a glass stirring rod, and also well shaken,

after which one-half shall be taken for analysis and the balance re-

served as a check test.

2. The apparatus for distilling the tar oil or creosote shall con-

sist of a stoppered glass retort similar to that shown in diagram, hav-

ing a capacity as nearly as can be obtained of eight ounces up to the

bend of the neck when the bottom of the retort and the mouth of the

off-take are in the same plane. A nitrogen filled mercury thermome-
ter of good standard make, divided into full degrees Centigrade, shall

be used in connection therewith. In order to insure uniform results

for comparative purposes, the length of the thermometer bulb shall

be one-half inch; but in no case shall a thermometer with a long bulb

be used. The bulb of the retort and at least 2 in. of the neck shall

be and remain covered with a shield of heavy asbestos paper, shaped

as shown in diagram, during the entire process of distillation, so

as to prevent heat radiation, and between the bottom of the retort

and the flame of the lamp or burner two sheets of wire gauze, each

20-mesh fine, and at least 6 in. square, shall be placed.
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The flame shall be protected against air currents. An ordinary

tin can, from which a portion of the bottom and all of the top have

been removed, placed on a support attached to the burner, as shown

in diagram, will answer the purpose.

3. Before beginning the distillation the retort shall be carefully

weighed and exactly one hundred grammes of oil placed therein, the

same being weighed in the retort. The thermometer shall be inserted

in the retort with the lower end of the bulb one-half inch from the

surface of the oil and the condensing tube attached to the retort by

a tight cork joint. The distance between the bulb of the thermome-

ter and the end of the condensing tube shall not be less than 20 nor

more than 24 in., and during the progress of the distillation the ther-

mometer shall remain in the position originally placed.

The distillate shall be collected in weighed bottles and all frac-

tions determined by weight. Reports shall be made on the following

fractions

:

» to 170 degrees Centigrade.

170 to 200 degrees Centigrade.

200 to 210 degrees Centigrade.

210 to 235 degrees Centigrade.

235 to 270 degrees Centigrade.

270 to 315 degrees Centigrade.

315 to 355 degrees Centigrade.

Residue above 355 degrees Centigrade.

Reports shall be made on individual fractions. In making such

reports it is to be distinctly understood that these fractions do not

necessarily refer to individual compounds. In other words, the frac-

tions between 210 and 235 degrees will not necessarily be all naph-

thalene, but will probably contain a number of other compounds.

The distillation shall be a continuous one, and should require

about forty-five minutes.

When any measurable quantity of water is present in the oil the

distillation shall be stopped, the oil separated from the water and

returned to the retort, when the distillation shall be recommenced

and the previous readings discarded. In obtaining water-free oil, it

is desirable to free about 300 to 600 cc. of the oil by using a large

retort and using 100 grammes of the water-free oil for the final dis-

tillation. In the final report as to fractions, a correction shall be

made of the amount of water remaining, so that the report may be

made on the basis of a dry oil.

4. In order to determine the specific gravity of any oil, simply

heat the oil in a water bath until it is completely liquid. A glass

stirring rod dipped into the liquid should show no solid particle on the

rod when the same is withdrawn from the oil. When completely liquid,

it should be stirred thoroughly and the hydrometer cylinder filled,

which has previously been warmed. Insert a specific gravity hydrom-
eter of good make, taking care that the hydrometer does not touch

the sides or bottom of the cylinder when the reading is taken. This
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nadiny should preferably be taken when tbc oil is at 38 degrees

Centigrade (100 degrees Fahrenheit), because at this temperature

almost all oils are completely fluid. Where contract requirements

specify a specific gravity at a different temperature, such gravity is

obtained by multiplying .oco8 by the number of degrees Centigrade, or

.00044 by the number of degrees Fahrenheit, the oil is found to be

above the temperature required by the contract, and adding the product

to the observed gravity.

If it is desired to make further chemical analysis for the determi-

nation of the low-boiling tar acids and the naphthalene, the following-

method is recommended, tentatively

:

For the determination of the low-boiling tar acids, the fractions

should be placed in a separating funnel, to which should be added

about 30 cc. of the 15 per cent, hot sodium hydroxide solution, vigor-

ously shaken, and allowed to stand until the dissolved phenols sepa-

rate out and may be drawn off, after which repeat with successive

sodium hydroxide solutions 20 cc. each time until no phenols are left

(the sodium solution comes off clear). The phenols so obtained

should be separated by the addition of a 25 per cent, sulphuric acid,

slowly stirred in. When this reaction is complete, the phenols so

obtained should be decanted and weighed.

The fractions remaining after extracting the phenols from the dis-

tillate should be placed in a conical vessel, such as a graduate, and

surrounded by a freezing mixture of ice and salt, and allowed to re-

main until completely frozen. The naphthalenes so frozen should be

chopped up with a knife or mashed and placed in a small brass cylin-

der about I
1/ in. in diameter by 4 in. long, open at both ends, but

fitted with small brass plates or plugs. Before putting the naphthalene

in, place several thicknesses of blotting paper cut to fit the cylinder

on the bottom plate, and before putting in the top plate introduce

similar blotting pads. Place several sheets of blotting pads on the

plate of a copy press, put the cylinder so charged in the press and

apply pressure to the top plate or plug, leaving it for about one hour.

A plug of clean white naphthalene is the result, and may be taken out

and weighed.

DETERMINATION OF ZINC IN TREATED TIMBERS*.

(Note.—It is suggested that this method be applied by a chemist.)

(1) Taking Samples.—The tools necessary for taking samples

are a cross-cut saw and a one-inch auger. These should be wiped per-

fectly clean each time before taking a sample, in order to avoid con-

taminating the samples.

(2) The timbers from which samples are to be taken for analy-

sis should be selected before the charge is loaded, and carefully

weighed individually. They should be average size and comparatively

free from knots. After treatment they should be weighed and then

piled until the dripping has stopped, when the samples may be taken.
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(3) For ordinary determinations, timbers, such as ties, should

be sawed at two points, viz.: two feet from the end and at the center

of the tie. These sections should be designated Section No. 1 and
Section No. 2, respectively. In special cases where it may be neces-

sary to cut a tie into several sections, the exact distance from the

end of each section should be given.

(4) When a large number of ties are to be analyzed, it will be

sufficient to cut but one section two feet from the end, thereby saving

the six-foot piece for a narrow-gage tie.

(5) After the sections have been cut, three samples should be

taken from each section, as follows : No. 1, one-half inch from out-

side ; No. 3, at the center of the section ; No. 2, half-way between No.

1 and No. 3. The samples are taken by boring a hole 2 in. deep with

a one inch bit, saving all the borings. Each sample should be prop-

erly labeled, as Tie No. , Section No. , Sample No. , and
a list made showing the location, date, number of run, kind of treat-

ment and weight of each tie before and after treatment.

(6) Method of Determining Zinc-Chloride in Samples.—Three

grammes of dry borings should be weighed into a 250 cc. flask and

three cc. concentrated sulphuric acid added. The flask should be

gently heated on a sand bath or hot plate until the wood becomes
thoroughly charred. A few drops of concentrated nitric acid should

then be added. When the brown fumes have disappeared, a few more
drops should be added, and the addition continued, a few drops at a

time (toward the last the amount should be increased), until the organic

matter is all destroyed. When this point is reached, the liquid will

remain colorless on further heating. The flask should then be allowed

to cool and diluted with ico cc. of water (the water should be added
carefully at first). ' As a rule, the residue in the flask will be com-
pletely dissolved, but if there should be a slight sediment, it may be

disregarded. Ammonium hydroxide should be added until distinctly

alkaline, and allowed to cool. If there is a precipitate of iron hy-

droxide, or if there has been any undissolved sediment in the flask,

it should be filtered; if not, it should be poured into a 400 cc. beaker
and 5 cc. ammonium sulphide added and allowed to stand over

night. It should then be filtered into 11 cm. filter paper, washing
thoroughly with water containing ammonium sulphide, and dried. It

should then be incinerated in a porcelain crucible and roasted until the

zinc-chloride is converted to zinc oxide. The weight should be divided

by three and the result multiplied by 1.674, which will give the num-
ber of grammes of zinc-chloride contained in one gramme of the

wood examined, or the number of pounds per pound. To convert

this result into pounds of zinc-chloride per cubic foot of wood, multi-

ply by the weight in pounds of one cubic foot of the wood.

The following additions are recommended to Recommended Prac-

tice for printing in the Manual

:
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(7) All chemicals used should be tested for purity from time to

time. Either the chemists for the company will do this themselves or

indicate some simple tests which may be applied by operatives at the

works.

(8) In operating with zinc-chloride, the strength of the solution

should be varied from time to time to conform to the kind and con-

dition of the ties, so as to inject the required quantities. But in no

case shall the strength of the solution exceed 5.0 per cent.

(9) It is better to inject quantities of the chemicals in excess of

the requirements than to skimp the treatment in any way.

(10) Daily reports should be kept at the works, and duplicates

sent to the general office, if desired, in order to check the operations.

(11) Ties treated with zinc-chloride should dry for some littie

i :me (to harden the outer surface) before they are pu tin the tracks.

Ibis is preferably done in piles, arranged to induce drying without

checking as evaporation takes place.

(12) Dating nails should be inserted in the ties and an account

kept of the average lives obtained, in order to be able hereafter to

improve on the treatment.

(13) In order to judge of the penetration of the oil, borings

should be made with an auger, % to 1 in. in diameter, and not less

than six ties in each cylinder load. The holes should be plugged with

creosoted turned plugs of diameter 1-6 in. larger than the holes.

(B) STATISTICS AND INSPECTION.

IMPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE ON STATISTICS.

The Sub-Committee on Statistics has been able to add very little

to the data published last year in Table 1. It has not yet obtained

reliable information as to some ancient experiments, and most of those

made since 1903-4-5 and 6 are too recent to furnish absolute

conclusions. The Sub-Committee has, however, been made aware that

great differences are found in the life of zinc treated ties in the track.

On some roads they promise to average 14 to 17 years, while on

others they are giving out in five to six years. This is fully confirmed

by the results of the very recent examination (see Appendix C) of the

experimental track on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad in Texas

of treated ties laid from February to May, 1902. The diagram of re-

newals shows that up to 1909. but 8 per cent, of ties Burnettized at one

plant have been renewed, while 50 per cent, of the ties Burnettized at

another plant have given out. Of the ties treated by the Wellhouse

process, 5 per cent, have been renewed of those treated at one plant and

47 per cent, of those treated at the other plant'. These differences must

be attributed to the way in which the work was done ; the short-lived

ties, either having been treated when the wood was inadequately sea-

soned, or the process carelessly carried out, or an insufficient quantity

of chloride of zinc injected. It cannot be too strongly pointed out
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that no adequate results will be obtained with any process unless the

work is skilfully and honestly done.

The Sub-Committee was instructed to begin the following new

work:

(a) Importation, production and consumption of creosote and

zinc chloride.

A report from the United States Forest Service, Department of

Agriculture, dated May, 1909, states that in the preceding year more

than 56,000,000 gallons of creosote and nearly 19,000,000 lbs. of zinc

chloride were used in preserving timber in the United States. Of the

creosote, 31 per cent, was produced at home and 69 per cent, was

imported, chiefly from England and Germany. If more roads take up

creosoting, as now seems probable, greater supplies may be produced

in the United States.

(5) Amount and kind of timber treated.

The May report above alluded to states that statistics of the

number of ties treated in 1908 have not yet been compiled, but that

the number treated in 1907 by the steam railroads of the United

States was 19,192,000 ties, of which 11,217,000 were treated at their

own plants and 7,975,000 were treated at other plants.

The 1909 report of the "Wood Preservers' Association" gives the

following statement of ties treated in 1907

:

Creosoted 5750,874

Zinc chloride and creosote 2,345,670

Zinc chloride 9,864,765

Wellhouse 476,675

Total 18,437,984

The discrepancy (754,016 ties') may possibly consist of switch and
bridge ties. In any case the treated ties comprise but about 12 per

cent, of the total number laid. Circular No. 166, issued July 10, 1909,

by the Forest Service, states that the steam railway companies

of the United States purchased 144,085,680 cross-ties in 1907 and

106,038,081 in 1908. (See Table, Appendix B.) From a graphic dia-

gram in this same circular the following table is made to show the

comparative drain upon our timber resources

:

Forest Material Required.

Lumber and shingles 9.0 Billions cubic feet... 44.0 per cent.

Firewood 7-0 Billions cubic feet. . . 34.0 per cent.

Poles, posts and fence rails.. 1.9 Billions cubic feet... 9.5 per cent.

Hewed cross-ties 1.5 Billions cubic feet... 7.5 per cent.

Cooperage stock 0.4 Billions cubic feet... 2.0 per cent.

Pulpwood 0.3 Billions cubic feet... 1.5 per cent.

Round mine timbers 0.2 Billions cubic feet... 1.0 percent.

Distillation wood 0.1 Billions cubic feet... 0.5 per cent.

Totals 20.4 Billions cubic feet. . .100.0 per cent.
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Thus, cross-ties consume jy2 per cent, of the whole, inculcating

the necessity for close economy by treating or otherwise, in view of the

fact that the annual growth of our forests is estimated not to exceed

a total of 7 billions cubic feet, or just about one-third of the present

annual consumption.

We have no statistics as to the kinds of timber treated, but they

are known to be the cheaper and more perishable woods, heretofore

neglected.

(c) Methods of treatment.

While small quantities of ties are being and should be experi-

mentally treated by various processes, it may be said that only two

preservatives are being used in practice, i. e., creosote and chloride of

zinc. It has already been pointed out that great differences are found

in the results of one and the same process, these depending upon the

perfection with which the work is done. In creosoting, new methods

have lately been introduced in order to reduce the cost, by injecting

smaller quantities more thoroughly disseminated in the wood. The
results are yet to be ascertained by experience, but it may be pointed

out that creosoted ties which have heretofore given good results were

treated by the "full cell" process, with 10 to 20 lbs. per cubic foot.

(d) Consider the question of economics of timber preservative.

The Sub-Committee is not yet prepared to report upon this question.

It wants more data.

(e) Confer with other committees.

This has been done and will be continued.

(f) Inspect and report on Texas, Northern Pacific, Chicago &
Northwestern and other service tests.

The Sub-Committee has been favored with a copy of the inspection

report of the experimental track laid by the Chicago & Northwestern

Railroad in July, 1007. The conclusion „pf the examiners was that:

"At the end of one year and eight months' service all of the ties

were in a perfect state of preservation. There was no noticeable dif-

ference in the soundness of the treated and untreated ties."

The Northern Pacific Railway laid test tracks near Maywood, Wash-
ington, in the late fall of roo6, and in Western Montana, near Plains,

in 1907. This track has not been in service long enough to furnish con-

clusions.

The report upon the Texas experimental track is the most inter-

esting and valuable thus far received. It is given in full in Appendix C.

Particular attention is called to the diagram representing the renewals,

after seven years' exposure, of tics treated by various processes and by

various plants.

(C) GROUPING, FUNGI, SEASONING.

It is apparent that the proper grouping of various species or dif-

ferent kinds of wood of one species to receive uniform treatment must

be determined after considerable investigation and practical experimenta-
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tion. The latter can best be planned and (he results interpreted by a

knowledge of the wood structure, and of the means by which fluids

enter wood. Mr. H. D. Tiemaun, of the Forest Service, stationed at

the Yale Forest School, has put the Committee under great obligation

by his very careful and original examination of this matter. His report,

printed in full in Appendix E, shows that air seasoning, or, to a less

effective degree, steaming, is necessary to open slits in the walls of

the cells of wood which otherwise are impenetrable to fluids under

pressure. He observes that the slits or openings that permit entrance

of fluids to the cells begin when the moisture in the cell walls begins

to dry out. These openings, therefore, occur before the wood is com-

pletely air seasoned; for the initial drying out of the cell wall is an

intermediate stage in the seasoning of wood from the green state until

it ceases to lose weight. In loblolly pine, for instance, the green state

may be characterized by 60 per cent, moisture, and the fiber saturation

point (at which the walls begin to dry) by 25 per cent, and the com-

plete air seasoning by 12 per cent, to 18 per cent., depending upon

size and climate. The fiber saturation point varies from about 25 to

30 per cent, moisture in various species. This suggestive and interesting

study should give direction to experimentation under the conditions of

practical workings of preserving plants.

The proper grouping of timbers is discussed in Appendix F, by

Mr. Weiss, who suggests a tentative grouping which may be used in

experimental determination of the most practical working grouping to

fit the' local condition existing at any plant. He concludes that to obtain

uniform penetration and absorption, air-seasoned ties should preferably

be used, but if the ties are not fully air-seasoned, they should have

equal moisture per cent, when placed in the treating cylinder.

The recorded data of air-dry weights of wood have been sum-

marized in Appendix F. Certain hitherto unpublished results of sea-

soning tests of ties and English woods are presented to the society in

Appendix G.

It must be remarked that the term "air-seasoned" does not specify

a fixed degree of moisture. For example, a board one inch thick "when

air-seasoned" may not have more than 15 per cent, moisture, while a

tie "air-seasoned" may have 30 per cent. Again, a board air-seasoned

in California in summer may have a less moisture content than one

air-seasoned in Louisiana; and a plank of pine less than a plank of

oak. The moisture content of "air-seasoned" wood varies with size,

species, and atmosphere fluctuations of temperature and humidity. Fur-

thermore, the variation of moisture in large sticks must be reckoned with.

To aid in inspection of timber, a description of the fungi that attack

wood is submitted in Appendix H by the courtesy of Mr. C. J. Hum-

phrey, Pathologist in the Bureau of Plant Industry.
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(C) PRESERVATIVES.

Crude Petroleum:—^In 1902 a test track was laid on the Beaumont

Division of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad, between Pelican

and Cleveland, in Texas. In this track ties treated with Beaumont

crude oil and Bakersfield oil containing a heavy asphaltum base were

used. Those ties dipped in the Beaumont oil were short lived and

gave but little, if any, service beyond those which had not been treated.

These dipped ties are stated by Mr. E. O. Faulkner to have been half-

seasoned, and to have absorbed only about 1 lb. of oil per cubic foot.

The ties treated with Bakersfield oil are still in the track in a good

state of preservation, which, in view of the fact of the very severe

climatic conditions existing in this locality, may be considered as giving

good service. The amount of oil forced into these ties varied consid-

erably, depending upon the amount of sapwood, ranging all the way
from 23 lbs. to 82 lbs. per tie. From a study of these ties during the

time they have been in the track, in connection with those treated

with Beaumont oil, it has been generally conceded that the oil does

not possess any antiseptic value, but clogs up the cells of the wood
to such an extent that moisture is unable to enter. This means that

in order to preserve the tie, large quantities must be injected.

The Santa Fe Railroad Company has since constructed a plant to

treat their ties, using crude petroleum with a heavy asphaltum base.

This plant has only been in operation two years, and the ties have not

been in use long enough to give results.

Wood Creosote:—This oil has had a limited use as a wood pre^

servative in the United States for more than twenty years. The only

methods of application, however, have been either to paint it on with

a brush, or to immerse the timber in the wood creosote for a brief

period of time. Very few records have been kept of its use. About

twenty years ago the Navy Department of the United States Govern-

ment treated some timbers with this preservative and placed them along

the coasts of North and South Carolina. There was quite a variation

in the length of life of these timbers, some lasting but little longer

than untreated wood, while others had an additional life of many years.

This difference in length of service was probably due to some of the

timbers getting a great deal more of the oil than others. It is hard

to foretell what the results would have been had the oil been forced

in under pressure according to the most approved methods.

In Europe some attempts have been made to use wood creosote

oil instead of tar creosote oil. The United States Minister at Stock-

holm reports the following in regard to the use of this oil on the

Swedish State Railways (U. S. Daily Cons, and Trade Report, No.

3579, Sept. 9. 1909) :

These experiments with wood creosote instead of coal-tar creo-

sote were begun by the railways in 1903. A number of ties were

then impregnated with wood creosote, or, rather, with what it is here
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called wood-tar oil. It was, however, difficult to get the tar oil to

penetrate deep enough into the wood, and although a pressure of 12

atmospheres was employed, not more than 12 pounds to the tie could

be absorbed. The dimensions of the ties are 6% by 8}i in. by 9 ft.

This quantity of the solution is considered insufficient at least on a

basis of comparison with the 20 lbs. of ordinary coal-tar creosote which

ties absorb, to obtain which a pressure of only about 3 atmospheres

is necessary. The reason for this unfavorable result with the wood-

tar oil is ascribed to the consistency of the solution, but it is con-

sidered that this fact of slight impregnation does not exclude the pos-

sibility of a tie treated with wood-tar oil having the same resisting

power as one prepared in the old way with coal-tar creosote. The

time a well-impregnated tie is expected to last is 18 years; and as only

5 years have passed since the ties impregnated with wood-tar oil were

used, the time is not yet ripe for a final judgment. So far, they seem

perfectly sound.

The price of the wood-tar oil used for these experiments is about

2 cents a pound.

In 1905 the Forest Service of the United States Government car-

ried out a series of tests in the treatment of a large number of tele-

phone poles. Wood creosote was one of the preservatives used, and

only the butts of the poles were treated. These poles were set in two

experimental lines, one leading out of Savannah, Ga., and the other

leading out of Buffalo, N. Y. The wood creosote was applied with a

brush, and careful analyses of the different preservatives were made.

A recent inspection has been made by the Forest Service of both of

these lines, but the results are meager, inasmuch as sufficient time has

not yet elapsed to show any great change in the poles. At the time

these poles were treated, considerable investigation was made regarding

the cost of manufacturing wood creosote, and it was found that in order

to secure a good product, the cost would be necessarily several cents

more per gallon than that of coal-tar creosote. Some attempts have

been made to cheapen the price, in order, that it might compete with

coal-tar creosote, but it is believed that the value of the product has

been materially lessened in this attempt. (See Circulars 103 and 104,

Forest Service, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture.)

Petroleum Tar Creosote :—This product, which is distilled from the

tar that results from the manufacture of water gas, has not been used

in its pure state to any extent in the United States, or, if it has, it

has been used under the guise of some other name. Many reports have

been circulated that it has been freely used as an adulterant and mixed

with coal-tar creosote ; however, there are no data as to its value.

In 1906 the Forest Service of the United States Government con-

ducted a series of experiments in the treatment of mine timbers placed

in the Silver Creek mine of the Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron

Company, near Pottsville, Pa. The conditions for decay in this mine

were unusually severe, the ordinary loblolly pine timber 10 in. in diam-
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eter being completely decomposed in from eight months to three years,

depending upon its location in the mine. Several barrels of petroleum

tar creosote were obtained to use in the treatment of the experimental

timber to be placed in this mine, and unusual care was taken in selecting

the fractions distilled from the petroleum tar. The timbers treated with

this product are in an excellent state of preservation at the present

time, although located in close proximity to other timbers placed at

the same time which have completely rotted away.

It must be borne in mind, however, that the conditions in the mine

are altogether different frcm those found in the open. Humidity and

temperature remain practically the same ; therefore, the timbers do not

check as they would in the open. Under the conditions found in the

mine, the petroleum tar creosote appears to possess considerable merit

as a wood preservative. (See Circular ill, Forest Service, U. S. Dept.

of Agriculture.)

The possible real merits of petroleum tar creosote should be deter-

mined by experiment.

(D) STRENGTH OF TREATED TIMBER.

As there is a scarcity of comparative tests to determine the relative

strength of treated and untreated timber, as affected by the treatment,

it has been deemed advisable to collect all available previously unpub-

lished data and file these data in the office of the Secretary of the Asso-

ciation. A synopsis of these unpublished results is shown in Tables

I, II and III. The references to recorded experiments are given in

Appendix IX.

As will be noted in Tables I and II, the various tests have been

made on different sized sticks, and, furthermore, the data are not suffi-

ciently extensive, so that only a tentative conclusion regarding the effect

of treatment can be reached at this time.

The average of the results with Douglas Fir tested at the Sacra-

mento shops of the Southern Pacific (reference No. i) and at the

University of California (reference No. 2) indicates a decrease of the

Modulus of Elasticity of some 10 or 15 per cent, for the creosoted

timber, as compared with untreated timber, and a decrease of some 30

per cent, in the outer stress at elastic limit and at failure.

This creosoted timber, however, was treated by the boiling process,

and the records of treatment were destroyed in the San Francisco fire

of April, 1906, so that the details of treatment are not available. The
temperatures used were between 212 and 220 degrees Fahrenheit. It is

probable that the heating by the boiling process may have been re-

sponsible for the weakening of the timber, or it may be that the char-

acteristics of the Douglas Fir timber are such that it will be weakened

by treatment. It is to be noted that sticks 4 in. by 6 in. in cross-section

were cut from the interior of the large sticks where the creosote had

not penetrated, and that these showed about one-half the strength of

untreated sticks of similar size. Further tests will be necessary before
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this question can be definitely determined. Such tests are under way
at Seattle, Wash., under direction of the Forest Service.

The tests of Longleaf Yellow Pine (reference No. 6), shown in

Tables I and II, show little if any reduction in outer fiber stress at

failure for creosoted bridge stringers as compared with the natural

wood. These tests cover ten beams of treated and ten untreated in

each case, representing very carefully selected material, well matched,

and with the full history of treatment, etc., known.

These tests showed that the difference between the strength of the

top end and the bottom end of the 32-ft. stringer may be anywhere

from 8 to 20 per cent., and this difference between the butt and top

should, therefore, be considered in drawing conclusions from the tests.

Fig. 1 shows the comparison of bult and top ends and effect of treatment.

The tests of Loblolly Pine at Purdue University in connection with

the tests of Longleaf Yellow Pine mentioned above showed a loss in

strength of the Loblolly Pine in Flexure of about 16 per cent., and

in compression perpendicular to the grain about 29 per cent.

Tests by Professor Talbot, in Table I, on Loblolly Pine beams,

show in Series C a reduction of 44 per cent, in elastic limit and 30

per cent, at maximum load, but in Series D a greater strength when

treated is shown, the latter result being corroborated by the results of

tests of small test beams taken from the uninjured portion of the beams

of Series D. In Series N, in which the alternate sticks were creo-

soted, the treated timber gave 17 per cent, less strength at elastic limit

and 22 per cent, less strength at maximum load than the untreated

timber. The strength of the treated shear blocks in Series N was 11

per cent, less than that of the untreated blocks.

In unpublished tests which were made some time ago at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, on Oak and Gum ties, the half length of each tie

being treated and the other half being untreated, the Modulus of Rup-

ture, elastic limit, and shearing strength are stated by Professor Talbot

to have been from 5 to 10 per cent, less than the values of the un-

treated ties.

The indications in Table II are that creosoting has little effect on

the strength of Douglas Fir or Wisconsin White Pine in tension or

end compression ; but does weaken it some 20 to 25 per cent, in shear.

Burnettizing appears to weaken the timber, but the Burnettized specimens

were not so dry as the untreated. It may be noted that the cellulose

is soluble in a 40 per cent, solution of zinc chloride.

The conclusions to be reached from Forest Service Circular 39,

entitled "Experiments on the Strength of Treated Timber" (reference

No. 3), are fairly well based, and are as follows:

That wood treated with zinc chloride at a temperature of about 250

degrees Fahrenheit, renders the timber brittle. It is possible this may

be on account of free acid in the solution, but this question will require

further investigation before it can be determined ; that the creosote
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itself is largely inert, and has its chief influence in modifying the

transmission of moisture in or out of (he wood; that excessive steam

pressures arc detrimental to the timber—anything over 4 hours at 30

lbs. or 6 hours at 20 lbs. exceeding the safe limits.

In Dr. Hatt's Fourth Progress Report of Tests of Treated Ties

(reference No. 8) (summarized in Table 3*), the tests showed very

little diminution in strength in rail bearing for either creosoted or

Burnettized Red Oak or creosoted Loblolly Pine ties as compared with

the untreated timber. The lateral and pulling resistance of the spikes

did not appear to be affected much, if any, by treatment of the timber,

except in the case of crude oil. The crude oil was unusually viscous

and a temperature of 210 F. was used. The extremes of atmospheric

temperature are found to have an appreciable effect on the strength

of wood, especially when green. The warm timber is from 9 to 17

per cent, weaker than the very cold timber.

In many of the tests listed in Appendix the records of treatment

are not available, and the cause of the apparent diminution of strength

on account of treatment cannot be determined without further research.

Experience has demonstrated, however, that excessive heating greatly

reduces the strength of timber.

Your Committee desire to call attention to the necessary data that

should accompany any report on the effect of wood upon its strength.

In so many cases the results are entirely accidental, and the variation

in strength introduced by the elements other than the -treatment will

entirely mask the latter. The reports should be examined with reference

to the following elements at least : description of wood with reference

to heart, sap and openness of grain; condition of seasoning; details

of treatment, including analysis of preservative with steam pressure, if

any, temperature of oil or preservative; length of time between treat-

ment and test, and exposure during this time; origin of test pieces to

eliminate difference of strength between butt and top of long sticks.

Again, in quoting the conclusions, the particular exhibition of strength

should be considered. For instance, very wet wood, and probably wood
heavily dosed with creosote, will show greater weakness under side

compression than under flexure or end compression. Then, too, it must
be clearly distinguished whether small pieces of timber are treated or

large pieces, because the artificial seasoning under the high temperatures

of the cylinder will introduce internal strains that result in serious

checks, when large timbers are treated. This weakness is more likely

to appear in tests of the material under shear or in ruptures of large

beams under longitudinal shear. It is probable that this accounts for

some of the deficiencies in strength reported by Mr. Hood.
The data which have been obtained on this subject appear to sup-

port the following conclusions:

(1) With reference to small material, such as ties:

(a) High steaming will diminish the strength rapidly.

*See pp. 855 and 856.
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(b) Treating with strong solution of zinc chloride will render

the timber brittle, perhaps because of free acid in the

solution.

(c) Creosote is inert.

(d) Seasoned timber treated with light doses of creosote is

as strong as the original timber.

(2) With reference to large bridge material:

(a) The use of high steam pressures of 40 to 50 lbs. is at-

tended with considerable loss of strength.

(b) The thermal condition of the treatment introduces internal

strains that result in internal checks, which in turn weak-

ens the timber to shearing stresses.

(c) Heavily creosoted material is weak in compression at right

angles to the grain.

(3) Treatment with crude petroleum may render wood soft and

weak, at least temporarily ; it is to be determined whether this is the

effect of the process or of the preservative.

As stated, these conclusions should not be accepted as final, but

are based on the best available data at this time, and are believed

to be reliable.

(E) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK.

The extension of Table of Statistics and the gathering of informa-

tion concerning the life and use of treated timber should be continued.

Further investigation and report should be made on the use and value

of other preservatives, particularly crude petroleum and petroleum

tar oil.

The Committee should, in the next report, extend the revision of

specifications for timber treatment, to include the Ruping, Lowry and

other widely used processes, both for ties and timber. The specifica-

tions should be in the form of general requirements for handling of

the wood previous to treatment, and detailed specifications covering all

the processes in general use. There should also be submitted in con-

nection with these, the standard forms of inspection report blanks for

various treatments.

Experiments to show proper grouping and seasoning of wood should

be inaugurated at treating plants. The facilities soon to be available

at the Forest Products Laboratory of the Forest Service, located at

Madison, Wis., involving an experimental cylinder and all accessories,

should result in valuable and useful data.

The, question of track fastenings to be used with treated ties is

one of economics, depending in part upon the life of a treated tie

against decay and its life against mechanical wear. The determination

for suitable fastenings should be made a subject of joint consideration

of the proper committees for future work.
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CONCLUSIONS.

The definite conclusions of this report are as follows:

i. That the changes in the specifications for tie treatment cm-

bodied in this report be adopted and placed in the Manual.

2. That the new version of conclusion No. 3 of Recommended

Practice be adopted and placed in the Manual.

3. That additions to Recommended Practice given in the report

be adopted and placed in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

W. K. Hatt, Professor Civil Engineering, Purdue University, Lafayette,

Ind., Chairman.

W. H. Courtenay, Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad,

Louisville, Ky., Vice-Chairman.
R. N. Begien, Division Engineer, Baltimore. & Ohio Railroad, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

E. H. Bowser, Chief Timber Inspector, Illinois Central Railroad, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

Lincoln Bush, Consulting Engineer, New York, N. Y.

O. Chanute, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

C. K. Conard, Assistant Engineer, Erie Railroad, Washingtonville, N. Y.

C. G. Crawford, General Manager, American Creosoting Company,

Chicago, 111.

E. B. Cushing, Engineer of Construction, Sunset Central Lines, Hous-

ton, Tex.

G. M. Davidson, Chemist, Chicago & Northwestern Railway, Chicago.

V. K. Hendricks, Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, St. Louis

& San Francisco Railroad, St. Louis, Mo.

R. L. Huntley, Chief Engineer, Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha, Neb.

A. L. Kuehn, General Superintendent, American Creosoting Company,

Chicago, 111.

S. M". Rowe, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

Earl Stimson, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore & Ohio

Southwestern Railroad, Cincinnati, O.

Howard F. Weiss, Forest Service, United States Department of Agri-

culture, Washington, D. C.

Committee.
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LIST OF WOOD PRESERVING PLANTS IN THE UNITED
STATES—JUNE i, 1909.

EASTERN STATES.

Authority—Forest Service.

Refer-
ence
No.
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CENTRAL STATES.

763

Refer-
ence
No.

IiOcation. Managing Company. Process.

34
35
.36

c37

e38

d39
40

d41

b42

c4.3

c44
45

f46

e47

48
49

B50
a5l
d52
d53

54

h55

Indianapolis, Ind.
Shirley, Ind
Columbus, Ind.. .

.

Terre Haute, Ind.

Evansville, Ind. .

.

Republic Creospting Co
Columbia Creosoting Co..

.

Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southern Traction Co... .

Chicago Tie Preserving Co

The Indiana Tie Co

Bloomington, Ind.
Escanaba, Mich...

Marion, 111

Carbondale, 111.

American Creosoting Co. . .

Chicago & North-Western
R. R. Co

American Creosoting Co. . .

Paris, 111

Mt. Vernon, 111.

Waukegan, 111.

.

Galesburg, 111.

Joppa, 111. (under con-
struction).

Madison, 111

Sandstone, Minn
Brainerd, Minn
Minneapolis, Minn
Kansas City, Mo
Springfield, Mo

Kansas City, Kan.

Topeka, Kan

Ayer & Lord Tie Co.

Chicago Tie Preserving Co .

Chicago Tie Preserving Co .

Chicago Tie & Timber Pre-
serving Co . .

Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy R. R

The Indiana Tie Co

\ Kettle River Quarries Co

Northern Pacific Ry. Co.

.

Republic Creosoting Co. . . .

| American Creosoting Co . .

Kansas City Creosoting Co

Union Pacific R. R. Co. .

.

Creosote.
Creosote.

f Creosote (low pressure.)
I Zinc Chloride.
Zinc Chloride (Burnett-

izing).

. Zinc-Tannin (Wellhouse).
Zinc Chloride (Burnett-

izing).

Creosote (Lowry).

Zinc-Creosote (Card).
Creosote (Lowry).
[Creosote (Bethell and
J Rueping).
1 Zinc Chloride (Burnett-
|

izing).

Zinc-Creosote.
Zinc-Tannin (Wellhouse).

Zinc-Creosote (Card).

Zinc-Creosote (Card).
Zinc Chloride (Burnett-

izing).

Card-Buehler).

Creosote (Lowry).
Creosote.

Creosote (Lowry).

Zinc Chloride (Burnett-
izing).

Creosote (Rueping and
Bethell).

Zinc-Creosote (Riitger).
Zinc-Tannin (Wellhouse).

Zinc Chloride (Burnett-
izing).

ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC STATES.

56
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APPENDIX B—CROSS-TIES PURCHASED BY STEAM RAILROADS.

Year 1906. 1907. 1908.

Total number 93,477,625 144,085,680 106,038,081

Hewn Ties 71,199,415 112,309,246 87,387,038

Sawed ties 22,278,210 31,776,434 18,651,043

Average cost.

Hewn ties—cents 0.46 0.50 0.50

Sawed ties—cents 0.51 0.54 0.52

Per cent, treated 11.

8

13.3 21.7



Appendix C.

SECOND REPORT ON THE CONDITION OF TREATED TIM-
BERS LAID IN TEXAS IN 1902.

By Carlile P. Winslow, Engineer in Wood Preservation.

Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service.

INTRODUCTION.

In 1902 an experiment to show the effects of different preserva-

tives on railway ties of various woods was undertaken on the Beau-

mont Division of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway, in Texas.

About 2^2 miles of track were laid, and inspections were made in

November, 1903, in June, 1904, and in September, 1909. Descriptions

of the track as originally laid, together with the results of the inspec-

tions of 1903 and 1904, have been published as Bulletin 51 of the

Bureau of Forestry, "Condition of Treated Timbers Laid in Texas,

February, 1902." This circular supplements Bulletin 51 and gives in

a concise form the results of the inspection of September 21 and

22, 1909.

The inspection was made by the following:

R. L. Allardyce, Superintendent International Creosoting and Con-

struction Company, Texarkana, Tex.

I. A. Cottingham, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Houston & Texas

Central Railway Company, Houston, Tex.

S. Lincoln, Roadmaster, Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany, Conroe, Tex.

George E. Rex, Assistant Manager, Tie and Timber Department,

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company, Topeka, Kan.

C. M. Taylor, Chemist, International Creosoting and Construction

Company, Texarkana, Tex.

Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, Consulting Timber Engineer, St.

Louis, Mo.

C. P. Winslow, Engineer in Wood Preservation, Forest Products

Laboratory, Forest Service, Madison, Wis.

S. A. McNeely, Manager Tie and Piling Department of the Kirby

Lumber Company, also assisted in the inspection. Because of other

engagements, Messrs. Lincoln, Taylor and Von Schrenk were present

only on the first of the two days of the inspection.

The inspection began at Pelican, Tex., the eastern extremity of

the experimental section of track, and progressed westward toward

Cleveland, Tex., beyond which point there were no experimental ties.

The condition of the ties was classified under four distinct heads, as

follows

:

(1) D. or Decayed: Ties so decayed or split as to warrant their

removal from the track.

(2) U. or Unsound: Ties partially affected with decay, but still

serviceable.

(3) G. or Good: Ties not noticeably affected with decay nor

badly split or checked.

766
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(4) S. oi Split: Ties noticeably split or checked, but still serv-

iceable. Where such ties were also affected with decay, they were

classed under the second heading (2) U. Throughout this report, the

condition of the ties is recorded or referred to in accordance with

this classification.

PRESENT CONDITION OF THE TIES.

Attention is called to the following paragraphs taken from a report

on the condition of these ties in November, 1908, and submitted through

the courtesy of Mr. G. E. Rex, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe

Railway Company

:

"The report on the following longleaf, shortleaf and hemlock ties

cannot be positively verified on account of a portion of the ties having

been removed from their original location and inserted in a new loca-

tion; and as the nails have been lost out of a portion of them, they

cannot be positively identified, but the report has been made on these

ties after as careful investigation as possible to determine the class

of timber and treatment.

This applies to the

100 longleaf Burnettized at Somerville.

100 longleaf Wellhouse, at Somerville.

50 longleaf zinc-creosote, at Beaumont.

50 longleaf Allardyce, at Somerville.

50 shortleaf Allardyce, at Somerville.

50 shortleaf zinc-creosote, at Beaumont.

The tamarack ties treated at Chicago by the Wellhouse process

showed most marked rail cutting; and it is reported that nearly all

of the tamarack ties treated at Beaumont with zinc-chloride and creo-

sote were removed in 1909 because of excessive rail cutting and sap-rot.

Most of the longleaf ties treated only with Beaumont oil were badly

shattered, while the longleaf pine Burnettized at Somerville, as well as

those remaining of the longleaf pine treated with Spirittine were

noticeably in good condition.

Table 1 of the text is arranged alphabetically; first, with respect to

the character of the treatments, and second, with respect to the various

species. The proportion of serviceable ties still in the track is given

for each species and treatment, aiid an average percentage is given

for all ties of the same treatment. In any case, the descriptions given

in Bulletin 51 of the Bureau of Forestry should be considered before

any conclusions are drawn from this table.
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The key initials used throughout this and the previous publication

are here given

:

Species Mark Treatment Mark

Beech H
Hemlock H
Black oak B. O.
Red oak R. O.
Spanish oak S. O.
Turkey oak Y. B.
Willow oak W. O.
White oak W.
Loblolly pine. ... L. L.
Shortleaf pine ... S.

Redheart pine. . . R. H.
Tamarack T.

Allardyce A. L.
Hassellman B. A.
Beaumont oil B. O.
Burnett (Chicago) B. U.*
Burnett (Somerville) B. U.
Spirittine S. P.
Wellhouse (Chicago) W. E*
Wellhouse (Somerville) W. E.
Zinc chloride and Beaumont oil B. Z.
Zinc chloride and 22 lbs. English oil per cubic foot

.

A. L.**
do
do

Note.—Where the species are untreated the'diagrams (figs. 2 and 3) are marked only
with thejetters indicating the species.

Table I.

—

Summary of Condition of Experimental Ties in Test Track

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Company, Beaumont
Division, Texas. Arranged Alphabetically by Treat-

ments and Species.

ALLARDYCE TREATMENT, SOMERVILLE
Original Number remaining Per cent of service-

Mark number in track able ties remaining
placed in track in terms of

original number
placed

D. U. G. S. Total U. G. S. Total

Kind of Wood

Beech
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Kind of Wood

Pine:
Loblolly.

.

Longleaf .

.

Total.

BEAUMONT OIL ALONE. SOMERVILLE

Ties soaked in an open vat for 24 hours.

Mark

L. L. B. O.
L. B. O.

Per cent of service-
Original Number remaining able ties remaining
number in track in track in terms of
placed original number

placed
D. U. G. S. Total U. G. S. Total

42
100

2
23

2
30

142 25 32

Beech
Hemlock.. . .

Oak:
Red
White. . .

.

Tamarack. . . .

Total.

BURNETT TREATMENT, CHICAGO

B. B. U.*
H. B. U.*

R. O. B. U.*
W. B. U.*'
T. B. U.*
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Kind of Wood. Mark.

Beech B.
Hemlock H.
Oak:

Black B.O.
Red R. O.
Spanish S. O.
Turkey Y. B.
White W.
Willow W. O.

Pine:
Loblolly L. L.
Longleaf L.
Shortleaf S.

Tamarack T.

Total 12

UNTREATED
Per cent, of service-

_ T , ... able ties remaining
Original Number remaining in in track in terms of

number track. original number
placed. placed.

87
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ZINC CHLORID AND ENGLISH OIL TREATMENT, BEAUMONT
Per cent, of service-

, T , ... able tics remaining
Original Number remaming in in track in terms of

Kind of Wood. Mark. number track. original number
placed. placed.

D. U. G. S. Total. U. G. S. Total.

Beech (ZincChloride and
Creosote) B. A. L.** 50

Gum-sweet 2 (ZincChlo-
rid and Creosote S. O. A. L.** 10 2 2 20 20

Hemlock (Zinc, Chloride
and Creosote H. A. L.** 49 7 7 14t 14t

Oak (22 lbs. English oil

per cubic foot)

:

Black B. O. A. L.* * 76
Turkey Y. B. A. L.** 10
White W. A. L

.

107
Willow W.O.A.L.** 11

Pine, (22 lbs. English oil

per cubic foot)

:

Loblolly L.L.A.L.** 51 7 25 17 49 14 50 33 97
Longleaf ".L. A. L.** 50 1 26 4 31 54 8 62
Shortleaf S. A. L.** 50 8 8 16 16

Tamarack (22 lbs. Eng-
lish oil per cu. ft.) .. T. A. L.* 51 5 5 10 10

Total 11 515 1 7 73 21 102 133 14 4 19

TREATMENTS AND RESULTS.

The descriptions of the treatments, as contained in Bulletin 51, Bu-

reau of Forestry, in a way account for the poor results obtained from

the Hassellman treated ties and from those treated with a combination

of zinc chloride and 22 pounds of creosote per cubic foot, and also

account for the marked difference in the length of service of ties treated

by the Wellhouse and Burnett processes at Chicago and Somerville.

With the Hassellman ties, however, it would appear doubtful that the

results can be entirely accounted for by the statement made by the

company shortly after the treatment.

In the treatments with zinc chloride and English creosote in com-

bination at Beaumont, the statement of the company, as printed in

Bulletin 51, is that oak, beech, hemlock, tamarack, and unseasoned pine

were treated simultaneously ; and the treatment was adapted more to

the unseasoned pine than to the other species. As might have been

expected, the pines are giving better service, while all of the oak

and beech and most of the hemlock and tamarack have already been

removed. This fact emphasizes the inadvisability of treating together

or in the same charge species of a widely dissimilar character.

The difference in the service of the ties treated by the Burnett

and Wellhouse processes at Chicago and Somerville might be par-

tially explained by the fact that the species treated at the two points

were for the most part different, but an individual comparison of

similar species shows an even greater difference, but always in favor

of the treatments at Chicago. From the records and statements re-

1 Bulletin 51 reports 80 ties originally placed. There was probably an error in
count, as 81 were found in inspection of September, 1909.

1 Bulletin 51 reports ties marked S. O. A. L.** as being Spanish Oak. The two
so marked now remaining in the track, however, are sweet gum.
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garding the treatments, as given in the Appendix to Bulletin 51, it

appears that the average absorption of dry salt in the Burnett and

Wellhouse treatments at Chicago was 0.42 pound and 0.57 pound per

cubic foot, respectively, as compared to 0.35 pound and 0.33 pound
per cubic foot in the treatment at Somerville. This undoubtedly has

an important bearing on the results, and tends to show the value of

the heavier treatment.

So much for the Hassellman, zinc chloride and creosote in com-

bination (Beaumont), Burnett (Somerville), and Wellhouse (Somer-

ville) treatments. There are yet to be considered the ties treated by

the Allardyce, Burnett (Chicago), and Wellhouse (Chicago) processes,

as these are the only remaining treatments that cover a variety of

species. The species common to these treatments are beech, hemlock,

red and black oak, white oak, and tamarack. The percentage of serv-

iceable ties remaining at the time of this inspection is given in Table 2.

Table 2.

—

Percentage of Serviceable Ties Treated by Allardyce, Burnett

and Wellhouse Processes.

SPECIES I TREATMENT
Allardyce Burnett Wellhouse

(Somerville) (Chicago) (Chicago)
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent.

Beech 86 92 100
Hemlock 62 69 87
Black oak 95 80
Red oak 100 79 ....
White oak 96 100 95
Tamarack 84 98 97

It thus appears that the Wellhouse process has given the best

results so far with the beech, and hemlock; the' Allardyce with the

black and red oak ; while the Burnett process takes a slight lead with

the white oak and tamarack. But the results are all very similar;

and the total percentage of still serviceable ties treated by these

three processes is as follows: Allardyce, 81 per cent.; Burnett, 87

per cent. ; Wellhouse, 92 per cent. No statement can yet be made as

to which has proven the most generally efficient. The point of interest

is the relative efficiency of the ties Bnrnettized at Chicago as compared

to those treated by the Wellhouse (Chicago) and Allardyce (Somer-

ville) process.

From a comparison of the pine ties treated with zinc chloride and

Beaumont oil, in combination, and with Beaumont oil alone, it is seen

that 97 per cent, of the former and only 44 per cent, of the latter

are still serviceable. This indicates the preservative value of zinc

chloride, but conclusions as to the preservative properties of Beaumont
oil should take into consideration the statement in the Appendix of

Bulletin 51, that the ties treated with Beaumont oil were soaked in an

open vat at Somerville, Tex., and were twenty-four hours in the oil.

This vat held six or eight ties at a time. All the ties had been

thoroughly seasoned before soaking, with the exception of the un-

treated loblolly pine ties. These were a little green, not having been
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exposed to the weather long enough before the experiment was made

to insure the evaporation of all the water.

The absorption is given as follows:

One hundred longleaf pine previously untreated absorbed 567

pounds; weight before soaking, 13,456 pounds; absorption per tie,

5.67 pounds.

One hundred longleaf pine previously treated with a 2 per cent,

solution of chloride of zinc absorbed 349 pounds ; weight before soak-

ing, 18,606 pounds ; absorption per tie, 3.49 pounds.

Forty-two loblolly pine previously untreated absorbed 178 pounds;

weight before soaking, 5,188 pounds; absorption per tie, 4.24 pounds.

Ninety loblolly pine previously treated with a 2 per cent, solution

of choloride of zinc absorbed 284 pounds; weight before soaking in

oil, 15,346 pounds; absorption per tie, 3.15 pounds. 3

(a) It is reported by officials of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. that ties treated with
oil from Bakersfield, Cal., and placed in the experimental track in 1902 are still in good
condition. As they did not constitute a part of this experiment, their condition was not
observed in the inspection.

RESULTS WITH UNTREATED TIES.

Diagram i, which has been prepared from records covering the

removals of ties and the condition of those remaining at the time of

this inspection, shows the average life of the various untreated species,

with the exception of white oak. As some ties of this species are

still serviceable, the average life for all cannot yet be determined. The
results shown in the chart are not to be taken as absolute, but rather

should be considered as indications.

Table 3 shows the estimated relative efficiency of service so far

obtained from the different treated woods as compared with their

average untreated service.

Table 3.

—

Estimated Relative Increase of Efficiency Secured Through

Treatment of Various Woods*
Estimated per cent in- Estimated per cent in
crease in service due to crease in service due to

Species treatment up to the Species treatment up to the
present time present time

Loblolly pine 430 Red oak 220
Hemlock 370 Longleaf pine .... 210
Beech 280 Black oak 170
Tamarack 280

(a) In computing this table, only the Allardyce, Burnett (Chicago) and Wellhouse
(Chicago) treatments, as well as (for the longleaf and loblolly pine) the zinc-creosote and
Beaumont oil with zinc chloride treatments, were considered. The average per cent, of

serviceable ties remaining in the track was then determined for all species treated by two
or more of the above processes. The number of years the ties have been in the track (7i)
was then divided by the average untreated life of each species, and the quotient multiplied
by the average percent, of serviceable ties now remaining. The resulting product, multi-
plied by one hundred, represents in a general way the per cent, of increase in service over
the average untreated life for each species up to the present time.

It is important to note that Table 3 indicates only an efficiency

based on the per cent, of increase of service, and does not necessarily

represent the most efficient wood for treatment from an economic

standpoint. Furthermore, the figures will necessarily vary from year
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to year as the remaining ties in the track become unfit for service,

and cannot be considered as in any way absolute.

TIE REMOVALS.

From the results of inspections made by the Forest Service in

1903, 1904, and 1909, together with records kept by the Atchison, To-

peka & Santa Fe Railway Company, diagrams 2 and 3, which represent

the annual removals of ties from the experimental track, have been

prepared. Diagrams 2 and 3 show the percentage of removals of each

species treated by the different processes; diagram 4 is a summary

of diagrams 1 and 2 and represents the percentage of removals of

all species treated by the different processes.

The officials of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Com-
pany report that the removals of all ties treated at Beaumont with

zinc chloride and English creosote, in combination, and 17 per cent,

of the white oak Burnettized at Somerville, are due to breaking and

rail cutting and that a large number of others were removed, on

account of decay at the rail seat, which was primarily caused by rail

cutting, which allowed decay-producing organisms to get established

inside the zone of treated wood.

In a number of instances the records do not state the date of

removal ; in such cases, in the preparation of the diagrams, the ties

were considered as removed in 1909.

SUMMARY.

The results of this inspection may be summarized as follows:

That the tamarack ties treated at Chicago by the Wellhouse proc-

ess and most of the ties treated at Beaumont with zinc chloride and

English oil in combination are the ones on which rail cutting has been

most marked.

That there are still serviceable only 3
1/ per cent, of the Hassell-

man tics, and only 19 per cent, of those treated with zinc chloride

and English oil. Only 45 per cent, and 47 per cent, are serviceable,

respectively, for the Burnett and Wellhouse treatments at Somerville,

as compared to 87 per cent, and 92 per cent, of the same treatments

at Chicago, which emphasizes the following points : That it is advisable

to place in experimental tracks, similar to the one described in this

report, only such ties as are sound, and which have received a com-

mercial treatment approved by the company treating them; and that

it is important to separately treat species even of similar kinds of

wood, and to the advantages of a relatively heavy impregnation.

That 81 per cent., 87 per cent, and 92 per cent., respectively, of

the Allardyce, Burnett (Chicago), and Wellhouse (Chicago) ties are

still serviceable, points to the preservative value of zinc chloride.

That of the untreated timbers, loblolly pine and hemlock have

given the least service, the average life for each being 1V2 years.

Beech and tamarack show similar results, with about 66 per cent.
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greater service than loblolly pine. Shortleaf and longleaf pine stand

next in order of durability, and it is interesting that the latter has

given less than four months' longer service than the former. With

the exception of white oak, Spanish oak has given the greatest service;

its average life is slightly more than four years.

In considering the service of different woods when treated and

untreated, it is to be noted that those which, when untreated, decay

most rapidly are the ones which appear to give the greatest relative

increase in service when treated. Thus we find loblolly pine, hemlock,

beech and tamarack not only the least resistant to decay when un-

treated, but also that a treatment increases their natural life in greater

proportion than it does the more resistant species used in the ex-

periment.

Table 2.

—

Summary of Conditions of Experimental Ties in Test Track

of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe Railway Company,

Beaumont Division.

Arranged alphabet ically with respect to species. For details of treatments, see Forse
Service Bulletin 51.)

Per cent, of serv-
Kind of wood Treatment Where Original iceable ties re-

treated Mark number maining in track
placed in terms of orig-

inal number
placed.

Beech Allardyce Somerville. .

i I do Hassellman do . ...

i [ do Burnettized Chicago
i , do Untreated

do Wellhouse Chicago
do Zinc-creosote Beaumont . .

Hemlock Allardyce Somerville. .

do Hassellman do
do Burnettized Chicago. . .

.

do Untreated
do Wellhouse Chicago
do Zinc-creosote Beaumont . .

Gum, sweet a.. do do. ...

Oak, black. . . .Allardyce Somerville. .

•

i do Hassellman do . ...
do Burnettized do. ...

do Untreated
do Wellhouse Chicago
do do Somerville. .

do Zinc-creosote Beaumont . .

Oak, red Allardyce Somerville. .

do Hassellman do . ...
do Burnettized Chicago.. .

.

do _ do Somerville. .

do Untreated
do Wellhouse Somerville. .

Oak, Spanish. .Allardyce do. ...

do Hassellman do • ...

do Burnettized do . ...
do Untreated
do Wellhouse Somerville. .

Oak, turkey. . .Allardyce do. ...
do Hassellman do . ...

do Burnettized do . ...
do Untreated
do Wellhouse do . ...
do Zinc-creosote Beaumont . .

Oak, willow .. .Allardyce Somerville. .

do Hassellman do. ...

. Q. A. L.
B. B. A.
.B. B. U*
B.
B. W. E.*
B. A. L.**
.H. A. D.
H. B. A.
H. B. U.*
.H.
.H. W. E.*
.H. A. L.**
.S. O. A. I,.**

B. O. A. L.
B. O. B. A.
B. O. B. U.
.B. O.
.B. O. W. E.*
B. O. W. E.
B. O. A. L.**
R.O. A. L,
,R. O. B. A.
.R. O. B. V*
.R.O. B. U.
.R.O.
.R. O. W. E.
,S. O. A. L.
.S. O. B. A.
.S. O. B. U.6
.s. o.
.S. O. W. E.
.Y. B. A. L.
.Y. B. B. A.
.Y. B. B. U.
.Y. B.
.Y. B. W. E.
.Y. B. A. L.**
.W. O. A. L.
.W. O. B. A.

SO
98
99
87
100
SO
50
100
100
101
100
49
10
60

118
34
25
86
33
76
10
19
86
20
93
20
10
20
21
20
20
10

' 19
20
20
20
10
10
20

u.
14
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Kind of wood

do
do
do
do

Oak, white. . . .

do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Pine, loblolly. .

do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do

Pine, longleaf . .

, do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do

Pine, short leaf
do
do
do
do
do

Pine, red heart
Tamarack

do
do
do
do
do

Per cent, of serv-
Original iceable ties re-

Treatment Where Mark number maining in track
treated placed in terms of orig-

inal number
placed.
U. G. S. Total

Burnettized do- W. O, B. U.
Untreated do W. O.
WeUhouse do W. O. W. E.
Zinc-creosote Beaumont. . .W. O. A. L.**
Allardyce Somerville. . . W. A. L.
Hassellman do W. B. A.
Burnettized Chicago W. B. U. *

do Somerville. . .W. B. U. c
Untreated W.
WeUhouse Chicago W. W. E.*

do Somerville. . . W. W. E.
Zinc-creosote Beaumont. . . W. A. L. **

Allardyce Somerville. . .L. L. A. L.
Hassellman do L. L. B. A.
Beaumont oil do

c
. . . . L. L. B. O.

Burnettized do^ . . . .L. L. B. U.
Spirittine do L. L. S. P.
Untreated L. L.
WeUhouse (zinc
chloride, Beaumont
oil) do L. L. W. E.
Beaumont, oil ... . do L. L. B. Z. d
Zinc-creosote Beaumont . . . L. L. A. L.**
Allardyce Somerville. . .L. A. L.
HasseUman do L. B. A.
Beaumont oil do L. B. O.
Burnettized do L. B. U.
Spirittine do L. S. P.
Untreated L.
WeUhouse (zinc
chloride and Beau-
mont oil. . .

.' do L. W. E.
do do L. B. Z.

Zinc-creosote Beaumont. . .L. A. L.**
AUardyce SomerviUe. . . L. A. L.
Hassellman do S. B. A.
Burnettized do S. B. U.
Untreated S.

WeUhouse do S. W. E.
Zinc-creosote Beaumont. . .S. A. L.**
HasseUman Somerville. - -R. H. B. A.
Allardyce do T. A. L.
Hassellman do T. B. A.
Burnettized Chicago T. B. U.*
Untreated T.
WeUhouse do T. W. E.*
Zinc-creosote Beaumont. . .T. A. L.**



Appendix D.

THE PHYSICAL STRUCTURE OF WOOD IN RELATION TO
ITS PENETRABILITY BY PRESERVATIVE FLUIDS.

(Continuation of a Paper on the Microscopic Structure of Wood, Pub-
lished in Bulletin 107 of American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association, January, 1909.)

By Harry D. Tiemann, Engineer in Timber Tests, U. S. Forest Service.

INTRODUCTION.

Further researches along the same lines, since the former article

was written, have established beyond question some of the hypotheses

which at that time were beginning to be evolved regarding the physical

relations of wood to its penetration by gases and liquids.

In the article referred to an attempt was made to show compre-

hensively the general microscopic structure of wood as a whole and

also of the various cells which unite to make up this structure.

-rtv

Fig. i.—Cross-section of a Conifer (longleaf pine) at the junction,

m n of two annual rings. Shows the even rows of tracheids with

thick walls in the late wood and thin walls in the early spring

wood. A resin duct is also shown and several medullary rays.

Magnified ioo times.

781
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For the sake of convenience, some important facts will be restated. In

the first place, there is a marked and very definite distinction between

the wood of the conifers (commercially called soft woods) and that of

the angiosperms (called the broad-leaved trees or hardwoods).

ELEMENTS OF THE CONIFERS.

The structure of the conifers is by far the simpler of the two, as

the vertical cells arc practically all of one kind, except for the scat-

tered "resin ducts." Fig. i. These cells are called "trachcids" and

have numerous curious partial openings in the walls called "bordered

pits," Fig. 3. In the green wood, however, these pits are not really

openings, for they are completely sealed by the original cell wall, which

is a continuous membrane, completely enclosing each cell or tracheid.

In the heartwood, these pits are more strongly sealed also by a plate

called the "torus."

Fig. 2.—Cross-section of an Angiosperm (white elm) at the junction

m n of two annual rings. Shows the dense groups of wod fibers, f,

between the rows of vessels, v, also shows the very large vessels,

P, in the early spring wood, and the meullary rays. This view is

magnified only one-third as much as Fig. 1.
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ELEMENTS OF THE ANGIOSPERMS.

The wood of the angiosperms, on the other hand, is much more

complex, as the vertical cells are exceedingly variable both in size and

character. The vertical cells consisting of wood fibers, vessels, tracheids

and others, in some species of the angiosperms, are often of four or

five distinct kinds, and vary in size and shape from the finest hair of

a few millimeters in length to the long vessels as large as the lead

in a lead-pencil. There are also short thin-walled cells interspersed.

The oak is one of the most complex woods in this respect, while the

red gum and the tulip are comparatively simple.

The tracheids occur in all woods in some form, both in the

angiosperms as well as the conifers, sometimes, however, so infrequent

in the angiosperm as to be of little consequence. They always have

the peculiar bordered pits in the walls.

In the conifers, it is the tracheids which give the strength to the

wood, but in the angiospermsv it is the long, narrow, hair-shaped cells,

or wood fibers, which are the chief part of the structure producing

the strength. The latter (Fig. 2) are usually grouped in bunches and

form the principal structural feature in the angiosperms. In the late

wood of the annual rings, their walls, compared to their diameters, be-

come exceedingly thick. These also have pits, but of a simpler kind,

which are slit-like and known as "simple pits." They are likewise

completely enveloped in the green wood by the initial cell wall.

The large vertical tubes, or "vessels" (Fig. 2), in the angiosperms

form more or less continuous tubes throughout the length of the stem,

and unless clogged by ingrowths or "tyloses" (Fig. 8) permit a free

passage of fluids vertically. In heartwood, but not in the sapwood, they

are often clogged by these ingrowths, which more or less completely

prevent any passage of fluids. Air can readily be blown through a

stick of green red oak several feet long, even of heartwood, but not

through a piece of white oak even an inch long. In fact, a pressure

of over 100 lbs. per sq. in. is insufficient to force air or steam through a

pieec of green white oak only an inch in length, simply on account of the

blocking of the tubes by these tyloses. This is clearly illustrated by pho-

tomicrographs of the wood sections of these two oaks (Fig. 8). As
typical of the conifers, it will be found impossible to blow through

a piece of fresh green white pine wod, for, as already explained,

there are no tubes at all, only tracheids and occasional resin ducts,

the tracheids being closed in the green wood, and the resin ducts are

generally blocked by resin.

MEDULLARY RAYS IN ALL WOODS.

There are, of course, in all woods, in addition to the vertical cells

mentioned above, the medullary rays, consisting of radially arranged

groups in the form of horizontal blades, with edges vertical, which

intersperse the vertical cells. These blades are always made up of
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short, blunt, thin-walled cells. They also have small simple pits which

are closed by the primary cell walls. These medullary rays are so

small in some woods, as in ash and eucalyptus, as to be quite invisible,

while in others they are as large as a knife blade, as in the oaks,

for example.

DISCUSSION OF THE THEORY OF PENETRABILITY AND
OF THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

CLOSED CELLS IN GREEN WOODS.

The important fact is that in the fresh green zvood of all species

the cells of all kinds (except the resin ducts and the vessels) are

completely closed by the continuous primary zvall, or "middle lamella,"

as it is called, and that gases cannot be forced through this enclosing

membrane, even at extreme pressures. Water may percolate through

this membrane gradually, as through a filter, but this action must be

comparatively slow even under high pressure.

PHENOMENON ACCOMPANYING DRYING.

Now, whenever wood seasons or is dried artificially, a very sig-

nificant phenomenon takes place. The walls of the tracheids and also

of the wood fibers and vessels actually crack open by long, narrow,

spiral slits in the walls. These slits are very small, and are only

visible when highly magnified. A familiar simile will give a clearer

idea of the nature of these slits. A twisted telegraph pole with the

checks due to the shrinkage in seasoning running spirally around the

pole, is a familiar sight to all. The tracheids are quite similar in

shape and proportion to a pole of this sort, if we consider the

pole as just half a cell, the butt end corresponding to the middle

portion of the cell .and the tapering top to one of the pointed ends.

The spiral checks will then correspond in a measure to the size and

shape of the slits which take place in the cell walls in drying. That

these slits actually occur the writer has demonstrated both by micro-

scopic examination and also by mechanical experiment, as will be

shown. When the cells have once been slit in this way they become

permeable to gases and liquids. This is true of thoroughly seasoned

wood of every species so far examined, and doubtless is true of all

kinds. The greater the degree of drying, the larger the openings, and

consequently the more permeable the wood becomes, so that thoroughly

dried wood is more permeable than partially seasoned material. Dif-

ferent species become permeable to different degrees.

Whether the bordered pits also open up has not yet been deter-

mined positively, as it is exceedingly difficult to make microscopic

sections which would show this without rupturing the structure with

the knife. It seems reasonable, however, to suppose that this might
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sometimes be the case. An experiment which indicates this opinion

was made under the microscope upon air-dry white pine, by applying

air pressure. Penetration in the tangential direction was observed at

a pressure of 5 lbs. per sq. in., while, to produce the same effect in

the radial direction required a pressure of 22 lbs. As the bordered

pits are mainly on the radial walls of the cells (see Fig. 3), this

Fig. 3.—Radial section of a Conifer (white pine) at the junction of

two annual rings, showing the bordered pits on the radial walls of

the tracheids (appearing like beans in a pod). A medullary ray is

also visible, crossing the vertical cells horizontally,

times.

Magnified 100

would seem to indicate that they had a significant ' part in allowing

the air to pass through more readily in the tangential than in the radial

directions. Strange to say, in another piece of white pine which had

been steamed for four hours at 25 lbs., just the reverse was the case.

This was cooled under water, so that it did not dry to any extent. It

may be that the drying opens up the pits, whereas the steaming does

not do so.

So far as has been observed, there appears to be no special relation

between the positions of the slits in the walls and the pits. They do

not as a rule pass through the pits, as they might have been expected

to do.
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EFFECT OF STEAMING.

Steaming also opens up these slits in the cell walls, but they are

not so large or so numerous.* Examination of a piece of green long-

leaf pine which had been steamed four hours at 25 lbs. pressure and

then cooled under water, so as to prevent any drying from taking

place, showed fine, narrow, spiral checks, and also some shorter checks

irregularly arranged, not spirally. The air-dried wood, however, showed

much larger slits. Examination of white pine similarly treated showed

spiral slits in the steamed wood, but they were not as numerous nor

as wide as in the air-dried.

Doubtless the maximum amount of slitting would occur in wood

which is steamed and then dried.

Another significant fact is that these slits once made, do not close

absolutely again after resoaking the wood. They still remain visible

under the microscope.

Fig. 4.—Portion of the same tracheid shown in Fig. 7, magnified 250

times. The slits apparently sloping in opposite directions are, in

reality, in the same spiral direction, but being on opposite walls of

the tracheid, they appear superimposed, the walls being transparent.

MICROSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE SLITS.

Fig. 4 is a portion of a tracheid, white pine, magnified 250 times,

in which these slits are clearly visible. The slits in this particular

case, however, were produced by the process of maceration, and not

•Mr. Tiemann has shown that the full effect of steaming on small
pieces is reached at a steam pressure of 4 hours at 20 lbs. or 3 hours
at 30 lbs. The wood was spruce and pine. No further opening of the
cells was attained at higher limits.
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by drying. It is typical, however, of the effect of drying and is shown

in preference to some photographs of the dried material, as it is a

much clearer picture than was obtained in the latter, and the effect is

the same in both. The appearance of the slits crossing in opposite

directions in these figures is due to the. fact that the observer sees

the opposite walls of the cell superimposed, the walls being transparent.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SLITS.

Now, while these microscopic slits in the cell walls may appear

to be of little consequence, they are in reality of fundamental signifi-

cance and bear directly upon the preservative treatment and impregna-

tion of wood. They also explain many facts which heretofore have

been unaccountable.

When one considers that it is impossible to dry wood by any knozvn

method zvithout producing these slits, and that when once produced

they cannot again be eliminated, their importance becomes realized.

It follows that wood once dried can never be brought back to its

original green condition.

MECHANICAL EFFECT OF THE SLITS.

From the mechanical point cf view, this explains completely why
wood dried and then resoaked is weaker than the original green ma-

terial, and why the failure of resoaked beams resembles that of dry

beams, being more brittle, and the failure occurring on the tension side.

It also explains some things in wood bending ; why partially seasoned

stuff behaves better than the green, and why very dry material is not

satisfactory for the purpose after steaming it.

MECHANICAL EXPERIMENTS.

For the purpose of examining the penetrability of wood from the

mechanical standpoint, an apparatus was made by which one face of

a block of wood could be examined and photographed through the

microscope at the same time that compressed air was applied to the

opposite face. As a rule, the specimens examined were about 3 in.

long and an inch and a half or 2 in. square, so that the air was obliged

to pass through a length of about 3 in. in the direction of the grain

and about three-quarters of an inch more or less when viewed trans-

versely. As the tracheids are seldom more than an eighth of an inch

in length, the air must necessarily, therefore, have traversed through

uncut cells. The object of this experiment was primarily to determine

exactly what kind of cells the air passed through in each case. By
covering the end of the block by a film of soap, the smallest amount

of air escaping becomes visible by the formation of a bubble. By
viewing the formation of these bubbles through the microscope it is

generally possible to determine with certainty just what cells the air

is issuing from. It is a very difficult matter, however, to obtain a

satisfactory photograph, since, to show the bubbles in the photograph,
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Fig. 5.—Piece of dry loblolly pine, at junction of the annual rings,

before and after applying air pressure. A large resin duct is visible

in the early wood. Magnified 52 times.
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they must be caught at just the right instant. In the woods containing

vessels also, the air frequently passes through these so freely that it

entirely obscures observation of the other cells. This sometimes is true

also of the resin ducts in conifers.

PHOTO-MICROGRAPHS SHOWING PENETRATION OF AIR.

Iii Fig. 5 is shown a piece of dry loblolly pine, the view being a

cross-section at the junction of two annual rings, showing the late

wood of one and the early spring wood of the next. The left-

hand picture, A, shows the open ends of the tracheids where cut across

before applying the air pressure, and the right-hand view, B, shows

the same section after soaping and applying the pressure. The bubbles

are clearly visible issuing individually from the tracheids in the early

wood. The late wood is so dense and the lumina so small, that the

bubbles are not visible in that portion of the section. The large round

Fig. 6—C—Air-dry white oak at junction of annual rings, a, b, c, are

large vessels; d, group of small vessels and tracheids. Magnified 52

times. A—Without air pressure. B—After applying air pressure,

showing bubbles from vessels and tracheids. C—Profusion of bub-

bles after the lapse of a few seconds.

opening is a resin duct. No bubbles are visible over it, probably

because it is blocked by resin.
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Fig. 6 is a piece of air-dry white oak at the junction of two rings,

the rings join along the line marked m-n. The first view, A, shows

the section without air pressure. Three large vessels, a, b, c, are visible

and groups of smaller vessels and tracheids, d. View B shows these

same features (unintentionally, slightly shifted) with air bubbles issuing

from them. View C is the same, after a few seconds, when the

bubbles have become so numerous as to obscure the view. This is

striking, as in the case of the green white oak it is impossible to

force any air through at 150 lbs. pressure, even for a length of less

than two inches; whereas in this picture it is passing freely through

practically all the cells, at a pressure of probably less than 5 lbs. and

a length of 3 or 4 in.

The next view, Fig. 7, is particularly interesting in a negative

way, for what it does not show. It is a piece of black oak (Quercus

velutina) in the fresh, green state before and after applying the air

pressure. Bubbles are clearly visible in the large and small vessels, but

nowhere else, the cells of green 'wood being, as stated before, im-

penetrable.

Fig. 9 is a piece of tulip heartwood in the air-dry state, at the

junction of the two rings. Bubbles are visible over all the cells, both

large and small.

RECAPITULATION.

To emphasize the main principles established by this research, the

results will be stated in the following concise form

:

(1) All zvoods in the fresh, green state are impenetrable to gases

even under high pressures, except through the open vessels in the

angiosperms and the resin ducts in the conifers where these are not

clogged by tyloses or resin. The same is true as regards liquids, except

that water solutions may gradually seep through the membranes. Since

it is the wood fibers and the tracheids which form the main part of

the structure of wood, impregnation of the vessels or resin ducts

would be of little or no value of itself in preservative treatment. The

above is due to the fact that every cell is a closed vessel completely

surrounded by its primary wall.

(2) Whenever wood seasons (beyond its fiber saturation point),

whether naturally or by artificial means, narrow microscopical slits

occur in the walls of the fibers and tracheids which render them im-

penetrable to gases and liquids. These slits do not reunite when the

wood is resoaked, although they may close up somewhat. The greater

the degree of dryness, the more penetrable the wood becomes.

(3) Steaming green wood pi educes a somewhat similar effect, but

to a less degree, unless the wood be subsequently dried also.

The reason, then, that absolutely green wood cannot be successfully

treated with preservatives is due, not so much to the fact that the

wood contains water, but because the cell walls are unbroken and

therefore impenetrable. Just what pressure these walls would resist, it
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pIG 7_Fresh green piece of black oak before and after applying air

pressure. In view B are seen small bubbles of air issuing from the

large and small vessels, but net from the tracheids or wood fibers.

Part of the large medullary ray is visible at the bottom of the sec-

tion. Magnified 52 times.
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White Oak.

Fig. 8—B— (Repeated from former paper). Comparison of red and
white oaks, showing the tyloses in the vessels of the latter. All

magnified 32 times.
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is impossible to state, but it seems probable that it would run into

the thousands of pounds per square inch.

In connection with this statement, it should be distinctly noted

that by the immersion of green wood in hot oil the heat of itself may
produce more or less seasoning and steaming, particularly if the oil

is heated above 212 F., which would, therefore, have itself the tend-

ency to open up these slits in the walls also. Thus some penetration

might be obtained with green wood in hot oil.

Among the species experimented upon were longleaf pine, white

pine, loblolly pine, red spruce, white oak, red oak, black oak, chestnut

and tulip. Air and steam pressure up to 130 or 150 lbs. per sq. in.

were used in some cases. In not a single case was an exception found

to the statements made in this article.

In closing, acknowledgment is made of the assistance of Mr. W. D.

Brush, who did much of the microscopic work and also made many
of the photographs ; and likewise of the work of Mr. H. E. McKenzie,

who assisted with the apparatus.

Although the slits had been anticipated by the writer, from theo-

retical considerations, and have doubtless been unappreciatively observed

before by histologists, Mr. Brush is probably the first person to have

actually seen these slits with a knowledge of what they are and what

causes them.

Fig. 10.—Cross-section of a piece of air-dry black gum sapwood

under air pressure, showing bubbles over the vessels and wooc
fibers. Magnified 52 times.
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TENTATIVE GROUPING OF TIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL
PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT.

By Howard F. Weiss, in Charge of Wood Preservation, Forest Service.

GROUPING OF TIES FOR TREATMENT.

The ideal object toward which all companies should strive in the

treatment of ties is to secure the maximum economic life from them.

This can very largely be accomplished by giving all ties a uniform

penetration and absorption without decreasing- their strength, of what-

ever quantity of preservative experience shows is best.

For any specific treatment the following practical considerations

affect most strongly this result:

i. Moisture of the wood.

2. Conditions of seasoning.

3. Time of cutting.

4. The per cent, of heart and sapwood.

5. The wood structure due to conditions of growth.

6. The character of the treatment.

7. Species.

It is at once apparent that to give due consideration to all or any

of these factors a classification of the ties is necessary. To do this

will necessarily involve labor and expense, and unless the advantages

due to greater uniformity in treatment shall more than offset these

disadvantages, it is undesirable to inaugurate a system of grouping.

The question as to when and by whom such separations shall be made

is one which may perhaps best be worked out according to the economic

conditions surrounding each plant. Opinions regarding a proper group-

ing of ties for treatment are so contradictory and reliable data are

so meager, that it is deemed inadvisable to attempt to do more at

this time than to outline a scheme which may be of assistance in

conducting experiments designed to secure greater regularity in the

results of wood preserving plants. No specific classification is attempted.

The influence of the various factors will be discussed.

I. MOISTURE IN THE WOOD.

Various amounts of water in timber placed in a treating cylinder

cause the wood to conduct heat at different rates, consume unequal

heat units, season differently and hence treat differently. It is best,

therefore, to have all the wood in one charge at approximately the

same moisture content. The best practical moisture content is when

the wood is in an air-dry condition.

797
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The main reasons for this are: (a) The treatment can be made

more quickly; (b) the treatment can be made more cheaply; (c) the

wear and tear on the plant is lessened; (d) there is less danger of

decreased strength, due to steaming. It is recommended, therefore, that

only air-seasoned ties be treated. If absolutely necessary to treat green

ties, all those in one charge should be uniform in moisture content.

2. CONDITIONS OF SEASONING.

The conditions under which wood seasons affect the uniformity

of the treatment; for example, wood seasoned too rapidly is liable

to "case harden," which affects the penetrability of the preservatives

as well as the strength. Moreover, ties air-seasoned with the bark on

or off treat differently.

It is recommended that all the ties in any one charge be seasoned

under the same conditions. After they are cut they should be piled

in exposed situations, so that their rate of drying may be as rapid and

as uniform as possible without injury to them.

3. TIME OF CUTTING.

The season of cutting also affects the uniformity and degree of

treatment. It is probably safe to state, however, that, aside from the

moisture content and case hardening tendencies of the ties, the time

for cutting can be neglected for commercial purposes. If factors 1

and 2 are fulfilled, it is probable that other considerations falling under

the cutting season can be neglected. It is recommended that whenever

possible all ties be cut in winter or late fall.

4. PRESENCE OF HEARTWOOD AND SAPWOOD.

In practically all species the sapwood treats easier than the heart-

wood. The depth and amount of the preservative absorbed depends,

of course, upon the resistance of wood to injection. Therefore, the

less the resistance, the deeper the penetration and greater the absorption.

Uniformity of treatment is impossible unless the resistances in all cases

are equal. The aim, therefore, should be to secure a uniform resistance.

It is suggested that a preliminary grouping of the ties be made as

follows

:

Heart—Less than 20 per cent, sapwood (in pole ties sapwood not

more than 1 in. wide).

Intermediate—More than 20 ?.nd less than 50 per cent, sapwood (in

pole ties sapwood more than 1 in. but less than 2j^-in. wide).

Sap—More than 50 per cent, sapwood (in pole ties sapwood over

2}4 in. wide).

In this connection it should also be remembered that untreated

heartwood is usually more durable than untreated sapwood, hence the

necessity of injecting the same amount of preservative is not so great

as in sapwood. In other words, a smaller absorption in the heartwood
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will probably make the heartwood last as long as ihe sapwood, even

though the latter has a larger injection.

5- WOOD STRUCTURE DUE To CONDITIONS OF GROWTH.

This affects the arrangement of the wood cells to such a degree

that the results of the treatment may vary considerably. When it is

found that such conditions perceptibly destroy uniformity of treatment

the ties should be grouped separately ; for example, a plant receiving

red oak ties from the South may find it advantageous to group them

separately from those received from the North.

Moreover, ties cut from various parts of a tree treat differently:

No practical way of separating such ties is apparent, except perhaps

as regards their relative sap and heartwood contents, in which case

the grouping given in section 4 should be followed.

6. CHARACTER OF THE TREATMENT.

It is held that the position of the ties in the treating cylinder is

often responsible for a variance in the treatment. That is, ties on the

bottom of the truck are in the preservative for a longer period than

those on top, hence absorb more of it. When such variations are

sufficiently great to be of economic importance, it is recommended
that means of preventing them be adopted.

7. SPECIES.

Even if all of the above factors were equal, uniformity of treat-

ment would be impossible when widely different species are treated at

one time, because each species offers its individual resistance. How-
ever, when these are equal or the differences are slight, various species

may be treated at one time. Unfortunately, there are no authentic

and specific data available which enable an exact grouping of the dif-

ferent varieties according to their resistance to treatment.

The opinions of various engineers and others skilled in wood
preservation on the proper grouping of ties have been published in

Bulletin No. 107. A perusal will show that no two agree and most

of them differ widely. The reason for this is undoubtedly largely due

to the complicated nature of the problem and to improper appreciation

of the factors discussed above. It is suggested that all who may
engage in such investigations in the future pay due merit to all of

the factors, and in publishing their results give full information con-

cerning them. It is useless to go into extreme refinements concerning

one or two influences and neglect wholly or in part the others, for the

deductions will be both incorrect and misleading.

The following tentative rules for handling and grouping ties for

treatment can, however, be made with propriety.

For Practical Operation

:

2S
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1. Use only air-seasoned tics. If this is impossible, have equal

moisture contents in all the ties in one charge.

2. All ties in one charge should be air-seasoned under similar

conditions.

For Experimental Investigation :

3. Group ties cut from woods of equal resistance to treatment

according to their per cent, of sapwcod and treat only those in one

group in one charge. Three such groups are recommended

:

Heart (less than 20 per cent, sapwood).

Intermediate (more than 20 and less than 50 per cent, sapwood).

Sap (over 50 per cent, sapwood).

4. Have all ties in the treating cylinder subject to the same con-

ditions of treatment. If this is impossible, load the more resistant ties

on the bottom of the cylinder trucks.

5. Have all ties in one charge cut from the same locality when

the region of growth perceptibly influences the uniformity of the

treatment.

It is quite probable that, the other factors being equal, the ultimate

solution of this problem in many cases will sift to a classification of

the ties according to the species and the relative amounts of heart

and sapwood in each. It may be, however, that a classification based

solely on the amount of sapwood in the tie will not invariably prove

effective or necessary because the sapwood of different species may
offer different resistances to treatment. We know this is true for

heartwood. For example, the heartwood of red oak treats much easier

than the heartwood of white oak. In view of these facts it may be

unnecessary or inexpedient in many cases to class ties according to

their per cents, of sapwood. The heartwood of poplar may treat as

easily as the sapwood of shortleaf pine. If such should prove the

case, heart poplar ties could be treated with sap shortleaf ties.

In order to aid the arrangement of experiments to determine group-

ing at treating plants, a set of tables is presented. They constitute a

form of record for the results of the experiments, and are arranged

according to certain tentative experimental groupings, as for instance,

per cent, of heart and sap.

Table 1 is a grouping of ties for experimental treatment based

solely upon the species and the amount of sapwood each tie contains.

It is, of course, understood that the ties have been seasoned according

to the general rules already given. This table will form the basis for

a final practical classification of wcods into groups of equal permeability.

Table 1 will be operated as follows : When the ties are received at

the heating plant they will be divided into for classes, A, B, C and D,

as given in the table. These classes will then be subdivided into three

groups each according to the amount of sapwood in the ties. The
three groups suggested are called heart, intermediate and sap. The
experimental charge will, therefore, be made up of ties of one group

only. These will be treated according to the standard method practiced
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at the plant, and the amount of preservative absorbed by them will

be noted. The method of treatment will be kept constant. It will

generally be found that the heart ties of a given species absorb least,

and the sap most of the preservative. The amount absorbed by each

species and group will be recorded in Table No. I.

TABLE 1.—TENTATIVE GROUPING OF TIES FOR EXPERIMENTAL
TREATMENT.

(Based on Per Cent, of Heart and Sap Wood.)

Class A

—

Conifers (Softwoods) Class B

—

Conifehs (Softwoods)

Air dry—no steaming Partially seasoned or green, steam or

oil seasoned.

Heart

List here s

Intermediate

pecies tested a

Sap

nd their obse

Heart

rved absorpti

Intermediate Sap

Class C—Broadleaves (Hardwoods)

Air dry—no steaming

Class D

—

Broadleaves (Hardwoods)

Partially seasoned or green, steam or

oil seasoned

Heart

List here s

Intermediate

pecies tested a

Sap

nd their obse

Heart

rved absorpti

Intermediate Sap
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AIR-DRY WEIGHTS OF WOODS.

SPECIES

Common- Name
CONIFERS

Sugar pine
Pinon
Red pine
Bull pine
Lodgepole pine
Loblolly pine
Pitch pine
Scrub pine
Shortleaf pine
Jack pine
Longleaf pine
Cuban pine
Tamarack
Western larch
Black spruce
White spruce
Engelmann spruce
Hemlock
Western hemlock
Douglas spruce (fir)

Balsam fir

Bald cypress
Redwood
Incense cedar
Arbor-vitae (white cedar). . . .

Giant arbor-vita? (red cedar)
White cedar (juniper)
Yellow cedar
Red juniper

9th Volume,
10th Census
(small pieces,
oven dry).

United States
Forest Service
(large pieces
at 15 per cent,

moisture
content).

31 18

33 . 05

31 80

38 . 04
39.28

31 80

27 68

23 07

802
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Common Name

SPECIES

HARDWOODS

Butternut
Bitternut (hickory)
Shagbark (hickory)
Mocker nut (hickory)
Pignut (hickory)
White willow
Large tooth aspen
Swamp Cottonwood
White birch
Paper birch
Sweet birch
Beech
Chestnut
White oak
Post oak
Burr oak
Chestnut oak
Swamp white oak .-

Cow oak
Live oak
Red oak '.

Scarlet oak
Yellow oak
Pin oak
Black jack
Tanbark oak (Cal.)
Shingle oak
Slippery elm
White elm
Hackberry
Tulip tree
Sassafras
Sycamore
Honey locust
Locust
Lignum vitae
Sugar maple
Silver maple
Red maple
Ohio buckeye
Basswood
Black gum
Cotton gum
Black ash
White ash
Hardy catalpa

9th Volume,
1 Oth Census
(small pieces,
oven dry).

25.46
47.06
52.17
51 21
51 .21

28.87
25 48
35 90
37.11
47.47
42.89
28.07
46 35
52.14
46.45
46.73
47.75
50.10
59.21
40.75
46.15
43 90
43 . 24
45 64
42.55
46 92
43 35
40 54
45 34
26 36
31 42
35.38
42.00
45.70
71.24
43 08
32.84
34.02
28.31
28.20
39.59
32.37
39.37
40 77
25 96

United States
Forest Service
(large pieces
at 15 per cent,

moisture
content;.

50 51
53 00

49 88
49 88

46 14

45 .52

44 90

33 67

38 66
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Prefatory Note.—The report of the Committee on Wood Preser-

vation, Bulletin 120, page 327, referred to certain data showing the rate

of seasoning of ties, and stated that the diagrams drawn from this data

would be published in a later Bulletin. They are here reproduced.

This very valuable investigation was initiated by Dr. Hermann Von
Schrenk, and was conducted by Mr. H. C. Jensen, of the Forest Serv-

ice, under the direction of Dr. Von Schrenk. The ties, scales and labor

were furnished by the contributing railway companies referred to in

the diagrams and the Bureau of Forestry furnished the necessary super-

vision.

These tests represent a variety of woods, and the data are complete

and valuable.

Application of these curves is in determining the average weight

of similar railway ties when they are air-seasoned and in a condition

to put in a treating cylinder.

They are published by the courtesy of the Forest Service and

under the authority of the Secretary of Agriculture.

FURTHER TESTS OF TREATED TIES.

In Bulletin 112, July, 1909, of the American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association was published a progress report

of tests of treated ties made at Purdue University under the co-opera-

tion of several organizations and under direction of the Committee of

Wood Preservation. The fourth and final progress report on the main

series of tests, as modified from the progress report already published,

is given in Appendix J.

The further tests under way consist of investigation of the rate of

transmission of electric current through various species of wood under

different moisture conditions and when treated by various processes. A
progress report on this work will be ready in June, 1910.

The selected series of ties that have been subjected to tests for

strength have been exposed to a service test to determine the resistance

to decay. One end of each tie has already been tested for strength

perpendicular to the fiber and for resistance to loads tending to with-

draw the spikes. The other, untested, end is inserted in the ground and

surrounded with material that will promote decay. After several years

the ties will be taken up and retested. In order that the record of

these ties may be preserved, a diagram is here reproduced (Fig. 1, page

817) of the arrangement of this service test.

A number of ties representing each species of timber and each

method of preservation are being held to determine the rate of loss

of preservative through exposure, and the resistance of the tie to vari-

ous loads.
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DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTS IN THE ROTTING PIT AT
STENDAL, GERMANY.

Prefatory Note.—The chairman of the Committee on Wood Pres-

ervation, during a trip to Germany in the summer of iqio, had the

pleasure of inspecting the wood preservating plant of the Rutgerswerke

Aktiengesellschaft at Stendal. He was particularly interested in the

experiments under way in a rotting pit in which wood was subjected

to the accelerated action of a fungus, which was artificially cultivated

and with which the wood was infected. It appeared that the efficiency

of different preservatives might be determined in this rotting pit in

so far as the problem was not affected by the action of such atmos-

pheric influences as sunlight and rain.

Upon request, Herr Consul Segal of the Rutgerswerke Company

was kind enough to send to the Committee on Wood Preservation an

account of the experiments under way at this rotting pit. This account,

so generously and thoroughly prepared in Table I and Resume," is

presented for the information of the members of the Association. A
similar rotting pit is provided in the Forest Products Laboratory at

Madison, Wis.

This rotting pit occupies a small brick building, the upper story of

which is devoted to a museum, and the lower story of which is a three-

chambered rotting pit. The first chamber is about 8 ft. by 8 ft. in floor

area, kept at a temperature of from 17 to 20 degrees Centigrade

for the cultivation of fungus ; the second chamber is about 6 ft. by 12

ft. by 10 ft. high for rotting experiments. The samples are exposed

in galvanized iron boxes with covers. The bottom of the box contains

some garden mould with the piece under test half buried and on top

of this another piece of wood which has been infected with the fungus.

The sides of the chamber are concrete, and, in the upper part, are

corrugated horizontally, forming channels for water to keep the air

moist. The walls of the chambers of the rotting pit have also a loose

covering of roofing tiles which are sprinkled once or twice each day to

produce a saturated atmosphere. There is no ventilation in the cham-

ber. The third chamber is also a rotting chamber, somewhat smaller

than the second.

The fungi being used are (1) merulius lacrymans (house fungus),

(2) polyparus vaporarium (forest fungus). The investigations under

way and the results obtained are shown in Table I.

It is evident that in this rotting pit an accelerated test may be

made of the resistance of wood to the attack of a fungus.

The endeavor (see Table I) was made to determine which constit-

uent of creosote was effective in preserving wood and how much was

necessary. To do this, pieces of pine were treated with a solution of

(a) anthracene oil in ether, and (b) ordinary creosote in ether. Both

solutions were injected in the specimens to refusal. It appeared that

pieces that were preserved with one per cent, of anthracene were all
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good after two and one-half years; and when preserved with only one-

half per cent, of oil were all decayed. Pieces treated with less than

two per cent, of a solution of ordinary creosote in ether were rotten.

For instance, a piece treated with one per cent, solution was rotten

when a piece with two per cent, was not. In the above it is under-

stood that the two per cent, solution is a solution in ether and as much

of this solution as could be put in the wood was forced therein. The

table exhibits other facts of interest, and the following notes have been

supplied by Herr Segal

:
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NOTES ON THE "RESUME OF RESULTS OF THE ROTTING
PIT AT THE STENDAL TREATING PLANT."

(See Table I.)

Experiments i to 5 are to show the antiseptic and preservative

effect of anthracene oil which has been free from its acid constituents

by washing with caustic soda. For these tests the oil was emulsified accord-

ing to the method given in the Zeitschrift fur angewandte Chemie, 1901,

Heft 18-20. After dilution, as indicated, the wood was treated with

this emulsion, using a vacuum. This process gave perfect penetration

through the sapwood while the heartwood remained untreated.

After these experiments had shown that a piece of wood with-

stands the attacks of fungi after treatment with 2V2 per cent, emulsion,

weaker emulsions were used and for comparison experiments were made

with the best refined Russian machine oilbrand "Schibajeff," and

with common treating oil (creosote), which fulfilled the requirements

of the Prussian State Railways. These experiments are detailed in

experiments 6 to 35.

Sodium fluor-silicate, a by-product in the manufacture of super-

phosphate, has revealed certain advantages as a treating medium accord-

ing to experiments made in various mines. Pine wood was used ex-

clusively in these experiments. In experiment 36 beech wood was

chosen as the material for such treatment.

Experiments y? to 4 1 were undertaken for the purpose of com-

paring the behavior of American and German woods when treated in

the same manner.

Experiments 42 and 43 were made on sections taken from four

railway ties. These ties were part of a shipment of 50,000 treated by

the Rutgers Company and guaranteed against rot for fifteen years.

After ten years these four ties were removed on account of rot. The

experiments revealed that these ties were already attacked by decay

before treatment. It is interesting to note in this case that the un-

treated red heart withstood decay perfectly in the track and also in the

more trying conditions in the rotting pit.

Experiment 44 shows that tannic acid does not possess the high

antiseptic value for the preservation of wood that is usually ascribed

to it. The experiment shows this very clearly.

Experiments 45 to 48 reveal the antiseptic properties of common
salt (sodium chloride). These experiments show that a lengthening of

the life of wood follows treatment with common salt. In so far as

these pieces of wood are exposed to rainfall or are used in damp
places, the efficiency of the salt treatment would be very much less.

Treatment of mine timbers by the Cologne Mining Company, in Essen,

have shown this clearly.

Experiments 49 to 60 cover, in part, impregnation with sodium

fluor-silicate and zinc-chloride, and, in part, foreign woods. The final

results have not been reached in some of these experiments on account

of the short period they have run.
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EFFICIENCY OF PRESERVATIVES.

PLAT SHOWING ARRANGEMENT OF TIES IN ROTTING PIT.

*



Appendix H.

FUNGI WHICH LIVE ON STRUCTURAL TIMBER.

By C. J. Humphrey, Pathologist, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S.

Department of Agriculture.

In this report are embodied general observations on the fungi

which attack structural timbers in the Southern States and along the

Pacific slope from Los Angeles, Cal., to Seattle, Wash.

All decay in timber is induced by fungi, in some cases possibly

with the aid of bacteria. Both these organisms are plants and differ

from ordinary green plants principally in the lack of the green coloring

matter. We know little of the action of bacteria on wood, so I will

confine my remarks to the fungi.

We may roughly liken a fungus to a tree. The portion which

grows on the outside of a timber, and which we term variously as

"mushroom," "toadstool," or "punk," corresponds to the trunk and top

of the tree, while within the wood the minute microscopic fungus

threads which penetrate through its substance are similar to the roots of

the tree, which ramify through the soil and derive nourishment from it.

(See Fig. 7.)

By the secretion of little-understood chemicals by these internal

fungous threads the wood fiber is dissolved, and its substance serves as

food for the organism. These chemicals we term "enzymes" or "fer-

ments." There are a large number of different kinds of ferments, and

they vary in the way they act upon the different substances of the wood.

The principal substances of the cell-walls in. wood are cellulose

and lignin, and each requires a particular ferment to disintegrate it.

Since fungi vary greatly in their capacity to secrete ferments, we have

the key to their widely varying action upon timber. Some produce

six or eight different kinds ; others possibly only two or three. Some
produce ferments which act principally on cellulose; others, ferments

which act mainly upon the lignin; and still others, ferments which

attack almost exclusively the starch and sugars with which the sapwood

is charged.

It is only those fungi which attack cellulose and lignin vigorously

that menace the life of the timber to any serious degree. Give them

a favorable temperature and proper moisture and air supply, and the

destruction proceeds rapidly. A small quantity of oxygen from the

air is a prime necessity. It is the lack of oxygen in timber saturated

with water that insures its immunity from decay.

Fungi are classified on the form and habit of growth of the

"punks," or, more technically, the "fruiting bodies." For our present

purpose we may roughly divide "harmful" fungi into three classes

:

(1) Those fleshy forms of the "mushroom" type with a distinct

stem, and more or less circular cap with plates or "gills" on the under

side. This group contains very few destructive forms, the two principal

818
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Fig. i.—Lentinus lepidus on side of a coniferous tie at tiie ground

line. The ballast has been scraped away to show how the fungus

grows directly from the wood. Produces a bad rot and is one

of the few representatives of group (i).
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ones being mainly confined to Southern yellow pine, and only then

occurring on timber in contact with the ground. Lentinus lepidas (Fig.

i) is an example.

(2) The second class includes those tough, corky or woody forms

which have no stalk, but are attached to the wood by the side of the

roughly semi-circular caps. The under surface is provided with pores

of various outlines, circular, angular, or sinuous. Frequently the

brackets grow in clusters, one above the other. All the members of

this group occasion varying degrees of decay. The thin, flexible forms

are pre-eminently sap fungi, and often occur on ties, particularly of

oak, piled before use. A typical example (Fig. 2) of this group is

technicallv known as Polystictus versicolor.

Fig. 2.

—

Polystictus versicolor growing on the sapwood of an oak

tie. Very common on different species of oak, and produces a bad

rot, particularly of the sap. Illustrates the thinner forms of

group (2).
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The thicker and heavier forms of the pore fungi seem to produce

a worse decay than the thin, flexible forms. We have several mem
bers of this group which seriously invade the heartwood.

At this point it may be well to mention the fungus (Lenzites

sepiaria, Fig. 3), which is the principal enemy of yellow pine in the

Fig. 3.

—

Lenzites sepiaria on end of loblolly pine tie. Rapid growth
sapling pine ties contain little heart and are decayed speedily by

this most dangerous enemy of coniferous wood.
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South, and is also frequent on Douglas fir in the northern Pacific

Coast region. This is a moderately thin, tough, corky, flexible, brown

fungus, rarely extending out from the timber for over an inch and

a half. It is quite hairy above when young, and the growing margin

is frequently a bright yellow or shades of orange. The brackets often

grow in clusters, one above the other. In age, the hairs on the upper

surface frequently disappear. The under surface consists of brown

plates, which at times may unite to form elongate pores. It is a

most serious enemy of coniferous wood, and occurs everywhere through-

out the South on the different species of yellow pine. It is more

frequently found on sapwood than heart, but the position of the

fruiting body does not fully indicate the extent to which the destructive

fungus threads or "mycelium" invades the wood. Sometimes it fruits

at the very center of ties. When it grows on the under side of wharf

planks, it is usually not in the form of the bracket, but as a brown

patch spread out on the face of the timber, with the outer surface

provided either with elongate pores or plates. I am constrained to

class it as an enemy of heart, as well as sap, pine.

There is another species quite similar in appearance (Lenzites

trabea) which causes a heart rot of oak ties, and is also abundant

on cypress ties, sometimes before being placed in the track.

(3) The third group of harmful fungi contains those thin, corky,

flexible, bracket forms whose under surface is smooth and is not dif-

ferentiated into pores or plates. Rarely, in place of being bracket-like,

they are effused in thin, waxy patches on the surface of the wood.

Fig. 4.

—

Stcreum on side of an old oak log. These fungi of group (3)

are thin and tough, and the under surface is smooth and does not

have any pores or plates.
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but in this case the surface of the growth is compact and smooth,

not "fuzzy."

One member of the group is common on unused oak ties. It

does its greatest injury to the sapwood, but later gradually invades

the heart. Stereum (Fig. 4) is an example.

The comparatively "harmless" fungi are few. There are several

species belonging to group (1) which grow on wood after it has

reached an advanced state of decay, and these are of little importance.

Another relatively harmless fungus, which is encountered every-

where, on both hardwoods and conifers, is a small, white, thin, leathery,

very flexible form, attached to the wood at one edge, like a bracket, or

else at the center of the back. Its botanical name is Schizophyllum

commune. (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.)

It is distinguished by the plates or gills, on its under surface, being

split longitudinally, and the edges rolled back. It is frequently seen

on sound wood of oak or pine, and derives most of its nourishment

by utilizing the sugars and starches of the pith rays.

Fig. 5.

—

Schizophyllum commune on chestnut stick; attached by the

side, and showing the white upper surface densely clothed with

short hairs. Very common on different kinds of timber and com-

paratively harmless.

Sometimes thin, "fuzzy," mold-like growths are seen on ties, espe-

cially those newly cut and in damp situations, or on old, rotted ties

removed from the track. In color these fungi are more commonly
white, green, brown, cr black, and certain of them produce blue or

black discolorations in the sapwood. They do not decrease the strength

of the wood to any appreciable extent, and hence cannot be considered

as injuring the timber for structural purposes.
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Fig. 6.

—

Schizophyllum commune growing attached to the center of

the back. Note the wavy appearance of the longitudinally split

gills.

^fiSEirMa^A
~ti

Fig. 7.—Fungus threads within the tissue of the wood; shown well

at q, and also within the circular ducts at k, I, m, and n. These

threads are interwoven and continuous, but in slicing the wood

they are cut into short pieces. Note how the thick walled wood

cells at e resist the solvent action of the threads more than the

thinner-walled cells just above. a, b, and c are pith-rays (greatly

magnified). These fungus threads may be called the "roots" of the

mushroom which appears on the outside of the timber. (Copied

from Buller, Jour. Econom. Biol. Vol. 1, pi. 26.)
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DATA ON STRENGTH OF TREATED TIMBER.

The report on strength of treated timber is based on the follow-

ing data

:

(i) Tests on creosoted and untreated Douglas Fir beams made

by the Southern Pacific Creosoting Company at Sacramento, Cal.,

July, 1895, and May, 1906. Reported by William Hood, Chief Engi-

neer. Report on results not in printed form
; 94 sticks ranging in

span from 2 ft. to 7 ft. and in depth 2 in. to 16 in., treated by "boiling"

process. See Table I. Details of process not known. Sticks were,

tested 10-15 months after treating.

(2) Tests of creosoted, burnettized and untreated Douglas Fir

beams made at the University of California in April, 1898. Reported

to the Committee by Prof. L. E. Hunt; not published completely.

Tests include flexure, tension, compression parallel to the grain, com-

pression perpendicular to the grain, and shear. There were 42 sticks

tested. Beams varied from i]/2 in. to 10 in. in depth and were tested

on a 100-in. span. Care was taken to secure proper control tests

en treated material. Necessary data recorded. See Table I, Boiling

Process.

(3) Circular 39, Forest Service, "Experiments on the Strength

of Treated Timber," by Dr. W. K. Hatt, May, 1906. There were

6,272 tests, mainly on Loblolly Pine treated by the zinc-chloride and

creosote processes at an experimental treating plant in connection with

the St. Louis Exposition. The report includes description of the ma-

terial and facts relating to the treatment of tests.

(4) Tests made by Mr. C. F. Loweth, of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Railway, in 1904. Not published. Fifty-six beams of

natural and creosoted Southern Pine ; size ranging in depth from 3

to 10 in. and tested on spans 2 ft. to 13 ft. 6 in. Full history of

treatment of material not recorded. —See Table I.

(5) Thesis by Mr. F. E. Osborne, School of Civil Engineering,

Purdue University, 1901. "Effect of Preservatives on the strength

of treated timber;" 17 beams of natural and creosoted Wisconsin

White Pine were tested and accompanying tests made in compression

parallel to the grain, compression perpendicular to the grain, and shear.

Parts of test specimens were treated with creosote by Republic

Creosoting Company at Indianapolis and part with zinc chloride by

the Chicago Tie Preserving Company.

(6) Tests of creosoted Southern Pine bridge stringers by the

Forest Service at Purdue University, 1908. Results not published.

Forty Southern Pine bridge stringers, 8x16 in., 14 ft. long, were cut

825
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in Southern Mississippi and treated five months after cutting at Grenada,

Miss., by the straight creosoting process. The material included both

longleaf and shortleaf. Tests were made three months after treat-

ment in flexure, cross-compression, washer-bearing, with accompanying

minor tests. The full data of original treatment and tests of material

are available. Treatment record is as follows : Loblolly : Steam, 29

lbs. for 4 hours; vacuum, 20 in., 1 hour; creosote, 125 lbs. at 170° F.

;

suction vacuum, 23^ in. for 15 minutes; absorption, 13H lbs. per

cu. ft. Longleaf: Steam, 30 lbs., 6 hours; vacuum, 26 in., 1 hour;

creosote, 128 lbs. and 140 F. ; absorption, 12^4 lbs. per in. -ft. Moisture

per cent, of natural wood : Longleaf, 27.4 ; Loblolly, 35.7. See Fig. 1,

P- 334-

(7) Tests on creosoted timbers by Prof. A. N. Talbot of the

University of Illinois.

Series C included 8 creosoted and 4 natural sticks each of Shortleaf

Pine and Loblolly Pine, from 7x12 to 7x16 in. in cross-section and

14-ft. length. Series D included 12 creosoted and 14 natural sticks of

Loblolly Pine, sixes as in Series C. Small beams were cut from large

beams of Scries D and tested. In Series N, the small beams

were taken from the top and bottom of stringers and the alternate

ones were then creosoted, similarly for shear blocks.

The details of the treatment are as follows

:

Scries C:—Steam, 35 lbs. for 4^ hours; vacuum, 24^ in. from

! 2 hour to 2 hours ; creosote, 88 to 100 lbs. at 170 F. ; absorption, 6.2-

17.5 lbs. per cu. ft.

Scries N:— (x3 in.) Steam, 30 lbs. for 5 hours; vacuum. 24 in.

for 2 hours; creosote, 125 lbs. for \Y2 hours; absorption, 17.2 lbs. per

cu. ft.

Scries D:—Treatment unknown. As in Series N; moisture con-

tent, 36.1 per cent.

(8) Fourth Progress Report of Tests on Treated Ties, by Dr.

W. K. Hatt. It is an enlargement on the Third Progress Report, pub-

lished in Bulletin No. 112, American Railway Engineering and Mainte-

nance of Way Association. See Table 3, pp. 335, 336.

The results of tests covered by 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 have not been

published heretofore and are therefore given in summary f6rm in

Tables I, II and III, pp. 331, 332, 335, 336.

The original reports are on file in the office of the Secretary of

the Association.
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Appendix J.

FOURTH PROGRESS REPORT OF TESTS ON TREATED TIES.

By W. K. Hatt, Professor of Civil Engineering, Purdue University.

Prefatory Note.—This fourth progress report covers tests made to

the date of May 8, 1909. The work was performed by the Laboratory

for Testing Materials of Purdue University, in co-operation with

the Wood Preservation Committee of the American Railway Engi-

neering and Maintenance of Way Association, and with the following

organizations

:

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway Company.

Illinois Central Railroad Company.

American Creosoting Company.

Ayer & Lord Tie Company.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Company.

Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The tests were partly performed by students in the School of

Civil Engineering of Purdue University as thesis investigations and

partly by the testing engineers of the Forest Service located at the

Timber Testing Station of the Forest Service at Purdue University.

All work was supervised by these testing engineers.

The conclusions from this fourth progress report are as follows:

(1) It appears that no weakness was shown by the treated ties as

compared with the natural ties either in rail bearing or spike holding

strength except in the case of the ties treated with crude oil.* (See Table

Xo. 3.)

(2) The average stress under the rail at the elastic limit on the vari-

ous woods was as follows: Red oak, 1,131 lbs. per sq. in.; loblolly pine,

-578; short leaf pine, 642; long leaf pine, 690, and red gum, 830.

(3) The extremes of atmospheric temperature have an appreciable

effect on the strength of wood, especially when green. The warm timber

was from 9 to 17 per cent weaker than the very cold timber.

(4) The direct pulling resistance of common spikes in the various

woods was as follows in their natural state : Red oak, 7,639 ; short leaf

pine, 4,359; long leaf pine, 3,955; loblolly pine, 3,930 ; red gum, 3,883.

(5) The lateral resistance of common spikes in the various woods

was as follows: Loads at elastic limit in pounds: Red oak, 2,026; red

gum, 1,704; long leaf pine, 1,650; loblolly pine, 1,633; short leaf pine, 1,619.

(See Table No. 3.)

The lateral resistance of screw spikes depends on the diameter and

length of shank under the head, elastic limit of the metal and character of

the wood.

*Later tests in June, 1910, on these ties treated with crude oil indicate
Hiat the weakening in rail bearing was of a temporary character.
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(6) The screw spike had from 1.7 to 3.8 times the strength of the

common spike against direct pull, and from 1.2 to 2.4 (for spike No. 8)

times the strength of the common spike against lateral resistance. The
variations arise from design of spike and material of the common spike.

It would appear that the length of the thread of the screw spike might be

reduced and the shank lengthened, thus reinforcing the screw spike and

rendering it of more uniform strength. In other words, its excess longi-

tudinal strength might be reduced to increase the lateral strength.

The smaller screw spikes gave greater lateral and direct resistance per

pound of weight than the large spikes.

The strength of the common spike against withdrawal is increased

when it can be driven to follow a bored hole. The shape of the point of the

common spike, however, leads it to drive out of a bored hole, and the re-

sistance to withdrawal is thereby lowered.

Material.—The material included four shipments, described in

Table 1. There were 750 half-ties. The plan of tests contemplated

:

(1) The selection of air-seasoned ties.

(2) Sawing of ties in halves.

(3) Treating one-half of each tie, butt and top alternately.

(4) Testing the strength of the treated half in comparison with

the natural half.

Complete observations of weight, cylinder conditions, absorption,

etc., are on file. Table No. 2 gives a synopsis of the treatments.

The natural and treated halves were stored and tested under

exactly the same conditions as to temperature, speed, etc.

Part of the ties were tested as soon as possible after treatment

and one-third set aside for test after complete air-seasoning.

By reference to Table 1, it will be seen that the ties included

red oak, loblolly pine, shortleaf pine, longleaf pine and red gum
treated by representative processes.

Shipment' No. 50 was treated on an average of 30 days before

test; shipment 51, 40 days before test; shipment 54, 40 days before test,

and shipment 56, 135 days before test.

Spikes.—Two shipments of common spikes, Nos. 1 and 2, were received

from the Monon Railroad, both of the same size, 9/16 in. square and $y2 in.

long under the head.

Shipment No. 1 was of stirrer material than No. 2. Shipment No. t

was used in tests shown in Table 5, and shipment No. 2 in Table 5a.

The screw spikes were of three shipments. Those of shipment No. 1

were Illinois Central screw spikes which have been used in the laboratory

for the past three years for standard tests on screw spikes, and were used

in the tests reported in Table 3. This spike was 5^2 in. long and % in.

diameter under the threads, which pitched rA in. Shipment No. 2 were of

various sizes from the Illinois Central Railroad, shown in Figure 1.

Shipment No. 3 was a set of various standard spikes used by different
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companies and sent by the American Iron & Steel Manufacturing Com-

pany as shown in Figure ia. Shipment No. 2 was used in the tests

reported in Table 5, and shipment No. 3 in tests reported in Tables 5a

and 7.

In case of every comparison between screw spikes and common spikes,

one of each was driven in the same tie.

METHOD OF TESTS.

Rail Bearing.—The tie was put through a planer, so that one

surface was true. The other surface was adzed at the place of bear-

ing to provide a true bearing for the plate representing the bottom

of the rail or the tie plate.

Loads were applied by an ordinary testing machine and the descent

of the plate or bearing measured with reference to the planed bottom

of the tie. A firm bearing was secured by an initial load of 5,000 lbs.

This movement of the bearing plate includes the yielding of the tie

plus the indenting action of the plate on the surface of the tie.

Loads were applied in increments and the successive movements

of the plate observed, as shown in diagrammatical form in Plate 1.

It will be noted that the deformation on the tie, which is mainly

surface deformation, increased regularly with the load up to the

point which may be termed the elastic limit. At this point, the surface

fibers begin to give way and the deformation is then in greater pro-

portion. This stress corresponds to the working bearing stress of

washers. The loading then increased until the bearing plate had moved
i/2-in. with reference to the bottom of the tie. In the case of some

ties, the surface fibers would be broken, and this j4-in. would repre-

sent very nearly y2 -'m. punching action of (he tie. At other times the

surface fibers deformed gradually and the punching action was small.

In all cases, however, the elastic limit of the surface was reached.

The load was then released and the release curve observed. In most

cases, the tie would return without exhibiting any great degree of

surface damage. It is thought that the elastic limit is the best measure

of the relative resistance of the various woods to the direct action

of the base of the rail.

Such tests as these, of course, do not reproduce the various forces

which destroy ties in service, such as a sawing under wave motion, unequal

bearing due to transverse forces, etc.

In the case of tie plates with projections on the lower surface, a

load was applied to the plate directly over projections sufficient to

bring the plate to a true bearing on the tie. This load was removed and a

tool representing the rail base was placed upon the tie plate and an initial

load of 5,000 lbs. was applied. This initial load was not sufficient, in every

case, to bring the tie plate to a true bearing, and accounts for the shape of

the lower part of the load-compression curve in the case of tie-plate tests.

(See Plate 2.)
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Screw Spikes

J^O/ameter ^ P/tc h

No.l

i Diameter %•' Pitch

No. 2

-§ Diameter ^ Pitch

No. 3'

% Diameter £Pitch

No. f

% Diameter £Pitch

No.5

Fig. i.
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RESISTANCE OF TIE TO LOADS APPLIED TO SPIKES.

(a) Direct Pull.—The principal comparisons are made with common

spike 9/16 in. square and the screw spike Y% in. diameter and y2 in. pitch

screwed into a bored hole %-'m. in diameter. These were pulled directly

from the tie. The depth of penetration and the maximum loads were noted.

Careful measurements between the head of the spike and the surface of the

tie were made in a number of tests to determine progression of the yield

of the spikes up to maximum load.

Fig. 2 and Plate 5 show three measurements of movement in this test,

(c) Movement of the head of the machine.

(b) Movement of the base of the tie.

(a) Movement of the head of the spike.

The true withdrawal of the spike is the difference between (a)

and (b). The measurement of the head of the machine (c) has

sometimes been used in such tests, and gives an entirely erroneous

idea of the progression of the withdrawal of the spike.

(b) Lateral Pressure.—The method of applying the lateral force

upon the spike and of measuring the movement of the spike, with

reference to the tie, is shown in Fig. 3. The loads were applied, in

most of the tests, at a uniform rate; and the lateral movement ob-

served at uniform increments of load, and the curve plotted. (See

Plate 3.)

In a few of these tests, each load was released to observe the set.

The curves showing the relation between load and spike move-

ment are found in Plates 3 and 4. In this curve, Plate 4, it is

shown that the spike does not return to its original position, even

when a comparatively light load is applied and removed. This is prob-

ably not caused so much by the fibers of the wood ahead of the

spike being overstrained as by the movement of the spike allowing

the fibers back of the spike, which have been crushed in driving, to

straighten and to hold the spike against returning. Both the move-

ment and set curves show a decided change above the point marked

Y. P.

Minor Tests.—A few tests of wood under abrasion and minor tests

under bending and compression, shown in Table 6, were made by the

methods described in Forest Service Circular, No. 38.

RESULTS OF TESTS.

Rail Bearing.—Tests were made upon 518 half-ties, equally divided

between treated and natural. By reference to Table 3, it appears that no

weakness was shown by the treated ties as thus far tested as compared with

the natural ties, either in rail-bearing or in spike-holding strength, except

in case of crude oil treatment. The apparent differences are what might

be expected in any tests of any ties of ordinary grades.

It must be remembered that these ties were seasoned before treat-
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Fig. id. Red Oak and Loblolly Pine Ties Showing Crushing of Fibers

at Bottom of Spike Holes After Lateral Pull.
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Fig. ie. Displacement of Fibers by Screw Spikes.
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Fig. 2.
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ment, and there was a consequent larger amount of moisture in Burnet-

tized ties. It is not probable, therefore, that any further tests from

these ties, after they have been thoroughly seasoned, will evidence any

static weakness due to the treatment.

On reference to Table 3, it will be seen that the average stress

under the rail bearing at the elastic limit on natural red oak ties is

1,131 lbs. per sq. in. and on the natural loblolly pine ties 578 lbs. per sq. in.;

on short leaf, 642; on long leaf, 690; on red gum, 830.

Tie Plates.—Tests were made upon 581 half-ties to determine the

relation of the crushing strength of the ties with and without the

tie plates.

The fiber stress per unit of area of wood under tie plate at the

elastic limit in the case of the oak are less than those under the rail

alone and except for Plate C. Of course, the total load is greater. This is

accounted for by the perceptible springing of the tie plates, thus producing a

non-uniform pressure on the wood under the tie plate. The loads,

therefore, carried with the aid of tie plate, while larger, are not in-

creased in the same ratio as the increase of bearing surface.

In the loblolly pine ties and in Plate C on red oak, no perceptible spring-

ing of the tie plate was observed within the elastic limit of the timber, the

load being increased in practically the same ratio as the surface.

Table of Loads and Fiber Stresses With and Without Tie Plates.

Fiber Stresses.

Loads (Lbs.). (Lbs. per Sq. In.)

With Without With Without

Tie Plate. Tie Plate. Tie Plate. Tie Plate.

Tie Plate A, Shipment No. 50.

Red oak 56,000 39,5oo 896 965

Tie Plate B, Shipment No. 51.

Red oak 37,083* 21,250* 1,054 1,209

Tie Plate C, Shipment No. 54.

Loblolly pine 31,666 20,000 503 503

Red oak 54,ooo 32,500 873 865

Tie Plate B, Shipment No. 54.

Loblolly pine 37,083 21,250 520 528

Tie plate A (see Fig. 4), 7/16-in. thick, was permanently bent at

the edge of the rail bearing when the test was carried to TA-'m. com-

pression on oak ties. The yielding was confined almost entirely to the

edge of the rail bearing.

Tie plate B, ^-in. thick at edge of the rail, was not permanently

bent by the same test. It, however, springs as much, or more, than

Plate A, but the springing was more uniform. Plate B is harder metal,

and this would seem to be an advantage in this test.

The three tie plates were tested under flexure to determine the

quality of the metal. The results are shown in table below:

Ties of this shipment were smaller than those of the other two shipments.
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Table of Fibre Stresses in Tie Plates in Lbs. per Sq. In. at the Elastic

Limit of the Metal.

A. B. C.

37,500 68,800 59,8oo

/7j.4
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The material consisted of 10 red oak ties from Carbondale, 111.,

one end natural, the other treated.

Two rail-bearing tests were made upon each half-tie, one with

the tie cold (that is, brought in from the shed and tested at once,

the temperature of shed being slightly below freezing), and the other

at the temperature of the laboratory (70 degrees Fahrenheit).

The natural and treated halves were tested alternately.

In order to eliminate the weakening effect, if any, of the first

test from the comparison, the ties were divided into two sets, one

having the cold tests made first, and the other having the warm tests

made first. Both sets show the same results.

The attached Table 4 shows the results of the tests. The upper

part is the detailed summary, while the lower part gives the com-

parisons based on the average results.

The individual tests show a wide range of results. This is largely

accounted for by the fact that the tests were made upon the ordinary

railway tie, and considerable difference in the wood under the bearing

is often found in the short distance between the two tests.

The table shows that both natural and treated timber, under these

extreme conditions, were weaker when warm at both the elastic limit

and J^-in. compression, the natural by about 9 per cent, and the

treated by about 17 per cent.

The table also shows that when both are cold the treated timbers

have a somewhat greater strength than the natural timbers, but when

both are warm the reverse is true.

The greater effect of temperature upon the treated timber is

thought to be on account of the greater amount of moisture con-

tained in the treated timber. The chief value of this investigation

is' to show that, under extreme conditions, conclusions drawn from

comparative tests made in a cold condition may be changed in a/nount

or reversed when the same tests are made in a warm condition.

Resistance of Tie to Loads Applied to Spike.

(a) Direct Pull.—The treated ties, as shown in Table 3, offered

practically the same resistance as the natural ties in these tests except ties

treated with crude oil, which showed a decided decrease in strength.

The progressive yielding of the spikes up to the maximum load

is shown in Plate 5. The curves show that there is but little move-

ment of the common spike until maximum load is reached. The per-

ceptible slipping of the spike in the wood begins at the maximum
load, or just before the maximum load is reached.

The screw spikes apparently begin to slip at about two-thirds of

their maximum load, and do not reach a maximum load until the

thread is pulled entirely out of its original seat.

The common spike holds about three-fourths as much as the screw

spike up to the point where apparent slipping begins. The common
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spike holds a little over one-half the maximum load of the screw

spike. The work or shock required to withdraw the screw spike to

the point of its maximum resistance is several times that required

to withdraw the common spike.

The direct pulling resistance of common spikes in the various woods

in the natural state obtained from Table 3 is as follows: Red oak, 7,639;

short leaf pine, 4.359; long leaf pine, 3,955; loblolly pine, 3,930; red gum,

3-883.

Lateral Resistance of Common Spikes.

The treated ties (Table 3) offered greater resistance than the natural

to the lateral force applied to the common spike. This is probably ac-

counted for by the fact that the spike may be driven into treated ties with-

out so great injury to the fiber as occurs in the natural ties.

It is interesting to determine the effect of lateral force in loosening the

spikes with the result that they offer less resistance to direct pull. In Table

3 results are quoted. Shipment No. 2 common spikes were first subjected

to a lateral force producing 34~ U1 - lateral movement of the head of the

spike in the tie. They were subsequently pulled from the ties. The results

(Table 3) show that such lateral force loosens the common spike in the

soft wood ties and diminishes their pulling resistance some 25 or 30 per

cent, but in the hard ties, oak and red gum, such is not the case. Indeed,

in the latter case the pulling resistance shown in Table 3 is somewhat

greater than the original pulling resistance, but this is accounted for by the

fact that the spikes were driven somewhat deeper, and perhaps, also, by

the temperature of the wood.

The lateral resistance of common spikes in the various woods is sum-
marized from the table as follows : Loads at elastic limit in pounds : Red
oak, 2,026; red gum, 1,704; long leaf pine, 1,650; loblolly pine, 1,633; short

leaf pine, 1,619.

The material of the metal in common spikes will have no influence upon

its resistance to direct withdrawal, but under a lateral force, since the spike

bends in the wood, a spike of harder material will show greater resistance.

Lateral Resistance of Screw Spikes.

This was determined anew subsequent to the preliminary tests of third

progress report (quoted in Table 5) with the use of special series of screw

spikes furnished by the American Iron & Steel Manufacturing Company, as

shown in Figure No. ia, and reported upon below in Table 5a. The rela-

tive resistance of screw and common spikes to a lateral force has been de-

termined for loblolly pine, red oak and red gum. A comparison of values

for all the woods is as follows: Common spike, 100; spike No. 1, 120; No.

2, 148; No. 3, 151; No. 4. 143; No. 5, 152; No. 6, 118; No. 7, 143; No. 8,

242; No. 9, 184.

Tables 5 and 5a agree in case of loblolly pine in placing the resistance

to lateral force of both common and screw spikes (Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 in
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Table 5a) to be nearly the same. In case of hardwoods, however, the

screw spikes of Table 5a show greater lateral resistance relative to com-

mon spikes. The quality of metal in the different shipments of spikes is

competent to explain this divergence.

The lateral resistance of the screw spike depends greatly on its diam-

eter and equally upon the distance of the top of the screw below the sur-

face of the wood. It appears, however, that screw spikes Nos. 1 to 7 (ship-

ment 2) offer from 18 to 50 per cent, greater lateral resistance than the

common spike (shipment No. 2). The large screw spike of i-in. in diam-

eter shows about 2J/2 times as great a lateral resistance as the common

spike.

The relation between the design of the spike and its holding power is

covered in a special report below.

Resistance of Spikes of Different Design.

A few preliminary tests were made and reported in progress report No.

3 (spike shipment No. 1). This matter was examined more carefully on

the basis of nine different designs of spikes furnished by the American

Steel & Iron Manufacturing Company (spike shipment No. 2). Five spikes

of each design were furnished as shown in Fig. ia. Results in Tables

5a and 7.

These spikes were screwed into ties of loblolly pine, short leaf pine,

long leaf pine, red oak and red gum, all ties from Somerville, Texas. Five

ties of each species were used.

Comparisons with the common spike were based on a spike 9/16-in.

square and 5^2-in. long under the head (shipment No. 2). All the screw

spikes have threads of ^-in. pitch and J-^-in. depth. They varied in diam-

eter and in length of thread and length of spike.

The procedure was as described under "Methods of Test," except that

the hole bored into the tie was equal to the diameter of the spike at the

base of the thread.

Table No. 7 gives a general summary of the results in direct pull.

The resistance in direct pull of spikes of the same diameter varies

nearly as the depth of the spike inserted in the wood. The increase in

diameter of the spike is attended with an increase in resistance, but not in

the same ratio as the increase in diameter. The relation between the weight

of a spike and its resistance is shown in Plate 6, which gives resistance

per pound of spike. From this plate it appears, for instance, that spike No.

6, which is the smallest of the screw spikes, gave a maximum lateral and

direct resistance per pound of weight. The common spike exceeds the

screw spike in lateral resistance on the basis of weight. This chart shows

the averages of the three woods used, namely, red oak, loblolly pine and

red gum.

Larger spikes and those having greater distance from the head of the

spike to the top of the screw offer greater resistance to lateral force.
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It is suggested that spikes of the size of No. 6, but a little longer and

having a somewhat greater distance from the head of the spike to the top

of the screw, made of as hard material as practical, would probably give

more satisfactory results than any of the spikes tested.

Fig. ib shows how, under lateral load, the screw spike bends at the top

of the thread; and Fig. ic, how under lateral load, the common spike bends

at a point short one-third the distance from the top. The effect on the

wood is shown by Figs, id and ie.

The question of the design of spikes is, of course, conditioned largely

upon the form of the tie plate to be used and the number of spikes to be

inserted in the plate.

Strength of Common Spikes Driven Into Bored Holes.

The use of bored holes for common spikes has been thought to be ad-

vantageous from the standpoint of holding power and may be useful as a

preliminary to treatment.

A number of tests were made on common spikes driven into holes of

various sizes bored into the ties after treatment.

The tests were made upon red oak ties, all air dried, some natural, some

treated with zinc chloride, and about half of them treated with creosote

bv the Lowry process. It had been determined by the tests cited above that

the treatment had no effect upon the resistance of the spikes to withdrawal.

About half the spikes were driven by an expert trackman, and the others

by a careful, experienced man. Special effort was made to insure that the

spikes followed the holes. The spikes used were 9/16-in. square and 5^2-in.

long. A few plain cylindrical spikes 9/16-in. in diameter and 5^-in. long

were also used. After the tests were made, the ties were sawed in two at

the holes to determine if the spikes had followed the holes.

It appears that the shape of the point of the common spike leads it to

drive out of the bored hole and resistance to withdrawal is thereby lowered.

When the spike is tapered on four sides at the point, it almost invariably

follows the hole when reasonable care is used. This latter spike, however,

is likely to split the tie when driven without a hole.

However, when the common spike can be driven to follow a bored

hole, its resistance to withdrawal is increased when the hole is not too

large; that is to say, in ;^-in. and 7/16-in. holes.

The spikes tapered on four sides driven into 7/16-in. and J^-in. holes

left the ties in the best condition.

To determine the effect of oil on the resistance heavy oil was poured

into a few %-iti. holes and left for about 16 hours. The spikes were

then driven into these holes with the results that their resistance to with-

drawal was considerably decreased.
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TABLE 1—STATEMENT OF TIE TESTS—PURDUE UNIVERSITY.

0Q Z

50
51
54
54
56
56
56
56
56
56
56
56

SPECIES.

TREATMENT.

Red Oak.

Loblolly Pine

Shortleaf Pine.

Longleaf Pine.

Process. Place.

si -d
33 »

O 0)

s.s

KINDS OF TESTS.

H (5

d'g
go
o

Spike Pulling.

Com-
mon.

I. C.
Screw.

Direct Side Direct Side

Zinc Chloride. . . Carbondale, 111 . .

Lowry Shirley, Ind
Rueping Grenada, Miss.

.

Full Cell i " " ...

Rueping [Somerville, Tex.
Full Cell !

Crude Oil
Rueping !

"
.

Full Cell !

" "
.

Crude Oil
Rueping "

.

Full Cell

56 Red Oak Rueping.
56 I

" " Full Cell.

56 Red Gum.
56
56

Rueping.

.

Full Cell.

.

Crude Oil.

60
60
30
30
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

V
V
V
V
V
VV

I VV
VVV

, V

s/VV
VVV
V
VV
V
VV
VV
V

V
V

VV
V
V
V
VV
VV

V
V

V V
V V
v —
v —
v —
v —
v —
v —
v —
V —
v —
v —
V —
v —
V —
v —
v —

Total number of half ties received, 750.

Note.—One-third of all ties set aside to air season.

V" = Tests completed except on air drying material.— — All tests to be made.
* One-half of each tie was left natural.

The treated and natural halves are tested alternately.

TABLE 2. SYNOPSIS OF TREATMENTS—ONE-HALF TIES.

Shipments P-50; P-51 ; P-54; P-56.

SHIPMENT P-50—SEASONED RED OAK.

From Carbondale, 111.—Ayer & Lord Tie Company.

Burnett Process.

Steam pressure, 20 lbs. 1 hr. ; vacuum, 28 in. 1 hr. ; solution, 100 lbs.

1 hr. ; absorption, 0.535 lb. dry chloride per cu. ft.

SHIPMENT P-51—SEASONED RED OAK.

From Shirley, Ind.—American Creosoting Company.

Lozvry Process.

Creosote, 175 lbs. pressure, 45 min. ; temperature, 160° F. ; vacuum, 22 in.

30 min. ; absorption, about 2 l/2 gallons per tie.

SHIPMENT P-54—SEASONED LOBLOLLY PINE.

From Grenada. Miss.—Ayer & Lord Tie Company.

Rueping Process.

Air pressure, 75 lbs.; creosote pressure, 175 lbs.; temperature, 180 F.

;

vacuum, 22 in. 35 min.; absorption, 6.12 lbs. to one-half tie.

Full-Cell Process.

Creosote pressure, 125 lbs. ; temperature, 180 F. 2,y2 hrs. ; vacuum,

24 in. 1 hr. 20 min. ; absorption, 24.4 lbs. to one-half tie.
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SHIPMENT P-56—SEASONED LOBLOLLY PINE.

From Somerville, Tex.

Rueping Process.

Air pressure, 85 lbs. ; creosote pressure, 175 lbs. ; temperature, 148 F.

;

vacuum, 20 in. 1 hr. 30 min. ; absorption, 9.03 lbs. per one-half tie.

Full-Cell Process.

Creosote, 135 lbs. 15 min.; temperature, 150 F. ; vacuum, 22 in. 2

hrs. ; absorption, 30.03 lbs. per one-half tie.

Ebano Crude Oil.

Initial vacuum, 19 in. 20 min. ; temperature, 210 F. ; oil pressure,

200 lbs. 4 hrs.; final vacuum, 17 in. 40 min.; absorption, 23.9 lbs. per

one-half tie.

SHIPMENT P-56—SEASONED SHORTLEAF PINE.

From Somerville, Tex.

Rueping Process.

Air pressure, 85 lbs.; creosote pressure, 175 lbs.; temperature, 148 F.

;

vacuum, 20 in. 1 hr. 30 min. ; absorption, 6.63 lbs. per one-half tie.

SHIPMENT P-56—SEASONED SHORTLEAF PINE.

Full-Cell Process.

Creosote, 135 lbs. 15 min. ; temperature, 150 F. ; vacuum, 22 in.

2 hrs. ; absorption, 28.40 lbs. per one-half tie.

Ebano Crude Oil.

Initial vacuum, 19 in. 20 min. ; temperature, 210° F. ; oil pressure,

200 lbs. 4 hrs.; final vacuum, 17 in. 40 min.; absorption, 16.33 lbs. per

one-half tie.

SHIPMENT P-56 SEASONED LONGLEAF PINE.

Rueping Process.

Air pressure, 85 lbs.; creosote pressure, 175 lbs. 15 min.; tempera-

ture, 148 F. ; vacuum, 20 in. 1 hr. 30 min. ; absorption, 7.03 lbs. per

one-half tie.

Full-Cell Process.

Creosote, 135 lbs. 15 min.; temperature, 150 F. ; vacuum, 22 in.

2 hrs.; absorption, 23.47 lbs. per one-half tie.
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SHIPMENT P-56—SEASONED RED OAK.

Rucping Process.

Air pressure, 50 lbs.; creosote pressure, 175 lbs. 2 hrs. 30 min.

;

temperature, 140"" F. ; vacuum, 21 in. 2 hrs.; absorption, 6.70 lbs. per

one-half tie.

full-Cell Process.

Creosote, 135 lbs. 15 min.; temperature, 150° F. ; vacuum, 22 in

2 hrs. ; absorption, 9.47 lbs. per one-half tie.

SHIPMENT P-56—SEASONED RED GUM.

Rueping Process.

Air pressure, 100 lbs.; creosote, 175 lbs. 2 hrs. 30 min.; temperature,

140 F. ; vacuum, 20 in. 2 hrs.; absorption, 5.97 lbs. per one-half tie.

Full-Cell Process.'

Creosote, 135 lbs. 15 min.; temperature, 150° F. ; vacuum, 22 in.

2 hrs.; absorption, 15.94 lbs. per one-half tie.

Ebano Crude Oil.

Initial vacuum, 19 in. 20 min. ; temperature, 210° F. ; oil pressure,

200 lbs. 6 hrs.; final vacuum, 18^2 in. 40 min.; absorption, 13.17 lbs. per

one-half tie.
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TABLE 3—TESTS OF TIES—GENERAL SUMMARY.

Average Results on Natural and Treated Timber.

Compression X Grain.
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TABLE 3 Continued—TESTS OF TIES—GENERAL SUMMARY.

Average Results on Natural and Treated Timber.

Compression to Grain.
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TABLE 5—RELATIVE RESISTANCE OF COMMON AND SCREW SPIKES.

SPECIES.

COMMON
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DISCUSSION.

The President :—We will now consider the report of the Committee

on Wood Preservation, Prof. W. K. Hatt, chairman. I will ask the

chairman to make a preliminary statement.

Prof. W. K. Hatt, chairman (Purdue University) :—The current

information relating to the art of wood preservation is very largely

traditional. It seemed to the Committee on Wood Preservation wiser

to build up a scientific foundation of well-determined facts rather

than to crystallize its work too early. To that end we have gathered

together certain scientific papers, which serve to lay some part of such

a foundation. The statistics as to treating plants and ties treated are

also presented. A sub-committee has reported all the recorded tests of

treated timber and summarized those tests. The matter to be passed

upon is the group of specifications for tie treatment ; they have been

revised from those that were adopted some years ago and placed in

the Manual. They are not considered at the present time to be perfect,

but are an improvement. They reflect the tendency toward treating air-

seasoned wood. Since printing the report, some amendments have been

prepared by the Committee which will be offered to the specifications as

printed. Some few amendments are also made to recommended practice.

The President:—Please turn to page 314 of the revised specifica-

tions for tie treatment. I will ask the chairman of the Committee to

explain what changes are made in this revised specification. That will

save considerable time.

Prof. Hatt :—The specifications are arranged, first, for general re-

quirements, and after that specifications are quoted for various treat-

ments. The general requirements are entirely rewritten to lay stress

on air-seasoning of ties. I think the general requirements should

be read.

(The Secretary read "General Requirements" on page 314, Bul-

letin 120.)

The President :—Requirement 1 is before the convention for discus-

sion. I will ask the chairman of the Committee if he has not some

addition to make to this requirement?

Prof. Hatt :—The Committee wishes to add one clause, to avoid

ambiguity. The clause is as follows : "The thoroughly air-seasoned ties

shall be placed in the cylinder and a preliminary vacuum of not less

than 24 in. of mercury shall be produced and maintained not less than

ten minutes, at the expiration of which time the preservative shall be

admitted without breaking the vacuum." That calls for a preliminary

858
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vacuum on air-seasoned ties to aid the penetration and avoid subsequent

drip.

The President:— In the absence of objection, it will be understood,

as in the other reports, that the recommendations are accepted.

(The Secretary then read recommendation 2.)

The President :—The Secretary will proceed to read the specifica-

tions for zinc-chloride treatment. In order to save time, perhaps the

chairman of the Commiteee can indicate just where any changes occur

in these requirements.

Prof. Hatt :—The specifications for zinc-chloride treatment are sub-

stantially as printed in the Manual. The Committee desires to add

one clause after the first sentence, under "zinc-chloride treatment," as

follows: "The cylinder shall be entirely filled with preservative and

so maintained while the pressure is on, an air vent being provided by

which the air in the cylinder and that coming from the charge while

under pressure may be released." Otherwise these specifications are as

formerly written.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

move that the amendment be accepted, and that the further reading of

the zinc-chloride specifications be dispensed with.

(The motion was carried.)

Prof. Hatt :—The specifications for zinc-tannin treatment arc sub-

stantially as written in the other edition of the Manual, and there is

no special comment to make upon them.

The President :—The specifications for zinc-tannin treatment are

accepted.

Prof. Hatt :—The Committee wishes it to be understood that the

amendment calling for an air vent in the cylinder will apply to each of

these treatments, and should be inserted after the first sentence under

"Zinc-Tannin Treatment" and all other treatments that are here re-

corded.

The President:— I will ?sk the chairman to recite the changes in

the other methods.

Prof. Hatt:—The Committee has called the ordinary process of cre-

osoting "plain creosoting," to distinguish it from the modified processes

that have been introduced in the last few years. The changes are as

follows : Instead of specifying a definite pressure, the phrase "adequate

pressure" is used. Instead of specifying 10 lbs. per cubic foot, read,

"the amount of dead oil to be injected shall be that provided for in

the contract." The Committee makes the following change in the first

paragraph on page 317, by inserting the words, "on the same tank,"

after the word "taken," making the sentence read as follows : "The

amount of oil absorbed shall be determined by calculation, based upon

gage readings taken on the same tank before the introduction of the

oil into the cylinder and after forcing the oil back after treatment."

The Committee has made a change in the specifications calling for the
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weighing of ties in and out of the cylinder occasionally. The sentence

is as follows: "These should be checked occasionally by weighing the

ties loaded on cylinder tram cars before and after treatment, a scale

being inserted in the tram tracks." The Committee also recommends

a change in the last paragraph, which is that the amount of water

accumulating in the creosote oil is limited to six per cent, instead of

ten per cent.

The President:—Is there any discussion on these requirements? If

not, the chairman will proceed to the next.

Prof. Hatt:—I will ask Mr. Chanute to state if there are any

changes in the other specifications?

Mr. O. Chanute (Consulting Engineer) :—There are but few

changes.

Prof. Hatt :—That concludes the consideration of the specifications.

The matter on pp. 319, 320, 321, 322 and 323 down to recommended

practice is copied from the Manual without change.

(The Secretary then read recommendations 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12.)

The President:—The chairman of the Committee, on behalf of the

Committee, has another clause to add to these recommendations, which

will be No. 13.

Prof. Halt:—-The following addition to the recommended practice

is reported: "13. In order to judge of the penetration of the oil,

borings should be made with a three-quarter to one-inch auger, in not

less than six ties in each cylinder load. The holes should be plugged

with creosote turned plugs, with one-sixteenth inch larger diameter

than the holes."

The President :—In the absence of any discussion that recommenda-

tion will be accepted.

(The Secretary read the conclusions on page 339, Bulletin 120:)

The President :—If there is no discussion, these general conclu-

sions will be adopted.

Mr. McDonald:—I think it is the function of this Committee to

prepare specifications for timber intended for treatment. We already

have specifications for timber to be used without treatment, that is, in

trestle work and structures of that kind ; but we do need directions or

specifications as to the kind of timber that should be used for treats

ment, and the condition it is in. For instance, the amount of sap and

density, and as to whether it is better to use longleaf yellow pine or

loblolly pine for piles, and the question I have in mind is that the more

sap we get the greater the absorbing power of the timber, and the less

its strength. Is it better to rely on the treatment for durability than

on the natural condition of the wood, such as the heart in yellow pine?

The President:—I am sure the Committee will take note of the

suggestions of Mr. McDonald. If there is no further discussion, the

Committee will be relieved with the thanks of the Association for their

valuable report.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE III—ON TIES.

(Bulletin No. 120.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

The Board of Direction has assigned the following subjects to your

Committee

:

i. Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

2. Continue compilation of statistics on life of treated and untreated

ties. Digest the statistics and present conclusions derived therefrom.

3. Continue investigation of the general question of the present

and future status of the tie supply; the various methods heretofore

adopted for reducing the yearly demands on the timber supply, and

what general lines of investigation and change in existing methods

may seem most desirable to be followed so as to secure the best results

in the future.

4. Continue investigation as to the extent of use, life and design

of metal, composite and concrete ties, with illustrations and descriptions

of the most successful designs, and draw such conclusions as the

information may warrant.

Your Committee held two meetings during the year, in addition

to the meetings of the various Sub-Committees, as follows

:

Cleveland, Ohio, June 17: E. B. dishing, Chairman; E. E. Hart,

Vice-Chairman ; L. A. Downs, W. F. H. Finke, E. D. Jackson, H. S.

Wilgus, F. G. Jonah, H. A. Lane (representing A. W. Thompson),

being in attendance.

Cincinnati, Ohio, November 15 and 16: E. B. dishing, Chairman;

E. E. Hart, Vice-Chairman ; W. F. H. Finke, H. A. Lane (representing

A. W. Thompson), E. D. Jackson, L. A. Downs, A. F. Dorley, H. C.

Landon, Hermann Von Schrenk, H. S. Wilgus, being in attendance.

At the first meeting the following Sub-Committees were appointed

:

Sub-Committee A—Revision of Manual : E. D. Jackson, Cbairman

;

A. F. Stewart, E. B. Cushing.

Sub-Committee B—Statistics: L. A. Downs, Chairman; F. G.

Jonah, Hermann Von Schrenk, A. F. Dorley.

Sub-Committee C—Timber Supply and Conservation : W. F. H.

Finke, Chairman ; G. H. Webb, Hermann Von Schrenk, A. W.
Thompson.

Sub-Committee D—Metal and Concrete Ties : E. E. Hart, Chair-

man; H. S. Wilgus, H. C. Landon.

At the second meeting a Sub-Committee on Cypress Ties was
appointed, consisting of W. F. H. Finke, Chairman; L. A. Downs,
A. F. Dorley, Hermann Von Schrenk.
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The subjects assigned by the Board of Direction have been given

due consideration by the Committee, and the results of its investiga-

tions are given in Appendices A, B, C, D, and E.

CONCLUSIONS.

(i) Your Committee recommends the approval of the changes pro-

posed in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

(2) Your Committee has recommended and the Association has

adopted a series of rules and blank forms for establishing a record of

ties, and your Committee regrets that the blank forms have not been

generally adopted by railroad companies. After further careful study

of the subject, your Committee cannot recommend any change in the

rules or blank forms, but again recommends their general adoption and

use by railroad companies.

It having been found impossible to obtain replies to the numerous

questions embraced in the forms adopted, the practice of issuing them

will be discontinued, and an endeavor will be made to obtain in other

ways information which will be of value to the Association.

(3) Your Committee concludes that the cultivation of trees as a

basis of future tie supply should be. undertaken where practicable.

Respectfully submitted,

E. B. Cushing, Engineer Construction, Sunset Central Lines, Houston,

Texas, Chairman.

E. E. Hart, Chief Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad,

Cleveland,. O., Vice-Chairman.

A. F. Dorley, Division Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway, Kansas

City, Mo.

L. A. Downs, Assistant to Chief Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Illi-

nois Central Railroad, Chicago, 111.

W. F. H. Finke, Tie and Timber Agent, Southern Railway, Wash-
ington, D. C.

E. D. Jackson, Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.

F. G. Jonah, Chief Engineer Construction, St. h. & S. F. R. R., St.

Louis, Mo.

H. C. Landon, Division Engineer, Erie Railroad, Hornell, N. Y.

A. F. Stewart, Assistant Chief Engineer, MacKenzie-Mann Company,
Toronto, Can.

A. W. Thompson (Director), Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way.
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.

Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, Supervisor of Timber Preservation, Rock
Island, Chicago & Eastern Illinois and Frisco Railways, St. Louis.

G. H. Webb, Chief Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit, Mich.

H. S. Wilgus, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pittsburg, Shawmut &
Northern Railroad, Angelica, N. Y.

Committee.



Appendix A.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

Your Committee has carefully studied the matter now incorporated

in the Manual of Recommended Practice under the heading of Ties,

and begs to submit herewith the changes it recommends when the

volume is republished

:

DEFINITIONS.

Tie.—The transverse member of a railway track supporting the rails by

means of which they are retained in position.

Pole Tie.—A tie made from a tree of such size that not more than one

tie can be made from a section; hewn or sawn 'on two parallel faces.

Sap Tie.—A tie which shows more than the prescribed amount of sap-

wood in cross-section.

Score Mark.—A mark made by the ax as an aid in hewing.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIES.

Under this heading the Committee has made a few minor changes,

consisting mostly in substitution of words, without change in substance.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATING NAIL.

Your Committee recommends that the first and second paragraphs

be made to read as follows

:

"i. The nail shall be made of iron or steel, galvanized with a

coating of zinc, evenly and uniformly applied, so that it will adhere

firmly to the surface of the steel ; it shall be Y^ in. in diameter, 2 l/2 in.

in length, with head Y% in. in diameter, having stamped therein two

figures designating the year; the figures to be Y in. in length and de-

pressed into the head 1-16 in.

"2. Any specimen shall be capable of withstanding the following

test : The sample shall be immersed in a standard solution of copper

sulphate for one minute and then removed, immediately and thoroughly

washed in water and wiped dry; this process shall be repeated four

times if necessary and if after any immersion there is a copper-colored

deposit on the sample, or the zinc has been removed, the lot from

which the sample was taken shall be rejected."

FORMS AND RULES FOR TIE RECORDS.

Your Committee recommends that the first paragraph under this

heading be withdrawn, and that the third paragraph be made to read

as follows

:
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"A dating nail should be driven in the upper side of every treated

tie ten inches inside of the rail, and on the line side of the track. The

tie should be laid with the end having the year stamped on it on the

line side of the track. Dating nails should be driven the same day the

tie is put in.

"Section foremen should be especially careful to see that the marks

or nails intended to identify the ties are not injured or destroyed.

"It is recommended that, in addition to the use of the dating nail,

each tie be stamped with the year at the treating plant, before treat-

ment, and, preferably, be stamped on both ends."

SPECIFICATIONS FOR TIE TREATMENT
J

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS

OF COAL-TAR CREOSOTE; DETERMINATION OF ZINC IN TREATED TIMBERS.

Your Committee recommends that the matter under the above

headings now incorporated in the Manual of Recommended Practice

be withdrawn. Your Committee understands that this subject is being

considered by the Committee on Wood Preservation.
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STATISTICS.

The Board of Direction instructed the Committee to continue the

compilation of statistics on the life of treated and untreated ties, and

to digest the statistics and present conclusions derived therefrom. For

the purpose of carrying out these instructions, your Committee issued

the following circular to about 700 railroad companies:

(Circular No. 121.)

"Accurate statistical information in regard to the life of treated

and untreated ties, a comparison of the different kinds of wood used

for cross-ties under varying conditions of soil and climate, etc., is

essential to a proper study of the tie question.

"For the purpose of making data of this character available and

presenting it from year to year, a series of blank forms have been

prepared by the Committee on Ties of the American Railway Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association, which have been adopted

as standard, and it is recommended that each railroad company take

the necessary steps to at once inaugurate the system of keeping cross-

tie records in accordance with the scheme outlined in the blank forms,

copies of which are enclosed herewith.

"The value of an accurate record of the life of ties cannot be over-

estimated, for it is the only way in which reliable conclusions can

be drawn. It is hoped that all railroad companies will appreciate the

importance to themselves and others of keeping up this information.

"Answers to the following questions are respectfully requested

:

"(1) Have you now in use on your road forms similar to M. W.
300, 301, 302, 303, and 304?

"(2) Do you expect to put them into use?

"(3) In your judgment, would the results justify each railroad

to make an actual count of the number of each kind of ties in the

track as a basis for future report?"

In answer to the foregoing questions 45 replies were received, but

from this number the Committee received little encouragement.

To the first question, as to whether the blank forms recommended

had been put into use, but four answers were in the affirmative. In

a few instances railroads use a form similar to the section foreman's

blank.

To the second question, as to whether the respective railroads would

put the forms into use, five roads replied in the affirmative; the re-

mainder in the negative.

To the third question, relative to making an actual count of the

number of each kind of ties in track, 18 roads replied in the affirmative

and 19 in the negative.
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In addition to answering the questions propounded by the Com-
mittee, some of the replies contain comments, which are given below

:

E. O. Faulkner, Manager Tie and Timber Department, Santa Fe Rail-

way System

:

In answering the questions negatively, I do not wish to discourage

the Committee in their efforts to collect tie statistics, but believe they

would meet with greater success if they asked for less, and included

only such questions as could be answered without too much labor.

Take form 301, for instance; in it you ask 36 questions; besides

the 36 on form 301, on form 302, there are 21 questions more; on form

303, 63 questions ; and on form 304, 34 questions, or a total of 174

questions on the four forms for each division. It is easy to ask for

all this information, but it takes time to work it out, and what does

it prove? I could refer you to parts of our track where the traffic

is of the lightest, and yet the ties decay the fastest. If you were to

ask for main track mileage on the railroad itself (and not on a divi-

sion), the number and kind of ties treated and untreated separately,

used in renewals and in new work, with an estimate of the approximate

life of each kind, and such other details as maintenance men usually

keep in their vest-pocket notebooks, I dare venture the assertion you

would get 50 answers where now you do not get one.

We call ourselves the "Maintenance of Way Association," and yet

in the last annual report there is not a figure showing the number of

ties used ; rather than let it go by the board, it would be better to copy

in the Government figures of ties purchased and the kinds. It would

at least show that the roads were buying ties, and let it be inferred

they were for insertion afterward.

Again, in attempting to keep statistics of the life of our ties, based

on reports from every individual section of the road, I believe we are

trying it on too big a scale ; there are too many contingencies of one

kind and another that render our average unreliable, and consequently

misleading. I have tried it for five years on the Santa Fe with nearly

1,400 sections, and find it is not a success, so that I now have asked

our Vice-President to let us establish two, or, where conditions make
it advisable, three representative sections on each Superintendent's

division, and let the averages from these stand for those of the division

;

we can watch these closely and get more reliable figures by far than

under the larger plan.

J. L. Campbell, Engineer Maintenance of Way, El Paso & Southwestern

System.

I have recommended to our management that after January 1, 1910,

we discontinue the use of dating nails and in lieu thereof for our

several classes of ties and preservative treatment adopt the plan of insert-

ing lots of all treated or all untreated ties at various mileposts on the

several Roadmasters' districts, and then require an absolutely accurate

and reliable record of the life, service and renewal of those particular

ties.
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As an example of this idea, we have just completed a branch line,

35 miles long, in which the ties are all creosoted, hewn, yellow pine

ties, and on that branch we will have an excellent opportunity of getting

a reliable record of the ties.

While our maintenance of way forms and daily track reports cover

the ground very thoroughly from a theoretical standpoint, I have but

little confidence in the value of our weekly, monthly and yearly tie-re-

newal reports in the matter of giving accurate data touching the kind,

preservation and renewal of our treated and untreated ties. Each

section foreman, under the rules, is obliged to account for every tie

taken out of the track as to whether it was treated or untreated, the

year inserted, the year taken out, cause of removal, etc., and, as a

matter of fact, they do submit such accounting. I have noticed, how-

ever, in critically examining our track, that all over the system large

numbers of dating nails have disappeared from the ties and that many

of the heads are broken off, leaving only the shank of the nail in

the tie. From all this I am satisfied that the sectionmen generally have

to do a lot of guessing—an amount of guessing, in fact, quite sufficient

to very seriously vitiate the record.

When a dating nail is driven into a tie which presumably will

last 12 or 15 years, I have but little confidence in it being there at the

end of that time in a condition to afford an accurate record. At least

I am quite sure that a sufficient number of such dating nails will have

disappeared or become illegible in that time to make the record quite

imperfect.

On the other hand, if certain definite numbers of ties of certain

kinds are placed in the track within certain limits I believe a much
more accurate record can be had. The objection to this method, of

course, would be that it would have to be assumed that those par-

ticular ties accurately represent the conditions of service and life of

the ties over the particular district in which they would be located.

We have oak, cedar, and pine ties in our track, the pine ties gen-

erally predominating. The oak and cedar are untreated. All of our

pine ties are being treated either with chloride of zinc or creosote, we
having taken up the creosote process at the beginning of this year.

We now expect to discontinue the treatment with zinc chloride.

T. C. Burpee, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Intercolonial Railway

of Canada

:

There is no question in my mind that the cross-tie record proposed

would be a splendid thing to have, but there is a great question as to

how it could be done economically with any degree of accuracy. It

does not seem to me that there would be any use of inspecting the

old ties which are in the track, but the ties which are being renewed

have to be stamped with the date they were put in. The question

comes, could these dates be preserved in such , a way that they would

be legible when the ties are removed from the track? and, again, each
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section foreman would have to be provided with a dating hammer

each year or else tacks would have to be procured with the date on

them, to be driven into each new tie which is put in the track. When
one considers that there are about 350 to 400 ties used to each mile

of track, it seems in the first place to require quite an expense to

provide date tacks or to hammer-mark the ties, whichever they use;

however, possibly you may have some method whereby this can be

done more cheaply than is in my mind at the present time. If you

have, I would be very glad to have any suggestions from your Com-
mittee as to how it could be done economically and effectively.

Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk, Supervisor of Timber Preservation, St.

Louis & San Francisco Railroad:

You will note that I am advising that we are not using the blanks

recommended by the Association, and I very much doubt whether we
could adopt such forms without further careful consideration.

I have found that the matter of keeping tie statistics is almost

impossible, owing to the fact that we have to depend upon the section

foreman to keep these accounts, and, in view of the constantly changing

personnel of this class of employes, errors creep into these records

which it is impossible to correct or take into account. The only value

which such record has, to my mind, is to enable us to compare the

relative length of life obtained on different sections of the same system.

This, I believe, we can do much better by establishing test sections in

various parts of the country, such sections to be more or less typical

of any one geographical territory. In this manner, we can keep accurate

records not only of the various treatments, but also of the kind of

wood used and any special peculiarity of wood and treatment.

With a road like ours, where we use some ten or more different

kinds of wood, it is impossible for us to mark the different kinds of wood

and the different kinds of treatment and get any kind of record, because

it involves too many variables.

We have not as yet adopted any definite scheme for keeping record

of treated ties, but we expect to do so in the near future.

H. A. Kennedy, Assistant General Manager, Great Northern Railway:

We have been endeavoring for the last few years to keep similar

records, and I am enclosing copies of forms we use. By comparing

these with the blank forms you submitted you will readily see that

the forms are very similar. Theoretically these forms are useful, but

practically they are of little value, so far as our experience has gone.

We find that section foremen frequently fail to give all the information

called for on the blanks. It is difficult for them to furnish information

without some means of preserving the identity of the kind of wood,

and of the date placed in track. Some three or four years ago we
inaugurated the system of placing a small dating nail in the ties put

in track each year, which helps the situation some. On the whole, it
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seems that the information sought is so complicated that we have

considerable difficulty in schooling our foremen to fill in the forms

with correct data. Our foremen, as a rule, are not very intelligent, and

they change frequently.

Our experience during the past two or three years has been that

we were practically compelled to use such ties as were made along

or in close proximity to our tracks, irrespective of the quality of wood.

On this account the information which is being sought in these forms

is of little value. They are, however, useful to the extent of showing

in a general way the value of various processes of timber preservation.

Although we continue to use the forms, there is some question as

to whether the information obtained is sufficiently reliable to warrant

the expense incurred in compilation.

It is the opinion of your Committee that if the blank forms (M. W.
300, 301, 302, 303, and 304) were put into use by railroad companies and

the information accurately given, valuable statistics of ties would be

obtained, and this information would be of much benefit to the man-
agement of roads in determining their course in the matter of cross-ties

for future use.

Your Committee believes that its future work should be confined

to such railroads or officers as may be interested in the matter, and to

obtain from them data that will aid in determining the life of ties from
certain known conditions, and from this information we can obtain

the life of ties of the different kinds of wood under varying climatic

conditions.

Your Committee contemplates issuing a circular to ascertain the

history of any cases such as tie renewals on lines constructed in recent

years, tests of certain kinds of ties in which the opportunity has been
utilized for observing definite results. It is thought by the use of blanks

of this nature, we will be able to obtain some valuable information.
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TIMBER AND CONSERVATION.

The Sub-Committee on Timber and Conservation was directed to

(i) Compile information as to results to this time of tree plant-

ing by the various railroads,

(2) To ascertain from railroads the number of ties used per mile

and percentage of rail length having bearing on ties,

(3) Advise the Special Committee on Conservation of the work
it was undertaking that might bear upon the work of the Conservation

Committee, and to furnish that Committee any data or assistance it

should desire. Also to prepare a map showing the present forests of

the United States.

In accordance with these instructions, letters relating to subjects

(1) and (2) were sent to every railroad in this country of 500 miles

and over in length ; also to many of the more important lines with

mileage under 500.

Compilations of the data received are attached as Exhibit 1, cov-

ering subject (1) ; Exhibit 2, covering subject (2) ; Exhibit 3, being

map showing forest regions of the United States, with estimate of the

area and stand ; this map is a copy of map accompanying Forest Service

Circular 166 of July 10, 1909, on "Timber Supply of the United States."

The following conclusions may be drawn from the several exhibits

:

(1) That no cross-ties have yet been produced from trees planted

by any railroad.

(2) That of the total number of trees planted, the locusts pre-

dominate, with catalpa second ; results to date favoring the former,

though it is perhaps too early to fairly estimate the ultimate value

of any of the plantations now under cultivation.

(3) That with the exception of the years 1907 and 1908 there

has been, since 1900, a steady increase in the number of trees planted;

indicating that more attention is being given the question of providing

a future cross-tie supply.

(4) That the railroad which has planted the greatest number of

trees has decided that tree planting is the best way to utilize its idle

outlying lands.

(5) That, while such a large percentage of roads reporting planta-

tions also report failures, or at least unsatisfactory present results, the

information received indicates that the failures, to a large extent, are
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EXHIBIT 2.

873

Railroad.

R.
Southern

.

Penna. R.
L. &N
B. &0
N. & W
P. & R
Penna. (S. W. Sys.).
Lehigh Valley
N. C. &St. L
D. & H. Co
A. B. & A
Cent, of N. J
B. R. & P
C. C. &O
A. C. L
Penna. (N. W. Sys.).
D. L. & VV
Fla. East Coast
C. C. C. & St. L
Hocking Valley
L. S. & M. S
Erie
Long Island
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
S. A. L
N. Y. N. H. & H. . . .

C. ofGa
G. H. &S. A
Georgia
M. &0
Norfolk & Southern.

.

N. Y. C. & H. R
Great Northern
S. *\ L. A. & S. L . . .

Northern Pacific
D. & R. G
C. B. &Q
C. R. I. & P
St. L. &S. F
Grand Trunk
M. K. &T
Col. &Sou
Maine Central
C. & E. I

C. I. & L
El P. &S.-W
St. L. B. &M
Ft. W. &D. C
C. &N.-W
C. M. & P. S
C. M. & St. P
C. I. &S
St. L. S. W
M. &St. L
S. A. & A. P
Rutland
Mo. & N. Ark
S. Fe P. & P
L. E. & W
G. R. & I

W. & L. E
N. W. Pac
Mo. Pac
B. &M
K. C. M. &0
Tenn. Cent
C.G. W
C. H. &D
M. C
Bangor <fe Aroostook.
N. Y. O. &W
M. J. & K. C
C.St. P. M. &O
D. S. S. & A

Mileage.

6588
5311
4161
3402
1920
1491
1420
1394
1230
782
621
591
441
211

4129
1345
957
579

2186
338
1508
2383
392

10664
3280
2964
2004
1913
1335
303
926
579

3117
6904
879

5596
2709
8735
6781
4727
4599
2837
1084
931
817
578
808
399
454
7910
1276
7266
325
1327
998
723
415
313
364
872
583
442
404
6298
2303
637
291
1380
974
1732
515
493
401
1673
588

Size of
Tie

Main Line.

Number
Ties per

Mile.
Trees

Planted.

7x7 and 9:



EXHIBIT 3—FOREST REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.
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due to unfair experiments, and where plantations are contemplated it

is recommended

—

First—That the species of trees to be grown be selected only after

careful and expert study of the available soils and climate; and

Second—That where plantations are made, they be of such extent

as to warrant a maintenance appropriation sufficient to insure proper

attention.

(6) That tree culture be encouraged where practicable ; that the

number and variety of experiments be increased each year to the end

that the trees most suitable for the various climates, soils, etc., may
soon be known and their production specialized; this is important, be-

cause, with the timber supply rapidly diminishing, it is unwise to plant

any one species and then defer other planting for five or ten years

awaiting results of the first planting, which may be a failure.

(7) That where railroads have outlying lands upon which second-

growth timber is appearing, or where a natural original forest is grow-

ing, those tracts should be carefully preserved and the native timbers

added to, if practicable; especially if those tracts contain trees of the

semi-hard varieties, which can be effectively treated, and are of com-
paratively rapid growth.

Attention is called to the differences in the number of ties used

per mile by the various lines, even in the instances where the same
dimension ties are used.

The table of percentages on the attached map indicate that the

forests east of the Mississippi Valley have been more than half cut.



Appendix D.

METAL AND COMPOSITE TIES.

The subject of "Collection of Statistics in Regard to the Use and

Life of Metal and Composite Ties, with Descriptions of the Most Suc-

cessful Designs and Conclusions Drawn Therefrom," has been continued

in the same way for the 1910 report, as presented in the 1909 report.

STEEL TIES.

An inspection of the Carnegie steel ties in the following roads

has been made by your Committee and reports from many other roads

received.

Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad:

The report from Mr. Robinson, Chief Engineer, shows the ties to be

in practically the same condition as they were last year, and are giving

about the same service, so far as your Committee could observe.

Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad:

In the last report forms of the Carnegie steel ties were shown, with

illustrations of track at that time not fully completed. In this report

Fig. 1.
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the aim of your Committee has been to show length of line, with

curvature and grades, the track fully ballasted and completed; second,

to show what tonnage the line and ties are - subjected to annually,

weight of engines and axle load, loss of ties by wrecks and other

causes, loss in weights of ties by corrosion and wear, and, in fact,

whatever elements enter into the life of the steel tie, and from these

conditions draw further conclusions to present to the Association.

The distance from Conneaut Harbor to North Bessemer is 142

miles. In this distance there are 28.6 miles of single track, over which

the entire tonnage of the road passes. The ruling southbound grade

is .6 per cent, and northbound .75 per cent. There are seven pusher

districts, from three to fifteen miles in length. On a north and south

line there is necessarily a great number of curves, the percentage of

curves being .36 per cent, and ranging from 3 degrees to 8 degrees.

Most of the curves are three and four degrees. On the entire 142

miles the I-beam steel ties are used indiscriminately, and if any dis-

crimination has been shown it is on curves where the I-beam ties are

very widely used.

Fig. 1 shows the Bessemer & Lake Erie tracks near Hartstown,

over which the inspection engine with your Committee made 55 miles

per hour. This track we found in almost perfect condition as to gage,

line and surface. The steel ties on this section were ballasted with

slag and seemed to be holding the track perfectly as to ties slewing.

Fig. 2 shows the steel I-beam ties on a six-degree curve at Mead-
ville Junction. This curve has 7-in. elevation and is put up with

gravel ballast. Speedometer on inspection engine showed 60 miles per

hour; at this speed curve seemed to ride perfectly. Most of the clip

balls were tight, which indicates very quiet track.

Fig. 3 shows track at Claytonia. where ties have been in track

nearly five years. So far as your Committee could see, the track was
in good condition.

One mile south of Conneaut, O., the ties were slewed at the rail

joints, but no more than we found on wood-tie track. This track was
not properly filled in last year, when we made our inspection (shown
in Fig. 11 of last year's report). The greatest number of slewed ties

were found on the southbound track and on the heavy pusher grade

coming out of Conneaut Harbor. Where the track was filled in prop-

erly, very little creeping was found.

Fig. 4 is a typical illustration of the Bessemer & Lake Erie tracks

when completed and the steel ties ballasted with slag.

Fig. 5 shows the old line one mile north of Hartstown, where a

derailment took place with an engine weighing 160,000 lbs. on the

drivers. But few of the ties had been replaced, many of the ties were

badly bent and a few clips were not holding on the inside of the rails,

the main object-lesson being that, although many of the ties were

bent, the track still remained serviceable.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3-
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Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6.

•

Fig. 6 shows completed track east of Greenville, on the high level

grade; track good and in almost perfect condition. The above illus-

trations will suffice to show that at many points on the Bessemer &
Lake Erie Railroad practically perfect track is being maintained with

steel ties.

ESTIMATED TONNAGE OVER STEEL TIES PLACED IN TRACK AT CLAYTONIA IN

DECEMBER, IOX>4.

Total Tonnage of Road.

1905 16,941,649

1906 18,346,268

1907 19,940,587

1908 18,144,306

1909 17,487,000

90,859,810 Tons.
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Per Cent. Northbound to Southbound.

1905 33.46 per cent.

1906 39.96 per cent.

.

1907 36.88 per cent.

1908 38.47 per cent.

1909 40.00 per cent. (Assumed.)

5)188.77

37-75 per cent., say, 38 per cent., average for 5 years.

62 per cent, of 90,859,810 tons = 56,333,082 tons over steel ties.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad extends from Conneaut Harbor,

Ohio, on Lake Erie, to a connection with the Union Railroad, near

Pittsburg, and is engaged largely in hauling ore and coal, together with

a passenger service that compares favorably with that of other roads

in that territory.

Since January 1, 1905 (when the first I-beam ties were put in)

to date this road has handled freight as follows

:

Year (net tons). Ore. Coal. Other Freight. Total.

1905 5,820,268 2,171,019 1,514.152 9,505,439

1906 5,954,298 2,831,382 1,685,659 io,4H,339

1907 6,544,369 2,932,337 1,858,655 n,355,36i

1908 5,280,825 2,333,355 1,843,786 9,357=966

1909 to October 1 10,000,000

Between Conneaut and Albion freight engines weighing 391,000 lbs.

are used. They are consolidation engines with driving-wheel base 15

ft. 7 in., the weight on the drivers being 225,000 lbs. On the remainder

of the road two sizes of consolidation engines are used, one weighing

315,000 lbs., with driving-wheel base of 15 ft. 4 in.
f
and weight on

drivers of 160,000 lbs., and one weighing 336,000 lbs., driving-wheel

base 16 ft., and weight on drivers 180,000 lbs.

The freight equipment is composed almost entirely of steel cars

of 100,000 lbs. capacity, with an allowed overload of 10 per cent.—making

the axleloads from 34,000 to 38,000 lbs. These trains are run at an

average speed of 10 miles per hour on the up-grades, and on the down-

grades they frequently make from 35 to 40 miles per hour. The stand-

ard passenger and tender weigh 274,000 lbs., with 103,600 lbs. on the

drivers. Average running time of passenger trains between stations

is about 45 miles per hour, and frequently make 60 and 65 miles per

hour.

From the above tonnage and loads it is evident that the Bessemer

track is loaded "heavier than most of the railroads in this country, espe-

cially the 28.6 miles of single track, and that much heavier grades and

curvature have to be overcome than on many of the East and West lines.
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At the present time the Bessemer & Lake Erie has about 113 miles

of steel-tie track laid, as follows

:

In 1904 * 1,200 I-beam ties

In 1905 24,979 I-beam ties

In 1906 79,750 I-beam ties

In 1907 146,129 I-beam ties

In 1908 500 I-beam ties

In 1909 89,500 I-beam ties

All these ties are of the same general dimensions, with the excep-

tion that all ties purchased after the first 1,200 put in, have weighed

180 lbs., exclusive of the fastenings. The 1,200 laid during 1904

weighed 167 lbs. each, exclusive of fastenings.

Out of all the above ties put in, so far as your Committee could

learn, only 3,000 had been taken out of the track, due mainly to

derailments. In looking over the ties taken from the track and stored

at Greenville, Pa., your Committee was of the opinion that fully one-

third of these ties could be straightened and used again, the remainder

having a considerable value as scrap.

The oldest steel ties in track (accessible to your Committee), in

any considerable quantity, are the inverted trough-section Carnegie ties.

Seven hundred and fifty of these ties were put in during the latter

part of 1900, and 350 additional the following spring. These ties were

placed in the track near Osgood, Pa., and have been in the track

eight years. The trough-shaped ties weighed 199 lbs. each. Ten of

these ties taken from the track during July, 1908, weighed 1,790 lbs., or

an average weight of 179 lbs. per tie—a loss of 20 lbs. after eight

years' service. These ties showed no appreciable wear under the rail.

Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7 shows the trough-section ties after nine years' service, as

your Committee again found them in October, 1909.

The I-beam ties at Sherwin, which have been in the track zVi

years, show no appreciable wear under the rail; one tie taken from

the track after 3^ years' use weighed 163 lbs., or a loss of 4 lbs.

Your Committee took another steel tie from the track near Clay-

tonia in October of this year which was laid in December, 1905. The

original weight was 167 lbs. This tie weighed 162^2 lbs., a loss of 4J/2

lbs. in four years.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad:

The Carnegie steel ties are still in service near Castleton, N. Y.,

in the freight or slow-speed track.

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad:

Carnegie Steel Ties with Wedge Fastenings.—Six of these ties

were placed in the northbound main track of the P. & L. E. R. R.

at the Pittsburg Terminal Station in May, 1908. They have been under

test for 18 months. The tie is satisfactory except the fastenings. It

was found, after a few months, that the wedges became worn and

could not be locked in a perfectly tight position.

The insulations with respect to electric automatic signals are in

good condition and have never given any trouble.

Only six of these ties are in the track, and on account of the

small number it is impossible to report the effect of this design of

tie on line and surface. A derailed car passed over these ties in 1900

without any damage to the fastenings.

Carnegie Steel Ties with Bolt and Clip Fastening.—As reported

to your Committee last year, 3.000 Carnegie steel ties with bolt and

clip fastenings were laid in August, 1907, in the northbound freight

track at McKees Rocks. The average speed of freight trains at this

point is 20 miles per hour. All of these ties are equipped with insu-

lations on account of electric semaphore signals.

The track where these ties are laid is in first-class condition, being

ballasted with limestone. The drainage is good. A special inspection

of these steel ties was made in August, 1909, for the purpose of making

report to your Committee. It was found that a number of the fiber

plates, especially under the joints, were somewhat worn, causing the

bolts in the fastening to become loose. It is apparent, after 24 months

of use, that the fiber insulations are approaching the end of their life.

It should be noted as a fact, however, that up to the present time, and
during the past two years, no signal trouble was caused by defective

insulation.

During the past six months 20 broken angle bars were removed

from the joints on these steel ties.

Observation shows that rails creep less on steel ties than on wooden
ties, because the movement between the rail and the tie is reduced to

a minimum.
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The section of track covered by this report is in good line at this

time, and the experiment so far indicates that there is no difficulty

in keeping the track in good line where steel ties are used.

In respect to surface, the track is in fair condition, and some im-

portant data in respect to comparative costs will be ready by the time

of the next convention.

Union Railroad of Pittsburg:

This road has a total mileage of 175 miles. The use of Carnegie

steel ties was begun in the year 1906 and at the present time there

are 150,000 steel ties in use on this road. The ties are located on

all parts of the road, wherever tie renewals are needed, and are used

on tangents, curves and switch leads. The maximum curves are 15

degrees. Consolidated engines weighing 225,000 lbs. on the drivers

pass over these curves. The ties are used on 1.4 per cent, and 1.6

per cent, grades, the ballast being all kinds of mill refuse, cinder and

slag.

Mr. E. J. Randall, Engineer Maintenance of Way, states : "The
superiority of steel ties in holding gage and line as compared with

wood ties is very marked and on heavy grades the creeping of rails

is practically eliminated. All the traffic southbound, which in the sum-

mer months will reach 1,000,000 tons of ore alone per month, is hauled

down a 1.4 per cent, grade, and the rail creeping is not appreciable.

In regard to surface, we prefer steel ties, and in renewing we find a

gang can put in more than twice as many steel ties per day as they

can wood ties."

Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8 shows the Carnegie steel ties on the Union Railroad. These

are the 5,000 ties with wedge fastenings referred to in the 1909 report

of your Committee, and are giving good satisfaction. Your Committee

in person looked over these ties and they seemed to be giving the best

of service. Contrary to the experience on the Pittsburg & Lake Erie

Railroad, no trouble is experienced here with the wedge pulling loose.

Pennsylvania Lines:

Have nothing further to report on steel ties.

Pittsburg, Shawmut & Northern Railroad:

Fig. 13 shows the Carnegie steel tie as used on this road. Mr.

H. S. Wilgus, Engineer Maintenance of Way, and a member of this

Committee, reports as follows

:

"Seven hundred and ninety-five steel ties of the Carnegie Steel

Company section M-21 were purchased by this company March, 1907.

The ties were originally intended for a 12° 30' curve, on a 2.17 per

cent, grade, but on account of lack of experience in the use of these

ties on such curvature and such grades, we deemed it more expedient

to place them on lighter curvature, and they were therefore installed

primarily on a 6-degree curve. The ties were not punched to fit Weber
joints; hence, wherever the ties have been used they have not been

Fig. 13.

placed out of face, the joint ties being wood. All of these ties have been

subjected to our heaviest equipment, consolidated engines weighing 88

tons on drivers, or 320,180 lbs. engine and tender, and a decapod weigh-

ing 117 tons on drivers, or 454,050 lbs. engine and tender, all on a

2.17 per cent, grade.

"The ties have been spotted in here and there in place of wood-
tie renewals, in addition to location on the 6-degree curve.

"Fig. 13 shows a 6-degree curve; grade 2.17 per cent., compensated,

cinder ballast. All steel ties except joint ties. Ties put in and track

surfaced early summer of 1907. Track has not been touched by section-
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men since, and section foreman is very enthusiastic as to the manner
these ties have held the curve. Owing to operating the decapod over

this section of road, curves having wood ties require constant attention

to keep them in line and surface. Weight of tie taken from this

curve in October, 1009, was 172 lbs.

Fig. 14.

"Fig. 14 is a 12 30' curve; grade 2.17 per cent., compensated,

gravel ballast. This curve has only a few steel ties, the one in fore-

ground was put in track in early spring of 1907, and weighed, October,

1909, 172 lbs.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.
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"Figs. 15, 16, and 17 are views of tie taken from 12 30' curve.

The section foreman on this section is enthusiastic over the steel ties.

Very little trouble has been experienced with loose bolts.

"It will be noted, in the explanation of Fig. 13, that the weight

of tie removed from track after 2^2 years of wear is 172 lbs.; the

average weight of 795 ties, as* originally received, was 177 lbs. per

tie. This shows a loss of 5 lbs. in 2^/2 years, or two lbs. per year, in

cinder or gravel ballast. This loss is one lb. more per year than the

experience of the Bessemer road.

Fig. 17.

"Figs. 15, 16 and 17 indicate clearly the frictional wear existing

between the rail and the tie. This tie was taken out of the 12 30'

curve, as shown in Fig. 14."

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway:

Mr. C. A. Paquette, Assistant Chief Engineer, reports in regard

to the Carnegie steel ties as follows

:

"We have one mile of these steel ties in our westbound track

between Newpoint and Greensburg. These ties are used on a two-

degree curve and run off on tangent; that is, there is about one-third

of a mile of curved track and about two-thirds of a mile of tangent.

We have not enough of these ties on which to base accurate statistical

information. The supervisor and section foreman claim that the track

holds up in surface better than it does with wooden ties. There has

been no trouble so far as line is concerned, and, of course, the gage

is absolute, the rail being fastened to the ties by metal clips on which

there can be no give.

"A short time ago we had an examination made of these clips

to see whether or not they were holding tight. There was one single

clip found with a loose bolt."

National Railways of Mexico:

Mr. W. T. Ingram, Resident Engineer of the National Railways

of Mexico, reports as follows in regard to steel ties on that road :

"I take pleasure in advising that practically the whole of the

Mexican Railway system of 517 kilometres (321 miles) is laid with

steel ties as per Fig. 18, and they give good results. This design is

good for 25 to 35 years, depending on spacing and tonnage.

"We have had a good many failures on our light 62-lb. rail with

ties spaced 13 to the 30-ft. rail due to breakage at the rail seat, but
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we have maintained track for years with il ties per 30-ft. 82-lb. rail

on grades as high as 4J/2 per cent.

"Due to the weakening of the tie by pressing out the lugs to hold

the rail, we have designed a new type (Fig. 19) which we have adopted

as standard. This tie we firmly believe will last 40, perhaps 50, years,

->-<• /A,/f7r.jtf y r;.

H'e$A/'dr$te,/t';c Mfc

Fig. 18.

since we have no trouble due to corrosion, and breakage under the rail

seat is highly improbable.

"Ties weigh about 125 lbs. and cost about $2.25 gold c. i. f. Vera

Cruz.

"As regards holding track in line and surface, I doubt if the steel

is quite as good as wood, although we have just relaid a section of

50 kilometres with 85-lb. rail which would compare favorably with

some of your better roads.
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"The one great trouble with the steel tie is the difficulty of getting

a good joint. We use a practically plain fishplate, very heavy, it is true,

but it is not as good as an angle bar. To use an angle bar, special

joint ties would have to be designed, but so far we have not thought

this absolutely necessary, since our axle concentration is not heavy on

our light grades and on our mountain grade where the axle loading is

— FASTENINGS
• nd

SE CTION OF R AIL

Full S.zt [*~ -JJkL.

Fig. 19.

as high as 50,000 lbs. the speed is too slow to cause any trouble.

"Of course, in so far as gage is concerned, the steel tie is in-

valuable ; there is no alteration except that due to rail wear.

"The cost of maintenance is greatly in favor of the steel tie. With-

out having any reliable figures, I should say this amounts to fully

25 per cent.

"The steel tie, in my experience of their use for some 20 years,

has saved many a bad wreck by holding the rails to gage, the damage

done by derailed equipment is not serious, and what few ties are bent

badly enough to alter the gage are easily straightened.

"Sand and gravel make good ballast, and so does crushed rock, but

it must be quite fine."
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Boston & Maine Railroad:

Have in use in the Boston yard one set of Carnegie steel switch

ties in the lead of a No. 6 switch. These have been in use about

three years, and so far have given excellent satisfaction. The ballast is

gravel, and very little, if any, work has been necessary to hold track

to surface, gage and line.

Duluth & Iron Range Railroad:

Through their chief engineer, Mr. W. A. Clark, report as follows

in regard to Carnegie steel ties

:

"This company put 2,000 of these ties in track in 1905. They are

all in gravel ballast and were put in in four different places, as follows

:

"1,100 ft. of track on tangent on a 5-10 per cent." grade.

"1,100 ft. on a 5-degree curve on a 1 per cent, grade.

"980 ft. on a 4-degree curve, 75/100 per cent, grade.

"120 ft. on a 3-degree curve, 75/100 per cent, grade.

"These are all under track subject to heavy ore traffic, especially

the last two sections, and we find that they hold the track in very good

condition as regards surface, gage and line. There was some disposi-

tion at first to creep out of line, which the late chief engineer, Mr.

R. Angst, attributed to the loosening of the mill scale. After a few

months' service, when the scale had all come off, there was no further

trouble in this respect. If the gravel ballast is very fine and light, as

some of ours is, the ties occasionally creep on the rail and need re-

spacing occasionally, but, with a better grade of gravel, we have not

found this difficulty. They make a smooth riding track and hold it

very firmly to gage. We expect to use them more extensively in the

near future."

Northern Pacific Railroad:

Have only used a few of the Carnegie steel ties in front of

water tanks, as reported below by the chief engineer, Mr. W. L.

Darling:

"In 1906 we placed 60 Carnegie steel ties in the main track at the

following places

:

"12 in front of Medora water tank.

"12 in front of Belgrade water tank.

"12 in front of Arlee water tank.

"12 in front of Rathdrum water tank.

"12 in front of Easton water tank.

"The ties were put in to replace wooden ties which frequently

were burned out at these points."

Lake Terminal Railway:

Are using Carnegie steel ties, but with wider clip than the regular

Carnegie fastening, and they claim with much better results.
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Lehigh Valley Railroad:

The only steel ties in use on this line are a few Carnegie ties en-

cased in concrete on some of their ashpits.

Delaware & Hudson Company:
Report that the only steel ties

Carnegie steel ties in cinder pits.

in use on the line are a . few

Lake Champlain & Moriah Railroad:

Through their roadmaster, Mr. M. Moore, reports as follows in

regard to Carnegie steel ties

:

"We have forty-eight in use and find them to be satisfactory in

every way. They are on a tangent. Ballast is tailings from the ore

mines. Some we put in two years ago and have had no trouble with

them. They hold the track in good gage. The grade is 3 per cent.

"In my judgment, they are all right for a road that does not heave

in winter time."

Metal Tie Company Ties:

In March, 1909, there were installed on a tangent in eastbound

track, about 1,000 ft. east of Martinsburg Station, on the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, fifty cast-steel combination ties, manufactured by the

Metal Ties Company. These ties consist of a steel casting with pro-

vision at each end for a wooden block, which supports the rail. These

blocks are placed under hydraulic pressure.

Fig. 20.

In applying these ties it was found the wooden block was too small

for the ordinary spike, which split, and screw spikes with a special

design of tie plates were used.

The ties have not been in service long enough to make other than

a progress report, and so far it has developed that the cost of the

installation is considerably greater than that of the wooden tie. While

they hold the line and surface somewhat better than wooden ties, when

it is necessary to reline and surface, it is much more expensive on

account of the weight of the tie and its holding power in the ballast.

SNYDER STEEL TIES.

Pennsylvania Railroad:

Snyder ties are reported on by Mr. G. W. Snyder, Principal Assistant

Engineer, as follows

:

"The ties have continued to give satisfactory service, located as

they are in running tracks used exclusively by freight trains at slow
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speed in our Conemaugh and Derry yards. We think there is no rea-

son to anticipate the failure of these ties in their present location until

the steel shell rusts out, unless there should be a wreck on them, which

hardly seems probable.

"I do not think that anyone is in a position to pronounce judgment

on these ties until they have been tested out in high-speed tracks."

This road advises nothing further to report on other forms of

steel ties than given in the 1909 report.

COMBINED WOOD AND STEEL TIES.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad:

Report that combined steel and wood ties four miles east of

Toledo are in fine shape, and have held surface and line as well as

any track on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad; in other

words, conditions are the same as at the time of the 1909 report, when

your Committee found the track in first-class shape.

CONCRETE TIES.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern reports that the Buhrer concrete

ties are in the same condition as your Committee found them last year,

and giving great satisfaction on the Cedar Point Pier branch and other

points.

Pennsylvania Lines:

"The only concrete ties we have on the Northwest System,

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg, are 15 of the so-called 'Riegler

Concrete Ties.'

"The construction of these ties is shown in Fig. 21. Figs. 22 and

23 show appearance of these ties in our tracks. It will be noted that

strictly speaking this is not a concrete tie, but a steel tie filled with

concrete.

"Fifteen of these ties were placed in our westbound passenger

track a short distance west of Emsworth Station, Pa., on our Eastern

Division in May, 1908. Each tie weighs approximately 800 lbs., of

which the steel shell weighs about 150 lbs. Thickness of the steel shell

is J^-in.

"We inspected these ties on September 24, 1909, and found no

change in their condition, as per report of May 26, 1909. The track

foreman says they require about the same amount of surfacing as the

wooden ties on either side, but hold to line rather better. He has not

tightened bolts in the rail fastenings since April, 1909, and they are

all tight, except one bolt in tie No. 8, as noted in my last report. The
insulation is thoroughly satisfactory, and there has been no trouble with

the track circuit.

"The inventor has suggested that the loose straps on some of the

ties be removed, as they rattle while trains are passing. This could be

done without affecting the strength of the tie, as they are not essential
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parts and were introduced principally to hold the shell while the con-

crete was being placed and setting."

UlJ^^«^i^^is^iit^^^^^f?^.

.
•%

I lf-1

Fig. 2i.

KIMBALL CONCRETE TIES.

In regard to the Kimball concrete ties on the Chicago & Alton

Railway, Mr. J. O'Leary reports "that there were five Kimball ties

broken in 1909, which have been replaced with wooden ties. There

are four or more of these ties, which were cracked when the Committee

inspected them, and I will take them out in a few days. Otherwise the

Kimball ties are in the same condition as when inspected by the Com-
mittee in 1908."
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ATWOOD CONCRETE STEEL TIES.

Five of these ties were placed in No. 4 main track northbound

passenger at McKes Rocks, October, 1908. At the present time the

ties and fastenings are in perfect condition. Track is in good surface

and alinement, and there has been no trouble with the insulations.

PERCIVAL CONCRETE STEEL TIES.

Twenty-five of these ties were placed in southbound passenger

track at McKees Rocks, 1906, and removed from the track in 1908,

after a service of twenty (20) months, in accordance with our report

of October 20, 1908.

Fig. 23.

PERCIVAL CONCRETE TIES.

The Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio Railway reports as

follows in regard to Percival ties in use on its line

:

"The dimensions of the ties are 9J/2 in. face, 9 in. deep and 8 ft.

long. The ends of the base are made oval for 3 ft., with an average

bearing under the rail of 5 in. The center of the tie is cut away
for about 2 ft, making a perfect "V" shape, for the purpose of pre-

venting centerbound track, with resultant tendency of undue stress

upon the tie. The matrix contains 3 cu. ft. and 55^ cu. in. each, as

shown by water displacement. The average weight per tie is 445 lbs.

Each tie is reinforced with four corrugated steel bars (having three

^-in. bars near the upper face of the tie, and one J-4-in. bar in the

base) ; the bars form a triangle, and are laced together with strong

wire, thus making a triangular truss, the reinforcement metal weighing

about 25 lbs. Babbitt metal sockets are properly staggered for cross-

binding of staggered spikes, the babbitt metal being lined with No.

10 wires to resist friction on threads of screw-spikes. Screw-spikes

2-6-in. diameter by 10 in. long are used, extending through a hardwood
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cushion, 2 in. thick by 9 in. wide by 15 in. long, said cushion being

treated with Percival 'Diamond' compound. (Since the installation of

these ties the inventor has adopted the use of a malleable-iron lug,

which permits the application of a wider base of rail when it is desired

to renew present weight of rail with a heavier section ; hence, in the

manufacture of the concrete ties the proper spacing of the babbitt metal

sockets permits the use of the malleable lug, having different width

shoulders and which are adapted for narrow or wide base of rail

—

the malleable-iron lugs supporting the outer edge of the screw-spike head,

thereby producing a more even bearing for the same.)

"The ties were installed in the main line, near the north end of

the passing track, at Edgewater, Texas. Fifty of the ties were installed

Fig. 22.

out of face, and the other fifty ties were installed with cypress ties

interspersed, the fifty ties laid out of face being laid south of the

north switch at Edgewater, and the fifty ties interspersed with cypress

ties being laid north of the north switch at Edgewater. Ties were

installed under direction of Mr. H. E. Percival, th« inventor, in person.

"On February 9, 1907, a derailment occurred at this point, wherein

a 150,000-lb. capacity loaded oil car was derailed, the wheels of which

passed over 17 of these ties, with the result that there were 7 ties which

31
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had their ends broken off and 10 ties were slightly scarred. None

of the ties were damaged to such an extent that they had to be taken

from the track; however, for appearance sake, the ties were renewed

by the inventor, Mr. H. E. Percival."

USE OF STEEL TIES IN INTERURBAN AND STREET RAILWAY TRACKS.

Your Committee herewith presents an additional report in regard

to use of Carnegie steel ties in interurban and street railway tracks,

as at the present time many electric railways are becoming a part of

steam railway systems. This report is made up mainly of individual

reports from the chief engineers and general managers of the electric

lines using steel ties.

Twin City Lines:

Report through their Chief Engineer, Mr. Geo. L. Wilson, as

follows:

"We have in use about 1,000 Carnegie steel ties. These were all

laid on straight line, about one-half of them being used on a street

which had a macadam surface and the balance on a street paved with

brick, where the ties were embedded in concrete. This work was all

located in St. Paul. They have been in use about one year, all on

tangent. The street grade is approximately I per cent.

"In paved street we have had no difficulty in regard to the ties

holding the track. On the macadam street the ties did not seem at

first to hold the track rigidly, but seemed to work somewhat in the

stone ballast. We have had no notice of trouble from this cause

recently."

Utica & Mohawk Valley Railway:

Are using the steel ties quite extensively and Mr. French, Engineer

of Maintenance of Way, makes the following report:

"I would say that to date we have used ioo Carnegie steel ties

having top flange tf/2 in., bottom flange 8 in., height s
l/2 in., length

7 ft. We have used 4,572 Carnegie steel ties having top flange 4 in.,

bottom flange 6 in., height 4% in., length 7 ft. Of this number, 625

were used under 7-in. tee-rail having 6-in. base and 3-in. head and

weighing 95 lbs. per yard ; 297 were used under 7-in. tee-rail having

S^-in. base, 2^-in. head and weighing 70 lbs. per yard ; 1,062 ties

were used under 100-lb. standard A.S.C.E. open-hearth tee-rail ; 2,706

were used under 95-lb. 9-in. tramhead girder rail. All of these ties

were used in our standard concrete construction, paved with standard

vitrified block grouted with Portland cement."

Joliet & Southern Traction Company:

Advise, through Mr. L. D. Fisher, Chief Engineer, "That we have

300 of these ties in our road in paved streets. These ties are used

with 7-in., 80-lb. tee-rail, and are spaced 5 ft. center to center. The
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tie and the base of the rail are all embedded in Portland cement con-

crete, with 6 in. underneath the tie. Under these conditions, you un-

derstand, our track maintains good surface and gage."

The Dominion Power and Transmission Company:
Advise that they have used Carnegie steel ties in their street-railway

construction and the ties were bedded in concrete. Ties were used only

on tangents.

Boston Elevated Railway Company:
States, through Mr. A. L. Plimpton, Civil Engineer, "that our

use of this form of tie has been very limited, we having used

it only on a short length of track on Washington Street, city proper,

in connection with relaying the tracks last season on concrete base.

These ties are particularly well adapted to such work, as track is

bonded much better to the concrete than in the case of wooden ties."

Syracuse Rapid Transit Company:
Mr. E. P. Roundly, Engineer Maintenance of Way, reports "That

we have several thousand in use, but they are all in paved streets, with

concrete ballast. We have not used any in open track construction."

Virginia Passenger & Power Company.
Mr. Calvin Whiteley, Jr., Chief Engineer Railway Department,

writes:

"We purchased three or four hundred of these ties some months

ago with the intention of putting them under our tracks, in concrete, in

one of our carbarns, but as yet have not used them.

"We have used several thousand of the Pennsylvania and the Lorain

steel ties in concrete with good results, and, with due respect to all

of them, will admit that we like the appearance of the Carnegie tie

better, but do not like their method of fastening the rail to the tie."

The Chicago City Railway Company:

Advises, through Mr. H. B. Fleming, Chief Engineer, "that the

Chicago City Railway Company installed the Carnegie steel ties in

Cottage Grove Avenue, between Fortieth and Seventy-first streets.

These ties were laid in the fall of 1907. They are laid 4 ft. center

to center, surrounded by concrete, and support a 9-in., 129-lb. rail.

The right-of-way is paved with granite. The maximum grade on the

street is about 1 per cent."

The Denver City Tramway Company:
Mr. John Evans, Chief Engineer, reports : "We have used 2,500

such ties, all laid in May, 1908, all in conjunction with concrete paving;

on Arapahoe Street, Sixteenth to Eighteenth Streets, and on Eighteenth

Street and Larimer to Broadway ; all in straight track. To date, track

held to perfect surface, gage and line. Wherever the steel tie has been

used, together with a concrete pavement, we have experienced trouble

from cracking of such pavement."
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Oklahoma Railway Company:
Mr. W. A. Haller, General Manager, writes: "We have about four

miles of 6-in. base Carnegie steel ties in use in concrete street railway

construction. We have none of these ties in use in ballasted roadbed.

"We have found that the one bolt clip used for attaching the rail

to the tie is inadequate, even in a paved street, and we judge it would

be still less reliable when used in open track construction. We have

experienced some trouble with joint ties working loose in the concrete,

the primary cause of this being that the attachments and rail joints

first become loose, and the vibnition and jar then causing the tie to

work loose in the concrete. In our recent construction, however, we
are using a continuous rail joint and exercising more care in placing

the concrete."

Brooklyn Heights Railroad Company:
Advise they are using Carnegie steel ties to a limited extent.

San Antonio Traction Company:
Report that they laid 500 ft. of double-track with Carnegie steel ties

in 1008, spaced 5 ft. The ties were laid in concrete and are holding

perfectly to date.



Appendix E.

REPORT ON TEST TIES, WATKINS SHORT LINE, G. H. &
S. A. RY.

Ties Placed April, 1894—Examined, June 30, 1909—Fifteen Years and

Two Months' Service.

In April, 1894, the G., H. & S. A. Railway, part of what is

commonly known as the Southern Pacific System, revised the aline-

ment of their main track near Watkins, Texas, for a distance of

about three miles. In constructing the new line advantage was
taken of the bpportunity to test several different kinds of ties. This

experiment was mentioned in our report of 1904, Vol. 5, Proceedings,

page 76. Examination was 'made of these ties in June, 1909, and

below is given the condition revealed by that examination. At this

time the ties had been in the track fifteen years and two months.

Teche Cypress 850 10 21

1

Number Removed Removed
Kind of Ties. Placed. to Dec, 1903. to Date.

Mermentau Cypress 117 5 31

Calcasieu Sawed Cypress 1676 126 621

Zinc-Creosote 1824 143 696

Heart Pine (untreated) . 1644 1590 All.

Note.—See report on Experimental Track in Texas on pp. 766-780.
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DISCUSSION.

The President :—In the absence of the chairman, Mr. E. B. Crush-

ing, the vice-chairman, Mr. E. E. Hart, will present the report of the

Committee on Ties.

Mr. E. E. Hart, Vice-Chairman (New York Central & St. Louis) :—

The only changes that we have made in the Manual are merely in

the wording; the effect is the same. We have carried out, as far as

possible, the lines laid down by the Managing Board, and we have

made, generally, progress reports.

The President:—Please turn to the conclusion on page 264.

(The Secretary read conclusions 1 and 2.)

The President:—It will be well to have some discussion on recom-

mendation 2. Mr. Cushing, we will be glad to have some remarks

from you about that conclusion.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—I haven't anything to

say.

The President:—You were instrumental in arranging the blanks, I

understand.

Mr. Cushing :—I will say I was instrumental, that is all.

Mr. Hart :—The railroads do not respond in furnishing this infor-

mation. We have not been able to get them to respond.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

1

think a letter our Secretary received from the chairman of the Tie

Committee, in response to a request for suggestions as to future

v/ork, should be placed in our Proceedings in order that it may reach

every member of the Association ; I have here before me a copy of

that letter. The Secretary might read it.

The Secretary :

—"The compilation of statistics and information cov-

ering the experience with ties of such railroads as have kept records

of value on this subject: We have made three separate attempts to

compile from the railroads in general data in regard to their expe-

rience with cross-ties, together with statement of density cf traffic, etc.,

so that conclusions on broad, general lines might be drawn as to the

relative economies of the various kinds of wood used in this country

for cross-ties, etc. We have found that although the cost of cross-ties

forms a considerable part of the maintenance expense of American rail-

roads and that this expense will materially increase in the future, very

few roads have any systematic record as to the ties they have used.

This Committee has believed that the subject of ties was a most im-

portant one, and has hoped that we might succeed in collecting and

collating data that would be of value to the management, of railroads

901
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in determining the best kind of tie to use, and judging whether their

own practice in the selection of cross-ties, the number used, etc., was

up to the best standard. We have been surprised to find how little the

average railroad in this country knows about its tie business. A great

many railroads seem to rely on the judgment of the Roadmaster as to

the number of ties he needs and then call on the Purchasing Agent

to buy these at the least cost possible per tie. While the result of

our work has been unsatisfactory on the lines heretofore followed, we
concluded it best to continue the investigation with the roads that have

been constructed within the last few years, and with such roads as have

kept proper record. I would, therefore, recommend that this topic be

continued."

The President:—Mr. Downs, have you any special remarks to make

in regard to conclusion 2?

Mr. L. A. Downs (Illinois Central) :—There were about 750 in-

quiries sent out to railroads, asking three simple questions. One was

as to whether or not they had used the blanks that had been gotten up

by the Committee. Another was, if they intended to use them, and

another, if they favored a count of the ties. A postal card was

enclosed so that all they had to do was to answer Yes or No. A sur-

prising thing was that there were only 45 replies received out of thar

number, which shows the very little interest taken by the railroads in

giving the information we were trying to get. The Committee on

Ties intends, therefore, to take it up individually with those whom we

know to be interested in tie statistics, outline certain questions that

they can answer very easily, and by next year I think we can get some

information that will be of interest to the Association. These blanks

were perfected last year, and this was the first year they were sent

out complete, but, before we decided to send them out we thought we

v/ould first take it up with the railroads and see if they wanted to use

the blanks or if any of them had been in use ; and we found out they

were not in use ; in fact, we only got about forty-five replies ; but we
have adopted new tactics for next year and we expect at the next meet-

ing to give some valuable tie statistics. We still believe, however, that

the blanks are a good thing and the whole Committee think that if

they are kept by railroads indefinitely that in time they will have in-

formation on those blanks that will assist them materially in the pur-

chase and use of ties ; but the Committee feel that it would not be

of any use to send out the blanks now, because we would not get the

information we are looking for. We do not intend to do away with

the blanks, but will keep them in the Manual of Recommended Practice

and urge the railroads to keep tie statistics as recommended by the

Committee last year.

The President:—Mr. Faulkner, we would be glad to hear from you.

Mr. E. O. Faulkner (Santa Fe) :—Mr. Chairman, we have given a

good deal of attention to that subject on the Santa Fe for the last five
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jears, and the trouble is that owing to frequent changes in section fore-

men, and the fact that this class of labor is not of the best class, in

the West especially, we find it very difficult to get figures which at all

approximate the correct record of treated ties in the track, or untreated

ties either. Our practice is to put a round nail in treated ties, and a

square nail in untreated ones, but in spite of instructions, in spite of

supervision, we find we cannot get correct statistics, and I have recom-

mended to our people that instead of attempting to keep watch over

1,400 sections, we take on each Superintendent's division two or three

representative sections and keep good men in charge ; we can watch

these a great deal easier than we can the larger number, and in that

way approximate much more accurately than we do at the present time

the life of treated and untreated ties in track.

I was interested in reading in the Bulletin that other companies

have found the same difficulties we have, and practically suggest a sim-

ilar plan; I hope this will yet be carried out. While we are all prac-

ticing wood preservation, it is an essential fact to know what result we
are getting from it ; but when we get reports which we know do not

reflect actual conditions in the track, they are really worse than none at

all, because if we had no reports, the 'Roadmasters and others would

tske observations themselves, which they do not now do, relying on our

statistics.

In regard to the reports of the Tie Committee, it has always

seemed to me the Tie Committee asked too much, consequently did not

get anything. In last year's report, according to the Proceedings, it

would be assumed there were no ties inserted on any railway in the

United States, because there is not a figure given. I belieye if the Tie

Committee would ask the roads a few leading questions, such as the

different ties used, the approximate average life of each kind, treated

and untreated, and any other information that is conveniently kept, they

would be given interesting facts for the Bulletin, and we would get

something to base comparisons on. I think nearly 180 questions have

been asked for each division, which was worse than keeping statistics

for the Interstate Commerce Commission.

I have discussed the matter with some members here at the conven-

tion, and I shall be glad to co-operate by giving whatever statistics I

have in my department, but do not ask too much ; if you do, you will

probably not get anything. There are a number of experimental pieces

of track, changes of line, for instance, that I believe the roads will be

glad to give the Committee particulars of if their attention was called

to the matter, and we might all of us get some interesting information

from them.

The President :—<I hope the last speaker does not mean that the

Committee will not pay attention to the instructions given in the Bible,

which says, "Ask and thou shalt receive," but that they will try and

mend their ways, and adopt other tactics.
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Mr. L. A. Downs :—Mr. Faulkner probably misunderstood me in

saying that we were asking too much on the blanks. We did not send

out the blanks this year to be filled in, but we sent out a letter with

a postal card reply, asking three questions, all of which could be an-

swered by Yes or No, and we received 45 replies out of 750, and most

of those to whom we sent inquiries were members of this Association.

I will say, however, Mr. Faulkner wrote us a long letter, making sug-

gestions which are printed in the Committee report and it contains good

information.

The President :—Mr. Chanute, we will be glad to hear from you on

this question.

Mr. O. Chanute (Consulting Engineer) :—I agree with Mr. Faulk-

ner that if you ask too much you get nothing. It is, however, quite

possible for the Committee to boil down the list of the inquiries here

tofore planned so as to obtain valuable results. That was done twenty-

five years ago by a committee of the American Society of Civil En-

gineers, which occupied five years in gathering data as to the preserva-

tion of wood. They began much in the same way which this Commit-

tee did this year, by asking a very few questions as to what informa-

tion had been obtained, what had been the results up to that time, and

who else might possess information. The answers received to that in-

quiry disclosed that a number of people throughout the country had had

experience, and those gentlemen's lives were made miserable by corre-

spondence until we managed to get out of them what they knew, and

what they recollected. The result was the report of 1885 to the Ameri-

ican Society, which, I believe, inaugurated the treatment of wood in this

country.

The President:—Any further discussion on recommendation 2? If

not, it will be considered adopted and we will pass to No. 3.

(The Secretary read conclusion 3.)

The President:—That conclusion will take care of the detail given

on page 278. If Dr. Von Schrenk, or any of the members of the Forest

Service are in the room, we will be glad to have them speak upon this

recommendation. It is a very live question. The Committee is desir-

ous of getting all the information possible, after the remarks made last

night by Mr. Kendrick.

Dr. Herman Von Schrenk (Consulting Timber Engineer) :— I have

not really anything very vital to say on this subject. We have made

a very careful study, for about four years, of this question of the tree-

planting proposition, and as far as my personal views are concerned

the subject narrows itself down as indicated in our recommendation.

The tree-planting proposition for a tie supply must be considered very

much in the light of a banking proposition. It represents a certain in-

vested capital, from which we must obtain, sooner or later, a certain

definite interest return. The practicability of making a large investment

to start with in planting trees will be determined by the cost of land,
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the cost of planting trees, maintenance charges, and the probability of

a certain definite return after a comparative brief period of years.

Up to the present time, with very few exceptions, private individ-

uals, or an aggregation of individuals, have found that the investment

of large sums of money in lands, for the purchase of trees and then-

proper maintenance, has not been a paying proposition ; in other words,

for reasons which are too numerous to mention to-day, we can still go

out and buy raw material for very much less than we can possibly

crea'te such raw material.

My personal view of the supply question, as far as the growing

of trees is concerned, is that it is a very much better plan for a rail-

way company which desires to assure a future supply to buy standing

stumpage. One can still find in many parts of the United States forest

lands in regions which, so far as we can foretell, will not be distinct

-

ively agricultural in the future—such a company can buy the standing

forest trees to protect them against fire, and the natural reproduction

which takes place in the forest will obviate the more or less expensive

replanting of new trees. I know of one road that has recently adopted

a plan of that sort, and purchased a large tract of pine land in the

South, which will be operated very economically, I am sure, by cutting

out the mature timber, and thereby giving the young timber a chance

to grow.

The problem is one, as I have said, very largely of successful bank-

ing, and it will have to be determined, as we try to indicate in this

conclusion, for each particular instance, and particularly by persons who
are technically acquainted with the rate of growth of trees, their adapt-

ability of any one particular . situation, etc., and if any plan is deter-

mined, what is still more important, is the employment of capable men
to continue such a plan, and above all, a suitable fund to make possible

a maintenance which will bring the matter to a successful conclusion.

It is a subject which is very hard to generalize about, because the

different parts of the country are so different, and the races of trees

which have to be grown are so very different.

The President :—If there is no further discussion, the recommenda-
tion will be considered adopted and the Committee relieved with the

thanks of the Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE II—ON BALLAST.

(Bulletin 119.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Ballast begs to submit the following report:

Two meetings have been held at the rooms of the Association in

Chicago, one on June 25, at which the following members were present

:

C. A. Paquette, Vice-Chairman; W. J. Bergen, J. G. Bloom, C. S.

Millard, S. N. Williams, F. J. Stimson, C. C. Hill, G. D. Hicks; and

another November 4, at which the following members were present:

John V. Hanna, Chairman; C. A. Paquette, Vice-Chairman ; F. J. Bach-

elder, W. J. Bergen, H. E. Hale, J. M. Meade, S. N. Williams.

At the meeting June 25 the following sub-committees were ap-

pointed :

On Revision of Stone Ballast Specifications in the Manual: S. N.

Williams, Chairman
; J. B. Dickson, R. D. Starbuck.

On Method of Making Physical Tests of Stone Ballast: S. A.

Jordan, Chairman; H. E. Hale, H. B. Dick, J. G. Bloom.

On Proper Thickness of Ballast, Distribution of Load on Roadbed

and Question of Sub-Ballast : C. A. Paquette, Chairman ; H. E. Hale,

G. D. Hicks, J. M. Meade, C. C. Hill.

On Review of Report on Gravel Ballast and Methods of Grading

Qualities : F. J. Stimson, Chairman ; C. A. Paquette, W. J. Bergen,

O. P. Allee.

On Treatment of Foul Ballast : F. J. Bachelder, Chairman ; C. S.

Millard, G. M. Walker, Jr.

Mr. Jordan being unable to serve on his sub-committee, Mr- H. E.

Hale was, a little later, appointed chairman in his stead.

The report of the Committee to the 1909 convention recommended
changes in the definitions of sand and gravel, considered as ballast.

(See Proceedings, page 678, Vol. 10, Part, 1.) The definition of "Sand"

was amended by the convention and adopted in the following form

:

Sand.—"Any hard, granular, comminuted rock which will pass

through a No. 10 screen and be retained on a No. 50 screen." (See

Proceedings, page 727, Vol. 10, Part 1.)

The definition of "gravel" was adopted as presented, namely : "Small

worn fragments of rock occurring in natural deposits that will pass

through a 2j^-inch ring and be retained upon a No. 10 screen.'' Your
Committee now recommends that these definitions be printed in the

Manual in the place of those first inserted.
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The Sub-Committee on Revision of Stone Ballast Specifications in

the Manual has reported as follows

:

"Ballast should be of such character as to transmit the pressure to

and distribute it on the roadbed with minimum displacement of either,

besides affording proper drainage. Sizes used should depend on the

nature of the soil, kind of coal used and on the character of the

traffic. One road reports that 2-in. rock will fill to the top of the tie

in twelve years, then when cleaned to the depth of the tie will fill

again in about six years. Another line advises using a less shoulder

than usual to avoid poor drainage and finds 4 in. on straight track

and .6 in. on curves satisfactory since the sharp edges offer much fric-

tion and little rock keeps the track in line. The small broken rock

keeps a finer surface, can be handled readily and allows a slight ad-

justment of grade, while a large size requires a corresponding raise.

Too fine rock may foul easily and prevent quick drainage, does not

hold line and surface as well as coarse rock, but this does not makje

as compact a mass and may work down into a bad soil. There is apt

to be much dust with smaller sizes, while large sizes are not apt to

have as sharp angles and not hold the ties as well. Light traffic has

less tendency to pulverize the rock and requires less tamping, while

heavy traffic requires larger dimensions. One road reports it costs

about 25 per cent, more to apply 3-in. rock than 1^2-in., and another

that it costs more to maintain. The quality, however, decides the size

used. In preparing specifications a rock of desired quality should be

selected and the specifications prepared for this particular rock or that

of a corresponding quality. Granite, slag and some gravel can be used

to any degree of fineness, since they do not silt up and allow free

drainage.

"In Appendix A a summary of replies to the Committee's circular

of inquiry is given.

"Your Sub-Committee therefore recommends that the Ballast Specifi-

cations be revised to read

:

*REVISED SPECIFICATIONS FOR ROCK BALLAST.

1. Rock ballast shall be sufficiently durable not to disintegrate in

the climate where used ; hard enough to prevent pulverizing unduly un-

der the action of tools or traffic, and shall break with an angular

fracture when crushed.

2. The maximum size shall not exceed pieces which in any position

will pass through a 2j4-in. test ring.

The minimum size shall not pass through a j^-'m. test ring, and the

rock shall be free from dust, dirt or rubbish.

"Your Sub-Committee refers to the physical tests adopted by the

Uniled States Government as given by Sub-Committee on Method of

Making Physical Tests, and to the following Pennsylvania Railroad

specifications for crushing strength of standard rocks

:

•Amend to read "Stone Ballast."
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"Trap rock, and other rocks in that class, must withstand a crush-

ing stress of not less than twelve thousand (12,000) lbs. per sq. in.;

and limestone and other stone in that class, must withstand a crushing

stress of not less than ten thousand (10,000) lbs. per sq. in.; and all

stone must pass such other tests as the Railroad Company may from

time to time think necessary to apply."

The previous report of your Commit; ee, in addition to the matter

of definitions above mentioned, devoted considerable space to methods

of preparation and delivery of ballast, particularly crushed rock, washed

and pit gravel, cementing gravel, burnt clay and chats. There was also

a review of the advantages and disadvantages of various types of ballast,

which led to some investigation by the Committee of the proportions

of sand and gravel giving best results in track. The Committee made
some recommendations as to best proportions of these two materials

for ballast under various classes of traffic. The recommendation was
not adopted by the convention, but, instead, was referred back to the

Committee for further investigation and report. The sub-committee

appointed to consider this subject has reported as follows:

"The specifications submitted by this Committee at the 1909 con-

vention were as follows

:

"For Class A Roads : Ten parts gravel and three parts sand.

When bank gravel contains more than two per cent, dust or 40 per cent,

sand it should be screened or washed.

"For Class B Roads: Ten parts gravel and six parts sand. When
bank gravel contains more than 3 per cent, dust or 60 per cent, sand, it

should be screened or washed.

"For Class C Roads : Ten parts gravel and ten parts sand. Any
bank gravel which does not contain more than 6 per cent, dust may be

economically used.

"The specification which called forth the criticisms of the conven-

tion was that for Class A roads.

"Your Committee has gone over the matter again, getting as much
information from various roads as possible, and finds that there is

quite a wide variance of opinion in regard to the percentages of gravel

and sand which make good ballast. There are two reasons for this.

First : the difference in meaning with which the term "percentage" is

used. Second : the difference in the proportions of different sizes of

stone of which the gravel consists.

''It is found that some engineers use the term 'percentage' to indi-

cate that portion of the original bulk which is gravel or sand. Others

use it to indicate that portion of the algebraical sum of the constituent

parts which is gravel or sand. Still others use it to indicate the rela-

tion of the bulk of sand to the bulk of gravel, which is considered 100

per cent.
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"For Class C Roads : Any material which makes better track than

the natural roadbed may be economically used."

the voids in the gravel. In such a case where the sand is separated

from the gravel it will be found that the bulk of gravel is as great as

the original bulk, making the gravel ioo per cent, and the sand the same

percentage of the original bulk as of the screened gravel.

"In the second use of the term the result always differs from the

other two, as when 10 parts of gravel and 3 parts of sand are com-

bined and the gravel is found to be 77 per cent, and the sand 23

per cent, of the sum of the constituent parts. In this case the actual

percentage of each—of the bulk—resulting from combining the two

ingredients physically, will be approximately : Gravel, 95 per cent.

;

Sand, 28J/2 per cent.

"In the specifications given below, 'percentage' is used with the

first meaning mentioned, and if 30 per cent, of sand is designated, it

means that of the original bulk, or of the bulk after combining phys-

ically the gravel and sand, 30 per cent, is sand. The percentage of

gravel will be 100 per cent, or less, but never as low as 70 per cent.,

owing to the fact that the voids in the gravel must first be filled by the

sand before the bulk can be increased.

"As suggested in the last paragraph, the second cause for a diver-

gence of opinion as to the proper percentage results from the difference

in the voids found in different samples of gravel. For this reason and

the fact that theoretically perfect proportions call for just sufficient

sand to fill the voids, there can be no fixed maximum or minimum
percentage. Proportions that will result in a good ballast in one case

will result in comparatively poor ballast in another. From the replies

which have been received to our inquiries it is shown that 10 parts

gravel and 3 parts sand represent the average practice. Especial at-

tention is called to the fact that in the specifications two conditions are

covered

:

"(1) Bank Gravel.

"(2) Washed or screened Gravel.

"In the one case the engineer has to decide whether or not the

material at his disposal is of such proportions of gravel, sand and dust

as to require special preparation, while in the other case he controls the

proportions, making the combination which gives the best results.

"Having in mind these conditions, your Committee submits the fol-

lowing specifications

:

"For Class A Roads : When bank gravel contains more than 2 per

cent, of dust or 40 per cent, of sand, it should be washed or screened.

Washed or screened gravel should contain not less than. 25 per cent,

nor more than 35 per cent. sand.

"For Class B Roads : When bank gravel contains more than 3

per cent, of dust or 60 per cent, of sand, it should be screened or

washed. Screened or washed gravel should not contain less than 23.

per cent, nor more than 50 per cent, of sand.
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"The Committee had hoped to have the proportions of a number of

samples of gravel ballast in actual service in track to add to this report,

but up to November 30 had not succeeded in obtaining them. If secured

in time they will be embodied in a supplementary report before the next

convention."

The Sub-Committee on Proper Thickness of Ballast, etc., has been

unable to get its matter in shape to present. If this cannot be done in

time for the next convention, the work will be carried over to the

coming year.

The Sub-Commiitee on Physical Tests of Stone Ballast has reported

as follows

:

GENERAL.

"The only physical tests of crushed stone reported to your Sub-

Committee which are considered reliable and have been in use for a

sufficient length of time to provide a good comparison with various

kinds of stone are the tests made by the Office of Public Roads, United

States Department of Agriculture, at Washington, D. C. These tests

are made by the Government free of charge and were originally intended

to test crushed stone for public wagon roads. These Government tests

for crushed stone for wagon roads, however, appeal to your Sub-Com-

mittee as being satisfactory physical tests for crushed stone ballast.

NUMBER OF TESTS.

"The tests and data given by the United States Government are

shown on form 28 of the United States Department of Agriculture, a

copy of which is shown in Appendix A, and are as follows

:

(a) Weight in lbs. per cubic foot.

(b) Specific gravity.

(c) Water absorption in lbs. per cubic foot.

(d) Per cent, of wear.

(e) French coefficient of wear.

(f) Hardness.

(g) Toughness.

(h) Cementing value.

WEIGHT PER CUBIC FOOT.

"The weight per cubic foot refers to the weight of a cubic foot of

solid rock and not to the weight of a cubic foot of crushed stone. The

heavier rocks (other properties being equal) are most desirable for

crushed stone ballast, as the ballast is not so readily displaced as when

made from the lighter rocks.

SPECIFIC GRAVITY.

"Specific gravity of rock gives practically the same information as

the weight per cubic foot, and in the physical tests required it would

hardly appear necessary to give both the weight per cubic foot and the
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specific gravity. If the specific gravity is desired for purposes of com-

parison it can be readily obtained from the weight per cubic foot.

ABSORPTION OF WATER PER CUBIC FOOT.

"The amount of water absorbed per cubic foot of stone is an im-

portant item to be determined in testing stone for ballast, for if stone

used for ballast absorbs much water it deteriorates rapidly in freezing

weather.

"The test for water absorption made by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture consists in determining the amount of water that

is absorbed by a cubic foot of rock in 96 hours. The test is made

on a small specimen and the amount that would be absorbed fry a

cubic foot is calculated from the result of the test. The stone that

absorbs the least amount of water (other properties being equal) is

considered the best stone for ballast.

PER CENT. OF WEAR.

"Resistance to wear is a special property of rock and, although

it depends to a large extent upon both the hardness and the toughness

of the rock, it is not an absolute function of these qualities.

"The machine used by the United States Department of Agriculture

to make the abrasion tests, or tests for wear, consists of a cast-iron

cylinder closed at one end and furnished with a tightly fitting iron

cover at the other end. This cylinder is 7^ in. (20 cm.) in diameter

and is mounted on a shaft diagonally at an angle of 30 degrees with

the axis of rotation.

"Eleven lbs. (5 kg.) of broken stone lY^-'m. and J^-in. in size,

fifty pieces, if possible, are placed in the iron cylinder and this cylin-

der is revolved at the rate of 30 to 33 revolutions per minute for

10,000 revolutions for each test. The stone is then thoroughly washed

and dried and the percentage of dust or detritus by weight that will

pass through a screen with a 1-16 in. (1.6 mm.) mesh is considered the

percentage of wear. Stone that has the least percentage of wear (other

properties being equal) is considered the best stone for ballast.

FRENCH COEFFICIENT OF WEAR.

"The French coefficient of wear is obtained by dividing forty by the

per cent, of wear. Thus a rock showing 4 per cent, of wear has a

French coefficient of wear of 10. The French engineers, who were the

first to undertake road material tests, adopted this method of securing

results. They found their best wearing rocks gave a coefficient of

wear equal to about 20. The No. 20 was therefore adopted as a stand-

ard of excellence. In interpreting the result of this test a French

coefficient of wear below 8 is called low, from 8 to 13 medium, from

14 to 20 high and above 20 very high.
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"It appears that the per cent, of wear gives the same information

as the French coefficient of wear and in a simpler form. It further

appears that the per cent, of wear can readily be, reduced to French

coefficient of wear if the latter is desired at any time for comparative

purposes.

HARDNESS.

"By hardness is meant the resistance of a rock to the grinding

action of an abrasive agent like sand, and the test made by the United

States Department of Agriculture is as follows: A cylindrical core

i inch (25 mm.) in diameter cut from the solid rock is faced off and

subjected to the grinding action of sand fed upon a revolving steel

disk against which the test piece is held perpendicularly with a pressure

of 2.8 lbs. (1,250 grams). When the disk has made 1,000 revolutions

the loss in weight of the sample is determined and the test repeated

with the specimen reversed and an average of the loss in weight taken.

In order to report these results on a definite scale which will be con-

venient the method has been adopted of subtracting one-third of the

resulting loss in weight in grams per 1,000 revolutions from 20, as per

the following formula

:

"Hardness equals H= 20— J/$ w, in which w represents the loss in

weight of the specimen expressed in grams per 1,000 revolutions.

"The result of these tests is interpreted as follows: Below 14, rocks

are called soft ; 14 to 17, medium ; above 17, hard.

"In the earlier work the loss in length of the specimen expressed

in mm. per 1,000 revolutions subtracted from 20 was given as represent-

ing the hardness of the specimen. It was found, however, that the

hardest rocks only lost 2 mm. per r.000 revolutions, while some of the

softer rocks lost considerably more than 20 mm., which gave rise to

negative values, and' this method of reporting results of the hardness

tests was, therefore, abandoned. Stone that is the hardest (other prop-

erties being equal) is considered the best stone for ballast.

TOUGHNESS.

"By toughness is meant the resistance a rock offers to fracture

under impact; such, for example, as the striking blow given by the shoe
of a horse on a road. The tests made by the United States Department
of Agriculture are as follows

:

"The specimen of rock is a cylinder 1 in. x 1 in. (25 mm. x 25
mm.) cut from solid rock. The test machine is built on a pile driver
principle, with a hammer that weighs 4.4 lbs. (2 kg.), and is raised by
a sprocket chain and released automatically by electro-magnets. Under
the hammer is a plunger held against the specimen by two spiral springs
on the guide rods; the bottom of this plunger has the shape of a
sphere, with a radius of f^-in. (1 cm.). This shape is provided so
that the blow will be delivered at one point on the rock specimen.
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"The specimen is held in the base of the test machine by a device

which prevents it from rebounding when struck by a blow from the

hammer and is adjusted so that its upper surface is tangent to the lower

spherical surface of the plunger.

"The test consists of a ^-in. (i cm.) fall of the hammer for the

first blow and an increased fall of 5^-in. (i cm.) for each succeeding

blow until failure of- the specimen occurs. The number of blows re-

quired in the above-described tests to cause failure, or the height of
the last blow in centimeters (which it will be seen are equal to each

other), is taken to represent the toughness of the rock. Results of this

test are interpreted so that those rocks which run below 13 are called

low, from 13 to 19 medium and above 19 high. Stone that is the

toughest (other properties being equal) is considered the best stone for

ballast.

CEMENTING VALUE.

"By cementing value is meant the binding power of a road material

or dust from rocks. Some rock dusts possess the quality of packing

to a smooth surface of considerable tenacity and which is impervious

to water, while others entirely lack this quality. The tests made by
the United States Department of Agriculture are as follows

:

"The specimen of rock required consists of 1.1 lbs. (^2 kg.) of

stone broken sufficiently small to pass through a screen with a quarter-

inch (6.35 mm.) mesh. This material is placed in a ball mill which
contains two steel shot weighing 20 lbs. (9.07 kg.) each and the mill

revolved at the rale of 2,000 revolutions per hour. Sufficient water is

added to the specimen to make thick paste and after 5,000 revolutions

of the mill the specimen is taken from the mill and formed into five

(5) cylindrical briquettes 1 in. (25 mm.) in diameter and 1 in. (25

mm.) in height. These briquettes are formed under a pressure of 1,880

lbs. per sq. in. (132 kgs. per sq. cm.) and are then allowed to dry 20

hours in air, 4 hours in a steam bath and then cooled.

"These briquettes are tested in a machine which consists of a

pendulum hammer weighing one kilogram (0.45-lb.), in connection

with a one-half kilogram (0.23-lb.) flat-end plunger. The hammer is

operated at the rate of 60 blows per minute, by means of a cam Which

is driven by an electric motor and worm gear. The low end of the

plunger is pressed upon the briqueite by two spiral springs, and, by

a suitable recording device, the movement of the plunger during and

after each blow is recorded on a sheet of silicated paper attached to

a recording drum. The rise of the cam is such as to give an effective

drop of one cm. (J^-in.) to the hammer and each revolution of the

cam produces a slight motion of the drum, so that the drum makes a

complete revolution in 100 revolutions of the cam. The number of

blows necessary to destroy the resilience of the briquette, so that no
reaction is recorded on the drum, is taken to be the cementing value

of the material. Some rock dusts when thoroughly dried into a com-
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pact mass immediately slack or disintegrate when immersed in water.

It is considered that the tendency in this way is not a desirable char-

acteristic of a road material, as it would lead to muddy conditions in

the road surface after rains.

"While rocks with high cementing value, according to the above

described tests, are undoubtedly the best (other properties being equal)

for wagon roads, the reverse is true for railroad ballast, and rock with

the lowest cementing value (other properties being equal) is considered

ihe best for crushed stone ballast. For a rock of high cementing value

will cause more 'pumping ties' when used for ballast than a rock with

low cementing value.

CRUSHING STRENGTH OF STONE.

"No test for the crushing strength of rock has been made by the

United States Department of Agriculture in connection with the tests of

crushed stone for wagon roads. Your sub-committee has taken up

this question with the above department with a view of inducing them

to outline the test and include same in their tests for crushed stone,

but no definite decision has been reached at the present time.

TESTS RECOMMENDED.

"It is recommended that the following tests, which have been de-

scribed above and are made by the United States Department of Agri-

culture, be used for physical tests of stone ballast

:

"(a) Weight per cubic foot.

"(b) Water absorption in lbs. per cubic foot.

"(c) Per cent, of wear.

"(d) Hardness.

"(e) Toughness.

"(f) Cementing value.

"It is also recommended that the 'Specific gravity' and the 'French

coefficient of wear' shall not be included in the physical tests of stone

ballast, as practically the same information is given in the other tests

above mentioned.

METHOD OF SHIPPING SPECIMENS TO THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE, ETC.

"Detailed information as to how to select and ship specimens of

rock to the United States Department of Agriculture for tests can be

obtained from Mr. A. S. Cushman, Acting Director, Office of Public

Roads, United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

"The following forms (see Appendix B), which can be obtained

at the above mentioned office, are of interest in connection with physical

tests of stone ballast

:

"(a) Form 6—Instructions for selecting and shipping samples or

specimens of rock.
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"(b) Form 5—Information in regard to samples or specimens of

rock which must be obtained and sent with specimens.

"(c) Envelope tag—used for addressing sample—Form 5

—

is en-

closed and forwarded in this envelope.

"(d) Form 20—Form on which the result of physical tests is

reported.

"(e) Form 21—Form on which the result of mineral analysis is

reported.

"(f) Form 28—Maximum and minimum results of rock samples

corrected to January 1, 1909."

The Sub-Committee on Treatment of Foul Ballast reported as

follows

:

"Your Sub-Committee No. 6 on Treatment of Foul Ballast, makes

the following report and recommendation, based on statement of infor-

mation obtained from various railroads in regard to their practice,

which statement will be published in a later Bulletin.

The conclusions reached and recommendations of your Sub-Com-
mittee are as follows:

That under usual conditions no ballast, except stone or hard slag,

be cleaned.

CLEANING FOUL BALLAST, RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

Clean with ballast forks.

Clean shoulder down to subgrade.
,

Clean between ties to bottom of ties.

Clean center ditch of double track to subgrade.

Return clean ballast.

STONE BALLAST SHOULD BE CLEANED.

In terminals, at intervals of 1 to 3 years.

Heavy traffic, coal and coke lines, at intervals of 3 to 5 years.

Light traffic lines, at intervals of 5 to 8 years.

PER CENT. OF NEW STONE BALLAST TO BE APPLIED.

15 to 25 per cent.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Your Committee recommends the adoption of the Revised

Specifications for Crushed Rock, submitted by the Sub-Committee on

that subject.

(2) The approval, by the convention, as good practice, of the

proportions of sand and gravel for various classes of roads as sub-

mitted by the Sub-Committee having that subject in charge.

(3) The adoption, by the convention, of the recommendations as

to physical tests of stone, made by the Sub-Committee having that sub-

ject in charge.
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(4) The approval, by the convention, as good practice, of the

methods for cleaning foul ballast, recommended by the Sub-Committee

having that subject in charge.
,

Respectfully submitted,

John V. Hanna, Chief Engineer, Kansas City Terminal Railway, Kan-

sas City, Mo., Chairman.

C. A. Paquette, Assistant Chief Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis Railway, Cincinnati, O., Vice-Chairman.

O. P. Allee, Assistant Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway, Siloam

Springs, Ark.

F. J. Bachelder, Division Engineer, Baltimore &' Ohio Railroad, Wheel

ing, W. Va.

W. J. Bergen, Assistant to Chief Engineer, New York, Chicago & St.

Louis Railroad, Cleveland, O.

J. G. Bloom, District Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway,

Topeka, Kan.

H. B. Dick, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Newark, O.

J. B. Dickson, Superintendent, Erie Railroad, Rochester, N. Y.

VV. H. Grant, Manager of Construction, Canadian Northern Ontario

Railway, Toronto, Can.

H. E. Hale, Assislant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Ra'ilway, St. Louis,

Mo.

G. D. Hicks, Superintendent, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Rail-

way, Tullahoma, Tenn.

C. C. Hill, Division Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Niles, Mich.

S. A. Jordan, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, Baltimore, Md.

J. M. Meade, Engineer Eastern Lines, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway, Topeka, Kan.

C. S. Millard, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway, Indianapolis, Ind.

R. D. Starbuck, Assistant Chief Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad,

Detroit, Mich.

F. J. Stimson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Grand Rapids & Indiana

Railroad, Grand Rapids, Mich.

G. M. Walker, Jr., Assis:ant Engineer, Kansas City Terminal Railway,

Kansas City, Mo.

S. N. Williams, Professor Civil Engineering, Cornell College, Mount
Vernon, Iowa.

Committee.



Appendix A.

SUMMARY OF REPLIES AS TO PRACTICE IN USE OF ROCK
BALLAST.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway (C. A. Morse, Chief Engineer,

System) :

Rock between 24-in. and 1^2-in. are easily handled like gravel and

allow a slight adjustment in grade that cannot be made with larger

sizes. We use not larger than iS^-in. and screen out all fine material

smaller than §^-in. ; 2^ or 3 in. rock cannot be properly tamped or

handled and a raise in surface must be about 3 in. Too fine rock fouls

and prevents quick drainage. Rock ballast must be reshouldered every

five or six years, when old material is usually put in the center and

new fresh ballast used on shoulder, which allows easy drainage.

Traffic conditions have no special influence on size, and fine rock can

certainly be handled cheaper than coarse. A 2-in. hole in a revolving

screen will not pass rock much larger than i$4 in., while a ^2-in. rock

is about as large as will pass through a 54-in. hole. We only get about

J^-in. rock through a 5^-in. hole.

Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Railroad (Alex. Bonnyman, General

Manager) :

We screen through 2-in. holes for maximum and ^2-in. minimum.

Large sizes do not compact easily and work down in a bad soil. A
very hard rock might be smaller than J^-in. With heavy traffic there

must be a thick and substantial bed of ballast under the tics. Small

rock is handled more economically than large.1 ^

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (W. C. Barrett, Division Engineer) :

Prefer rock between i
l/2 and 2]/2 in., as we get much dust with

smaller sizes and large sizes are apt to be smoother, not having as

sharp angles or holding the ties so well. When very slight low joints

or places must be raised, considerable difficulty is found in surfacing

track with larger sizes, as it is hard to raise a half-inch joint with

large rock ; would use one-inch minimum ; size depends on quality and
convenience, it being easier to keep a fine surface with small than

with large rock if the small size is clean and gives good drainage.

We find trouble with too much shale, as this quickly disintegrates,

prevents drainage, cements around the tie and makes a pocket which
collects water, forming a pumping spot; hence, I would require a

clean, hard stone without shale.

917
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Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (A. W. Thompson, Chief Engineer Mainte-

nance of Way) :

Quality governs ballast specifications, and in preparing them we

approve the rock proposed, then make the specifications suit its require-

ments. If the rock is hard enough to prevent pulverizing under the

working conditions, then 1^2-in. rock is best, as it gives a better bear-

ing for the lies, is easier and more economically handled than larger.

Average limestone ballast which has a high cementing value and pul-

verizes when tamped or under heavy traffic may be 3 in., since when

under track only a short time the size is reduced and it retains

moisture around the ties, weakens them, and causes pumping. Gabbro

and Diabase traps, ^-in. size, make excellent ballast, having low

cementing value and extreme hardness, not holding moisture and retain-

ing the original shape. One-inch minimum limestone is the most eco-

nomical minimum size where traffic is light ; dimensions can be smaller,

as the rock is not so easily pulverized and requires less tamping, is

easier handled and is cheaper. Heavy traffic requires increased dimen-

sions. Small rock also furnishes a better bearing surface for the ties.

We find it costs about 25 per cent, more to apply 3-in. than V2 to

1 in., hence this is desirable only where the quality is such that it will

not resist the strains to which it is subjected. In silicious limestone

our sizes run from i-in. minimum to 3-in. maximum, while Diabase

and Gabbro run J^-in. minimum and 3-in. maximum.

Central Railroad of New Jersey (Jos. O. Osgood, Chief Engineer) :

Smaller sizes are more easily handled and give good surface at

less cost, but larger sizes provide better drainage and are best for

roads carrying large amounts of coal or material which leaks from the

car and fouls the ballast. Where passenger traffic predominates, and

extreme smoothness of track is desirable, the smaller sizes giving good

drainage can be used. Heavy freight traffic requires coarse ballast ; as

the condition approaches gravel or cinders, the easier it can be handled

and tamped. We use 2^-in. maximum, and 2^-in. minimum meshes in

our screens.

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad (T. E. Calvert, Chief Engineer) :

Screened ballast ij^-in. which does not readily disintegrate, is

best. Limestone should be 2^-in. to resist frost and handling. With
large rocks ties rest on fewer and more prominent points of support

than with smaller, hence settle more quickly under traffic. Smaller

size ballast is best for all conditions of traffic if proper material can

be had. With high speed, ballast can be too small, especially if soft,

as it makes dust. If traffic is very heavy, it also pounds up, hence

quality and traffic conditions decide least size. More section labor is

necessary to apply larger rock.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway (Edward Laas, Engineer Main-

tenance of Way) :

Our standard ballast is gravel. We have little rock ballast on our

system and do not favor its use on our lines,
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Colorado Southern Railway (H. W. Cowan, Chief Engineer) :

We use smelter slag in Northern Colorado, crushed rock in South-

ern Texas and gravel in Northern Texas. Slag is handled direct from

the pile with steam shovel, first loosening up by powder. It breaks to

a fairly uniform size of 2 or 3 in. and has no dust. Our crushed rock

is very hard, having over 92 per cent. lime. It does not need screen-

ing for a minimum, but must pass under 2^-in. Our track holds better

on unscreened than on screened rock, and it does not require so much

labor in surfacing.

Delaware & Hudson Company (Geo. H. Burgess, Chief Engineer) :

Size depends largely on character of rock, especially the minimum.

Two-and-one-half-inch maximum gives us best results. Have used

3 and 4 in. under new tracks for the first 6 to 8 in. lift, completing

finally with 2^ to 2^4 in. sizes. The smaller sizes do not hold line

and surface as well as larger, are more expensive to prepare, though

cheaper to apply. Limestone minimum 1 in., and trap 24-in., smaller

sizes preventing drainage. Traffic affects size very slightly. Smaller

sizes require less labor to apply, but more to maintain same line and

surface.

El Paso & Southwestern System (J. L. Campbell, Engineer Mainte-

nance of Way) :

We use 2J/2 and ^-in. standards. We found 3-in. hard to line

and get a smooth surface, though it holds the track some better.

Having a large proportion of pieces as small as 5^-in. prevents difficulty

with this size, and as our 800 miles of road lies in the arid belt, west of

the 100th meridian, we can use a fine ballast satisfactorily.

Erie Railroad (J. B. Dickson, Superintendent) :

One and one-half to 2J/2 in. enables track to be more uniformly

surfaced and securely tamped
; 3 in. is too large to maintain a fine

smooth surface ; i-in. is minimum, since smaller does not give proper

drainage. Think track conditions do not affect size.

Erie Railroad (A. Swartz, Division Engineer) :

One and one-half inch most economical, though possibly pulverizing

soon. Increased size costs more to maintain. Freight roads should use

large sizes ; roads having many high-speed passenger trains can use

small sizes, and it costs less to apply. Our maximum is 2^2 in. and

minimum is 24-in., as the rock does not pulverize or disintegrate readily

under a fairly heavy traffic. It is crushed in angular pieces.

Illinois Central Railroad (H. R. Safford, Chief Engineer Maintenance

of Way) :

We find iy2 -'m. hard blue limestone best, since larger does not

make as fine surface nor allow a small lift of track. With softer

rock 2 or 2 lA in. is best", as it breaks in tamping and pulverizes quickly,

preventing proper drainage. The least size hard rock should be J^-in.
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or i-in. soft. The best surface of track should be maintained either

for heavy or light traffic, and the minimum labor necessary to keep

track smooth with least expense decides size. We investigate rock very

fully before a crusher plant is installed, so do not specify degree of

hardness, but require 2 to 2^2 in. maximum screen and 34-in. minimum.

We find that more shoulder than necessary is usually provided, ham-
pering drainage and causing churning, so use a 4-in. shoulder on straight

track and 6-in. in curves, which is entirely satisfactory in preventing

lateral movement of ties. The sharp edges of crushed rock cause

great friction, hence little is required to keep the track in line more
than that which touches the tie.

Lehigh Valley Railroad (E. B. Ashby, Chief Engineer) :

For heavy traffic we use 2V2 in. and ^s-in. test rings; 1^2 to 2-in.

rock would be best if used exclusively and cubed up well to give hard

points for tamping. Varying traffic conditions make varying rock neces-

sary. Clean screenings fi to %-in. can be used with a very light traffic,

on a well-drained roadbed, but small rock does not hold surface or line.

Large sizes cost some more to install. We allow no unfit rock; use

2^2 in. and ^j-in. test rings, breaking uniformly between these limits,

find a stone which cubes properly, does not disintegrate readily nor

break under tamping, and is a very good quality of limestone.

Long Island Railroad (J. B. Austin, Jr., Engineer Maintenance of Way) :

We have mainly passenger service and use cinder ballast except

in tunnels, where 2-in. rock is satisfactory.

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway (Hunter McDonald, Chief

Engineer) :

Rock of uniform size would be ideal, as having most voids, fouling

less and draining better; size should admit tamping with ordinary raise

of track. Commercial conditions require i-in. minimum and 2-in. maxi-

mum. Cheap ballast requires proper disposition of waste. Screenings

passing i-in. holes and caught on Y\-m. holes make admirable concrete

stock, for which there is great demand, thus making better and cheaper

ballast. Rock should not be too large for frequent tamping under a

small raise. Hardness should be combined with toughness, as very

hard rock is often very brittle and easily pulverized in tamping, hence

should have a maximum resistance to pulverizing under the treatment

to which it is subjected.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad (C. E. Lindsay, Division

Engineer) :

Finer ballast makes easier working, giving better line and surface,

hence the finer the better, within limits of good drainage, durability

and displacement. Larger sizes are more easily displaced, cost more

to line and surface, since large rocks catch on the ties and make an

unstable foundation. The rock injures the ties by localizing the pressure
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on the ballast, causing it to sink into the tie, and workmen must tamp

it so hard as to crush it with the pick. Least size depends mainly

on drainage, also on durability; ^4-in. mesh gives a satisfactory mini-

mum size for limestone and trap rock. With heavy traffic the less able

smaller ballast is to distribute the load without displacing roadbed.

It usually costs more to maintain track with large than with small

size rock. We use a 2-in. ring for maximum and 34-in. minimum,

screening free from dust, etc., in revolving screens. Our specifications

include rock of sizes between the extremes, thus filling voids, making

a more compact mass and giving proper drainage.

New York Central & Hudson River Railroad (G. W. Vaughan, Engi-

neer Maintenance of Way) :

Practically 90 per cent, of rock received is of size named by Mr.

Lindsay and gives good results, though in past three years rock running

2^4 to 1 in. has been found satisfactory.

Norfolk & Western Railroad (Chas. S. Churchill, Chief Engineer) :

From 1889 to 1895 we ballasted 400 miles of the eastern portion

of our road with hard limestone rock, mainly from our own crushers.

We use gravel in Ohio and a portion of West Virginia furnace slag

from iron furnaces along our car line for the balance, the slag being

high in silica. This breaks up in particles smaller than 2j4 in. and is

quite satisfactory, 34-in. being the minimum.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad (G. C. Cleveland, Assistant

Chief Engineer) :

We require hard, tough, durable trap, flint or limestone rock which

will pass through a 2^2-in. ring, be screened in 2^-in. revolving screens,

free from refuse and rock, not less than J^-in. in diameter.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad (G. T. Sampson, Division

Engineer) :

Would make 1^ in. the minimum, starting with 2^2 in., which

will break smaller. The coarser ballast forks have tines spaced I to 3

in. on centers, hence stone should not be smaller than \ l/2 in. ,With

heavy traffic the large rocks should be near the bottom, next the sub-

grade, especially if wet or clayey. Sectionmen can tamp smaller stone

against the tie harder, better and with less labor than larger rock, and
the tie rests on pieces of rock rather than surfaces, hence has more
points of contact with small rock.

New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad (M. C. Hamilton, Chief

Engineer) :

Two-inch stone should be the largest, as otherwise many largo wedge
pieces pass screens, and trackmen use these to line up ties, which hold

surface only a short time, and this size gives good drainage. With
sandy soil and soft bituminous coal, ballast should uniformly be 2 in.
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not to fill up too quickly. Where power is entirely electric, J^-in. trap

rock is satisfactory. Large sizes should be tamped with pick and small

sizes with the bar. We buy 2-in. uniformly; have used a hard granite,

but it pulverizes under the pick. Rock should be hardest possib'e at

reasonable expense ; size depends on the local soil and coal conditions

;

I to i 1/* in. can be used with hard coal and heavy soils.

Oregon Short Line Railroad (William Ashton, Chief Engineer) :

Three-inch rock gives a hard riding track; i
J/2 in. to 2 in. very

easy riding and best results in maintenance. Screenings and dust

usually work to bottom and may settle that part of the roadbed, but

should not be used; i
l/2 to 2Y2 in. is highly desirable for heavy passen-

ger traffic, and larger rock may be used with heavy freight traffic.

We use little rock ballast.

Oregon Short Line Railroad (A. Q. Campbell, Assistant Engineer) :

One or xV2 in. rock makes smoother surface at less expense than

larger rock. Would use 3 in. only if topped out with finer rock, as ex-

pense of handling would be double that for iY2 in. Finer rock, working

easier, is best for any traffic, especially heavy. Would limit to ij^-in.

ring, on account of cost of maintenance. Granite and similar rocks

could include the dust, and in limestone discard it. Our Sherman
gravel, from % to V2 -m., is the best and most durable I have ever

seen ; next is the chats, which varies from T/$ to J^-in. ; then the

ordinary bank gravel, and last of all, slag.

Pennsylvania Railroad (Jos. T. Richards, Chief Engineer, Maintenance

of Way) :

We use a 2y2 -'m. test ring and rock not small enough to pass a

i*4-in. ring, instead of holes in screen, as usually specified, since size of

rock passing through these can be largely controlled by length of sec-

tions containing holes of specified diameter, by angle of incline and speed

of revolutions. Size was adopted after extended experience in smaller

sizes and is specially adapted for trunk-line tracks or those with a

large volume of traffic having two. four or more parallel running

tracks. Under these conditions good drainage cannot be maintained

without occasional reforking the ballast in and between tracks. This

includes enough of the smaller sizes for tamping, drains freely, yet is

large enough to greatly reduce the amount of rock lost with the dirt

and refuse taken out while cleaning and reforking the ballast.

Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest System (R. Trimble, Chief Engineer

Maintenance of Way) :

Would use principally i
l/2 to 2 in., making least dimension J^-in.,

and not use much of this, as it soon breaks by tamping into very fine

material having little capacity for transferring loads and preventing

proper drainage. Larger size prevents properly surfacing the track.
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The limestone used on our lines has a crushing strength of 10,000

lbs. per sq. in., must be broken uniformly to pass through a 2j^-in.

ring, not smaller than caught in a 24-in. screen, and free from refuse.

Slabs longer than 3 in. which pass through a 2y2 -'m. ring must be

broken by hand.

Pennsylvania Lines, Southwest System (W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer

Maintenance of Way) :

Use same specifications as Northwest System.

Philadelphia & Reading Railway (F. S. Stevens, Superintendent) :

Hard rock lasts longer and gives better drainage, as it is coarser,

but this increases greatly the cost of maintaining good surface,

hence size used must provide good surface at a reasonable cost of

labor and securing good drainage. Our maximum must pass through

a 2.y2-m. ring and minimum pass over a i-in. ring. This gives fairly a

uniform size, easily handled, and at reasonable cost. The chief cause

of choking the voids is the refuse or sparks thrown out of the smoke-

stacks. When these are filled so that the air cannot circulate under

the ties every tie becomes a suction pump, draws water from the earth

below, and brings more or less mud, regardless of depth of ballast. I

have seen this on a first-class road with four tracks, where there were

not less than 2V2 ft. of good ballast between subgrade and the bottom

of the ties. When drainage is good, air circulates under the ties and

prevents suction, hence size is a question of economics, or such as

will give best results for the least money. Extremes must be avoided

to get the best results.

Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad (R. M. Pearce, Resident Engineer) :

Ballast over 2 in. does not tamp well, is more expensive to handle

and if used in the bottom with finer material under the ties causes

trouble by mixing when ballast is forked over. Should vary uniformly

in size from 2 in. to J^-in., that the larger voids may be filled with

smaller rock and the ballast compact well under the ties. As size is

reduced, cost of handling is lessened, also cost of maintenance. We
use limestone crushed to sizes varying from 2 in. to 24-in., free from
dust. Rock should not be screened where sufficiently wet to cause

dust and small particles to adhere to the larger rock.

Queen & Crescent Route (Curtis Dougherty, Engineer Maintenance

of Way):
More satisfactory surface can be maintained with small than large

size, though first cost of smaller sizes is more. Track ballasted with

screenings having little dust is economically maintained and gives smooth

surface at less expense than the larger size, as they may be handled

with shovels for first tamping.
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Rock Island Lines (J. B. Berry, Chief Engineer System) :

Small sizes make it easier to tamp the ties and cost less for

maintenance. Prefer ij^-in. rock, but it costs more than what we
use. Increased traffic means more rock. We require it to pass through

a 25^-in. ring and be well screened.

Union Pacific Railroad (R. L. Huntley, Chief Engineer) :

Uses pieces passing through a 2^-in. ring maximum, and not pass-

ing through a 24-in. ring minimum. All slabs and slivers passing

lengthwise through this ring to be sorted out and broken. Rotary

screens must be used.

Wheeling & Lake Erie Railroad (H. T. Douglas, Jr., Chief Engineer) :

Prefer uniformly 2.y2 in. largest diameter ; larger does not tamp
readily; smaller pulverizes under heavy and fast traffic. This lies

compact without using finer rock, which obstructs drainage. We use

no rock, but have many fine gravel pits.



Appendix B.

FORMS OF DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE FOR USE IN

SELECTING AND SHIPPING SAMPLES
OF BALLAST.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DIVISION OF TtSTS.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SELECTING AND SHIPPING SAMPLES.

In order to have road materials tested in the laboratory of the Office of Public Roads, the instructions

below must be carefully followed

:

1. All samples should be selected to represent as nearly as possible an average of the material.

2. A sample of rock for laboratory tests must consist of stones which will pass through a three-inch but

not through an inch and a half ring—excepting one piece, which should measure, approximately, four by six

inches on one face and be about three inches thick. The whole sample should weigh not less than thirty

pounds. It is desired that samples of rock be shipped in burlap bags.

3. A sample of gravel must weigh not less than twenty-five pounds, and should not contain stones over

one inch in diameter. Such samples must be shipped in boxes, sufficiently tight to prevent the finer

material from sifting out.

4. A blank form and addressed tag-envelope will be supplied by the Office for each sample. The blank

form must be filled and placed in the tag-envelope, which must be used as the address for the sample. It is

essential that the blank form be filled with the utmost care, as they are filed as records of the samples.

5. The Office desires to keep a record of the actual wear on roads built of the materials tested. If the

material which this sample represents has been or is about to be used on roads, this Office desires' to be

informed of the addresses of those in charge of the construction and maintenance of such roads.

6. Samples must be shipped, freight or expressage PREPAID, and bills of lading or express receipts

forwarded by mail to the Office of Public Roads, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

7. The Office makes no charge for tests.

Looan Waller Page,

Director.

925
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form «

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS,

WASHINGTON, O. C.

DIVISION OF TESTS.

1. The sample about to be shipped is from the State of

County Town or city

2. It comes from the property of

3. If rock, about how many cubic yards are available?

4. Name and address of person sending sample

5. Date of shipment ,19 ,

6. Is test desired by private person, municipality, or company? L.

7. Name of person, municipality, or company

8. Is material intended for general sale to the public?

9. Has material been used on roads? If so, where?

If a judgment of sample's fitness for a particular road is desired, further details must be given, and

Form 3 will be mailed to you for this purpose.

DO NO'T WRITE BELOW THIS LINE.

Date received
, 19 Sample No.

Name of material

Condition of sample _

Remarks .
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COPY
Komi 20

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROAOS,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

DIVISION OF TESTS-

....... ..t.e.hx.uajry.. 28.,. .1.9.0.8.

Report on sample No. ..2.4-7.4. of road material from . Jjt.e.de.ritk...Count.y r . JJarylajad...

Made at tbe request of H...E...H^e.,„Ep^ineer.M..ef .W,.,B,...&..Q J1...BJ.J?^^..Balt.iTnoii!,Wd

,

Material .P.i.abase _..._

DETERMINATIONS.

Specific gravity ?.».QQ

Weight per cubic foot .18.7 pounds.

Water absorbed per cubic foot .Q.t.4.0. pounds.

Per cent of wear JL.-l

French coefficient qf wear ...3jb...4.

Hardness .18*.8

Toughness ...21

Cementing value ...EaiX lj....tr..WX

Maximum, minimum, .and average results on all rock species tested up to date indicated are given in

the accompanying table.

Remarks
A hard and tough rock with very high resistance to

wear and fair cementing value. Best suited for heavy
tTaffic. Should make excellent ballast.

Respectfully,

(Signed) L. W. Page,

Director.

32
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COPY

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
OFFICE OF PUBLIC ROADS,

WASHINGTON. D. C.

DIVISION OF TESTS

Mineral Analysis of Sample JSo 2544 of Rock from Baltimore Co., Md.

Made at the request of H. E. Hale, Eng.H. of W.,B & R. R. , Baltimore, Md.

Character of material. Metamorphic rock. J/ame: Hornblende schist

ESSENTIAL MINERALS
Name. Composition. Per cent.

Hornblende silicate of lime, magnesia and iron 67.2

Plagioclase silicate of alumina, lime and soda 27.8

Magnetite

ACCESSORY MINERALS.
Composition

magnetic oxide of iron .5.0

SECONDARY MINERALS
Composition.

Remarks .

Total 100<

Specimen is a black, coarse grained, schistose rock com-

posed of dark green hornhlende (act inolit e) ,
plagioclase

(andesine), and magnetite.

Respectfully,

Date Match 26
. 190 8.

(Signed) A. S. Cushman,

Act ine Director.
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DISCUSSION.

The President:—Mr. John V. Hanna, chairman of the Committee

on Ballast, will present the report of that Committee.

Mr. John V. Hanna, Chairman (Kansas City Terminal) :—I have

but very little to say in addition to the printed report. The first sub-

ject considered is the revision of specifications for stone ballast, which

brings up a question that has been debated in the conventions before,

and that is the size of the crushed rock. The former specification con-

tained in the Manual called for a maximum size that would pass

through a screen with two-inch holes. It was brought out in the dis-

cussions that the average size of ballast produced by a certain screen

would be somewhat less than the maximum, and the change, for there

is a change in these specifications, means that if the recommendation is

adopted it carries with it the approval of the larger size.

The action of the Committee is based on the replies received to a

circular asking for information as to the practice of the railroads. It

differs, however, from the action taken by the convention heretofore,

and the Committee wants the convention to pass on the matter. The
minimum size is unchanged.

There are other matters which will be of interest, but I think

whatever explanation is required had better be given as^ we reach those

parts of the report. You will see by referring to the conclusions that

there are four different matters upon which we would like to have the

decision of the convention. If you will refer to page 88, you will see

the conclusion regarding the revised specifications for stone ballast.

The President :—We will take up the summary of the conclusions

presented by the Committee, appearing on pp. 88 and 89. These are in

the form of recommendations.

(The Secretary read conclusion 1.)

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—I rise to speak to a

minor point. It is simply to call attention to the fact that the official

term is stone ballast, as approved by our Manual, and not rock ballast.

The President :—That change will be made.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—The
Committee, in another portion of the report, has touched very properly

upon the quality of toughness in the stone suitable for ballast. Is that

quality of sufficient importance to insert a reference to it in the speci-

fication? I also ask if the words "when crushed" are necessary?

Mr. John V. Hanna :—With regard to the question of toughness,

the Committee has covered that by a recommendation in connection

with tests of stone to be used for ballast. The view that the Com-
mittee has taken of it is that the specification is hardly the proper
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place to cover that characteristic of stone. The questions of the prep-

aration of ballast, the conditions that the roads have to meet in the

selection of suitable ballast, involve tests or some method of ascertain-

ing the suitability of the stone. It has seemed to the Committee that

that phase of the subject was sufficiently covered when the Committee

recommended tests for stone, one of those tests being for toughness.

We think no good result is accomplished by enlarging the specification

to cover this feature. In selecting stone for ballast, the quality of

toughness would be a relative one ; that would be determined by the

tests when a road was in a position to choose between different stones.

The President :—Mr. Lindsay also asks whether or not the Com-

mittee will consider that the words "when crushed" are superfluous?

Mr. John V. Hanna :—I do not think the Committee has given any

particular thought to that question; however, as I think of it now, it

seems to me proper to include these words in the specification, simply

for the reason that it is possible that a stone would break in angular

pieces under the hammer. What we are concerned with as a commer-

cial proposition is the way the stone will act in a crusher.

The President:—If there is no objection, the recommendation will

be adopted.

Mr. John V. Hanna :—In connection with the clause under "Revised

Specifications for Stone Ballast," reading, "The maximum size shall not

exceed pieces which will pass through a 2^2-in. test ring in any direc-

tion. The minimum size shall not pass through a 24-in. test ring, and

the rock shall be free from dust, dirt or rubbish," the members will

notice a change. We now say, "2lA-in. test ring." In the specification

in the Manual, we say, "shall not exceed pieces which will pass though

a screen having two-inch holes." The use of the test ring in this con-

nection is intended to make the size of the stone more definite. It was

brought out in some of ihe replies to the Committee's circular that the

use of a screen with holes of a certain size does not make it follow,

as a matter of necessity, that the average of the stones are of that

size.

Mr. Robert Trimble (Pennsylvania Lines) :—On page 96 of the

Bulletin there is a quotation from the specifications of the Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburg. The quotation was correct at the time it was

given to the Committee as information, but since that time we have

changed our specification and we have changed the minimum hole in

the screen from 34 °f an mcn to 1 inch. The trouble with a hole Y\

of an inch in diameter is that you get ballast that is quite small, and

under y^-m. in dimensions, and we found we were getting a large

amount of the small stone. We therefore changed the dimension of

hole in the screen for the minimum size.

(The Secretary read recommendation 2.)

Mr. H. R. Safford (Illinois Central) :—What is the basis of the

classification referred to in recommendation 2? Is it the same basis
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that was adopted some years ago in reference to the work of the Com-

mittees on Ties and Track?

Mr. John V. Hanna :—Yes.

The President:—If there is no objection, recommendation 2 will

be considered adopted.

(The Secretary read recommendation 3.)

Mr. John V. Hanna:—I wish to say, in that connection, that it

was an oversight that the tests recommended were not printed in bold-

faced type in the Bulletin. You will find on page 87 the tests recom-

mended.

(The Secretary read the matter under the head of "Tests Recom-

mended.")

Mr. Cushing:—Does the Committee consider that the crushing tests

are of no particular value in testing stone for ballast, and that these

tests were designedly left out?

Mr. John V. Hanna:—Yes. Since our report was prepared there

has been some correspondence between the Director of Public Roads.

Mr. Page, and Mr. Hale, the chairman of the Sub-committee, on this

subject. In one of his letters, Mr. Page says: "This office has not

made a practice of making crushed tests on road materials, for the rea-

son that we have never been able to discover any relation between the

crushing strength of a rock and its behavior on a road surface." As

I believe is stated in the report, these tests were undertaken by the

Department of Agriculture as one means of encouraging good roads.

They have not been heretofore undertaken with a view to determining

the value of stone for ballast. I think perhaps it is a debatable ques-

tion whether the crushing strength is a desirable thing to determine.

If any of the members can throw any light on the subject we will be

glad to get it.

The President :—If there is no further discussion, recommendation

3 will be considered adopted.

(The Secretary read recommendation 4.)

Mr. Lindsay:—On the subject of cleaning stone ballast, I would

like to call the attention of the convention to the fact that Congress

has passed a law requiring that all locomotives shall be equipped with

ashpans, which can be dumped without the necessity of a man crawling

under the engine. The old style ashpan did reasonably well in keeping

the ashes in the pan. With the pan equipped with the automatic dump-

ing feature, the normal position of the pan is open, and the ashes go

directly on to the track. Trackmen will find in the course of a short

time a marked increase in the necessity of cleaning stone ballast, and

it is going to show in the expense account of the railroads.

Mr. R. N. Begien (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Under the heading,

"Cleaning Foul Ballast, Recommended Practice," the statement is made:

"Clean between ties to bottom of ties." I do not think that is deep

enough. It is our practice to clean the ballast five inches below the
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bottom of the tics for the purpose of draining the base on which the

tie rests. I think this clause should be amended so as to state some

distance below the bottom of ties, say five inches.

Mr. C. H. Fisk (Consulting Engineer) :—As to the statement, "Per

cent, of new stone ballast to be applied— 15 to 25 per cent.," when is

that to be applied ?

Mr. John V. Hanna :—Whenever it is cleaned.

Mr. Safford :—In reference to the matter of cleaning ballast, we

have had occasion to clean in the neighborhood of nearly one hundred

miles, I should say, of rock ballasted track. The cleaning was neces-

sitated because one of the quarries from which we obtained ballast con-

tained a rather soft stone, which disintegrated, and our practice was to

clean the ballast to the bottom of the ties. We considered going be-

low the bottom of the tie, but finally concluded that this could be done,

of course, only between the ties, and that would leave a bed of clean

ballast in a trench, as it were, of dirty material and would tend to hold

the water, and that it would be cheaper in the long run, at the time

we cleaned, to leave that bed undisturbed at the base of the tie and

put in sufficient new ballast, in addition to the ballast cleaned and

thrown back, to raise the track some four or five inches. It was our

opinion, based on experiments, that some element of damage resulted

in cleaning out the ties to a depth lower than the bottom, and results

subsequently confirmed this conclusion.

The President:—If there is no further discussion, the recommenda-
tion will be considered as adopted, and the Committee excused with the

thanks of the Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE V—ON TRACK.
(Bulletin 119.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance of Way Association:

During the year your Committee held meetings as follows

:

The first meeting was held at Buffalo, N. Y., August 10, and was

attended by Messrs. Hickey, Howard, Jenkins, Knickerbocker, Porter,

Ray and Rose. Mr. C. E. Denney, representing Committee X, was

present during the consideration of the "Effect of Different Methods of

Treatment upon Track Fastenings, Spikes, Tie Plates and Other Metal

Portions Coming in Contact with Track Circuits."

The second meeting was held on a special train provided by Mr.

H. T. Porter, Chief Engineer of the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad,

on October 8. Those present were Messrs. Falconer, Hickey, Jenkins,

Nelson, Pearce, Porter, Ray, Roberts and Rose. This meeting was

held while making a trip over the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad.

The third meeting was held on December 3, in the Association

rooms in Chicago, and was attended by Messrs. Davis, Jenkins, New-

begin, Porter, Roberts, Raymond, Smith and Rose, Mr. F. M. Whyte,

representing the Master Mechanics' Association, joining with the Com-

mittee during the discussion of the rule for widening gage on curves.

Letters were received from Messrs. Falconer, Knickerbocker, Lindsay,

Nelson, Pearce, Ray and Van Houten.

REVISION OF MANUAL.

(1) After careful consideration of that section of the Manual per-

taining to track, your Committee recommend substituting the following

for that portion of page 64 in the Manual of Recommended Practice

under "Maintenance of Gage :"

MAINTENANCE OF GAGE.

(1) Tie plates should be applied in all cases where greater ecor.

omy in maintenance is secured by their use than in depending on the

life of the tie, limited by rail wear.

(2) Shoulder tie plates are recommended in preference to raii

braces, except for guard rails and stock rails at switches, where the

latter should be used.

(3) For heavy traffic, shoulder tie plates should be used on all

ties on curves.
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(4) For medium traffic, shoulder tie plates should be used on all

ties on curves over three degrees.

(5) For light traffic, the outside of rails on curves should be

double spiked.

(6) The gage (tool) used should be the standard gage recom-

mended.

(7) When track is intended to be spiked to standard gage, the

rail should be held against the gage with a bar while the spike is being

driven.

(8) Within proper limits, a slight variation of gage from the

standard is not seriously objectionable, provided the variation is uni-

form and constant over long distances. Under ordinary conditions it is

not necessary to regage track if the increase in gage has not amounted

to more than one-half inch, providing such increase is uniform.

(9) Spikes should be started vertically and square, and so driven

that the face of the spike shall come in contact with the base of rail

;

the spike should never have to be straightened while being driven.

(10) The outside spikes of both rails should be on one side of the

tie, and the inside spikes on the other. The inside and outside spikes

should be spaced as far apart as the face and character of the tie will

permit. The ordinary practice should be to drive the spike two and

one-half (2^) in. from the outer edge of the tie. The old spike holes

should be plugged.

On page 61, it is recommended that the third line from the bottom

be changed to read

:

"and E= elevation of outer rail in

inches at the gage line."

(2) During the Buffalo meeting, subject No. 2 of the outline of

work was discussed from the signaling and track standpoint, and your

Committee make the following recommendation

:

"Where there is material leakage from track circuits, track fasten-

ings should be so designed as to prevent contact between the metal and

the ballast."

(3) We were unable to fully discuss the question of switchstand

signals with Committee X this year, and are unable at this time to

make a recommendation for a standard switchstand signal. We have,

however, at the several meetings discussed the specifications for spring

and rigid frogs, which were presented to the last convention as a

progress report. These specifications were submitted to the various

frog and switch manufacturers in this country with a request for their

criticisms. Nearly every firm addressed replied, giving the Committee

in many instances valuable suggestions. These suggestions were care-

fully considered and your Committee now present for adoption the

following specifications for spring and rigid frogs

:
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPRING AND RIGID FROGS.

GENERAL.

The Company will furnish the manufacturer one copy of the speci-

fications and drawings.

The drawings will show the rail sections, splice drilling, angle,

alinement and general dimensions.

The drawings are intended to co-operate with and form a part of

the specifications. Dimensions should not be scaled. Anything which

is not shown on the drawings, but which is mentioned in the specifica-

tions, or vice versa, or anything not expressly set forth in either, but

which is reasonably implied, shall be furnished the same as if specific-

ally shown and mentioned in both. Should anything be omitted from

the drawings or specifications which is necessary for a clear under-

standing of the work, or should any error appear either in the draw-

ings or specifications affecting the work, it shall be the duty of the

manufacturer to notify the Company, and he shall not proceed with the

work until instructed to do so by the Company.

MATERIAL.

Rail shall be first quality, of the section ordered, as called for by

the Company's rail specifications.

Filling between the main and wing rails, and between the main

and easer rails, shall be rolled steel.

Raising blocks must be of cast steel.

Solid foot guards and beveled filler blocks not presenting a run-

ning surface may be of cast-iron.

Foot guards when made of steel shall be not less than >s-in. thick,

of width shown on plans, shall fill the space between head and bass

of rail, and shall .be bolted to the web of rail by bolts not less than

54-in. in diameter. These foot guards shall be supplied at all places

where protection is needed, and where conditions will not allow the

above specified cast-iron foot guards.

Bolts shall be of double refined iron. Bolt iron shall have a

tensile strength of not less than 48,000 lbs. per sq. in., and an elon-

gation of not less than 15 per cent, in eight inches. When nicked on

either side and then broken, the fracture shall be entirely fibrous and

free from flaws and unwelded seams. Bolts must be round and true to

size, with United States Standard square heads and nuts. Threads

must be accurately cut and nuts must have a wrench-tight fit. Each

bolt must be provided with an approved head lock made of material

not less than ^4-in. thick, preventing the bolt from turning, and a nut

lock of approved pattern large enough to give full beariug for the nut.

A ^4-in. cotter pin must be placed outside of and close up to the nut

after it is tightened. Beveled washers must be used wherever neces-

sary to give head and nut a full square bearing; they must be wide

enough to act as head locks. Bolts must be long enough to allow

the nuts to be brought out from under the head of the rad, with a

Rail.

Bolts.
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suitable washer not less than J^-in. thick, so that the nuts may be

readily tightened with an ordinary wrench.

Rivets shall be of good quality mild steel, with an ultimate tensile

strength of 50,000 to 54,000 lbs.

Reinforcing bars shall be of wrought-iron or soft steel.

Plates shall be of rolled steel.

Springs shall be of best quality spring steel, and of dimensions and

capacity shown on the plans. They shall meet the following tests

:

(a) Each spring shall be placed on the testing machine and forced

down solid four times.

(b) After the foregoing, each spring shall be placed on one end

on a flat plate, and the distance between the plate and the other end

of the spring measured by means of the standard depth gage ; this

measurement being the free length of the spring. The free length must

conform to the plans within %-\n.

(c) Double springs shall be assembled and a load at least 25 per

cent, greater than the rated capacity of the spring shall be applied for

thirty seconds. Upon release neither spring must vary from its original

free length. If either one does so vary, it shall be rejected.

(d) The inner and outer coils of springs shall be coiled in oppo-

site directions.

Spring covers shall be made of malleable iron.

Braces shall be made of malleable iron.

Stops and hold-downs shall be made of soft steel.

Anti-creeping device shall be made of soft steel.

WORKMANSHIP.

The workmanship must be first-class. Bends shall be made accu-

rately and with care, so as not to injure the material. They shall be in

arcs of circles and not angles.

It is desired that rails be bent cold. If heating is resorted to, it

shall be done in such a manner as not to injure the rail. Welding in

any part of the frog will not be permitted. Planing shall be true, and

all abutting surfaces fit closely. Ends of rails shall be cut at right

angles to the axis of the rail, except where otherwise shown on the

plan. All burrs shall be removed.

Fillers shall fit the fishing angles and the web of the rail tight for

a distance of */-in. above and below the base and the head, respect-

ively, and still maintain the required flangeway. Where the brand of

the rail interferes with the fit of the filler, the brand shall be chipped

oft flush. Fillers shall be grooved or cut out to fit over rivet heads.

Heel raising blocks shall fit the head, base and web of rail equally

as well as the fillers are fitted.

Beveled fillers and solid foot guards shall fit the rail sufficiently well

to maintain the required spacing.

The diameters of the rivets shall be of full size shown on plan,

'and the diameters of the rivet holes shall not be more than 1-16-in.
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greater than the diameters of the corresponding rivets. The rivets

shall be of sufficient length to provide full, neatly made heads when

driven. They shall be driven tight, bringing all adjacent parts in

contact.

Rivet heads, when not countersunk or flattened, shall be hemi-

spherical and of uniform size for the same size rivets. They shall be

full and neatly made, and concentric with the holes. When the rivet

heads are countersunk they shall be flush with the plate, and fill the

holes.

Reinforcing bars shall fit the fishing angles and web of rail through-

out their length.

Plates shall be flat and true to surface.

Springs shall have the ends cut square with the axis, so that when

the spring is placed on end on a flat surface it will stand perpendicular.

Spring covers shall be of such dimension as to permit a proper

working of the springs, and shall be provided with a spring bear'ng

for each end of the spring.

Braces shall fit the head and web of rail accurately.

Stops shall be so placed on plates as to hold the wing rail at

i^-in. opening at the J/j-in. point. Hold-downs shall fit stops so as

to allow at least 2 in. horizontal play and not more than % in. vertical

play.

The anti-creeping device shall fit accurately to the parts of the

frog or angle bars.

Holes shall be drilled from the solid. No punching will be per-

mitted except in case of bottom plates and washers. Drilling shall be

accurately done, on bevel where necessary, and holes shall be made
1-16 in. less in diameter than the bolt to be used. Then the parts shall

be assembled and the holes reamed so they are straight and true, with

no offsets between the adjacent parts, and of such size as to give the

bolts a driving fit for their entire length.

Tn lieu of the above specification for drilling and reaming, the man-

ufacturer may assemble and accurately fit all the parts, including the

rail and fillers, before any drilling whatever is done ; after the parts are

securely clamped in their correct positions, the holes may be drilled

through the entire mass to the exact diameter of the bolt.

The number of the frog, maker's name, weight of rail and the date

shall be plainly stamped with 24-in. figures and letters on the flare of

one wing rail for rigid frogs and the flare of both wing rails for spring

frogs.

No paint, tar or other covering shall be used before inspection.

The alinement and surface of all finished work shall be even and

true, and shall conform to the angles specified.

Rivets.

Relnfore
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INSPECTION.

Material and workmanship shall be at all times subject to inspec-

tion by a duly authorized representative of the Company, who shall
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examine the material before it is worked in the shop. He will inspect

the work during progress and will also inspect the finished product,

with power to reject materials and workmanship found to be unsatis-

factory. He shall have free access to the shops and mills at any and

all times during the progress of the work.

The acceptance of any material by an inspector shall not prevent

subsequent rejection if found defective after delivery or during the

progress of the work, and such defective material if furnished by the

manufacturer shall be replaced by him at his own expense.

All facilities, labor and tools necessary for the shop inspection shall

be furnished at the expense of the manufacturer.

When the manufacturer furnishes the rails, he shall supply the Com-
pany with a certificate of inspection made by some competent person

acceptable to the Company.

The following ten requisites for switchstands are recommended

:

REQUISITES FOR SWITCHSTANDS.

(i) There should be no lost motion in parts.

(2) Stands should have an adjustable throw on the foot.

(3) The operating lever of ground stands should work parallel

with the track.

(4) Throwing apparatus should be so arranged that when the

switch is set for movement of a train, it will be thrown to an extreme

position and the throwing rod be locked independent of the latch on

the stand lever.

(5) Ground stands should be' provided with latches which work

with the foot.

(6) The stand should be snowproof.

(7) The connection between the throwing rod and the stand should

be so arranged that it will be impossible to separate the throwing rod

from the stand when the stand is set up in working position.

(8) The stand should be so arranged that it can be easily

inspected.

(9) The target should not show clear signal for main track move-

ments unless the points are up snug against the stock rail.

(10) The targets shall conform to drawing No. —

.

(4) In considering instruction (4) of the outline of work, we

note that the Association has adopted 33 ft. as the standard length

of rail. We have taken into account the ordinary and special

needs of the various railroads in making our recommendation of four

lengths of switch points. For general use we recommend switch points

11 ft., 163/2 ft., 22 ft. and 33 ft., with the further recommendation that

the last three named lengths will most nearly meet ordinary require-

ments. We further recommend that the following combinations of

switches and frogs be used

:
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1
1 -ft. switch points with No. 6 frogs and under.

i6y2 -it. switch points with frogs over No. 6, up to and including

No. io.

22-ft. switch points with frogs over No. io, up to and including

No. 14.

33-ft. switch points with frogs over No. 14.

Three frogs are recommended to meet all general requirements.

These are No. 8, No. 11 and No. 16. The lengths from point to toe

and from point to heel, total lengths, and recommended practical leads

for these frogs, with the corresponding recommended switch, are given

in the following table

:

Curves eight degrees and under should be standard gage. Gage

should be widened one-eighth inch for each two degrees or fraction

thereof over eight degrees, to a maximum of 4 ft. 9^ in. for tracks

of standard gage. Gage, including widening due to wear, should never

exceed 4 ft. g J/2 in.

The installation of frogs upon the inside of curves is to be avoided

wherever practicable, but where same is unavoidable, the above rule

should be modified in order to make the gage of the track at the frog

standard.

Considering that the frog angle is the angle between the gage lines

of the point rails, that the axis of a frog is the line which bisects that

angle, and that the spread of a frog is measured at right angles to the

axis, the number of the frog is the number of units measured on the

axis in which the frog spreads one unit, from which the frog number is

one-half the co-tangent of one-half the frog angle.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) That the recommendations contained in the report for sub-

stitution in the Manual of Recommended Practice be approved.

(2) That the resolution regarding design of track fastenings with

reference to track circuits be approved as good practice.

(3) That the specifications for spring and rigid frogs and the requi-

sites for switchstands be approved.

(4) That four lengths of switch points be approved, and the four

kinds of frogs and the combinations of frogs and switches, together

with the practical leads submitted, be approved as good practice.

(5) That the rule for widening of gage on curves be approved.

(6) That the definition of the number of a frog, viz., that the

number of the frog is one-half the co-tangent of one-half the frog angle,

be approved.

Respectfully submitted,

L. S. Rose, Signal Engineer, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis Railway, Cincinnati, O., Chairman.

C. E. Knickerbocker, Engineer Maintenance of Way, New York, On-

tario & Western Railway, Middletown, N. Y., Vice-Chairman,
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E. C. Blundell, General Roadmaster, Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis &

Omaha Railway, Eau Claire, Wis.

Garrett Davis, Superintendent, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway,

Eldon, Mb.

R. C. Falconer, Assistant Engineer, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

T. H. Hickey, Roadmaster,Michigan Central Railroad, St. Thomas, Ont.

R. H. Howard, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Chicago & Eastern

Illinois Railway, Chicago, 111.

C. B. Hoyt, Superintendent Track, New York, Chicago & St. Louis

Railroad, Bellevue, O.

J. B. Jenkins, Assistant Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Balti-

more, Md.

John R. Leighty, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Missouri Pacific

Railway, Kansas City, Mo.

J. C. Nelson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Seaboard Air Line, Nor-

folk, Va.

P. C. Newbegin, Maintenance Engineer, Bangor & Aroostook Railroad,

Houlton, Me.

R. M. Pearce, Resident Engineer, Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad,

Pittsburg, Pa.

H. T. Porter, Chief Engineer, Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, Green-

ville, Pa.

G. J. Ray, Chief Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad,

Hoboken, N. J.

Wm. G. Raymond, Dean State University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

S. S. Roberts, Assistant Professor of Railroad Engineering, University

of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

F. A. Smith, Civil Engineer, Chicago, 111.

R. A. Van Houten, Division Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad, Eas-

ton, Pa.

W. D. Wheeler, 4503 S. Lyndale Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

A. A. Wirth, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines, Alle-

gheny, Pa.

Committee.



DISCUSSION.
The President :—The report of the Committee on Track will be pre-

sented by the chairman, Mr. L. S. Rose, of the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway.

Mr. L. S. Rose (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :—The

first conclusion presented by the Track Committee covers the recom-

mendations of the changes in the Manual. In addition to the printed

portion of the report, it is the desire of the Committee to add the with-

drawal of six paragraphs under the heading "Inspection of Track," on

page 66 of the Manual. As explained yesterday, when the Committee

on Rules and Organization presented its report, these six paragraphs

are now covered by the Rules Committee. The Track Committee was

not advised until too late to incorporate that matter in its report, and

we now desire to have it added. I move that conclusion i be adopted.

The President:—If there is no objection it will be considered

adopted, and the Secretary will read conclusion 2.

(The Secretary read conclusion 2.)

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission):—Does that-

mean that paragraph 1 of the recommendations and everything under

"Maintenance of Gage" has been passed?

The President :—That was passed.

Mr. Mountain:—I notice that the Committee only alludes to spikes

at the outside of the rails and curves. There has been a good deal of

use of the other fastenings of rails to ties, and a number of tests of

these fastenings have been made by several roads, and I would ask the

chairman of the Committee if they have any recommendations to make,

such as the screw spike. I judge they allude to the ordinary spike, that

is driven, in all their recommendations.

Mr. Rose:—The Committee has made no recommendations concern-

ing any special kind of spike, and it has not given the matter any con-

sideration. This is merely a revision of the Manual, worded slightly

different from the way it appears in the printed portion of the Manual,

so as to cover shoulder tie plates. The former recommendation of the

Committee did not specify shoulder tie plates, and that was the prin-

cipal reason for rewriting these recommendations, and in doing so we
found where we could materially help the wording by leaving out some
matter and rearranging the paragraphs. This is for very light traffic.

Mr. L. A. Downs (Illinois Central) :—I wish to refer to clause 8,

page 176, the last sentence, in which it says : "Under ordinary con-

ditions it is not necessary to regage track if the increase in gage has

not amounted to more than one-half inch, providing such increase is

uniform." Now, I think the Rail Committee will take exception to

944
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that, especially on curves, where the wheels tend to go to the outside

curve, causing worn flanges to be up on the rail on the inside of curve,

causing the rail to flow. The rail will be materially damaged when the

gage is a half-inch wide on curves, and I do not think that should be

in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

The President:—In order that the convention may know definitely

what recommendation I includes, I will ask the Secretary to read the

subdivisions one by one.

• (The Secretary read the matter under "Maintenance of Gage.")

W. M. Camp (Railway and Engineering Review) :—Sometimes the

rail springs in against the gage so tightly that it has to be held out in

order to prevent spiking it too tight. How about that case?

Prof. S. S. Roberts (University of Illinois) :—I believe in that case

it is the duty of the section foreman to get the rail out.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I ask the Committee why
they would use two spikes on the outside of rail on curves under light

traffic and make no mention of that feature under heavy traffic?

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :— I am opposed to that

change where it says it is not necessary to regage the track if the

increase in gage has not amounted to more than one-half inch, provid-

ing such increase is uniform; it is now three-eighths-inch in the Manual.

I do not believe it is wise to make this change.

Mr. Rose :—That was adopted last year and changed to one-half-inch.

Mr. Cushing:—It does not make any difference; I am still opposed

to it. I move that it be made three-eighths-inch instead of one-half-inch.

Mr. L. A. Downs :—Mr. Cushing states he thinks it ought not to

be any worse. Why not have it as bad? Why make it three-eighths

-

inch?

The President:—Mr. Cushing has moved that the dimensions one-

half-inch, as given in clause 8, be stricken out and three-eighths-inch

substituted.

Mr. L. A. Downs :—Before we vote on that, if Mr. Griswold, the

steel expert, is here, he can give us some information on that point.

Mr. H. C. Griswold (Illinois Steel Company) :—My experience has

been that if the gage is allowed to run as much as three-eighths-inch

wide on curves, it will cause the inner rail to flow, by allowing the

overhang or false flanges on worn threads to roll on the corner of the

head of the rail. There is another objection to wide gage on curves,

viz., that it allows the leading wheels of trucks to run at a greater angle

with the outer rail, increasing flange cutting of that rail.

Mr. Camp :—If the track is out of gage even three-eighths-inch, it

is too wide, even though it is uniform.

Mr. Rose :—I would like to refer to some letters we got on that

question. One gentleman asked how we would get an engine with 18-ft.

wheel base and all-flanged drivers through a switch. We would have

to widen the switch.
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Mr. Camp:—Would you widen the main track?

Mr. Rose:—Yes.
Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

think the tendency is toward the use of a spike in treated ties that will

as far as possible preserve the ties. Mr. Kendrick last night pointed

out to us very clearly the destructive effect of driving spikes in a tie.

Every time you regage the track with the ordinary driven spike, you

destroy that much more life of the ties. Where you use screw spikes, it

seems almost impossible to shift the rail back to proper gage without

great expense or very serious injury to the tie. My experience has been

that where I have used screw spikes, rather than shift the rail on the

ties, I have found it better to change the rail, and I think we are entirely

within safe limits in allowing that rail to wear at least three-quarters

of an inch before we change. I think we should go slowly on this

proposition.

Mr. Roberts :—I do not think it is the intention of the Committee

to recommend to the various roads that they let their track go one-half-

inch wide gage, but simply to place a limit beyond which they should not

go. I think it is the general opinion of the Committee that a good

trackman will keep his track at all times as near as possible and prac-

ticable to the correct gage.

Mr. W. S. Thompson (Pennsylvania Railroad) :—Would not a fore-

man, when he knows he is allowed a half-inch-wide gage, allow his

track to stay there instead of regaging, and would not a wide gage tend

tc make your track spread wider, due to the oscillation of a train pass-

ing over a wide gage instead of the correct gage, thereby causing spread-

ing track and damage to the ties?

Mr. Rose :—In answer to the last speaker, it is not the intention

to have these rules for the track foreman, but as a recommendation for

the engineers. You will find very little track to true gage.

The President :—Gentlemen, you have heard the motion to change

the increase in gage, as given in clause 8, from one-half-inch to three-

eighths-inch.

(The motion was put and lost.)

The President :—The recommendation remains as printed.

(The Secretary read clauses 9 and 10, which were adopted without

change.)

(The Secretary read conclusion 3 and the matter under the heading

"Specifications for Spring and Rigid Frogs.")

Mr. F. S. Stevens (Philadelphia & Reading) :—This specification

calls for general dimensions. I would like to make a motion that we
substitute "full details" for "general dimensions."

Mr. Rose :—There are a lot of roads that do not have anyone to

make these details, and the manufacturer is better able to do that than

the railroad companies.

Mr. F. S. Stevens :—I ask how a frog is to be built on general

dimensions?
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Mr. L. C. Fritch (Chicago Great Western) :—I think that the Com-

mittee is wise in specifying "general dimensions." If you go into the

details of this matter you will have as many plans as there are indi-

vidual railroads in the country. The result will be that the cost of the

manufacture of frogs and switches will be more to the individual roads

than it would be on general dimensions. I think we should agree upon

"general dimensions," and I believe it will simplify the manufacture of

frogs and switches very much.

Mr. F. S. Stevens :—I do not mean the details of any general plan,

but the details furnished by the company which is buying the material.

The President :—Do I understand that you make that as a motion,

Mr. Stevens?

Mr. F. S. Stevens :—Yes ; I make a motion that the words "full

details" be substituted for the words "general dimensions," with the

explanation I have made, that it refers only to the plans of the com-

pany ordering the material.

(The motion was not seconded.)

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—Do I understand that the clause at the bottom

of page 176 has been adopted? It reads as follows: "Where there is

material leakage from track circuits, track fastenings should be so

designed as to prevent contact between the metal and the ballast."

The President :—Yes.

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—I would like to refer to that briefly and ask how
that is to be accomplished in the case, say, of a ico per cent, joint,

where the reinforcement extends below the top of the tie?

Mr. Rose:—You will have to use some other joint or cut the bal-

last down. My understanding is that in some classes of ballast there

is no leakage on the track circuit, but with cinders and with slag there

is considerable leakage, and you cannot maintain the track circuits when

you have contact between the ballast and the rail.

Mr. L. C. Fritch:—I think there would be very serious objection

to having pockets in your ballast, to cut the material away from the

joint. Furthermore, on tracks provided with track circuits the ballast

is usually of another class than cinder ballast, and personally I would

object to the adoption of that conclusion.

The President:—Do I understand you move for a reconsideration

of that conclusion?

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—I move that conclusion be reconsidered.

Mr. R. N. Begien (Baltimore & Ohio) :—On lines that have track

circuits, a great many of them also have sinks, and these sinks are

almost invariably ballasted with cinders. The trouble which we experi-

ence from currents and short circuits in cinder ballasted track is very

noticeable, and we make a practice of putting angle bars on all tracks

across sinks where cinders are used.

(Mr. Fritch's motion was not seconded.)
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(The Secretary proceeded with the reading of the matter under

the heading "Specifications for Spring and Rigid Frogs.")

Mr. W. C. dishing (Pennsylvania Lines):— I would like the Com-

mittee to remove that offensive word "co-operate," in the first line of the

third paragraph.

The President:—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. C. H. Ewing (Philadelphia & Reading) :—I wish to refer to

the section which reads : "Raising blocks must be of cast steel." I under-

stand that many frog companies are using raising blocks made of sec-

tions of rail, rolled steel.

The President :—This is a recommendation of the Committee for the

best practice.

Mr. Ewing:—In the section on "bolts," I suggest the elimination of

the words "United States standard," for the reason that there are to-day

special bolts used in the construction of frogs which have special heads

and which are very much better than the standard head.

Mr. Rose :—The Committee wanted to recommend a square head

rather than an hexagonal head. You get a better arrangement.

Mr. Ewing:—I do not refer to the hexagonal; I refer to a special

headed bolt that fits the head and the base of the rail and prevents

turning. A United States standard square head is one which requires

you to use special washers, which can be eliminated by using the bolt

with a special head.

The President:—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—Before going too far, ]

would like to go back to paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 at the top of page 176.

These paragraphs contain recommendations as to the use of tie plates on

lines of heavy traffic, medium traffic and light traffic. In the Manual, on

page 277, we have a classification of track, Class A, Class B and Class

C, which were formulated by a Special Committee and accepted by the

Association. Could not these classifications be used in paragraphs 3, 4
and 5? It seems to me that would make the practice of the Association

more consistent.

The President:—This has already been passed; do you wish to

reopen the subject or to ask the Committee to classify these roads?

Mr. Brooke:—I move to reopen the subject so that these changes

can be made.

Mr. Roberts:—As one member of the Committee, I object to the

change suggested, for the reason that you might have Class A track

for light traffic. The classification of the track does not entirely govern

the traffic you have over it.

Mr. Brooke :—This classification of track in the Manual definitely

fixes a minimum of traffic for Class A track. I move that for the words

"heavy traffic," in paragraph 3, page 176, the words "Class A track" be

substituted ; for the words "medium traffic," in paragraph 4, the words
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"Class B track" be substituted, and for the words "light traffic," in para-

graph 5, that the words "Class C track" be substituted.

Mr. Lindsay:—I do not want to be technical, but the gentleman

moved a reconsideration, and that motion has not been acted upon by

the convention.

The President:—The chair will have to ask if you voted for the.

original motion ?

Mr. Brooke :—No, I did not.

The President:—You are therefore out of order.

(The Secretary proceeded to read the remainder of the clauses cov-

ered by the recommendations under the headings of "Workmanship,"

"inspection" and "Requisites for Switchstands.")

Mr. Chas. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :— I object to clause

5 under "Requisites for Switchstands" where it is provided, "Ground

stands should be provided with latches which work with, the foot." That

is liable to compel the use of a particular form of stand. I think there

are plenty of ground stands that work as well, and we should not tie

members of this Association to a particular shape of stand for ordinary

yard use.

The President:—Do you offer that as a substitute?

Mr. Churchill:—I move that it be omitted entirely.

Mr. Rose:— I know of two or three concerns which make latches

which are worked by the foot. The Committee was not aware that

we were running into any patented device. We were trying to look out

for the one-armed switchman.

(The President put Ihc question on the motion of Mr. Churchill,

which was adopted.)

Mr. Rose :—The Committee desires to change the recommendation

slightly in regard to frogs and switch points. On page 184 it is recom-

mended as follows : "22-ft. switch points with frogs over No. 10, up to

and including No. 14." "33-ft. switch points with frogs over No. 14."

We desire to change the first one to read "with frogs over No. 10, up

to and including No. 15," and we desire to change the second one to

read "with frogs over No. 15," and the table will be changed accord-

ingly.

Prof. C Frank Allen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) :—As

far as No. 4 is concerned, I have no desire to make any suggestions as

to the substance of the table; but in the matter of form, T think there

is one matter of sufficient importance to justify taking it up. T notice

that the angle of frog, the degree of lead curve and the switch angle

are all given to seconds. It seems to me that this is unnecessarily fine,

and I would like to suggest to the Committee that the nearest minute

be used instead of seconds; I hope that meets with the approval of the

Committee.

Mr. Roberts :—We were asked to give, first, theoretical leads for the

given switch rails, frogs and gage; so in giving those theoretical leads

we considered it proper to work to the second. I do not believe the
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Committee means to recommend that all railroads require the frog

builders to build their frogs or their switch rails to seconds. We agree

with Prof. Allen that if they build them to the nearest minute they

will do very well. Consistent with the Committee's conception of the

requirements of the table, we believe the table correct as it stands.

Owing to the slight inaccuracies that may enter into the manufacture

cf the switch rail and frog, we believe the distances, dimensions and

angles as given in the table will be as nearly realized from a practical

standpoint as if the distances were based on and the angles given to

the nearest minute. Whether expressed in minutes or seconds, the frog

may be a little less or a little more, and the table is probably as near

the happy medium as if we had figured to the minute.

Prof. Allen:—I do not object to their getting their figures through

the use of seconds, but it seems to me, in the incorporation of the table

in the Manual, that a false idea of precision is given. Giving a frog

angle to seconds, or giving the degree of lead curve less than ioo feet

in length to seconds, conveys an impression of precision that is altogether

inappropriate for the things we are dealing with. A frog, I presume,

cannot be, or generally is not, manufactured closer than perhaps five

minutes, and it seems that the position of the Association would on the

whole be more fortunate if these figures were presented simply to the

nearest minute, although in the intermediate process the use of seconds

may have been somewhat valuable. For the presentation of the table

I would like to see the seconds omitted.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—I have

some data furnished by the frog manufacturers in which they give frog

angles in seconds.

Mr. Rose :—I have seen the same thing.

Mr. W. M. Camp (Railway and Engineering Review) :—Would the

Committee be willing to print over the table a statement something like

this : "In the use of this table it is not expected to work closer than

minutes" ?

Mr. Roberts:—I know from actually having had to figure out cross-

ing frogs that two Chief Engineers of a road I was formerly with

required me to calculate the seconds; and I feel that the majority of the

crossing frog people show frog angles for crossings to seconds. For
staking out. frogs and switches on the ground, I have never worked
closer than the nearest minute—I have always worked to the minute

—

and I took my measurements to the nearest eighth of an inch. I did

not expect the track foreman to absolutely build to the eighth of an

inch. I held that, if I set my stakes accurately, when his inaccuracies

occurred we would at least not have a combination of two inaccuracies.

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commission) :—I have had

considerable experience in crossing angles. I have never seen any of

them used to seconds. I think it is ridiculous in comparison with the:

work. I think they should be left out.
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Mr. Roberts :—For my part, I am willing to cut off every second

shown in this table, but the effect on the results will not justify the

argument. I believe if any gentleman present desires to refigure the

quantities of the table, based on minutes, he will find the differences

will not be material. Our distances may be accepted and the seconds

cut off.

Mr. Ewing:—I would like to ask the Committee if there are any

roads using 33-ft. switches.

Mr. Rose:—I would like to say yes; we are using them on the Big

Four.

Mr. Ewing:—Does the Committee consider it good practice to put

a joint in the stock rail, in the body of the switch?

Mr. Rose :—That is a question the whole Committee have not dis-

cussed, but personally I will say yes.

Mr. Ewing:—I would like to ask the Committee if it can be done

with the use of ordinary joints? Will not special joints have to be used?

Mr. Rose:—Yes, you would have to trim the bar.

Mr. Ewing:—For that reason they are very objectionable, and T

would say a 33-ft. switch should be eliminated and a 30-ft. switch sub-

stituted, to get rid of troubles of that kind, which are of quite a serious

nature.

Mr. Begien :—Answering Mr. Ewing, I think a 60-ft. rail is in com-

mon use at such points.

Mr. Rose :—I would like to tell Mr. Ewing how to get rid of his

trouble: Space the joints so the angle bar will come near the heel of

the switch, where the spread is sufficient to take care of it.

Mr. Ewing :—As I understand the Committee, 6^2-in. spread at the

switch, which is the least distance that it is possible to get a standard

angle bar—if you move the joint back you have got to move it back at

least 2 ft. 6 in. to properly clear the angle bar at the point of the switch.

I cannot conceive how it is possible to use a standard joint.

Mr. Rose:—I would like to know what a standard joint is.

Mr. Ewing:—Any joint that is in use, angle bar or patented joint

o£ any kind.

Mr. Rose :—The heel distance on these switches has been so arranged

that an angle bar 36 in. long can be used and some patented joints that

have wide bases can be applied also by putting in an angle bar of shorter

length. I think you can get it in there all right.

Mr. H. T. Porter (Bessemer & Lake Erie) :—The 33-ft. switch was

suggested by the Committee on account of it being the standard length

of rail. We have several 33-ft. switch points. We have not got them

all in. At the joint you can shear off the angle bar even with the base

of the rail. That can be done in the ordinary shop and at a very small

expense. I believe the spacing at the heel of the switch point is such

that you could get a 5^-in. spike between the bases of the two rails. A
30-ft. rail is not the standard rail now, and you would either have to
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sort out or else waste 3 ft. on each rail, when you have your switch

point made, for which you would have to pay and for which you would

have no return.

Mr. Ewing:— I think Mr. Porter is a little mistaken in that. The

Rail Committee says the standard length of rail is 33 ft., but at the same

time the Rail Committee permits the acceptance of rails of 30 ft. in

length, and it is possible to get all the 30-ft. rails you need in any rolling

mill to cover all your switch requirements.

Mr. Porter:—Switches are supposed to be made only of first quality

No. 1 rails, and I think you can get them without having them sorted.

I wrote to practically all the large rail manufacturers in the United

States and their reply was that anywhere from 92 to 99 per cent, of the

rails they rolled were 33 ft.; that a 30-ft. rail was not called for.

Mr. George H. Bremner (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—It seems

to me that we should have a diagram, or two diagrams, to accompany

this table so that we can understand it intelligently. For instance, you

should have something that would explain the exact difference between

column 12 and column 25, and between column 16 and column 11, to

show just what is meant by the difference between the theoretical and

the actual figures that are given in the table.

Mr. Roberts :—That matter was discussed at the last convention very

thoroughly on the floor of the convention, and the Committee thought

it would be unnecessary to go into that matter again at this time, and

that it would be simply taking up space and time to draw a diagram.

Mr. Ewing:—I should like to go back to the subject under discus-

sion—the length of switches. In view of the admission on the part of

the Committee that this type of construction requires a weak point in

the main track rails, by cutting off the angle plates at the joint, I would

move that the standard length of the longest switch be 30 ft. instead of

33 ft., and that this report be referred back to the Committee for revision.

The President:—You mean that part?

Mr. Ewing:—That part which would carry with it the tables.

Mr. Porter :— I would like to know how much spread would be

necessary to allow your full angle bar, even on a 30-ft. joint.

Mr. Ewing:—In answer to that, the main factor of using a long

switch is to decrease the angle of the switch so that trains can run over

it at a high rate of speed. In view of that, you ought to get the mini-

mum distance at the heel of the switch that it is possible to obtain and

use your standard track construction.

Mr. Roberts :—The Committee would be very glad to revise this

table, the latter part of it especially, and to cut out the 33-ft. switch

rails. We agree with you that you ought to reduce the heel distance

as much as practicable. We also agree that whether you use 30 or 33-ft.

switch rails, you have to clip the angle bar. If the convention will

approve cutting down the heel distance and using shorter switch rails, I

believe better switches will result with less long, unsupported length of
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switch rails. This lias always been my personal view, but last year

and prior to that time the convention did not approve of using the smaller

heel distances.

The President :—Mr. Ewing's motion is that recommendation 4, with

the accompanying tables, be referred back to the Committee for further

consideration. That will take care of Prof. Allen's matter, too.

Prof. Allen :—Yes ; I understand the Committee accepts that change.

Mr. Rose :—For practical leads.

(Upon vote, the motion was lost.)

Mr. Rose:—The Committee has no objection to leaving off the sec-

onds in that portion of the table under practical leads for the switch

angles, frog angles and the degree of curve.

Prof. Allen :—If I understand it, the practical leads are computed

with just as much care in every way but from a different point of view;

the practical leads are better adapted to the economical use of rails. I

do not see why any distinction should be made in the particular matter-

to which I refer between the theoretical leads and the practical leads. I

hope the Committee will see its way to using uniformity through both

tables.

Mr. Jos. O. Osgood (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—I notice

the length of the switch points favored here include 11 ft., i6'4 ft. and

22 ft. I take it that they are so fixed because the rails are ordinarily

33 ft. in length. I would like to inquire if it is not a fact that at present

the vast majority of switch points are 15 and 20, or some such lengths,

and that there is a comparatively small number of lengths of 16J/2 ft. and

11 ft.? It is my impression that this is the case. I know that in my
part of the country we use 15 ft. and 20 ft. and have none of the lengths

mentioned here.

Mr. Roberts :—I believe the speaker is correct. The switch rails we
are most accustomed to using are 12, 15, 18 and 20 ft. long, but those

lengths at previous meetings of the convention were not approved by the

convention. Those lengths have been proposed to the Association and

have been turned down.

Mr. Rose :—I know of one large railroad system that is now using

165/2 switch points, and I think there are more coming that way for

short leads. I know that there are a great many 15's and 18's in the

country, but I think they are being eliminated for economic reasons and

a better angle and a better combination.

Mr. Osgood:—I only called attention to it because it is a rather

serious matter for a road that has a great many switches and that has

established standards and is constantly ordering new switches, to change

to a little different length. It is a much more serious matter, I think,

than making use of short rails instead of long ones.

Prof. Allen :—If it is allowable, I should like to have this matter

of the seconds straightened out. Do I understand that it is not ac-

cepted ?

The President:—Will you make a motion?
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Prof. Allen :—Yes, I will make a motion. I move that "in the

table of theoretical leads the frog angle, the switch angle and the degree

of lead curve shall be amended so that they will be shown to the

nearest minute."

• Mr. Rose :—The Committee does not feel that it should cut out the

seconds on the track lead.

(The motion was then voted upon and was lost.)

The President :—The question now is on the adoption of recommen-

dation 4 as amended by the Committee.

(The recommendation was adopted by a rising vote.)

(The Secretary then read clause 5.)

Mr. D. W. Lum (Southern Railway) :—I suggest that the words

"four degrees" be substituted and that the increase be made as sug-

gested further on in the paragraph. In the second clause it is stated,

"The installation of frogs on the inside of the curves is to be avoided

wherever practicable, but where the same is unavoidable the above rules

should be modified in order to make the gage of the frog standard." If

I understand this, it is proposed to widen the gage where the curve

exceeds 8 degrees, but if there shall be a frog in that curve, it is to

be brought down to the 4 ft. 8^2 in. This does not seem to be consist-

ent, as it would be easier for the train to pass through the curve where

there is no frog, where you widen the gage (if it is over 8 degrees),

than it would be for it to pass at the throat of the frog. It seems to

me that where the gage, 4 ft.
<&l/2 in., is adhered to on sharp curves,

that the wear is very great ; that the resistance to the train is very

great, and the difficulty would be greater at the throat of the frog if

you reduced it to the 4 ft. % l/2 in. I would, therefore, move a change

from the words "eight degrees" to "four degrees" in the first clause,

and a change in the second clause permitting the widening of the gage

at the frog, providing at that place a difference in the guard rail clear-

ance.

Mr. Rose:—It is not necessary to widen the gage on four-degree

curves with the present engines. The rule is based on calculations mad<>

by the Committee submitted last year and also upon replies from over

40 railroads. It was found that the Committee's calculations and the

replies came very closely together. That is the reason we begin with

eight degrees. The second part of Mr. Lum's motion refers to widening

the gage of frogs. We admit that it will introduce some resistance, but

we say that the installation of frogs upon the inside curves is to be

avoided wherever practicable. This applies to frogs on the inside only:

with frogs upon the outside of the curves we would widen the gage

just the same. The reason for that is that we will have to widen the

fic.ngeway of the frog in order to take care of it and we will get our

wheel flanges on the fillers passing through the flangeway.

Mr. Lum :—It was not suggested that you widen the flangeway

through the frog, but widen the flangeway at the guard rail. That gives
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you the proper clearance for a widened gage at the point of the frog,

and in that way you maintain your consistency in spreading the gage

for the sharp curve ; not spread it for the sharp curve through its gen-

eral length and then reduce it at the point of the frog, where the diffi-

culty is greatest.

Mr. Lindsay :—I think probably I can throw a little light on that

proposition. Assuming an eight-degree curve on a high speed track,

u ith the frog in the low rail. It is true that we can provide for the

passage of the pair of wheels there by maintaining the proper distance

between the frog point and the guard rail on the opposite side of the

track; but assuming a train passing through there at the speed for

which the curve is elevated, or a higher speed, and the flange, striking

tbe wing rail of the frog, is forcibly pulled down hill by the amount that

the gage is widened, and it throws a tremendous strain not only upon the

frog bolts, but upon the flanges of the wheels, and increases very mate-

rially the danger from fracture of the flanges or breaking the axle.

Mr. Camp :— I think the Committee is perfectly right in regard to

the second part of this resolution. Where the frog is on the inside of

a curve there is then a guard rail on the inside of the curve; that is

to say, the wing of the frog constitutes a guard rail, and it is a short

guard rail at that. If the gage is then widened every wheel passing

on the inside rail of the curve is bound to hit that guard rail hard. I

have seen trouble from broken frog bolts caused in this way many i

time.

Mr. Osgood:—Is not the logical way to take care of that to widen

the flangeway of the frog? I have done that in some instances.

The President:—The resolution is to substitute four degrees for

eight degrees in the first clause. All in favor of the amendment pro-

posed by Mr. Lum will please so signify.

(The amendment proposed by Mr. Lum was lost. The recommenda-

tion was then voted upon and adopted.)

(The Secretary then read recommendation 6, which, upon vote, was

adopted.)

The President :—The Committee will be relieved with the thanks of

the Association.



REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON STANDARD
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CEMENT.

(Bulletin 113.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

By an oversight your Special Committee made its last report

through the Masonry Committee, which, prior to 1904, had handled

the matter of Standard Specifications for Cement. Since the report

of 1905, when the present Standard Specifications for Cement were

adopted, your Special Committee has not reported, as there was nothing

particular to report. However, during the last two years the Com-
mittee of the American Society for Testing Materials and representa-

tives of other societies and associations co-operating with it have been

active in considering a revision of the Standard Specifications for

Cement. A number of meetings of the Committee have been held

and your Association has always been represented.

At a meeting on June 30, 1909, at Atlantic City, certain amend-

ments to the Standard Specifications for Cement were recommended

by the Committee. These amendments were favorably received by the

American Society for Testing Materials and were later approved by

letter-ballot.

To bring our Specifications up to date and put them in line with

the new standard of the American Society for Testing Materials it

will be necessary to amend paragraph 15, under "Natural Cement,"

page 102 of the 1907 edition of the Manual, to read as follows:

"The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes

one inch square in cross-section shall be as follows, and shall show
no retrogression in strength within the periods specified

:

Age Neat Cement. Strength.

24 hours in moist air 75 lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 150 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) 250 lbs.

One part cement, three parts standard Ottawa sand

:

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 50 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) 125 lbs.

Paragraph 19, under "Portland Cement," page 103, should be made

to read

:

"The specific gravity of cement shall not be less than 3.10. Should

the tests of cement as received fall below this requirement, a second

956
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test may be made upon a sample ignited at a low red heat. The loss

in weight of the ignited cement shall not exceed 4 per cent."

Paragraph 22, under "Portland Cement," same page, should be

revised to read

:

"The minimum requirements for tensile strength for briquettes one

inch square in section shall be as follows, and the cement shall show
no retrogression in strength within the periods specified

:

Age Neat Cement. Strength.

24 hours in moist air 175 lbs.

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 500 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) 600 lbs.

One part cement, three parts standard Ottawa sand

:

7 days (1 day in moist air, 6 days in water) 200 lbs.

28 days (1 day in moist air, 27 days in water) 275 lbs.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Special Committee recommends that our Standard Specifi-

cations for Cement be revised to conform with the amendments re-

ported.

As Standard Specifications for Cement have always been reported

by the Masonry Committee, your Special Committee recommends that

this practice be continued and that the Masonry Committee be in-

structed to incorporate the revisions to the Standard Specifications for

Cement in its report and that the Revised Specifications appear in the

Manual as a part of the Masonry Committee report; and as the

Masonry Committee formerly handled the question of Standard Specifi-

cations for Cement, which work is naturally a part of the work of the

Masonry Committee, your Special Committee further recommends that

this work be reassigned to the Masonry Committee and that the Special

Committee be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

Howard G. Kelley, Chairman,

C. W. Boynton,

v C. H. Moore,

Special Committee.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—I will ask the chairman of the Special Committee

on Standard Specifications for Cement to present the report.

Mr. Howard G. Kelley, chairman (Grand Trunk) :—The report of

the Special Committee will be short. The Special Committee represents

this Association on the Joint Committee, composed of members of the

American Society for Testing Materials, the American Society of Civil

Engineers and the Cement Manufacturers' Association. During the

past year certain changes have been recommended at the meetings of

the Joint Committee. They are shown on pp. 83 and 84 of Bulletin 118.

The boldfaced type shows the changes that are recommended and that

have met the approval of the Joint Committee. The changes are in the

tensile strength, and a special paragraph with reference to specific grav-

ity; as there is really nothing to discuss in the matter, I would move

that the report of this Committee be accepted in order that the changes

may be incorporated in the new edition of the Manual.

The President :—You have heard the motion, that the conclusions

recommended by this Committee be adopted.

(Upon the vote the conclusions were adopted.)
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE VIII—ON MASONRY.
(Bulletin 119.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee on Masonry submits herewith its annual report

for the year 1909.

For the purpose of carrying out the instructions given your Com-

mittee the following Sub-Committees were appointed:

Sub-Committee A— Specifications for Portland Cement Concrete and

Reinforced Concrete : T. L. Condron, Chairman ; C. W. Boynton, C. H.

Cartlidge, Richard L. Humphrey, A. N. Talbot, F. L. Thompson.

Sub-Committee B—Waterproofing of Masonry : G. H. Tinker, Chair-

man; C. H. Moore, F. E. Schall, B. Douglas, L. N. Edwards.

Sub-Committee C—Monolithic Construction : W. H. Petersen, Chair-

man; R. T. McM'aster, Job Tuthill.

Sub-Committee D—Retaining Walls and Abutments: W. W. Col-

pitts, Chairman ; W. J. Backes, G. J. Bell.

Sub-Committee E—Reinforced Concrete Trestles, Typical Designs

and Costs: G. H. Scribner, Jr., Chairman; W. H. Chadbourn.

Sub-Committee F—Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced

Concrete : A. O. Cunningham, Chairman ; C. W. Boynton, C. H. Moore,

G. H. Scribner.

Your Committee held meetings in Chicago on July 31, September

11, October 30, and November 13, at which the following members were

present

:

July 31—A. O. Cunningham, Chairman ; G. J. Bell, C. W. Boynton,

T. L. Condron, L. N. Edwards, Richard L. Humphrey, A. N. Taibot,

G. H. Tinker, Job Tuthill.

September 1 1—A. O. Cunningham, Chairman ; W. H. Petersen,

Vice-Chairman ; C. H. Cartlidge, T. L. Condron, B. Douglas, L. N.

Edwards, G. H. Scribner, Jr., F. L. Thompson, G. H. Tinker, Job

Tuthill.

October 30—A. O. Cunningham, Chairman; W. H. Petersen, Vice-

Chairman; W. W. Colpitts, T. L. Condron, L. N. Edwards, A. N.

Talbot, G. H. Tinker, Job Tuthill.

November 13—A. O. Cunningham, Chairman; W. H. Petersen, Vice-

Chairman; C. W. Boynton, T. L. Condron, B. Douglas, F. L. Thompson,

G. H. Tinker.
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BRIEF REVIEW OF THE REPORT FOR 1908.

The report submitted to the last annual convention consisted of:

(a) Discussion on Monolithic Construction in Arches or Large Abut-

ments with Wing Walls; (b) Retaining Walls and Abutments; (c)

Specifications for Portland Cement Concrete and Reinforced Concrete

;

(d) Reinforced Concrete Trestles; (e) Typical Designs of Plain and

Reinforced Concrete Culverts.

Subjects a, b, d, and e were received as information, and subject

(c) Specifications for Portland Cement Concrete and Reinforced Con-

crete was discussed and referred back to the Committee for further

consideration.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF REPORT FOR 1909.

(1) Revision of Manual: Under this heading your Committee

refers to the report of the Special Committee on Standard Specifications

for Cement (Bulletin 118), recommending certain changes in the Speci-

fications for Natural and Portland Cement now appearing in the Manual.

(2) In Appendix A, Specifications for Plain and Reinforced Con-

crete are presented.

(3) In Appendix B, Recommended Practice for Designing Re-

inforced Concrete Structures.

(4) A progress report on the Waterproofing of Masonry covering

methods, results and cost is given in Appendix C.

(5) Your Committee desires to report progress on the subjects of

Retaining Walls and Abutments, Monolithic Construction, and Rein-

forced Concrete Trestles, and requests that these subjects be reassigned.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee on Masonry recommends the adoption of the fol-

lowing conclusions :

(1) That the Specifications for Natural and Portland Cement, now

appearing in the Manual of Recommended Practice, be amended to con-

form to the version given in the report of the Special Committee on

Standard Specifications for Cement (see Bulletin 118).

(2) That the Specifications for Portland Cement Concrete now
appearing in the Manual be withdrawn, and that the Specifications for

Plain and Reinforced Concrete given in Appendix A of this report be

adopted and incorporated in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

(3) That the Recommended Practice for Designing Reinforced

Concrete Structures in Appendix B be adopted and incorporated in the

Manual of Recommended Practice.
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(4) That the report on Waterproofing of Masonry be received as

information and the investigation continued.

Respectfully submitted,

A. O. Cunningham, Chief Engineer, Wabash Railroad, St. Louis, Mo..

Chairman.

\Y. H. Petersen, Bridge Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way, Chicago, 111., Vice-Chairman.

W. J. Backes, Chief Engineer, Central New England Railway, Hart-

ford, Conn.

G. J. Bell, Division Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway,

Marceline, Mo.

C. W. Boynton, Inspecting Engineer, Universal Portland Cement Com-
pany, Chicago.

C. H. Cartlidge, Bridge Engineer, C, B. & Q. Railroad, Chicago, 111.

T. L. Condron, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

\Y. H. Chadbourn, Principal Assistant Engineer, Chicago Great Western

Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

W. W. Colpitis, Chief Engineer, Kansas City, Mexico & Orient Rail-

way, Kansas City, Mo.

B. Douglas, Tunnel Engineer, Detroit River Tunnel Company, Detroit,

M'ich.

L. N. Edwards, Assistant Engineer, Grand Trunk Railway, Montreal,

Canada.

Richard L. Humphrey, Harrison Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

R. T. McMaster, Insp. Engineer, P. & L. E. Railroad, Pittsburg, Pa.

C. H. Moore, Engineer Grade Crossings, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

F. E. Schall, Bridge Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad, South Bethle-

hem, Pa.

G. H. Scribner, Jr., Contracting Engineer, Chicago, 111.

A. N. Talbot, Professor of Municipal and Sanitary Engineering, Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

F. L. Thompson, Asst. Engineer Bridges, I. C. Railroad, Chicago, 111.

G. H. Tinker. Bridge Engineer, New York, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

road, Cleveland, O.

Job Tuthill, Engineer Maintenance of Way, C, H. & D. Railway,

Cincinnati, O.

Committee.
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Appendix A.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR PLAIN AND REINFORCED CONCRETE
AND STEEL REINFORCEMENT.

Concrete Materials.

1. The cement shall be Portland and shall meet the requirements

of the standard specifications. (See Manual of Recommended Practice.)

2. Fine aggregate shall consist of sand, crushed stone, or gravel

screenings graded from fine to coarse, and passing when dry a screen

having ^-in. diameter holes ; it shall preferably be of siliceous material,

clean, coarse, free from vegetable loam or other deleterious matter, and

not more than 6 per cent, shall pass a sieve having ioo meshes per

linear inch.

3. Mortars composed of one part Portland cement and three parts

fine aggregate by weight when made into briquettes shall show
a tensile strength of at least equal to the strength of 1 :3 mortar of the

same consistency made with the same cement and standard Ottawa

sand.

4. Coarse aggregate shall consist of crushed stone or gravel,

graded in size, and which is retained on a screen having j4-in. diameter

holes ; it shall be clean, hard, durable and free from all deleterious

material. Aggregates containing soft, flat or elongated particles shall

not be used.

5. The water used in mixing concrete shall be free from oil, acid,

and injurious amounts of alkalies or vegetable matter.

Steel Reinforcement.

6. Steel shall be made by the open-hearth process. Rerolled mate-

rial will not be accepted.

7. Plates and shapes used for reinforcement shall be of structural

steel only. Bars and wire may be of structural steel or high carbon

steel.

8. The chemical and physical properties shall conform to the fol-

lowing limits

:

Elements Considered.
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9. The yield point for bars and wire, as indicated by the drop of Yield

the beam, shall be not less than 60 per cent, of the ultimate tensile

strength.

10. If the ultimate strength varies more than 4,000 lbs. for struc- Allowable

tural steel or 6,000 lbs. for high carbon steel, a retest shall be made

on the same gage, which, to be acceptable, shall be within 5,000 lbs, for

structural steel, or 8,000 lbs. for high carbon steel, of the desired ulti-

mate.

11. Chemical determinations of the percentages of carbon, phos- Chemical

phorus, sulphur and manganese shall be made by the manufacturer from na yses-

a test ingot taken at the time of the pouring of each melt of steel, and

a correct copy of such analysis shall be furnished to the engineer or

his inspector. Check analyses shall be made from finished material, if

called for by the railroad company, in which case an excess of 25 per

cent, above the required limits will be allowed.

12. Plates, Shapes and Bars : Specimens for tensile and bending Form of

tests for plates and shapes shall be made by cutting coupons from the
pec mens -

finished product, which shall have both faces rolled and both edges

/
About 3" * Parallel Section

!*«?
i Not less than o" „!

^-rM-H^Etc-. ,

i

About 18- *

Fig. 1.

milled to the form shown by Fig. 1 ; or with both edges parallel ; or

they may be turned to a diameter of Y\-m. with enlarged ends.

13. Bars shall be tested in their finished form.

14. At least one tensile and one bending test shall be made from vumDer f

each melt of steel as rolled. In case steel differing ->^-in. and more in Tests,

thickness is rolled from one melt, a test shall be made from the

thickest and thinnest material rolled.

15. For material less than iVin. and more than Y\-\\\. in thick-,.,,. ,. r . .... ., 1 . • , Modinca-
ness the following modifications will be allowed in the requirements for tions In

elongation

:

Elongation.

(a) For each iVin. in thickness below i
5
s-in. a deduction of

2.y2 will be allowed from the specified percentage.

(b) For each J^-in. in thickness above 24-in., a deduction of

1 will be allowed from the specified percentage.

16. Bending tests may be made by pressure or by blows. Shapes

and bars less than one inch thick shall bend as called for in para- Tests,

graph 8.

17. Test specimens one inch thick and over shall bend cold 180 Th jck
degrees around a pin, the diameter of which, for structural steel, is Material.

twice the thickness of the specimen, and for high carbon steel, is six

times the thickness of the specimen, without fracture on the outside of

the bend.
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Finish.

Stamping.

Defective
Material.

Unit of
Measure.

Relation of
Fine and
Coarse
Aggregates.
Propor-
tions.

18. Finished material shall be free from injurious seams, flaws,

cracks, defective edges or other defects, and have a smooth, uniform

and workmanlike finish.

19. Every finished piece of steel shall have the melt number and

the name of the manufacturer stamped or rolled upon it, except that

bar steel and other small parts may be bundled with the above marks

on an attached metal tag.

20. Material which, subsequent to the above tests at the mills,

and its acceptance there, develops weak spots, brittleness, cracks or other

imperfections, or is found to have injurious defects, will be rejected

and shall be replaced by the manufacturer at his own cost.

21. All reinforcing steel shall be free from excessive rust, loose

scale, or other coatings of any character, which would reduce or de-

stroy the bond.

Workmanship.

22. The unit of measure shall be the cubic foot. A bag containing

not less than 94 lbs. of cement shall be assumed as one cubic foot of

cement. Fine and coarse aggregates shall be measured separately as

loosely thrown into the measuring receptacle.

23. The fine and coarse aggregates shall be used in such relative

proportions as will insure maximum density.

24. The proportions of materials for the different classes of con-

crete shall be as follows

:

Mixing.

Class
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28. The various ingredients, including the water, shall be meas- Measuring
ured separately, and the methods of measurement mall be such as to Propor-

secure the proper proportions at all times.

2Q. A machine mixer, preferably of the batch type, shall be used Machine
J

r • Mixing,
wherever the volume of the work will justify the expense of installing

the plant. The requirements demanded are that the product delivered

shall be of the specified proportions and consistency and thoroughly

mixed.

30. When it is necessary to mix by hand, the mixing shall be on Hand
M i x i n2

a watertight platform of sufficient size to accommodate men and mate-

rials for the progressive and rapid mixing of at least two batches of

concrete at the same time. Batches shall not exceed one-half cubic

yard each. The mixing shall be done as follows : The fine aggregate

shall be spread evenly upon the platform, then the cement upon the

fine aggregates, and these mixed thoroughly until of an even color. The
water necessary to mix a thin mortar shall then be added and the

mortar spread again. The coarse aggregates which, if dry, shall first

be thoroughly wotted down shall then be added to the mortar. The

mass shall then be turned with shovels or hoes until thoroughly mixed

and all of the aggregate covered with mortar. Or, at the option of the

engineer, the coarse aggregate may be added before, instead of after,

adding the water.

31. The materials shall be mixed wet enough to produce a con- Consist-

crete of such consistency that it will flow into the forms and about

the metal reinforcement, and which, on the other hand, can be con-

veyed from the place of mixing to the forms without separation of the

coarse aggregate from the mortar.

32. Retempering mortar or concrete, i. e., remixing with water Retemper-
1 n iZ

after it has partially set, will not be permitted.

S3. Concrete after the addition of water to the mix shall be Placing of

. . . . Concrete.
handled rapidly from the place of mixing to the place of final deposit,

and under no circumstances shall concrete be used that has partially

set before final placing.

34. The concrete shall be deposited in such a manner as will pre-

vent the separation of the ingredients and permit the most thorough

compacting. It shall be compacted by working with a straight shovel

or slicing tool kept moving up and down until all the ingredients have

settled in their proper place and the surplus water is forced to the

surface. In general, except in arch work, all concrete must be deposited

in horizontal layers of uniform thickness throughout.

35. In depositing concrete under water, special care shall be ex-

ercised to prevent the cement from floating away, and to prevent the

formation of laitance.

36. Before depositing concrete in forms, the forms shall be thor-

oughly wetted except in freezing weather, and the space to be occu-

pied by the concrete cleared of debris.
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27- Before placing new concrete on or against concrete which has

set, the surface of the latter shall he roughened, thoroughly cleansed

of foreign material and laitance, drenched and slushed with a mortar

consisting of one part Portland cement and not more than two parts

fine aggregate.

38. The faces of concrete exposed to premature drying shall be

kept wet for a period of at least three days.

39. The concrete shall not be mixed or deposited at a freezing

temperature, unless special precautions, approved by the engineer, are

taken to avoid the use of materials containing frost or covered with

ice crystals, and to provide means to prevent the concrete from freezing.

40. Where the concrete is to be deposited in massive work, clean,

L'.rge stones, evenly distributed, thoroughly bedded and entirely sur-

rounded by concrete, may be used, at the option of the engineer.

41. Forms shall be substantial and unyielding and built so that the

concrete shall conform to the designed dimensions and contours, and so

constructed as to prevent the leakage of mortar.

42. The forms shall not be removed until authorized by the

engineer.

43. For all important work, the lumber used for face work shall

be dressed to a uniform thickness and width; shall be sound and free

from loose knots and secured to the studding or uprights in horizontal

lines.

44. For backings and other rough work undressed lumber may be

used.

45. Where corners of the masonry and other projections liable to

injury occur, suitable moldings shall be placed in the angles of the

forms to round or bevel them off.

46. Lumber once used in forms shall be cleaned before being used

again.

Details of Construction.

47. Wherever it is necessary to splice the reinforcement otherwise

than as shown on the plans, the character of the splice shall be decided

by the engineer on the basis of the safe bond stress and the stress in

the reinforcement at the point of splice. Splices shall not be made at

points of maximum stress.

48. Concrete structures, wherever possible, shall be cast at one

operation, but when this is not possible, the resulting joint shall be

formed where it will least impair the strength and appearance of the

structure.

* Amend by adding the following clause: "47. The reinforcement shall

be carefully placed in accordance with the plans, and adequate means
shall be provided to hold it in its proper position until the concrete has
been deposited and compacted." The following- paragraphs to be renum-
bered.
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49. Girders and slabs shall not be constructed over freshly formed

walls or columns without permitting a period of at least four hours to

elapse to provide for settlement or shrinkage in the supports. Before

resuming work, the tops of such walls or columns shall be cleaned of

foreign matter and laitance.

50. A triangular-shaped groove shall be formed at the surface of

the concrete at vertical joints in walls and abutments.

51. Except where a special surface finish is required, a spade or Surface

special tool shall always be worked between the concrete and the form Finlsh -

to force back the coarse aggregates and produce a mortar face.

52. Top surfaces shall generally be "struck" with a straight edge Top
Gil T*fQ pP<

or "floated" after the coarse aggregates have been forced below the

surface.

53. Where a "sidewalk finish" is called for on the plans, it shall Sidewall

, , ,• , r , x • , •
, ,

Finish.
be made by spreading a layer of 1 .2 mortar at least 34-111. thick, trowel-

ing the same to a smooth surface. This finishing coat shall be put on

before the concrete has taken its initial set.



Appendix B.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE FOR DESIGNING REINFORCED
CONCRETE STRUCTURES.

(i) The materials and workmanship for reinforced concrete should

meet the requirements of the "Specifications for Plain and Reinforced

Concrete," presented in this report of the Committee on Masonry.

The concrete recommended for general use is a mixture of one part

of cement to six parts of fine and coarse aggregates. A richer mixture

will be found advantageous for special conditions.

(2) The dead load is to include the estimated weight of the struc-

ture and all other fixed loads and forces acting upon the structure.

(3) The live load is to include all variable and moving loads or

forces acting upon the structure in any direction.

(4) As the working stresses herein recommended are for static

loads, the dynamic effect of moving loads is to be added to the live

lead stresses*

(5) The span length fur beams and slabs is to be taken as the

distance from center to center of the supports, but not to exceed the

clear span plus the depth of beam or slab.

(6) The internal stresses are to be calculated upon the basis of

the following assumptions

:

(a) A plane section before bending remains plane after bending.

(b) The distribution of compressive stresses in members subject

to bending is rectilinear.

(c) The ratio of the moduli of elasticity of steel and concrete

is 15.

(d) The tensile stresses in the concrete are neglected in calculating

the moment of resistance of beams.

(e) The initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction or

expansion in the concrete is neglected.

(f) The depth of a beam is the distance from the

face to the centroid of the tension reinforcement.

(g) Tin' effective depth "i a beam at any section is

from lln' centroid of the compressive stresses t"

of the ten -lull reinforcement.

(h) The maximum shearing unit stress in beams is the total shear

at the section divided by the product of the width of the sec-

tion and the effective depth at the section considered. This

maximum shearing unit stress is to be used in place of the

diagonal tension stress in calculations for web stresses.

(i) The bond unit stress is equal to the vertical shear divided by

the product of the total perimeter of the reinforcement in the

tension side of the beam and the effective depth at the section

considered.

compressive

the distance

the centroid

*The following formula is not recommended by the Committpp. hut is

merely given as an illustration:
L,

Impact = L

L = Live load stress.
L + D

D = Dead load stress

968
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(k) In concrete columns the concrete to a depth of \ l/i in. is to

be considered as a protective covering and is not to be in-

cluded in the effective section.

(7)* ''When the maximum shearing stresses exceed the value web
allowed for the concrete alone, web reinforcement must be provided stresses -

to aid in carrying the diagonal tension stresses. This web reinforce-

ment may consist of bent bars, or inclined or vertical members, attached

to or looped about the horizontal reinforcement. Where inclined mem-
bers are used, the connection to the horizontal reinforcement shall be

such as to insure against slip.

"In the calculation of web reinforcement when the concrete alone

is insufficient to take the diagonal tension the concrete may be counted

upon as carrying one-third of the shear. The remainder is to be pro-

vided for by means of metal reinforcement consisting of bent bars or

stirrups, but preferably both. The requisite amount of such reinforce-

ment may be estimated on the assumption that the entire shear on a

section, less the amount assumed to be carried by the concrete, is car-

ried by the reinforcement in a length of beam equal to its depth."

(8) The following recommended working stresses, in pounds per Working
square inch of section, are for use in concrete of such quality as to be stresscs

capable of developing an average compressive strength of at least 2,000

lbs. per sq. in. when tested in cylinders 8 in. in diameter and 16 in.

long and 28 days old, under laboratory conditions of manufacture and

storage, the mixture being of the same consistency as is used in the

field:

Structural steel in tension 14,000

High carbon steel in tension 17,000

Steel in compression, 15 times the compressive stress in the sur-

rounding concrete.

Concrete in bearing where the surface is at least twice the loaded

area 700

Concrete in direct compression, without reinforcement on lengths

not exceeding six times the least width 450
Concrete in direct compression with not less than 1 per cent, nor

over 4 per cent, longitudinal reinforcement on lengths not ex-

ceeding twelve times the least width 450

Concrete in compression, on extreme fiber in cross bending 750

Concrete in shear, uncombined with tension or compression in the

concrete 1 20

Concrete in shear, where the shearing stress is used as the meas-

ure of web stress" 40

Note.—The limit of shearing stresses in the concrete, even when
thoroughly reinforced for shear and diagonal tension, should

not exceed 120

Bond for plain bars 80

Bond for drawn wire 40

•The recommendations regarding web stresses are quoted from a report
«»f the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete.



Appendix C.

PROGRESS REPORT UPON WATERPROOFING MASONRY.

Your Committee presents for the information of the members of

the Association an abstract of replies to Circular No. 122 containing

information of value. It is the opinion of the Committee that a larger

number of replies should be received before any recommendations are

made.

The number and character of the replies received indicate a live

interest in the subject. The Committee, therefore, urges all members

to furnish them with data, as requested in Circular No. 122.

The replies received from certain members representing some of

the large railways indicate a misunderstanding of the character of

information desired, such replies being substantially to the effect that

the writer knows of nothing he can recommend.

The circular does not ask for recommendations or opinions except

upon the one item of "Estimated Life." The Committee desires records

of work done and results, substantially upon the lines indicated in the

circular, and requests those members who have data at their command

to submit same to the Committee as early as possible.

In the abstract of replies which follows, unessential statements have

been eliminated, the object being to present, as far as possible, a bare

statement of facts. Numbers in the various replies refer to correspond-

ing numbers in the circular.

While it is not thought advisable to make any recommendations at

the present time, attention is called to two deductions which it is

believed may be made without prejudice and without probability of

change by subsequent conclusions.

(1) Failures are due to two causes:

(a) Faulty details, such as flashing along webs of girders and

around corners and angles of steel work.

(b) The formation of cracks from any cause.

(2) For any system of waterproofing to be successful the concrete

must be reinforced to prevent temperature and shrinkage cracks.

A bibliography on the subject of Waterproofing of Masonry will be

published in the Proceedings in connection with this report.

(Circular No. 122.)

"The Board of Direction has directed the Masonry Committee to

report upon the Waterproofing of Masonry, covering methods, results,

970
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cost and recommended practice. To assist the Committee in formulat-

ing such a report, will you kindly place such information as you have,

bearing upon the subject, at the service of the Committee? The Com-

mittee desires reports of actual work of which you have knowledge,

covering the following points

:

"(i) Character of structure waterproofed.

"(2) Conditions requiring waterproofing; head of water, if any.

"(3) Material used.

"(4) Cost of application.

"(5) Cost per sq. ft. of surface covered.

"(6) Results obtained.

"Please give as definite an idea as possible of the effectiveness of

the protection.

"(a) Age and estimated life.

"(b) Present condition; number of leaks in the area covered.

"(c) Location of leaks; at joints, along web of girder, through ver-

tical or horizontal surface.

"(7) Further details or remarks.

"The fact that an application has been more or less unsuccessful

should not be reason for neglecting to report particulars, as the Com-
mittee realizes that it is dealing largely with failures."

ABSTRACT OF REPLIES.

T. L. Condron (Civil Engineer) : I hand you herewith a letter I

have received from Hugo Schmidt, Division Engineer of Buildings of

the Chicago City Railway Company, giving information regarding two

types of carbarn roofs built by that company. Supplementing Mr.

Schmidt's letter, photographs of the first type of roof described by him

are attached. These roofs were designed for the Chicago City Railway

Company by Condron & Sinks and the reinforced steel proportioned

to take care of shrinkage and temperature stresses, it being our belief

that concrete roof slabs could be so built as to positively shed water, if

reinforced in such a manner as to prevent cracks due to shrinkage as

well as bending stresses.

The second design referred to by Mr. Schmidt was a modification

of the original design, intended to lessen the tendency for cracks to

form in the top of the slab at the ends of the top reinforcing bar. As
more reinforcing is required to resist shrinkage stresses at the center

of the span than bending stress, the use of bars in the compression face

of the slabs at the center of the span is fully justified.

In designing reinforced concrete roofs, where no waterproofing is

to be used, we so distribute the reinforcing that the live and dead

stresses shall not exceed 18,000 lbs. per sq. in. in the steel and the

combination of shrinkage stresses with live and dead load stresses shall

not exceed 25,000 lbs ; also for cross reinforcing, where there is pre-

sumed to be nothing but shrinkage stress, we allow a stress of 50,000

lbs. per sq. in. All of these stresses are allowed only in steel, having
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an elastic limit of not less than 50,000 lbs. per sq. in., and for bars,

having a mechanical bond. We determine the shrinkage stress by con-

sidering that the concrete has a tensile strength of 200 lbs. per sq. in.

and balance the tensile strength of the concrete by a stress in the steel

of 50,000 lbs. per sq. in. Hence, the amount of reinforcing required to

take care of shrinkage stress alone would be i/25oth of the cross-

section of the concrete in the direction to be reinforced against crack-

ing.

We designed some large roof areas about five years ago for the

Indianapolis Water Company on the same basis as these roofs for the

Chicago City Railway Company. These roofs have also given entire

satisfaction. We have not, however, ordinarily attempted to build con-

crete roofs without a waterproof covering over them, for the place

where a slight seepage through the concrete would be injurious, as

even dense concrete, is apt to have some porous spots.

Hugo Schmidt (Division Engineer, Chicago City Railway) :— (1)

The structures covered with concrete roofs were car houses, having

roof areas varying from 2.V2 to nearly 4 acres each in extent.

(2) The roofs were intended to shed rainwater and a watertight

roof was not an absolute necessity ; therefore, no waterproofing what-

ever was used.

(3) The roof slabs were of reinforced concrete of 1-2-4 m ix - No
stones larger than J^-in. in size were used, and the mixture was made
rather wet. All reinforcement consisted of corrugated bars.

(4) and (5) No waterproofing was applied.

(6) The first two buildings erected were covered with a roof re-

inforced as per Fig. 1. It will be noted that the top reinforcing bars

all stopped at the quarter-point, also that two of the four bars sup-

porting the top bars were located at the extreme ends of top bars. In

addition to the top and bottom reinforcing bars designed to resist the

negative and positive bending ^2-in. square bars, 12 in. on centers,

crossed the bottom bars at right angles and rested directly upon them.

These bars were designed to resist the stresses due to shrinkage and

temperature in this direction.

(a) One of the roofs constructed as per Fig. 1 is now about

three years old. Estimated life at least fifty years.

(b) A few months after completion, characteristic cracks devel-

oped on the top and closely following the ends of upper reinforcing

rods. These cracks were noticed at ends of about 25 per cent of these

rods. Only a few of these leaks permitted water to come through.

The total roof area of over three acres is to-day practically watertight,

excepting in about eight places.

(c) The worst leaks are at points where cast-iron downspout

headers are set into the slab. Only two leaks are noticeable at joints

between the work of different days. We believe that this is due to the

fact that we insisted upon joints being made at the center of span, so
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that deflection of roof slab would tend to close this joint on the top.

Two leaks were noticed adjacent to steel girders. These cracks were

chiseled out, refilled and are now tight.

(7) No new leaks have developed in the oldest car house within

the last year and a half. Particular attention is called to the fact that

the roof slab, over 300 ft. wide on an average of 450 ft. long, has been

constructed as a monolith, no expansion joints being provided. One end

of the building is a little over 500 ft. long. Measurements taken of

expansion and construction of the slab due to temperature changes,

check very closely with calculated results.

Two newer car houses were constructed, having rocf slabs sup-

ported by reinforced concrete girders, as shown on Fig. 2. On this

design, ; t will be noted, every third reinforcing bar is continuous along

the top, the idea in this design being to secure a more uniform dis-

tribution of material near the too surface. The bars supporting the top

reinforcing rods were kept away from the ends of the top rods so as to'

reduce the effect of a cleavage line, which evidently was present in the

design of Fig 1. None of the roofs designed as per Fig. 2 are over

eighteen months old, but we are convinced that they are a substantial

improvement over the other type. Cracks at ends of top rods have been

practically eliminated (in one car house, measuring 265x420 ft., there

are only two such cracks).

In both designs we found difficulty in preventing leaks at longitu-

dinal junction directly over wall of a bay or building; for example, a

building seven bays in width was constructed by building two bays the

full length, then coming back ;md constructing three bays, and then

finally building the last two bays the full length. (See sketch at bottom

of Fig. 2.) Some of these joints would, therefore, be nearly three

weeks old. In spite of all possible care, a few leaks occurred along

these joints, most of which we have been able to repair and eliminate.

My conclusion is that reinforced concrete roofs can be designed

sufficiently watertight for car house purposes without the use of a

waterproof covering. This necessitates a very careful proportioning of

the steel reinforcement, a distribution of steel taking care of all live

and dead loads being only a solution of the easier portion of the prob-

lem. Our design as per Fig. 2, while being an improvement over the

work previously done, does not entirely solve the problem. The cost

of extra steel required for this purpose should not be as high as the

cost of a waterproof covering, and if the workmanship can be carefully

supervised, a roof of this type should require no such maintenance

expense as is necessary with all common roof coverings.

Chas. M. Mills :—The statements are based on the experience in

building the Market Street subway in Philadelphia, and observation of

similar work elsewhere.

The structure has sidewalls of reinforced concrete, floors of con-

crete reinforced when necessary, and roofs either of reinforced con-
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crete, concrete jack arches on steel beams, or reinforced concrete slabs

on steel beams. Notwithstanding the fact that the ground water is

tapped and pumped into the sewers, the structure was designed to be

waterproof, one reason for which was that at the time of construction

it was thought that the ground water might exceed the quantity which

could be economically handled and that the drains might have to be

closed. Where the back filling contained clayey material, the walls are

under head, especially after heavy or protracted storms. Certain deep

parts of the structure are under head permanently, being below the

drains.

After experience on the early part of the work, all waterproofing

was omitted, except on the roof; reliance for watertightness on all

parts except the roof was placed ' on longitudinal steel rod reinforce-

ment and in making the concrete with graded aggregates, having an

appreciable amount of fine material, mixed wet and well spaded in the

forms.

Three-tenths of one per cent of deformed steel bars was used on

the later part of the work, with satisfactory results, since there is no

leakage except in a few spots where bad joints were made, or where

the work was otherwise defective. No expansion joints were made in

the walls, and this quantity of longitudinal reinforcement distributed the

shrinkage due to hardening and the contraction due to falling tempera-

ture, so that the cracks are usually less than i/ioo in. wide, as found

by measurement, and average about 40 ft. apart on a typical wall. The

cracks show a line of incrusted salts frequently, left by the evaporation

of infiltering water originally, and many are entirely clean. All are dry

and have not at any time leaked in the usual sense of the term. Clay

or silt has been carried in from the exterior and choked the fissures.

A large increase in the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement could

have been made and still have kept well within the cost of water-

proofing, which involves expensive details and labor, in addition to the

cost of the waterproofing materials themselves and the direct application.

A moderate increase in the percentage would reduce the fissures so that

they would be scarcely visible, with corresponding increase in efficiency

in water exclusion.

All roofs were waterproofed with rock asphalt mastic placed in two

layers, each layer ^-in. thick. The results have been found satisfactory

after five years' service on the part of the work first completed. When
the roof consisted of jack arches on steel beams, steel mesh or small

rods were used to prevent fissures between the webs of the beams and

the concrete, and the precaution was taken throughout the structure

where waterproofing was used, to prevent wide cracks by the insertion

of longitudinal reinforcement, to assist in maintaining the integrity of

the waterproofing envelope. The waterproofing might have been omitted

on the roof, provided the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement had

been increased and assurance felt that the quality of the concrete work

could be kept to a high standard, which it is impracticable to do under
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the difficult conditions under which it is placed, and, further, provided

that sufficient grade were given to the roof for drainage. The grade

used on the roof was about i
z/2 per cent.

Originally it was intended to waterproof all of the sidewalls and in

the early stages of the work some waterproofing was applied. This

consisted of three coats of a residuum from the refining of petroleum,

with two intervening layers of burlap or muslin. The waterproofing

material penetrated and partly saturated the burlap or muslin, so that

the resulting envelope was a solid mass. Layers of asphalt and felt were

not used for several reasons ; one reason was that the source of leaks,

when they occur, is difficult to locate, since the leakage flows along the

laminations of the envelope, more or less separation of the layers being

unavoidable even with the utmost care in placing them. Another reason

was the decay of such materials on other work after relatively short

periods of exposure, the decay hastened by the gas liquors and other

matter with which water under city streets is charged. The permanence

of the materials which were used has not been ascertained, though

indications point to failure. No trouble from leakage has occurred

where they were used, this result perhaps being due in part to the

longitudinal reinforcement placed in the walls, about one-half of three-

tenths per cent.

From the tests made by the writer and from observation of the

result of the methods used on the work, also in view of trials made

with waterproofing materials compounded with the concrete in mixing,

the conclusion is reached that it is better to build a structure water-

proof in itself than to build one and try to make it waterproof after-

ward by coverings. The elimination of the question of the permanence

of extraneous waterproofing materials is very desirable, and the expense

of securing a proper concrete mixture and of the necessary longitudinal

reinforcement to give desired results is less than that of applying

waterproofing.

In cases where leakage occurred due to poor workmanship, or

where trouble arose about show windows at the stations due to leakage,

satisfactory results were obtained by the application of "Wunner's

Bitumen Emulsion," for which there is an agency in Chicago. This

material was applied on the interior of walls where leaks occurred and

gave results not obtained with any other methods tried. In similar

cases the writer would use it again.

C. F. Loweth (Engineer and Superintendent B. and B., Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul :—I think masonry should be so designed and con-

structed as to rarely require waterproofing, and that for most structures

this can be done with proper skill in designing and care in construc-

tion. Especially with concrete, which can be made nearly or quite

impervious to water if given a smooth surface of dense, well-worked

concrete. The usual waterproofing is an added expense and results in

delay completing the structure, which is oftentimes expensive in itself
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and always annoying, and, so far as my observation goes, is uncertain

as to durability and efficiency for the purpose intended.

I have made use of a number of waterproofing methods, but none

of them have been successful to such degree as to warrant recommend-

ing them.

H. S. Waterman (Chief Engineer, Detroit & Mackinac:— (i) I

have waterproofed the roofs of several flat-top reinforced concrete

culverts.

(2) The tendency toward a gradual seepage of ballast water

through the roof.

(3) "Medusa" compound and "truss-con" powder.

(6) Just applied this year; no leaks as yet.

(7) After building this character of structure for six years, I

found but one roof which showed a seepage of water through the con-

crete. This was on a 15-ft. flat-top span, and shows an efflorescence

forming small stalactites.

When using waterproofing powders I have endeavored to reinforce

culvert tops with a view not only of carrying a load, but of preventing

a possible crack into which the water might enter.

Hunter McDonald (Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St.

Louis) :— (1) Brick.

(2) A separate heating house for a depot, built during dry weather,

was found in wet weather to be submerged about 5 ft. by an under-

ground lake in limestone country.

(3) One to two mortar mixed with water in which had been dis-

solved J4-lb. of alum and %-lb. of soap per gallon.

(6) Before applying the mortar a well was sunk outside and the

underground lake pumped down to within 2 ft. below the bottom of the

basement. The pump was kept going until the mortar had full time to

set. The bottom was covered with 5 in. of the mortar and the sides

with 3 in. When set dry, the pumps were stopped and the water rose

5 ft. There have been no leaks. The furnace has run for three winters

and will likely run many more.

A. Q. Campbell (Assistant Engineer, Southern Pacific Company) :

—

(1) Reservoir 100x160x21 ft.

(2) To save loss, H : — 20 ft.

(3) Crushed dust.

(6) Results obtained—perfect.

(a) Three years.

(b) Perfect.

(c) No leaks, no seepage.

During the construction of this 2,000,000-gallon reservoir, on ac-

count of the water in soil, 4-in. porous tile drains were laid 18 in.

under subgrade and connected to the washout drain, to dry out the

floor before the concrete could be laid. These drains are still in the

same position and are so placed that if any seepage through walls of
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reservoir existed, same would be taken up by them and discharged

through washout drain. Except during irrigating season, the flow from

the washout drain will not be to exceed one-half gallon per minute, and

that would naturally come from the soils. Reservoir walls and bottom

are 7 in. thick, reinforced.

J. L. Campbell (Engineer Maintenance of Way, El Paso & South-

western System) :—We recently waterproofed four concrete-lined res-

ervoirs, carrying 12 ft. of water, with soap and alum and asphalt. The

concrete lining is 4 in. thick and covers approximately 160,000 sq. ft.

Two ounces of alum to one gallon of water and three-quarters of a

pound of castile soap to one gallon of water were used, applying two

coats of soap and two coats of alum alternately. This rendered the

concrete practically waterproof. I would not say that it made it abso-

lutely waterproof, but as far as we could determine there was no

measurable leakage. As an additional precaution, however, we covered

three of the reservoir linings with as much pure asphalt as the surface

would carry after the soap and alum had been applied. There is no

measurable leakage through concrete waterproofed in this manner.

On the fourth reservoir we used waterproofing made by the

Elaterite Paint & Mfg. Co., Des Moines, Iowa. The base of this water-

proofing is undoubtedly asphalt, and it is prepared so that it is applied

cold, as ordinary paint. From a number of experiments which we
made with it, it appears to be as effective as straight asphalt.

The above reservoirs were made by excavation in the surface of

the earth sufficient to raise embankments above the surface of the ground

the necessary height to carry 12 ft. of water plus a margin of two ft.

The earth so used proved to be unsuitable for reservoir work in that it

shrinks and dissolves to some extent under contact with water, and we
had much trouble with settlement and cracks in the lining of the first

two reservoirs in which the concrete was not reinforced. Even in the

last two reservoirs, in which the lining was reinforced with ^-itx. rods

spaced 12 in. center to center both ways, there was a settlement at

one point, producing small cracks large enough to produce a leakage

of i l/2 in. per day from the reservoir. We appear finally to have over-

come these difficulties by thorough waterproofing of the concrete, which

is a one-two-four mix.

J. E. Schwitzer (Assistant Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Rail-

way) :—It has been our custom to use five thicknesses of very coarse

burlap, thoroughly saturated with a mixture of pitch and asphalt. A
coat of this mixture is spread on the concrete and over each layer ol

burlap. We have used this for arches and retaining walls; also for

reinforced concrete decks of plate girder spans, with good results.
,

W. J. Backes (Chief Engineer, Central New England Railway) :

—

We are waterproofing all our arches and short-span concrete slab

bridges. The material which we use for waterproofing is Barrett's
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specification felt and straight run cold tar pitch. This is placed in alter-

nate layers of pitch and felt, three layers of pitch and two layers of

felt, same being covered with a J/2-in. coat of mortar. We have not

had any failures up to date. We have no waterproofing on our line

which has been placed over three years, and, therefore, would hardly

consider that such waterproofing as had been placed on our line has had

a thorough test.

H. T. Douglas, Jr. (Chief Engineer, Wheeling & Lake Erie) :—Some

years ago, as Assistant Engineer, United States War Department, I had

supervisory charge of building some of the seacoast defences to protect

the harbor of Baltimore. All modern seacoast defences are built of

concrete and steel, and the momentous question of preventing moisture

in these batteries, and particularly in the magazines, was given by a

Board of Engineers of the United States Army their most careful con-

sideration—the result being that a 3-in. air space around the walls, with

ducts to discharge the moisture, was introduced. Some effort was

directed to prevent seepage by plastering the faces of the wall in the

air space, next to the rooms, with a high-grade imported Portland

cement. In front of the magazines of these batteries there is usually

a solid wall of concrete, about 35 ft. in thickness, with about 30 ft. of

sand and 60 ft. of loam behind. The roof, however, from the gun

platform is only, say, three ft. above the ceiling of the magazines, this

being formed of steel I-beams and concrete. With all the experiments

tried we never saw anything which approaches success accomplished,

and even if the seepage could be absolutely arrested, unless artificial

heating is introduced to preserve something like uniformity of tempera-

ture, condensation and precipitation will inevitably result.

I have before me a report from one of the Consulting Engineers

of the Subway Commission in the City of New York, and the method

of waterproofing the subway found most effective was the use of one

course of hard brick laid in hot asphalt and laid on the extrados of the

arch, and not pack between the arch and excavation line with concrete

or any masonry laid in mortar, but to use dry packing through which

the water passed on outside of the arch ; and introduce 2x4 weep holes

just above subgrade at intervals, depending upon the quantity of water

necessary to be discharged. These weep holes were generally 25 ft.

apart. The use of this form of waterproofing was found not to appreciably

exceed the cost of brick laid in cement mortar.

Another method employed was to waterproof with sheet felt laid in

hot asphalt, using from two to four layers on the arch, and putting one

ring of brick, or four inches of concrete, over the waterproofing. This

method was not found to be as good as the other method above

described.

On the Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal Railway we had seventeen

double-track tunnels, of an aggregate length of 4.6 miles, the material

encountered being shale, soft rock, fire clay and other like materials,
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which required support, and lined to prevent disintegration with atmos-

pheric exposure. These tunnels were frequently beneath abandoned

coal mines, all carrying large quantities of water severely impregnated

with sulphur. Concrete was invariably employed for linking these tun-

nels. The timber supports limited the thickness of the ring of this

lining. The presence of this sulphur water in large quantities had a

serious effect upon the concrete lining. There is no doubt in my mind

that had a ring of bricks for both the bench walls and in the arch been

laid, with a course of hard shale bricks, the bricks being first dipped in

asphalt and laid up with bituminous cement mortar, that this concrete

would have been freed from the injurious effects the sulphurous water

and disintegration prevented, introducing, of course, weep holes in the

bench walls, just above the subgrade, so as to relieve the hydraulic

pressure behind this lining. This, to my mind, would have been the

proper and effective construction to employ. A number of cheap washes

have been introduced, but their value, so far as I have observed, is

negligible.

Refined asphalt is the one and only effective waterproofing that has

come to my notice.

R. N. Begien (Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio) :— (i) Half

through plate girders double track ballast deck bridge over highway

33-ft. span.

(2) To protect superstructure from normal rainfall.

(3) Coal tar pitch and felt.

(6) See remarks below :

(a) Age, one year; estimated life, net over ten years.

(b) Conditions good; no leaks in waterproofing.

(c) There are some leaks along the web of the' girders where ver-

tical concrete was not waterproof on account of being through girders

not entirely encased. It was not practical to waterproof this vertical

concrete.

(7) That the method of waterproofing that we speak of may be

understood fully, we give the following : Material used—Tarred felt,

weighing 14 lbs. to 100 sq. ft., and American coal tar pitch ; the felt

was laid 6 in. to the weather and the entire surface covered with six

thicknesses. The surface of each sheet and lap was thoroughly mopped

with hot pitch ; after this covering was entirely in place, the whole

surface was again coated with pitch. As to the effectiveness of this

waterproofing, we are not prepared to predict. Judging from our ex-

perience with roofing of this class, we do not believe it will be lasting,

and have given a figure of 10 years as estimated life, felt rotting out, no

matter how it is protected, in that time. Our experience on other

bridge work on which masonry slab has been put, leads us to believe

that a finish of a mixture of one part cement and two of sand

thoroughly applied, about one inch thick, will protect metal work and

prevent leaks where reinforced concrete has been used, providing, always.
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that proper expansion has been allowed. We have bridges completed

for two years in this way that appear to be in just as good condition, if

not better, than Bridge 80^ B.

Chas. S. Churchill (Chief Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway) :

—

We have not done much in the way of waterproofing masonry. Print

Y-7407 shows what we did in one case and answers Question 1.

(2) No special head of water—merely that due to falling rain.

(3) Materials furnished by the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Com-

pany of Chicago.

(6) Condition good at present. We are apprehensive that the

ballast may be forced eventually through the coating, and would prefer

a top layer of brick where the space is sufficient to admit it, to

avoid this contingency.

O. E. Selby (Engineer Bridges and Structures, C. C. C. & St. L.

Railway) :—The work we have done has consisted mostly of waterproof-

ing ballasted bridge floors over streets in and near Indianapolis, in con-

nection with track elevation. We have built eight structures of this kind.

The floor in every case consists of transverse I-beams covered with a

reinforced concrete slab about 4 in. thick ; on top of this is placed

the waterproofing, consisting of four or five layers of wool felt, ce-

mented with pitch or asphalt. We have used the asphalt in two places

only, the balance being coal tar pitch.

Prints showing the construction of the floor and waterproofing

at West Washington Street and National Road are attached. These

are the latest examples, and are better in some details than the earlier

work.

As to the results obtained, they have been uniformly satisfactory.

This does not mean that there have been no leaks, but that the leaks

which have occurred have not been sufficient to affect the dryness

of the streets underneath or seriously affect the durability of the steel

work. The West Washington Street bridge has been in service about

two years and has no leaks whatever. The National Road bridge has

five or six places where drops of water come through, mostly at

points over the bents. The Kentucky Avenue bridge has about the

same number of leaks, similarly located. The Massachusetts Avenue
bridge has more leaks than any other, because this was the first one

done and details for joining the waterproofing to the girders and the

stiffeners were not as good as those adopted later. Kentucky Avenue

bridge, Chicago Div., has a number of leaks sufficient to show white

on the iron work. These are the result, apparently, of the complicated

nature of the details in changing from through to deck construction

over the street. At Kentucky Avenue there have been some leaks

under the ends of the girders and floor, allowing the water to run

down the face of the abutment. This has not been a serious matter,

but it has been corrected in later construction by carrying the water-

proofing membrane down over the back of the abutment.
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We have tried various materials for protecting the waterproofing

membrane, using at different times brick, creosoted plank, pitch, con-

crete and cement concrete. The cement concrete seems to be the

most satisfactory.

F. L. Thompson (Assistant Engineer of Bridges, Illinois Central R.

R. Co.) :—The information given below covers the waterproofing of a

subway at Champaign, 111., built for four tracks over a street, the width

between parapets being about C5 ft. and length of bridge about 60 ft.

(1) This structure was a four-track subway, built over a street

crossing; the subway was made of concrete slabs. The slabs were built

about ]/2 mile from the point of the work and were afterward placed

in position by a derrick. The longitudinal cracks between the slabs

were filled with concrete and the horizontal cracks between the slabs

were filled with oakum to allow for expansion.

(2) There is no head of water. The waterproofing was put on

in order to keep the water from penetrating the concrete slabs and

rusting out the reinforcing bars.

(3) Burlap and Sarco.

(6) The results obtained for this waterproofing so far have been

good. It has now been in place two years.

(a) Ten years.

(b) Good-—only one leak developed.

(c) Location of leak is at a joint, and is caused, we think, on

account of the fact that at this point the enginehouse lead crosses the

bridge, and the workmanship was defective.

(7) The waterproofing consisted of three layers of burlap laid

in hot sarco, and then this was protected by l% in. of mastic.

J. B. Berry (Chief Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Rail-

way) :—We have waterproofed bridge floors both in the Davenport

. track elevation and between one of the tracks at the La Salle Street

Station, Chicago. In both cases asphalt waterproofing was laid on a

concrete base and was for the purpose of preventing water leaking

through onto the driveways below.

On the Davenport track elevation the area covered was about 9,400

sq. ft. This was a very difficult piece of work, and while it has never

been absolutely waterproof, leaking around the rail joints, we consider

it quite satisfactory.

In the train shed at Chicago we waterproofed as above about 2,500

sq. ft. ; the work was completed last spring and has thus far given

good results.

Robt. Trimble (Chief Engineer, Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania

Lines West of Pittsburg) :—At present we are waterproofing our

bridges in accordance with plan attached. The steel troughs are filled

in with concrete to a minimum distance of two inches above the top.

The concrete is finished smooth and sloped so as to carry the water
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out from under the track to gutters along the sides. Whenever pos-

sible the water is drained from the middle toward both ends by putting

in a summit. If this is not possible, the water is all carried toward

one end of the bridge. On top of this concrete floor five layers of

Hydrex felt are placed ; each layer overlaps the next by four-fifths

of the width of the felt. Each course is swabbed with .swabbing

material furnished by the Hydrex Company, excepting the bottom layer.

No attempt is made to get a bond between the concrete and the felt.

The felt is protected by a layer of concrete two inches thick, the top

surface of which is finished smooth. The felt is extended over both

ends of the bridge and well down behind the abutments.

Iron gratings, as shown on the plan, are sometimes put over the

gutter in order to keep the same free from the ballast and facilitates

the flow of water. Tile drains are put across the roadbed, behind

the abutments, to collect the water and carry it to the side of the

embankment.

The method above described has given us the best results of any

that we have tried. The following answers to your questions are for

a bridge at Chicago, waterproofed by this method.

(i) The structure is a steel trough floor bridge, over the subway

at Fifty-fourth Place. The troughs run parallel with the track and

extend from the abutments on each side to columns in the middle of

the street. The length of the troughs is 27 ft. 3 in.

(2) Waterproofing was put on to prevent water falling in the bridge

from coming in contact with the trough floor of the bridge.

(3) Concrete and Hydrex felt, as described above.

(6) The bridge is practically watertight.

(a) We can give no estimate of the life.

(b) Two small leaks near column and along one girder.

(7) The cost and results on this structure are about the average

for all of our bridges. We find the best results come from the bridges

which have no columns. The most trouble is experienced from crack-

ing over the columns.

The only masonry structure we have built in recent years which

was waterproofed is the Lacock Street Arch at Allegheny, Pa.

(1) The structure is a skew arch with stone masonry faces and

arch ring of brick with concrete backing.

(2) The arch crosses a city street ; the waterproofing was for the

purpose of keeping the water from leaking into the arch ring.

(3) The waterproofing consisted in covering the barrel of the

arch with a layer of cement mortar 2 in. thick and mixed one part of

cement to two parts of sand, and to which was added a chemical

known as Young's mixture ; 2^2 gallons of the chemical were used

per cubic yard of mortar.

(6) The arch is watertight, no moisture appearing on intrados.

(a) We believe the waterproofing is permanent.

(b) There are no leaks apparent in the arch.
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Wm. Hunter (Chief Engineer, Philadelphia & Reading Railway) :

—

* * * The following is a general description of the waterproofing

as executed on a number of bridges and two concrete arches on the

grade-crossing work on the line of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway

between Columbia Avenue Station and Broad Street, Philadelphia, on

work now practically completed

:

(i) The structures are of two general kinds: (a) Plate Girder

bridges of deck and half through construction, with trough and buckle

plate floors; (b) Concrete arches.

(2) The conditions under which the waterproofing- was done are

indicated above ; there is no head of water, merely the protection of

the metal and proper drainage of bridge floors and of arches.

(3) There were four kinds of material used:

Approx. Area.

(a) Natural rock asphalt mastic—no protection 52,350 sq. ft.

(b) Hydrex felt, protected by brick 7-775 sq. ft.

(c) "Positive seal" felt 6,000 sq. ft.

(d) Special asphalt mastic 7,ioo sq. ft.

Brief specifications for the above follow

:

(a) Metal painted with refined asphalt melted and diluted with

62 degrees Beaume naphtha. Asphalt mastic mixture (approximate).

Sicilian Rock Asphalt mastic 60 parts

Clean grit, to pass ]/& mesh 30 parts

Refined Trinidad asphalt 10 parts

Heated at work from 250 degrees to 300 degrees Fahrenheit.

Worked to free it from voids and ironed to smooth surface.

(b) Metal covered with concrete to level up. Five-ply Hydrex

felt laid over same in usual manner, connected with Hydrex compound.

Over this is laid a layer of hard burned brick laid in hot compound,

and afterward the joints and top of bricks covered with same.

(c) Positive Seal Felt. Applied on surface of concrete arch, five-

ply, and laid as specified, except that in place of the brick protection a

coating of Portland cement mortar mixed 1 to 3 and 1 in. thick

was used.

(d) Special Asphalt Mastic. One and one-half in. of asphalt

mastic applied in two layers and without any protection. Mixture

specified one part asphalt and four parts of sand or screenings by

volume. Quality of asphalt as follows

:

Contain not less than 97 per cent, bitumen soluble in CS-.

Shall not volatilize more than 5 per cent, with temperature of 350°

F. in 7 hours.

Shall not be affected by 25 per cent, solution H^SO* for 7 hours.

Shall not flow under 212 F.

Shall not become brittle at — 15 F. when spread % in. thick on

glass.

After application in usual way top surface painted with pure melted

asphalt.
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(6) None of the above work has been in position long enough

to give it a thorough test. All of the bridges have been constructed

in approximate halves, thus preventing making a really ideal job, on

account of the joint. Part of the work has been laid one year and its

action has been observed through winter and summer. Special attention

has been given to the action of the asphalt mastic on the tops and

sides of the bridge troughs, and it has been found that it has not

been brittle in winter nor has it softened unduly in summer. The only

cracking has been on the back walls, and it has not been serious.

The mixture specified for the mastic has been varied as allowed

under the specifications so as to make different preparations for (i)

the sloping surfaces, (2) the horizontal surfaces, (3) the vertical sur-

faces, and (4) the haunching along main girders.

(a) The estimated life of this work has not been determined.

(b) There are in all 9 steel bridges in the above-described work

and at time of writing two of them are absolutely watertight. In the

others there are a few stains and a few leaks, especially upon the

newer half of the bridges. The portion which was erected about one

year ago seems to be tightening up and the leaks decreasing in number.

In no case are they serious.

L. J. Hotchkiss (Assistant Bridge Engineer, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad) :—Our experience with this kind of work has been

mainly on Chicago track elevation, where we are waterproofing retain-

ing walls and bridges over streets.

The work on retaining walls is done by painting the back of the

walls with two coats of waterproofing paint. For this purpose we
have used an asphaltic paint and also a tar paint composed of one

part kerosene oil, four parts of Portland cement and sixteen parts of

refined coal tar. None of the work thus protected has been in service

long enough to judge of the merits of the waterproofing. We have

observed, however, that the asphaltic paint can be easily scraped off

the concrete with a knife blade, while the tar paint penetrates the

concrete to a depth of perhaps one-eighth inch and cannot he scraped off.

As shown on the accompanying blueprints, our tracks are carried

across the street on four spans of reinforced concrete deck girders

resting on concrete abutments and reinforced concrete columns and

cross-girders. These deck girders are rectangular slabs built in seven-

foot widths and put in place by means of a derrick. They form a

solid floor, on which ballasted tracks are carried. When this construc-

tion was started we planned to waterproof the joints between girders

by caulking them with oakum and pouring hot pitch on top of the

oakum. This method was tried out thoroughly, using pitch and various

kinds of asphalt, but was not successful. It was then decided to cover

the whole deck with waterproofing. Tarred felt, laid in hot pitch, was

tried experimentally. The felt is somewhat stiff and has but little

tensile strength. We found it so difficult to fit it into angles or over
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the various corners and inequalities of the surface on which it had

to be laid that we abandoned it.

We then tried a one-inch layer of mastic composed of one part

asphalt and four parts sand, but the mastic quickly cracked and was

in turn abandoned. We then decided to use fibrous material of some

sort having sufficient strength tc stand rough handling and pliable

enough to be easily fitted into and over the somewhat uneven surface

of the concrete.

A burlap saturated with asphalt was first tried. It was laid in

hot asphalt, three-ply, and covered with one inch of asphalt mastic.

This gave good results, but was expensive. The saturated burlap was

quite stiff and difficult to handle, and we concluded to try a plain

eight-ounce burlap instead. This was found to be very strong, extremely

pliable, and easily put in place, and has been used on all subsequent

work.

For the first two seasons it was laid three-ply and covered with

one inch of asphaltic mastic. During the past winter, however, a few

leaks developed at each subway, and in one place the mat of burlap

and its mastic covering was found to be torn apart over the columns

of the curb line. It will be noticed that at this point the concrete slopes

steeply down from the main girder over the street to the thinner girde r

over the sidewalk. It is thought the tendency of the ballast to slide

down this incline developed a force sufficient to rupture the water-

proofing. The slope from the street girder to the sidewalk girder is

being made much flatter, as shown on the plan. Before the burlap mat

is laid on, a piece of gas pipe is placed at the end of the street girder

and the mat laid over it. As the mat is completed the pipe is with-

drawn, leaving a projection or fold in the mat. This is pressed down
as smoothly as possible and the mastic carried over it. By this means

we hope to provide an expansion joint which will take care of any

movement which may occur and at the same time secure a continuous

layer of waterproofing material. We are also making the mat five-ply

instead of three.

The three-ply protection has now been in service about two years

and has given fair satisfaction. As previously mentioned, a few small

leaks have developed, but none of them is serious. With the use of

a five-ply mat, and the change in method over the curb line columns,

we expect to get entirely waterproof subways which will remain in

that condition indefinitely.

In this construction but little reliance is placed on the mastic as

a waterproofing medium. It is intended to protect the mat of burlap

and asphalt from damage by track tools. It is used instead of concrete

because it can be made much thinner, as the head room is limited.

No effort has been made to have the mat adhere to the concrete.

At the abutments the mat is carried well down over the abutments

and an efficient system of drainage provided. At the right-of-way lines

the mat is flashed up onto the parapet and into a groove in this
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parapet, the whole being protected by a layer of concrete. It is some-

times claimed that the waterproofing must adhere to the concrete.

This result can only be accomplished when the concrete is dry. As

a result it is often necessary to keep important tracks out of service

for several days. With our method the waterproofing can be placed

on damp concrete, if necessary, and the results so far attained have

convinced us adhesion between the mat and the concrete is not necessary.

The decision as to what is the best kind of asphalt for this work

is very hard to make. We have used both Gilsonite and oil asphalts,

and are not yet prepared to say which is the best. We have made

various laboratory tests. These include the determination of the specific

gravity, the percentage of bitumen, of paraffine and of inorganic mat-

ter, the percentage of volatilization at various temperatures, the condi-

tion of the material at o° F., the difference in penetration of a weighted

needle before and after the material had been heated to 400 F. These

tests are not considered conclusive. There is, however, a wide varia-

tion in the behavior of different asphalts under the tests, and they

furnish the best guide to making a selection which we have found so far.

We expect to try a partially distilled coal tar pitch instead of

asphalt, placed in the manner outlined above, and believe that with

either material, placed carefully under efficient supervision, a durable

and waterproof coating may be secured.

A. M. Kinsman (Chief Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad) :

—

(1) Second-Class Masonry Arches with concrete haunching and

one cellar wall in very wet ground.

(2) The arches were all filled with various kinds of filling, from

gravel and earth to rock mixed with earth.

(3) Young's Waterproofing Compound was used on all the arches

but one, which was covered with Sarco Waterproofing Compound.

(6) The structures on which Young's Compound was used have

shown more or less leakage throughout the entire surface of the

intrado, and the results were practically not as good as could have

been obtained using a strong cement plaster. The structure covered

with Sarco Compound, which is about one year old at the present

time, seems to have been effective up to date, the water draining free

and no indications of moisture in the intrado of the arch.

(a) The structures on which Young's Compound was used are

three to ten years old, and it is impossible to estimate the life of

this material.

(b) It is impossible to judge the present condition of the water-

proofing or the number of leaks in same, due to the inability to get

at same for thorough examination. The areas covered vary from 5

to 20,000 sq. ft.

(c) It is impossible to determine the location of the leaks in the

arches definitely, but during the course of application cracks showed

prominently in the quarter and at the key.
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(7) Referring to the cellar walls waterproofed, these walls were

constructed in ground that was very wet, necessitating a small hand

pump to keep the water down while the walls were being constructed.

On the third day the forms were removed and Young's Compound
applied, the water in the cellar having been lowered to come up

around the concrete. It was found that this method was not successful

in keeping out the water. A pump was then installed and the water

lowered, an additional thickness of 3 in. of concrete added to the 10-in.

wall on each side, making the wall 16 in. thick, the compound again

applied was again a failure, the pumps being unable to keep the water

away from the concrete while setting. A well was then dug outside

of the cellar walls, with a view of reducing the external pressure.

The walls were then recoated with 2 in. of Winslow's Compound, and

the pressure of the water kept away from the walls while hardening

and allowed to dry thoroughly ; the pump then being stopped, the water

run to its usual level outside the walls, and this method proved effective,

as the cellar has been dry for the past 18 months.



Appendix D.

PROGRESS REPORT OF THE JOINT COMMITTEE ON
CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE.

ADAPTABILITY OF CONCRETE AND REINFORCED CONCRETE.

The adaptability of concrete and reinforced concrete for engi-

neering structures or parts thereof, is now so well established that it

may be considered one of the recognized materials of construction.

It has proved to be a satisfactory material, when properly used, for

those purposes for which its qualities make it particularly suitable.

PROPER USE.

Concrete is a material of very low tensile strength and capable of

sustaining but very small tensile deformations without rupture ; its

value as a structural material depends chiefly upon its durability, its

fire-resisting qualities, its strength in compression and its relatively

low cost. Its strength -increases generally with age.

Plain concrete or massive concrete is well adapted for structural

forms in which the principal stresses are compressive. These include

foundations, dams, retaining walls and other walls, piers, abutments,

short columns and, in many cases, arches. In the design of massive

concrete, the tensile strength of the material must generally be neg-

lected.

By the use of metal reinforcement to resist the principal tensile

stresses, concrete becomes available for general use in a great variety

of structures and structural forms. This combination of concrete

and metal is particularly advantageous in the beam, where both com-

pression and tension exist; it is also advantageous in the column

where the main stresses are compressive, but where cross-bending

may exist. In structures resisting lateral forces it possesses advan-

tages over plain concrete in that it may be so designed as to utilize

more fully the strength rather than the weight of the material.

IMPROPER USE.

Failures of reinforced concrete structures are usually due to any

one or a combination of the following causes : Defective design, poor

material and faulty execution.

The defects in a design may be many and various. The com-

putations and assumptions on which they were based may be faulty

•Composed of representatives of the American Society for Testing Ma-
terials, American Society of Civil Engineers, Association of Portland Cement
Manufacturers, and American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association.

•This report has not been adopted by this Association, but is published
as information.
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and contrary to the established principles of statics and mechanics;

the unit stresses used may be excessive, or the details of the design de-

fective.

The design of reinforced concrete structures should receive at

least the same careful consideration as those of steel, and only engi-

neers with sufficient experience and good judgment should be in-

trusted with such work.

The computations should include all minor details, which are

sometimes of the utmost importance. The design should clearly show
the size and position of the reinforcement and should provide for

proper connections between the component parts, so that they cannot

be displaced. As the connections between reinforced concrete mem-
bers are frequently a source of weakness, the design should include

a detailed study of such connections, accompanied by computations to

prove their strength.

The use- of high unit stresses, approaching the danger line, is a

defect in the design of reinforced concrete structures.

Articulated concrete structures designed in imitation of steel

trusses may be mentioned as illustrating a questionable use of re-

inforced concrete.

Poor material is sometimes used for the concrete, as well as for

the reinforcement. The use of inferior concrete is generally due to

a lack of experience of the contractor and his superintendents, or to

the absence of proper supervision.

An unsuitable quality of steel for reinforcement is sometimes

prescribed in specifications, for the purpose of reducing the cost. For

steel structures, a high grade of material is specified, while the steel

used for reinforcing concrete is sometimes made of unsuitable, brittle

material.

Faulty execution and careless workmanship may generally be

attributed to unintelligent or insufficient supervision.

While other engineering structures upon the safety of which

human lives depend are generally designed by engineers employed

by the owner, and the contracts let on the engineer's design and

specifications, in accordance with legitimate practice, reinforced con-

crete structures frequently are designed by contractors or by engineers

commercially interested, and the contract let for a lump sum.

The construction of buildings in large cities is regulated by ordi-

nances or building laws, and the work is inspected by municipal

authorities. For reinforced concrete \y_ork, however, the limited super-

vision which municipal inspectors are able to give is not sufficient.

Means for more adequate supervision and inspection should, there-

fore, be provided.

RESPONSIBILITY AND SUPERVISION.

The execution of the work should not be separated from the de-

sign, since intelligent supervision and successful execution can be
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expected only when both functions are combined. The engineer who
prepares the design and specifications should therefore have the super-

vision of the execution of the work.

The Committee recommends the following rules for structures of

reinforced concrete for the purpose of fixing the responsibility and

providing for adequate supervision during construction

:

(a) Before work is commenced, complete plans shall be pre-

pared, accompanied by specification, static computations and descrip-

tions, showing the general arrangement and all details. The static

computations shall give the loads assumed separately, such as dead

and live loads, wind and impact, if any, and the resulting stresses.

(b) The specifications shall state the qualities of the materials

to be used for making the concrete, and the manner in which they

are to be proportioned.

(c) The strength which the concrete is expected to attain after

a definite period shall be stated in the specifications.

(d) The drawings and specifications shall be signed by the

engineer and the contractor.

(e) The approval of plans and specifications by other authorities

shall not relieve the engineer nor the contractor of responsibility.

(f) Inspection during construction shall be made by competent

inspectors, employed by and under the supervision of the engineer,

and shall cover the following:

(i) The materials.

(2) The correct construction and erection of the forms and

the supports.

(3) The sizes, shapes and arrangement of the reinforcement.

(4) The proportioning, mixing and placing of the concrete.

(5) The strength of the concrete by tests of standard test

pieces made on the work.

(6) Whether the concrete is sufficiently hardened before the

forms and supports are removed.

(7) Prevention of injury to any . part of the structure by

and after the removal of the forms.

(8) Comparison of dimensions of all parts of the finished

structure with the plans.

(g) Load tests on portions of the finished structure shall be

made where there is reasonable suspicion that the work has not been

properly performed, or that, through influences of some kind, the

strength has been impaired. Loading shall be carried to such a point

that twice the calculated working stresses in critical parts are reached,

and such loads shall cause no permanent deformations. Load tests

shall not be made until after 60 days of hardening.

DESTRUCTIVE AGENCIES.

(a) Corrosion of Metal Reinforcement.—Tests and experience

have proved that steel imbedded in good concrete will not corrode
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no matter whether located above or below fresh or sea water level.

If the concrete is porous, so as to be readily permeable to water, as

where the concrete is laid with a very dry consistency, the metal may
be corroded in the presence of moisture.

(b) Electrolysis.—There is little accurate information available

as to the effect of electrolysis on concrete. The few experiments that

are available seem to indicate that concrete may be damaged through

the leakage of small electrical currents through the mass, particularly

where steel is imbedded in the concrete. These experiments are not

conclusive, however, and the large numbers of reinforced concrete

structures subject to the action of electrolysis in which the metal

and concrete are in perfect condition would seem to indicate that

the destructive action reported was due to abnormal conditions which

do not often occur in practice.

(c) Sea Water.—The data available concerning the effect of sea

water on concrete or reinforced concrete are inconclusive and limited

in amount. There have been no authentic cases reported where the

disintegration has proved to be due entirely to sea water. The de-

composition that has been reported manifests itself in a number of

ways; in some cases the mortar softens and crumbles; in others, a

crust forms, which in time comes off. It has been found, however,

that where concrete is proportioned in such a way as to secure a

maximum density and is mixed thoroughly, it makes an impervious

concrete, upon which sea water has apparently little effect. Sea walls

have been standing for considerable lengths of time without apparent

injury. In many of our harbors, where the water has been rendered

brackish through the rivers discharging into them, the action that has

been reported has been at the water line and was probably due in

fart to freezing.

(d) Acids.—Concrete of first-class quality thoroughly hardened

is affected appreciably only by strong acids which seriously injure other

materials. A substance like manure, because of the acid in its composition,

is injurious to green concrete, but after the concrete has thoroughly

hardened it satisfactorily resists such action.

(e) Oils.—When concrete is properly made and the surface care

fully finished and hardened it resists the action of such oils as pe-

troleum and ordinary engine oils. Certain oils which contain fatty

acids appear to produce injurious effects.

(f) Alkalies.—The action of alkalies on concrete is problematical.

In the reclamation of arid land, where the soil is heavily charged

with alkaline salts, it has been found that concrete, stone, brick, iron

and other materials are injured under certain conditions. It would

seem that at the level of the ground water such structures are dis-

integrated, possibly due in part to the effect of formation of crystals

resulting from the alternate wetting and drying of the surface of

the concrete at this ground water line. Such destructive action can

be prevented by the use of an insulating coating which will prevent

this action from taking place.
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MATERIALS.

A knowledge of the properties of the materials entering into

concrete and reinforced concrete is the first essential. The impor-

tance of the quality of the materials used cannot be overestimated,

and not only the cement, but also the aggregates should be subject

to such definite requirements and tests as will insure a concrete of the

required quality.

CEMENT.

There are available for construction purposes Portland, Natural

and Puzzolan or Slag cements. Only Portland cement is suitable for

reinforced concrete.

(a) Portland cement is the finely pulverized product resulting

from the calcination to incipient fusion of an intimate mixture of

properly proportioned argillaceous and calcareous materials. It has

a definite chemical composition, varying within comparatively narrow

limits.

Portland cement should be used in reinforced concrete construc-

tion and any construction that will be subject to shocks or vibrations

or stresses other than direct compression.

(b) Natural cement is the finely pulverized product resulting

from the calcination of an argillaceous limestone at a temperature only

sufficient to drive off the carbonic acid gas. While the limestone must

have a certain composition, this composition may vary in much wider

limits than in the case of Portland cement. Natural cement does not

develop its strength as quickly nor is it as uniform in composition

as Portland cement.

Natural cement may be used in massive masonry where weight

rather than strength is the essential feature.

Where economy is the governing factor, a comparison may be

made between the use of Natural cement and a leaner mixture of

Portland cement that will develop the same strength.

(c) Puzzolan or Slag cement is the finely pulverized product

resulting from grinding a mechanical mixture of granulated basic blast

furnace slag and hydrated lime.

Puzzolan cement is not nearly as strong, uniform or reliable as

Portland or Natural cement, is not extensively used, and never in im-

portant work; it should be used only for foundation work under-

ground, where it is not exposed to air or running water.

(d) Specifications. The cement should meet the requirements of

the Standard Specifications for Cement. A number of societies have

been working on methods for testing and specifications for cement.

The best practice seems to be represented in the standard methods of

testing and specifications for cement which are the result of the joint

labors of special committees of the American Society of Civil Engi-

neers, American Society for Testing Materials, American Railway Engi-

neering and Maintenance of Way Association, American Institute of

Architects and others.
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AGGREGATES.

Extreme care should be exercised in selecting the aggregates for

mortar and concrete, and careful tests made of the materials for the

purpose of determining their qualities and the grading necessary to

secure maximum density* or a minimum percentage of voids.

(a) Fine aggregate consists of sand, crushed stone, or gravel screen-

ings, passing when dry a screen having YJ,-'m. diameter holes. It

should be preferably of silicious material, clean, coarse, free from

vegetable loam or other deleterious matter.

A gradation of the grain from fine to coarse is generally ad-

vantageous. ,

Mortars composed of one part Portland cement and three parts

fine aggregate by weight when made into briquets should show a

tensile strength of at least 70 per cent, of the strength of 1 :3 mortar

of the same consistency made with the same cement and standard

Ottawa sand.

(b) Coarse aggregate consists of inert material, such as crushed

stone, or gravel, which is retained on a screen having ^4-in. diameter

holes. The particles should be clean, hard, durable, and free from

all deleterious material. Aggregates containing soft, flat or elongated

particles should be excluded from important structures. A gradation

of sizes of the particles is generally advantageous.

The maximum size of the coarse aggregate shall be such that it

will not separate from the mortar in laying and will not prevent the

concrete from fully surrounding the reinforcement or filling all parts

of the forms. Where concrete is used in mass, the size of the coarse

aggregate may be such as to pass a 3-in. ring. For reinforced mem-
bers a size to pass a i-in. ring, or a smaller size, may be used.

Cinder concrete is not suitable for reinforced concrete structure,

and may be safely used only in mass for very light loads or for fire-

proofing.

Where cinder concrete is permissible the cinders used as the coarse

aggregate should be composed of hard, clean, vitreous clinker, free

from sulphides, unburned coal or ashes.

WATER.

The water used in mixing concrete should be free from oil, acid,

strong alkalies, or vegetable matter.

METAL REINFORCEMENT.

The Committee recommends as a suitable material for reinforce-

ment steel filling the requirements of the specifications adopted by the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.

For the reinforcement of slabs, small beams, or minor details or

for the prevention of shrinkage cracks, where wire or small rods are

*A convenient coefficient of density is the ratio of the sum of the volumes
of materials contained in a unit volume to the total unit volume.
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suitable, material conforming to the requirements of either specification

A or B may be used.

The reinforcement should be free from rust, scale, or coatings

of any character which would tend to reduce or destroy the bond.

PREPARATION AND PLACING OF MORTAR AND CONCRETE.

PROPORTIONS.

The materials to be used in concrete should be carefully selected,

of uniform quality, and proportioned with a view to securing as nearly

as possible a maximum density.

(a) Unit of Measure.—The unit of measure should be the barrel,

which should be taken as containing 3.8 cubic feet. Four bags con-

taining 94 pounds of cement each should be considered the equivalent

of one barrel. Fine and coarse aggregate should be measured sep-

arately as loosely thrown into the measuring receptacle.

(b) Relation of Fine and Coarse Aggregate.—The fine and coarse

aggregate should be used in such relative proportions as will insure

maximum density. In unimportant work it is sufficient to do this

by individual judgment, using correspondingly higher proportions of

cement; for important work these proportions should be carefully

determined by density experiments, and the sizing of the fine and

coarse aggregates should be uniformly maintained or the proportions

changed to meet the varying sizes.

(c) Relation of Cement and Aggregates.—For reinforced concrete

construction a density proportion based on 1 :6 should generally be

used, i. e., one part of cement to a total of six parts of fine and coarse

aggregates measured separately.

In columns richer mixtures are often required, while for massive

masonry or rubble concrete a leaner mixture of 1:9 or even 1:12 may
be used. These proportions should be determined by the strength or

wearing qualities required in the construction at the critical period of

its use. Experienced judgment, based on individual observation and

tests of similar conditions in similar localities, is the best guide as to

the proper proportions for any particular case.

MIXING.

The ingredients of concrete should be thoroughly mixed to the

desired consistency, and the mixing should continue until the cement

is uniformly distributed and the mass is uniform in color and homoge-
neous, since maximum density and therefore greatest strength of a

given mixture depends largely on thorough and complete mixing.

(a) Measuring Ingredients.—Methods of measurements of the

proportions of the various ingredients, including the water, should be

used, which will secure separate uniform measurements at all times.

(b) Machine Mixing.—When the conditions will permit, a ma-
chine mixer of a type which insures the uniform proportioning of
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the materials throughout the mass should be used, since a more thor-

ough and uniform consistency can be thus obtained.

(c) Hand Mixing.—When it is necessary to mix by hand, the

mixing should be on a water-tight platform, and especial precautions

should be taken to turn the materials until they are homogeneous in

appearance and color.

(d) Consistency.—The materials should be mixed wet enough to

produce a concrete of such a consistency as will flow into the forms

and about the metal reinforcement, and which, at the same time, can

be conveyed from the mixer to the forms without separation of the

coarse aggregate from the mortar.

(e) Retempering.-—Retempering mortar or concrete, i. e., remixing

with water after it has partially set, should not be permitted.

PLACING OF CONCRETE.

(a) Methods.—Concrete after the addition of water to the mix
should be handled rapidly, and in as small masses as is practicable,

from the place of mixing to the place of final deposit, and under no

circumstances should concrete be used that has partially set before

final placing. A slow setting cement should be used when a long time

is likely to occur between mixing and final placing.

The concrete should be deposited in such a manner as will permit

the most thorough compacting, such as can be obtained by working

with a straight shovel or slicing tool kept moving up and down until

all the ingredients have settled in their proper place by gravity and

the surplus water has been forced to the surface.

In depositing the concrete under water, special care should be

exercised to prevent the cement from being floated away, and to

prevent the formation of laitance, which hardens very slowly and

forms a poor surface on which to deposit fresh concrete. Laitance

is formed in both still and running water, and should be removed

before placing fresh concrete.

Before placing the concrete care should be taken to see that the

forms are substantial and thoroughly wetted and the space to be

occupied by the concrete free from debris. When the placing of the

concrete is suspended, all necessary gi coves for joining future work
should be made before the concrete has had time to set.

When work is resumed, concrete previously placed should be

roughened, thoroughly cleansed of foreign material and laitance,

drenched and slushed with a mortar consisting of one part Portland

cement and not more than two parts fine aggregate.

The faces of concrete exposed to premature drying should be

kept wet for a period of at least seven days.

(b) Freezing Weather.—Concrete for reinforced structures should

not be mixed or deposited at a freezing temperature, unless special

precautions are taken to avoid the use of materials containing frost

or covered with ice crystals, and to provide means to prevent the
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concrete from freezing after being placed in position and until it has

thoroughly hardened.

(c) Rubble Concrete.—Where the concrete is to be deposited in

massive work, its value may be improved and its cost materially re-

duced through the use of clean stones thoroughly embedded in the

concrete, as near together as is possible, and still entirely surrounded

by concrete.

FORMS.

.Forms should be substantial and unyielding, so that the concrete

shall conform to the designed dimensions and contours, and should

be tight to prevent the leakage of mortar.

The time for removal of forms is one of the most important steps

in the erection of a structure of concrete or reinforced concrete. Care

should be taken to inspect the concrete and ascertain its hardness

before removing the forms.

So many conditions affect the hardening of concrete, that the

proper time for the removal of the forms should be decided by some

competent and responsible person, especially where the atmospheric

conditions are unfavorable.

DETAILS OF CONSTRUCTION.

JOINTS.

(a) Reinforcement.—Wherever in tension reinforcement it is neces-

sary to splice the reinforcing bars, the length of lap should be deter-

mined on the basis of the safe bond stress and the stress in the bar

at the point of splice ; or a connection should be made between the

bars of sufficient strength to carry the stress. Splices at points of

maximum stress should be avoided. In columns large bars should be

properly butted and spliced; small bars may be treated as indicated

for tension reinforcement, or their stress may be taken off by being

embedded in large masses of concrete. At foundations, bearing plates

should be provided for large bars or structural forms.

(b) Concrete—For concrete construction it is desirable to cast

the entire structure at one operation, but as this is not always pos-

sible, especially in large structures, it is necessary to stop the work

at some convenient point. This point should be selected so that the

resulting joint may have the least possible effect on the strength of

the structure. It is therefore recommended that the joint in columns

be made flush with the lower side of the girders; that the joints in

girders be at a point midway between supports, but should a beam

intersect a girder at this point, the joint should be offset a distance

equal to twice the width of the beam ; that the joints in the members
of a floor system should in general be made at or near the center of the

span.

Joints in columns should be perpendicular to the axis of the

column and in girders, beams and floor slabs perpendicular to the

plane of their surfaces.
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SHRINKAGE.

Girders should never be constructed over freshly formed columns

without permitting a period of at least two hours to elapse, thus pro-

viding for settlement or shrinkage in the columns. Before resuming

work the top of the column should be thoroughly cleansed of foreign

matter and laitance. If the concrete in the column has become hard

the top should also be drenched and slushed with a mortar consisting

of one part Portland cement and not" more than two parts fine aggre-

gate before placing additional concrete.

TEMPERATURE CHANGES.
4

Concrete is sensitive to temperature changes, and it is necessary

to take this fact into account in designing and erecting concrete

structures. In some positions the concrete is subjected to a much

greater fluctuation in temperature than in others, and in such cases

joints are necessary. The frequency of these joints will depend, first,

upon the range of temperature to which concrete will be subjected;

second, upon the quantity and position of the reinforcement. These

points should be determined and provided for in the design. In mas-

sive work, such as retaining walls, abutments, etc., built without rein-

forcement, joints should be provided, approximately, every 50 feet

throughout the length of the structure. To provide against the struc-

ture being thrown out of line by unequal settlement, each section of

the wall may be tongued and grooved into the adjoining section. To
provide against unsightly cracks, due to unequal settlement, a joint

should be made at all sharp angles.

FIREPROOFING.

The actual fire tests of concrete and reinforced concrete have been

limited, but experience, together with the results of tests so far made,

indicates that concrete may be safely used for fireproofing purposes.

Concrete itself is incombustible and reasonably proof against fire when

composed of a silicious sand and a hard coarse aggregate, such as

igneous rock.

For a fireproof covering, these same materials may be used, or

clean hard-burned cinders may be substituted for the coarse aggregate.

The low rate of heat conductivity of concrete is on; reason for

its value for fireproofing. The dehydration of the water of crystal-

lization of concrete probably begins at about 500 degrees F. and is

completed at about 900 degrees F., but experience indicates that the

volatilization of the water absorbs heat from the surrounding mass,

which, together with the resistance of the air cells, tends to increase

the heat resistance of the concrete, so that the process of dehydration

is very much retarded. The concrete that is actually affected by fire

remains in position and affords protection to the concrete beneath it.

It is recommended that in monolithic concrete columns the con-

crete to a depth of one and one-half inches be considered as pro-

tective covering, and not included in the effective section.
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The thickness of the protective coating required depends upon

the probable duration of a fire which is likely to occur in the structure

and should be based on the rate of heat conductivity. The question

of the conductivity of concrete is one which requires further study

and investigation before a definite rate for different classes of concrete

can be fully established. However, for ordinary conditions it is rec-

ommended that the metal in girders and columns be protected by a

minimum of two inches of concrete ; that the metal in beams be pro-

tected by a minimum of one and one-half inches of concrete, and that

the metal in floor slabs be protected by a minimum of one inch of

concrete.

It is recommended that the corners of columns, girders and beams be

beveled or rounded, as a sharp corner is more seriously affected by fire

than a round one.

WATERPROOFING.

Many expedients have been used to render concrete impervious to

water under normal conditions, and also under pressure conditions

that exist in reservoirs, dams and conduits of various kinds. Ex-

perience shows, however, that where mortar or concrete is proportioned

to obtain the greatest practicable density and is mixed to a rather

wet consistency, the resulting mortar or concrete is impervious under

ordinary conditions. A concrete of dry consistency is more or less

pervious to water, and compounds of various kinds have been mixed

with the concrete or applied as a wash to the surface for the purpose

of making it watertight. Many of these compounds are of but tem-

porary value, and in time lose their power of imparting impermeability

to the concrete.

In the case of subways, long retaining walls and reservoirs, leak-

age cracks may be prevented by horizontal and vertical reinforcement,

properly proportioned and located, provided the concrete itself is im-

pervious.

Such reinforcement distributes the stretch due to contraction or

settlement, so that the cracks are too minute to permit leakage, or

are soon closed by infiltration of silt.

Asphaltic or coal tar preparations, applied either as a mastic or

as a coating on felt or cloth fabric, are used for waterproofing, and

should be proof against injury by liquids or gases.

SURFACE FINISH.

Concrete is a material of an individual type and should not

be used in imitation of other structural materials. One of the im-

portant problems connected with the use of concrete is the character

of the finish of exposed surfaces. The finish of the surface should be

determined before the concrete is placed, and the work conducted so

as to make possible the finish desired. For many forms of construe-
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tion the natural surface of the concrete is unobjectionable, but fre-

quently the marks of the boards and the flat dead surface are dis-

pleasing, making some special treatment desirable. A treatment of

the surface which removes the film of mortar and brings the coarser

particles of the concrete into relief is frequently used to remove the

form markings, break the monotonous appearance of the surface, and

make it more pleasing. Plastering of surfaces should be avoided, -for

the other methods of treatment are more reliable and usually much

more satisfactory. Plastering, even if carefully applied, is likely to

peel off under action of frost or temperature changes.

DESIGN.

MASSIVE CONCRETE.

In the design of massive concrete or plain concrete, no account

should be taken of the tensile strength of the material, and sections

should usually be so proportioned as to avoid tensile stresses. This

will generally be accomplished, in the case of rectangular shapes, if

the line of pressure is kept within the middle third of the section, but

in very large structures, such as high masonry dams, a more exact

analysis may be required. Structures of massive concrete are able to

resist unbalanced lateral forces, by reason of their weight, hence the

element of weight rather than strength often determines the design.

A relatively cheap and weak concrete will therefore often be

suitable for massive concrete structures. Owing to its low extensi-

bility, the contraction due to hardening and to temperature changes

requires special consideration and, except in the case of very massive

walls, such as dams, it is desirable to provide joints at intervals to

localize the effect of such contraction. The spacing of such joints

will depend upon the form and dimensions of the structure and its

degree of exposure.

Massive concrete may well be used for piers and short columns, in

which the ratio of length to least width is relatively small. Under

ordinary conditions this ratio should not exceed six, but where the

central application of the load is assured a somewhat higher value

may safely be used.

Massive concrete is also a suitable material for arches of mod-

erate span where the conditions as to foundations are favorable.

REINFORCED CONCRETE.

By the use of metal reinforcement to resist the principal tensile

stresses, concrete becomes available for general use in a great variety

of structures and structural forms. This combination of concrete and

steel is particularly advantageous in the beam, where both compression

and tension exist ; it is also advantageous in the column, where the

main stresses are compressive, but where cross-bending may exist.

The theory of design will therefore relate mainly to the analysis of

beams and columns.
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GENERAL ASSUMPTION.

(a) Loads.—The loads or forces to be resisted consist of:

( i ) The (had load, which includes the weight of the struc-

ture and fixed loads and forces.

(2) The live load or the loads and forces which arc variable.

The dynamic effect of the live load will often require

consideration. Any allowance for the dynamic effect

is preferably taken into account by adding the desired

amount to the live load or to the live load stresses.

The working stresses hereinafter recommended are

intended to apply to the equivalent static stresses so

determined.

Tn the case of high buildings the live load on

columns may he reduced in accordance with the usual

practice.

fb) Lengths of Beams and Columns.—The span length for beams

and slabs shall be tat en as the distance from center to center of

supports, but shall not be taken to exceed the clear span plus the

depth of beam or slab. Brackets shall not he considered as reducing

the clear span in the sense here intended.

The length of columns shall be taken as the maximum unsup-

ported length.

(c) Internal Stresses.—As a basis for calculations relating to the

strength of structures, the following assumptions are recommended:

( 1 ) Calculations should be made with reference to working-

stresses and safe loads rather than with reference to

ultimate strength and ultimate loads.

(2) A plane section before bending, remains plane after

bending.

(3) The modulus of elasticity of concrete in compression

within the usual limits of working stresses, is con-

stant. The distribution of compressive stresses in

beams is therefore rectilinear.

(4) In calculating the moment of resistance of beams, the

tensile stresses in the concrete shall he neglected.

(5) Perfect adhesion is assumed between concrete and re-

inforcement. Under compressive stresses the two

materials are therefore stressed in proportion to their

moduli of elasticity.

(6) The ratio of the modulus of elasticity of steel to the

modulus of elasticity of concrete may be taken at 15.

(7) Initial stress in the reinforcement due to contraction or

expansion in the concrete may be neglected.

It is appreciated that the assumptions herein given are not entirely

borne out by experimental data. They are given in the interest of

simplicity and uniformity, and variations from exact conditions are

taken into account in the selection of formulas and working stresses.
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For calculations relative to deflections, the tensile strength of

the concrete should be taken into account. For such calculations, also,

a value of 8 to 12 for the ratio 6 the moduli corresponds more nearly

to the actual conditons and may well be used.

TEE BEAMS.

In beam and slab construction, an effective bond should be pro-

vided at the junction of the beam and slab. When the principal slab

reinforcement is parallel to the beam, transverse reinforcement should

be used extending over the beam and well into the slab.

Where adequate bond between slab and web of beam is pro-

vided, the slab may be considered as an integral part of the beam,

but its effective width shall be determined by the following rules

:

(a) It shall not exceed one-fourth of the span length of the beam

;

(b) Its overhanging width on either side of the web shall not

exceed four times the thickness of the slab.

In the design of tee beams acting as continuous beams, due con-

sideration should be given to the compressive stresses at the support.

FLOOR SLABS.

Floor slabs should be designed and reinforced as continuous over

the supports. If the length of the slab exceeds 1.5 times its width, the

entire load should be carried by transverse reinforcement. Square

slabs may well be reinforced in both directions.*

The loads carried to beams by slabs which are reinforced in

two directions will not be uniformly distributed to the supporting

beam may be assumed to vary in accordance with the ordinates of

a triangle. The moments in the beams should be calculated ac-

cordingly.

CONTINUOUS BEAMS AND SLABS.

When the beam or slab is continuous over its supports, rein-

forcement should be fully provided at points of negative moment.

*The exact distribution of load on square and rectangular slabs, sup-
ported on four sides and reinforced in both directions, cannot readily be de-
termined The following method of calculation is recognized to be faulty,

but it is offered as a tentative method which will give results on the safe

side The distribution of load is first to be determined by the formula

l* + b<

in which r = proportion of load carried by the transverse reinforcement, 1 =
length and b = breadth of slab. For various ratio of 1/b the values of r

are as follows:
1/b r
1 0.50

1.1 0.59
1.2 0.67
1.3 0.75

1.4 0.80
1.5 0.83

Using the values above specified each set of reinforcement is to be calculated
In the same manner as slabs having supports on two sides only, but the total

amount of reinforcement thus determined may be reduced 25 per cent by
gradually increasing the rod spacing from the third point to the edge of
the slab.
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In computing the positive and negative moments in beams and slabs

continuous over several supports, due to uniformly distributed loads,

the following rules are recommended:

(a) That for floor slabs the bending moments at center and

wls

at support be taken at for both dead and live
12

loads, where w represents the load per linear foot and

1 the span length.

(b) That for beams the bending moment at center and at

wF
support for interior spans be taken at — , and for

wl'
I2 '.

end spans it be taken at for center and adjoining
io

support, for both dead and live loads.

In the case of beams and slabs continuous for two spans only, or

of spans of unusual length, more exact calculations should be made.

Special consideration is also required in the case of concentrated loads.

Where beams are reinforced on the compression side, the steel

may be assumed to carry its proportion of stress in accordance with

the provisions given under Internal Stresses. In the case of continuous

beams, tensile and compressive reinforcement over supports must extend

sufficiently beyond the support to develop the requisite bond strength.

BOND STRENGTH AND SPACING OF REINFORCEMENT.

Adequate bond strength should be provided in accordance with

the formula hereinafter given. Where a portion of the reinforcement

is bent up near the end of a beam, the bond stress in the remaining

straight reinforcement will be less than is represented by the theo-

retical formula.

Where high bond resistance is required, the deformed bar is a

suitable means of supplying the necessary strength. Adequate bond

strength throughout the length of a bar is preferable to end anchor-

age, but such anchorage may properly be used in special cases.

Anchorage furnished by short bends at a right angle is less effective

than hooks consisting of turns through 180 degrees.

The lateral spacing of parallel bars should not be less than two

and one-half diameters, center to center, nor should the distance from

the side of the beam to the center of the nearest bar be less than

two diameters. The clear spacing between two layers of bars should

not be less than J^-in.

SHEAR AND DIAGONAL TENSION.

Calculations for web resistance shall be made on the basis of

maximum shearing stress, as determined by the formulas hereinafter

given. When the maximum shearing stresses exceed the value allowed

for the concrete alone, web reinforcement must be provided to aid
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in carrying the diagonal tension stresses. This web reinforcement

may consist of bent bars, or inclined or vertical members attached to

or looped about the horizontal reinforcement. Where inclined mem-

bers are used, the connection to the horizontal reinforcement shall

be such- as to insure against slip.

Experiments bearing on the design of details of web reinforce-

ment are not yet complete enough to allow more than general and

tentative recommendations to be made. It is well established, however,

that a very moderate amount of reinforcement, such as is furnished

by a few bars bent up at small inclination, increases the strength of

a beam against failure by diagonal tension to a considerable degree;

and that a sufficient amount of web reinforcement can readily be pro-

vided to increase the shearing resistance to a value from three or

more times that found when the bars are all horizontal and no web

reinforcement is used. The following allowable values for the maxi-

mum shearing stress are therefore recommended, based on the work-

ing stresses given on pp. ion, 1012.

(a) For beams with horizontal bars, only 40 lbs. per sq. in.

(b) For beams in which a part of the horizontal reinforce-

ment is used in the form of bent-up bars, arranged

with due respect to the shearing stresses, a higher

value may be allowed, but not to exceed 60 lbs. per

sq. in.

(c) For beams thoroughly reinforced for shear, a value not

exceeding 120 lbs. per sq. in.

In the calculation of web reinforcement to provide the strength

required under (c) above, the concrete may be counted upon as

carrying one-third of the shear. The remainder is to be provided for

by means of metal reinforcement, consisting of bent bars or stirrups,

but preferably both. The requisite amount of such reinforcement may

be estimated on the assumption that the entire shear on a section,

less the amount assumed to be carried by the concrete, is carried by

the reinforcement in a length of beam equal to its depth.

The longitudinal spacing of stirrups or bent rods shall not exceed

three-fourths the depth of the beam.

It is important that adequate bond strength be provided to de-

velop fully the assumed strength of all shear reinforcement.

Inasmuch as small deformations in the horizontal reinforcement

tends to prevent the formation of diagonal cracks, a beam will be

strengthened against diagonal tension failure by so arranging the

horizontal reinforcement that the unit stresses at points of large shear

shall be relatively low.

COLUMNS.

It is recommended that the ratio of unsupported length of column

to its least width be limited to 15.

The effective area of the column should be taken as the area

within the protective covering, or, in the case of hooped columns or
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columns reinforced with structural shapes, it shall be taken as the

area within the hooping or structural shapes.

Columns may be reinforced by means of longitudinal bars, by

bands or hoops, by bands or hoops together with longitudinal bars, or

by structural forms which in themselves are sufficiently rigid to act

as columns. The general effect of bands or hoops is greatly to

increase the "toughness" of the column and its ultimate strength, but

hooping has little effect upon its behavior within the limit of elasticity.

It thus renders the concrete a safer and more reliable material, and

should permit the use of a somewhat higher working stress. The

beneficial effects of "toughening" are adequately provided by a mod-

erate amount of hooping, a larger amount serving mainly to increase

the ultimate strength and the possible deformation before ultimate

failure.

(a) Columns with longitudinal reinforcement only, the unit

stress recommended for axial compression, as given

under the heading, Working Stresses.

(b) Columns with reinforcement of bands or hoops, as

hereinafter specified, stresses 20 per cent, higher than

given for (a).

(c) Columns reinforced with not less than 1 per cent, and

not more than 4 per cent, of longitudinal bars and

with bands or hoops, stresses 45 per cent, higher than

given for (a).

(d) Columns reinforced with structural steel column units

which thoroughly encase the concrete cores, stresses

45 per cent, higher than given for (a).

In all cases longitudinal reinforcement is assumed to carry its

proportion of stress in accordance with section 3. The hoops or

bands are not to be counted upon directly as adding to the strength

of the column.

Bars composing longitudinal reinforcement shall be straight and

shall have sufficient lateral support to be securely held in place until

the concrete has set.

Where bands or hoops are used, the total amount of such rein-

forcement shall be not less than 1 per cent, of the volume of the

column enclosed. The clear spacing of such bands or hoops shall

be not greater than one-fourth the diameter of the enclosed column.

Adequate means must be provided to hold bands or hoops in place

so as to form a column, the core of which shall be straight and well

centered.

Bending stresses due to eccentric loads must be provided for by

increasing the section until the maximum stress does not exceed the

values above specified.

REINFORCING FOR SHRINKAGE AND TEMPERATURE STRESSES.

Where large areas of concrete are exposed to atmospheric con-

ditions, the changes of form, due to shrinkage (resulting from hard-
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ening) and to action of temperature, are such that large cracks will

occur in the mass, unless precautions are taken to so distribute the

stresses as either to prevent the cracks altogether or to render them

very small. The size of the cracks will be directly proportional to

the diameter of the reinforcing bars and inversely proportional to the

percentage of reinforcement and also to its bond resistance per unit

of surface area. To be most effective, therefore, reinforcement should

be placed near the exposed surface and well distributed, and a form

in reinforcement used which will develop a high bond resistance.

WORKING STRESSES.—GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS.

The following working stresses are recommended for static loads.

Proper allowances for vibration and impact are to be added to live

loads where necessary to produce an equivalent static load before

applying the unit stresses in proportioning parts.

In selecting the permissible working stress to be allowed on

concrete, we should be guided by the working stresses usually al-

lowed for other materials of construction, so that all structures of the

same class but composed of different materials may have approxi-

mately the same degree of safety.

The stresses for concrete are proposed for concrete composed of

one part Portland cement and six parts of aggregate, capable of

developing an average compressive strength of 2,000 lbs. per sq. in. at

28 days, when tested in cylinders 8 in. in diameter and 16 in. long,

under laboratory conditions of manufacture and storage, using the

same consistency as is used in the field. In considering the factors

recommended with relation to this strength, it is to be borne in mind

that the strength at 28 days is by no means the ultimate which will

be developed at a longer period, and therefore they do not correspond

with the real factor of safety. On concretes, in which the material

of the aggregate is inferior, all stresses should be proportionally

reduced, and similar reduction should be made when leaner mixes are

to be used. On the other hand, if, with the best quality of aggregates,

the richness is increased, an increase may be made in all working

stresses proportional to the increase in compressive strength at 28

days, but this increase shall not exceed 25 per cent.

BEARING.

When compression is applied to a surface of concrete larger than

the loaded area, a stress of 32.5 per cent, of the compressive strength

at 28 days, or 650 lbs per sq. in. on the above-described concrete, may
be allowed. This pressure is probably unnecessarily low when the

ratio of the stressed area to the whole area of the concrete is much
below unity, but is recommended for general use rather than a varia-

ble unit based upon this ratio.

AXIAL COMPRESSION.

For concentric compression on a plain concrete column or pier,

the length of which does not exceed 12 diameters, 22.5 per cent, of
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the compressive strength at 28 days, or 450 lbs. per sq. in. on 2,000

lb. concrete, may be allowed.

For other forms of columns the stresses obtained from the ratios

given under Design, may govern.

COMPRESSION IN EXTREME FIBER.

The extreme fiber stress of a beam, calculated on the assumption

of a constant modulus of elasticity for concrete under working stresses

may be allowed to reach 32.5 per cent, of the compressive strength

at 28 days, or 650 lbs. per sq. in. for 2,000 lbs. concrete. Adjacent to

the support of continuous beams stresses 15 per cent, higher may

be used.

SHEER AND DIAGONAL TENSION.

Wlhere pure shearing stress occurs, that is, uncombined with com-

pression normal to the shearing surface, and with all tension normal

to the shearing plane provided for by reinforcement, a shearing stress

of 6 per cent, of the compressive strength at 28 days, or 120 lbs.

per sq. in. on 2,000 lb. concrete, may be allowed. Where the shear

is combined with an equal compression, as on a section of a column

at 45 degrees with the axis, the stress may equal V? the compressive

stress allowed. For ratios of compressive stress to shear intermediate

between o and 1, proportionate shearing stress shall be used.

In calculations on beams in which diagonal tension is considered

to be taken by the concrete the vertical shearing stresses should not

exceed 2 per cent, of the compressive strength at 28 days, or 40 lbs.

per sq. in. for 2,000 lb. concrete.

BOND.

The bonding stress between concrete and plain reinforcing bars

may be assumed at 4 per cent, of the compressive strength at 28

days, or 80 lbs. per sq. in. for 2,000 lb. concrete, in the case of drawn

wire 2 per cent, or 40 lbs. on 2,000 lb. concrete.

REINFORCEMENT. . .

The tensile stress in steel should not exceed 16,000 lbs. per sq.

in. The compressive stress in reinforcing steel should not exceed

16,000 lbs. per sq. in., or 15 times the working compressive stress in

the concrete. fH

In structural steel members the working stresses adopted by the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association

are recommended.

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY.

The value of the modulus of elasticity of concrete has a wide

range, depending upon the materials used, the age, the range of

stresses between which it is considered, as well as other conditions.

It is recommended that in all computations it be assumed as one-

fifteenth that of steel, as, while not rigorously accurate, this assump-

tion will give safe results.
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ALTERNATIVE SPECIFICATIONS FOR METAL REINFORCE-
MENT.

A
(i) For wire and rod reinforcements the stetl may be manufac-

tured from Bessemer billets (not rerolled rails) and shall meet the

following requirements

:

(2) Tensile Tests.

Tensile strength in lbs. per sq. in* not less than 105,000.

Yield point in lbs. per sq. in., not less than 52,500 nor

more than 90 per cent, of the tensile strength.

Elongation in eight inches not less than 10 per cent, with

the following modifications :
,

(a) For each increase in diameter of y% in. above Y$ in.

a deduction of 1 per cent, shall be made from the

specified elongation.

(b) For materials from % in. to, but not including 5-16

in. diameter the elongation shall be 8 per cent.

For material 3-16 in. to *4 in. elongation 7 per cent.

For material % in. to 3-16 in. elongation 6 per cent.

For material less than % in. elongation 5 per cent.

(3) Bending Tests.

Test specimens for bending shall be bent cold under the

following conditions without fracture on the outside of

the bent portion

:

Around twice their own diameter: Around their own diameter:

1 in. diameter 80 degrees. J4 'n - diameter 130 degrees.

$4 in- diameter 90 degrees. 3-16 in. diameter 140 degrees.
lA in. diameter 110 degrees. % in. diameter or less 180

degrees.

B.

Steel wire used for reinforcement should be drawn from bars

of basic open hearth steel of the same quality as that specified for

rivet steel.

Test pieces of wire shall bend 180 degrees around their own
diameter without fracture.
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2. SUGGESTED FORMULAS FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.

These formulas are based upon the assumptions and prin-

ciples given in the chapter on design.

a. Standard Notation.

i. Rectangular Beams.

The following notation is recommended

:

f, = tensile unit stress in steel,

f = compressive unit stress in concrete.

E = modulus of elasticity of steel.

E
c
= modulus of elasticity of concrete,

n = E./ E c .

M = moment of resistance, or bending moment in gen-

eral.

A = steel area,

b = breadth of beam,

d = depth of beam to center of steel,

k = ratio of depth of neutral axis to effective depth d.

z = depth of resultant compression below top.

j = ratio of lever arm of resisting couple to depth d.

jd = d-z = arm of resisting couple,

p = steel ratio (not percentage).

2. T-Beams.

b — width of flange.

b' = width of stem.

t = thickness of flange.

3. Beams Reinforced for Compression.

A' = area of compressive steel.

p' = steel ratio for compressive steel.

f
' = compressive unit stress in steel.

C = total compressive stress in concrete.

C = total compressive stress in steel.

d' «= depth to center of compressive steel.

t « depth to resultant of C and C.
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Shear and Bond.

V = total shear.

v = shearing unit stress.

u = bond stress per unit area of bar.

o = circumference or perimeter of bar.

So = sum of the perimeters of all bars.

Columns.

A = total net area.

A = area of longitudinal steel.

A
c
= area of concrete

P = total safe load.

i. Rectangular Beams

b. Formulas.

to

Position of neutral axis,

k = |/2pn + (pn) 2 — pn.

Arm of resisting couple,

j = i--Lk.
3

[For f
s
= i5ooo to i6oco and fc = 6oo to 650, k may be taken at $].

Fiber stresses, *

f
- M _ M , ._ 2M = apf.

Steel ratio,

Ajd pjbd 2

p = i

jkbd2 jk

KirO
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2. T-Beams.

Case I. When the neutral axis lies in the flange, use the

formulas for rectangular beams.

Case II. When the neutral axis lies in the stem.

The following formulas neglect the compression in the stem

:

Position of neutral axis.

kd = 2ndA+bt 2

2nA + 2bt

"

Position of resultant compression,

z = 3kd^2t.JL
2kd— t 3

Arm of resisting couple,

jd= d— z.

Fiber stresses,

M r Mkd
f,=

Ajd
fe =

bt(kd-it)jd n k-i

(For approximate results the formulas for rectangular beams

may be used.)

The following formulas take into account the compression in

the stem; they are recommended where the flange is small com-

pared with the stem:

. Position of neutral axis,

4
/2ndA + (b-b')t* /nA + (b-bQtV

_
nA + (b-bQt

b'
+
v t>' ; b'
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Position of resultant compression,

_ (kdt'-§t3)b+r(kd-t)'(t + 3(kd-t))]b'
t(2kd-t)b + (kd-t)*b'

Arm of resisting couple,

jd = d— z.

Fiber stresses,

M * 2Mkd
f. f,

Ajd" [(2kd-t)bt + (kd-t)2b']jd"

3. Beams Reinforced for Compression.

C*C

Position of neutral axis,

l-r-n

k=^ 2n^p+p'^+n J(p+p')^n(p+p').

Position of resultant compression,

Jk'd + sp'nd'fk-—\
z = v

—

AZ.
k'+ 2p'n(k-^)

Arm of resisting couple,

jd=d— z.

Fiber stresses,

f = 6M _

f
M nf i-k

pjbdJ

f,' = nf,

k-^
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4. Shear, Bond, and Web Reinforcement.

In the following formulas %o refers only to the bars con-

stituting the tension reinforcement at the section in question and

id is the lever arm of the resisting couple at the section.

For rectangular beams,

V
V =

u =

bjd

jd.i-o

[For approximate results j may be taken at $.]

The stresses in web reinforcement may be estimated by

means of the following formulas

:

Vertical reinforcement,

Vs

Reinforcement inclined at 45 ,

Vs
P=°.7-jd-

in which P = stress in single reinforcing member, V = proportion

of total shear assumed as carried by the reinforcement, and s =

horizontal spacing of the reinforcing members.
t

The same formulas apply to beams reinforced for compression

as regards shear and bond stress for tensile steel.

For T-beams,

V V
v =

b'jd" jd.io'

[For approximate results j may be taken at f .]

5. Columns.

Total safe load,

P-fe (A, +nAf)-£eA(x+(n-i)p).

Unit stresses,

P
*V A(i+(n-i)p)

f.-nf.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—The Committee on Masonry, Mr. A. O. Cunning-

ham, chairman, will now make its report.

Mr. A. O. Cunningham, chairman (Wabash) :—As the time is get-

ting short, I will just read the conclusions of our report on page 104

of Bulletin 119. It is needless to read the first recommendation. I

would like to ask the Association to adopt the second recommendation.

The President :—The recommendation of the chairman is that this

specification be adopted as a whole in order to save time in going

through it, paragraph by paragraph, but it is before the house and it

is in order for anyone to make any remarks.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I would like to

ask for information, whether Appendix A, including these specifications,

has received the unanimous approval of the Committee. If it has, the

Committee being experts, the convention will necessarily be able to

reduce the amount of time allotted to the subject.

Mr. Cunningham :—It is unanimous on the part of the entire

Committee.

The President:—If there is no further discussion on the sub-head-

ing "Concrete Materials," it will be considered adopted.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

would like to ask the Committee if they anticipate having any trouble

in securing reinforcing steel with 60 per cent, ultimate. I recently

placed an order under that specification, and after a great deal of delay

I finally had to compromise on 55 per cent., and the work was delayed

for five weeks and the contractors said they could not furnish it without

making special arrangements for it.

Mr. Cunningham :—This is the same specification that has been

adopted by the convention for structural steel. It is given in the

Manual.

Mr. McDonald :—Having taken it out of the Manual and having

this trouble about it, I doubt the expediency of putting it in here now.

The President :—If there is no further discussion, the sub-heading

"Steel Reinforcement" will be adopted. The next is "Workmanship."

Mr. Cunningham :—I want to call attention to something the Com-
mittee wishes to insert on page 11, next to paragraph 46. It was left

out for some unknown reason : "The reinforcement shall be carefully

placed in accordance with the plans, and adequate means shall be pro-

vided to hold it in its proper position until the concrete has been

deposited and compacted." We wish to insert that after paragraph 46.

That is the only addition the Committee wishes to make under that
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heading of the specification. It should be numbered 47, and the follow-

ing paragraphs renumbered.

The President :—The additional clause is suggested by the Com-
mittee, to be numbered 47. Is there any objection to the paragraph?

If not, it will be adopted, together with this addition.

(The Secretary then read the matter under "Details of Construc-

tion;" also recommendation 2, on page 104.)

The President:—If there is no objection, recommendation 2 will

be considered adopted.

(The Secretary read recommendation 3.)

The President :—The Appendix referred to in this recommendation

jp found on page 112. If there is no objection, the recommendation

will be considered adopted.

(The Secretary then read recommendation 4.)

The President:—In the absence of any discussion or objection, the

reafcmmendation is approved.

Mr. Cunningham :—The Committee made a recommendation, No. 5,

which has been inadvertently omitted, and I would like to bring it to

the attention of the convention. It reads like this : "That the report

of the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete be received

as information and be printed in the Proceedings."

The President :—If there is no discussion on that recommendation,

it will be considered adopted, and the Committee relieved with the

thanks of the Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE VI—ON BUILDINGS.

(Bulletin 119.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

To facilitate the handling of the work of the Committee, it was

decided to adhere to the plan adopted for last season's work, by

dividing the Committee into three Sub-Committees, giving a portion

of the work to each. Sub-Committees were appointed as follows

:

Sub-Committee A : Maurice Coburn, Chairman ; H. M. Cryder,

C. H. Fake, P. F. Gentine.

Sub-Committee B : Wm. T. Dorrance, Chairman ; Geo. W. An-

drews, M. A. Long, C. H. Stengel.

Sub-Committee C: E. N; Layfield, Chairman; John S. Metcalf,

L. D. Smith, O. P. Chamberlain.

The topics submitted to your Committee by the Board of Direction

follow, and appended are the names of the Sub-Committees to which

each was referred, together with the name of the Chairman:

(i) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly. (Considered in full Committee, afterward

referred to Sub-Committee A, Maurice Coburn, Chairman.)

(2) Report on the use of reinforced concrete for coaling stations

and storage bins. (Proceedings, Vol. 10, Part 2, page 1109. Sub-

Committee C, E. N. Layfield, Chairman.)

(3) Continue the investigations on the design and detail arrange-

ments of oil houses at terminals. (Proceedings, Vol. 10, Part 2, pp.

1124-1128. Sub-Committee C, E. N. Layfield, Chairman.)

(4) Recommended conditions under which various types of roof

coverings are desirable. (Sub-Committee A, Maurice Coburn, Chair-

man.)

(5) Submit recommended designs for section tool houses ap-

plicable to roads of classes A, B and C. (Sub-Committee B, Wm. T.

Dorrance, Chairman.)

Several meetings of the full Committee and the Sub-Committees

were held during the year, the final meeting of the Committee being

held December 20, 1909, to complete as far as possible the work of

the Sub-Committees.

On the topics submitted by the Board of Direction your Com-
mittee begs leave to report as follows:
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REVISION OF MANUAL.

(i) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly. (Sub-Committee A, Maurice Co-

burn, Chairman.)

It was found that a number of discrepancies and also frequent

repetitions occur in the Manual of Recommended Practice, and that,

moreover, on account of the additions that have been made from

time to time, there is a lack of orderliness in the presentation of the

recommendations.

Your Committee has carefully gone over the recommendations of

the Committee on Buildings in the Manual, and begs leave to submit

the recommended Practice proposed. Your Committee has not deemed
it within its province under topic (i) to make radical changes in the

Manual. In one or two cases, however, changes have been made to

which particular attention has been called by footnotes.

WAITING ROOMS IN LOCAL PASSENGER STATIONS.

The use of one general waiting room for a local passenger station

(without reference to separate waiting rooms for colored people) is

recommended as good practice for the following reasons

:

(i) It permits the general waiting room to be properly propor-

tioned.

(2) It permits proper development of a retiring room for women,

with private entrance to the toilet.

(3) It readily admits of the other rooms being properly pro-

portioned.

(4) It permits ease of access from agent's office to the trains, to

the baggage room and to the waiting room.

(5) It permits the ticket office to be used for a registering or an

"O.S"ing office.

(6) It admits of the station being contracted in size without detri-

ment of facilities.

(7) It offers economy in heating.

ENGINEHOUSE DESIGN.

(1) Form.

(a) The circular form is recommended as preferable, with the

following exceptions

:

(b) At points where not more than three or four locomotives are

housed at one time, and where it is more economical to provide a "Y"

track than a turntable, or where it is not necessary to turn the locomo-

tive, a rectangular house either with through tracks or with switches at

one end only, may be desirable.

(c) At shops where a transfer table is used and an enginehouse

is to be added, and at special locations, a transfer table house may be

desirable.
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(2) Turntable.

(a) The turntable should be not less than seventy-five (75) ft.

in length.

(b) The table should be operated by power, preferably electric.

(c) If electric power is used, the wires should be carried in a

conduit up through the center of the pivot masonry and the turn-

table center.

(3) Turntable Pit.

*The side walls of the turntable pit should be of concrete or brick

with wooden coping not less than six (6) in. thick, and the ties under

the circle rail should be supported on concrete.

(4) Position of Locomotive.

In a circular house the locomotives should stand normally with the

tender toward the turntable.

(5) Length.

The length of stall along center line of track should be not less

than eighty-five (85) ft. in clear.

(6) Door Openings.

tThe clear opening of entrance doors should be not less than

thirteen (13) ft. in width and sixteen (16) ft. in height.

(7) Angle Between Tracks.

The angle between the adjacent tracks should be an even factor

of 180 degrees, so that the tracks at the opposite ends of the turntable

will line up with it.

(8) Materials.

(a) The material used in construction of the house should be non-

corrosive, unless proper care be taken to prevent corrosion.

. ^b) Reinforced concrete should be used below the floor when it

is cheaper than plain concrete.

(c) The additional security against interruption to traffic from fire

warrants the serious consideration of the use of a reinforced concrete

roof.

(d) When the roof is of reinforced concrete the columns and

roof beams should be of the same material.

(e) Reinforced concrete should be used for the walls only where

special conditions reduce its cost considerably below that of brick or

plain concrete.

(9) Doors.

Doors should be easily operated, fit snugly, be easily repaired and

maintained, and should not be susceptible to damage by wind, directly

or indirectly, and should admit of the use of small doors.

*Slight changes in wording. Brick is sometimes cheaper than concrete
and entirely satisfactory. The stone cap for pivot masonry is not necessary,
reinforced concrete being satisfactory.

tThe 12-ft. clearance is not sufficient to avoid chance of injury to employes.
The 17-ft. overhead clearance may be desirable, but it is not necessary.
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(10) Engine Pits.

Engine pits should be not less than 60 ft. in length, with convex

floors, and with drainage toward the turntables. The walls and floors

may be of concrete, and proper provision should be made for the sup-

port of the jacking timbers.

(11) Smoke Jacks.

*Smoke jacks should be fixed; the bottom opening should be not

less than forty-two (42) in. wide, and long enough to receive the smoke

from the stack at its limiting positions, due to the adjustment of the

driving wheels to bring the side rods in proper position for repairs.

The bottom of the jack should be as low as the engines served will

allow, and it should be furnished with a drip trough; the slope upward

should be gradual to the flue ; the area of the cross-section of the flue

should be not less than seven (7) square feet, and the material used

non-combustible.

(12) Floors.

The floor should be of permanent construction. It should be

crowned between pits, and that part adjacent to pits within jacking

limits should be of wood.

(13) Drop Pits.

tDrop pits should be provided for handling truck wheels, driving

wheels and trailer tender wheels.

(14) Heating.

(a) Heat should be concentrated at the pits.

(b) The general temperature of the engine house should be kept

between 50 and 60 degrees.

(c) The recommended method for heating is by hot air driven by

fans through permanent ducts, which should be under the floor where

practicable. The supply should be taken from the exterior of the build-

ing and no recirculation allowed. It should be delivered to the pits

under the engine portion of the locomotive. It should be heated as far

as may be by exhaust steam, supplemented as required by live steam.

(15) Window Lights.

(a) The disadvantages of roof lights are so much greater than

their advantages as to make them undesirable.

(b) Windows in the outer walls should be made as large as prac-

ticable and contain the largest glass or light area consistent with the

requisite strength. In general, the lower sill should be not more than

four feet from the floor and only sufficient space left between pilasters

and sides of window frames and girders and window heads to prop-

erly secure the window frames. Windows or transoms as large as

•Committee has cut out all reference to damper, and expressed size of flue
in sq. ft. of sectional area.

tLast clause in present recommendation not always true. Three pits are
more economical than two, in some cases.
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practicable should be provided over all doors where locomotives enter,

but where possible to avoid it window lights should not be placed in

doors on account of difficulty of maintenance.

(16) Electric Lighting.

*For general illumination there should be an arc lamp or something

equally efficient in each space between stalls. There should also be plug

outlets for incandescent lamps in each alternate space between stalls.

(17) Piping.

(a) The contents of boilers should not be blown off into the

house and engine pits, but by means of a blow-off pipe should be carried

to a suitable receptacle and used for heating, refilling and washout

water. The refilling water and the washout water should be maintained

at the same temperature in different parts of the house and under

suitable pressure by means of pumps and return circulating lines. As

necessary, the blow-off steam and water can be supplemented by steam

from the power plant and additional water. The use of warm water

for washing out and refilling considerably reduces the cost of boiler

maintenance and the time necessary for a washout or change of water.

(b) Compressed air with from 80 to 100 lbs. pressure which can

be used for operating air tools and also for hoists and blowing and

steam with 100 lbs. pressure for use in raising boiler pressure should

also be provided. The steam outlet is needed near the front end of

the boiler and the incandescent light plugs ; the blow-off pipe, the air,

the washout and refilling water, and the cold water connections, should

be near the front end of the firebox. Connections need only be pro-

vided in alternate spaces between stalls.

(18) Tools.

• fThere should ordinarily be facilities for the location of a few

machine tools, preferably electrically driven.

(19) Hoists.

tAiv hoists or cranes with differential blocks should be provided

for handling heavy repair parts.

(20) Power Plant.

Where circumstances permit, the efficiency of the power plant can

be increased by using the locomotive water supply for condensing

purposes.

*The arc lamp lias competitors, such as the Cooper-Hewitt lamp, which
gives evidence of being efficient for this purpose. Plug outlets in alternate
stalls, if sufficient in number, are satisfactory. The difficulties in maintain-
ing electric wires in an enginehouse make it desirable to cut down their
total length as much as possible.

tAir is used mainly in some houses for operating pneumatic tools. The
overhead outlet is not considered necessary. Connections in alternate stalls

are considered satisfactory.

JThere are other cranes not operated by air in successful use, such as jib

cranes on the front post or a trolley around the house near the outer wall.
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LOCOMOTIVE COALING STATIONS.

(i) In figuring the cost of handling coal, there should be included

charges for interest and depreciation, charges for maintenance and op-

eration (the cost of switching cars on to trestles should be included)

and a charge for the use of the cars for storage purposes.

OIL HOUSES.

(i) Where practicable, oil houses, at terminals, should be iso-

lated from the other buildings.

(2) Oil houses should be fireproof and the storage in large houses

should preferably be either underground or in the basement.

(3) Oils that are stored in sufficient quantities should be delivered

to the tanks in the house direct from tank cars. For oils that are

stored only in small quantities provision should be made for delivery

to storage tanks from barrels by pipes through the floor.

(4) The delivery system from ' the storage tanks to the faucets

should be such that the oil can be delivered quickly and measured

automatically. The delivery should also be such that there will be a

minimum of dripping at the faucet and that the dripping be drained

back to the storage tanks.

REINFORCED CONCRETE COALING STATIONS.

(2) Rep.ort on the use of reinforced concrete for coaling stations and

storage bins. (Proceedings, Vol. 10, Part 2, page 1109. Sub-

committee C, E. N. Layfield, Chairman.)

Plans for reinforced concrete plants recently built, or now in

process of construction, have been examined by your Committee, four

of which are shown on the following pages.

While it has been difficult to obtain data as to comparative costs

of reinforced concrete stations and timber structures, your Committee

sees' no reason to change the opinion previously expressed that the

cost of the reinforced concrete structures averages about 50 per cent,

greater than that of timber structures of like capacity.

It would seem that the use of the reinforced concrete type of

coaling stations and storage bins is increasing. In many cases, no

doubt, the freedom of this type from the danger of the loss of the

structure and contents by fire due to spontaneous combustion of soft

coal will cause many engineers to install one or more of those struc-

tures so that they may have a practical test of their efficiency.

Your Committee does not present any recommendations for the

general adoption of this type of coaling stations and storage bins.

The Committee is indebted to Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Roberts & Schaefer
Co. and Atlas Portland Cement Co. for valuable information regarding rein-
forced concrete coaling stations.
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Fig. 3.

—

Coal Storage Plant with Auxiliary Sand Storage, South-

ern Railway, Asheville, N. C.
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Southern F?a //uJay
rtsheville, /Y C.

Coa/ /OOO Torts (weiqhin,?)Sand IOO Tons

Fig. 4.

—

Coal Storage Plant with Auxiliary Sand Storage, South-

ern Railway, Asheville, N. C.
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Fig. 5.

—

Double Pocket Coaling Station, Chicago & Alton Railroad,

Ridgely, III.
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Fig. 6.

—

Douele Pocket Coaling Station, Chicago & Alton Railroad.

Ridgely, III.
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Fig. 7.

—

Elevation of Coaling Station, Norfolk & Western Railway,

Concord. Va.
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rSand Spout *2.

Fjg. 8.—General Drawings of Coaling Station, Norfolk & Western

Railway, Concord, Va.
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OIL HOUSES.

(3) Continue the investigations on the design and detail arrangements

of oil houses at terminals. Proceedings, Vol. 10, Part 2, pp. 1124-

1128. Sub-Committee C, E. N. Layfield, Chairman.) -

Your Committee has revised the typical oil house cross-section

shown on page 1127 of last year's report (Fig. 10) and begs leave

to submit the following additional conclusions

:

(5) Openings for ventilation should be provided above the level of

the top of the tanks.

(6) Lighting, when practicable, should be by electricity and heat-

ing by steam.

flow ofPumps foEe convemen/Zy Zocj/so'

one /oresc/? fr/hd'o/o//'.

/scfefed/jum/is m&y6e/n Eu//a'/ngr or
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Z^Ees Zh f/oor/o Su6/>/y AsnZs EomE?r/e/5

.

&ty//c//r7& /o Se />ej/ec/jby s/ej/77 t?/?d'//&/?/&/
/ye/Gr/svcz/y w/?er? <?*&'&/>fe .

-L 1 ZO' O'- :

Z?£COMMENDED T/P/CAL O/L HOUSE

20 FT x 40 FT

C/ioss Sect/on

/?r//vroF?c£Q C Mcff£r£/l£
_
/
?__

4t
..•g-raj.'ijAv";^-'.'.^-;!.'.';'!'.'.'-''*^
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(4)
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&s /-eoair&Z. •snd'Ee^draom /r>Axs&w/
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Fig. 10.

ROOF COVERINGS.

Recommended conditions under which various types of roof cov-

erings are desirable. (Sub-Committee A, Maurice Coburn, Chair-

man.)

Your Committee does not present definite recommendations. The

following information is given as a progress report

:

TILE,

A roof of well-burned tile properly laid is probably unexcelled for

a pitch of six (6) in. or more to the foot. It is so heavy in appear-

ance that it ordinarily does not look well on a frame building.
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SLATE ROOF.

A slate roof is cheaper in cost and lighter in weight than tile.

It will give results almost as good and can be used satisfactorily on

wooden buildings. The pitch should not be less than for a tile roof.

WOOD SHINGLES.

A wood shingle roof properly laid and of good material will last

for many years. First-class shingles can still be obtained from the

Pacific Coast for a reasonable price. If the shingles are dipped in

linseed oil or creosote, their life will be considerably increased.

Painting after laying induces decay and should be avoided. When
the roof is old and a little out of shape it is somewhat dangerous,

providing a chance for the lodgment of sparks. The pitch - should be

at least 6 in. to the foot.

BUILT-UP ROOFS.

Roofing built up of felt saturated with coal tar, cemented together

with coal-tar pitch and covered with a protective coating of gravel or

slag, has shown by long experience its great serviceability for flat

surfaces.

The following specifications give what is considered good practice

in the laying of such roof coverings over boards and over concrete:

SPECIFICATION FOR FIVE-PLY TAR AND GRAVEL OR SLAG ROOF (OVER BOARDS).

(To follow description of Roof Sheathing.)

Over the foregoing shall be laid a coal-tar pitch, felt and gravel

or slag roof.

There shall be used one (i) thickness of sheathing paper or un-

saturated felt, five (s) thicknesses of saturated felt weighing not less

than fourteen (14) lbs. per one hundred (100) sq. ft., single thick-

ness, and not less than one hundred and twenty (120) lbs. of pitch,

and not less than four hundred (400) lbs. of gravel or three hun-

dred (300) lbs. of slag from *4 to 5^-in. in size free from dirt, per

one hundred (100) sq. ft. of completed roof.

The material shall be applied as follows: First, lay the sheathing

or unsaturated felt lapping each sheet one (1) in. over the preceding

one. Second, lay two (2) full thicknesses of tarred felt, lapping

each sheet seventeen (17) in. over the preceding one, and nailing as

often as may be necessary to hold the sheets in place until remaining

felt is applied. Third, coat the entire surface of this two-ply with

hot pitch mopped on uniformly. Fourth, lay three (3) full thick-

nesses of felt, lapping each sheet twenty-two (22) in. over the pre-

Note.—The above specification is designed for roofs having an incline not
exceeding three (3) in. to the foot.

Note.—The Committee is indebted to the Barrett Manufacturing Company
for the above information.
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ceding one, mopping with hot pitch the full width of the twenty-two

(22) inch lap between the plies, so that in no case in the last three

plies shall felt touch felt. Such nailing as is necessary shall be done

so that all nails will be covered by not less than two (2) plies of felt.

Fifth, spread over the entire surface of the roof a uniform coating of

pitch, into which, while hot, imbed the gravel or slag. The gravel or

slag in all cases must be dry. (See Fig. 11.)

SPECIFICATION FOR FIVE-PLY TAR AND GRAVEL OR SLAG ROOF (OVER CONCRETE).

(To follow description of Concrete, which should be smooth and perfectly

graded to carry water to outlet or gutter.)

Over the foregoing shall be laid a coal-tar pitch, felt and gravel ^?°2''g

or slag roof. Concrete).

There shall be used five (5) thicknesses of saturated felt weighing

not less than fourteen (14) lbs. per one hundred (100) sq. ft., single

thickness, not less than two hundred (200) lbs. of pitch, and not less

than four hundred (400) lbs. of gravel or three hundred (300) lbs.

of slag from ^4 to 5^-i"- 'n size > free from dirt, per one hundred (100)

sq. ft. of completed roof.

The material shall be applied as follows : First, coat the concrete

with hot pitch mopped on uniformly. Second, lay two (2) full thick-

nesses of tarred felt, lapping each sheet seventeen (17) in. over the

preceding one, and mop with hot pitch the full width of the seven-

teen (17) inch lap, so that in no case shall felt touch felt. Third, coat

the entire surface with hot pitch, mopped on uniformly. Fourth, lay

three (3) full thicknesses of felt, lapping each sheet twenty-two (22)

in. over the preceding one, mopping with hot pitch the full width

of the twenty-two (22) inch lap between the plies, so that in no case

shall felt touch felt. Fifth, spread over the entire surface of the roof a

uniform coat of pitch, into which, while hot, imbed the gravel or slag.

The gravel or slag in all cases must be dry. (See Fig. 12.)

The felt is saturated with tar from which the water and more
volatile oils have been removed. The pitch is coal tar from which

the creosote oils have been distilled. The pitch should be so soft

that it can be used at all times without the addition of coal tar or

oil on the work, and yet so hard that it can be easily handled in

warm weather. The best pitch for use in Winnipeg would not be

satisfactory in New Orleans. If the pitch is too soft, it will run and*

the coating cannot be made thick enough. If too hard, or if used in

too small quantity, the gravel will not stick. The gravel acts as a

protection to the surface from walking on the roof, and from the

Note.—The above specification is designed for roofs having an incline
not exceeding one (1) inch to the foot, and by adding the words "such nailing
as is necessary shall be done so that all nails will be covered by at least
two (2) plies of felt," the Specification is suited for inclines not exceeding
three (3) inches to the foot.
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action of the sun, and also keeps the pitch from running. The gravel

of the sizes specified is supposed to give the greatest amount of pro*

tection to the pitch, without being in danger of washing off. The

sheathing paper or unsaturated felt is placed on the bottom next

the roof boards, mainly to keep any pitch which might penetrate the

two-ply felt above it from cementing the roofing to the roof boards.

It also is of value in preventing the drying out of the roof through

open joints from below. The saturated felts should be nailed whet)

there is any chance of disturbance of the roof from underneath by

wind and also enough to hold it in place while laying. The practice

in regard to nailing varies in different parts of the country. Better

results can be assured if matched sheathing is used. The two layers

of saturated felt first laid are necessary in order tc carry the amount

of pitch which must be handled in one mopping.

After the original two layers of saturated felt are used, the addi-

tional layers are merely to give additional thickness of wearing ma-

terial, and with a roof properly laid, the greater the amount of felt

and pitch used the greater the life of the roof. Ten-ply roofs have

been laid. If too much pitch on top is used, it will run. The flatter

the roof, the greater the life.

There are several grades of tar sold—the old-style strictly coal-

gas tar, the tar from by-producr coke ovens and the tar from the oil

used in enriching water gas. Their value for roofing purposes is

assumed to be in the order named.

The oil tar is supposed to contain volatile oils which evaporate

gradually, leaving the residue brittle.

The increasing value of and the demand for creosote and other

available residues of coal tar, with the attendant increase in the numbel

of by-product plants, is increasing the output of coal tar.

It should be understood that there is a considerable variation ii

the quality of the tar produced, both in the by-product plants and

from the gas houses. Good coal-gas tar can be bought under the

guarantee of reputable manufacturers.

The inspection of a built-up roof is a difficult matter. The Na-

tional Association of Master Gravel and Slag Roofers of America are

endeavoring to insure the construction of good roofs. They recom-

mend specifications about as follows

:

"Labels.—All pitch and felt used on this work shall bear the

manufacturer's label, and the felt shall also bear the manufacturer's

label, stating the minimum weight per hundred (ioo) sq. ft., single

thickness.

"Inspection.—The architect reserves the right to inspect the roof

by cutting a slit not less than three (3) ft. long at right angles with

the way the felt is laid before the gravel is applied."
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Figs, ii and 12 show the proper method of building up a five-ply

roof covering on boards and concrete, respectively.

One arrangement suggested to insure the specified quantity of

materials is to weigh all materials which come onto the work and

insist on the proper amount being used.

No specifications for coal-tar pitch and saturated felt are available,

and the only assurance of good quality is the guarantee of the manu-

facturer.

With a proper foundation, a coal-tar roof perfectly flat, covered

with water, would theoretically have an indefinite life. The steeper

the pitch, the more chance there is for the gravel or slag to be

washed off and for the pitch to run in warm weather. Crushed ma-

terial, such as quartz with rough edges, is better than rounded gravel

for covering steep slopes. The steeper the slope, the more chance

there is that the pitch will run down so that there is not enough

pitch left to properly protect the felt.

Asphalt is used for this purpose. It is, of course, variable in

quality. It is claimed that its volatile constituents are so great that

it deteriorates gradually. It seems to be relatively of more value

for steep slopes than for flat surfaces.

READY ROOFING.

The roofings which come ready to lay are made on the principle

of the built-up roof, but in a preparation which comes rolled it is

impossible to get the amount of waterproof material deemed necessary

for a good built-up roof.

Asphalt is generally considered better for this purpose than coal tar.

The weakness of this type of roof covering lies also in the ex-

posed lap and nailing and in the narrow lap.

These coverings are valuable because of their economy for small,

isolated and temporary buildings. They do not require the expert help

required for a built-up roof.

TIN.

A tin roof can be used for almost all slopes, and if properly and

frequently painted, gives good results, where it is not exposed to

locomotive gases. Its maintenance is, however, expensive. It can be

easily damaged and it is not suitable for railroad purposes except

under special conditions.

PATENT SHINGLES.

There are also on the market various types of metal and com-

position shingles. Reinforced concrete slabs from 5 to 6 ft. long

have been used for this purpose. Corrugated iron, asbestos boards,

asbestos protected metal and tin or galvanized iron shingles are among

those offered for sale.
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SECTION TOOL HOUSE.

(5) Submit recommended designs for section tool houses applicable

to roads of Classes A, B and C. (Sub-Committee D, Wm. T.

Dorrance, Chairman.)

Your Committee begs leave to submit the following conclusions as

its recommendation for the three classes of roads, A, B and C:

Class A

:

House, 14x20 ft., with long dimension parallel to track; house to

have sliding door 8 ft. in clear at extreme end on track side to permit

the storing of handcar.

Building to be on wooden posts, unless the location can be per-

manent, in which case brick or concrete piers may be substituted

for posts.
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Fig. 13.

—

Recommended Typical Section Tool House for Roads of

Class A.

Building to be covered with drop siding.

Roof to be slate or asbestos shingles. (It is considered especially

dangerous to have the ordinary shingle construction on buildings of

this type.)

Building to have window openings on two sides and sliding shut-

ters. (No glass to be used in windows or doors.) (Fig. 13.)
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Class B

:

House, 12x16 ft., with long dimension parallel to the track; house

to have sliding door 8 ft. in clear at extreme end on track side to per-

mit the storing of handcar.

Building to be on wooden posts, unless the location can be perma-

nent, in which case brick or concrete piers may be substituted for posts.

Building to be covered with drop siding.

Roof to be slate or asbestos shingles. (It is considered especially

dangerous to have the ordinary shingle construction on buildings of this

type.)

Building to have window openings on two sides and sliding shutters.

( Xo glass to be used in windows or doors.) (Fig. 14.)
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Fig. 14.

—

Recommended Typical Section Tool House for Roads of

Class B.

Class C:

House, 10x14 ft., with the short dimension parallel to the track,

with double swinging door, swinging out on the end nearest the track.

Building to be on wooden posts, unless the location can be per-

manent, in which case brick or concrete piers may be substituted for

posts.
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Building to be covered with drop siding.

Roof to be slate or asbestos shingles. (It is considered especially

dangerous to have the ordinary shingle construction on buildings of

this type.)

Building to have window openings on two sides and sliding shut-

ters. (No glass to be used in windows or doors.) (Fig 15.)
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Fig. 15.

—

Recommended Typical Section Tool House for Roads of

Class C.

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) Your Committee recommends that the changes in the Manual

of Recommended Practice, as set forth in the report, be approved.

(2) That the recommendations under the heading of Oil Houses

be approved.

(3) That the report on Roof Coverings be received as informa-

tion.

(4) That the designs for Section Tool Houses be approved as

good practice, and incorporated in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

O. P. Chamberlain. Chief Engineer, Chicago & Illinois Western Rail-

road, Chicago, 111., Chairman.

Maurice Coburn, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Vandalia Line, Terre

Haute, Ind., Vice-Chairman.
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Geo. W. Andrews, Inspector of Maintenance, Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road, Baltimore, Md.

H. M. Cryder, Fullerton Building, St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. T. Dorrance Designing Engineer, New York Central & Hudson

River Railroad, New York, N. Y.

C. H. Fake, Chief Engineer, Mississippi River & Bonne Terre Railway,

Bonne Terre, Mo.

P. F. Gentine, Division Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway, Atchi-

son, Kan.

E. N. Layfield, Chief Engineer, Chicago Terminal Transfer Railroad,

Chicago, 111.

M. A. Long, Architect, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Baltimore, Md.

John S. Metcalf, The Temple, Chicago, 111.

L. D. Smith, Engineering Department, Southern Pacific Company, San

Francisco, Cal.

C. H. Stengel, Designing Engineer, Virginian Railway, Norfolk, Va.

Committee.



DISCUSSION.
The report of the Committee on Buildings will be presented by the

chairman, Mr. O. P. Chamberlain, of the Chicago & Illinois Western

Railroad.

Mr. O. P. Chamberlain, Chairman (Chicago & Illinois Western) :

—

In considering the work outlined by the Board of Direction for the

Committee on Buildings, your Committee considered that the revision

of the Manual was the most important topic which it had under dis-

cussion. Consequently, considerable time and effort was devoted to the

classification of the matter in the Manual, with the object of putting it

in more orderly shape. There have been no radical changes made.

In regard to the other topics, in connection with the second topic

reported on, the use of reinforced concrete for coaling stations and

storage bins, your Committee has seen fit to publish a few reproductions

of photographs of this type of structure as information, without any

recommendations for the Manual.

With reference to topic No. 3, further investigation has been made

of the oil house proposition, and we have two recommendations to pre-

sent to the convention.

Topic No. 4 is in very much the same condition as topic No. 2.

I will say, however, that your Committee, and the Sub-Committee of

which Mr. Coburn is chairman, have spent a great deal of time in the

investigation of roof coverings and we have discovered how little we

know about roof coverings. Mr. Coburn, particularly, has devoted a

great deal of attention to this matter, and after he was called back tn

St. Louis last night he told me that he was not entirely satisfied with

the result of the work of his Sub-Committee and hoped that the mat-

ter would be referred back to the Committee. We have conferred with

the American Society for Testing Materials and we hope at some

future time to be able to give the convention something definite in the

way of what constitutes a good roof covering; perhaps, also, with some

recommendations as to what means shall be adopted by the engineer to

ascertain whether he is receiving a good material or not.

With reference to the fifth topic, we submit three recommended de-

signs for section tool houses for roads of Class A, Class B and Class C.

It will undoubtedly require some time for the discussion of the

various recommendations of the Committee, and perhaps it would be

well to take up the report in detail.

I would suggest that the Secretary read the proposed form, giving

time after each paragraph for any member to make any objection he

may wish to make, or to make what comments he may desire. I doubt

1048
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very much whether the convention will endorse this report in its en-

tirety, although I hope it will. I am satisfied and I think all the mem-
bers of the Committee are very well satisfied that the matter is in much
better shape than it was in the last Manual.

The President:—-The Secretary will read the recommended changes

in the Manual. These changes are on account of the frequent repeti-

tions which occur in the present Manual of Recommended Practice.

The Committee found a lack of orderliness in the presentation, and it

is to rectify these matters that the present recommendations are put

forward. We trust the discussion will be prompt, in order to economize

every bit of time there will be during the remainder of the convention.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—Is it necessary to read

all of these sections?

The President:—The members perhaps do not know just how the

sections are to be changed.

Mr. Cushing:—Possibly the chairman of the Committee could pick

out the sections that require action.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—This subject mat-

ter is in most excellent shape, and in view of the fact that there is a

diminished amount of time at our disposal, and the fact that the matter

is in such excellent condition, I suggest that the chairman of the Com-
mittee call attention to any points which are different from what have

heretofore been adopted, and that we merely act on those changes.

The President :—You mean radical differences. You do not mean
simply differences in the construction or language?

Mr. Wendt :—I refer to changes of principle only. The matter is

in good condition and most of it has been heretofore passed upon, and

the point now is that the Committee has placed the text in logical shape

for the Manual.

The President:—If it is the wish of the convention, the chairman

will mention the principal points of difference between the present and

the Recommended Practice.

Mr. Chamberlain :—Beginning with page 142, the principal difference

on that page is the omission, under waiting rooms and local passenger

stations of what was formerly No. 8. We thought that statement was

not true. We do not think the station we recommend admits of archi-

tectural treatment any more than some other design might and the

Committee left that out. On pages 144 and 145, the designs for the

stations are identical with those formerly adopted by the Association,

with the exception of a bay window. All the members of the Com-
mittee were agreed that the bay window should be added, and it is so

added in the proposed form. On page 147, "turntable pit;" under the

present form the turntable pit was to be of concrete only. We in-

serted "concrete or brick" because there are places where it is much
more convenient to build of brick and we believe it makes as satisfac-

tory a pit wall. No. 6, "door openings ;" the former reading was that
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the clear opening of entrance doors should be not less than 12 feet in

width and 17 feet in height. We substituted "the clear opening of

entrance doors should be not less than 13 feet in width and 16 feet in

height." We did not regard a 12-foot clearance as sufficient and we

did not regard the 17-foot clearance as necessary.

Mr. Cushing:—I do not think the Committee has gone quite far

enough. I should like to see them made 14 feet in width and 16V2 feet

in height, at least. This is making clearances too small, because the

state legislatures are passing laws on those subjects now and we are

going to be put to a great deal of expense to widen out and increase

the clearances. It will be a mistake on our part to decrease them.

The President :—Will you make a motion to amend that, in order

to get it before the convention properly?

Mr. Cushing:—I will make a motion that, instead of 13 feet, we
substitute 14 feet, and 16 feet 6 inches for 16 feet.

Mr. J. P. Snow (Boston & Maine) :—I must say I am not much in

sympathy with making the width 14 feet. It would simply be an en-

couragement to the state legislatures and other parties in power that

Mr. Cushing referred to, to fix that as a minimum, and they may go

one better. They may say this Association has adopted 14 feet as good

practice and everybody must come to it. I do not think we ought to

encourage extreme clearances of any kind, because the various com-

missions, state and national, are apt to pick up these figures and go one

better. I am not in favor of that motion.

Mr. A. S. Markley (Chicago & Eastern Illinois) :—I cannot see the

necessity of making roundhouse doors 14 feet wide, which will make
the clearance about the same as on high speed track, which is unneces-

sary, involving an additional expense for the excessive width of doors.'

Engines moving in or out of engine houses do not exceed a speed of

over two or three miles per hour, eliminating all danger of persons get-

ting injured. With the doors 13 feet wide there is a clearance of from

16 inches to 17 inches between outside of cab and door jamb on either

side. Mallet engine cabs, built for Boston & Albany Railroad, are I2i^<

in. out to out, others run as wide as 124 in., which is maximum.

Mr. C. H. Fake (Mississippi River & Bonne Terre) :—The Com-

mittee had that in mind and they inserted the words "shall not be

less." If anyone wishes to have a wider door, there is nothing here to

prevent it. Some of the roads do not have as large engines as others,

and they might want to build a house with doors less than 14 feet wide.

We thought 13 was ample for most engines, and it was put in that

shape.

Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :— I hope this

motion will not carry. It seems to me the requirements presented by

the Committee are ample, and we will be on the safe side if we adhere

to them.
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Mr. Geo. H. Bremncr (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :—I hope

this motion will pass. It seems to me there is another side of this

that we ought to look at ; that is, the construction of buildings by private

parties. We frequently have to meet the questions : How wide and how

high shall doorways and entrances be made? If we have 14 feet and

16 feet we will have no argument whatever for making those entrances

any wider, and we should not allow them to be made that narrow in

private buildings.

Mr. Snow :—The report applies to a roundhouse. Private parties

seldom build a roundhouse.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—I am in

hearty sympathy with Mr. Snow in stating when we establish 13 feet

as the width of our engine-house door we deprive ourselves of the sup-

port that we have for our position in negotiations with private parties.

Our. standard for private openings is 14 feet and I think we ought to

have our engine-house doors 14 feet. It means 10 feet greater distance

between the turntable and the face of the engine house.

Mr. Loweth :—The standard on the St. Paul road is also 14 feet for

all new houses, but we have a great many old houses in which the

openings are 13 feet, and in some cases even less, and we will be

obliged to continue these old houses in service. It is admitted that it

is desir.-ible to have wider openings, but in many of the old houses the

openings cannot be widened. I think we should not put into our

Manual a requirement which will discredit the width of openings neces-

sary to maintain in a large proportion of the houses now in existence

which will necessarily remain in service for many years. Mr. Brem-

ner's argument hardly seems to justify the putting into the Manual of

an extreme requirement simply to bolster up an argument which we
may have with private interests. It would seem to me we could say to

the private parties he refers to that the standard width for new build-

ings was 14 feet, notwithstanding the fact that many old houses might

have a less width, and that the railroad would require private parties

to provide as wide doors as its present standard for new buildings.

Mr. A. W. Thompson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I think one thing

that we should remember is our past experience in equipment. We are

constantly enlarging our equipment and it seems to-day that the tunnels

and track centers alone limit the extent to which equipment will be

enlarged. The Mallet engine is being used by a good many roads. The

Baltimore & Ohio has this question up now ; to take care of the new

Mallet engine and roundhouse doors will have to be provided to receive

those engines.

Mr. Chamberlain :—Before this matter comes to a vote, I simply

want to say we are not advocating the adoption of 13 feet width and

16 feet height of entrance. That is the absolute minimum. And it

seems to me this is a point that some of the speakers have overlooked.
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I wanted to lay particular stress on that before the matter is brought

to a vote.

' The President :—The motion is to substitute 14 and 16^2 for 13

and 16, in regard to door openings, found in recommendation 6.

(The motion was lost.)

The President :—The recommendation remains as the Committee

have it.

Mr. Chamberlain :—Under "roundhouse doors" we have omitted the

first part of the first paragraph—"roundhouse doors should be made of

non-corrosive material." This same statement occurs on page 146. It

occurs about three times in the Manual. We decided to eliminate it

entirely, as the more recent practice has been to use rolling doors, and

I remember after that recommendation had been adopted the question

came up again in the Committee and most of the Committee believed it

was a mistake to include it in the Manual. If there is no discussion on

that we will proceed to the smokejacks. We have made some changes

which I think are not material ; that is, the only material change is the

leaving out of the recommendation that a damper should be provided

in the flue. There is a very decided difference of opinion on that on the

part of the engineers and we dodged it by eliminating it entirely. We
also omitted "non-corrosive." I think that was brought up by Mr.

I.oweth last year. We think it should not have been placed in the

Manual. I think it was stricken out by his motion a year ago. The
next change is under "drop pits." The original reading will be found

ar the bottom of page 148. We left off the last sentence, because, as

stated in the footnote, it is not true. It is sometimes more economical

to build drop pits three together instead of in pairs. The only change.

that I consider of much consequence on the following two pages is

under "electric lighting for general illumination." This is the new
heading. "Electric lighting. For general illumination there should be

an arc lamp, or something equally efficient, in each space between stalls.

There should also be plug outlets for incandescent lamps in each alter-

nate space between stalls." The change was introduced to indicate that

we did not consider the electric light absolutely necessary. There are

some places where it would be impracticable to have electric lights,

and there are as satisfactory lights other than electric lights. There is

a considerable addition under the paragraph (b) ; there is a slight

change in paragraph 18. The former number 17 read, "a roundhouse

should have facilities for the location of a few necessary machine

tools, preferably electrically driven." The change is very slight and we
have put a footnote here that we do not expect to go into the Manual.

In paragraph under "oil houses," paragraph 4, we added the word

"automatically" at the end of first sentence. It was the intention of the

Committee to do that when the recommendation was adopted. If there

is no further discussion I move that the revision of the Manual as pre-

sented by your Committee be adopted for the new Manual.
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Mr. Loweth :—It appears that the specifications that have been pre-

sented by the Committee have been drawn primarily for a large and

thoroughly equipped engine house at an important terminal. Engine

houses are oftentimes required for small and unimportant terminals,

frequently referred to as turn-around terminals, where little or no work

is done on the engines, they being little more than simply turned. These

specifications are entirely too elaborate, and call for too much equip-

ment for such houses, and I think some discrimination ought to be

made. I therefore move that we change the title of these specifications

to read "Specifications for New Engine Houses for Large Terminals."

I think likely this is what the Committee has had in mind.

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—1 wish to know if Mr. Loweth would change

the word "large'' to "important terminal." It may not be a large ter-

minal but it may be an important one.

Mr. Chamberlain:—The Committee has no objection to that change

being made. I think Mr. Loweth's point is well taken. Of course, we
did have in mind large engine houses.

(The motion was adopted.)

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—The reason I speak of that change is that we
are now building a io-stall roundhouse. It is not a large terminal, but

it is an important terminal for engines.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—As

to the resolution just passed, it seems to me the Committee has made

a change in the Manual which they do not show. The title in the

Manual under this heading is "Requirements of a Modern Roundhouse."

The Committee seems to have omitted that altogether ; if that had been

included, it would have carried the meaning Mr. Loweth recommended.

Mr. Loweth :—That suggestion would hardly fill the bill. A 10-

stall house without drop pits, air piping, hot-air heating and lighting

might be considered a modern house, and one fully able to accomplish

all the work required of it at some points, but it would not comply with

these specifications.

Mr. Chamberlain :—I want to call attention to the term "round-

house" as being tabooed by the Board of Direction. We have been in-

structed to use "engine house." That is one reason why it is changed.

The instructions are that the term "engine house" shall be used, and

not "roundhouse," and in making the change we changed the reading.

Mr. McDonald :—I submit that that is no reason for leaving the

whole heading out.

Mr. Chamberlain :—I move that the report of the Committee as

amended by Mr. Loweth's motion, referring to recommendation 4, be

adopted for the new Manual.

(The motion carried.)

Mr. Chamberlain :—On topic No. 2, relating to the use of reinforced

concrete for coaling stations and storage bins, as I stated in my pre-

liminary remarks, we have no recommendation to make for the Manual.
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I suggest that the Board of Direction refer the matter back to the

Committee for further consideration. I will say that there is, I think,

a growing tendency among engineers to put in coaling stations of the

reinforced concrete type, at least on trial, and so far as we have been

able to learn, those which have been installed are quite satisfactory.

They are more expensive, that is, figured on the basis of dollars and

cents, although when the question of the possible loss due to fire is

considered, we figure out that they are more economical. We believe

an engineer is justified in important terminals in installing this type of

house on the ground that he cannot afford to have a fire which will

upset his whole operating department.

As to the next topic, No. 3, to continue the investigations on the

design and detail arrangements of oil houses at terminals, there are two

recommendations presented by the Committee which I think the Secre-

tary had better read.

The President:—Before the Secretary proceeds to read these sec-

tions, it is understood that the report on Reinforced Concrete Coaling

Stations shall be received as information and be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration.

(The Secretary read the clauses relating to oil houses.)

Mr. Loweth :—I suggest that the second clause under oil houses

(6) be changed to read "Lighting, when required, should be by elec-

tricity, and heating by steam."

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—As to the section, "building to have window
openings on two sides and sliding shutters (no glass to be used in win-

dows of doors)," it is customary sometimes to have windows of glass

arranged to slide out of the way. I do not see any necessity for put-

ting in the matter in parentheses.

Mr. A. W. Thompson (Baltimore & Ohio) :—That motion being

carried, there is no mention made of the roof in the following specifi-

cations. I think it would be preferable to make some mention of some
kind of roof. For instance, a roof of fireproof construction.

Mr. C. H. Stein (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :— It seems to

me that you have taken the sides out of this building and removed the

roof, and now you are about to eliminate that feature in regard to the

windows. Where is the building going to come in? It has always

seemed to me that it was the province of this organization to originate

and not necessarily to imitate. A point was made a few moments ago

that a great many of the roads adopt standards that would not be in

conformity with what was proposed here ; therefore, it was not thought

wise that we should place ourselves upon record in regard to this

matter.

Now, I recall during the report of the Track Committee that we
made one of the most radical departures this organization has ever

made, and it was with regard to the length of switches and numbers of
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frogs preferable to use, etc., recommending, in a great many cases, per-

haps in the larger percentage of cases, to deviate entirely from the

established plans that have been built up after years of time and con-

sideration spent upon them. I do not see any more reason why in this

case we may not establish a standard for Recommended Practice, just

as much as this convention permitted largely by its silence, the Track

Committee to establish new standards at variance with what railroads

generally have considered the best practice heretofore for their govern-

ment. I believe we should incorporate in our Manual certain features

that would apply to a well-constructed building for the use of track

foremen and section gangs, and I do not see any reason why this con-

vention should not say by its vote what would make the best form of

construction. That imposes upon no individual nor any railroad the

obligation to conform strictly to the Recommended Practice of this

Association. It is within the province of every railroad to do as it

sees fit, but this convention says by its vote and voice that this is the

Recommended Practice, and if a railroad, in its wisdom, thinks well to

depart from what this Association declares as the best practice, no one

can offer any objection to it. It seems to me entirely unreasonable and

illogical that we should strike out this entire building, which we will do

in effect, in fact have done, if we strike out the various clauses that

have been discussed.

Mr. G. W. Andrews (Baltimore & Ohio) :—In striking out these

recommendations, you have eliminated the recommendations of this

Committee. The Sub-Committee having this particular subject in charge,

of which I am a member, received a great number of answers to their

request for information from various railroads, and if your Committee

had drawn up a specification covering all the methods and so-called

standards of the different railroads, we would have filled a Bulletin

much larger than this one with specifications alone. The Committee

gathered from these specifications what it thought was the best prac-

tice, and have inserted in the report a recommendation of what we con-

sider good practice. Now, if you do not want to follow that practice,

cut it all out ; if any railroad does not desire to use the lap siding they

can use shingles, or vertical siding, or any class of siding they desire

;

they can use lap siding on one-half, and shingles on the other half of

the building, or they can use lap siding entirely, or vertical siding

entirely.

We simply make this as a recommendation of what we consider a

building of good design, one in which slate or asbestos shingles are to

be used. We eliminated the ordinary wooden shingle, because we did

not consider it a safe roof from an insurance standpoint.

If you do not want these things, send the report back to. the Com-

mittee, but in sending the report back to the Committee, I think the

convention should tell the Committee what it wants and not let the

Committee come in year after year with recommendations and have

them stricken out. (Applause.)

36
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Prof. Walter Loring Webb (Consulting Engineer) :—There is one

principle involved in this question which applies to the whole subject

matter that is to go into the Manual. I do not think we should per-

mit anything to go into the Manual except the essentials of practice,

and when some little detail is brought up which can be done in half

a dozen different ways, which are all equally good, or at least some

are preferable in one place and some in another, I do not think that

some one method of doing that thing should be put into the Manual.

It has already been brought to my attention in many cases (not in ref-

erence to the work of the Committee on Buildings) that many things

which are put into the Manual are such that the prestige and authority

of the Manual has suffered on this account. Many things have been

put into the Manual which engineers of roads will not agree to, they

will not recommend to their roads, and even if the engineers do recom-

mend these things, those higher in authority will not agree to them.

Whenever we allow anything of that kind to go into the Manual which

will not have a general acceptance, it weakens the Manual to that ex-

tent. Therefore, I think the non-essentials, the details of practice which

may be done in a half dozen different ways, perhaps all equally good,

or one preferable in one case and another in another case, should not

be specified, and especially that no one single method should be specified.

Mr. Loweth :—Mr. Webb has expressed my sentiments exactly. I

asked the question last year, why, when there are several ways of

accomplishing a certain result, all equally good, should we select but

one of these several methods and put it into the Manual to the exclu-

sion of the others. I think it is a fair inference that whatever is not

recommended in the Manual is passed over because it is not as good as

that which is recommended. One of the speakers has said that if the

railway companies decide in their wisdom not to follow the Recom-

mended Practice, they are at liberty to do so. I think it would have

been better to have said if some of the railway companies in their pre-

sumption decline to follow the Recommended Practice they are free to

do so ; because, I doubt if we appreciate the importance which should

attach to these details when deliberately acted upon and approved of and

put into our Manual under the caption of Recommended Practice, after

having been considered and adopted by so large a body of men of such

mature experience as composes the membership of this Association. If

the Manual is to become as important as its title indicates, it should

be kept as free from non-essentials as practicable.

Mr. Chamberlain :—I want to say in regard to what Mr. Webb and

Mr. Loweth have stated, that I do not consider by any means the action

taken by this convention in striking out the two paragraphs has de-

stroyed these recommendations—the essentials of these little houses are

the general size, the size of the doors and the shape of the houses. If

the convention sees fit to adopt the recommendations, omitting these two,

we still know we can build a house from these little diagrams, if we
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want to build it that way, and if you do not want to cover it with

drop siding you can cover it with shingles or asbestos or corrugated

iron, or something else. The same applies to the roof—we can put on

shingles, slate roof, some ready-made roofing material, or tin, so I per-

sonally do not feel that the striking out of these two clauses really

damages the recommendations we have made ; it simply puts it up to

the engineer, who builds a house, if he follows this design, to build it

of any material he sees fit to use.

In order to get the matter before the convention, I move that the

entire recommendation in regard to section tool houses be adopted and

incorporated in the Manual as amended ; that is, striking out these two

paragraphs under Class A, and, of course, under Classes B and C, as

the only difference between the buildings as recommended is the matter

of size.

Mr. Moses Burpee (Bangor & Aroostook) :—I ask if it is the inten-

tion to place in the Recommended Practice the tool house which is

shown without glass in the windows or doors.

Mr. Chamberlain :—It was the intention of the Committee that there

should be no glass, only shutters. My experience is that the glass in

section houses is usually in very poor condition, and that simply open-

ings for the sliding shutters is preferable. There is another objection

to the closed house in addition to this, and that is that the sectionmen

instead of being out on the section will stay in the section house in the

winter and play cards.

Mr. Burpee :—My experience is that glass in the toolhouse is very

well taken care of, as we consider it a necessity. Our road is in a

colder climate than most roads.

Mr. Wendt:—This is a new subject which has been considered dur-

ing the past year; I think it was not considered previous to that time.

The general purpose of the instruction was to get a conclusion respect-

ing the general layout of toolhouses. These small houses are necessary

en every railroad, and it was thought wise to get some conclusion re-

specting size and general layout. It does seem to me, in view of the

discussion this morning, that the convention would make greater prog-

ress if the conclusions this year were limited to the first portion of the

recommendation, that relating to the layout, which involves the size.

The detail specifications may be referred to the future. Furthermore,

toolhouses are built for special purposes and the design will need to

be amended to show some interior equipment, so that the houses may be

of the maximum use. I, therefore, would ask if the Committee would

agree to a conclusion under Classes A, B and C, which will be limited to

the first section, which includes the diagrams, together with the dimen-

sions, leaving the subject of detail specifications to a future meeting.

Mr. Chamberlain :—Mr. Wendt is getting at what I wanted to

cover. If Mr. Wendt wishes to put that in the shape of a motion 1

will withdraw my motion.
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Mr. Wendt:—I move that the conclusion of the Committee respect-

ing designs for section toolhouses he approved as follows

:

Class A :—House, 14x20 ft., with long dimension parallel to track

;

house to have sliding door 8 ft. in clear at extreme end on track side

to permit the storing of handcar.

Class B :—House, 12x16 ft., with long dimension parallel to the

track ; house to have sliding door 8 ft. in clear at extreme end on track

side to permit the storing of handcar.

Class C:—House, 10x14 ft., with short dimension parallel to the

track, with double swinging door, swinging out on the end nearest the

track.

These conclusions to be interpreted in the light of the sketches

submitted.

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—We have attacked everything about the poor

little section toolhouse, except its location ; I think the location is an

important point, and it should be beyond the switches on single-track

lines. There is a lot of time lost by section forces being hemmed in on

account of trains lying on side tracks and within switches. I suggest

a clause be added : "The location of toolhouses should preferably be

beyond the switches."

Mr. Markley:—Should not a jack be provided on the house so that

in a cold climate a heating stove can be provided for men to keep

comfortable, not only coming in from work out of the cold and wet

weather, but in weather of this kind men can grind and fix up then-

tools, etc., that cannot be done without. Under these weather con-

ditions, as I see it, it is far better for sectionmen and the company to

have these men in their carhouse in weather unfit to be out doing work

of this kind at that time where they will be found if required for

emergency call. As a rule, I do not believe foremen who are com-

petent to handle a section gang satisfactorily for the company will abuse

the privilege of having warm heating stoves in handcar houses when

required where in addition to above necessities they can eat their meal

comfortably without intruding on the agent by eating in the depot or

go to their homes to do so. There is more complaint about eating in

the depots, that the men are in the way of passengers, and most of the

men cannot go home, as they are too far away from the depot.

The President:—Does the motion of Mr. Wendt include the dia-

grams ?

Mr. Wendt:—The motion includes the diagrams after they are cor-

rected by the Committee.

Mr. Loweth :—I move to amend by omitting the diagrams. My
reasons are: First, that the text contains all the information neces-

sary and, second, that these diagrams show roof outlines which, in

many cases, would be out of keeping for a building of such a character,

and are generally too expensive. Section toolhouses in many cases

should be designed to harmonize with the station, which might have

very different roof outlines from those shown in these diagrams.
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Mr. Chamberlain :—This is simply a diagram, not an architectural

design for a building, and there are some things shown in the diagram

which it is pretty hard to explain in the text. I do not think there is

a particle of objection to incorporating the diagrams, as such, in the

Manual. We understand that anyone who wishes to build a toolhouse

to conform with some station near-by is at perfect liberty to do it. The
diagrams show as little as they can—they are outline sketches. They
show the distance of building from track, which is important, and size

of doors and location of track leading into the houses, which is impor-

tant. I would prefer to see the resolution adopted as Mr. Wendt pre-

sented it.

Mr. Stein :—I think we will all agree that with a little more discus-

sion we will have absolutely nothing left here. I am not so certain that

the dimensions given in these diagrams and in the text are just what

wc want. I would amend the original motion, therefore, and refer this

entire matter back to the Committee for another year's consideration.

The President :—Mr. Wendt moved that the diagrams and dimen-

sions of section toolhouses, under Classes A, B and C, be adopted. It

has been moved as an amendment by Mr. Loweth, duly seconded, that

the diagrams be omitted.

Mr. Chamberlain :—The Sub-Committee spent a good deal of time

on this. It looks like a little thing, but it is discouraging to bring these

things before the convention, to have members get up and object and

offer nothing in the place of what they object to. It is perfectly feasible

and perfectly rational to offer other recommendations later on, even

though these should be adopted. I am speaking particularly for the

Sub-Committee which has labored assiduously and faithfully to try to

give you something. Unless you have some specific objections to these

diagrams going into the Manual, I think Mr. Wendt's original motion

is perfectly proper, that the diagrams and dimensions go in the Manual,

and this convention is at liberty at any time to change them when some-

thing better is presented. I hope the amendment to omit the diagrams

will not carry.

Mr. McDonald :—I assume that possibly the Board of Direction

made a mistake in referring this subject to the Committee at all. Cer-

tainly it ought to tell the Committee just what it wants them to report

on. It seems to have been left to their discretion to a large extent. I

do not think it wise to reverse or greatly amend the reports of the Com-
mittees on this floor. We have had enough discussion here to enable

them to revise the report, and I think it should be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration, in the light of this discussion.

Mr. C. Dougherty (Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific) :—In

regard to the diagram, I would object to the location of the house 8 ft.

from the nearest track. I do not think that is enough,
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Mr. B. H. Mann (Missouri Pacific) :—Do I understand that you

want to refer the whole report back to the Committee? I think there

%is a question whether the layout and the dimensions, as shown, are

best. The Class C toolhouse seems to show that the space in the

house is pretty nearly all taken up by the runway for the handcar. The

question is whether the parallel dimension to track should not be the

long dimension. I will say that the whole question, not only the details

but the entire design, should be referred back.

The President :—The chair does not desire to stop discussion, but

there has been quite a lot of it on a toolhouse. The question is on the

amendment by Mr. Loweth.

(The amendment of Mr. Loweth was lost.)

The President :—The question is on the motion by Mr. Wendt, that

the recommendations for toolhouses consist of the dimensions only, with

the diagrams, without any recommendations as to the roof coverings

and such like.

(The motion was carried.)

The President :—The Committee is relieved, with the thanks of the

Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE I—ROADWAY.
(Bulletin 119.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance of Way Association:

Your Committee on Roadway respectfully submits herewith its

eleventh annual report to the Association.

The subjects assigned by the Board of Direction were as follows:

(i) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

(2) Collect all known formulas for determination of size of water-

ways, and tabulate them in such manner that they may be intelligently

compared. Also consider whether, by the introduction of factors suiting

local conditions, a general formula for waterway areas could not be

used in all cases.

(3) Confer with Committee II, on Ballast, and report relative

to unit pressures allowable on the roadbed of different materials.

(4) Report on the following: (a) Tunnel Cross-Sections; (b)

Tunnel Lining; (c) Tunnel Drainage and Ventilation.

(5) Investigate and report on the question of agricultural drainage

in levee and marsh districts as they affect railroads : (a) Laws and

and assessments; (b) Methods of construction of drainage channels

through railroads.

Sub-Committees were appointed early in the year to consider the

different subjects assigned to the Committee, as follows:

Sub-Committee A—Consider Revision of Manual : S. B. Fisher,

Chairman ; H. J. Slifer, J. G. Sullivan, A. M. Kinsman.

Sub-Committee B—Tabulate Formulas for Waterways : W. D.

Pence, Chairman
; John C. Beye, J. A. Spielmann.

Sub-Committee C—Mean Pressures Allowable on Roadbed: W. M.

Dawley, Chairman ; Duncan MacPherson, John C. Sesser, Paul Didier.

Sub-Committee D—Tunnels : J. E. Willoughby, Chairman ; D. J.

Brumley, Walt Dennis, Curtis Dougherty.

Sub-Committee E—Agricultural Drainage Districts : W. C. Curd,

Chairman ; Moses Burpee, R. C Young.

Meetings of the various Sub-Committees were held during the past

year, and a meeting of the General Committee was held in Chicago, on

November 15, the following members being present : Geo. H. Bremner,

Chairman; S. B. Fisher, Vice-Chairman; J. E. Willoughby, W. C. Curd,

Curtis Dougherty.

Your Committee desires to report progress on subjects (2), (3)

and (5), and suggests that these subjects be reassigned.
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CONCLUSIONS.

(i) Your Committee recommends that the changes given under

the heading of Revision of Manual be approved.

(2) It is recommended that the conclusions given under the head-

ing of Tunnels be approved and incorporated in the Manual of Recom-

mended Practice.

Respectfully submitted,

Geo. H. Bremner, Engineer, Illinois District, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railway, Chicago, 111., Chairman.

S. B. Fisher, Chief Engineer, Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, St.

Louis, Mo., Vice-Chairman.

John C. Beye, Locating Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railway, Chicago, 111.

D. J. Brumley, Principal Assisant Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad,

Chicago, 111.

Moses Burpee, Chief Engineer, Bangor &. Aroostook Railroad, Houlton,

Maine.

W. C. Curd, Assistant Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway, St. Louis, Mo.

W. M. Dawley, Assistant Engineer, Erie Railroad, New York, N. Y.

Walt Dennis, Office Engineer, Kansas City Southern Railway, Kansas

City, Mo.

Paul DiDiER.Principal Assistant Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Allegheny, Pa.

C. Dougherty, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cincinnati, New Orleans

& Texas Pacific Railway, Louisville, Ky.

A. M. Kinsman, Chief Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Balti-

more, M'd.

Duncan MacPherson, Assistant Chief Engineer, National Transconti-

nental Railway, Ottawa, Ont.

W. D. Pence, Professor of Railroad Engineering, University of Wis-

consin, Madison, Wis.

John C. Sesser, Great Northern Railway, St. Paul, Minn.

H. J. Slifer, General Manager, Chicago Great Western Railroad,

Chicago, 111.

J. A. Spielmann, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, Wheeling, W.'Va.

J. G. Sullivan, Assistant Chief Engineer, Canadian Pacific Railway,

Montreal, Can.

J. E. Willoughby, Engineer of Construction, Louisville & Nashville

Railroad, Louisville, Ky.

R. C. Young, Chief Engineer, Lake Superior & Ishpeming and Munising

Railways, Marquette, Mich. Committee.
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(i) REVISION OF MANUAL.

The Sub-Committee haying this subject in charge recommended the

following changes in the definitions

:

Slide.—The movement of a part of the earth under the force of gravity.

Washout.—The carrying off of the permanent way by the impact and

erosion of flood waters.

Bog.—Soft, spongy ground, usually wet and composed of more or less

vegetable matter.

Berme.— (a) The space left between the top or toe of slope and exca-

vation made for ditches or borrow pits.

Berme.— (b) An approximately horizontal- space introduced in a slope.

Your Committee submits for approval the following definition for

"Earthwork :"

Earthwork.—The moving of masses of earth by artificial means.

Your Committee also recommends that the recommendations under

the heading of "Specifications for the Construction of the Roadway" be

revised in the following particulars

:

That paragraph 4, reading as follows : "Profiles should be made
complete in regard to distribution of material, in order to obviate the

necessity for overhaul measurements," be amended to read

:

Profiles should be made complete in regard to distribution of mate-
rial.;

That paragraph 1, under the heading of "Design and Construction

of Roadway," now reading as follows : "There should be recognized

three widths of roadbed for standard gage railways, and these should

be selected to suit the probable density of traffic to be handled in the

future. These widths should be 14, 16 and 20 ft.," be amended to read

as follows

:

There should be recognized three widths of roadbed for standard -

gage railways, and these should be selected to suit the density of traffic.

These widths should be 14, 16 and 20 ft.

That the "Specifications for the Formation of the Roadway" be

amended in the following particulars: Paragraph II, now reading as

follows : "Fences, grain, grass or other annual growths and other

movable property on the right-of-way shall be carefully removed or

piled up, as may be directed, without extra charge, it being understood

that the price for clearing covers these items. In localities where

isolated trees and buildings exist, payment shall be made for their re-

moval at a price to be agreed upon," be amended to read:
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Fences, grain, grass or other annual growths and other movable

property on the right-of-way shall be carefully removed or piled up, as

may be directed, without extra charge, it being understood that the

price for clearing covers these items. In localities where isolated trees

and buildings exist, payment shall be made for their removal at a price

to be agreed upon.

That paragraph 37, now reading as follows: "In crossing bogs or

swamps of unsound bottom, a special substructure of logs and brush-

wood may be required, the logs forming this foundation to be not less

than six (6) in. in diameter at the small end. If necessary, there shall

be two or more layers crossing each other at right angles, the logs

of each layer being placed close together, with broken joints, and cov-

ered closely with brush ; the bottom layer shall be placed transversely

to the roadway and project at least five (5) ft. beyond the slope stakes

of the embankment," be amended to read as follows

:

In crossing bogs or swamps of unsound bottom, for light fills a

special substructure of logs and brushwood may be required, the logs

forming this foundation to be not less than six (6) in. in diameter at

the small end. If necessary there shall be two or more layers crossing

each other at right angles, the logs of each layer being placed close

together, with broken joints, and covered closely with brush ; the bot-

tom layer shall be placed transversely to the roadway and project at

least five (5) ft. beyond the slope stakes of the embankment.
That paragraph 72, reading as follows : "The contractor shall be

paid at contract unit rates only for work actually done, excepting in

cases of cuttings or embankments, where the slopes have actually been

completed and accepted," be omitted from the specifications.

That the recommendations under slides, adopted in 1909, be

amended by adding the following clause

:

(7) The weighing of the toe of the slopes to restore equilibrium

may sometimes be found efficient.

That former No. (7) be renumbered (8) ; former No. (8) be

renumbered (9).
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TUNNELS.

Your Committee has undertaken during the past year to consider

the "Tunnel" only in so far as to make recommendations covering the

following matters

:

(a) Form and dimensions of the clear opening to be provided for

trains, both on straight and curved track;

(b) What change is advisable, if any, in the rate of grade through

the tunnel where the tunnel occurs on a ruling grade;

(c) The character of masonry advisable to adopt for the permanent

lining where the tunnel is excavated through material requiring support;

(d) The system of drainage best adapted to the tunnels.

In order to ascertain what is the current practice in tunnel con-

struction, the Committee issued on August 6 a request for blueprint plans

typical of present practice and for replies to the following questions:

i. What modifications do you make in the dimension of the clear

opening to accommodate curved track?

2. Do you prefer stone, brick or concrete (or combinations of any

two) for lined tunnels through

:

(a) Thin strata of hard stone?

(b) Slate or like material good for i to 3 months without support?

(c) Shales, clays, etc., swelling on exposure?

(d) Mixed boulders and clay when dry? When wet?

(e) Unsound material of any kind requiring support of roof and

sides only?

(f) Unsound material of any kind requiring support for roof, sides

and bottom?

3. Do you use any formulas for determining the thickness of masonry

in linings?

4. Do you reduce rate of maximum grade through tunnels? At

what rate?

5. Do you have any tunnels where drainage is carried through con-

duits or pipe lines? Where are the conduits and pipes located? What
precautions are taken to prevent them from filling? Is such drainage

efficient?

6. Do open side ditches give efficient drainage? Have you taken

precautions to make the ditches smooth with concrete to facilitate shovel-

ing out the accumulation in the ditch?

7. Would you prefer the drainage of a single-track tunnel be con-

centrated in one ditch, conduit or pipe, or distributed in two?
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Many replies have been received to these questions which the Com-

mittee considers of sufficient value to be placed before the membership.

As an introduction to the replies we set out the letter of Mr. M. J.

Caples, Vice-President and General Manager of the Carolina, Clinchfield

& Ohio Railway

:

In fixing the dimensions of our tunnels we sought to accomplish

two results:

(a) To provide head room enough to enable a trainman to stand

on the highest box car and pass through with safety.

(b) To provide space enough to prevent the unpleasant results to

passengers from smoke while passing through the tunnels, and in the

longer tunnels to avoid asphyxiation of enginemen and trainmen when

hauling maximum loads through such tunnels.

Both of these results have been accomplished by the use of the sec-

tion shown on the drawing referred . to. The writer has known of a

tunnel where, by reason of its small section, and notwithstanding the fact

that the rate of grade was much less than on the grade approaching it,

the train load had to be reduced 10 per cent, on account of the danger

of asphyxiation of trainmen. We have one tunnel 4,100 feet long through

which a 5,200-ton train load is hauled with one 180-ton Mallet locomo-

tive, and sometimes with two consolidation locomotives, without any

difficulty from smoke.

2. We prefer concrete masonry for tunnel lining.

3. We reduce the rate of grade through tunnels if it is on a maxi-

mum grade against the traffic by from 25 to 40 per cent. If on a com-

pensated grade in direction of traffic, we make no reduction. This

practice may, however, be modified by special circumstances. We con-

sider that the necessity for reducing maximum grades through long

tunnels exists for the following reasons

:

(a) The possibility of asphyxiation of the train crew due to stalling

a train in a tunnel is too great to be overlooked, (b) The possibility

of damp rails reducing the adhesion.

4. We prefer two open side ditches for drainage where the grade

is not sufficient to give good drainage. We have used vitrified terra cotta

pipe, laid with open joints, with trenches under the center of the track, the

trench being subsequently filled with broken stone, with satisfactory

results."

In the following answers, the figures prefixed to the answer refer

to the number of the question

:

W. H. Courtenay, Chief Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad:

I beg to state my views herewith in the order in which the question^

are put

:

1. The dimensions of clear openings are modified to accommodate

curved track so as to give the same clearance for rolling stock on curved

track in the tunnel as on straight track.
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2. As to preference for stone, brick or concrete for lined tunnels.

Cut stone masonry not preferred on account of the cost. Rubble stone

masonry is not believed to be as good as concrete. Choice between brick

and concrete in some cases will depend upon whether brick can be had

within reasonable haul. I am inclined to think that the cutting action

of the sparks ejected from smokestacks of engines on the soffit of the

arch in the crown of the tunnel is less severe with Portland concrete

lining than whh brick. Where old tunnels are to be lined without inter-

fering with train movements, as a general proposition brick lining is

better, for the work can be interrupted or suspended with less detriment

with brick lining than with concrete. Where the material through which

the tunnel is driven is such as to develop sudden falls or slips I think

it best to use brick, when obtainable without excessive haul.

With these exceptions, I think the work can be expeditiously and

economically done with concrete.

3. We use no formula for determining the thickness of masonry in

lining, but are merely governed by our judgment as to proper thickness.

4. Wr

here tunnels are 2,000 ft., or more, in length, it is advisable to

reduce the maximum rate of grade through the tunnel. A reduction of

rate of grade of .2 per cent, is thought advisable, particularly if the rails

are likely to be wet in the tunnels.

5. We have one double-track tunnel where the drainage is carried

through a concrete conduit down the center of the tunnel. No precautions

are taken to prevent this conduit from filling. This drainage is believed

to be efficient.

6. Open side ditches are frequently unsatisfactory on account of

the limited widih of tunnel section giving but meager width for the

ditches. We have not taken precautions to make such ditches smooth

with concrete to facilitate shoveling out the accumulation in the ditch with

the single exception of the conduit in the double track tunnel above re-

ferred to.

7. My preference to drainage of single-track tunnel is to have two

ditches, one adjoining each wall of the tunnel.

Hunter McDonald, Chief Engineer, Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

Railway

:

1. We have no tunnels on curves. All of our tunnels are those

which were constructed many years ago, and the information given

relates to these alone.

2. We have one artificial tunnel which was originally an open cut

that slid in. It consists of masonry arch in the shape of a horseshoe,

founded on solid rock skew backs. Its condition after service of about

forty-five years is excellent. We have another tunnel built in 1848 which

was lined for a part of the way with brick, burned at the tunnel site at

that time. On account of inferior foundations of the brickwork, it has

been necessary for us to repair a large amount of this lining, but much of it
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remains just as built. It was laid with natural cement. The blast from

the locomotive stacks cuts out the mortar from the brickwork, but we
have found no efficient means of repairing this difficulty, on account of

the fact that the cement could not harden in time to prevent the cutting.

Our other tunnel is through solid rock, with some strata which disin-

tegrate. We have had much trouble with rock at some points falling

in, and inspect it carefully once a week, taking down all loose rock.

We have not lined the tunnel for the reason that this lining has been

postponed until it is double-tracked. Without having had experience, my
preference would be for concrete lining, provided it were possible to

secure ample time for the cement to set before being put into use. Where

this could not be secured, I would prefer brick, using hard burned vitri-

fied over points exposed to blast from the locomotive. Stone is too ex-

pensive for handling.

3. Have never used any formula. Have found brick lining 18 in.

thick ample to support large falls from the caves above where filling

had not been properly done. Believe this ample for any single-track

tunnel. Think experience preferable to formula, which must necessarily

be based on assumptions which could not be verified.

4. All of our tunnels are on summits, with grades in both direc-

tions from the center. Where possible I would advocate reduction of

grade through tunnels to avoid the heavy blast from the smokestack.

The rate would depend on conditions and should be as small as possible

to secure proper drainage.

5. We have no conduits or pipe lines in tunnels. In the last-de-

scribed tunnel, which is 2,200 ft. long, the drainage is carried alongside

ditches. In the other two the width of the bottom not admitting of

side ditches, drainage is secured by leaving openings through the center

of the ties. We tried cast-iron pipe in the center, but the joints filled

up and the pipes clogged. We also tried wooden boxes with the same

result. Where water carries lime or other mineral which deposits in

solution, do not think conduits would prove successful.

6. Our experience is that open side ditches give best drainage, but

it is necessary to remove locomotive sparks from them fiequently. Mak-

ing them smooth with concrete to facilitate flushing would be advan-

tageous.

7. If the fall of the tunnel and the water supply is sufficient to take

advantage of this in carrying out the accumulations, it might be well

to concentrate the drainage in one ditch. This should be on the side,

and not in the center. It would rarely be possible that the water could

be made to carry off the accumulations. Under most conditions, therefore,

I think two side ditches preferable.

H. A. Sumner, Chief Engineer, Denver, Northwestern & Pacific Railway

:

2. The first construction was necessarily wood lining, owing to

inaccessibility of line to good wagon roads, and owing to neces-

sity for lining as work progressed we adopted wood lining, contem-
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plating renewals with concrete as the wood decays. I will say, in pass-

ing, that, owing to the danger from sparks entering the cracks in lagging

in roof, we placed a lining of match ceiling i in. thick across top seg-

ment timber and the two side segments, which is doing satisfactory work,

and is lasting longer than metal lining would with the gases from loco-

motives to act on it.

In lining permanently I prefer concrete side walls with hard brick

arch, where ground is any way soft or unable to stand without wood
lining while permanent lining is being laid, but with reasonably solid

material overhead I would line completely with concrete.

There are two tunnels on this line where we would need to introduce

steel ribs to hold material while concrete is being placed, owing to swell-

ing and running ground, but outside of these two tunnels we would have

no trouble in building concrete alone. No swelling ground in bottom

noticed in any of our work.

3. No formulas have been adopted for calculating thickness of

concrete lining, as none has been placed so far. A large factor of safety

should be used when lining tunnels, as the material when lining is put

in may, from the nature of things, develop weaknesses which cannot be

foreseen. An uneven weight is much more destructive to any lining

than much heavier weight evenly distributed, and it is very difficult to

make set rules for determining how much weight it will have to carry.

4. The longest tunnel is 1,729 ft., the rail in all the tunnels com-

paratively dry, and no reduction in grades due to tunnels has been

undertaken.

5. All our drainage is carried in the ditch at the side.

6. The ditches carry the water satisfactorily, no lining with concrete

or other material has been done.

7. As far as our tunnels are concerned, I would prefer to have the

water, which generally comes through the side walls, follow the ditch

it first enters.

Jos. O. Osgood, Chief Engineer, Central Railroad of New Jersey:

On this road we have but two tunnels, and these are short, and

I do not find that either our experience or the experience of the members

of our Engineering Department is such as to enable us to add anything

of value to the Committee's knowledge of the subject.

1. In case of curves, we, of course, make a suitable enlargement

so as to maintain our full clearances.

2. In reply to the second question, in regard to the lining of

tunnels, our preference would be for concrete lining wherever it is prac-

ticable to use this.

7. As regards drainage, I would prefer a ditch on either side in

a single-track tunnel carried to a sufficient depth to effectually dispose

of the water. The ditch should, where practicable, be lined so as to

give a smooth interior surface, and may in some cases be covered to

advantage.
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Thos. H. Johnson, Consulting Engineer, Pennsylvania Lines West of

Pittsburg:

We no longer have any single-track tunnels, but if I had to build one

now I would make the section considerably larger both in width and

height than here shown. Heretofore the dimensions of tunnel sections

have been determined by considerations of clearance of trains and economy

of Construction. Experience in maintenance has shown us that there is

need of additional height and width to provide ample room for centering

when repairs to the arch are needed, as will be the case from time to

time, and sufficient allowance for this should be made, over and above

the clearance allowed for trains. Incidentally, it will afford beUer side

ditches. In all cases the head room over center of track should not

be less than 21 ft. to clear brakemen, and which will be compulsory in

those states which have s.atutory enactments on the subject of head room.

These suggestions are offered for the consideration of the Com-
mittee in formulating a section for recommended practice which should

be larger than has heretofore prevailed.

Answering the questions seriatim

:

1. None; if the section is ample to meet other requirements, no

modification is needed

2. Stone, as high up as it can be conveniently set with a derrick

car, brick for the balance, for all enumerated classes of material (a) to

(f), inclusive. For (f) the arch should have an invert.

3. Have used no formulas. Our practice has been to use five

rings of brick for single track, and six rings for double track, and these

have proved ample. I do not know of any formulas applicable, as any

assumptions as to loading must of necessity be vague and uncertain.

4. No.

5. Yes. We used sewer pipe with uncemented joints, and have

had no trouble from filling.

6. The sections heretofore in use have not afforded sufficient room

for adequate side ditches, but with wider sections side ditches would

become effective, and render a central drain pipe unnecessary. We have

not concreted our ditches, but I can conceive of cases where it might

be desirable. I do not think it should be recommended for general

practice, but be left as a resort in special cases.

7. In single-track tunnel, I would provide for drainage at both sides,

either by open ditch or pipe, as the individual case seemed to call for.

There is one feature of tunnel work not covered by your list of

questions, viz., the protection of the arch against water seeping through.

You will note on the blueprint that in the case there shown the extrados

of the arch was to be covered with coatings of cement plaster and pitch.

This, and all other protective coatings, roofing, felt, asphalt, etc., placed

outside the arch have proved ineffective, because the placing of the pack-

ing has invariably punctured and broken the protective coatings. In the

last two tunnels built under my charge, I placed a layer of prepared
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roofing in the mortar joint next to the last ring. This has proven more

effective than any device heretofore tried.

L. R. Zollinger, Engineer' Maintenance of Way, Pennsylvania Railroad:

i. Unless the curvature on which a tunnel is built is heavy enough

to materially cut down the clearance, we do not make any correction

for curvature.

2. We prefer s.one or brick lining for tunnels. The tunnel in which

\-e have used concrete lining has not proven satisfactory. The majority

of our tunnels are lined with brick rings and stone bench walls. In the

latest tunnel we built we used sandstone rubble masonry for the lining

throughout, and this has been very satisfactory.

3. We do not use any formula for determining the thickness of

masonry lining. This is altogether covered by precedent and good

practice.

4. We do not reduce the maximum grade through tunnels.

5. The only tunnel in which we have used conduits or pipes for

carrying the drainage is a short one, and in this case we used tile drains

on either side of the track, some two or three feet below sub-grade.

We covered these drains with broken stone. This has been very effective

in draining the tunnel, which was built through very wet ground.

6. We have found open side ditches to be very effective for drain-

age, if of sufficient cross-section and kept properly cleaned out.

7. We would prefer to drain a single-track tunnel by means of

two ditches, one on either side of the track, as greater cross-section

for the ditches could probably be secured thereby.

D. MacPherson, Assistant Chief Engineer, Transcontinental Railway:

1. We make our single-track tunnels 16 ft. wide in the clear on

tangents and 18 ft. wide on curves of 6°. On curves of greater radius, the

width is proportional, varying between the limits of 16 ft. on tangents

and 18 ft. on 6° curves.

2. I prefer stone or concrete when masonry lining is used.

4. We do not reduce rate of grade through tunnel.

5. The drainage is carried through a pipe under the center of the

track.

As our road is not yet in operation, it is rather early to say

whether or not these will be efficient.

F. L. Stuart, Chief Engineer, Erie Railroad:

1. Tracks 13 ft. center to center, spread 9 in. on curves 3 and over,

same for outside clearances.

2. (a), (b), (c), (d), and e, concrete side walls with brick arch,

(f)—concrete with flush surface of brick.

3. Yes, if in river muck.

4. Yes, 25 per cent, to 50 per cent, of maximum,
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5. Yes.

On sides.

Removable plank doors.

Yes.

6. Yes, in most cases.

Where such ditches are necessary, use conduits.

7. In two.

Edward Gray, Engineer of Maintenance of Way, St. Louis—Louisville

Lines, Southern Railway:

2. (a) Concrete sides and drains—brick top.

(c) Reinforced concrete.

(d) Reinforced concrete.

(e) Concrete.

(f) Reinforced concrete.

3. Yes ; but it is difficult to determine every approximate loading.

4. Yes, if practicable.

About 15 per cent.

5- No.

6. Generally, when kept clean ; no.

7. Two.

J. G. Gwyn, Chief Engineer, Denver & Rio Grande Railway:

2. Concrete in all cases.

3- No.

4. No.

5. No.

6. Yes.

7. Two side ditches.

M. J. Caples, Vice-President and General Manager, Carolina, Clinchfield

& Ohio Railway:

1. We use the standard width, 18 ft. clear, for straight line and

curves up to and including eight degrees, but for all curves the center

line of the track is shifted from the center line of the tunnel, so as to

equalize the clearance.

2. In all cases our company has used concrete for tunnel lining,

irrespective of the character of material through which the tunnel pene-

trates. The particular advantage of concrete is that for case (c) intro-

duction of reinforcing steel is rendered feasible.

The use of brick, stone or concrete for lining tunnels will depend

largely upon local conditions, such as availability of material and cost

in that locality. Speaking purely from the standpoint of the structural

value of these three materials commonly used for tunnel lining, we do

not believe that there is any practical difference. If brick be specified,

the quality of this material must be subject to careful inspection to insure

proper texture and state of vitrifaction. Such brick should be hard-
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burned and capable of absorbing not more than 16 or 17 per cent, of

water.

In the case of our tunnels lying along the valley of the Clinch

River, the geological formation is such that the strata slope in a

direction downward at 45 degrees to the horizontal plane and to the

east. In some cases the disintegration of the strata has softened the

material 10 an extent that an unusual lateral pressure is brought upon

the west wall of the tunnel known locally as Townes Tunnel. For this

case have been specified bent I-beams as shown on the drawing at-

tached. This form of reinforcement is unique only in that the two
vertical portions of the curved beams are of unequal length. The long

side, of course, is situated on the west side of the tunnel to resist the

lateral stress mentioned. These reinforcing ribs are placed from two
feet to about five feet on centers, according to the amount of thrust to

be resisted. The amount of this thrust in each case was arrived at

by noting the deflection of the double lining timbers at that point. It

will be further noted that in this case it has been necessary to slope

the bench walls of the tunnel to accommodate the contour of the long

legs of the I-beams.

3. We do not use formulas for determining the thickness of

masonry linings. For ordinary material it is assumed that the mass

to be supported will be contained within the usual 45 degrees planes.

In special cases where the material is unusually loose, this mass to be

supported is increased according to the judgment of the engineer.

4. We reduce the rate of grade through tunnels if it is on a

maximum grade against the traffic by 25 to 40 per cent. If on a

compensated grade in direction of traffic, we make no reduction. This

practice may, however, be modified by special circumstances.

We consider that the necessity for reducing maximum grades

through long tunnels exists for the following reasons : (a) The possi-

bility of asphyxiation of the train crew due to stalling a train in a

tunnel is too great to be overlooked, (b) The possibility of damp

.•ails reducing the adhesion, (c) The increased resistance to the passage

jf the train due to increased air resistance, similar to the plunger

effect in a cylinder, unless the tunnel is of abnormally large section.

5. We have one tunnel on a grade of 0.2 per cent, of 1 per cent.,

1,100 ft. in length, where the drainage is carried through an 8-inch

vitrified terra cotta pipe, laid in the center of the track. The bottom

of the pipe is two feet below sub-grade and the trench is filled with

broken stone of ordinary ballast size. Prior to the laying of this

drainage pipe the tunnel was very wet, the bottom strata through

which the tunnel passed consisting of soft shale. Since the pipe line

was laid the tunnel has been dry. We consider this method of drain-

age under these circumstances a good one. In the remainder of our

tunnels, 34 in number, aggregating nearly six miles in length, the

drainage is taken care of in two open side ditches.
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6. Open side ditches provide sufficient drainage if the grade is

sufficient.

Owing to the recent date of opening our line, no steps have as yet

been possible toward smoothing the ditches with concrete to assist

shoveling out the accumulation.

B. A. Wood, Resident Engineer, Mobile & Ohio Railroad:

1. Six inches wider than net clearance on tangents.

2. Concrete for all tunnels requiring lining.

3- No.

4. No.

5- No.

6. Yes.

7. Two.

J. B. Berry, Chief Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad

:

1. Depends on the degree of curve ; ordinarily no change.

2. (a) Concrete on sides and roof.

(b) Concrete on sides and roof.

(c) Concrete with possibly beams or steel reinforcement

;

sides, roof and bottom.

(d) Concrete on sides and roof.

Concrete with good drainage, sides and roof.

(e) Concrete.

(f) Concrete with possibly reinforcement.

4. Yes. Not less than one-half the maximum grade and, if possi-

ble, extend it some distance from each end.

5- No.

6. No, not always.

No.

7. In two.

J. P. Snow, Chief Engineer, Boston & Maine Railroad

:

2. Brick in all cases.

3- No.

5. To some extent.

At center between tracks with a gridiron of small pipes up the

sides behind the lining.

Yes.

6. Do not use.

G. J. Ray, Chief Engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad:
1. We have no recently built tunnels on curves.

2. Concrete in all cases, the only objection being the possibility

of sloughing off in spots due to its solubility in certain kinds of ground
water, having had some little trouble with sulphur in this respect.
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3. No. Thickness determined by practical construction in placing

concrete, it depending to some extent on the amount of over breakage

outside of regular tunnel section.

4. The condition does not occur on our line.

5. Yes. Vitrified tile pipe laid with joints slightly open in ditch

near outside edge of tunnel. Pipes covered over with broken stone.

6. In the case of our new Bergen Tunnel, Jersey City, we have

concreted entire bottom with concrete Bush track construction, blue-

print of tunnel section being enclosed herewith. The conduits in the

center of the track are for electric, telephone and telegraph cable.

7. Would prefer to have drainage in a single track tunnel dis-

tributed in two ditches.

«

F. T. Darrow, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad

:

1. None.

2. (a) Concrete in this territory.

(b) Concrete in this territory,

(e) Concrete.

4. Has not been done on account short tunnels or near summit

and not necessary.

5- No.

6. Have none.

7. One.

S. B. Fisher, Chief Engineer, Missouri Kansas & Texas Railway

:

1. I have not modified openings for curves, but made opening of

sufficient size for curves.

2. In these cases, I would examine the site and surroundings, and

be governed largely by material available.

3. None.

4. No reduction so far as my experience goes, but I can readily

conceive of cases where I would make reduction in grade.

5. None.

6. Not very efficient drainage. Have not lined ditches with con-

crete.

7. In two, generally, but special cases might be best with one.

A. M. Kinsman, Chief Engineer. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad:

1. B. & O. Standard is 18 ft. span for single track and 30 ft.

for double-track tunnels, arch semicircular with side walls 14 ft. and

10 ft. high, respectively, from sub-grade, or 12 and 8 ft. from top of

rail. These dimensions are sufficient for clearance on any curve on

which our tunnels are likely to be built.

2. Preference for sidewalls in order as. follows: Stone or brick,

with hard shale brick for arch.
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3. Thickness of sidewalls is determined by the character of ma-

terial through which tunnel is made, and thickness of arch of four

rings or 17^2 inches for single track, and five rings or 22 inches for

double track was determined by same formulas as for ordinary arches.

If material over arch is soft and wet, thickness of concrete haunching

over brick ring to be increased, or increase thickness by one extra

ring of bricks ; this same precaution to be taken in case of falls.

4. Where practicable, grade through tunnels is reduced as much

as possible, but always made sufficient for good drainage.

5. For light drainage, one line of tile on each side of single

track, with additional line in middle for double track, size of tile

depending on local conditions.

6. Efficient drainage in open ditches depends upon volume of water

and gradient. For great volume of drainage necessitating frequent

cleaning of ditches, it has been found excellent practice to introduce

open concrete ditches. This has been done and found to give good

results in tunnels that have been in service for years.

7. Distributed into two ditches, conduit or pipe.

Paul Didier, Principal Assistant Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

:

1. Up to 6° curve in tunnel 18 ft. diameter for single and

30 ft. for double track with spring line 8 ft. above top of rail. No
extra width will be required but center line of track to be eccentric

with center line of tunnel to secure equal clearance of cars on both

sides according to speed limit elevations.

2. Prefer hard shale tunnel bricks in preference to any other

material for arch. Side walls may be of hard sandstone concrete or

better, for main and branch line tunnels ; this should be done no

matter what kind of material is met in mining.

3. Do not use any formulas for thickness of arch, but general

practiced rule followed is 4 brick rings through solid mining, one extra

(5) r ing I0r wet spots and small falls and two extra (6) rings for

each heavy fall encountered.

4. The track grade should not be increased over maximum gradient

on section or division, but ditch grades should not be less than 0.50

per cent, for first 1,000 ft. and add 0.05 per cent, for each additional

1,000 ft. of tunnel toward exit of ditch.

5. According to wetness of tunnel 8-in. or 10-in. diameter butt-

end tile drains will make a satisfactory drainage, but cannot be ab-

solutely depended upon. Both single and double-track tunnels should

have two lines of drainage between track and sidewalls.

6. Sometimes they do, according to location of summit, but are

not to be considered good practice.

7. Prefer two lines of drainage on both single and double track.
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E. B. Ashby, Chief Engineer, Lehigh Valley Railroad

:

1. Widen section to preserve clearance.

2. (a) Concrete.

(b) Concrete.

(c) Stone and brick.

(d) Concrete.

Stone and brick.

(e) Stone and brick.

(f) Stone and brick.

3. Depend on conditions at each case.

4. Light a grade as possible to properly drain and ventilate.

5. Have had them.

Center between track.

Manholes frequent.

Not always.

6. Yes.

7. Two side ditches with sub-drain if bad bottom.

Chas. S. Churchill, Chief Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway:

2. Where readily procurable, in all cases stone or concrete walls

with brick arch. In some cases reinforced concrete arch.

3. Use rather observation of successful linings.

4. Yes.

About 30 per cent.

5. No.

6. Yes.

No.

7. Two ditches.

W. H. Chadbourn, Principal Assistant Engineer, Chicago Great Western

Railroad

:

1. Depends on degree of curve.

2. (a) Concrete.

(b) Concrete.

(c) Reinforced concrete.

(d) Concrete.

Concrete.

(e) Concrete.

(f) Concrete.

3- No.

4. No.

5- Yes.

Each side of tunnel.

1 per cent, grade.

Yes.

6. Do not use them.

7. In two.
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C. G. Delo, Engineer Maintenance of Way, National Lines of Mexico:

i. None np to 8 degree curves.

2. Concrete in all cases. .

3- No.

4. No.

5- No.

6. They do for short tunnels.

No.

7. In two.

H. L. Ripley, Assistant Engineer, New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad

:

1. None unless curve is < bove 8 degrees. Track is set over to-

wards outside of curve to compensate for elevation and keep top of

cars symmetrical with center li-te.

2. Concrete for all.

3- No.

4. Yes.

At about 25 per cent.

5. Yes. Providence, R. I., at ends of tunnel only.

Pipe located on center line of tunnel floor.

Manholes are placed at points where direction changes, screens

are placed at inlet basins, and outlet from manhole has a turn-

down elbow with a screen. :

Flow of water is small and drainage is efficient.

6. Yes. No special precaution taken to smooth up bottom, but

stone ballast is used. Consider this important.

7. Would favor two side ditches or a single center pipe.

George W. Kittredge, Chief Engineer, New York Central & Hudson
River Railroad

:

1. Increase clearance on inside of curves two inches for each de-

gree, plus additional amount necessary for superelevation.

2. Concrete—and we recommend lining all tunnels, as it will elim-

inate watchmen.

3. No.

4. Cannot find that it has been done, though it should be.

About 0.06 per cent.

5. Several where drainage is through pipes. Conduits are used

only for wires.

Pipes for drainage in center of tunnel. Conduits recessed into

side, or hung on wall.

Drainage pipes are covered with spalls and ballast.

Yes.

6. Yes, provided width of tunnel will permit of proper ditches,
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but in existing tunnels clearance does not permit the construction of

adequate ditches.

No.

7. Concentrated in one conduit or pipe, but into two ditches.

J. C. Nelson, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Seaboard Air Line

:

1. Yes.

2. Prefer concrete for all kinds of material.

3. No.

4. No.

5- No.

6. Yes.

No.

7. In two.

William Hood, Chief Engineer, Southern Pacific Company

:

1. We make no change of section for curves, but set the tunnel

over appropriately in reference to the center of track. We seldom

vary the thickness of the sidewalls, but vary the thickness of the arch

according to material. We very commonly build these tunnel portals

of cut stone trim and concrete otherwise ; or cut stone trim, brick

facing and concrete backing; or cut stone trim, rubble facing and con-

crete backing. Packing outside the masonry is done with spawls or

with concrete of varying strength according to conditions. We consider

it important to have ample distance between center of track and the

sidewalls and use 8 ft. 6 in. as the minimum. If we were certain

that a tunnel would not require lining, the character of the rock being

sufficiently stable, we should build the tunnel to the same clear section

as the masonry. We have very little experience in that kind of tun-

nels on the Pacific Coast.

2. Other things being equal for lining of the tunnel section proper

I prefer concrete invert, concrete sidewalls and brick arch, if the price

of brick and other matters affecting cost are such as to make it of

about the same price as concrete arch. If price of brick arch would

be too great we use concrete arch, being concrete throughout. I am
not in favor of rubble or coarse masonry lining vs. the concrete and

brick combination above described or all concrete.

4. We do not reduce the maximum grade through short tunnels,

being willing that the speed of trains should be slightly reduced in lieu

thereof. Tunnels of any considerable length in our experience have

been altogether built on special grades lighter than maximum, this gen-

erally being likely to be the case.

5. Clear water drainage is handled in the center of the tunnel

underneath the ballast in horseshoe tiling—lowest part of the invert

being in the center of the tunnel.
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Muddy water drainage, if supposed to be permanently muddy, is

handled in side ditches, highest part of the invert in the center of the

tunnel.

C. F. Loweth, Engineer and Superintendent, B. & B., Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. Paul Railway

:

We have used concrete to the exclusion of other material in lining

some twelve or thirteen tunnels. Concrete has been used, not only on

the sidewalls, but in the arch as well.

You will note that the amount of reinforcement is indicated on

the plans. This was varied somewhat, depending on the character of

the rock and also on the quickness that the concrete could be put in. In

a number of cases the timber lining did not give the full cross-section of

tunnel intended, due to the inability to put it into place or subsequent

movement, and the concrete sections would be less than indicated on

these plans.

Plans show the section of timber tunnels and they were made
with the view of subsequently being lined. Generally, the timbering

was put in at intervals of four feet centers ; however, there were many
cases in which it was necessary to put it in closer, and in such cases

the timbering was solid. Generally, no attempt was made to remove

the timbering unless it materially encroached on the concrete sections,

so as to make it desirable to remove some of the timbers in order to

obtain an adequate section of concrete.

C. A. Morse, Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

System

:

The Raton Mountain tunnel is the only tunnel that I have ever

had experience in constructing, and am not, therefore, in a position

to answer the seven questions. I think, by looking over the blueprint

sent you, you will be able to see readily what we did in the case of

our tunnel and will say that the tunnel is in every way satisfactory,

and we are very much pleased with the results. The shafts were put

down by the contractors to hurry the excavation, a bonus having been

offered for every day that they would complete the tunnel prior to the

contract time. I decided to line them and use them for ventilating

tunnels although it was not in our original plan. Would say, however,

that they do very effectively help out the ventilation of the tunnel, and

the clearance of smoke.

Regarding question No. 6. You will note that we constructed our

concrete footing so as to make a slight depression next to the face

of lining, for water to run in, and to make it convenient to keep this

clean by running a shovel along on the top of the concrete. We have

very little water in our tunnel, and, therefore, the drainage proposition

is not an important one, in the case of this tunnel. We have a 3H
per cent, maximum grade approaching this tunnel, and the tunnel was
built on a five-tenths grade, so as to allow the cutting off of helpers,

and so that one engine could easily take a train through the tunnel.
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Lincoln Bush, Consulting Engineer, New York:

i. To accommodate curved track I would increase the section of

the tunnel so as to provide for the same clearance as on tangent track,

taking into consideration the degree of curvature and the supereleva-

tion on the curve.

2. I prefer concrete lining for tunnels, it costs less money than

stone masonry or brick lining, eliminates the seepage of water and

the action of frost in the mortar joints, and also eliminates the damage

done to mortar joints from the exhaust of engines. I have made

some careful inspection of tunnels lined with concrete and located on

heavy grades and find that the blasting effect from the exhaust of en-

gines has done but very little damage to the concrete lining. I have

also had occasion during the past four years to reline considerable por-

tions of old masonry lined tunnels, the necessity for relining being

produced by the causes above noted.

3. I have not had occasion to line more than one new tunnel

which was through solid trap rock and used a lining practically two

feet in thickness and have not had occasion to use any formula for

determining the thickness of masonry in the lining.

4. Wherever possible I would reduce the rate of maximum grade

through tunnels, as the elimination of gradient in a tunnel reduces

the amount of work that engines have to do in pulling trains through

it, and the lighter the grade, the freer the tunnel will be from smoke

and gases. If it were feasible to do so, I would eliminate the grade alto-

gether in a tunnel or make the gradient in favor of the heavy traffic.

6. In all of the five tunnels on the Lackawanna Railroad, with

one exception, the drainage is carried through the tunnel by means of

side ditches without concrete trenches. Several of these tunnels have

large seepage of water through the roofs and the side ditch drainage

has not proven an efficient means of drainage.

I am enclosing you, in separate cover, a reprinted article from the

Railroad Gazette of April 23, 1909, on Bush track construction, from

which you will note a concrete roadbed was used through the new

Bergen Hill tunnel of the Lackawanna Railroad, of which railroad I

was Chief Engineer up to January 1, 1909, this tunnel having

been built under my direction. I believe you will find in the reprinted

Railroad Age Gazette article some data in connection with track con-

struction for tunnels, subways and circular tubes which may be of in-

terest to your Committee. I am also enclosing you a blueprint plan

showing full details of the type of concrete roadbed construction used

through the Bergen Hill tunnel, together with the suggested type of

track construction for subways and circular tunnel tubes. On this

bluprint plan you will find a cross-section for steam railroad tunnels,

which section was used in the construction of the double-track tunnel

of the Lackawanna Railroad through Bergen Hill. I have indicated

in red on this section the side trench in the concrete sub-base used for

drainage purposes.
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7. I would prefer to have the drainage of a single-track tunnel

distributed in two trenches rather than in one.

There is an accumulation of cinders and dirt from the exhaust of

engines, and the cinders do not carry readily in the drainage ditch, and

I believe that the better results would be obtained in the maintenance

of a single-track tunnel by having two drainage ditches.

I wrote you on August 12 in reply to your request for information

on tunnels and tunnel lining for the American Railway Engineering

and Maintenance of Way Association and desire to supplement this let-

ter by a copy of a report made to me on May 4, 1906, by my Divi-

sion Engineer, Mr. Cantine, on the lining of some of the tunnels on the

Northern Pacific Railroad. Before deciding to line the new Bergen

Hill tunnel of the Lackawanna Railroad I had Division Engineer Can-

tine make an inspection of the tunnels referred to in his report, copy

of which is enclosed herewith. I believe that this report will be of

interest to you at this time.

For the Lackawanna Railroad Company I relined 200 linear ft. of

the old Factoryville tunnel with concrete, in 1906, the stone masonry

lining being in such shape that it was necessary to reline.

I also relined a number of sections of the old Oxford tunnel on

the Lackawanna Railroad, in 1906-07, with concrete. The original lining

of this tunnel was sandstone masonry and there were stretches run-

ning from twenty to thirty feet in length, which I replaced with con-

crete lining. The total length relined with concrete in the Oxford

tunnel was 386 ft.

REPORT OF INSPECTION OF TUNNELS OF NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD.

Pursuant to instructions I have made an inspection of the lining

of the tunnels located upon the Northern Pacific Railroad, the Big

Horn tunnel on the Yellowstone Division, Bozeman tunnel located west

of Livingston on the Montana Division, and the Iron Ridge and

Mullen tunnel? located west of Helena on the main line of the North-

ern Pacific Railroad, Rocky Mountain Division.

I inspected the tunnels as were most convenient with the aid of

one of the pusher engines from the top of the cabin of same. I made
a careful inspection of the Bozeman tunnel, which tunnel is operated

on a 2 per cent, grade approaching thereto, such that while the grade

is lighter in the tunnel, approaching same they have the 2 per cent,

grade to overcome and receive the effects of the engine when operating

under this grade. This tunnel was lined in 1895-6 and is 3,650 ft.

long. Approximately 300 ft. of the roof being lined with brick and
the remainder with concrete, the sidewalls are constructed of concrete

throughout. Proportions of concrete are 1, 3 and 5, and English Port-

land cement was used. In the 300 ft. of brick lining probably 50 brick

have been disintegrated and removed entirely, probably due to joint

action of frost, gas and blast of engines. The concrete lining in this

tunnel as a whole was in good repair. At the ends of the sections
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of the roof I found disintegrated roofing from ^ to 2 in. or more in

several places ; I also found several places where the concrete had

become removed, from the size of a chestnut to as large as a man's

fist ; also found in one place where they had more particular trouble

with water during the work, the roof had sloughed off for a length

of 20 ft. from three to six inches, the remaining portion of the con-

crete was as good to-day as when put in in the year 1896, from which

I would conclude that the defective roof in the concrete portion was

due to improper mixing of the concrete, same not being wet enough

or that forms were removed too soon and allowed the blast to affect

same before it was properly set up, or possibly the result was a joint

action of the blast and improper mixing of the concrete.

We next visited the Mullen tunnel, which is approximately 3,900

ft. long and is located on the summit of the Rocky Mountains west

of Helena on a 2 per cent, grade. This tunnel was lined in 1892-3-4,

the sidewalls are of concrete and the roof is lined with brick with the

exception of the portals, which are lined with concrete. Proportions

of concrete are 1, 3 and 5, and English Portland cement was used. The

portals of this tunnel are in first-class condition and show no effects

of weather, frost, gas or blast of locomotives. The brick lining has

disintegrated. The bricks were not vitrified bricks, and as explained

by Mr. F. J. Taylor, Division Engineer, who accompanied me on the

inspection of this tunnel and who was in charge of the work when

same was lined, the disintegration of the brick was largely due to

frost action as much as to the effects of blast of locomotives or the

gases from locomotives.

We next visited the Iron Ridge tunnel, which is located some five

miles east of Mullen tunnel on the Helena Mountain, said tunnel being

on a reverse curve 600 ft. long on a 2.2 per cent, grade, and was lined

in 1898 with concrete throughout, Atlas cement, proportions 1, 3 and 5.

This tunnel showed up in splendid condition and there was practically

no sign of disintegration throughout length of tunnel.

We next visited the Big Horn tunnel, which is located some 60

miles east of Billings, is 1,000 ft. long on a .5 per cent, grade west-

bound and was lined in 1898 with concrete throughout, Atlas cement,

proportions 1, 3 and 5. Travel on this portion of the line is not as

heavy as at the other three tunnels inspected. The roof of this tunnel

was in excellent condition. We discussed the repairs of the tunnels

with the Supervisors who have had charge of same. There has been

practically no expense except for inspection with any of the tunnels.

We are of the opinion that some time there will have to be consid-

erable repairs made where the brick has disintegrated, but Mr. Taylor,

Division Engineer, is of the opinion that the rotten concrete in the

Bozeman tunnel has sloughed off and that they will have no further

trouble.

We did not visit the Stampede tunnel through the Cascade Range,

as the roof of same is lined with brick, and we did not feel that we
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would be profited sufficiently to warrant our making the trip that far

west after what we had seen in the above-mentioned four tunnels.

We were advised that the Northern Pacific has a short tunnel west of

the Cascade Range, known as tunnel No. 3, which they lined with con-

crete throughout some seven or eight years ago and that same is giving

satisfactory service. They are also lining a tunnel on the Cceur d'Alene

branch with concrete roof and sidewalls.

Referring to the Kingisland tunnel on D. L. & W. R. R. in New
Jersey, our recent inspection disclosed pit marks throughout over the

area affected by the blast of the engines. We are of the opinion that

this was due to the concrete facing which was used in the Kingisland

tunnel becoming dried out before same had thoroughly set up and that

the remedy is a sufficiently wet mixture to retain sufficient moisture

until the cement and concrete have thoroughly set. Referring to the

brick lining of the Bozeman and Mullen tunnels, I would say that the

concrete mortar used in brick shows no disintegration, which is an evi-

dence that cement mortar resists frost, blast of locomotives and gases

from the same source and that the concrete if properly mixed and

placed will give the same results. If the brick used in the lining of the

roof in tunnel were of proper character, vitrified throughout, such that

they would not disintegrate from the effects of the gas or frost or

blast of locomotives, we are of the opinion that the brick lining would

be equally as good as the concrete and we are further of the opinion

that the Nay Aug facing brick which we proposed to use for the Ber-

gen tunnel at Hoboken are of such character as would be suitable for

the brick lining of the tunnel ; but on the score of economy and the

elimination of the handling of the cars for the lining of our Hoboken
tunnel we would recommend that concrete lining for the roof be used

on our Bergen tunnel improvements.

In connection with this trip we noted several features or improve-

ments which, while having no bearing possibly upon the operation of

the Lackawanna railroad, yet might have value as a suggestion in con-

sidering improvements on our road, and might be of some value as a

matter of information elsewhere. I have noted same in a series of memo-
randa which we recorded en route and which we submit herewith as a

supplementary report.

Your Committee, as a result of its deliberations and of the exami-

nations of a multitude of plans sent to it by various members of this

Association showing both the recent tunnel construction and that of

some years ago, beg to submit as a partial report that

We recommend the adoption, for single track tunnels on tangent,

of a tunnel section with twenty-two feet between the top of rail and

soffit nf arch over the center of track, and having a width between

sidewnlls of sixteen feet. Where pressure against the sidewalls

must be provided for, it will be advisable to reduce the width at rail

top level to fourteen feet and to join the springing line width of six-
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teen feet and rail top width of fourteen feet with a curve of long

radius. ;
j

-

When a tunnel is constructed on curved track, the tunnel section

should be widened and the track displaced from the center of tunnel

to such an extent as to give substantially the same clearance at the

car floor level and at the car-eave level as is given on tangent by the

dimensions recommended above.

For double-track tunnels we recommend the width to be that sug-

gested for single-track tunnel plus standard width between track and

that the clear height above top of rail over the center of each track

be twenty-two feet.

The arch for a single-track tunnel should usually be a semi-circle.

The arch for a double-track tunnel should have the central portion con-

structed on a long radius and with short radii to connect the central

portion to the sidewalls.

The size of the tunnel should not be varied for the different classes

of track. We consider the dimensions given to be the minimum for

class "A" track. On account of the high cost of enlarging a tunnel

constructed to a less dimension than that required for class "A" track,

and in view of the probability of all principal lines of railway soon

needing roadways to support class "A" track, we believe the tunnel

section for class "B" track and class "C" track should be constructed

to conform to minimum dimensions for class "A."

We are not satisfied with the prevailing drainage in single track

tunnels through side ditches and favor some form of pipe drainage,

but cannot make recommendation at this time as to jyhat construction

is best. The advice of the full Committee is requested.

For double-track tunnels we favor carrying the drainage down the

space between the two tracks through a concrete channel, which may
be covered with old boiler plate if so desired.

We recommend that the rate of grade in long tunnels be lessened

by 25 per cent, from that of the ruling grade so as to compensate for

the greater resistance due to bad track, the less adhesion due to wet
rail and to avoid the possibility of the train stalling in the tunnel with

the resulting asphyxiation of the train crew.

We recommend the use of concrete for the permanent lining of

tunnels requiring support. We recognize, however, that in certain con-
ditions, e. g., when the movement of the material through which the

tunnel is excavated is so rapid that concrete will not have time to

reach a permanent set, a brick lining must be constructed. When brick

are used for tunnel lining, that portion of the arch for a horizontal

distance of five feet each side of the center line of track should be of

vitrified brick laid in Portland cement mortar.
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CONCLUSIONS.

i. That the form and dimensions of the clear space to be pro-

vided for single and for double-track tunnels on tangent conform to

these diagrams

:

SECTION FOR
YIELDING MAT-
ERIAL THAT
EXERTS SIDE
PRESSURE

2. For tunnels on curved track, the dimensions of the section

should be increased and the track displaced from center of tunnel so

as to give substantially the same clearance as is given on tangent by the

sections above.

3. For double-track tunnels the drainage should be provided for

by the construction of a concrete channel midway between the tracks.

4. The rate of grade in long tunnels should be reduced so as to

be 25 per cent, less than that of the ruling grade.

5. Concrete should be used for the permanent tunnel lining except

where local conditions will injure the concrete before there is time for

it to harden.

In the event that a brick lining be used, that portion of the arch

for a horizontal distance of five feet on each side of the center line of

each track, should be laid with vitrified brick in rich Portland cement

mortar.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—The report of the Committee on Roadway is next

in order. I will ask the chairman, Mr. Bremner, to take up the re-

vision of the Manual and indicate the points that require consideration

by the convention. It will be understood that mere definitions will not

be considered by the house.

Mr. Geo. H. Bremner, chairman (Chicago, Burlington & Quincy) :

—The Committee would like to eliminate from the definitions the

definition for "earthwork." In paragraph 4, relating to profiles, we

desire to change the wording to make it read, "Profiles should be

made complete in regard to distribution of material," cutting out the

reasons, thus making it complete with only the conclusion. The para-

graph numbers given are those in the Manual. Paragraph 1, under the

"Design and Construction of Roadway," we wish to change the

wording, which provides for three widths of roadbed, to read, "There

should be recognized three widths of roadbed for standard-gage rail-

ways, and these should be selected to suit the density of traffic. These

widths should be 14, 16 and 20 feet," striking out the word "probable"

before "density," and the words "to be handled in the future." in para-

graph 11, which provides for clearing small articles from the right-of-

way, such as fences, grain, grass and so forth. The Committee wishes

to make a different recommendation from that contained in the report.

The only change desired from the wording of the Manual is to have

the word "grading" substituted for "clearing."

That paragraph 37 in regard to "crossing bogs or swamps of un-

sound bottom" be amended by inserting the words "for light fills."

The President :—State what the main change is there.

Mr. Bremner :—The words "for light fills" were put in. Paragraph

72 should be cut out from the specifications.

Those are all the changes recommended in the Manual except the

change which we were instructed to make last year in the conclusions

in regard to Washouts. We would add conclusion (7) : "The weight-

ing of the toe of the slopes to restore equilibrium may sometimes be

found efficient," and would change former No. 7 to No. 8, and former

No. 8 to No. 9. If there is no objection to these changes in the

Manual, I would move that conclusion 1, page 4, be approved by the

convention.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Bremner :—Your Committee would also report on the subject

of tunnels. This report on tunnels does not cover the full instructions

of the Board of Direction in the consideration of this matter, but only

covers a part of the features which we were instructed to consider.

37 .
1087
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We hope to go into the matter further and report other conclusions

and recommendations during the coming year. The conclusions are on

page 28.

(The Secretary read conclusions 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.)

Mr. Bremner :— I move the adoption of the conclusions as read,

and that they be incorporated in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

Mr. G. A. Mountain (Canadian Railway Commissions) :—In reference

to the first clause, I notice the diagram for double track calls for 22

ft. clearance headroom from sub-grade. Yesterday, on bridges, this

convention approved 22 ft. from top of original clearance. It does not

seem to me that is consistent.

Mr. Bremner :—That is the intention of the diagram.

The President :—That amendment will be made.

Mr. Bremner :—Twenty-two ft. from top of rail.

Mr. R. N. Begien (Baltimore & Ohio) :—I move to amend this

conclusion to read: "The rate of grade in long tunnels should, if

necessary, be reduced by an amount equal to 25 per cent, of the ruling

grade." We can readily conceive of cases where the tunnel is 011

other grades than the ruling grade. I believe the ruling grade has never

been defined by this convention.

Mr. G. D. Brooke (Baltimore & Ohio) :—In connection with some

location work on the Baltimore & Ohio, with which I was connected

some years ago, we considered this matter of reducing grades in tun-

nels. At first we reduced the grade through the tunnel itself. Later,

we decided it would be better to reduce the grade below the tunnel.

The purpose of the reduction of the grade in the tunnel is to relieve

the engine of the extra work due to the slipping of the wheels in

the tunnel, and also on account of relieving the gaseous conditions of

the tunnel. If the grade is held to the maximum up to the tunnel

portal, practically all of the train will be on the heavy grade when

the locomotive enters the tunnel, and the speed of the train will be

reduced; but if the grade is reduced below the tunnel, the train will be

accelerated and on entering the tunnel will have a higher speed than

on the maximum grade. As the train passes through the tunnel the

speed will be reduced, and it should merge from the tunnel at about

the maintained speed. I think this is a point that should be given con-

sideration.

Mr. Mountain:—While this question is up, I want to enter an

objection to the method of measuring this headroom from the top of

rail. I think that is wrong. The top of rail is not a fixed point. In

my practice on the Canadian Railway Commission we order it from the

base of rail.

Mr. J. E. Willoughby (Louisville & Nashville) :—The suggestion

of the reduction of grade is an error in mathematics—the suggestion that

1 8/10 per cent, by % is equal to 65/icoths—that is an error. The reduc-

tion would be to 1.35 grade. The Committee considered that there should
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be a greater reduction of grade on those grades that require helper

service than on the lighter grades, and that was one reason the Com-
mittee adopted the ruling grade. The usual measurement on American

railways for clearances has been from the top of rail, since that is the

clearance that the train will need. Now it is assumed that the road

will be maintained in the tunnel so that the clearance above top of rail

will not be diminished. As to the reduction of the rate of grade

before you get into the tunnel, it occurs to me the engine is supposed

to carry its rate up the grade outside. I think the only place where

the reduction of grade is necessary is in the tunnel.

Mr. Chas. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :— I think that the

Committee is working on right lines in reducing the grades of tunnels,

but it does not seem to me as if they have given all the reasons for

it. The important reason in my opinion is that the grade be reduced

at the tunnel and beyond the end of it, in order to reduce the work of

the engine while passing through the tunnel, when that tunnel is on

a ruling grade. Unless that is done it is only a question of time when

artificial ventilation must be resorted to in case the tunnel is of con-

siderable length, say over 2,500 ft. That has been thoroughly tested

out; it is a matter of record. I believe the Committee is right in its

recommendation to reduce at least 25 per cent, for those reasons, and

that that reduction should extend below the entrance of the tunnel a

short distance. I think that should be borne in mind in view of other

questions this Committee has before it—the question of ventilation,

which will come up later, which they say they have not acted on at

present. It is very important that the ease of trains passing through

tunnels be greater than on the line below the tunnel where the tunnels

are on ruling grades.

Mr. Bremner :—The intention of the Committee was to fix the

grades so the trains could get through the tunnels easier and quicker.

In fixing 25 per cent, reduction of grade, the engineer should certainly

take into account the approach grade. If the approach grade is light,

the reduction of the grade in the tunnel should not be so great. If

the approach grade is steep, it should be reduced to meet the grade

iii the tunnel, and the amount of reduction in the tunnel would depend

to a great extent on the approach grade. It is the ruling grade over

the division that governs the length of the train. So it would appear

that we have covered that matter in saying that the grade in the tunnel

should be reduced 25 per cent.

Mr. Churchill :—I think it should be at least 25 per cent., and I

think it would better be expressed that way. This is not only practiced,

in this country but also in Europe. The French engineers recently

passed on this question and made a specification that the grades in

tunnels should be reduced as being necessary for ventilation purposes.

We have one on our road 3,000 ft. and it is reduced 30 per cent.
;
yet

ventilation has been necessary for years.. •
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Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—It is our experi-

ence that it is very desirable to reduce grades in long tunnels for a

variety of reasons. Long tunnels in a mountainous country are very

apt to be near the summits on long grades ; frequently the track is

wet in those tunnels. The adhesion of the locomotive drivers on the

rails is less. It frequently happens that quite serious consequences

have been due to stalling in these tunnels where the precaution was
not taken in the original construction to materially reduce grades, and
I presume those who have long tunnels have had some experience, on

certain occasions, with having to carry their enginemen and firemen

out of the tunnel unconscious. This, so far as my experience goes,

has been partly due to having summits in tunnels. I do not find

that the Committee has covered that point, and I would suggest that

if, under their instructions, it be proper and competent, they should

express a recommendation prohibiting summits in tunnels. There is

only one valid reason that I know of for putting a summit in a tun-

nel and that reason I do not consider good. Sometimes great quanti-

ties of water are met with in long tunnels, and apparently the reason

for some summits in tunnels is on account of the engineer providing

for flow of water both ways from the tunnel. The effect of the sum-

mit is largely to interfere with the draught through the tunnel and to

collect smoke and hold it. The experience on the lines with which

I am connected is that much shorter tunnels, with summits in them,

are far worse for the trainmen than longer tunnels with approximately

the same height and cross-section without the summits. If practicable,

without too great cost, I agree with the opinion expressed here that

the grade should be reduced before reaching the tunnel. In most cases

of tunnels on long grades it is a very serious matter to reduce the

approach grades on account of increased cost.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—This discussion

is most interesting and profitable, but I doubt if we will come to any

final conclusion on a question of this character without having had the

Committee on Roadway and the Committee on Economics of Location

come together in conference and agree on a conclusion. There are

four main questions before us : The first, tunnel cross-section ; second,

tunnel lining ; third, tunnel drainage ; fourth, tunnel ventilation. In

view of the necessities of the hour, I will suggest that these questions

be taken up in the form of a motion, one by one, and that the question

of economics, as involved in the conclusion 4, be referred back to the

Committee for further consideration during next year.

Mr. J. A. Lahmer (Kansas City Southern) :—There is another

reason for considering the grade before entering into the tunnel, in-

stead of considering the reduction of the grade in the tunnel only,

which I do not believe I have heard expressed, and that is that in some

cases the greater part of the train may be still outside of the tunnel

when the engine is working in the tunnel. This, of course, would be
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particularly applicable in the case of a long freight train. The engine

might be obliged to work throughout the tunnel on account of the

train being largely on the grade approaching the tunnel.

Mr. Bremner :—The Committee is willing to accept an amendment

to incorporate in this section 4 the word "approaches," to make it read,

"the rate of grade in long tunnels and approaches." In regard to the

case where the summit of grade is in a tunnel, the Committee expect

to consider the subject of ventilation next year. We have not under-

taken it this year. We have only partially considered the subject assigned

by the Board of Direction, as it appeared too large a bite to take off at

once, and that feature will come up next year. It is primarily a subject

of ventilation in the tunnel. We expect to send out circulars and ask

for information along that line later in the year.

Mr. Howard G. Keliey (Grand Trunk) :—I wish to offer an amend-

ment, to return to conclusion 1. Mr. Mountain brought up the ques-

tion of the ''point" from which the standard clearance should be meas-

ured. At first thought that does not appear to be a very important

feature, but the truth is, it is a vital feature. In the Dominion of

Canada there are certain features, with respect to structures, that are

fixed by law, and the slightest deviation from them is an infraction of

the law. In the Railroad Act in Canada, it was worded that the clear-

ance for bridges and tunnels should be so many feet above the highest

freight car. That would have left it worse than this. The Railroad

Commission, of which Mr. Mountain is Chief Engineer, realized that it

was necessary to fix that clearance from a definite point. The original

act was intended to give a 22-ft. clearance for an ordinary box car, and

a man on top, but the Railroad Commission said : "Rails are changing

in height, maybe an inch or maybe two inches, and we will give 22

ft. 6 in. from the base of rail." Suppose we are running with a 4%-
in. rail and we build our tunnels and bridges with a clearance of 22

ft. above the top of the rail. Next year we put down a 6-in. rail.

All of our structures violate the Act. It is only an inch or two, to be

sure, but an inch or two will win or lose a damage suit. I agree

heartily with Mr. Mountain in this matter, that we should give the

clearance from a fixed point, and that is the top of the tie, the bas:

of the rail. You put up a structure with your horizontal and vertical

clearance fixed from a definite point, the horizontal from the center of

the track and the vertical from the base of the rail. You can change

your rail, but you cannot change the vertical clearance on a bridge or

on a tunnel without taking it down. The same thing will occur in

this country. The time will come in the United States when the fixed

clearances will be enforced just as safety appliances are enforced, and I

think this Association should leave nothing indefinite in these con-

clusions and recommendations. I therefore support Mr. Mountain's

suggestion most heartily. I think we should give it from a fixed point,

the center of the track and the base of the rail,
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Mr. Lahmer :—It would not be any worse one way than the other.

If you fix the clearance from the base of the rail, and have 4
1/4-in.

rail, and later use 6-in. rail, then you reduce the actual clearance,

which is from the top of the rail to the under side of the tunnel roof.

Mr. Kelley:—The gentleman misses the point I am trying to make.

I know the clearance will be reduced a little, but the effect is not the

same. We are working under a law and when the clearance is given

from the base of the rail, we cannot raise our rail, but we can raise the

top of the rail and meet the requirements and comply with the law. We
are not infringing the law. You gentlemen who do not work under a

precise Act do not appreciate this, but those members who are engaged

in the Dominion of Canada are working under a precise Act, precise

laws and precise figures, and any violation renders their companies

liable under the Act and liable in a court for negligence. It is not the

question of reduction of an inch clearance. It is a question of com-

pliance with the Act, and the Commission is trying to give it as broad

a view as it can. The difference of an inch is not going to affect the

conditions of transportation, but it does affect materially the obligations

and responsibilities of the railroads operating under those conditions.

Mr. Lahmer :— I neglected to state that I appreciate the point you

are trying to make. Nevertheless I wanted to point out that from the

standpoint of actual consequences we would not be saving our clear-

ance. I fully appreciate the fact that you want to make the point that

one would be a literal compliance with the law and the other would not.

Mr. Courtenay:—In at least one State the statute requires a 22 ft.

clearance from the top of the rail. I think it would be perfectly futile

to try to conform to the statutes of forty-five States and the Dominion

of Canada.

Mr. Mountain:—If you meet with an accident, and they find out

your tunnel has been reduced, you will be out of court.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin (Illinois Central) :—As a matter of fact this

dimension is really more fixed than if it were a dimension from base of

rail. It behooves a railroad to make the depth below the base of rail

under this diagram such that it will not go outside of the law. It is

absolutely more fixed here than it would be by dimensioning it from

the base of the rail and allowing 6 in., as is the custom in Canada.

Suppose later a io-in. rail should be adopted, there is nothing in the

Act of Canada that would prohibit that. You can have it 2 ft. 6 in.

to the base of the rail, and take in a io-in. rail and you will not have

the clearance, and you will be conforming with the statute ; but if you

have an absolute dimension to the top of the rail, it is impossible for

railroads to use a rail higher than the one originally designed without

going outside of the statute. I think this diagram is proper, and that

it is incumbent upon the railroad in designing a structure to make suffi-

cient provision to insure that it does not go outside of the diagram

and infringe the law.
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Mr. John G. Sullivan (Canadian Pacific) :— I do not want to make
an international question of this. I do not want to start a fight to-day.

I do wish, however, to support Mr. Mountain in this contention. This

liberal interpretation of the Canadian Railway Act was made at the

solicitation of the Railway Engineers of Canada. If, as has been said

by Mr. Kelley, we put in a 6-in. rail where we had a four, and the

clearance was 22 ft. 6 inches above the top of the rail, we would be out

of court in a case of law. Supposing we do put in a 10-in. rail, the

laws are strict enough to tie the railroads down tight enough, and with

all the laws that we have adverse to railway construction and railway

operation, I do not think that this body should try to advocate the

principle of tying them down tighter and make it impossible to do

practical things. It is only natural that we will probably increase

the height of our rail, probably another inch, within the lifetime of

some of our members here, but it is not probable that we will go to

10 in. and if the laws in the country do not make it a crime to make
practical improvements, and if the Commissions and the jurists of the

country are willing to take a liberal view of the law, I do not think

we should make suggestions or rules to tie the railroads down closer

than they are held by law.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—

I

believe the Committee would consent to have the words "unless other-

wise required by law" added to conclusion 1.

Mr. Bremner :— I think that goes with all our conclusions, in the

whole Manual, as a matter of course.

Mr. Kelley:—Mr. Baldwin says that we should provide for a lower-

ing of our base of rail if so required. If we are discussing the clear-

ance of tunnels, it means taking out some ballast; that we can do, but

the clearance that we fix for tunnels will be the clearance that we
fix for bridges or any other overhead structure. I would ask—suppose

we had motive power running over our structures that requires a 9-in.

tie, and we put on a rail one inch higher than the rail that had been

used; that would indicate we intended using heavier motive power;

we can of course cut down our ties, but they will then be too weak.

We cannot lower the floor of our bridges without undue expense ; in

many cases we cannot lower it at all. It does seem to me the base

of the rail is a possible fixed point. If some of the States fixed the

point as the top of rail, it is because you asked for it. We can always

control the base of rail feature, but we cannot always control the top.

Mr. C. H. Ewing (Philadelphia & Reading) :—There is another

matter that has not yet been touched upon which leads me to doubt

the wisdom of this Association providing clearness such as pro-

posed, thereby admitting the necessity for providing clearances for a

brakeman on the top of a car. The introduction of air brakes makes it

unnecessary to provide such clearances as are here proposed. It is abso-

lutely impossible in cities to provide such clearances for overhead
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bridges, and I doubt very much the wisdom of the Association in ad-

mitting the necessity for providing clearance as great as this.

Mr. Willoughby :—The object of the Committee in suggesting 22

ft. covered, in addition to the mere clearance provision, the necessity

of providing space enough to prevent unpleasant results to passengers

from smoke while passing through tunnels, and in the long tunnels

the necessity of avoiding the asphyxiation of the enginemen, and it

included a necessity for a little more space than for the clearance of

bridges, where such conditions would not obtain. The first fixed point

in railroad construction is the subgrade. It occurs to me that railroads

having a legal stipulation relative to the clearance height above base of

rail would take that into consideration in fixing their subgrades if they

have a stipulation for clearance above top of rail, which clearance is to

be obtained by adding on to the subgrade the distance from subgrade

to top of rail. I think therefore the stipulation of certain definite

feet above the top of rail, covering, as it does, the comfort of the pas-

sengers and enginemen, is of more importance than making an ex-

ception for a specific law in one part of the country.

Mr. A. S. Baldwin :—Mr. Kelley misunderstood my reference to

lowering the grade. I meant to convey the idea that that should be

considered in the design of a structure. It would behoove a railroad

company, I think, in designing its structures, to provide a sufficient

clearance to take care of any rail that is likely to be used. In other

words, in a new structure, I think it would be unwise to use less than

22 ft. 6 in. to the base of the rail. The fact remains that the effective

clearance is the distance from the top of the rail to the structure above.

Mr. L. C. Fritch (Chicago Great Western) :—I think this is one of

the most important points that we have taken up during this session.

The matter of clearances does not only affect our tunnels, it affects our

bridges, and later on it is going to affect the electrification of the rail-

roads. We ought to definitely determine the point to measure from.

That should be absolutely fixed and not subject to change. In the

matter of electrification, we need all the clearance obtainable. If you

measure from the top of the rail, and change the rail say an inch or

half an inch, it will make a great difference between the clearances of

the electrical equipment. It is unfortunate that we did not discuss this

point more thoroughly when we had up the question of the clearances on
Iron and Steel Structures. The diagram in that report refers to clear-

ances from top of rail. Personally, I think the base of rail is the

point that we ought to adopt in all our clearances, because if railroads

are going into electrification—and they will in the future—we must
have a point that will not vary, and the base of the rail and the top

of the tie will not vary.

Mr. Moses Burpee (Bangor & Aroostook) :—I think the recom-

mendation does not mean to express other than the minimum dimen-

sion, the net distance above top of rail. I do not believe there is an
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engineer in the room who would not make allowance for future in-

crease in height of rail. I think he would make this allowance an

inch, and it would be wise to also allow for a few inches raising of

ballast under the tie, and that any engineer adopting a design for tun-

nel section would be sure to make some allowance for increase of

height in both rail and ballast.

Mr. John G. Sullivan :—I am sorry I am against the Government

again, but I want to know how many engineers in this room use the

top of the rail as the datum for their bridge foundations, and so forth.

Mr. Bremner :— I will answer Mr. Sullivan's suggestion in this

'

way : If they follow the conclusions and the directions of this Asso-

ciation, they all use the top of the rail. On page 257 of the Manual,

in the general specifications for steel railroad bridges, under design, it

says : "On a straight line the clear height of through bridges shall not

be less than twenty-one feet above top of rail for a width of six feet

over a single track," and so forth.

Mr. John G. Sullivan :— I was referring to the foundations.

Mr. Bremner :—You will have to tie the two together. I do not

see how they can be separated. As the Association is already com-

mitted to the top of the rail as a basis for clearance vertically for

bridges, if we change it for tunnels to the base of the rail, we should

do the same for bridges and our other structures.

Mr. Baldwin :—I move that the clearance height as indicated on this

diagram be changed so as to be the dimension from the base of the

rail, and this height be given as 22 ft. 6 in. instead of 22 ft.

Mr. Mountain :—The base of rail has no fixed relation to the top

of the tunnel. One of the most difficult orders to enforce is to keep

the trackmen working in tunnels, where they have bad air most of the

time.

The President :—It is moved that the clearance height of tunnels,

as shown on the diagram, refers to base of rail, and that the height

be 22 ft. 6 in.

(A viva voce vote was taken. A division was afterwards called

for by the President, and, by a rising vote, the amendment was adopted.)

The President:—Mr. Begien. did you make a motion a while ago?

Mr. Begien :—Yes, I proposed that any long tunnel should, if neces-

sary, be reduced by an amount equal to 25 per cent, of the ruling grade,

and called attention to the fact that the way it reads at the present

time is not clear, inasmuch as we would not know how to reduce the

grade in tunnels.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—I move

to amend that by referring recommendation 4 back to the Committee

with instructions to confer with the Committee on Economics of Rail-

way Location, to consider that subject. They have really gone beyond

the direction of the Board of Direction in considering this at this time.

It also should be considered in connection with ventilation.
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Mr. Willoughby :—The Committee took up the question of the

reduction of the grade in long tunnels, because it had to solve the

question of ventilation in tunnels. The Committee has in mind that

the Association has already expressed its belief that two-tenths rate

of grade is the minimum rate of grade for draining iron pipes. The

Committee feels it has not gone beyond the direction of the Board,

but has simply taken up another subject so as to enable it to properly

carry out the directions of the Board relative to ventilation and drainage.

The President.—Moved and duly seconded that paragraph 4, re-

ferring to rate of grade in tunnels, be referred back to the Committee

for conference with the Committee on Economics of Railway Location.

We will take another vote. All in favor of the amendment to the

amendment will say, "in their natural voice," Aye. Those opposed.

No. (The vote was taken as indicated by the President. The amend-

ment was carried.)

Mr. Bremner:—If there is no further discussion on this, I would

move the adoption of the conclusions as amended and changed.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Bremner :— I will state briefly with reference to the other work

which the Board of Direction gave us, "collect all known formulas

for determination of size of waterways, and tabulate them in such

manner that they may be intelligently compared"—there has been much

work begun on this by the Sub-committee, Professor Pence, chair-

man, and they expect to give you a full report later. We hope to get a

conference with the Committee on Ballast as to unit pressures allow-

able on roadbeds. With reference to agricultural drainage, Sub-com-

mittee E, Mr. Curd, chairman, has accumulated a large amount of

valuable information regarding the laws of various States, which is

being tabulated for your information.

Th« President :—The Committee will now be relieved, with the thanks

of the Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XI—ON RECORDS AND
ACCOUNTS.
(Bulletin No. 120.)

To the Members of the American Railzvay Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

I—OUTLINE OF WORK.

Your Committee on Records and Accounts was assigned the follow-

ing work for the year 1909

:

1. Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

2. Recommend a system for numbering all the "Forms" adopted of

the various committees.

3. Continue recommendations of any desirable changes in adopted

conventional symbols, with especial reference to Forms M. W. 1020 and

1022. Confer with all committees.

4. Recommend forms for use of Maintenance of Way Departments

for preparing preliminary detailed estimates of contemplated construc-

tion work, this form to be used preliminary to and form the basis for

the summary estimate dala embodied on form M. W. 1017.

In addition to and in connection with the above, the following sub-

jects were brought up and discussed:

(a) Definition of "Form," in connection with the subject of new

system of numbering forms in Manual.

(b) Disposition of Diagrams, etc., in the Manual.

(c) Giving lis-; of conventional signs for signals, pp. 132 to 138,

inclusive, in the Manual, a form number.

(d) Grouping forms in front or back of Manual as a means of

ready reference.

(e) Definition of "Estimate."

II—ORGANIZATION FOR SUB-COMMITTEE WORK.
During the year the Committee membership was increased from

fourteen to twenty-three, and for the purpose of carrying on the work
assigned by the Board of Direction, as well as continuing some of the

work of last year, the General Committee was organized into sub-

committees and specific subjects assigned to each. Each sub-committee

was requested to hold meetings about once a month, for the purpose of

carrying on the work assigned to it and to consider replies to circular

letters sent out to the Association, which circulars were made returnable
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direct to the chairman of the sub-committee having the subject in

charge ; and the sub-committee chairmen were further requested to make
periodical progress reports.

The organization for sub-commitlee work was as follows:

A—Revision of Manual: M. C. Byers, Chairman; C. W. Pifer,

Thos. M'aney.

B—Conventional Signs : A. L. Davis, Chairman ; W. H. Sellew,

J. H. Milburn, V. D. Simar.

C—Bridge Estimates Forms : Edward Gray, Chairman ; R. W.
Willis, E. E. Hanna.

D—Building Estimate Forms: T. H. Gatlin, Chairman; W. P.

Wiltsee, S. D. Brady, Paul Jones.

E—Water Service Estimate Forms : C. H. Gerber, Chairman ; O.

L. Holman, J. M. Brown.

F—Accounts: Henry Lehn, Chairman; J. E. Turk, G. L. Moore.

Ill—SUB-COMMITTEE A—REVISION OF MANUAL.
(a) INSTRUCTIONS OF CHAIRMAN TO SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Board of Direction has assigned as one of the subjects for

consideration this 'year the revision of the Manual. This is a subject

of very general nature and we interpret the purpose to be that the

Committee should have the right and should be encouraged to suggest

and recommend changes in features that have been discussed and

adopted, or to make corrections of errors that may exist in matter that

has been placed in the Manual.

Of course, the special features that have been mentioned in the

instructions for this year's work, which will be handled by special sub-

committees, organized for that purpose, need not be considered by this

sub-committee, but its function should be to discuss other parts of the

Manual which pertain to the Committee on Records and Accounts, to

suggest any revision that should be made, to consider suggestions that

may be made by other members of the Committee, and report upon

the advisability of taking them up for general committee consideration.

A circular will be issued to members of the Association asking

them to make suggestions pertaining to this subject, answers to be

addressed direct to the Chairman of this sub-committee.

The report of the sub-committee to the Committee as a whole will,

of course, be acted upon at general meetings of the Committee. I would

like to ask that this sub-commitiee arrange to hold meetings once a

month, if possible, or as near such periods as is convenient. It has

been our experience that the most effective method of conducting our

general committee work is by a sub-committee organization, and in

making such we have attempted, as far as possible, to form the sub-

committees of men located within a short distance of each other, so

that the sub-committee meetings can be held with very little lass of

time.
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(Circular No. 114.)

Pursuant to instructions of the Board of Direction, that the Com-

mittee on Records and Accounts consider the general subject of revi-

sion of that part of the Manual of Recommended Practice representing

work of this Committee, request is hereby made upon the membership

for the following information

:

1. Does the Railroad you represent use at the present time, or has

it in the past used any of the standard forms prepared by Committee

No. XI, as shown in the Manual of Recommended Practice?

2. Please give a list of such forms.

3. Please give your opinion of the adaptability of these forms to

general practice and state what, if any, changes you would suggest be

made in them, and whether or not this recommendation is based upon

experience with the use of these forms.

(b) DISCUSSION.

In answer to the above circular, there were 38 replies, of which 22

stated that none of the forms that have been recommended by the

/association were in use on the railroads represented, and 16 replied

that some of the forms were in use. However, of the 22 that reported

using no forms, 5 report using a few that were very similar in char-

acter. The purpose of the inquiry was to enable the Committee to

form some idea of the adaptability of the recommended forms to gen-

eral practice. It will be observed that in some of the responses some

comment is made as to the fitness of these forms to general practice,

and while the reasons given do not, except in a few instances, offer any

adverse criticism, it is quite evident that railroads as a rule do not care

to make radical changes in forms that they have been using and which

perhaps better fit some peculiar local condition or organization than tht

forms recommended.

The sub-committee very ably pursued its work, and its report is

as follows:

"The sub-committee met September 10, 1909, to consider the revi-

sion of the Manual of Recommended Practice. All members were

present. The second meeting of the sub-committee was held on Sep-

tember 27, Thos. Maney being absent. Instructions received from the

Chairman of the Committee on Records and Accounts, outlining the

duties of the sub-committee, were given careful consideration. The
following interpretation of these instructions was agreed upon by the

sub-committee

:

"1. The sub-committee should confine its work to the revision

of that part of the Manual of Recommended Practice (edition of 1007)

which is contained on pp. 173 to 229, inclusive, except matters pertain-

ing to conventional signs and accounts.

"2. To suggest revisions or corrections which should be made.
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"3. Consider criticisms and suggestions made by members of the

Association and" report on the advisability of taking them up for

consideration by the Committee as a whole.

"A compilation of the data furnished in answer to Circular No.

114 is appended.

"It was decided by the sub-committee to begin the work of re-

vising the Manual at page 173 and consider the various subjects seriatim.

This was done, with ihe following results:

"The definitions on page 173 and also the recommendations in

regard to filing of duplicate records were approved.

"The sub-committee was unanimous in the opinion that it was

not practicable to either approve or disapprove of certain of the blanks

intended for use in the Bridge and Building Department until a definite

form of organization was adopted. As an illustration of this point,

form M. W. 1005, Current Bridge Inspection Report, provides for an

Inspector to examine each bridge and make a report on this blank.

In order to make this form of value, the organization must provide

for an Inspector. The railroad companies represented by the members

of the sub-committee do not provide for such an organization, and

therefore the form is not considered necessary. The sub-committee,

in its work of revising the Manual, has based its criticisms on the

type of organization in use on the railroads represented by members

of the sub'-commiitee. The sub-committee feels that this statement is

due in order to explain the action taken.

"Form M. W. 1000 is not considered of value, and it is recom-

mended that it be withdrawn.

"The sub-committee wishes to receive further instructions from

the Chairman ' of the Commit: ee in regard to the following forms.

At the present time it is the unanimous opinion that these forms are

not necessary and it is considered impracticable to pass upon them

without being advised of the organization for which they were intended.

It is the opinion of the sub-committee that the respective railroads

represented would not have occasion to use these forms

:

"M. M. 1003—Bridge and Tool Report.

"M. W. 1005—Current Bridge Inspection Report.

"M. W. 1006—Summary of Current Bridge Inspection Report.

"M. W. 1007—General Bridge Inspection Report.

"M. W. 1009-^Monthly Track Material Report.

As to form M. W. 1010, Right-of-Way Maps, the recommendation

is approved with the following changes

:

"(1) The width of streets and alleys which intersect the right-of-

way should be shown on the map.

"(2) The distance along the street lines from their intersection

with the right-of-way line to their next intersection with alleys or

streets should be shown.

"(3) The line representing the original center line of main track

should be so indicated on the map.
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"Form M. W. ion, Register of Title Deeds, is approved.

"Form M. W. 1012, Contract and Lease Record, is approved, except

that the sub-committee recommends a card index instead of a book, as

being more elastic and efficient.

"It is considered by Sub-Committee A that subjects not mentioned

in this progress report refer to the special sub-committees of the

Committee on Records and Accounts."

The above report was fully discussed at the last general meeting

of the Committee, held in Chicago on October n, and the following

discussion and conclusions resulted

:

The great difficulty that confronts the study and consideration of

forms is the variety 6f organization on existing railroads. There arr

three general classes of organization as far as maintenance of way is

concerned, which differ materially and which often require different

forms to serve be same purpose. These may be outlined as :

(1) The large railroad organization which is departmental in

character;

(2) The large railroad organization which is divisional in character

;

(3) The small railroad organization which is sort of a composite

of both departmental and divisional.

It is this difficulty thai has made it impossible for the Commit! ee

as a whole to fully conclude its study with reference to the subject

of revision of the Manual. Certain conclusions have been reached with

reference to the sub-commi tee report, which follow in the order men-

tioned in its report.

1. The definitions on page 173 of the Manual, as well as the

recommendations in regard to filing of duplicate records, were approved

by the sub-committee and fully concurred in by the Committee as a

whole.

2. The sub-committee reported that it was not practicable to either

approve or disapprove certain blanks in ended for use by the Bridge

and Building Departments until a definite form of organization is

adopted. A discussion of this matter brings up the question of the

advisability of considering in the work of this Committee the subject

of organization, and the Committee would like instructions from the

Board of Direction, as well as an expression from the membership

of the Association of the advisability of attempting to create forms

that will apply to the various types of organization. It seems to the

Committee that if its recommendations are to be adopted to any con-

siderable extent, consideration will have to be given to the question

of organization. The Committee fully realizes that this suggestion may
result in considerable delay in concluding the recommendations in

regard to forms, and recognizes also that its work will be dependent

somewhat on the Committee on Rules and Organization, but the matter

is one of sufficient importance to justify the suggestion.

3. The sub-committee recommended the abolition of form M. W.
1000 (page 176 of Manual), which action was concurred in by the
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Committee as a whole. This form seems to be unnecessary for the

reason that the form as prepared is of little value, except as a knowl-

edge of the whereabouts of the bridge gang, and this could just as

well be accomplished by the use of a small card or a brief note from

the foreman to his superior officer indicating where he is located. In

general practice it will be found that the work of a bridge foreman is

carefully planned and the superior officer always knows where his forces

are located, because he confers with the foreman either at the work
or at his office at least once a week, and it is therefore felt that this

form is superfluous, and it is recommended that it be withdrawn.

4. The sub-committee recommends that form M. W. 1005 be with-

drawn, for various reasons. In the first place, it is a form which is

filled in by an Inspector, while many organizations do not provide for

such a position. In the second place, its reference to the work required

to maintain the structure in good condition and to keep it safe is not

desirable, because such expressed data getting into the hands of un-

scrupulous people might be the cause for adverse action in connection

with personal injury suits, and it is not well to imply by word or

otherwise that a structure is so nearly approaching an unsafe condi-

tion. In addition to this, a formal bridge inspection made by an

Inspector or division officer is usually recorded in the form of notes,

and finally recorded on a large sheet, and a separate blank is not

required for each structure, except in extraordinary cases. The Com-
mittee as a whole did not concur in the recommendation of the sub-

committee that this form be abolished, but that it be further inves-

tigated in connection with the subject of organization.

5. It is the opinion of the sub-committee that forms M. W. 1003,

1005, 1006, 1007 and 1009, which are reports of the use of tools, ma-

terial and inspection of structures, are not required in the ordinary

organization.

With regard to form M. W. 1003, on many roads material is dis-

tributed from a supply car or train upon which requisitions are made
by the division or departmental officers, and tools are given out only

in exchange for tools damaged or worn out, the gang having been

equipped with the standard number. Such a report, therefore, is un-

necessary for such an organization. However, where this method of

distribution of tools does not exist, and where they are furnished from

division store rooms upon requisition as necessity requires and not

periodically, as is done by the supply train, it may be advisable to have

a periodical record of the number of tools on hand. Such information

need not go beyond stating the quantity on hand, and consequently the

number worn out or number sent to the shop or disposed of in similar

ways is not essential to a proper check of the material being used.

Form M. W. 1006, being a summary of current bridge inspection,

is of value as a complete record of the bridge conditions on the district

or division, but the form is not complete enough to show the recom-

mendation in regard to each structure.
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Form M. W. 1007 is intended as a supplemental report to form

M. W. 1006, but both forms seem to be adapted to the same purpose,

and to supply this a composite form can be made that will belter fit

the usual conditions.

Form M. W. 1009 seems to be intended as a basis for accounts,

and is an extremely elaborate form for the ordinary section foreman

on many railroads and in most organizations. This form should be

changed to fit the different melhods of distribution of material and

accounting for it, and it is the opinion of the Committee that such

an elaborate form is ordinarily not required. The Committee as a

whole concurs in the suggestion made by the sub-commhtee that this

be further investigated.

6. As to form M. W. 1010, Right-of-Way Maps, the General Com-

mittee concurs in the suggestion made by the sub-committee with ref-

erence to showing the width of sireets and alleys, the distance along

street lines, and a line representing the original center line of the main

track.

7. Form M. W. ion, Register of Title Deeds, is approved.

8. As to form M. W. 1012, Contract and Lease Records, the Com-
mittee considers it advisable, under certain conditions, to use a card

index, and therefore suggests that under the specification on page 213,

the word "book" be eliminated, which will make the specification elastic

enough to embody the use of a card index where desired.

(c) CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions of the General Committee with reference to the

subject of revision of the Manual are as follows

:

(1) To recommend to the Board of Direction that the Com-

mittee be authorized to submit different forms, if necessary, calling for

the same information to suit varying organizations.

(2) To abolish form M. W. 1000.

(3) To further consider forms M. W. 1003. 1005, 1006, 1007 and

1009.

(4) To indicate on form M. W. 1010

—

(a) Data showing width of streets and alleys.

(b) Distance along street lines which intersect the right-of-

way line.

(c) A line representing the original center line of the main

track.

This should also be embodied in the definition of right-of-way map
as it appears on page 667, Vol. 9, of the Proceedings, definition No. I,

which is amended as follows

:

Right-of-way maps should show the state, county, township,

town or city ; the right-of-way alinement complete ; the station

pluses of the crossing of all important land or property lines and

streets, and the widths of streets and alleys which intersect the
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right-of-way, with the distance to all permanent land or street and

alley corners. The angle which the center line of the road makes

with the property line ; the number of the right-of-way sheet ; the

points of the compass ; the scale and date of the map ; the bounda-

ries of the several parts of the land owned by the company, and the

width of right-of-way, particularly at those points where the widths

change; any additions or sub-divisions of towns or cities, with num-

bers and sizes of lots and blocks, and names of streets. It should

show all main tracks, side tracks and structures, that were built in

connection with the original construction of the road ; the exact

location of all crossings of steam, electric or other roads. Where

the original right-of-way has been released or abandoned, the map

should show the exact location of the center line of the original

track.

SUB-COMMITTEE B—CONVENTIONAL SIGNS.

(a) INSTRUCTIONS OF THE CHAIRMAN TO THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Board of Direction has instructed that special consideration

be given to forms M. W. 1020 and M. W. 1022. There are three groups

of conventional signs, forms M. W. 1020, M. W. 1021 and M. W. 1022.

Form M. W. 1021 has been revised and accepted by the Association,

and the symbols apply more particularly to track maps. Forms M. W.
1020 and M. W. 1022, now under consideration, are applicable, the

former more particularly, to right-of-way maps and maps showing pre-

liminary and location surveys, the latter to structural and roadway

designs.

The outline of work which should be used by this sub-committee

is as follows

:

1. Consider the information and data which will be requested of

the members of the Association referring to these two groups of con-

ventional signs, which information will be requested by circular letter

to the members of the Association, replies to which will be made
returnable directly to the chairman of the sub-committee.

2. Group the symbols indicating similar conditions, as was done

last year in the revision of form M. W. 1021.

3. Suggest proper titles for all of the groups of conventional signs,

indicating their application and use.

4. Consider the advisability of consolidating forms M. W. 1020 and

1021, bearing in mind particularly the fact that while these two groups

now are generally applicable to two different types of maps, the former

being used generally for right-of-way maps and the lat'.er for track

maps, at the same time there are necessarily some indications which

should appear on maps of either kind.

In view of the fact that the Committee has previously recommended
and secured the adoption of a complete set of definitions for both track

and right-of-way maps, accompanied by complete statements of what
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information should appear on such, it would seem that such a con-

solidation could be effected with consistency, and ihe consolidated group

would therefore be applicable to any type of map.

5. If the sub-committee does not deem this suggestion worthy of

favorable action, and form M. W. 1020 is to be maintained, special

attention should be given to revise it in such a way as to make it

harmonize with form M. W. 1021 and the track chart, form M. W. 1016,

and to recommend a proper title therefor.

6. With reference to form M. W. 1022, of course, this
%
form, per-

taining to structural features, could not in any way be consolidated to

advantage with form M. W. 1020 and M. W. 1021, and in all proba-

bility will have to be maintained as a separate form.

The following matters should be considered in connection with

form M. W. 1022:

(a) Suggest a proper tiile for the application and use of the con-

ventional signs in this group;

(b) Group symbols indicating similar conditions

;

(c) Confer freely with the committees on iron and steel structures,

wooden bridges and trestles, masonry, roadway, water service, ballast,

and buildings, in order to get full and complete knowledge of the

application of such symbols to work coming within the scope of those

committees.

7. The Chairman would like to ask that this sub-committee arrange

to hold meetings once a month, if possible, or as near such periods

as is convenient. It has been our experience that the most effective

method of conducting our general committee work is by a sub-com-

mittee organization, and in making such we have attempted, as far as

possible, to form the sub-committee of men located within a short

distance of each other, so that the meetings can be held with very

little loss of time.

8. In accordance with the suggestion of Mr. W. P. Wiltsee, the

sub-committee will investigate and report on the advisability of using

red ink instead of green for dimension lines, see pp. 223, 224 and 225

of the Manual.

(Circular No. 115.)

"The Committee on Records and Accounts is requested by the

Board of Direction to consider the subject of conventional signs, em-

bodied in forms M. W. 1020 and 1022. To aid the Committee in its

work, the following information is respectfully requested:

"1. Are forms M. W. 1020 and 1022 in use by the interests you

represent?

"2. Have you any additions or changes lo suggest in the existing

symbols ?

"3. Would you consider it advisable to consolidate forms M. W.
1020 and I02X, which were previously designed to be applicable to
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i ight-of-way or survey maps in the first instance and track! maps irr

the latter, in view of the fact that the Association has accepted very

complete definitions of these various maps and complete statements of

what information should appear on them, thus making it possible to

have one group of Conventional Signs to cover different types of maps,

and in view of the further fact that some symbols must necessarily

appear on both types of maps?"

(b) DISCUSSION.

The sub-committee in charge of this work has made a very ex-

haustive investigation, and the report in detail is as follows

:

"To this circular fifty replies were received, with the following

results

:

"i. Number using symbols on forms 1020 and 1022. .. .10. .. .20 per cent.

Number using symbols to a large extent 17. . . .30 per cent.

Number proposing to adopt forms 1020 and 1022... 4.... 8 per cent.

Number not using these forms 19 38 per cent.

"2. Number having changes or additions to suggest 10

Number having no changes or additions to suggest... 4 40

"3. Number in favor of combining forms 1020 and 1021 43

Number not in favor of combining forms 1020 "and 1021 7

"The replies to Query No. 3 of the circular showed a large ma-

jority in favor of combining forms 1020 and 1021, and on July 17

the Chairman sent to members of the sub-committee a suggested ar-

rangement of symbols for use on forms 1020 and 1021 combined.

"At the same time a list of changes suggested in reply to Query

No. 2 was submitted to the sub-committee. These suggestions are as

follow6 :

"(a) Dimension Lines:

Prefer fine black line instead of green.

Prefer fine red line instead of green.

"(b) Right-of-Way Line:

Prefer full instead of dotted line.

Prefer black edged with red.

"(c) Think it best not to use color for lines.

"(d) Use of red ink on blueprints is objectionable and, generally

speaking, yellow should be used.

"(e) Following symbol suggested for telegraph line,

as the present symbol is hard to make and not particularly significant.

"(f) Symbol suggested for private crossing, [533

"(g) Cast-iron pipe symbol is too conspicuous.
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"(h) Mail crane symbol is too large and does not look like a

mail crane.

"(i) For fence line's prefer to use a dash and one dot.

"(j) For meridians, use —w—** ""

"(k) Use plain or broken lines, as the case demands, for center

lines, telegraph lines, pipe lines, etc., and mark with the name of each.

"(1) Need symbol to show fence located on right-of-way line.

"(m) There are too many symbols for lamps; if it is necessary to

designate the kind of lamp, it can best be done by lettering.

"(n) Symbol for monumented center line is difficult and laborious

to make; some form of line requiring only longitudinal movement of

ihe pen should be substituted.

"(o) Same remarks apply to symbols for railroads and street

railways.

"(p) Too many symbols for underground pipes.

"(q) Following from Mr. A. K. Shurtleff, Office Engineer, Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway

:

"I would suggest a great deal of elimination from tbese symbols.

A careful study of the various lines and symbols should convince any-

one that there is no difference between many of the symbols and that

it would require the prin.ing of what the symbol was intended to

represent to distinguish as to what the line was intended for. For

example: 'United States Harbor Lines,' 'Railroad under Construction'

and 'Old Tracks to be Removed,' are represented by heavy broken line,

short dashes, although evidently the United States Harbor Lines is

a slightly longer dash, township lines being still longer dash. You can

realize that it would be a difficult thing for a draftsman to measure

the lengths of his dashes sufficiently to distinguish between these vari-

ous things he is representing. The same is true between the finer

dashes for 'Old Tracks to be removed' and 'Future Tracks.' There is

not sufficient difference in many of these symbols to distinguish, unless

there is prin'.ed thereon a portion of the work which they represent.

Frankly, I have never believed very strongly in extraordinary use of

Conventional Signs, as I find in my own case, and with most of the

men with whom I have been associated, that I would have to have a

key handy in nearly all cases to interpret the signs.

"(r) Following from Mr. W. C. dishing, Chief Engineer Mainte-

nance of Way, Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg

:

"There are altogether too many conventional signs in forms 1020,

1021 and 1022 to be of practicable use, and many of them are too com-

plicated and laborious to make, time being an important element in the

making of drawings. For instance, the symbol for fence will take

too much time to make. It is not. simple enough. The same can be

said of the symbols for railroads and street numbers."
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While Sub-Committee B was not definitely instructed to recommend

any changes in symbols on form 1022, instructions (a) and (b) of

No. S practically necessitated such action. To aid this sub-committee

in this work, members of the Committee on Records and Accounts

were requested to send to the Chairman a copy of the symbols used

by the companies they represented, similar to those on form 1022.

On July 26, a meeting of sub-committee B was held in Detroit.

Besides the Chairman, the only other member present was Mr. Sellew.

The entire forenoon was spent in careful consideration of the proposed

combination form 1020 and 1021, and the criticisms and suggestions

given in response to Query No. 2 of Circular No. 115. The conclu-

sions and recommendations of the Committee are shown in the ap-

pended pages of Conventional Signs for Topographical Right-of-Way

and Track Maps. On August 10 a set of these was sent to the other

members of the sub-committee, Messrs. Simar and Milburn, for their

criticism or approval, and as to date no reply has been received from

either of these gentlemen, the Chairman assumes that the form proposed

meets with their approval.

On August 19 the Chairman sent members of the sub-committee

a suggested form for regrouping symbols on form 1022, drawing atten-

tion to several changes and additions proposed and requesting criticisms

thereon.

On September to, a meeting of the sub-commi.tee was held in the

office of the Chief Engineer of the Illinois Central Railroad, in Chicago.

At this meeting all the form 1022 symbols submitted by individuals

named above, as well as those shown on page 40 of Bulletin 82, and

in the 1907 Manual, were carefully scrutinized, and several changes,

additions and omissions recommended. This analysis and resulting

recommendations of the sub-committee are shown on following pages.

As to proper titles for all of the groups of conventional signs,

on August 19 the Chairman sent to the members of the sub-committee

suggested titles for the various groups of conveniional signs. The

following titles are recommended for adoption

:

Conventional Signs for use on Signal and Interlocking Plans.

Conventional Signs for use on Topographical, Right-of-Way, and

Track Maps.

Conventional Signs for use on Structural Drawings.

Conventional Signs for use on Track Charts.

Conventional Signs for use on Working Profiles.

The replies to the circular with reference to combination of forms

M. W. 1020 and 1021 indicate a strong sentiment in its favor, and the

Committee as a whole indorses the report of the sub-committee with

reference to this feature. The report of the sub-committee very fully

brings out the points to be considered in connection with the combina-

tion of these forms, as well as the mat.er of giving these forms proper

titles.
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(c) CONCLUSIONS.

The conclusions of the Committee as a whole with reference to

the work of the Sub-Committee on Conventional Signs are as follows

:

(i) The use of red ink with black arrows for dimension lines

on all drawings.

(2) Combination of forms M. W. 1020 and 1021, as illustrated

on the attached chart.

(3) Revision of form M. W. 1022, as represented on revised

form 1022.

(4) Use (of the following titles forms covering drafting prac-

tice :

(a) For conventional signs on pp. 132 to 138, inclusive, 1907

Manual : "Conventional Signs for Use on Signal and Interlocking

Plans."

(b) For forms M. W. 1020 and 1021 : "Conventional Signs for

Use on Topographical and Right-of-Way Maps."

(c) For form M'. W. 1022 : "Conventional Signs for Structural

Drawings."

(d) For form M. W. 1016: "Conventional Signs for Track

Charts."

(e) For form M. W. 1015 : "Conventional Signs for Working
Profiles."

5. It is recommended that the signs composing the groups above

indicated be published in pamphlet form and distributed to the mem-
bership of the Association at a nominal price. Attention is called to

the grouping of the conventional signs to enable the desired sign to

be more easilv found.
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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS.
Revised Form M. W. 1022.

New Form M. W. 1905.

SHOWN IN

1907 MANUAL RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE

RIVETING
Two Full Heads

Countersunk and chipped,

far side.

Countersunk and chipped,

near side.

Countersunk and chipped,

both sides.

FAR SIDE. NEA R S[D£ BOTH SIDES

Countersunk and not chipped

Flattened to V'high

Flattened to %"high

STRESSES Compression —

Tension +
METALS

Wrought- Sfeel

iir

Cast Steel

Wrought Iron

Cast Iron k
Malleable Iron

Copper

Brass
.

Bronze

Comp. Metal, Lead.

Babbitt etc
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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS.

MASONRY
Rock faced Ashlar
Ash lar Masonry

Ashlar
Dressed Mac'y.

Un-coursed Ashlar
Rubb le Gourood

SHOWN IIS

1907 MANUAL

3d

I

3T

RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE

SMI

Rubble-

Rubble in Mortar OMIT

Rubble Dry OMIT

Plain
Concrete HHRKS

Reinforced
Concrete

M4
?rra
RODS OR BARS

Brick
ra
rx:

g

GEOLOGICAL STRATA
Solid Rock

Seamy Rock
P^5a

Earth

Gravel

Sand

Mud OMIT

•Amend sign for Reinforced Concrete to read "Metallic Mesh" instead of

"Expanded Metal."
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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS.

SHOWN IN

I9Q7 MANUAL RECOMMENDED BY COMMITTEE

MISCELLANEOUS
Glass

/> t

Mica, Rubber,

Vulcani+e, Fiber etc.

Wool, Felt. Asbestos,

Leather etc. Us

Wood

Water

Crushed Rock

Cinders
»'.^>r '-*

km
*.V;-»;'/:

Marsh
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CONVENTIONAL SIGNS FOR TOPOGRAPICAL, RIGHT-OF-
WAY AND TRACK MAPS.

Form M. W. ]'J04.

hydrography: (Shown in Blue.)

Streams.

Springs and Sinks.

Lakes and Ponds.

Falls and Rapids.

relief: (Shown in Brown.)

Contour System.

WM$$9$$® Sand-

0mmLjSm ciiffs.

tnnnffizmnunmriHllTTTTiFnnjTinnTjn) Quts

Embankments.

iedium Bottom of Slope.

. fine. Top of Slope.
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Bethel Twp.-Woune Co.'Mich.

PoseyTwp'AdomsCo.-lria'.

Sec. I8,TI2M .,R.IE . .

3'-C'PM.

Sec I3,TIIN,R.IE;,3!PPM.

Location

If Monumented, show
location and proper symbol.

State kind and heiqht.

State kind and height

Jl !l 1

1

1

1

1

1

II][
irnmi—immr

ir-

BOUNDARY AND SURVEY LINES: (Civil.)

Political Divisions ; State, County, or Township

Line.

Government Surveys; Base, Meridian, Township,

Section, or Harbor Line.

Street, Block, or other property line.

Survey Lines.

Center Lines.

Company Property Line.

Fence (on street line).

Fence (on Company property Line).

Cities.

Villages.

City Limits.

Fire Limits.

SECTION CORNERS, MONUMENTS, ETC. :

17
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HIGHWAYS AND CROSSINGS:

-Tjr— - Public and Main Roads.

----^-v_-rrrr: Private and Secondary Roads.

Trails.

Road Crossings.

Cattle Guard.

Crossing Gate.

j
«-(X*—

•

*—
'X)-*

*- Turnstile.

mines :

S^ Tunnel.

B Shaft.

X Test Opening.

™r***XKnov*7V7&&?xx Coal Outcrop.

«£ Mine in Operation.

railroads: (Topographical Mapj,.)

i i i ii i ii i i i i i i i i i
Steam.

Electric.
i i i i i i i i i

railroad tracks: (Track Maps.)

Old Track to remain.

Old Track to be moved.

e New Tracks.

.Bed. Future Tracks.

Goio. other than red Foreign Tracks.

For tracks and yard studies and on smaller

scale maps than ioo ft. to i in. use single lines

instead of double lines.
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* —

^
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WATER SUPPLY AND PIPE LINES:

Water Tank.

Water Column.

Track Pan.

-x—x—x—x—x—x—x- Company Water Pipe.

->—>—>—>—>—>—>- Other Water Pipe.

.,
l

^!|
Jl£|ili

,|l_|_|- Steam, Compressed Air or Gas

y*\ Fire Hydrant.

q Valve.

A. Riser.

CD Meter.

SIGNS AND SIGNALS

Mile Post.

5
|

6 Section Post.

Yard Limits.

A\

T
Automatic Bell.

|
(

Home Interlocking Signal.

1
Distant Interlocking Signal.

U
1 Home Automatic Signal.

LI
|

Distant Automatic Signal.

•—

i

Home Disc Signal.

@—^i Distant Disc Signal.

t
,

Train Order Signal.

Note:—The foot of the mast shows the exact location of the signal.
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miscellaneous:

t* t. h > K I Pole Wire Lines.

Switch or Signal Connecting Lines.

Wire Conduit.

Arc Lamp.

Stote N° of Wires and
Ownership

J^_

Sh.tek,nd -o- Other Lamps.

zi;i---r:ri^ Railroad Tunnel.

< Red ink ^_ Dimension Line.

MMMUUUIUWUM Cribbing.

^ i
Abutment, Wall and Pier.

j ===== f _ Track Scales.

A

Wagon Scales.

Mail Crane,

-z True Meridian.

-2 Magnetic Meridian
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SUB-COMMITTEE C—BRIDGE ESTIMATE FORMS.

(a) INSTRUCTIONS OF THE CHAIRMAN TO THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Committee last year prepared and secured the adoption of a

form for use in making estimates for track work. The Board of Di-

rection instructs us to continue this subject, recommending forms for

other kinds of work that would come within the scope of mainte-

nance of way matters.

Please arrange to prepare a form for use in making estimates for

bridges and culverts of all types. The general plan of the committee

work should be as follows

:

1. Consider the information which will be furnished by members

of the Association, requested through a circular letter, the replies to

which will be made returnable direct to the Chairman of this sub-

committee.

2. Prepare definite forms for various types of work, a tentative

classification of which would be as follows

:

(a) Wooden Structures

:

Wooden boxes and drains.

Wooden trestles.

Wooden highway bridges.

(b) Concrete and Masonry Structures

:

Concrete or iron pipe.

Concrete or stone arches.

Concrete or stone boxes.

Tunnels and Tunnel Portals.

(c) Steel Structures

:

Steel girders.

Truss bridges.

Steel overhead bridges.

In preparing forms for the above it is suggested that the principal

items should include foundation work, superstructure material, super-

structure erection, and any other subdivision that may be required for

the particular type under consideration.

The idea that should be borne in mind in preparing these forms

is the fact that the chief function of the form is to create uniformity

of practice in the preparation of estimates and to keep before the esti-

mating engineer the items which ordinarily appear in such estimates

as a guard against errors of omission.

It is to be recognized, of course, that it is not possible to print

all of the small items that might appear in such estimates, but suffi-

cient should be put in print to obtain the result. Estimate blanks

should be of uniform size, preferably 8x13 in.

The Committee will please confer freely with the committees on

Masonry, Wooden Bridges and Trestles, and Iron and Steel Structures

33
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In order that your estimate forms may be prac.icable from an

accounting viewpoint, kindly submit them to the chairman of the sub-

committee on Accounts, Mr. Henry Lehn, who will assist the sub-

committee on bridge estimate forms in showing any necessary features

that may be required for guidance in the auditing department.

It is desired that the sub-committee meet once a month, or as near

such intervals as convenient.

(Circular No. 116.)

Pursuant to the instructions of the Board of Direction, that the

Committee on Records and Accounts prepare Estimate Forms for vari-

ous kinds of maintenance of way work, the following information is

requested

:

Do you consider the preparation of printed forms for making esti-

mates on various kinds of bridges desirable? First, to create uniformity

of practice, and second, to keep before ihe mind of the estimating

engineer the items which ordinarily enter into such estimates as a guard

against errors of omission?

(b) DISCUSSION.

The sub-committee went into this question very thoroughly and

submitted the following report:

"Complying wi.h your suggestion, I herewith hand you sample form

detailing various items to be used in preparing estimate forms for

bridges.

"We received forty-five replies to Circular No. 116 on this subject,

thirty-nine of which indicated that the senders were in favor of the

use of forms detailing the various items used in bridge construction.

Only six replies were received which were not in favor of the use of

such a form. Of the entire number only three or four roads had a

form in use for the preparation of estimates of this character. Among
these were the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago Great

Western. The form hereto attached is fashioned, more or less, after

the forms used by both of these roads.

"It was the intention of our sub-committee to detail the most

important items that enter into the preparation of estimates for wooden
structures, steel structures, iron pipe and concrete and masonry open-

ings to as great an extent as possible, without rendering such form

unwieldy.

"Our sub-commit! ee believe that this form can be improved upon
considerably, and will ask the members to give it careful consideration,

so that they may be prepared to offer recommendations for its better-

ment at the general committee meeting, which is to be held at Chi-

cago on the nth instant."
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ESTIMATE FORM' FOR BRIDGES, TRESTLES, CULVERTS, ETC.

A. F. E. No A., B. & C. R. R. Date

Estimate of Cost of

Bridge No Div Line

Location

Description

ITEMS
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ITEMS
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Chairman of this sub-committee, as a guide in the preparation of such

forms.

2. Confer freely with the Committees on Buildings, Iron and Steel

Structures, and Masonry, with reference to items which would ordinarily

appear in such work.

3. Recommend a classification for estimate forms, having separate

forms for station buildings, coal chutes, interlocking towers, round-

houses, and other types of buildings ordinarily used by railroads.

4. Consider uniformity in size of estimate forms, 8x13 in. being

preferable.

5. Before submitting estimate forms to the General Committee,

kindly have them examined by the sub-committee on accounts, in order

that the proper accounting features may be included.

It is, of course, to be borne in mind that it is impracticable to

detail in printed form every item that goes into building construction,

and care will have to be taken to avoid using too much detail, but

the principal items that are always found in such building construction

should be included. A suggested form for consideration for depot

buildings, for example, would be as follows

:

Foundation.

Frame work.

Platforms.

Flooring.

Plastering.

Painting.

Fire Protection.

Electric Light.

Hardware.

Heating.

Plumbing.

Roofing.

Guttering.

It will probably be found desirable to prepare a number of forms

for building work when one form would not be applicable.

It is desirable to have this sub-committee meet once a month, or

as near such intervals as convenient, so that this information may be

worked up for consideration of the Committee as a whole at a meet-

ing to be determined later.

(Circular No. 117.)

"Pursuant to the instructions of the Board of Direction, that the

Committee on Records and Accounts prepare estimate forms for various

kinds of maintenance of way work, the following information is re-

quested :

"Do you consider desirable the preparation of printed forms for

making estimates on the various kinds of buildings used by railroads;

first, to create uniformity of practice, and second, to keep before the
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mind of the estimating engineer the items which ordinarily enter into

such estimates as a guard against errors of omission?"

(b) DISCUSSION.

Much of the same difficulty was met in considering building esti-

mate forms as was met in the preparation of bridge estimate forms,

and for the same reasons the Committee has felt the necessity for

further study of the subject. No report was submitted by the sub-

committee.

(c) CONCLUSION.

The conclusion of the Committee in regard to this feature of the

work is, therefore, that the study of this subject be continued.

SUB-COMMITTEE E—WATER SERVICE ESTIMATE FORMS.

(a) INSTRUCTIONS OF THE CHAIRMAN TO THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

The Committee last year prepared and secured the adoption of a

form for use in making estimates for track work. The Board of Di-

rection instructs us to continue this subject, recommending forms for

other kinds of work that would come within the scope of mainte-

nance of way work.

Please arrange to prepare a form for use in making estimates for

water service work. The general plan of the committee work should

be as follows

:

1. Consider information which will be furnished by members of

the Association by circular letter, replies returnable to the chairman

of this sub-committee.

2. Prepare forms for water service plants, embodying such fea-

tures as wells, pumping plants, suction lines, tanks, treating plants,

filtering plants, reservoirs, discharge lines, water columns, track tanks,

etc.

3. Confer freely with the Committee on Water Service in the

preparation of forms.

4. Confer with the sub-committee on Accounts in order that all

accounting features, such as Betterments, Additions, etc., may be in-

cluded in the form.

5. Consider uniformity of size of estimate forms, 8x13 in. being

preferable.

(Circular No. 118.)

"Pursuant to the instructions of the Board of Direction, that the

Committee on Records and Accounts prepare estima'.e forms for various

kinds of maintenance of way work, the following information is re-

quested :

"Do you consider desirable the preparation of printed forms for

making estimates on the various kinds of water service work; first, to
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create uniformity of prac.ice, and second, to keep before the mind of

the estimating engineer the items which ordinarily enter into such esti-

mates as a guard against errors of omission?"

(b) DISCUSSION.

The report of the sub-committee on this subject is as follows:

"In accordance with inslructions issued immediately after the Gen-

eral Committee meeting on Records and Accounts, held in Chicago, June

4, 1909, I respectfully submit herewith a proposed form of estimate for

railroad water supply. I find it rather difficult to prepare an estimate

form which would cover all of the varied and miscellaneous me. hods

and appliances used for furnishing water for railroad use, and still

keep the estimate form down to a reasonable size, and have therefore

arranged the estimate so that the various items to be considered by

the engineer or estimator will not be overlooked while preparing a

statement on estimated cost. Comments and explanations on the various

details covered by this estimate form follow.

"The first sheet is arranged for a title sheet and to contain general

information and description. The estimate would apply for various

kinds, namely, new, additional, and repairs and renewals, which space

would be used by the engineer, and also describing the use to which

the water shall be put. For instance, it may be necessary to prepare

an estimate for a new system of water supply which might be taken

from a stream requiring for the intake only a crib or screen box, or

it may take a large dam to create a reservoir with gate and gate house,

etc. Again, this water supply may be used for fire protection, or for

supplying all of the buildings at a cer.ain station. Again, it may be

for a division or engine terminal, and supply water for shops in addi-

tion to motive power and domestic use for station buildings.

"The source of supply, the total available supply, and the daily

amount required should be no ed for general record purposes.

"Under general description, all miscellaneous information which

is necessary for record purposes should be given, particularly with

reference to location or source of supply and methods by which water

is delivered for use for various purposes. It was thought best to

include also the various notations at the bot;om of the sheet, as, in

my own experience, I have often found that an estimate, after it has

become six months or a year old, cannot be reconciled or fitted to certain

maps, profiles and other informa.ion on file.

"Right-of-Way.—Under this head should be included the total acre-

age of rights-of-way purchased for reservoirs or pipe lines, together

with a reference to any water right filing, easements, permits, etc.

This item should include the total cost of all rights-of-way secured,

including miscellaneous expense charges of the land department.

"Grading.—This subject is made very general and is intended to

include all classes of grading for all classes of water supply, stripping

or excavation for reservoirs, pipe line trenching and back filling, mis-
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cellaneous grading at tanks, pump houses, and auxiliary buildings and

structures.

"Tunnels.—It was considered advisable to include this item, as

there are occasions for tunneling in connection with long pipe lines

OR DITCHES. .

"Bridging.—(Under this item should be included all trestle work

necessary to support pipe lines, etc., construction of bridges carrying

pipe lines, ditches, culverts under existing railroad tracks, etc., and

bridges necessary to carry water over highways.

"Fencing.—This item is self-explanatory and covers all fencing for

rights-of-way on reservoirs or pipe lines, or at water stations where

buildings and structures require to be fenced.

"Highways.—This item is to include cost of construction of high-

ways over pipe lines, highway bridges over ditches or open channels,

and all highway construction necessary for inspecting and patroling

pipe lines and reservoirs. Note carefully the distinction of highway

bridging under 'Bridging' and 'Highways,' the idea being that bridges

for highways come under this subject, but bridges for conducting the

water over highways should be under the subject 'Bridging.'

"Telegraph and Telephone.—This item should cover all lines of

telegraph and telephone used in connection with the water supply.

"Buildings and Structures.—Under the general heading are shown

miscellaneous sub-headings, which are shown in sufficient detail on

the estimate form to obviate necessity for detail explanation.

"Sub-heading 'Softener' might be changed to 'Treating Plant,' and

it may also be advisable to include under this sub-heading a statement

showing the method used.

"Under the sub-heading 'Pump and Power House' the items are

sufficiently broad to cover any class of power.

"Machinery.—Under the sub-heading 'Boilers' attempt has been

made to include in a general way all of the miscellaneous terms which

might enter into steam power.

"Under 'Pumps and Engines' the items are made general, in order

to include all classes of power—steam, electricity, gas, gasoline or air.

"General Items at close of the estimate.

"Transportation of Men.—This item is shown in order to cover

.the accounting charge for transportation of men in connection with

new work, as on many railroads all expenses of this kind are charged

to new work.

"Hauling Material.—This heading is shown to cover team haul

for material from the railroad station to outlying water stations.

"Engineering.—This item needs no comment.
"General Expenses.—This item should include all costs of super-

vision of main office, legal expenses, interest during construction, etc.

"Use of Tools and Equipment.—This item should cover the cost

of the rental and repairs of all tools, outfit, cars, work trains, etc.
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This item is generally figured on a certain percentage of the total

amount of labor as estimated.

"Supply Department Expenses.—This should cover the cost of

accounting in the supply department, cost of handling and distributing

material to the various jobs, and is generally estimated at a certain

percentage of the total estimated cost of material.

"Distribution of Charges.—All estimates, either for water supply

or other things, should contain a division of the total estimated cost

showing definitely the portions charged to the various accounts, oper-

ating expenses, betterments and additions.

"In heading the columns for the extension of dollars and cents,

particular attention is called to the 'Freight* column. On new work
freight is generally estimated on the commercial rate, and notation

should be made in the estimate that freight is either commercial or

company rate. In case commercial rate is used, the estimate form

should be extended to contain an item of earnings during construction,

which would be a credit and to be deducted from the total final cost.

"The general arrangements of the estimate have been made to con-

form as nearly as possible to the classification required by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, and the various subjects have been

arranged in approximately the same general manner as is required

by the Interstate Commerce Commission's form for Reporting Classified

Expenditures for Railroad Construction.

"Attached also is a statement revised to date, showing the expres-

sion of opinion of various men on various railroads as to the advisa-

bility of preparing a general estimate form and find that the general

opinion is in favor of preparing such form in proportion of thirty-five

(35) in favor and eighteen (18) against."
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ESTIMATE FORM FOR WATER SERVICE WORK.

A, B. & C. R. R. CO.

t New
Estimated cost of J Additional Water Supply.

/ Repairs and Renewals

i Motive Power

For use for J Domestic

|
Fire Protection

Source of Supply :

Available Supply :

A mount Required :

General Description :

at.

Field Book No
Map No
Profile No
Correspondence File

Estimate made by

Estimate checked by.

Work Order No.

Work begun. . . .

Work completed.

A., B. & C. R. R. Co.

Estimated Cost of Water Supply At

ACCOUNT

1. Right-of-way:
Fees
Easement
Water Right. .

Grading:
Clearing
Grubbing
Earth work
Rock work
Trenching and back-filling

3. Tunnels:
Excavation.
Lining

4. Bridging:
Aqueducts.
Pipe line bridges.
Culverts
Highway bridges.

5. Fencing:

Labor Material Freight Total

6. Highways:

7. Telegraph and Telephone:
Wire line

Instruments
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ACCOUNT
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SUB-COMMITTEE F—ACCOUNTS.

(a) INSTRUCTIONS OF THE CHAIRMAN TO THE SUB-COMMITTEE.

"The Board of Direction did not assign this year as a special sub-

ject the consideration of any accounting features, but I recall that

Mr. Lehn made some suggestion at our last meeting, of some things

we ought to consider, bearing more particularly on past recommenda-

tions of the Committee, and in view of the fact that the Board of

Direction instructs that we consider any desirable revision of the

Manual, I have created a sub-committee on Accounts, to take up and

consider any matters that, in your opinion, ought to be reconsidered,

such as material reports, foremen's reports, or making some further

development of necessary accounting, forms needed in connection with

our new time book, or the use of daily report for recording time.

"I attach hereto a copy of the minutes of the meeting held at

Chicago on June 4, also copy of all instructions to sub-committees, in

some of which you will note reference is made to your sub-committee

in connection with having proposed estimate forms considered in con-

nection with accounting features, and I wish you would kindly go

over all forms submitted by you to the chairmen of the various sub-

committees and discuss with them the advisability of showing what

accounts certain expenses should be charged to, whether Betterments,

Additions, etc., and any other matters pertaining to auditing features.

(b) discussion.

The following report was received from the Chairman of this sub-

committee :

"The first meeting of our sub-committee was held in Philadelphia

on Friday, July 23, members attending being Mr. J. E. Turk and myself.

"We looked over the various blanks now contained in the Manual

of Recommended Practice, and we could find nothing of sufficient im-

portance at this time that would warrant us in recommending any

revision of those blanks.

"With particular reference to the accounting blanks. As now de-

signed, they can be used by some roads, but they would not answer

the requirements of all roads. We doubt very much if a system of

accounting blanks can be designed that will answer the requirements

of all roads throughout this country. It is, therefore, quite evident

that we must perhaps provide two systems, a monthly and a daily.

The most of those blanks are designed from a monthly standpoint.

"As you are aware, the Association, at its last convention, adopted

two methods of reporting and recording time, i. e., a monthly and a

daily. It would, therefore, seem that we will have to do likewise with

the material.

"We might add that none of the sub-committee has as yet sub-

mitted the estimate blanks for our review as to the accounting features
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in connection therewith. As soon as these are received, we will have

another meeting of our sub-committee for the purpose of reviewing the

blanks."

NUMBERING OF FORMS.

The subject of providing a system for numbering forms adopted

of the various committees from time to time and placed in the Manual

of Recommended Practice was not assigned to a sub-committee, but

was taken up by the Committee as a whole by correspondence.

The first question that arose in the consideration of this matter

was as to what should constitute a form as generally used in the

Manual of Recommended Practice. It was therefore necessary to agre*

upon a definition for the term "Form" so as to prevent including any-

thing which did not properly come under that term. The definition

proposed and hereby submitted by the Committee is therefore as follow:

Form.—A Form is an outline or illustration of a prescribed method

of indicating and recording information.

Acting upon this, therefore, the Committee, after considerable study

and discussion of the various methods of classifying and numbering

forms, and after looking into the various systems used for indexing

records, publications, etc., came to the conclusion that the basic feature

of this index should be a classification following as nearly as possible

the present arrangement of committees and subjects assigned thereto,

and therefore submitted to the Secretary of the Association a plan

for numbering forms, which plan is considered to be sufficiently elastic

to take care of the work of the various committees for many years

to come.

In connection with this matter, Secretary Fritch informed the

Chairman of the Committee that he interpreted the instructions con-

cerning the numbering of forms to cover the application of some system

of numbering for identifying diagrams, charts, specifications and illus-

trations now in the text of the Manual. After a thorough discussion

of the subject, it was our conclusion that only such things as come
within the range of the proposed definition of the word "Form" should

be given any systematic numbering, and that all other illustrations,

charts, tables, etc., should be identified by the term "Figure," as they

are allied with the text in such a way that any other arrangement

would not be convenient or valuable.

The Committee recommended and submitted to the Secretary the

following plan for renumbering forms

:

KEY TO PROPOSED SYSTEM OF NUMBERING FORMS.

Range of
Subjects and Committees. Form Numbers.

I. Roadway 100-199
II. Ballast 200-299

III. Ties 300-399
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Range of
Subjects and Committees. Form Numbers.

IV. Rail 400-499
V. Track 500-599
VI. Buildings 600-099

VII. Bridges and Culverts 700-799

VIII. Masonry 800-899
IX. Signs, Fences and Crossings 900-999
X. Signals and Interlocking 1000-1099
XI. Accounting Records 1 100-1 199

XII. Rules and Organiza ion ' 1200-1299
XIII. Water Service 1300-1399
XIV. Yards and Terminals 1400-1499
XV. Iron and Steel Structures 1500-1599
XVI. Economics of Railway Location 1600-1609

XVII. Wood Preservation 1700-1799
XVIII. Electricity 1800-1899
XIX. Map and Chart Records 1900- 1099
XX. Property and Lease Records 2000-2099
XXI. Estimate Forms 2100-2199

List of Forms adopted by the Association and Comparison of Present

and Proposed Svstems of Numbering Forms.

Old New-
Form No. Form No. Titles of Forms.

1 100 101 Steam Shovel Report—Daily.
1101 102 Steam Shovel Report—Monthly.
1102 103 Steam Shovel Record—Shovel No....
3°5 3°5 Tie Renewal Report—Foreman's.
302 302 Ties—Comparison between Different Kinds of Wood.
303 303 Ties—Record of.

301 301 Tie Renewals—Statistics of.

304 304 Treated Ties—Statistics of.

2001-A 40E Rail—Report of Chemical and Physical Examination.
2001-B 402 Rail—Certificate of Inspection.
2001-C 403 Rail—Shipment Report.
2002-A 404 Rail—Report of Failures in Main Track (Section

Foreman).
2002-B 405 Rail—Superintendent's Report of Failure in Main

Track for Month of
2002-C 406 Rail in Main Track.
2003-A 407 Rail and Other Track Material—Laboratory Report

of Chemical and Physical Examination.
2004-A 408 Rail—Summary of Failures for Six Months Com-

pared with Same Period Previous Year.
2004-B 409 Rail—'Summary of Failures for Period of Years.
2004-C 410 Rail—Comparative Number of Failures of different

Sections or Patterns rolled by different

Companies.
2004-D 411 Rail—Position of Ingot of Steel Rails which failed

for Period of Years.
2004-E 412 Rail—Numerical Record and Position of the Ingot

of Steel Rails which have failed in Service.
2005-E 413 Rail—Section showing progressive Wear.
2005-A 414 Rail—Location Diagram.
2005-B 415 Rail—Location Diagram.
2005-C 416 Rail—Diagram showing Lines of Wear.
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discriminately used; one is a preliminary guess at what a certain piece

of work is to cost, and the other is the distinct and final summing up

of what a contractor has done. Your Committee has assumed that

the instructions from the Board- of Direction apply to the former, and

I think you are correct."

The point raised by Mr. McDonald was considered worthy of most

careful study on the part of the Committee, and a general discussion

by letter was conducted, which developed the following:

1. The word "Estimate," in its use as a verb, is given the follow-

ing meaning in the dictionary : "To value, appraise, form an opinion

as to amount or number from imperfect data." The word "Estimate,"

as a noun, therefore, means the result of such valuation or appraisement.

2. In the indiscriminate use of the word "Estimate" it has a dual

application in the fact that it is used both as to indicate an approxi-

mate quantity as well as to indicate the exact quantity of completed

work, as the ordinary practice is to call a final statement of completed

work a "Final Estimate."

It therefore appears to the Committee that this term can be applied

only to the preparation of statements of contemplated construction where

the exact quantities of work are not known, and that statements of

completed work should not be called estimates. The Committee has

placed the above interpretation upon the word estimate in the instruc-

tions given by the Board of Direction, and recommends that the use

of this term be applied only to such statements as are prepared for

contemplated construction work, for statements prepared to show the

progress of such work, and statements forming the basis for partial

payments; and that the word "Statement" should be used for statements

showing the actual work done.

It is not considered necessary to embody in this report a formal

definition of the word "Estimate" for adoption by the Association, but

it is recommended that the use of the word "Estimate" be confined to

the purpose above outlined, and it is suggested that if this meets with

the approval of the Association it be followed in the work of other

committees.

Respectfully submitted,

H. R. Safford, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Illinois Central

Railroad, Chicago, 111., Chairman.

H. J. Pfeifek, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Terminal Railroad As-

sociation, St. Louis, Mo., Vice-Chairman.

S. D. Brady, Chief Engineer, Little Kanawha Railroad, Parkersburg,

W. Va.

J. M. Brown, District Engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway,

Davenport, la.

M. C. Byers, Chief Engineer, St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad,

St. Louis, Mo.

A. L. Davis, Assistant Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chicago, III
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T. H. Gatlin, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Southern Railway,

Knoxville, Terin.

C, H. Gerber, Consulting Engineer, Omaha, Neb.

Edward Gray, Engineer Maintenance Of Way, Southern Railway, St.

Louis, Mo.

E. E. Hanna, Division Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway, Aurora, Mo.

O. L. Holman, Assistant Engineer Maintenance of Way, Great North-

ern Railway, Willmar, Minn.

Paul Jones, Superintendent, Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley Railroad,

Zanesville, O.

Henry Lehn, Maintenance of Way Accountant, New York Central &

Hudson River Railroad, Neaw York, N. Y.

Thos. Maney, General Roadmaster, Louisville & Nashville Railroad,

Louisville, Ky.

J. H. Milburn, Chief Draftsman. Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Balti-

more, Md.

G. L. Moore, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Lehigh Valley Railroad,

South Bethlehem, Pa.

A. G. Norton, Resident Engineer, Erie Railroad, Otisville, N. Y.

C. W. Pifer, Roadmaster, Illinois Central Railroad, Clinton, 111.

W. H. Sellew, Principal Assistant Engineer, Michigan Central Rail-

road, Detroit, Mich.

V. D. Simar, Acting Chief Engineer, Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic

Railwa)', Marquette, Mich.

J. E. Turk, Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Railway, Tamaqua,

Pa.

R. W. Willis, Engineer, Missouri District, Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railway, St. Louis, Mo.

W. P. Wiltsee, Assistant Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway,

Roanoke, Va.

Committee.



DISCUSSION.
The President:—We will now take up the consideration of the

report of the Committee on Records and Accounts. Mr. H. R. Safford,

the chairman, will present the report.

Mr. H. R. Safford, chairman (Illinois Central) :—On page 86, Bul-

letin 120, is outlined the work that was given to the Committee, con-

sisting generally of four features. First, the general subject of the re-

vision of the Manual; second, to recommend a system for numbering

the forms in the Manual ; third, to continue the study of conventional

signs, forms 1021 and 1022, and fourth, to continue the work started last

year of designing forms for the preparation of estimates.

We desire to take up, first, the subject of conventional signs. The

general outline of work which the Committee followed this year in

the discussion of the subject of conventional signs was to attempt to

group the symbols that have been previously recommended in some sys-

tematic manner, to suggest proper titles for the signs, and to consider

the consolidation of forms 1020 and 1021. Form 1021 was revised last

year and the study this year has been more particularly confined to

form 1022 and the consolidation of both forms 1020 and 1021, which

contain some common signs. One set of symbols refers more particu

larly to topographical maps, the other more particularly to track maps,

and in view of the fact that the Committee last year recommended and

secured the approval of definitions of track maps and roadway maps,

it seemed possible to consolidate these two independent sets of signs,

and a canvass of the Association resulted in a considerable majority

expressing themselves in favor of the consolidation. So, in order to

minimize time, I will describe briefly the work that was done.

We made a special study of form 1022, which provided for signs

applying more or less to structural drawings. On page 103 appears

the revised form 1022. The changes from the previous form are only

minor, with the exception that to this form has been added certain

signs for riveting and the signs adopted by the other Committee in-

dicating the two kinds of stresses in bridge members.

In addition to that a new symbol was recommended under the sub-

heading "Wrought Steel."

A new symbol was recommended, on page 104, with reference to

rubble masonry, the changes to show a hatched symbol for mortar and

an unhatched symbol for drag.

The other changes are minor. There is an addition, on page 103,

for malleable iron ; an addition for bronze, on page 104 ; omission of

the sign for rubble in mortar as rubble dry, as these have been taken

care of by the consolidated sign.

The indication for mud, on page 104, has been omitted as being

hardly applicable to this set of signs.

The Committee has had its attention called to the sign for rein-

forced concrete where it had recommended the use of the words, "ex-

panded metal" and "rods or bars." It had been suggested to us that

the use of the term "expanded metal" perhaps committed us to the

1137
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use of one of several brands of patented material, and that it would

be better expressed by the use of the words "metallic mesh" or some-

thing of that nature. I think the words "wire mesh" or "metallic

mesh" w®uld be better, and the Committee suggests that change.

On page 105 there has been added to the form a sign for woods,

felt, asbestos and leather. There has also been omitted from this form

a sign indicating marsh.

Mr. L. C. Fritch (Chicago Great Western) :—I was going to ask

the chairman the purpose for omitting the sign for marsh. That is

an old friend of ours, and we would like to know why it has been

discarded.

Mr. Safford :—It has not been discarded. It has been provided

for in another form.

For the purpose of having this acted upon by the convention I

would move that form 1022, or 1905, as revised in the new number

system, be adopted. The Committee has worked with the other Com-

mittee interested in the preparation of these signs, and we have at-

tempted to meet their views.

Mr. B. H. Mann (Missouri Pacific) :—I would like to ask the

Committee for information as to whether they consulted with the In-

terlocking Committee on signaling conventions. I notice in some cases

the conventions used by this Committee do not coincide with those used

by the contractors and the railroads in indicating signaling devices.

For quite a long time the contractors and purchasers have been get-

ting together on these functions. It seems to me that these conven-

tions ought to coincide.

Mr. Safford :—I intended to refer to that. This Committee did

confer with the Committee and the signal indications we present are

in accordance with their views.

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—I notice, on page 103, the conventional signs

under "riveting," that it is not quite the same as the conventional signs

recommended by the Iron and Steel Structures Committee, in Bulletin

117. There is a distinction made in flattening the various rivets, as

to size. For instance, flattening % inch refers to one-half and 5^-inch

rivets, and flattening two }i inch, which has reference to %, $4 and

i-inch rivets. I want to ask if it will not be possible to increase the

size there.

Mr. Safford:—The intent of the Committee was to show exactly

the same conventional signs for riveting that were adopted by the Com-
mittee on Iron and Steel Structures. It is possible the members of

the Committee on Iron and Steel made some modification of their signs

after we had our conference with them. We will amend our form so.

as to agree fully with their signs.

(Mr. Safford's motion was carried.)

Mr. Safford :—The remaining work with reference to conventional

signs was the consolidation of forms 1020 and 1021. The consolidated

form appears on pages 106 to in, inclusive. We have made no radi-
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cal departures from the forms previously existing, with the exception

of a case I will mention. We added eight signs on page 106—one for

streams, one for springs and sinks, one for lakes and ponds, one for

falls and rapids, one for water line, one for marsh, one for canals and

one for ditches. The sign for marsh, however, was brought over from

form 1022, and the one for ditches was changed in order to avoid con-

fusion with the indication for canals. We also added one for sand

and one for cliffs.

These signs being used in connection with topographical maps, it

seemed to the Committee there should be distinct indications for these

features.

It will be noted we have classified all the signs into various head-

ings. They were not well classified before, but we attempted to do

that in this case.

On page 107 there are no material changes, except that we reduced

the thickness of some of the lines merely to save time in drawing.

The Committee, acting upon the suggestion from one of the mem-
bers, concluded to recommend a change in the signs for "new tracks"

and "future tracks," near the bottom of page 108. What the Com-
mittee intended to do was to have one indication for tracks that were

intended to be immediately constructed, to be used on construction maps,

and another sign to show ultimate development. So it is suggested in

place of the words "new tracks" and "future tracks," the words "pro-

posed for immediate construction" apply to the first and "proposed for

ultimate development" apply to the second.

On page 109 we have added an indication for "battery box." We
also propose to insert the words "Indicate length" between the sym-

bol for turntable and the word "turntable" ; there have been no other

changes.

On page 111 there has been a change with reference to through

pole wire lines. We had a similar indication for telegraph lines, but

we thought it better to have a consolidated form to indicate all types

of pole wire lines. That was discussed last year and so it is not a

change.

A new indication appears for wire conduits, separate from switch

or signal lines.

A change also appears on that page in the character of the form

for dimension line. After considerable discussion the Committee con-

cluded that red ink should be used for dimension purposes.

We also made a slight change in the character of distinction for

the two meridian lines.

These are all the changes we have made, which principally amount

to a consolidation. In order to get this matter before the convention

I move that conclusion 2 on page 102 be adopted.

Mr. L. C. Fritch :—I do not think the' Committee missed many
signs, but there is one omitted, which is quite important, and that is

one for telephone lines, or high tension transmission lines or any
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wire carrying electric current crossing the track. That is one, I think,

which should be specified definitely. I do not know whether the Com-

mittee intended that the designation under miscellaneous pole wire lines

would cover that or not. It seems to me that would refer to telegraph

lines, and I think there should be one showing telephone and high

power transmission lines.

Mr. Safford :—The Committee did have under consideration differ-

ent indications for these different types of pole wire lines. We wanted

to minimize the number as much as possible, and adopted an indication

headed "pole wire lines," which can be supplemented by such explana-

tory wording as may be desired.

Mr. J. O. Osgood (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—We found

it impracticable to use a number of the suggestions of the Committee,

not because they were not good, but because where there are such

slight distinctions between lines. They cannot be used on maps which

are much complicated, so that for such matters as pole wire lines, and

similar lines, we write on the map what they are.

There is one point I want to make, not in the nature of a criticism,

however, but on page 108 there are three symbols used a great deal by

all the railroads which do much construction work— I refer to those

for new tracks and future tracks, in which you have changed the

phraseology to advantage. The symbols are excellent, but we have

found in practice that the expense of coloring a large number of blue-

prints is so great that we prefer other methods. Of late we have been

making the plans in the same way, but drawing heavy black ink lines on

the tracing, so as to print clear by new work, in broad lines. That is

not as good, but it is necessary on account of the great expense in-

volved in coloring so many prints.

Mr. Robert Ferriday (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—With reference to the term "railroad tracks," I want to know whether

it means existing tracks or old tracks?

Mr. Safford :—It means existing tracks.

Mr. Ferriday:—I suggest you use "existing tracks," for "old track

to remain," and retain the term "old track to be moved."

Mr. Safford :—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. Safford:—The next piece of work given to the Committee

closely allied to the subject of conventional signs was in answer to a

request of the Board of Direction that the Committee provide a system

for numbering forms, and on page 125 appears a revised list of forms

and numbers. In doing this, the Committee first concluded that we
should define a form (which definition is not necessary to go into the

Manual, I assume), and that definition appears on page 25, and is as

follows: "Form—A form is an outline or illustration of a prescribed

method of indicating and recording information." The necessity for

arriving at a clear definition was to avoid confusion that might be

caused by classifying diagrams as forms. With that definition as a

basis, the Committee has worked out the revised list which appears on
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pp. 125-127. The Committee has not made a formal recommendation in

the ordinary manner, as it is not clear whether this would be shown in

the Manual in this form, or be acted on by the Board of Direction. It

is really submitted as information.

In connection with the subject of the revision of the Manual this

matter was given thorough consideration, resulting in certain conclu-

sions which appear on page 92. I might add that outside of a few

changes we have recommended, we have not attempted to make a gen-

eral revision of some of the forms now existing, because we found on

investigating this subject that the character of organization on railroads

has much to do with the style of form to be used, and this applies

particularly to the subject of bridge inspection reports. The form-

previously adopted seem to serve the general purpose, and the only

thing that could be attained by going into the question further would

be to try to classify varying types of railroad organization and en-

deavor to modify some of the different forms to suit these different

classes of organization.

Therefore, the Committee has suggested that this study be con-

tinued, and as a basis for it, before attempting to make some classifi-

cation of railroad organization which we have in view, we have sug-

gested that the matter be continued over until the next year, and have

reached certain conclusions with reference to a few forms, and these

appear on page 92, and I assume should be acted on in the regular way.

Conclusion 1 is : "To recommend to the Board of Direction that

the Committee be authorized to submit different forms, if necessary,

calling for the same information to suit varying organizations."

(The President put the question on this motion, and the conclusion

was adopted.)

Mr. Safford :—The next is conclusion 2 : "To abolish Form

M. W. 1000."

Mr. M. C. Byers (St. Louis & San Francisco):—Form M. W. 1000,

report of Foreman of Bridges, was considered by the Committee to be

unnecessary, as it does not cover the actual condition. The foreman

usually advises the Master Carpenter of routine matters by letter and,

when it is necessary to take prompt action, this is handled by telegram.

The canvass of the various railroads, inquiring as to their practice,

indicates that this form is not in use and is not considered of value.

It is, therefore, recommended that Form M. W. ioco be abolished.

(The motion was adopted.)

Mr. Safford :—The Committee recommends in conclusion 3, "To

further consider forms M. W. 1003, 1005, 1006, 1007 and 1009." That

conclusion is covered in conclusion 1.

Conclusion 4 is as follows : "To indicate on Form M. W. 1010, (a)

data showing width of streets and alleys; (b) distance along street lines

which intersect the right-of-way lines; (c) a line representing the

original center line of the main track."

This refers to the descriptive matter which should appear on the
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right-of-way maps and track maps. I move that the conclusion be

adopted.

(The President put the question on the motion and it was adopted.)

Mr. Safford :—The only remaining work that the Committee

handled this year with reference to forms was to continue the study

of the subject of preparing forms for estimates of bridges and build-

ings and water service. The work of the Committee is not complete,

as we found a good many matters came up in connection with it that

required further study. On page 114 is given an outline of the general

form that we submitted, regarding which, if we have sufficient time,

it may be well to have some discussion in order to get the ideas of the

members. I't is not recommended as a complete form, and is submitted

only as a progress report. The general idea is to prepare forms with

the more important items, as a general reminder to the man who is

making the estimates, similar to the form which the Association adopted

last year for track work.

With reference to a similar form for water service estimates, which

appears on page 121 ; this is a form which has been designed only

along general lines. The same thing applies to this as to the form for

the estimates for the buildings. We propose to study this for the com-

ing year.

The President:—This is received as information only.

Mr. Safford :—On page 85, in the middle of the page, appear sev-

eral suggestions that were brought up by different members of the

Association relating to a definition of "Form," disposition of diagrams,

giving the list of conventional signs for signals a form number, group-

ing forms in the front or back of the Manual as a means of ready ref-

erence, and a definition of the word "estimate."

Regarding the suggestion made by one of the members of the

Association, Mr. McDonald, concerning a proper definition for the term

"estimate," this has been considered on pp. 127 and 128. There is no

definite conclusion by the Committee, other than represented in the

second to the last paragraph in which it is attempted to interpret the

word estimate as applying to the term "estimate forms." It therefore

appears to the Committee that this term can be applied only to the

preparation of statements of contemplated construction where the exact

quantities of work are not known, and that statements of completed

work should not be called estimates. That interpretation has been used

by the Committee in the consideration of these subjects.

The President :—This is all very valuable information, gentlemen,

and while it is not desirable for the chair, under ordinary circumstances,

to specially comment upon any Committee's report regarding its excel-

lence, I would like to depart from that attitude and compliment this

Committee on its excellent work—this includes not only the chairman,

but the Committee in general, for the good work they have put into

the report.

The Committee is now relieved with the thanks of the Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIII—ON WATER
SERVICE.
(Bulletin 120.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

Your Committee submits herewith a report of its. proceedings and

work accomplished during the past year. Meetings were held as follows:

(i) Tuesday, June 22, 1909, at the rooms of the Association in

Chicago. Those present were: C. L. Ransom, M. H. Wickhorst, Robert

Ferriday, G. H. Herrold, W. A. Parker, L. P. Rossiter. The general

outline of work was discussed, and the following Sub-Committees were

appointed

:

Sub-Committee A—M. H. Wickhorst, J. L. Campbell. Subject 1 —
Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are .recommended, make

statement accordingly.

Sub-Committee B—C. L. Ransom, W. A. Parker, A. D. Schermer-

horn. Subject 2.—Recommend specifications for water tanks and trestle

supports from 50,000 to 100,000 gallons capacity.

Sub-Committee C—Robert Ferriday, James Burke, G. H. Herrold.

Subject 3.—Examine into the friction factors for delivery pipe lines,

such as used for water columns, also friction factors for water columns.

Sub-Committee D^L. P. Rossiter, E. G. Lane, C. A. Morse. Sub-

ject: Report on various types of track pans, with designs of typical

installations and critical review.

The second meeting was held at Champaign, 111., on November

19, 1909, the following members being present: C. L. Ransom, W. A
Pownall (representing M. H. Wickhorst), James Burke, J. L. Campbell,

Robert Ferriday, G. H. Herrold, E. G. Lane, A. D. Schermerhorn.

Reports were submitted by the various Sub-Committees, and the

test on one of the stand pipes was witnessed. The reports of the

Sub-Committees follow.

In addition, a meeting of Sub-Committee C was held at Champaign,

111., November 17, 1909, those present being Robert Ferriday, M. H.

Wickhorst, W. A. Pownall.

REVISION OF THE MANUAL—WATER SERVICE.

MINOR CHANGES.

Paragraph 4, page 34, of the Manual, now reads: "Water whose

hardness is due to carbonates of lime and magnesia can be softened

at a moderate expense for chemicals by the use of lime alone, without

adding any soluble salts to the softened water." Change to read:

1143
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The hardness of water clue to carbonates of lime and magnesia

can be removed at a moderate expense for chemicals by the use of

lime alone, without adding any soluble salts to the softened water.

Paragraph 4, page 34, of the Manual, now reads: "Water whose

hardness is due to sulphates of lime and magnesia can be softened,

but at a greater expense, by the use of soda ash, a more expensive

chemical. In this case, soluble sulphate of soda will be added to the

softened water, increasing the tendency to foam." Change to read

:

The hardness of water due to sulphates of lime and magnesia

can be removed by the use of soda ash, a more expensive chemical.

The chemical reaction removes sulphates of lime and magnesia, and

leaves soluble sulphates of soda, which increases the tendency to foam.

Paragraph 12, page 35, of the Manual, to be inserted after para-

graph 5, and all following paragraphs renumbered to correspond.

Table 2, page 242, Vol. 9. The quantities of barium hydrate re-

quired to be slightly changed to fit the commercial article. This is

done for the reason that the barium hydrate cannot be obtained in

a pure state commercially. The figures are changed to conform to

the actual practice of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, who
are now using this chemical in some of their plants. The changes

have been made in the proof submitted to the Committee by the Sec-

retary, and are not here repeated.

The heading of diagram No. 4. page 2, Vol. 9, now reading

:

"Steam cylinder pressure required per pound water pressure in direct

acting steam pumps of various cylinder ratios and efficiency" to be

changed to

"Cylinder ratios in direct acting steam pumps for different steam

pressures per pound of water pressure for various efficiencies."

All matter relating to "Function of a Water Station and Storage

Tanks" is cut out, as the whole subject is being reconsidered.

Form M. W. 1302, "Statement of Cost of Pumping Water." Add
a column headed "Labor Cost." Change column now headed "Total

Labor and Material" to "Material Cost."

Form M. W. 1302, "Water Station Record." Change column now
headed "Steam, Power or Hand" to "Kind of Power."

SPECIFICATION'S FOR WATER TANKS.
The Board of Direction has asked your Committee to prepare

specifications for 50,000 and 100,000 gallon water tanks. The Com-
mittee has started on this by first endeavoring to ascertain what the

general practice on American railroads is, and takes this opportunity to

thank all the members of the Association for their prompt and full

replies.

The principal features in which there seemed to be differences of

opinion are listed in the following letter which was sent to all

members

:
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Wood tub on wood trestle, pile foundation, for.

Circular No. 119.

"The Board of Direction has instructed the Water Service Com-

mittee to recommend Specifications for Storage Tanks and Trestle

Supports from 50,000 to 100,000 gallons capacity.

"The specifications submitted at the last convention were referred

back to the Committee, and it is desired to obtain an expression from

members of the Association on the following points

:

"Please check in the following the type of tank which is your

present standard for permanent water stations

:

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Wood tub on wood trestle, masonry foundation, for..^ 75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Wood tub on steel trestle, masonry foundation, for...-^ 75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Steel standpipe tank on crushed rock foundation, for. . ^ 75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

"Where wood tubs are used, please give the following information

as to hoops:

Flat Hoops:

No. for 16- ft. stave.

Steel tub on steel trestle, masonry foundation, for.

Steel standpipe tank on concrete foundation, for.

Style of lug <

Round Hoops:

No. for 1 6- ft. stave.

Style of lug

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

Size. .....<{ 75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

Size.

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

50,000 gallons

75,000 gallons

100,000 gallons

"For outlet valves for delivery direct to locomotive, do you use the

hinged valve, or removable valve?
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"For column supply line valves, do you use the hinged valve,

removable valve, or gate valve?

f 50,000 gallons

"How many supporting posts for tubs on trestles?.-^ 75,ooo gallons

^100,000 gallons

"The Committee would appreciate a copy of your standard plans

for 50,000, 75,000 or 100,000 gallon tanks, if you can furnish same."

The substance of the replies received are tabulated in the follow-

ing table

:

COMPILATION OF ANSWERS RECEIVED TO CIRCULAR No. 119

Style of Water Tank Adopted by American Railroads.

Permanent Water Stations Mileage Reported 114,984.

Table Shows Percentage of Mileage Reported.

Descbiption.
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C 10 per cent. 16 to 25 posts

50,000 gallons < 82 per cent. 12 posts

(^ 8 per cent. 4 posts.

75,000 gallons 100 per cent. 12 posts with 2 exceptions. One, 21

posts and one 16 posts.

100,000 gallons 100 per cent. 12 posts with one exception of 4 posts

Plans were received from fifty railways. A study of these plans

reveals great variance in petty details, and many of them would indicate

that there has been no change in design on some roads for a good

many years.

The Committee has endeavored to compile a specification for tanks

as requested, without reference to any particular design, but working

on these lines it has so far been unable to produce an intelligent

specification which it is thought would be of any value to the Asso-

ciation.

Failing in this, it was considered preferable to prepare designs of

a general nature for different classes of tanks and make a comparative

study of same as regards

:

First Cost,

Repair Cost,

Interest Cost,

Life of Tank,

Cost of Wrecking,

Scrap Value,

and finally: Net cost of storage per annum for 1,000 gallons.

In making this statement, Chicago prices were used, and each class

of material was figured at the same price throughout all estimates.

It was found impossible to prepare plans for each style of tank

for the 100,000-gallon tanks, so that the plans and estimates submitted

cover the 50,000-gallon tank only.

If the Association approves of the plans submitted, and so desires,

the 100,000-gallon plans can be prepared for submission at a later date.

Referring to the design for 50,000-gallon tank on four-post founda-

tion, submitted at the last meeting (see Proceedings, Inset, Vol. 10,

Part 1, page 768), it was found on careful analysis of this design, as

compared with the twelve (12) post design submitted on Plate II, that

the latter was a little more economical, and the cost of same is shown

on Plate VII, Style 7. The details of this estimate will be published

later in an appendix.

The two designs for Standpipe Tanks submitted in Vol. 10, Pro-

ceedings, Part 1, inset following page 768, have been redrawn and

consolidated on Plates IV and V, and this type for Styles 5 and 6, with

estimates for same, is also submitted.

1
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The question of height of tank, floor for tanks having substructure,

was considered, and the height of 20 ft. from base of rail to bottom

of tub was used in all cases. This for the following reasons : Assum-

ing that the following conditions would obtain in an ordinary water

station

:

Discharge main, 1,000 ft., 14-in. cast-iron pipe; 12-in. water column;

discharge required at column, 2.500 gallons per minute.

Referring to the report of the Committee on friction in pipe lines

and water columns, we find that the head lost would be as follows

for the assumed conditions

:

Feet head lost at entrance to 14-in. pipe in the tank and velocity

head of issuing stream for 2,500 gallons per minute 1.30

Feet head lost in 1,000 ft. 14-in. cast-iron pipe at 2,500 gallons per

minute 7.00

Feet head lost in two 14-in. elbows, long radius 30

Feet head lost in 12-in. water column 4.20

Total feet lost 12.80

The tub should at all times have at least 4.8 ft. of water in the

same, to allow for emergencies. This head in tub deducted from
24.8 ft. leaves 20 ft, which the tub should be raised above the top

of rail.

This question is more elaborately treated in the report under the

head of "Friction Factors."

The styles examined and the results of such examination will be

found on Plate VII.

The detailed compilation of each different 50,000-gallon tank will

be published in a later Bulletin. The suggested designs, Plates I, II,

III, IV, V, are appended.

From the above compilation and with a little study of the detailed

estimates and substitution of local prices, it will be an easy matter

to select the most economical tank which can be erected, to serve any

condition, such as

:

Construction of new lines where water supply and permanent loca-

tion of tank is problematical.

Reconstruction of branch lines where questions as to the amount

of traffic and hence amount of water required are to be considered.

Reconstruction of main line where conditions are fixed as regards

location and amount of water required.

The specifications submitted herewith are intended to cover the

whole question of 50,000 and 100,000 gallon tanks, and where it is

necessary to refer to the design, blank spaces are left and footnotes

added to cover required information for each design submitted.

As previously stated, the drawings have been prepared for 50,000

gallon tanks only.
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR 50,000 AND 100,000 GALLON WATER TANKS.

The general plan for the tank shall be as per Plate (
J

), Style General

C), Capacity (
3

).
Des,gn -

Foundation to be (
4

).

Substructure to be (
5

).

Tub to be (
c

).

Roof to be (
7

).

The foundation shall consist of (
8

) Foundation

When concrete is used, an additional pile foundation may be re-

quired, which shall be added at an agreed price and of agreed design,

when so directed by the engineer in charge.

Piles shall be round (
9

) in full accordance with the

specifications of the Association for No. i R. R. Grade, pages 541,

542, Vol. 10, Part 1, paragraphs 1 to 5. They shall be of length to

be specified by the engineer and driven as shown by Plate 1 to depth

as directed by the engineer.

Excavation shall be made of sufficient size to permit forms to be

built for sloping sides of concrete. Earth banks may be used for

forms where faces are vertical and they stand firm.

Concrete shall be as per specifications of the Association, pp.

1338 to 1342, Proceedings, Vol. 10, Part 2, paragraphs 1 to 6, inclu-

sive, and 22 to 47, inclusive.

The substructure shall be (
,0

) Timber shall be gubstruc-
No. 1 R. R. Grade ("), all as per specifications of the Association, ture.

PP- 539 a»d 540, Vol. 10, Part 1, paragraphs 1 to 8, inclusive ; all

to be surfaced four sides for painting. All to be erected as shown
on plans, in a good workmanlike manner, with well-fitted joints and
proper fastenings.

Steel shall be open-hearth, as per specifications of the Association,

published in Manual of Recommended Practice, paragraphs 83 to 88,

92 to 105, 108 to no, in to 116, 127 and 128, 144 to 158, inclusive,

both as to material and workmanship.

All field connections shall be made with bolts.

The tub shall be built of (
I2

) TuD
Dimensions and design shall conform to Plate

1 1, II, III, IV, V.
' Style 1-2-3-4-5-6.
•50,000 or 100,000.
« Style 1, Piles. Style 2-3-4-6, Concrete. Style 5, Crushed Rock.
1 Style 1-2, Timber. Style 3-4. Open-hearth Steel. Styles 5 and 6, Omit.
• Style 1-2-3, Wood. Style 4-5-6, Steel.
7 Style 1-2-3, Wood. Style 4-5-6. Steel.
8 Piles for 1. Concrete for 2-3-4-6. Crushed stone, 5.
8 Specify kind of timber.

10 Timber, 1-2. Open-hearth steel, 3-4. Cancel whole paragraph for Styles
5 and 6.

11 Give kind of timber available.
12 Style 1-2-3, specify kind of lumber. The following kinds are suitable

for the life given: White Pine, 20 years; Cypress, 25 years; Redwood, 35
years; Douglas Fir, 18 years. Plate IV, V, VI. Open-hearth Steel.
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Timber shall be carefully selected, free from sap, shakes, un-

sound knots, or other imperfections which will impair the durability

of the tub. All small black knots extending entirely through the

plank shall be carefully bored and thoroughly plugged (*).

Staves shall be full length without splicing. Joints shall be sur-

faced true and perfect and cut on radial lines. Outside of stave to

be surfaced convex to the diameter of the tub. Crozing at bottom

of stave to be cut circular, so that bottom will completely fill it

when tub is drawn up. Staves shall be marked in their order before

shipping. One extra stave for each tub shall be furnished.

Bottom plank shall be full length without splicing up to 24 ft.

long. Over 24 ft. they may be joined with 1 in. by 1 in. mortise and

tenon at ends of plank. No two joints on adjacent plank to be nearer

than 30 in. center to center. Joints shall be surfaced true and per-

fect. Outside edge of bottom of tub to be cut to true circle.

Bottom plank to have 34-in. by 3-in. wood dowels, 30 in. center to

center for joining.

Hoops for wood tubs to be made of muck bar iron 4 in. wide by

5-16 in. thick, furnished with muck bar iron lug 6 in. long for i-in.

bolt fastened to hoop with six ^-in. iron rivets, countersunk on back

side, and i-in. by 24-in. bolt, 12-in. thread and hex nut and head.

Hoops to be built in three equal sections and put on tub spaced as

shown on plan.

Bottom of tub to be laid on overlays close together, with dowels

in place and drawn tight and cleat tacked across to hold in place

while staves are being placed. The setting-up staves to commence
at the longest piece of bottom and driven only two-thirds depth of

croze. When staves are all in place they are to be stayed with rope

and then hoops to be put on, beginning at bottom. Hoops to be uni-

formly tightened. No lug to be placed on the same stave as any

other lug.

Steel shall be manufactured by the open-hearth process and shall

be in accordance with the specifications of the Association as given

under head of "Steel Substructure."

All tank plates must be bent cold.

Erection shall be in accordance with the specifications of the As-
sociation, as given under head of "Steel Substructure" and also as

follows

:

Joints must be made watertight by calking in such a manner as

not to injure the abutting plate. No foreign substance of any kind
will be permitted between plates.

Leaks which may develop after tank is filled with water must bt

recaulked until the tank is tight.

Indicator to be furnished and placed. Board to be white with
6-in. black letters indicating feet, and furnished with chain, pulleys,

1 Where Cypress and Redwood are used, omit sentence about black knots.
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and galvanized iron float. Board to be set at least i in. clear of

stave. Design to be approved by the engineer.

The roof shall be of (') Dimensions and design Roof.

shall be according to Plate

Dimension timbers and lumber not painted to be rough ("'),

free from large loose or unsound knots and other defects which will

injure its strength and durability.

Finish lumber boards and battens to be (
a
) ,

free

from defects such as large or unsound knots, sap or checks, which

will injure its durability.

Steel shall be same as specified for tub and erected in same

manner, except that the caulking may be omitted.

Provide trap doors of wood for wood roofs and of steel for steel Doors.

roofs, not less than 2 ft. by 3 ft. clear opening in upper roof and tub

decking. Doors to be hung with 8-in. heavy tee hinges and provided

with 8-in. hinge hasp for fastening. All openings for doors to be

framed so as to make structure of same strength as balance of roof.

Frost box to be built for tanks as per Plate , as Frost Box

shown on said plate.

Lumber shall be (
3
)

Number of air spaces to be C)
Each inside layer to consist of two layers common i-in. sheathing

lumber SiS, with one layer of tar felt weighing ?bout 15 lbs. per

ico sq. ft. Air space to be made by 2 in. by 4 in. SiS and iE, not

over 2 ft. 6 in. center to center, erected vertically. Outside layers

to be of one layer common i-in. sheathing lumber SiS, one layer

15-lb. tar felt, and one layer i-in. by 6-in. dressed, matched and

beaded ceiling all to be well nailed and erected in good workmanlike

manner.

Ladders inside and outside of tub to be of open-hearth steel, of Ladders.

design indicated on Plate , all to be erected as shown

on said plate.

Pipe connections to consist of (*) inch wrought-iron over- piping.

flow pipe and inch wrought-iron discharge or water column

supply pipe, and for standpipe tanks a clean-out pipe.

Overflow pipe to extend to within 6 in. of top of stave or steel

tub and there to be stayed to roof of tank. Discharge or water col-

umn pipe shall extend from floor of tank to bottom of frost box and

be provided with flange union and two-ply rubber gasket, gate valve

1 Style 1-2-3, Wood. Plate 4-5-6, Open-hearth Steel.
2 Give kind timber available.
3 Specify kind lumber available.

.

4 No frost box required for Plate VI. Cut out whole paragraph.
5 Use 5 air spaces where lowest temperature is —40° Fahrenheit.
Use 4 air spaces where lowest temperature is —20° Fahrenheit.
Use 3 air spaces where lowest temperature is Fahrenheit.
Use 2 air spaces where lowest temperature is +20 Fahrenheit.
Use 1 air space where lowest temperature is +30 Fahrenheit.
Omit frost box entirely where temperature never gets below freezing.
Fill in size to suit local conditions.

o9 •
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and base ell. Where both pipes pass through bottom of tank, there

shall be two standard faced and drilled screwed flanges and two

two-ply rubber gaskets for each pipe, both to be full bolted with

standard number and size of bolts. Fittings for standpipe tank con-

nections to be furnished and placed as indicated on Plates IV and V.

Where called for in specifications O inch outlet valve,

outlet pipe supported on suitable brackets, and movable spout, with

counterweights, etc., are to be provided and placed. For standpipe

type of tank, outlet valve only is to be furnished and placed.

Outlet valve shall be cast-iron of the removable type, arranged

with a cut-out device, so that valve can be removed for renewal of

valve face rubber without emptying water in tank, and also so that

it can be operated from the locomotive tender. Design to be approved

by the engineer.

Outlet pipe to be cast-iron and to be connected to outlet valve

with standard size faced and drilled flange, fastened with standard

number and size of bolts, and to drop down and extend out to the

distance, as required by the engineer. Lower end of outlet pipe to

be supported by suitable brackets fastened to tank substructure and

provided with face plate for spout to rest against. Design to be ap-

proved by the engineer.

Spout to be provided of suitable dimensions to reach from out-

let pipe to locomotive tender. Dimensions of tenders to be furnished

by the engineer. Spout to be provided with counterweights, pulleys,

pull-down rope, etc., so that it can be reached from locomotive tender

and will be securely held up above the clearance line when not in

use. Clearance dimensions to be furnished by the engineer. Design to

be approved by the engineer.

Exterior wood and iron work (lower part of bottom of steel tub

included) to be painted three coats, inclusive of mill coat, of paint

. approved by the engineer. Separate paints for iron, steel and wood
to be used, if required. Paint to be applied to surfaces when dry and

free from rust or grease, and to be put on in the best manner and well

brushed into the surface painted.

Steel and iron to receive one coat at the mill.

Exterior of wood tubs to be painted one coat before applying

hoops.

Interior of steel tubs, inside ladders and overflow pipe to be

painted one coat at mill and one coat after erection, of paint or other

compound approved by the engineer.

Interior of steel roofs to be painted one coat only, at mill.

The different styles shown on plates I, II, III, IV, V are recom-

mended for use where their only object is supply of water to locomo-

tives and not where there is a question of fire protection to be con-

sidered.

1 Fill in size.
2 Cut out this paragraph, where location is such that locomotives are not

required to take water direct from tank.
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The different styles, i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are recommended for use

where most of the following conditions obtain

:

Style 1.—For water stations not at terminals.

Soft moist ground at tank site.

Location not permanent.

Character of water such that steel tub would be apt to be corroded.

Water carrying no sediment.

Where fire risk is not great.

Style 2.—For water stations not at terminals.

Good ground for foundation.

Location not permanent.

Character of water such that steel tub would be apt to be corroded.

Water carrying no sediment.

Where fire risk is not great.

Style 3.—For water stations not at terminals.

Good ground for foundation.

Location permanent.

Character of water such that steel tub would be apt to be corroded.

Water carrying no sediment.

Where fire risk is not great.

Style 4.—Water stations not at terminals.

Good ground for foundation.

Location permanent.

Character of water such that steel would not be corroded.

Water carrying no sediment.

Where the fire risk is to be considered.

Style 5.—Terminal water stations.

Good ground for foundation.

Slight settlement of tank not objectionable.

Character of water such that steel will not corrode.

Water carrying sediment.

Where the fire risk is to be considered.

At plants where water treatment is necessary, this style can be

utilized as a settling tank, and also as a mixing tank, by building

bottom inside of tank shown on inset at page 768, Vol. 10, Part I.

At terminal stations where increased storage under low head is

valuable for washout water and filling locomotives by means of aux-

iliary pumps.

Style 6.—Recommended for the same conditions as Style 5, except

it is to be used where slight settlement of tank is objectionable.

The following items will have to be decided by the engineer for

each case in order to fill out the foregoing specifications

:

Type of Tank

:

Foundation.

Substructure.

Tub.

Roof.
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Kind of Timber available for

:

Piles, also length of same required.

Substructure.

Tub.

Roof.

Frost Box.

Number Air Spaces for Frost Box.

Size Overflow, Discharge or Water Column Supply.

Size Outlet, Valve and Fittings.

Approve design for

:

Indicator.

Outlet.

Outlet Pipe.

Tank Spout.

Approve paint for iron, steel and wood.

CONCLUSIONS.

The Committee desires that the Association approve as good prac-

tice, publishing same in Manual, the designs for tanks, Plates I, II,

III, IV, V, together with the specifications for 50,000 and 100,000

gallon tanks.
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STYLE 18,2.

8"*/2'G/r,

Roof
/"•/O"Boards <$ I''2'Battens
2''6' Rafters & 4''6'Par/ins"

Tub Deck
Z£ayers/''/0'<SUeuer7Brrett

"6'dbist^6'Bea
2'8"Facia~

'/4-''/2"/2'P/

/"•6'Cet/incr
/a'Rouncf-

Hoops
4'<V>b" Iron

3Sec£tons£a
~W'6"/ron/.up

\6fa"PiYet&
-/">Z4-"Bo/£ "

S"'/2'0^er/ays- ^%/Tf
l2"'/2'Otrt/ers-l-

'•12"Block-
2'

i2"»/2" Fbs6s
-3"'8"Braces
Sp/iced

Top Ra,i
t '*&&*
Concrete Foundation
fbrPi/erOundation
Su.fatt.ttde Si//.snotvn

<,3^'*<n2oftedljne *t6h f3\c«^ yfefe
i \t-A-//'0"-

-f
'-ji I

|

2.Pileunderea Port ^"
i k— |— //-£?''-

k- - r/3'0" —i - -A
i

&Conc Frost Box. Base |*_ t-/3'o"-\- -4
TO"- i- -7'cr- -L - 7-0"- J assnown inctofoxtt-me |^_ ? , <> _^_ 7, »^_ 7>0"-4

TRACH ELEMT/O/V. \ i

WetphtpersqFt on <soi/23eO/.b>s PerP/e. /OI7dns

Tub Deck coyermp~ to be ornttted
w warm c/tmat&s

f?oof TUB DECK
SCALEFT

SECTION
Frost Box s/totvms forclimate
where lowest temperature is -40°F
Decrease tVumbero/air spaces and
foundation depthfor warmerclimates

GIRDERS

/YlonHoie

SPurttos SBetsms

S""I2"- 2'Bo/ted
to F*ost

*.'<?•

6~'/2

•Silts fo

PiJe Found

BRACES4F&S7J

'i8"BracesSpliced

~~7Z&6"* /2"Orertays Frost Box
2'S"CtoC 4.<4-' Inside

TUB FLOOR OVERLA YS

6D6ILayers /"imbr
mth7arFetf betiv een

S-2"AirSpaces

<4irSpace6
P/ers-

Top 2*2"
Bottom 3£*3l>'

FROST BOX FOUNDATION

J&
Plate i.—5o,oco-Gallox Water Tank.- Roof and Tub, Wood.

Substructure, Wood. Foundation, Concrete or Piles.
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STYLE 3.

Roo-f
/"'/O'Boards <S r-2"Battens
£'•£,- fofters <3 4'>6'Pur/ms

Tud Deck
ers F</0"ct/lauer7arFe/t

•6"l/o/s/~4 "•&'Beams
2i£'Facia-^._

/'6"Ce///r7cr~-i^y
•/4- fFouncr-—- \^f~

Hoops.
/ro/7

v- 3Sections£a.

f/i'6'/ror]lu?

6%'Rivets
P'24'Bo/t.

&.W2"/Z'W-)

e"-/8lb Over/ays - «
l2'-3tilbGirders

8"'8-z"te Posts
3it"'3?-f6s

Braces

idar a KpjM'^ r Jut

'f&i

Ur

W--\-/3'0"—,--)
70"- -*- - 70" - *- 70'- -»

Concrete Foundation

TF?ACF( ELEI/AT/O/V

We/cr/itper sq Ft on soi/2440lbs

Tub Deck coverme> to tie omitted
in warm ct/'mstes

FPOOF TUB DECK.

ii)>lintit>tiTiilil

SCALE FT

SECT/OAt.
Frost Box shown is For c//matc

tvnere /owest temperature is -4C^\
Decrease A/u.r»6er fair spaces and
foundation depthfor warmer c/imates

Man Hole,

8Purltns
4--6--Z6

3A~'7

GIRDERS

Cap-
/Pf/2i\£-roi"
/L6~>6'-f'7r

6Beams
4 6^-/4'

BRACESB-FOSTS

Base.
/Pi'/7"<i'-rs'

,L 6"'6"'i''FS'

!) ^Braces 3±'*3*-¥L

TUB FLOOR OVERLA VS

Frost Box
4' '4' fnside

6D6/ Layers /"Imi.

ivith Tor Felt btwn

•5-2"Air Spaces
FROST BOA

L—
'AirSpace 6— P/ors

7opZ-<2-
Boitom3i''3f

FOV/VDATIOD/.

Plate 2.

—

5o,ooo-Gallon Water Tank. Roof and Tub, Wood.

Substructure; Steel. Foundation, Concrete.
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style 4.

W^L»

Roof
'/a'Stee/ P/stes

V/6'Pii/ets 2" P/
Tub OecM

2Layers /"-/0"6 /lege.

SS'3i'-%'Ls "A".

4-'CtoC for s/e
CarrrBIt thru, Deck

Tab
'A'Steei P/ates
4S" Wide 3 Sec%
Each T/er \
~Vs" Rivets k.

2/b"Pitch

6"-/2'/4/b Overlays

I2'3li/b Girders -

'S\J"±"ZfPosts
3V'3i"--fls Brace.

Riveis in <5u.fr

Structure 3/*£

V6'» [t"4~t:~r:.v~Lj ^'j

k- - 7'0"- *^-?V"- -*- - 7'0"--*

TQPRAIL

Concrete Foundation',

h-fl
If4

J

k- 7-0"-4— 7'<y-4- 7'<y^-J

' le— |— //'0"-\-M i
I

TRACfY ELEVAT/O/V.

1/Ve/o-htpersq' Ft or? so// 24-olDtbs

Tad Deck coi/erino- to be omitted
m warm c//mates

/ROOR TUB DECK.
5CAl£ £T

6ECT/OA/-
Frost Box s/iotr/7 /s fore//mate
tvnere /owest temperature is -40°F
Decrease A/umbcrofa/r spaces arid

foundation depth lir warmer c/imates

Man Ho/e

3"'3'-W
/Inrr/e

C/RDERS

Cap
IP//2s-i~- /"££"

ILG''6H'*7£
IL4''6"<?*7i>' %£1
/L4'-4,'-£" '/'O?

Botto.

s/s'/i'/yeii

B/4- Pitch

3"-3'- 3/s'L

Frost Box
4''d' inside

BRACES 8 POSTS

Base
/P//7"-£'-/'S'

/L 6"'6"'i"'/'o-"

2L 6"6"'s'/0"

Braces 32<3i"-i"L

Ppstse"<8"£"ts

Anchor
-rBo/ts

TUB FLOOR OVERLAYS.

6 Obi Layers /'Lmbr [q] I [p^p
withTarFe/tbtw jJhBj

j

|_L_)

:

S-2"AirSpaces
EROST BOX ROO/VDAT/OiV

AirSpaced"
PierS'

Top 2"'2'

Bottom3£'3i'

Plate 3.—50,000-Gallon Water Tank. Roof and Tub,
Substructure, Steel. Foundation, Concrete.

Steel.
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6TVLE S.

RooF
'/e"Siee/ P/ates

J//6"Rivets 2" Pitch

Tu b Deck
2layers / '-/0'<S /layer 7arFe/t -

S-S''3s"-¥s"Ls "//6"/Jo/es-

r^^CtoC-for s/s" ,

CsrpBo/tthru Oeck

IP/ 46">M'/?ivets2yo-

Pitch %'D/am

Man Hole

Tf9ACX £LEV/lT/OM
We/<phtpersc,Ft'on sa// /8SOlbs.

Deck coyer/rip to be omitted
/n Warm c//males.

TUB FLOOR.

-Frost Box 6 Db/ Layers /"Lumber iv/th TarFe/t
between S-S"/lirSpsces.

5£CT/0/V.
frost Box shown /s/o/~c//'mate

where Lowest temperature /s-40°F~
Decrease dirSpoces c$Foundst/on
Depth for warmer C//mates

SCALE FT

3"'3"-'/s
An<ple

Plate 4.—500,000-Gallon Water Tank. Stand Pipe Type.
Foundation, Crushed Rock. Capacity rated from 20 ft.

above Rail to Top Tub.
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STYLE 6

Poof
WStee/ P/ates

•TM'Rivets 2" Pitch

Tub Deck
2iayers/'/0"<5 ZiayerTarFett

S-3"-3i*- 3/a"Ls 7/b'tiotes

x^4'CioC for %"
Sf Carp Bo/i thru Deck

ir, 3PI.43^b'r?neti2<t
Pitch- VsD/am

ww^—zTDiSZ.

^dP/36"*'/*6tee/
Rivetsfs-ZVPitch

f A/I'tforizonte/
k 6eams So/ P/v

^-gP/.96"'fi<."3tee/

•"f r?ivetsW-eyz"Pitcn

29 'DL3rn_ no

3t'D«am~" 'cv. JJ8*_ __J
UK

^Concrete
datco

/Z'6"-
3o~ 23'

l/l/here <for/'wi/l'permit aportion of
Centerfoundation can be ofearth

TF?ACF( ELEl/AT/OrV.

We/ipntperaql Ft on so// /360 ids

Tub Deck coi/er/np to be omitted
in ivarm c//mates

TUB FLOOf?
SCAltT FT

'Bottom of'Frostp/t /2"thick
%"0B&rs3"C/oC Pe/'nforcement

JFCT/O/V.

Frost Pit 3rJOPYr7/j forc/zmate
iv/?ere /otvest temperature /s -40'F
Decrease Foundst/on& P/tdept/?s
for warmer c/imaiea.

TOP OFFOUtVDAT/O/V.

3'<3'-'/2'

Jnctte
ftoitom P/

'/4-"'4c7"

<%' P,irsls
\2&" S/np-te Pitch

Yg'P/
•fyb'P/vets

2"69/ P)tcn

o-*3i'-Wls4
,

t"/D>

Tar Fe/t
r*/cv

ROOF
3" "J"- '/%-"/_

TUB DECK.

Plate 5.—50,000-Gallon Water Tank. Stand Pipe Type.
Foundation, Concrete. Capacity rated from 20 ft.

above Rail to Top Tub.
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Appendix A.

REPORT OF SUB-COMMITTEE C ON FRICTION FACTORS
FOR PIPE LINES AND WATER COLUMNS.

HISTORICAL.

The loss of head in water columns and supply lines, which was

discussed in the 1909 report (page 759 of Vol. 10 of Proceedings),

indicated the desirability of further investigation, and the Board of

Direction therefore instructed your Committee to examine into fric-

tion factors for pipe and water columns.

The work was originally planned to consist of investigation of

the literature on friction in pipes and to secure friction data on

water columns with pressure gages at water stations. Subsequently,

your Committee was fortunate enough to secure the interest and co-

operation of Prof. A. N. Talbot in making the tests on water columns

at the Hydraulic Laboratory of the University of Illinois, which made

it possible to examine them much more fully and accurately than if

done in the field. This was emphasized as the tests progressed so that,

whereas the original plan would have afforded only some idea of the

friction losses, the final plan has furnished a series of tests, the results

of which are authoritative, conducted, as they have been, by

hydraulic experts under scientific direction. The opportunity of making

laboratory tests made it possible to include columns from every manu-

facturer.

Before arranging for the tests, it was anticipated that all types

of columns- might not have the same friction loss, but as that fact

was not known, tests of each type were required for proof and to

furnish data for use in problems involving any type. The project of

testing different types creates at once the impression of a "competi-

tion," which your Committee believed the Association did not desire

to undertake in the ordinary sense. However, it seemed proper to

determine the head lost in as many types as possible for use in

designing delivery lines, to study the valve closure and to make

a scientific analysis of the data; the latter resulting in a compari-

son of the hydraulic properties only, leaving full comparison, in-

cluding the mechanical features, to the individual. It was decided to

get farther from the "competition" idea by showing the columns as

types instead of by trade names. The matter was submitted in this

shape to the Board of Direction, which approved the plan in detail,

provided same could be carried on without expense to the Associa-

tion, which was made possible through the courtesy of the manufac-
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hirers who furnished the water columns and assumed the expense

of transportation. The pipe, fittings and laboratory expense was as-

sumed by Professor Talbot in connection with his experiment station

appropriation.

OUTLINE OF REPORT.

(i) Definitions and useful information.

(2) Report on Water Columns.

(3) Report on Friction in Straight Pipe.

(4) Report on Friction due to Elbows and Tees.

(5) Analysis.

(6) Conclusions.

(1) Definitions and Useful Information..

The Head at any point in a pipe system is its vertical distance

below the free surface and is usually given in feet. The pressure at

any point is the weight of a column of water with cross-section of

one square inch and height equal to the head and is usually given

in pounds per square inch. The terms head and pressure are mutually

convertible, one foot of head of water corresponding to 0.434 lbs.

pressure per sq. in. and one pound per square inch corresponding to

2.304 ft. head of water, the above being average values based on

one cubic foot weighing 62.5 lbs. Any pressure "p" can be regarded

as produced by a head "h," which is called the "Pressure Head."

The theoretic velocity of free flow is given by v= V2gh from which

v
2

h= , in which g is the acceleration of gravity, the mean value of

2g

which will be taken to be 32.16 ft. per second per second. The term

v
a

"Velocity Head" is generally used to designate the expression ,

2g

meaning thereby that its value is the head in feet which can produce

the velocity "v," in feet per second.

If there are no losses of energy in a pipe filled with flowing water

the sum of the pressure head and the velocity head at any point is

equal to the head. Owing to the various resistances, however, the

sum of the pressure and velocity heads is less than the head and

the difference is called the Lost Head. The lost head is not lost, but

it is that part of the head used in overcoming friction, and is, there-

fore, frequently called friction head.

The term "Effective Head" has no established technical meaning,

most writers defining the sense in which used, some speaking of the

sum of the pressure head and velocity head at any point as the

effective head, others as the head which causes flow. The former

appears to have merit and to refer to head which is effective at any

point in any system under consideration generally, and the term

"Flow Head" is, therefore, suggested to designate the difference in
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level from the surface of the water in the tank to the center of the

end of the system which discharges freely into the air, or in case the

end is submerged it would be the difference in levels of the two

water surfaces. The flow head of rigid spout water columns is the

height of water in tank above the end of nozzle, while with the

telescopic type it is the height above the center of the end of the

portion which discharges into the spout. The flow head of one

tank discharging into another would be the difference in level of the

two surfaces.

The head lost in delivery line from tank to locomotive occurs at

entrance to supply line from tank (h,,;), in the pipe of supply line

(h
p ), in elbows (he ), in tees (h

t ),
and in columns (h„). The

discharge through all these parts is the same; hence if the supply

line has more than one diameter of pipe, each length of the different

sizes will cause different losses on account of the various velocities

due to the different areas of pipe, and there will be an h
p

for each

size of pipe, and also h and h
t

if they occur. The losses in

elbows and tees are for single fittings, hence the loss for the total

number of each similar fitting is obtained by multiplying by the total

number. It is assumed that the change from one size of pipe to

another is made by reducer or increaser long enough to cause no

appreciable loss. The sum of the lost heads plus the velocity and

pressure heads of the issuing stream is equal to the flow head (H),

hence if there be but one size of pipe

V2

H = hm + hp+ he+ h
t+ hn+— + h (I)

The lost heads in this equation are determined by experiment and

two methods are here followed in presenting same for use. First, by a

formula of the form h= kvn from which the lost heads are cal-

culated as needed, the values of k and n being furnished from the

experiments. This method is generally simplified by the use of tables

derived from the formula. The second method is to use diagrams.

With the former method it is customary to express the head lost in

v2

terms of the velocity head, thus, h = k-— . Formula (i) may there-

fore be written: &

v 2
fl v2 v 2 v 2 V2 V2

H = m— + -— + e— + t— + n— + — + h (2)
2g d 2g 2g 2g 2g 2g

in which "m," "e," "t," and "n" are the friction factors at entrance

to pipe, in elbows, tees and water column, respectively ;
"1" is the

length and "d" the diameter of pipe in feet, and "f" is the friction

factor in straight pipe which varies with the diameter and velocity.

The cause of this variation is the fact that experiments show the

head lost to vary by some lower exponent of the velocity than 2,

hence the friction factor must vary if the velocity head (rjgrjrl ls used.

The number of experiments on friction in elbows in large pipe is small
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but indicates that the exponent of the velocity is more than 2; hence

"e" will vary with the velocity. The head lost in tees and water

columns varies about as the square of the velocity and is assumed to

be independent of the diameter, which last appears to be true of elbows;

hence "t" and "n" are constant, "m" is constant for any one form

of mouthpiece, while "e" varies, in addition to reasons given above,

depending upon the axial radius of curvature. The factor "n" varies

with the type of column and valve. The last two terms of the formulas

are the velocity and pressure heads of the issuing stream. When the

formulas are applied to the entire length of supply line, the pressure head

"h" of issuing stream is zero ; when applied to only part of the line "h"

will have value and is, therefore, included as the principle of the formula

is general. The terms "v" and "V" will have the same value if the

pipe and column have the same diameter, while on the other hand

there will be additional terms for each part of the system having a

diameter differing from another similar part.

Formula (2) conveys a better idea of the relative friction in de-

livery line than formula (1), and is of particular interest when the

values of the friction factors (for instance, the value of —— in the
r, 2 d
f 1 v \ .v

term 1 are shown as factors of the velocity heads— , thus reducing
d 2g / 2g

all friction elements to the common basis of velocity heads illustrated

as follows, which is combination 21 referred to later. (See Table of

Flow Heads and Discharges under various assumed conditions on pp.

1 180, 1 181.) There are no tees in combination 21, hence term for loss

in tees is omitted below.

Ent. Pipe. Elbow. Col. Vel. Hd.

v 2 v 2 v2 V2 V2

36.4 = 1.0— + 1.39— + -86— + 9.8— + 1.0—
2g 2g 2g 2g 2g

This shows that in combination 21 there were 10 velocity heads

lost in the column while the other parts caused losses of only about

1 velocity head each.

The solution of problems can be accomplished with the least com-

putation by using Formula 1 and the diagrams, Figs. 3 to 28, by which

the terms of the formula can be supplied direct.

The solution of delivery line problems may take two forms.

First: Given the combination of length and size of pipe, number of

elbows of given axial radius, number of tees and the size and type

of column, to find the flow head for the required discharge. Using

combination 21 with required discharge of 6,000 gallons per minute

obtain from Fig. 28 velocity head in 14-inch pipe for 6,000 gallon

discharge, and assume the pipe projects into the tank with an entrance

factor of 1.0; perform same operation for the velocity head of issuing

stream, diameter 12 inches ; for 14-inch commercial elbows with axial

radius, 1.5 diameters, and multiply the loss by two elbows in this case

;
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omit the loss in tees, as none are in this line; secure loss in 14-inch

straight pipe, 100 feet long in this case, from Fig. 27 and the loss in

Type E 12-inch column from Fig. 11 and add:

Loss at entrance 2.4

Velocity head 4-5

Loss in elbows 2.1

Loss in pipe 34

Loss in column and valve 24.0

Flow head equals 364

If the spout is to be 12 feet above the rail, the water would have

to be 48.4 feet above the rail, which would require 16 feet of water

in a tub placed on a substructure 32 or 33 feet above the rail.

Second: Given a combination of pipe, fittings and column with

given flow head, to find the discharge. Using the same delivery line

as in the first problem, except 16 feet of water in tub elevated 20

feet above rail, the column spout being 12 feet above rail, assume a

discharge as close to the probable discharge as possible, which will

be taken as 6,000 gallons in this case for the sake of using the

calculations in first problem and compute the flow head found there

to be 36.4 feet, which is too large, as the given flow head is only

24 feet. A smaller discharge must, therefore, be assumed, from which

the corresponding flow head is calculated, and this process can be

repeated until the computed flow head equals the given flow head, but

a close approximation can be made the first time, as follows

:

It will be noticed that each term of Formula (2), except "h"

which is zero, varies by the same power of the velocity, from which

it is reasoned that each term bears a fixed relation to the sum of the

terms regardless of the velocity, or in other words, the head lost

in the column, for instance, is the same proportion of the flow head

at S,ooo gallons discharge as it is of the flow head at 6,000 gallons.

This is only approximately true, because the friction factors of some

of the terms vary with the velocity, but it furnishes a close approxima-

tion at the first trial. The head lost in column, which was found

to be 24 feet in this case, divided by the computed flow head, gives

65.9 per cent, as the "trial ratio" for the given flow head, 24 feet,

from which it is found that the column loss may be 15.8 feet, which

occurs when 12-inch Type E column is discharging a little less than

4,900 gallons. To prove the result, find the flow head at 4,900 gallons,

as in the first problem. This is found to be 24.5 feet, which is quite

close to the given flow head. If this is larger than required, a different

combination of delivery line with smaller section is assumed, and the

result computed again, as illustrated; or, if not sufficient, larger pipes

or columns, or both, are required, or the tank will have to be placed

higher in this case, as 12-inch columns are the largest made.
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The second problem is the one most frequently requiring solution.

A study of the head lost in each part of the delivery line in any

problem will show where to reduce the losses, by reducing the velocity

through increase in diameter. The ultimate economy of the several

combinations should then be compared from the standpoints of interest

on investment and cost of pumping.

The head lost at entrance to pipe in bottom of tank depends on

the form of mouthpiece. It is expressed bv the equation h = m —̂
O '

When the pipe projects into the tank the value of m, as given by

some authorities, is 0.93. The value of "m" in this report has been

considered 1.0 upon the assumption that the inward projecting pipe

represents usual conditions and because of its convenience, the dis-

crepancy in no case exceeding 0.2 ft. head. If the pipe is flush with

the bottom of tub, the value of "m" is given as 0.49 ; hence 0.5 would

be accurate enough for most purposes in those cases. If the mouth

of the pipe is rounded the value of "m" is decreased and becomes 0.0

for the perfect mouthpiece. It will be observed that "h" varies as the

square of the velocity, hence the form of mouthpiece becomes more

important as the velocity increases, because an otherwise high loss

of head can be reduced to zero by the change in valve of "m."

The purpose of logarithmic diagrams is explained below, so that

those not familiar therewith will understand their advantage in

hydraulic problems. It will be noticed that the terms for lost head

in formula (2), if "h" and "v" be taken as the variables, are of the

form h= kv n
, in which "k" and "11" are constants, and that "n" is

greater than unity, hence the line representing the equation is a curve.

If we take the logarithms of the quantities we have log h= log k +
n log v, which is the equation of a straight line if we plat the logarithms

of h and v as the co-ordinates. The co-ordinates of the origin are

log h=o and log v= o, but the number whose logarithm is o is

unity, hence the origin of logarithmic diagrams always represents

unity of the variables or some decimal thereof. If the lost heads

are measured experimentally for different velocities and the logarithms

of "h" and "v" platted on logarithmic diagrams, the line drawn

through these points is represented by the logarithmic form of equa-

tion above. This line intersects the axis of ordinates at log k above

the origin and makes an angle with the axis of abscissas whose tangent

is "n." The values of "k" and "n" in the formula h = kv" can

therefore be determined. By this means it is learned that the head

lost does not vary exactly as the square of the velocity, but that

different experiments show it varies from the 1.8 power to the square.

It will be noted further that the friction factor k is constant, whereas

with some formulas using the square of the velocity the value of "k"

varies with the velocity, in which case a table is furnished giving "k"

for various velocities. The use of logarithmic diagrams in plotting
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experimental results is of great value as the divergence of the points

from a straight line drawn through them to represent the average is

a gage of the accurracy and correctness of the experiments.

The diagrams, Figs. 26 and 27, Appendix B, for head lost in

straight pipe are for new cast-iron pipes. Proper allowance should

therefore be made for increased loss due to pipe becoming tuberculated,

which is the condition frequently occurring through nodules of rust

forming and projecting from the surface. The incrustations of treated

water also make larger pipe necessary to maintain the required dis-

charge until the pipe is coated enough to justify cleaning.

The velocity head of issuing stream to be used in solving prob-

lems, using the diagrams for head lost in columns, should be for the

nominal diameter of column and not for the diameter of issuing stream,

some of which are smaller, as the head lost in column diagrams in-

cludes any such effects.

The bibliography on friction in pipes, elbows and tees, given in

Appendix C, is not offered as a complete one, but to assist those who
wish to investigate the subject further.

CONCLUSIONS.

Friction in Pipe Lines and Columns.

Definitions :

The Head at any point in the pipe of a gravity water supply sys-

tem is the vertical distance, in feet, of the center of the pipe at that

point below the plane of the free water surface.

The Pressure Head, at any point in the pipe of a gravity water

supply system, is the head in feet which corresponds to the pressure

in pounds per square inch at that point, and is obtained by multiplying

the pressure by 2.304.

The Velocity Head is the term used to designate the expression

v2

2g

obtained from the formula giving the theoretic velocity of flow, v =

V 2gh, in which v = the velocity of flow in feet per second, g = the

acceleration of gravity in feet per second per second (mean value

32.16).

The Velocity Head at any point in the pipe of a gravity water

supply system is the head which could produce a theoretic velocity

equal to the velocity at that point.

The Flow Head in a gravity water supply system is the difference

-in elevation which causes flow. It is the vertical distance, in feet, of

the center of the end of a pipe, which discharges freely into the air,

below the plane of the free water service at the other end. If the dis-

charge is submerged it is the vertical distance between the planes of

the free water surfaces.
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Formula.

The flow head equals the sum of the lost heads plus the velocity

and pressure heads of the issuing stream.

v 2 V2

H = m— + — +he+ h
t+ h

p+ hn+ h
2g 2g

in which H = Flow head in feet.

h = Pressure head of issuing stream= O.

v 2

m — = Head (in feet) lost at entrance to pipe line in which
2g

m is a constant which varies from i.oo for a pipe ex-

tending into the tank, to o.oo for a perfect mouth-

v 2

piece. — may be obtained from diagram for "ve-

2g
locity head in feet ;" see Fig. 28.

V2

— = Velocity head (in feet) of issuing stream; see Fig. 28.

2g

he
= Head lost (in feet) in overcoming friction in all el-

bows ; see Fig. 28.

h
t
=Head lost (in feet) in overcoming friction in all tees

;

see Fig. 28.

h = Head lost (in feet) in overcoming friction in all pipe

lines ; see Figs. 26 and 27.

hn = Head lost (in feet) for the type of column used; see

Figs. 3, 5, 7. 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 19. 21.

Problem 1. Given the composition of delivery line from storage

tank and the required discharge. To find the Flow Head.

From Fig. 28 find the velocity head at entrance, which multiplied

by the usual value of m, viz., 1.0, gives the loss at entrance. From
the same figure find the velocity head of the issuing stream ; also

the head lost in one elbow or tee of each size used, and multiply by

the total number of each. From Figs. 26 and 27 find the head lost

in 100 ft. of pipe for the various sizes in the line, and with this find

the loss in each length of same size and add these totals to get the

total friction in straight pipe. From one of the figures 3 to 21 find

the head lost in type cf water column to be used. The sum of these

lost heads and the velocity head equals the flow head.

Problem 2. Given the composition of delivery line from storage

tank and the height of water in same above the rail. To find the

discharge.

(a) Find available flow head by deducting the height of free

discharging end from height of water in the tank. (b) Assume a

discharge and compute flow head as in Problem I. (c) Divide the

loss in the column for assumed discharge by this computed flow

head. This will give the trial ratio, (d) Multiply available flow
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head by this trial ratio. This will give the column loss which may
be expected with the available head. (e) With column loss find

corresponding discharge from column loss diagram, (f) As a check,

use computed discharge, solve as in Problem i and obtain flow head.

This should come out approximately equal to given flow head (a).

If the result is not close enough to take the value found (e) as the

assumed discharge and again run through steps indicated. This

will rarely be necessary.

A critical inspection of the head lost in each portion of the de-

livery line will develop where to economically decrease the los« in

head by increasing the sectional area.

The diagrams of pipe friction refer to new cast-iron pipe. Allow-

ance must be made for pipes becoming tuberculated and for incrus-

tations of treated water. (The former alone may decrease the dis-

charge 20 per cent, in 20 years.) These facts and the possibility of

future demand for discharge larger than required when designed,

suggest the advisability of selecting pipes larger than developed by

the calculations.

Ultimate economy in water station design is secured by com-

paring the interest on investment with the cost of pumping for several

combinations of delivery line and flow head.

(2) Report on Water Columns.

Your Committee made a canvass to secure a list of all the makers

of standard water columns in the United States and Canada. Each of

the six manufacturers was fully informed of the purpose of the test

and was asked to submit whatever design he preferred. Later it was

found that two makers had two types of valves, both of which it

would be well to test, and the subject was broadened by one maker

supplying rigid and adjustable spouts for both valves tested. It was

not supposed, before the tests were made, that there would be nearly

as much frictional difference in the various types of spouts as was

found, or more effort might have been made to test all types of

spouts which the makers furnish with each type of valve.

The following classification of Types of Valves and Columns

and of speed regulation of valve closure has been made more as

an orderly presentation of the similar features in the columns tested

than with the idea of leading to deduction. It will also assist in com-

prehending features of the various types which are not generally un-

derstood. The types have been indicated by letters in the order

tested.
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CLASSIFICATION OF TYPES.

VALVES.

Manually operated,

hydraulically balanced.

A
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tests and its interesting method of presentation and comments. Your

Committee offers the following supplementary comments : The log-

arithmic diagrams of head lost, Fig. 3, etc., have been prepared for

use in solving probelms. A comparison of the total loss in 10-in.

columns and valves plotted to natural scale is given in Fig. 23. The

losses in "column only" (riser and spout) is given for comparison in

Fig. 24, the vertical scale of which, it should be noticed, is larger

than Fig. 23. The curves of some of the types so nearly coincided

that one curve has been used in those cases for sake of clearness, ex-

cept that the curves of A and B for loss in column only are the same

as for C and D, respectively, as they are the same columns except

for the valves. If we except G on Fig. 23, which, from the view of

column, will be seen to be a triple-angle valve, it will be noted that

E, H, I, and C, which have the lowest four curves, are columns

with angle valves. D also has an angle valve, but appears to have

higher losses than C because of the rigid spout, while A is higher

than C, although with same adjustable spout, because of the difference

in valves. F and J, in the views, seem very similar and the difference

in loss does not appear due to the column only (see Fig. 24), as the

difference there is less than in the total.

A study of Fig. 24 is more interesting, as it covers the portion

(riser and spout) which is handled in taking water, is seldom thought

of as a friction element, and is open to selection with the same type

cf valve. A and C, with the iowest losses, are adjustable telescopic

spouts. It should be remembered, however, in making comparison

that the flow head with this type is measured above the outlet into

the spout, which, with the columns tested, would make about one foot

less flow head than with a rigid spout, assuming both to clear the

rail the same amount. H has no anti-splash nozzle, the loss in column

only being much less than I, although both have practically the same
total loss (see Fig. 23). The cause of the difference in column losses

is probably due to the conical nozzle of I, the effect of which, in

furnishing a stream without spread, is successful (as shown by later

comparisons), but is reflected in higher friction head. B and D are

rigid spouts, with the same valves as A and C, respectively. The
lower losses of A and C are due to shorter distance from the ground
line to the outlet; the inclination of the adjustable spout, together

with its larger area, being sufficient to carry the water away, except

with the higher discharges, when a small amount would flow from

the upper end, unless the spout were placed well down. E has high

column loss, considering the low position of total loss on Fig. 23.

This column has a ball-and-socket joint, which was investigated by

measuring the head lost with spout level and then depressed 2 ft,

with no difference in loss. This test developed merely that there was no

increase under those conditions, but did not prove that the mechanical

construction of this particular ball-and-socket joint was not the cause
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of the high column loss, for which there seems to be no other reason.

Comparison of H and G is very interesting, as the riser and spout

were apparently identical, being furnished by the same manufacturer

(see also views of these columns). The discrepancy appears to be

due to the fact that the losses due to a valve elbow or tee are not

confined exclusively to those parts nor completely measured by

piezometers placed adjacent thereto, but the disturbance has an appre-

ciable effect a considerable distance beyond which has been found in

the case of elbows to be 80 to 100 diameters. The large disturbance

of the triple-angle valve of G evidently is also the cause of the high

loss in the column which with a less disturbing valve, has a friction

loss considerably smaller. This may also be the cause of the high

losses in the column portions of ,F and J. The effect of the valve, in

the riser and spout beyond, is here emphasized, so that no attempt will

be made to definitely compute the total head lost in a suppositious

column, by adding the loss in the valve from one diagram to the

loss in riser and spout from another diagram. However, the above

study is interesting and suggestive.

The comparison of time and movement on the "Valve Movement-

Pressure Diagrams," Fig. 25, brings out clearly the fact that the valves

shown use an unnecessary amount of time in making a large portion

of the closure, which might better be distributed at the end ; or, put

differently, it would appear that the travel of the valve might be very

much reduced, while the time in closing could remain as at present, or

perhaps be reduced.

There was no large increase in pressure when any of the valves

closed during the tests, as is the case with water hammer. This was

due to the connecting pipe between the columns and tank being short

and of large diameter, so that all pressure diagrams show increase

only up to standpipe pressure, and measurements of water hammer
could not be made. Professor Talbot will issue a university bulletin

later, at which time he.may be able to tell from the data secured, under

what conditions injurious water hammer would occur, as he has

determined laws on the subject from other experiments made at the

hydraulic laboratory. Until such time the main information from the

pressure diagrams is pointed out above.

The use of rigid spouts for 12-in. columns is recommended by

some of the manufacturers on account of the reaction being so large

that the fireman cannot hold down some types of adjustable spouts.

It is customary to use a bucket hanging below the nozzle of rigid

spouts or to use an anti-splash nozzle. The diameter of stream from

10-in. columns 4 ft. below the nozzle was measured to learn the

spread from anti-splash nozzles, with following results

:
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Type
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second, while the loss was the same in each experiment at 5 ft. per

second. Professor Schoder could not account for this discrepancy

except as follows

:

(1) The pipe may have become rougher by rusting.

(2) The pipe in which the second series was conducted may

have had different hydraulic properties from all the pipes when together.

(3) The difference in temperature.

This feature of these experiments is alluded to here to illustrate

how discrepancies may occur in the results of hydraulic experiments

which may have been made with equal care, and to emphasize the fact

that allowance should be made to cover increased losses due to rusting,

tuberculated pipe, temperature, etc., after the requirements have been

determined by calculation.

The first plan, to secure data on friction on straight pipe, had

been to examine all records of experiments and to select, by process

of elimination, those which appeared to apply best in water station

problems, but this was found to involve more work than the Com-

mittee could undertake with the other subjects before them, and the

value appeared to be doubtful in view of such circumstances as arose

in Professor Schoder's experiments. Your Committee, therefore, ap-

pealed to Professor Talbot, who furnished the diagrams, Figs. 26 and

27, of Appendix B, with the following statement

:

"The diagrams for friction in pipes are based upon the general

fl v
:

. , . .

formula for pipe friction, h=— — , where h is the head lost in fnc-
d 2g

tion in 1 feet of pipe, d is the diameter in feet, and v is the velocity

in feet per second, f is a factor, depending upon the size and rough-

ness of the pipe, and varying with the velocity of the water, g is the

acceleration of gravity in feet per second per second. The values of

the coefficient f used in preparing the diagrams are those given in

Merriman's Treatise on Hydraulics. For the sizes above 6 in. the

results are substantially the same as may be obtained from the formula,

V- 8

loss in 100 ft. =0.044-— . The results for pipe of sizes 8 to 24 in.

agree very closely with those obtained from the tables of Williams

and Hazen for a pipe after approximately three years of service and

also with the results of the excellent diagram given in Turneaure and

Russell's Public Water Supply. They also agree with the formula of

Unwin, a noted English authority. The values found by the tables and
diagrams referred to do not differ from the values given by the dia-

gram of Fig. 27 for the sizes named by more than about 5 per cent.

It may be noted that this difference is much less than the variation in

the results of experiments made at different times and places, and
that a far greater difference may be expected with slight changes in

the condition of roughness of the pipe. For sizes smaller than 8 in.

the agreement of the several formulas is not so close.
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"The values for head lost given by the diagrams for sizes from

8 to 24 inches diameter are generally smaller than those given by the

Ellis and Howland tables and by the Darcy formula. A further dif-

ference is that these tables and formulas assume the head lost to vary

as the square of the velocity, or nearly as the square, while the dia-

grams use 1.8 power. It seems that for high velocities, Ellis and

Howland and Darcy give a lost head which is higher than experi-

ments show. The excellent form of the Ellis and Howland tables, as

presented in the catalogs of the Addyston Pipe & Foundry Company,

R. J. Wood & Co., and others, and the convenience of Weston's Tables,

which are based on the Darcy formula, have made these two sets of

tables favorites for general use. It must be borne in mipd, however,

that for sizes above 6 in. the lost head given by them is high,

especially at the higher velocities."

(4) Report on Friction in Elbows and Tees.

The formula of Weisbach has been, until recent years, the means

of calculating elbow friction. The Detroit experiments referred to in

the report on straight pipe friction made a very valuable addition to

the information on curve loss in 12", 16" and 30" sizes, and showed

that the effect of a 90 elbow extended a distance of 80 to 100

diameters downstream, that a minimum loss occurred with elbows hav-

ing an axial radius of curvature of about 2^4 diameters and that

slight deflections from true line and grade in straight pipe made

appreciable increases in lost head.

The experiments by Professor Schoder, referred to in report on

friction in straight pipe, confirmed the Detroit experiments in finding

that there was a rapid decrease in lost head as the axial radius of

curvature increased until it was at the first minimum at about 2J/2

diameters, then slightly increased, and then decreased until there- was

a minimum loss at about 7^2 diameters. His experiments indicated

that the effect of the elbow ceased about 76 diameters downstream and,

contrary to the Detroit experiments, he concluded that considerable

variation from true line and grade in straight pipe did not increase

the friction.

Professor Schoder's experiments, as mentioned in report on fric-

tion in straight pipe, furnished two results for head lost in the same

straight pipe. The effect of elbows was calculated by deducting the

head lost in straight pipe as found by the two sets of experiments

from the head lost in the same pipe, at the upper end of which an

elbow had been inserted. It will be seen that two sets of values, for

elbow friction, resulted. The loss of head in the first straight pipe

experiments was less than in the second, hence the elbow losses ob-

tained by subtracting the straight pipe loss of first series from the

loss of elbow and straight pipe in the second series are greater than

the elbow losses obtained by using the second series of straight pipe

experiments. Professor Schoder could not find any reason for dis-
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regarding either set of values, and therefore submitted both. Your

Committee have adopted the results obtained by using the first straight

pipe experiments, solely because they are the larger. It would other-

wise appear preferable to use the second series, because both pipe and

elbow loss were obtained at the same time under similar conditions

of pipe and temperature, and also because the velocities were as high

as 17 ft., the maximum in the first series being 7 ft.

The experiments by Professor Schoder are discussed by Prof.

Geo. J. Davis of the University of Wisconsin in the same volume of

Transactions of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and a report

is made of the latter's experiments on 2-in. pipe. The effect of

curvature is. compared in several ways, "Case E" in Professor Davis'

report being that most applicable to our purpose. The values in

this case are obtained by determining the head lost between two given

cioints in a pipe containing a 90 elbow, the lower point being beyond

the elbow disturbance, and subtracting from it the loss in an amount

of straight pipe equal to the sum of the distances of those points from

the intersection of the tangent portions of the pipe. Professor Davis

platted the losses due to elbows having a ratio of R -s- d equal to 4, in

which R is the axial radius of curvature of elbow and d the diameter.

The platting, which included pipes with diameters of 2 in., 3 in., 4 in.,

6 in. and 12 in., indicated that for a ratio of R -=- d equal to 4, the loss

of head is independent of the size of pipe, and an inspection of the data

seemed to indicate that the law held for other ratios of R to d. Your

Committee have assumed this to be true and submit diagrams of loss

in 90 elbows with ratio of R -*- d equal to i
T/2 and 3, the former

being approximately the axial radius of commercial long radius elbows,

while the latter is for that ratio of R -=- d which gives practically the

minimum effect, R at the same time remaining within reasonable limits.

The values for elbow loss have been taken from Professor Schoder's

experiments on 6-in. pipe and those for tees from Professor Davis'

experiments on 2-in. pipe. Your Committee realizes that there is con-

siderable difference between 2-in and 14 or 16 in. pipe, but in the

absence of definite data has felt justified in assuming the law Pro-

fessor Davis shows, and offering the diagram for losses in tees for

use until definitely determined by experiment on large sizes.

A comparison of the head lost in elbows with velocity 16 ft. per

second from Weisbach's formula and the Schoder experiments follows

:

Special Long

Medium Bends. Long Bends Bends.

Weisbach -59 -37 -27

Schoder ... 1.85 1-35

If the other values of elbow losses determined at Cornell are used,

the loss will still be from two to three times as large as those by the
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Weisbach formula. The following comparisons of head lost in elbows

with R = 1.50! and R = 3d is given to show the saving by using the

longer radius bends.

Head Lost,

v= 16' v= 10'

R=i.5d 1.90' .65'

R= 3d i-35' 44'

Saving in one elbow by

longer radius, .65' .21'

Professor Schoder illustrates the magnitude of losses in elbows by

a diagram showing the horse-power consumed in pumping against curve

resistance which shows that for a velocity of 5 ft. per second in ;i

12-in. pipe there would be a saving of 0.2 H.P. by substituting a bend

with R = 3d for one with R = d, or 0.5 H.P. saved if the latter had

been a tee. The diagram is of special interest in showing how the

magnitude of the loss is increased by increasing the velocity and the

saving that can be effected by increasing the diameter so as to make

a low velocity for a given discharge from the pump.

(5) Analysis.

Your Committee has assumed the data of a number of com-

binations of column supply lines, columns and discharges and com-

muted the flow head and its distribution, all of which are given in

table on page 225 ; on page 224 is a statement which may interpret

these results more clearly.

Combinations 1 to 17 show combinations with a tub 16 feet high

on a substructure 20 feet high above rail or thereabouts.

Combinations 18 to 21 show combinations with a 16-foot tub on

the usual double-deck substructure with tub floor 32 feet above the

rail. Combinations 22 and 23 show combinations analyzed later.

Analysis of these results shows that with a 1,000-foot line of 12-

inch pipe and a 10-inch column, the tub would have to be full and

elevated 22]^ feet to deliver 2,500 gallons per minute (Combination 1).

When tub has only about 5 feet of water in it, or what might be

considered the allowable minimum, 1,700 gallons per minute would be

delivered (Combination 2).

Combination 3 shows the effect of increasing the size of the supply

line to 14 inches, so that with only about 10 feet of water in the

tub elevated 20 feet the discharge would be 2,500 gallons per minute;
while Combination 4 shows how this discharge can still be retained,

although the water in the tub drops to about 5 feet, by using a 12-

inch column with a 14-inch line.
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Combinations 5 and 6 show the maximum and minimum dis-

charges of the same combination (500 feet of 12-inch pipe with 10-inch

Type E column) for comparison with combinations 1 and 2, similar

in all respects, except that the pipe is 1,000 feet long.

Combinations 7 and 8 show the maximum and minimum discharge

with a 10-inch column supplied by 10-inch pipe instead of 12-inch, since

the length is only 200 feet, while combinations 9 and 10 show the

effect of using 12-inch instead of 10-inch pipe in combinations 7 and 8.

It will be noticed that there is an increase in discharge of between

400 and 500 gallons, but combinations 11 and 12, consisting of a 10-

inch pipe supplying a 12-inch column, a reversal of the usual order,

shows that the discharge will be as great as the 12-inch pipe supplying a

10-inch column. The statement giving distribution of head shows in

combinations 7 and 8 that the loss in column is larger than in pipe,

although both are the same size ; and suggests, from a friction stand-

point, that any further increase in discharge, accomplished by decrease

in loss of head, could be secured as well by increasing the size of

column as of pipe. In fact, it does not seem logical to decrease the

discharge of a pipe by equipping its end with a device of smaller sec-

tion which has such a high friction head. In case desirable to con-

tract the nozzle to confine the water into a reasonably solid stream, it

could be done without the introduction of much friction.

Combinations 13 and 14 show what might be considered the

maximum discharge from a tub elevated 20 feet upon the assumption

that 100 feet is the average minimum length of pipe at any water

station. The large increase in discharge through a small increase in

size is noted.

Combinations 15, 16 and 17 give the minimum discharge from a

tub elevated 20 feet supplying, through 100 feet of 12-inch pipe, various

types of 10-inch columns.

Combinations 18, 19 and 20 give the maximum discharge for a

16-foot tub on the usual double- deck substructure with floor 32 feet

above the rail. Combinations 15 and 18 are with the tyeps having the

smallest friction head. Combinations 16 and 19 are with the type

which has the highest friction head in the group of types which has
the lowest losses, while combinations 17 and 20 are with the type

having the highest friction head of all. The comparison of combina-
tions 18, 19 and 20 shows the largest difference in discharge to be met
with in ordinary practice by using different types of columns. This

occurs with a short line of pipe with the greater height of tub

ordinarily used.

Combination 21 shows the maximum discharge with 100 feet of

14-inch pipe and 12-inch column from a 16-foot tub elevated ^2 feet.

It expresses the maximum results in ordinary practice.

Combinations 22 and 23 were developed to show that the same, or

a slightly greater discharge, could be secured through a 12-inch column

and 800 feet of 14-inch line from a 16-foot tub elevated 20 feet as
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could be secured from a 6o-foot standpipe with a 12-inch pipe and a

10-inch column, the length 800 feet representing maximum conditions

where long passenger trains take water while standing at platforms.

The purpose is to show that a given discharge can readily be secured

through larger pipes and columns instead of higher heads involving

greater expense in pumping.

Your Committee wishes to acknowledge its indebtedness to the

manufacturers for the use of the columns which were furnished free

of cost, and for the uniform courtesies and friendly assistance extended

to it ; also to Professor Talbot for making the tests, for his personal

interest in them and for help rendered with the other subjects, and to

Mr. M. L. Enger, Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, for

his energetic interest and practical suggestions, one of which was the

simple method of solving Problem 2 by means of the "trial ratio."

CONCLUSIONS.

(1) The conclusions under "definitions and useful information"

are essential to a full understanding of the subject and should ac-

company the diagram when published in the Manual.

(2) The views of water columns and Ihe diagrams of head lost

therein (Figs. 2 to 22, incl.) are recommended for publication in the

Manual.

(3) The diagrams of head lost in straight pipe (Figs. 26 and

27) are recommended for publication in the Manual.

(4) The diagrams for head lost in tees and elbows and for val-

ues of the velocity heads (Fig. 28) are recommended for publication

in the Manual.

Respectfully submitted,

C. L. Ransom, Resident Engineer, Chicago & Northwestern Railway,

Omaha, Neb., Chairman.

M. H. Wickhorst, Engineer of Tests, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Railroad, Aurora, 111., Vice-Chanman.

James Burke, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Erie R. R., Cleveland.

J. L. Campbell, Engineer Maintenance of Way, El Paso & South-

western System, El Paso, Tex.

Robert Ferriday, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway, Indianapolis, Ind.

G. H. Herrold, Division Engineer Chicago Great Western Railroad,

Chicago, 111.

E. G. Lane, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Pittsburg, Pa.

C. A. Morse, Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway

System, Topeka, Kan.

W. A. Parker, Chief Engineer, St. Joseph & Grand Island Railway,

St. Joseph, Mb.

L. P. Rossiter, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Pittsburg.

A. D. Schermerhorn, Division Engineer Union Pacific Railroad, Omaha.

Committee.
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Appendix B.

REPORT OF EXPERIMENTS ON WATER COLUMNS AT THE
HYDRAULIC LABORATORY OF THE UNIVERSITY

OF ILLINOIS.

By Arthur N. Talbot, Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

and Municipal and Sanitary Engineering.

This report gives briefly the results of tests made in the Hydraulic

Laboratory of the University of Illinois during October, November and

December, 1909, of ten water columns covering the principal types

used in supplying water to locomotives in the United States. Ihe

tests were for the purpose of determining the loss of head through

the columns, including the loss in valve, riser and spout. Incidentally,

the action of the valve in closing and the changes in pressure in front

of the valve were studied with a view of getting information on the

influence of the type of the valve on water hammer in the supply main.

The water columns were furnished by the manufacturers as rep-

resenting the regular article supplied to the trade. The 10-inch size

was chosen for the tests, since it is a medium size and since with

the facilities of the Laboratory a high velocity through the water

column could be obtained. The columns were set up by experienced

water service men. As a representative of the manufacturing com-

pany furnishing the column was present for the types with which

the men were not familiar, their proper erection was insured.

General Arrangement of Apparatus.—In the test the water column

was supplied with water through a pipe leading from a standpipe or

tank 4 ft, in diameter and 60 ft. high (see Fig. 1 for a diagrammatic

sketch of the apparatus), and constant "heads were maintained in the

tank by means of large pumps. The discharge of the water column

was measured over a standard weir having suppressed end contractions.

This weir has been calibrated so that its coefficients are known with

reasonable accuracy, and the conditions of the tests were such that

the measurement of the discharge is trustworthy. A i-in. piezometer

connection was made in the 10-in. pipe which led to the water column
at a point (marked A in sketch) near the inlet of the column to be

tested, one opening being placed in the side and one in the bottom.

A 24-in. pipe led from this to a mercury gage placed in a convenient

location. A second piezometer connection was placed in the column
by tapping three ^-in. holes in the riser at a point (marked B
in sketch) about 6 in. below the usual ground line, and this was
connected with a mercury gage. The position of this second piezome-
ter connection was chosen as one which would be well above the

valve in every water column. The piping to these gages was so

arranged that any accumulating air could be carried out and the

1182
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correct pressures observed. The effect of the elbows and connection

was such that the distribution of flow over the section at A was not

uniform, and this lack of uniformity may affect the piezometer read-

ings noticeably for the higher flows, although observations taken

alternately with the two piezometer connections at A showed little

difference. The relation of the level of the zero of these gages to

discharge level of the water column was found and the pressure with

reference to this level recorded. The level of the free discharge was

taken at the end of the spout, except that for types with the telescopic

spout (types A and C) the center of the orifice discharging into the

spout was used since there was free admission of air at this point.

Having the measurements, the total head lost in the column could be

found. These measurements also permitted finding the amount of head

lest between the inlet to the column and the point in the riser just

below the ground line; this would include the loss at the turn, the

loss through the valve, and frictional and other losses in the lower

portion of the riser. The loss between the ground line and discharge

outlet could also be obtained. In all cases, of course, the head required

to lift the water to the level of the outlet of the spout was not counted

as lost head.

Procedure of Tests.—For each of the water columns, tests were

made in such a way as to give discharges of, say, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500,

3,000, 3,500 and 4,000 gallons per minute, the head of water in the tank

being made such as to produce the desired discharge. In starting the test

the valve was open under a low or medium head and the water was

maintained at a constant height in the tank during the run. After

the flow over the weir had become constant, readings of the pressure

gages and the hook gage were taken at 4 to 6 minute intervals

for a period of 20 to 30 minutes. The pumps were then speeded up

and the head in the tank increased until a quantity approximating the

next higher discharge desired was obtained. After the flow over the

weir had been found to be constant, readings were taken in a similar

manner for the second run. Another increase in head in the tank was

then given and a run for the next higher discharge made. The dis-

charge was increased until it reached the limit of the capacity of the

pumps for the head taken by the column under test. Sufficient repeti-

tions were obtained to give a good check on the general conditions

of any test.

Results of the Tests.—The results of the tests of the water columns

are reported under the designations Types A to J inclusive, given

by you for the several types tested. Fig. 2, etc., gives views of the

water columns.

The results of the tests are plotted to logarithmic scale in Fig. 3,

etc., herewith submitted. The abscissas of these diagrams give the

discharge in gallons per minute and the ordinates the head lost in

feet of water. The values of the total head lost through the water

40
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column in the several experiments are shown by open circles. The

values of the head lost through the part of the water column above

the ground line are shown by solid circles. In each case the head

necessary to give the velocity head and the entrance head are, of course,

not included.

Loss Diagrams.—The lines for io-in. water columns drawn on

Fig. 3, etc., agree fairly closely with the observed results. As drawn,

the head lost is made to vary as the square of the velocity. It ap-

pears that this line may be considered to be applicable with fair

accuracy up to a discharge of 5,000 gallons per minute.

From general considerations it would seem reasonable to expect

that 8-in. and 12-in. water columns would have losses approximately

the same as those found in the io-in. water columns at the same

velocity of flow, although, of course, the element of pipe friction would

differ somewhat. The lines marked "8-in. Water Column (Estimated)"

and "12-in. Water Column (Estimated)" are based on this assumption.

Some error is doubtless involved in this assumption, but the quantities

may be useful until more accurate information is available.

Curves representing the total loss in head for the various types

of io-in. water columns are plotted to natural scale in Fig. 23. The

loss in riser and spout are plotted in Fig. 24.

Tables.—Table 1 gives the loss of head in the io-in. water columns

for discharges of 3,000, 4,000 and 5,000 gallons per minute. It permits

a comparison of the different types. The column in the table marked

"Valve" gives the loss from the iniet to the ground line and, of course,

includes other losses than valve losses. The column marked "Riser"

gives the loss from the ground line up, including that in the spout

in types having fixed spouts.

Table 2 gives coefficients for the loss of head through the water

/V2
\

columns in terms of velocity head, ( — I. If n represents this coefficient,
\ 2g/

V2

the loss of head in feet will be n — , V being the velocity in feet per

2g
second. The nominal size of the column was used in calculating the

velocity. The table also gives the equivalent length of new straight

cast-iron pipe which will give the same friction loss as is found in the

water column itself. As this* will vary somewhat with the velocity,

the tabular values are based on a discharge of 4,000 gallons per minute.

Table 3 gives the loss of head in io-in. water columns for four

velocities. It may be considered to be applicable to 8-in. and 12-in.

water columns. Table 4 gives losses for corresponding discharges

through 8-in., io-in. and 12-in. water columns. They are convenient

for comparison.

Comments.—An examination of the design of some of the water

columns shows them not to be ill accord with good hydraulic design.

Sudden changes in direction, sudden contractions and expansion of
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the section of the stream and tortuous passages are among the ob-

jections found, and high local velocities are especially troublesome.

The high loss of some of the water columns, then, could be foreseen.

It seems probable that the need of providing satisfactory mechanical

features was placed uppermost in making the design, and that the

hydraulic requirements were neglected. Some of the columns which

have excellent mechanical features give high hydraulic losses. It goes

without saying that both hydraulic and mechanical features are im-

portant matters in the design of a water column. It seems probable

that relatively small modifications in the design of some of the columns

will give improved hydraulic conditions without change in mechanical

advantages.

Since the head available at a water column depends upon local

and other conditions and the economic problem is so varied, a selection

of a limiting or maximum velocity of flow upon which general design

may be based cannot be made. However, it is evident that the economi-

cal velocity through a water column and also through the supply main

will be much above the limiting velocity used in ordinary waterworks

practice where continuous flow throughout 24 hours and the cost of

pumping against the friction head of long lines of main combine to

make the economic velocity less than five feet per second and some-

times as low as two feet per second. Waiving such considerations as

the cost of pumping and that of giving sufficient elevation to the supply

tanks, the maximum velocity allowable through a water column will

depend upon such matters as the satisfactory operation of the valve

and the effect of closing the valve in producing water hammer in the

supply main. From a study of these tests and a comparison of water-

works practice, it would seem that with a short line of pipe from the

supply tank a velocity of 12 or 15 feet per second through the water

column may be considered as the maximum allowable velocity for or-

dinary conditions. For longer lines the limiting velocity should

be smaller. For a long line of supply main, the limit of allowable

velocity would be lower, perhaps 8 feet per second, or even less.

The loss of head for the discharge at which water columns are

rated by manufacturers is very high ; it is high for even moderate

discharges. This may be better appreciated from the statement that

the loss through the 10-in. water columns for a given discharge may
be shown to be equal to the friction loss for the same discharge through

a 10-in. pipe 272 ft. long with the water column having the lowest

loss and 566 ft. long with one having highest loss ; or if a

12-in. pipe be used to feed the 10-in. water column, a line 637 ft. long

would have the same friction loss as the water column having the

lowest loss, and one 1,330 ft. long the same as the one having the

highest loss. It is evident that the cost of pumping water to the

extra height necessary to overcome the large resistance through the
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water columns and the expense of elevating tanks to the height neces-

sary to give the desired discharge must be great, more than is usually

appreciated. Or, to view it from another point, the rate of discharge

for ordinary elevations of supply tank will be much smaller than is

generally expected and smaller than may be obtained with more

efficient water columns. The use of larger water columns suggests

itself as an excellent way of keeping the lost head to a reasonable

limit. It is reported that firemen have some difficulty in handling

some types of adjustable spouts of the larger columns.

The Effect of Valve Movement upon Pressure.—Since the supply

line used in these experiments was very short, the conditions which

produce water hammer were not present. By partially closing a valve

in the supply line, the rise in pressure during the valve movement was

obtained by means of a Crosby indicator which traced the pressure

on paper wrapped around a large drum. The drum was rotated at a

uniform rate by means of a small motor. An electric attachment

marked the half-seconds on the paper as the diagram was taken. The

abscissas of this diagram then represent time, and the ordinates pressure.

When part of the valve mechanism was on the outside, a cord was

connected to this and wrapped around the drum, and a diagram was

taken. In this case the abscissas represent the valve movement, and

the ordinates pressure. The time in seconds after the valve began

to move was also shown. It was not practicable to get such diagrams

for the hydraulically operated valves, since there was no outside

mechanism.

The two kinds of diagrams described above may be called time-

pressure diagrams and valve movement-pressure diagrams. Fig. 25

gives time-pressure diagrams and valve movement-pressure diagrams.

An examination of the time-pressure diagrams will show that in

most cases the retardation of the water takes place during a very

short time near the end of the closure. For example, for Type A
there is no appreciable rise in pressure, and hence no appreciable

retardation of the water for 15^ seconds after valve begins to close,

and then the water in the pipe is brought to rest in 1% seconds.

Examining the valve movement-pressure diagram for this type, it will

be seen that there is no appreciable retardation of the water in the

pipe until the valve is 95% closed. It will readily be seen from

this that it is immaterial how rapidly the first god of the closure

is made, the last 10% of the closure including the critical movement.

A way of shortening the time of closure is to shorten the valve move-
ment. Type G is an illustration of this method. It will be seen that

the retardation begins when the valve is only 40% closed.

The hydraulic valves were tested under several pressures, and it

will be noted that when the pressure is high the valve is closed much
more quickly than with lower pressures. This is a bad feature, because

any initial water hammer caused while the valve is closing will hasten

the closure and may cause destructive water hammer.
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Although the time of closure seems long for some of the valves,

it will be seen that the critical portion of the closure is made quite

quickly, and since the possibilities of water hammer depend largely

upon this critical portion of closure a study of the diagrams will be

interesting.

I desire to acknowledge the part taken by Mr. Robert Ferriday, of

your Committee, in arranging with the manufacturers for the use of

the water columns tested and for his valuable suggestions and helpful

interest throughout the tests. Acknowledgment should also be made

of the fact that the water service men of the Peoria and Eastern

Division of the C, C* C. & St. L. R. R. assisted in setting up the

water columns. I desire also to express my appreciation of the careful

and painstaking work and valuable assistance given by Mr. M. L.

Enger, Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics, who lias had

immediate charge of the tests herein reported.

table r.

Loss of Head in io-in. Water Columns.

The loss is given in feet of water.
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TABLE 2-

Loss of Head in io-in. Water Columns.

These values may be considered also to be applicable to 8-in. and 12-in

water colunms.

The loss given does not include the velocity head ( — ) of the enter-

ing water.

^ 2g

Loss of Head for Velocity v

IO
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Fig. i.—Sketch of Apparatus.
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DI5CHARGE IN G/7LL0/VJ PER MINUTE
Fig. 3.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type A.
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Fig. 4.—Water Column, Type B. (See Fig. 22 for details.)
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DISCHARGE IN GALLONS PER MINUTE
Fig. 5.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type B.
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Fig. 6.—Water Column, Type C.
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DISCHARGE IN GALLONS PER MINUTE
Fie. j.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type C.
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Fig. 8.

—

Water Column, Type D. (See Fig. 6 for details.)
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DISCHARGE IN GALL0N5 PER MINUTE
Fig. 9.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type D.
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Fig. io.—Water Column, Type E.
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DISCHARGE IN GALLONS PER MINUTE
Fig. ii.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type E.
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Fig. 12.

—

Water Column, Type F.
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Water Column, Type G.
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Fig. 15.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type G.
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Water Column, Type H.
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DISCHARGE IN GALLONS PER MINUTE
Fig. 17.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type H.
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Fig. i8.—Water Column, Type I.
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D/3CH/JR6E IN GALLONS PER MINUTE
Fig. 19.—Loss of Head in Watek Column, Type I.
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Fig. 20.

—

Water Column, Type J.
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DI5CHAR6E IN 6ALL0N5 PER MINUTE
Fig. 21.—Loss of Head in Water Column, Type J.
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Fig. 22.

—

Details of Valve for Types A and B.
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Fig. 23.—Loss of Head in Water Columns, All Types.
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Appendix C.

DIAGRAMS OF FRICTION OF WATER IN NEW STRAIGHT
CAST-IRON PIPE.

Fig. 26, for discharges from 100 to 1,000 gallons per minute.

Fig. 27, for discharges from 1,000 to 10,000 gallons per minute.

Diagrams in Fig. 28 of Velocity heads and of Friction due to Tees

and to 90 Elbows with

Axial radius of curvature = i^ diameters.

Axial radius of curvature = 3 diameters.
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DISCUSSION.

The President:—We will now take up the report of the Committee

on Water Service, Mr. C. L. Ransom, chairman. Mr. Ransom will

kindly state how he would like the report to be considered.

The chair extends a hearty invitation to Prof. Talbot to join this

Committee on the platform and to give us the benefit of his views.

Mr. C. L. Ransom, chairman (Chicago & Northwestern) :—The

Committee desires the approval of the matter pertaining to the revision

of the Manual, in Bulletin 120, page 186.

The changes are mostly of a detailed nature, but I desire to make

one correction in the sixth paragraph on page 186, which is wrongly

worded, due to a misunderstanding of the chairman. That should read

:

"Table 2, page 242, Vol. 9, the quantities of barium hydrate required

to be slightly changed to fit the commercial article." This is done for

the reason that the barium hydrate cannot be obtained in a pure state

commercially. The figures are changed to conform to the actual prac-

tice of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway, which has used

this experimentally. The changes do not appear in the Bulletin ; they

were made on a proof submitted to the Secretary. Action is desired on

the revision of the Manual in the first place.

(The Secretary read the paragraphs referred to by the chairman.)

Prof. A. N. Talbot (University of Illinois) :— I move the adoption

of the changes as recommended.

(The motion was carried.)

Mr. Ransom :—The approval of the specifications for 50,000 and

100,000-gallon tanks on pp. 192 to 197 and 199 to 203 is desired. In

explanation of the five designs of tanks submitted, the attention of the

convention is called to the table on page 204. Since these tables have

been compiled there have been found one or two minor errors in the

calculations, but these errors will not materially change the figures at

the bottom of the page, that is, the first cost per thousand gallons and

the final cost per thousand gallons stored. These figures will be slightly

changed.

The attention of the Association is also called to the matter at the

bottom of page 196 and the top of page 197, showing the conditions for

v/hich these styles of tanks are recommended. We make no recom-

mendation of only one style of tank, recognizing there are different

styles of tanks applicable to different conditions. The specifications are

so written as to cover all of the different styles.

The President:—The chairman of the Committee desires that the

specifications shall be read clause by clause.

(The Secretary read the specifications, beginning on page 192, Bul-

letin 120.)

1219
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Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—The

specification for the sub-structure reads that the timber shall be No. I

R. R. grade. That means "standard heart grade," that was adopted the

other day?

Mr. Ransom :—That will be modified accordingly.

Mr. A. K. Shurtleff (Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific) :—I believe,

we could abbreviate these specifications by merely referring to the other

specifications, but not the pages or the volumes.

Mr. Ransom :—There is a great deal of matter in the general speci-

fication that would not refer to the tank structure proper. There are

many things about bridge specifications that would have no place in

tank specifications, and that is the reason why the particular paragraphs

were referred to.

Mr. Shurtleff:—My object is not to eliminate reference to the speci-

fications, but to eliminate the volume and page reference.

(The Secretary ?ead the specifications covering "tub" and "wood

tub.")

Mr. Ceorge W. Kittredge (New York Central & Hudson River) :—

These specifications as read would seem to bar the use of half-round

or round hoops. I would like to ask if it was intentionally done and,

if so, the reason.

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee had a great deal of discussion on

this hoop matter, more than on any other feature of tub design. The

round hoops were suggested, but we were unable to find anyone who

had used them over two or three years, so that we felt it was a rather

radical departure from the old practice and hardly to be considered at

the present time. So far as half-round hoops are concerned, it looked

as though they would be very satisfactory, but the same objection was

open to them, that they had been very little used. We have on the

table a portion of a flat tank hoop which has been in service for

twenty-three years, made of wrought-iron, which shows very little de-

terioration, and the Committee thought they were safe in recommending

that style of hoop.

Mr. Kittredge:—I think the field ought to be left open for the use

of either the round or the half-round hoop. I believe we are going to

get better service from these hoops than the flat hoops. It is simplv

a detail as to manufacture. With the flat 'hoop, unless you take the

hoops off entirely and paint them on the underside, as well as the out-

side, after a few years you are liable to have a dangerous condition

which will not appear from external observation.

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee is willing to accept that suggestion.

The reason it was worded in this way was to bring out some discussion

on the hoop matter. We were not able to get any discussion last year

on this same subject that amounted to anything, or get any information

from the members as to the hoops, and we worded it in this way more

to bring out discussion than anything else.
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Mr. J. C. Nelson (Seaboard Air Line) :—During 1909 we lost

three tanks caused by flat hoops rusting on the inside. They were not

observed to be rusted to any appreciable extent, and the tanks burst

without any warning whatever. I have been trying to find something

that would be satisfactory and have recently used some round hoops.

I think we can get better results from the round hoops, and I would

not like to see round hoops excluded from this report.

Mr. Ransom:—Were those hoops made of steel or wrought-iron?

Mr. Nelson :—I do not know ; they were in service only about six

years. We have a very hard condition down in Florida from the salt

air—'dampness seems to get in behind the hoops, next to the staves, and

rot them irrespective of whether they are made of steel or iron.

Mr. C. H. Stein (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—I would like

to say that we have known of a number of cases where the flat hoops

have given out and the tank has failed ; in each case they were steel

hoops and not iron. A substitution was made of a round steel bar.

We found that the flat wrought-iron hoops gave much better results

than the flat steel hoops. In fact, I do not know of a single case

where a flat wrought-iron hoop failed, but I do know that the steel

hoops deteriorated very materially. It was difficult to keep the tank

painted, when flat steel hoops were used, because between the hoop and

the tank corrosion would set in very rapidly and the effect of the rust-

ing would run down the side of the tank inside of a year and make it

appear as if it had not been painted for eight or ten years. I know
where substitutions were made of round steel bars in place of these

flat steel hoops ; the round hoops have been in service as much as six

years, and at the present time there is not a particle of evidence of de-

terioration. I would like to see incorporated in these specifications the

privilege of using either the half-round or round steel hoops, as has

already been mentioned by preceding speakers.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—As a matter of

additional information I desire to say that our supervisors who are

immediately in charge of the water stations maintain steadily that

cypress tubs with steel hoops will rust the hoops quicker than any
other type of tub. They maintain there is some kind of peculiar acid

in the cypress which attacks the steel. At any rate, the trouble with

steel hoops has been so great on the Louisville & Nashville Railroad

that we have changed to a standard round hoop. As Mr. Kittredge

observed, it is impossible to paint the underside of flat steel hoops
without taking them off the tubs. It frequently occurs that the hoop
is apparently good from the outside indications, but as a matter of fact,

ii may be pitted almost entirely through, and is extremely weak. The
Louisville & Nashville used round hoops at least twenty-five years ago.

For many years we specified iron hoops, but did not get them—we got

steel hoops. Our experience is that the loss with flat hoops has been

sufficient to justify the change to round hoops.
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Mr. C. F. Loweth (Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) :—About six

years ago the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway built four or

five tanks with round hoops ; as a result of our experience with these,

the next year we built about 20 tanks, approximately half the number

built that year, with round hoops, and the balance with the old style

fiat hoops. After careful consideration, the round hoop was made

standard, and from that time on the St. Paul road has built all tanks

with round hoops. With the flat hoops it seemed desirable to use iron

rather than steel, as flat steel hoops rusted through very quickly, but it

is difficult nowadays to get wrought-iron and we are using steel for the

round hoops because it is much easier to get than iron, and we feel

that the round hoop can be so much better protected from rust than the

flat hoop that the use of steel will be justified. It is not anticipated

that we will have to paint round hoops any oftener than the tank will

require painting.

Mr. Lindsay :—We use the flat hoop largely and have to take them

off to repaint them. We have begun to experiment with the round

hoop, and find a decided advantage in their use, except that the round

hoop indents the wood in the tub. We have also in use experimentally

three-fourths round iron, which will obviate that difficulty, so that in

changing the adjustment of the hoop it will not leave the furrow.

Prof. W. D. Pence (University of Wisconsin) :—In regard to the

form of the hoop, I would like to say that some investigations which

I made relative to the failure of water tanks a few years ago, led me
to conclude that the form of the hoop should be given special atten-

tion. As a result of these studies I desire to support the suggestions

made by Mr. Loweth as to the use of round hoops.

Mr. Hunter McDonald fNashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—My
impression is that the National Board of Fire Underwriters requires

the use of round hoops.

Mr. J. M. Meade (Santa Fe) :—Will some of these. gentlemen who

are speaking of the round hoops give the diameter of them?

Mr. McDonald :—That depends on their position.

Mr. Courtenay:—Our practice is Y\ inch and Y% inch.

Mr. Kittredge :—Do I understand the Committee will make some

reference to the round hoop so that they will not be barred?

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee will accept that.

(The Secretary read the specifications under "Erection" and "Steel

Tub.")

Prof. Pence :—Cross-reference is made to the steel substructure

adopted in the specification of the Association. Does that mean the

specification for iron and steel bridges?

Mr. Ransom :—It means the same as the paragraph headed "Sub-

structure" on page 192.

Prof. Pence :—I think more attention is needed as to certain fea-

tures of the specifications than is covered in that paragraph.
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Mr. Ransom:—The Committee went over that pretty thoroughly,

and in taking out these paragraphs we have suggested here, they felt

that they had practically covered the erection of tanks, with the addi-

tion of these paragraphs which are added. If Prof. Pence can give

us some further light on that, the Committee will be glad to receive it.

Prof. Pence :—The chairman of the Committee made a request for

this information at the time he made up the specifications, but I was

unable to co-operate with him at that time. It seems to me that these

specifications would not give the results that the Committee is seeking

to accomplish. I am unable offhand to make definite suggestions but

think the Committee should defer adopting the specification until it

can be brought into line with best practice.

(The Secretary read the specification under the heading of "Indi-

cator" to "Piping.")

Mr. Stein :—I would like to ask for information : What reference

is made to the supply pipe? Am I to understand that the supply pipe

is to be connected to the tank by these screw flanges also?

Mr. Ransom :—Yes.

Mr. Stein :—I presume also there is an automatic valve in the tank

to close it off at the proper point?

Mr. Ransom :—No ; there is a gate valve in the frost box.

Mr. Stein :—There is a gate valve in the frost box, but do you not

have an automatic valve in the tank?

Mr. Ransom :—No ; not unless required.

Mr. Stein:—Is not that customary?

Mr. Ransom :—Not always.

Mr. Stein :—I do not mean theoretically

—

Mr. Ransom :—You mean a float valve

—

Mr. Stein :—A float valve to automatically cut off the water supply.

Mr. Ransome :—That would be a detail of the system and would not

go into the specifications for a tank.

Mr. Stein :—I know of a case where the water pressure was ex-

tremely high, and just at the moment when the automatic valve cut off

that water supply it threw the entire pressure into this supply line and

to the bottom of the tub ; the water would invariably leak between

these flanges and the bottom of the tub and run down into the frost

box, saturating the mineral wool and such other weather-proof material

as was used. It was necessary to run the pipe through a stuffing-box

in the bottom of the tank to correct the defect. That is unnecessary

where your pressure is not more than 30 to 60 lbs. Where you have

a pressure of 80 to 100 lbs. you can hardly prevent leakage by the sys-

tem of screw flanges. I think this point should be taken care of i.n

the specifications.

Mr. J. J. Campbell (El Paso & Southwestern) :—In cases where we
have the water supply from a city line, or pipe line, undtr high pres-

sure, I think that a form of float valve should be adopted, and that
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would eliminate the water-hammer. The ordinary hydraulic valve that

will close within a few seconds will cause a water-hammer on the line.

Mr. Stein :—I am not referring to water-hammer, but direct pres-

sure, and until you turn off the valve in your frost box you have the

direct pressure from the point where the automatic valve is located

down through the supply line.

Mr. Campbell :—I understand you had trouble from leakage.

Mr. Stein :—Yes.

Mr. Campbell :—That is not my experience. With a good gasket

joint there is no trouble in making a joint tight at ioo lbs., but that

would depend on the quality of the joint.

Mr. E. J. Correll (Missouri Pacific) :—What is the objection to

using cast-iron pipe for the supply pipe?

Mr. Ransom:—I do not know that there is any objection to using

cast-iron pipe, except that it requires flanged joints or leaded joints.

Leaded joints would seem somewhat objectionable in frost boxes.

Mr. Correll:—If that is the only objection to cast-iron, why not

change it? I move to strike out the word "wrought" and leave the

character of iron blank.

(Motion not seconded.)

(The Secretary read the paragraph on "Outlet Valve."

Mr. Ransom:—Before the Secretary proceeds, I would like to

make a slight correction. The matter of cleanout valve was omitted,

and the Committee would like the privilege of changing this paragraph

to read

:

"Outlet or cleanout valve shall be of cast-iron of the movable type,

arranged with cutout device, so that valves can be removed for the

renewal of valve face rubber without emptying watering tank, and also

that it can be operated from the locomotive tender for outlet valve and

from the roof of the tank for cleanout valve. Design to be approved

by the engineer."

The President:—If there is no objection, that will be considered

approved.

(The Secretary then read the paragraph on "Movable Spout" and

"Painting.")

Mr. Lindsay :— I do not find any reference to the painting of tho

hoop.

Mr. Ransom :— It says that steel and iron work shall receive one

coat at the mills ; that includes hoops. They would be painted two
coats afterward as directed.

Mr. C. H. Ewing (Philadelphia & Reading) :—Has the Committee
given any consideration to the matter of the use of a permanent sub-

structure other than steel? I refer to the use of a brick or masonry
circular wall, which has the advantage of the elimination of frost boxes.

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee did pot go into that this year. It
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was designed, if this tank matter was continued, to investigate some-

thing of that sort and also the reinforced concrete tank in later years.

Mr. A. F. Robinson (Santa Fe) :—I was going to suggest to the

Committee that the specifications do not cover at all clearly the mat-

ter of the metal to be used in the tanks, the matter of beveling the

plates, bending, assembling, riveting, caulking and similar matters. It

seems to me that specifications such as this Committee has made up

without proper paragraphs, covering these items would not meet the

needs of the Association. On our road we use a good many steel

tanks, and I am sorry to say that I do not think there are a half

dozen that do not leak. It seems to me we might make our specifica-

tion in the present case so clear and so carefully worded, that it will

be easily understood. It would make the specifications complete and

serviceable. I would suggest that the Committee hold this item and

work on it the coming year and make their report thereon.

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee is willing to accept that suggestion

and will be glad to have the co-operation of any of the members who
have specifications of that kind that will help us in our work.

Mr. McDonald :—In view of the fact that there has been a discus-

sion here of value on quite a number of points upon which the Com-
mittee has been unable to get any discussion before, and in view of th<

fact that it will probably be the action of the Board of Direction to

ask the Committee to study the question with reference to water tank

supports of concrete and water tanks of concrete, I suggest that the

Committee take the entire report and give it further study, with a

view of boiling it down a little more, and report definitely on some of

the points that have been discussed. I do not believe that the report

in its present shape can be published in the Manual.

Mr. Ransom :—The instructions of the Board of Direction were
quite explicit and did not include the matter of concrete tanks.

Mr. McDonald :—I am simply forecasting the action of the Board,

as I happen to know what the program is for next year.

Mr. Loweth:—If this report is to be referred back to the Com-
mittee, I suggest the advisability of separating the specifications for the

two kinds of tanks, making a complete specification for timber tanks

and another for steel tanks. I also suggest that the plans submitted

include the cone roof. The present plans show an octagonal roof. The
cone roof has the advantage of being cheaper, and I think presents as

good an appearance. I also suggest an alternative plan omitting the

decking on top of the tubs. For several years the St. Paul Company
has omitted this decking, and there seems to be no good reason with

us for using it. The timber overlays are quite wide and will tend to

induce excessive rotting in the wide surface between them and the tank

floors, and it might be better to reduce the width of these.

Mr. McDonald :—We could not dispense with the covering on the

tubs in the South. The growth of algae makes it necessary to cover

them.
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Mr. Loweth :—I think the plans should show the tub covering and

also an alternative omitting the covering. In this way we can ail

choose which of the two that will best suit our requirements.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—The result of our in-

vestigation in the matter of steel supports for tanks is that there should

be only four supports instead of twelve, for the reason that the addi-

tional number of supports brings the thickness of the steel used down

to too small a gage, and it is better to compact the steel into a few

supports, which are more durable on account of greater thickness of

metal.

Mr. Ransom :—The Committee had both styles of tanks, four and

twelve posts, analyzed, and taking into consideration the foundations

and all other features, we found the design of the four-post was more

expensive.

Mr. Cushing:—It is not a question of cost, but a question of dura-

bility of material. In bridge work our company will not allow the use

of anything less than JH$ths inch thick, and I do not suppose anyone

else does.

Mr. Ransom :—The columns on the steel substructure are 8 in. by
lA in.

Mr. Cushing:—Its thickness?

Mr. Ransom :—One-half inch.

Mr. Lindsay :—I would like to have the question of making the

pitch on the wood tank roof the same as the pitch on the steel tank

roof discussed. We use the low pitch now on our wooden tanks and

they look very well.

The President :—I understand the Committee will be glad to act on

Mr. Loweth's suggestion, and it is so ordered.

Mr. Robert Ferriday (Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis) :

—

With reference to Appendix A, on page 205, the conclusions are very

briefly stated on page 223, but I think perhaps reference should be made

to the previous conclusions on page 211. There are some definitions

given there merely for the purpose of clearness, which I believe do not

come up for discussion before the convention. Then on page 212 there

is a formula which is the basis for the solution of these problems in-

volving friction in pipe.

(Mr. Ferriday then read the problems on page 212.)

On page 213 there are a few statements, starting with "critical in-

spection of the head lost in each portion of the delivery line will de-

velop where to economically decrease the loss in head by increasing the

sectional area."

(Mr. Ferriday then read Problem 2 and paragraph (c) and to the

end of boldfaced type on page 213.)

If there are no uncertainties in that portion I would like to call

attention to what I feel is the most interesting part of our report

apart from the tests themselves. That is in the analysis, all of which
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is interesting, but particularly to page 222. It is the usual practice to

lay a 14-in. line to a 12-in. column, or 12-in. line to a 10-in. column.

If you will refer to page 224, a table which gives the interpretation of

table of Flow Heads, I would like to call your attention to these inter-

esting conditions.

(Mr. Ferriday then read the second paragraph on page 222.)

Another interesting paragraph is that showing the maximum prac-

tice, next to the last paragraph on page 222, combination 21, which is a

ib-ft. tub on a 32-ft. sub-structure, being taken as the average height of

high tanks. It will be seen that 100 feet of 14-in. pipe supplying a 12-

in. column will deliver 6,000 gallons a minute.

The President:—The Secretary will read conclusions on page 223.

(The Secretary read the conclusions on page 223.)

The President:—If there be no objections the conclusions as read

will be accepted for the Manual, and the Committee will be relieved with

the thanks of the convention for their excellent report.





REPORT OF COMMITTEE IX—ON SIGNS, FENCES
AND CROSSINGS.

(Bulletin 120.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance

of Way Association:

The following subjects were assigned to your Committee by the

Board of Direction

:

(i) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

(2) Report on ways and means for securing a proper quality of

fence wire to resist corrosion and secure durability.

(3) Rewrite detailed matter accompanying conclusions adopted at

Tenth Annual Convention, with a view of brevity, and furnish plans

to explain them.

(4) Continue investigation of the use of concrete fence posts, and

submit recommendations.

(5) Investigate the best form of flangeways at crossings.

Shortly after the 1909 convention a Sub-Committee was appointed,

consisting of K. J. C. Zinck, A. G. Boughner and C. H. Stein, to

carry out the instructions given in the third clause of the assignment.

This Sub-Committee met and performed its work, submitting the results

to the next General Committee meeting.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS.

A General Committee meeting was held at Niagara Falls, N. Y.,

August 12, 1909, W. D. Williams, A. M. Funk, E. R. Lewis, E. J.

Steinbeck and C. H. Stein being present. A second meeting was held

at Chicago, November 15, 1909, with W. D. Williams, A. M. Funk,

E. R. Lewis, E. J. Steinbeck, K. J. C. Zinck and C. H. Stein present.

At the first meeting the Committee considered the report of its

Sub-Committee on the rewriting of detailed matter accompanying con-

clusions adopted at the tenth annual convention, revising same where

necessary. At the latter meeting it further considered this subject,

a; well as others assigned by the Board of Direction, with particular

reference to the first subject assigned, namely, "Revision of Manual."

(1) Your Committee has made a revision of the matter contained

in the Manual, and presents in the following its recommendations,

1229
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FENCES.

DEFINITIONS.

Anchor.—A device to prevent a fence or post from being raised 01

moved.

Anchor Post.—A fence post fixed or fastened in position.

Bottom Wire.—The lowest longitudinal wire of a fence.

Brace.—A piece of timber or metal, in compression, placed diagonally

between adjacent posts.

Brace Panel.—A panel in which a brace, or tie, or both, are introduced.

Cleat.—A piece of wood or metal fastened transversely to the side of

a post below the ground line to give it greater stability.

End Post.—A post at the end of a line or section of fence.

Fence.—Any barrier that serves to guard against unrestricted ingress

and egress, especially a structure of posts, rails, wires, boards or

pickets.

Fence Post.—An upright piece of timber, metal or other material used

as a support for the attachment of the longitudinal members of the

fence.

Fence Staple.—A metal device, in the shape of the letter "U" with ends

sharpened, for fastening the longitudinal wires of the fence to the

post.

Gate.—A movable barrier consisting of a frame or structure of wood,

metal or other material for closing a passage or opening in a fence.

Gate Brace.—A piece of wood or metal serving the purpose of stiffen-

ing the frame of a gate.

Gate Frame.—The sustaining parts of a gate, fitted and framed together,

to which the other members are attached.

Gate Hinge.—A device for attaching a gate to a post and upon which

the gate swings.

Gate Latch.—A device for fastening the free end of a gate to a gate

post.

Gate Post.—A post to which a gate is hung or latched.

Intermediate Post.—A post placed between end posts.

Intermediate Wire.—A longitudinal wire located between fop and bot-

tom wires.

Panel.—A section of fence between adjacent posts.

Snow Fence.—A structure erected for the purpose of accumulating drift-

ing snow.

Stay.—A piece of timber, metal or other material, either vertical or

inclined, serving the purpose of keeping the longitudinal wires the

proper distance apart and stiffening the fence.

Stay Wire.—A stay formed of wire.

Tie Wire.—A wire in tension between any two posts.

Top Wire.—The highest longitudinal wire of a fence.
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SURFACE CATTLE-GUARDS.

DEFINITIONS.

Apron.—The flaring panel of a fence set parallel with the track between

the cattle-guard and the wing-fence.

Cattle-Guard.—A barrier placed at the intersection of a wing-fence with

a railroad track to prevent the passage of live stock along the

track.

Filler.—A piece of timber, metal or other material placed between the

slats composing a section of a surface cattle-guard to space and

stiffen them.

Section.—A group of slats or strips which go to make up a surface

cattle-guard.

Slat.—Strip of wood or metal used to make up sections of a cattle-

guard.

Wing-Fence.—The line of fence making connection between the apron

of the cattle-guard and the right-of-way or line fence.

FENCES.

(i) The use of smooth wire in preference to barbed wire for

railroad fences is recommended.

(2) The use of a heavy, smooth wire, or a plank at top of barb*-*

wire fence, is recommended.

CATTLE-GUARDS.

The use of the surface cattle-guard in preference to the pit guard

is recommended.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SURFACE CATTLE-GUARDS.

The cattlee-guard should be so constructed as to avoid projecting

surfaces liable to be caught by dragging brake or other rigging.

It should be of such construction so as not to endanger employes

who pass over it in the discharge of their duties.

It should be effective against all live stock, but have no parts that

would catch and hold animals endeavoring to cross.

It should be reasonable in first cost, durable and easily applied and

removed, so as to permit repairs of track at minimum expense.

(5) It should not rattle during the passage of trains.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR STANDARD RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES
BUILT WITH WOODEN POSTS.

RECOMMENDED STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS.

i. Three classes of smooth wire fences may be used, the top wire Classes,

of each to be 4 ft. 6 in. above the ground.
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2. A first-class fence shall consist of nine longitudinal, smooth,

coiled, galvanized steel wires; the top and bottom wires shall be No. 7

gage; intermediate and stay wires shall be No. 9 gage.

The spacing of the longitudinal wires shall be, commencing at the

bottom: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 9 in. The bottom wire shall be 3 in.

above the ground, and the stay wires shall be spaced 12 in. apart.

3. A second-class fence shall consist of seven longitudinal, smooth,

coiled, galvanized steel wires; the longitudinal wires and stay wires

shall be No. 9 gage.

The spacing of the longitudinal wires shall be, commencing at the

bottom, 5, 6 r
/2, 7

l
/2, 9, 10 and 10 in. The bottom wire shall be 6 in.

above the ground, and the stay wires shall be spaced 22 in. apart.

(4) A third-class fence shall consist of four longitudinal, smooth,

coiled, galvanized steel wires; the longitudinal and stay wires shall be

No. 9 gage.

The longitudinal wires shall be spaced 14 in. apart; the bottom wires

shall be 12 in. above the ground, and the stay wires shall be spaced

22 in. apart.

MATERIAL.

5. Posts shall be of They shall be straight and free

from rot or other defects. Split or sawn posts may be used in localities

where round posts are not economically available ; their dimensions shall

be at least equal to those hereinafter specified for round posts.

6. End or gate posts and intermediate bracing panel posts shall

be at least 9 ft. long and 8 in. in diameter at the small end, or 8x8 in.

if sawn.

7. Intermediate posts shall be 8 ft. long and not less than 4 in. in

diameter at the small end.

8. Braces for end posts, gate posts and intermediate brace panels

shall be common fence posts or 4x4 in. common lumber, free from

large knots, splits or rot.

9. Woven wire fences shall be constructed of galvanized steel

wire.

Longitudinal wires shall be coiled. The elastic limit of all wire

shall be at least 1,500 lbs. for No. 9 gage wire, and 2,000 lbs. for No.

7 gage wire.

The ultimate tensile strength shall be at least 1,800 lbs. for No. 9

gage wire, and 2,500 lbs. for No. 7 gage wire. It must stand, without

sign of fracture, winding tight around wire of the same size.

10. Stay wire shall be straight and of No. 9 gage.

11. Locks or fastenings at the intersection of the longitudinal and

stay wires shall be of such design as will prevent them from slipping

either longitudinally or vertically.

12. Staples used in posts shall be 1 in. long for hardwood, and

}
l
/z in. long for soft wood, and be made of No. 9 galvanized steel wir$.
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13. Galvanizing shall consist of an even coating of zinc, which Galvan-

shall withstand one-minute immersion tests in a solution of commercial
lzing -

sulphate of copper crystals and water, the specific gravity of which

shall be 1.185 and whose temperature shall be from 60 to 70 degrees

Fahrenheit. Immediately after each immersion the sample shall be

washed in water and wiped dry. If the zinc is removed, or a copper-

colored deposit is formed after the fourth immersion, the lot of material

from which the sample is taken shall be rejected.

14. The fence shall be so manufactured as not to remove the Manufac..... .
ture.

galvanizing nor impair the tensile strength of the wire.

ERECTION.

15. End posts shall be set vertical, at least 4 ft. in the ground, End Pos

thoroughly tamped, braced and anchored.

16. Gate posts shall be set vertical, and braced in a similar manner Gate Pos

to the end posts.

17. Intermediate posts shall be set at least 3 ft. in the ground, and Intermec

from 16H to 33 ft. apart, depending upon the nature of the ground and

the service required. Holes of full depth shall be provided for all end

and gate posts, even if blasting must be resorted to. For intermediate

posts, where rock is encountered, not more than two adjacent posts

shall be set on sills 6x6 in. by 4 ft. long, braced on both sides by 2x6

in. braces, 3 ft. long. Holes shall be provided for all other posts.

Posts shall be set with the large end down.

Posts shall be set in perfect line on the side on which the wire is

to be strung. After the fence is erected, the top of the posts shall be

sawed off with a one-fourth pitch, the high side being next to the wire

and 4 in. above it.

18. End and gate posts shall be anchored by gaining and spiking Anchorir

two cleats to the sides of the posts, at right angles to the line of

fence, one at the bottom and the other just below the surface of the

ground. The cleat near the ground surface shall be put on the side

of the post next the fence, and the bottom cleat shall be put on the

opposite side.

Intermediate posts set in depressions of the ground shall be anchored

by gaining two cleats into the side near the bottom of the post, same

to be properly spiked.

19. Cleats shall be 2x6 in. by 3 ft. long, of common lumber. Cieats.

20. End, corner and gate posts shall be braced by using a common Bracing.

fence post or a piece of 4x4 in. common lumber, gained into the end

corner or gate post, about 12 in. from the top, and into the next inter-

mediate post, about 12 in. from the ground, and be securely spiked. A
cable made of a double strand of No. 9 soft galvanized wire looped

around the end post at the ground line, and around the next interme-

diate post, about 12 in. below the tap, shall be put on and twisted

until the top of the next intermediate post is thrown back at least 2 in.
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21. Longitudinal wires shall be stretched uniformly tight, and be

parallel ; stays shall be straight and vertical and be uniformly spaced.

Wires shall be placed on the side of the post away from the track,

except on curves, where they shall be so placed that the pull of the

wires is against the post.

22. Staples shall be set diagonally with the grain of the wood, and

be driven home tight. The top wire shall be double stapled.

23. Approved bolt clamp splices or a wire splice made as follows

may be used : In making wire splices the ends of the wires shall be

carried 3 in. past the splicing tools and wrapped around both wires

backward toward the tool for at least five turns, and after the tool is

removed, the space occupied by it shall be closed by pulling the ends

together.

GALVANIZED WIRE FENCING.

The rapid deterioration of modern woven galvanized fence wire

is caused by the coating of the zinc being too thin and of an uneven

thickness. To procure better protection to the wire and a longer-lived

fence, it is necessary to secure an increased uniform thickness of the

zinc coating on the wire; and to insure that the galvanizing is intact

after the wire has gone through the fence-weaving machines, it is rec-

ommended that a second coat of zinc be applied to the fence after it

is manufactured.

GATES FOR RIGHT-OF-WAY FENCES.

A hinged metal gate is recommended.

The width of farm gates should be not less than 12 ft., depending

upon the size of agricultural machinery in use in the vicinity, or as

required by the laws of the State through which the railroad operates.

The minimum height of farm gates should be 4 ft. 6 in. from the

surface of the roadway.

Farm gates should be hung so as to open away from the track, and,

if hinged, swing shut by gravity.

It is recommended that the tables and illustrations in Vol. 5, 1904,

PP- 391-397. be included in the Manual of Recommended Practice.

Information contained therein is useful and explanatory, and might to

advantage accompany specifications for Standard Right-of-Way Fences.



(2) REPORT ON WAYS AND MEANS FOR SECURING A
PROPER QUALITY OF FENCE WIRE TO RESIST

CORROSION AND SECURE DURABILITY.

Your Committee pursued its investigations of this subject, but has

not yet been able to gather sufficient data to warrant any recommenda-

tions. It can, therefore, only report progress in its work.

The Committee has corresponded with manufacturers and others

who were in a position to aid them in developing the subject, and

finds that while the agitation of the past few years has greatly stimu-

lated research by experts and scientific bodies, yet no conclusions of

value have been reached.

Much information in regard to corrosion of metal has been obtained,

but no remedy for it has thus far been discovered.

A Committee has been appointed by the American Society for

Testing Materials to consider the subject of wire-fence corrosion, and

to endeavor to draft specifications that will provide a quality of fence

wire that will practically resist corrosion and yet not be prohibitive

from a manufacturer's standpoint. With this end in view they are

having the following tests made in order to arrive at cardinal principles

to govern them in the preparation of said specifications.

In September, 1908, the Department of Agriculture placed upon
the grounds of the Carnegie Technical School at Pittsburg a number
of panels of test wire. These tests consist of separate panels of woven-
wire fence made from various kinds of steel, including both Open-
Hearth and Bessemer, and ranging from very low to reasonably high

manganese; thirty panels were galvanized by the ordinary dip process,

as usually practiced. In the process following the galvanizing, some
of the wires were wiped and others were not. Complete data were
preserved covering every step of the test.

In October, 1008, a second series of test panels were mounted, con-

sisting of wires protected by different methods, such as copper-plating,

sherardizing, electroplating, and paint. At the present writing no data

of value have been secured.

The third series of test panels were set up in October and Novem-
ber, 1908, by the Paint Manufacturers' Association, at Atlantic City,

N. J., for the purpose of making a practical field test of the value of
various pigments. Thus far there have been no developments.

It is doubtful if some of these tests will possess any merit or aid

in any determination of the subject, but the impetus 'they give to the

manufacturers' researches will doubtless produce tangible and beneficial

results. Formerly the manufacturers assumed a negative position and
stoutly protested their inability to comply with such specifications as

the railroads prescribed, and which the latter believed would produce

1235
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a better quality of fence wire. Their experimentation now, however,

and their co-operation with the railroads is showing decided progress

in the character of their output and in their ability to improve it.

One of our members has been in active correspondence with a

certain large manufacturer, who recently wrote in substance as follows:

"Knowing that you have been interested in the subject of better

galvanizing for woven-wire fencing, we advised you from time to time

during the last three years of progress made by our company in that

direction. We are very much pleased to inform you now that we are

prepared to furnish a special galvanized fence, and that we can use

this special galvanized wire in making the All No. 9 fence.

"Many difficulties had to be overcome, and our success has followed

much earnest and expensive work. This brings us measurably close

to perfection in the manufacture of right-of-way fencing, and we are

confident it will meet all requirements that may be imposed by the

Maintenance of Way Association.

"As the production of this wire is yet in its infancy and our ca-

pacity is small, we are confining its uses to railroad fence.

"You will appreciate, perhaps, that the thing which has stood in

our way in the past in our efforts to accomplish this result has been

the difficulty in applying a heavier coat of zinc to the wire and still

have it stand without cracking or peeling when it was being fabricated

into a fence. By special treatment under this new process we are now

able to put on a heavier coating without showing these defects. We
are putting on just as much zinc as we can safely, without danger of

cracking or peeling.

"The wire used in this new fence will stand approximately the

following test when in the coil, and before fabrication

:

"For longitudinal wires—four i-minute immersions in the standard

copper sulphate solution.

"For stay wires—three i-minute immersions in the same solution.

"Wires in the fence itself will stand these same tests, of course,

provided neither manipulation in the machine nor the handling in

transit has injured the spelter coating.

"The stay wires cannot be quite so heavily coated as the line wires

and stand the wrap at the joint. This would be equally true of any

pattern of fence. We think, however, that this heavier coating, which

is also more evenly distributed over the wire, will give ample protection

to the stay wire.

"We believe this fence on the rights-of-way of railroads will resist

the active agents of corrosion, i. e., gas and sulphur in locomotive

smoke, because it carries from 30 to 50 per cent, more spelter than

ordinary fencing."

Several railroads with which we are communicating, as well as

several members of this Committee, are now experimenting with and
testing out a new form of wire fence

—
"galvanized after weaving."
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The tests were started in April, 1909, and are, therefore, not sufficiently

developed to afford an opportunity of presenting any information at

this time. We, therefore, recommend the continuation of the con-

sideration of this subject for another year.

(3) REWRITE DETAILED MATTER ACCOMPANYING CON-
CLUSIONS ADOPTED AT TENTH ANNUAL CONVEN-

TION, WITH A VIEW OF BREVITY, AND
FURNISH PLANS TO EXPLAIN THEM.

A Sub-Committee was appointed to consider this subject, and it

was further discussed by the General Committee. It was concluded

that it had become necessary, in rewriting the detailed matter making

recommendations as to Proper Construction of Grade Crossings, to

revise same. The original form is presented in first column and the

proposed revision in parallel second column. It recommends the revi-

sion for adoption.

THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF GRADE CROSSINGS.

Owing to the well-known difficulty of maintaining the track in

proper surface through and adjacent to grade crossings, a form of

construction should be adopted that will tend to remedy this trouble

by requiring a minimum amount of labor and material to be expended

in repairs or renewals.

This construction will necessarily vary with conditions, but can be

divided into the following general classes:

(1) Crossings where paving is required to conform to street spec-

ifications.

(2) Crossings of streets where no paving is required.

(3) Crossings of public roads or highways outside of towns or

cities.

(4) Crossings of private or farm roads.

At crossings where paving is required to conform to street specifi-

cations, treated ties should be used, laid on a bed of crushed rock,

gravel or other suitable material not less than twelve (12) in. in depth,

placed in three (3) in. layers, each thoroughly rammed to prevent set-

tlement. Vitrified tile drains not less than six (6) in. in diameter, lead-

ing to nearest point from which efficient drainage may be obtained,

should be laid on either side of and between tracks, parallel with

ballast line and outside of ties. Where block paving of greater depth

than the height of the rail is used, a substantial malleable iron or steel

chair with base not less than forty-eight (48) sq. in. should be pro-

vided, the rail to be fastened through the chair to the tie with screw-

spikes. On long stretches of track, laid on streets paved with blocks,

the use of a special rail section is advantageous to avoid the use of

chairs. With such rail tie plates and screw-spikes should be used. Top
of rail should be one-quarter (%) in. above paving. A suitable form
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and base of the track rail to provide a flangeway of not less than two

(2) in.

The ends should be beveled and bent inward to make an opening

of not less than four (4) in.

Where a special rail section is used, the flangeway should be rolled

as a part of it.

'

With vitrified or paving brick, the ties should be similar and have

the same foundation as described above, except that with rails of high

section, the use of the cast chairs is unnecessary.

A heavy tie pjlate should be placed on each tie when the ordinary

track rail is used.

A strip of timber not less than four (4) in. wide should be placed

on the outside of, and fitted to the rail, so as to expose not less than

three (3) in. next to rail-head, and should be one-quarter (%) in. be-

low top of rail.

Metal flangeways should be provided as described above, and paved

against in like manner.

Where asphalt paving is used a construction similar to that for

block paving is recommended.

At street crossings where no paving is required, the construction

may be either of plank laid the entire width and length, or of plank

outside of the rails, and the necessary planking inside to retain suitable

filling material with provision for proper flangeway. Drainage should

be provided as specified in paragraph 1.

(a) Where the crossing is to be laid with plank the entire width

and length, the plank should be not less than three (3) in. in thick-

ness, shimmed so as to be one-quarter (%) in. below top of rail. A
suitable form or rolled metal shape should be used to provide a flange-

way of not less than two (2) in. The ends should be beveled and bent

inward to make an opening of not less than four (4) in.

The intermediate planking should be closely laid and fitted to the

metal shape forming the flangeway. The planking should be securely

fastened to the ties and the ends between the rails should be beveled.

A plank not less than ten (10) in. in width should be used on the out-

side of each rail and the total length of the planking should conform to

required street width.

Broken stone, gravel, or other suitable material should be used from

the plank outside of the rails for such a distance as may be necessary

to properly complete the crossing.

(b) Where continuous planking over the tracks is not required,

one plank should be placed on the outside of each track rail and one

against each metal shape as described in paragraph (a). Crossing plank

should be placed at the ends, and the enclosed space filled with crushed

rock, gravel or other suitable material, thoroughly compacted and level

with top of planking. The ends of crossing between track rails should

be beveled.
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At public roads outside of towns and cities, crossing construction

of rolled metal shape should be fitted into the space between the head

should be similar to that for street crossings not requiring continuous

planking. Crossings of this character should be level for a distance of

not less than five (5) ft. beyond the outside planks.

The approach grade on a fill should not exceed six (6) per cent.

The width of crossings should be not less than sixteen (16) ft.

Farm and private crossings should be similar to that described for

public roads outside of towns and cities, except that metal flangeways

may be omitted, the inside plank being placed not less than two (2) in.

from rail. They should not be less than twelve (12) ft. wide.

SNOW FENCES, SNOW SHEDS, AND RECOMMENDED
METHODS FOR SNOW REMOVAL.

RECOMMENDED PRACTICE.

The following was adopted as shown in Vol. 10, 1909, pp. 877,

881-897, 915-917, and is presented with slight modifications in phrase-

ology :

Snow is carried by the wind close to the surface of the ground and

is deposited in railway cuts on account of the eddies which they cause

in the wind.

The function of the snow fence is to form artificial eddies on

the windward side of the cut at sufficient distance to cause the snow

to deposit between the snow fence and the cut.

The location of the drift or eddy depends upon the form of the

fence. A tight fence of sufficient height causes the snow to accumulate

on the windward side of the fence ; an open fence causes the snow to

accumulate principally on the leeward side. The distance between the

fence and the drift depends upon the height of the fence, the width of

the openings between the boards, the velocity of the wind and the char-

acter of the snow.

The character of the snow fence and its location for the protection

of a given point depends largely upon local conditions, some of which

can only be determined by experiment, and for this purpose portable

snow fence is recommended.

Where local conditions permit, a permanent snow fence located on

the right-of-way line is most economical.

Where permanent wooden fences are used, the boards should be

laid close, where the right-of-way is 50 ft. or less from the center of

the track; for greater distances, space should be provided between the

boards, and at 100 ft. distance, 50 per cent of the fence should be

open space.
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The height of permanent board fence depends upon the probable

amount of snow. The maximum height, however, should be 10 ft.

In most cases local conditions require the use of a portable snow
fence. These fences are usually erected in the fields adjoining the

right-of-way. They should be set on the windward side of the track

at right angles to the prevailing winds; to provide for variations in the

direction of the wind it is sometimes necessary to set the panels in

crescent form. For ordinary conditions one line of fence is sufficient.

The quantity of snow sometimes requires the use of three or four lines

of portable snow fences set parallel and spaced about ioo ft. apart.

These fences should be removed in the spring so as not to interfere

with farming operations.

Hedge fences should be used where the quantity of snow is not too

great, and where local conditions, including the economic feature, per-

mit. Properly maintained hedge fences are effective in beautifying the

right-of-way.

Stone walls should be used for snow fences where suitable stones

for dry masonry walls are available.

Temporary snow fences should be constructed of ties, laid in the

form of worm fences.

Railways in Northern countries should have the track raised about

2 ft. above the general level of the ground, and for cuts less than 4

ft. a flat slope of 4 to 1 should be given to both sides of the cut.

In construction of new railways, or in grade revision, or trestle

filling on existing railways in snow districts, the material should be

taken from the sides of cuts. A steam shovel cut on each side is most

effective in providing a place for snow to accumulate for ordinary snow

conditions for cuts up to 20 ft. in depth.

Salt should be used on switches only during that portion of the

winter when the snow melts in daytime and freezes at night.

Where exhaust steam is available it should be carried about twelve

inches beneath the surface of the ground at points where the accumula-

tion of the ice requires frequent removal during the winter.

SNOW PLOWS.

Rotary snow plows are necessary for quick removal of snow where

the depth of the drift exceeds six (6) ft. and its length exceeds three

hundred (300) ft., or where the natural snowfall has filled deep cuts

which cannot be removed by the push plow. Rotary snow plows are

sometimes used to advantage in the removal of snow slides in mountain

districts.

Push plows should be used for a level fall of snow and minor

drifts, whenever the depth is too great to be removed by snow flangers.

Snow flangers should be used for the removal of snow where the depth

is less than six (6) in. over the top of the rail.
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SNOW SHEDS.

Snow sheds are expensive to construct and expensive to maintain,

and the railway should be so located, if possible, as to make their con-

struction unnecessary. Their use should be confined to localities which

require protection from mountain snow slides, and they should be con-

structed of permanent material.

For illustrations of various types of portable and permanent snow

fences and snow sheds reference is made to Vol. 10, pp. 887, 888,

893-897.

(4) CONTINUE INVESTIGATION OF THE USE OF CON-

CRETE FENCE POSTS AND SUBMIT RECOMMENDATIONS.

Your Committee continued the investigation of this matter, begun

last year, and in order to reach out and gather more information than

was obtainable in this country, letters were addressed to United States

Consuls in foreign lands, as well as foreign representatives at Wash-

ington.

Correspondence was undertaken with manufacturers of concrete

posts and concrete machinery and molds, to whom reference was made
by members of the consular service and others. Letters were addressed

to about one hundred different individuals and firms. Replies received

were interesting, and in a sense instructive, but thus far have not

furnished any information of such a character as to afford a basis

for laying down any cardinal principles. We submit herewith some
extracts from a few of the replies received

:

The Commercial Attache of the Imperial German Consulate General

:

Reinforced concrete fence posts are not manufactured in Germany,
nor are they used by German railroads. Where the use of live hedges

is impracticable, old railroad ties are used as posts. As all wood
railroad ties or wood posts are impregnated, they resist the decaying

influence of the weather for a long time, and therefore are considered

more economical than concrete posts.

Mitsui & Company

:

We know of no manufacturers of concrete posts in Japan.

The American Minister at Stockholm

:

Swedish railways use wooden fence posts and granite gate posts,

granite being almost as cheap, and much more durable than concrete.

Deputy Consul-General, Rotterdam:

There is nothing in the line of concrete fence posts in use in

this country, an ordinary ditch of water usually taking the place of

the American fence. I have understood that in some parts of the

Argentine Republic, where wood is scarce, great advancement has been

made in the use of concrete for telegraph poles, etc. Would suggest

that you address our Consul-General at Buenos Aires.
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Consul-General of Holland:

As far as I know, no fence posts alongside of the railroads are

ever there. Most railroads are built on high dykes.

The Secretary of the Institution of Civil Engineers, London:

The only information on the subject of reinforced concrete fence

posr,s in the library of this Institution is contained in Bulletin No.

148 ("Cement and Concrete Fence Posts," by H. M. Bainer and H. B.

Bonebright) of the Agricultural Experiment station of the Colorado

Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo.

Vice-Consul-General of Austria

:

Reinforced concrete fence posts are not made in Austria, but I

am informed" that they are in use in Germany. Hans Siegwart of

Lucerne, Switzerland, has patented machinery for making posts and

telephone poles, etc., of reinforced concrete. I enclose a picture of

some of the poles made by his process.

American Legation, Copenhagen, Denmark

:

The Danish State railroads have during the last few years (since

1906) tried the use of reinforced concrete fence posts (5-mm. iron

wire) ; however, only to a small extent. The shape of the reinforced

concrete fence post used here has, heretofore, been the same as the

ordinary fence post of oak; that is, half-round, 6 in. wide. The fencing

wires between the posts are, as a rule, fastened to the posts by hooked

eyes, so that the posts can be changed without breaking the wire. The
prices of the posts have varied from 13.3 cents to 26.6 cents apiece.

Concrete posts are made by any mason here.

As long as the posts made of Danish oak can be had at a reason-

able price (at the present time at about 15 cents apiece), the prospects

of using the concrete fence posts are very small. The manufacture

here of reinforced concrete fence posts is therefore at present very

limited.

Consul-General, Christiania, Norway:

No concrete or cement fence posts for railroad use, or otherwise,

are used or made in Norway. Fence posts are here, to some extent,

made of granite, but they are expensive. Wooden and iron posts are

mostly used.

It is, therefore, evident that reinforced concrete fence posts are

not in use to any large extent by railroads or others in foreign coun-

tries, and that we must look to our own country for the best evidences

of progress in the art.

We have received comparatively few replies to our inquiries, and

expect that more will be forthcoming in the near future, when perhaps

more satisfactory information will be received, as it is very difficult

to gather data upon a subject of this character that is still rather in

its infancy.
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In experiments thus far made, that illustrated on page 902, "A,"

Part 2, Vol. 10 Proceedings, appears to receive the most favorable

consideration. A description of this is as follows

:

The "A" post is made on a horizontal steel table, the top of which

is formed of six to twelve post molds, laid side by side, the flanges

overlapping. Wet concrete is shoveled into the molds, the tops troweled

level, and the machine vibrated horizontally until the water shows

on the surface, instead of tamping. The molds are removed from the

table after the steel strips are inserted in the wet concrete at the angles

shown in the drawing with a holder which places the reinforcement

at a certain distance from the concrete surfaces. No wire fasteners

are used with this post, the fence being fastened by winding a wire

around the semi-circular post. The holding power of this fastening

is remarkable. Expanded metal reinforcement, bent to a semi-circle, is

also used with this post, which weighs with strip reinforcement about

85 lbs. ; with expanded metal reinforcement, 89 lbs.

One of the members of this Committee has been experimenting

during the past several years, * and proposes this year to erect wood
posts in concrete every 20 to 30 rods as straining posts for American

woven wire fence, the experimental reinforced concrete posts to form

the line posts set a rod apart. After the line posts have seasoned for

90 days, this fence will be built across a marsh, the long, coarse, heavy

grass of which is burnt over every summer or fall. This marsh is a

frozen lake in winter and a sea of floating ice in spring. A fence of

wood posts will not endure for two years in this swamp. He will

also place concrete posts across a marl pan, where wood posts heave

out of the ground every spring. These experiments will be watched

with interest, and the results will, doubtless, lead to some useful infor-

mation on the subject.

The observations of your Committee thus far lead them to state

that, while American railroads have been conducting extensive experi-

ments to demonstrate the economy of the reinforced concrete post, the

art is still in a primitive state. Distinct progress, however, is being

made, and another year should produce much valuable information.

These facts have been established and are self-evident propositions

:

1. Concrete fence posts will heave very little and in most cases

not at all
;
posts set from two to five years ago are still in almost per-

fect alinement.

2. They appear sufficiently strong for all practical purposes after

having been properly cured and set.

A cedar post of dimensions identical with the average concrete post

would weigh about one-fourth as much and is about four times as

strong when new, but this only brings out the fact that the cedar post

is stronger than necessary and that the concrete post with its lesser

strength is yet strong enough to serve its purpose, and has a longer life.

3. The claim that a concrete post reinforced with steel forms a

lightning protector appears reasonable.
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4. They resist the action of fire and decay, and will not float and

cannot be displaced as easily as wood.

5. They must be handled carefully in loading and unloading, and

be well cured before being set.

6. They are much heavier than wood posts and the cost of distrib-

uting and setting is about 25 per cent, greater.

It is reasonable to assume that, since concrete has supplanted wood
and steel for a great variety of purposes, it will also do likewise in

the case of fence posts for railroad and other purposes. It only

remains for someone to produce a really practical post from the view-

points of economy and utility to bring them into general use. They

will naturally have to be made by machinery.

There are already a number of cheap portable machines on the

market, and the materials for the concrete are easily obtainable and

are in daily use on almost all railroads.

Your Committee hopes by the close of another year to have worked

up much valuable information if this subject is reassigned.

(5) INVESTIGATE THE BEST FORM OF FLANGEWAYS AT
ROAD CROSSINGS.

This subject was considered in connection with the third clause of

the Committee assignment, but is not prepared to offer anything further

than what it has presented in its recommendations under that clause.

It hopes to develop this subject also in a more complete manner during

the next year.

CONCLUSIONS.

Your Committee recommends the adoption of the following conclu-

sions for publication in the Manual of Recommended Practice

:

1. That the revision of the Manual as recommended be approved

as good practice and that tables and illustrations referred to be included

in the Manual.

2. That the recommendations made in the rewriting and revision

of the detailed matter accompanying conclusions adopted at tenth

annual convention, and plans accompanying same affecting the Proper

Construction of Grade Crossings and Snow Fences, Snow Sheds and

Recommended Methods for Snow Removal, be approved as good

practice.

Respectfully submitted,

W. D. Williams, Chief Engineer, Cincinnati Northern Railway, Van
Wert, O., Chairman.

K. J. C. Zink, Assistant Engineer, Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, Win-
nipeg, Canada, Vice-Chairman.

A. G. Boughner, Office Chief Draftsman, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,

Baltimore, Md.
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A. E. Doucet, District Engineer, Transcontinental Railway, Quebec,

Canada.

A. M. Funk, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, New
Castle, Pa.

Paul Hamilton, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis Railway, Springfield, O.

C. W. Johns, Assistant Engineer, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, Hinton,

W. Va.

H. L. Laughlin, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Minneapolis, St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.

E. R. Lewis, Division Engineer, Michigan Central Railroad, Bay City,

Mich.

J. W. Orrock, Chief Draftsman, Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal,

Canada.

P. Petri, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Parkers-

burg, Va.

C. H. Stein, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, Jersey City, N. J.

E. J. Steinbeck, Assistant Engineer, Illinois Central Railroad, Chi-

cago, 111.

Committee.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—Mr. W. D. Williams, chairman of the Committee

on Signs, Fences and Crossings, will present the report of that Com-

mittee.

Mr. W. D. Williams, Chairman (Cincinnati Northern) :—I do not

think it necessary to refer to this report in detail. We simply took

up the work that was assigned and the year's work is found in Bulletin

120, page 52, under "Fences." Before we take this up, I wish to refer

to the plans submitted in the report. The Committee is not ready to

recommend those plans, but merely submit them for discussion.

The President :—The Secretary will read the conclusion in the

usual way.

(The Secretary read conclusion 1.)

Mr. W. D. Williams :—I move that the changes in the Manual be

approved as a whole.

(The motion was carried.)

(The Secretary read conclusion 2, which was adopted.)

The President :—I will ask the chairman of the Committee if he

has any information he wishes to give to the convention, or if he

wishes anything brought up in regard to concrete fence posts?

Mr. W. D. Williams :—We have nothing to offer further than what

is printed in the report.

Mr. C. E. Lindsay (New York Central & Hudson River) :—Am I

to understand, in adopting conclusion 2, we have approved the plan

on page 74, road crossings, in Class 1 ?

The President :—No ; the chairman stated the Committee would

change that.

Mr. W. D. Williams :—We ask for more time to study that. We
would like to have discussion on that point, however.

Mr. Lindsay :—The New York Central has in the city of Syracuse.

N. Y., a double track line running on a street paved with granite, about

two miles long. The company has tried many kinds of track construc-

tion at that point. It has just discarded the type of construction shown
on Plate 1 of the report of the Committee ; it was impossible to keep

line and surface. Passage over the track soon reminded you of being

rocked in the cradle of the deep. It has been replaced with 9-in.

girder rail, with a rolled flange, setting on ties located on the original

gravel ballast. The ties are held apart by concrete to the top of the

tie. The rails have maintained a perfect alinement so far, and it is

believed that great improvement will result. That does not condemn
the Committee's type of construction for short stretches, like a paved
street 100 ft. wide.
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The President :—It will be understood that this is information for

the Committee and should be heard by the members present in order

to give them a ground on which to take up the same line of discussion.

Mr. Chas. S. Churchill (Norfolk & Western) :—I have used the

chair construction in the city of Norfolk, Va. ; it may not be exactly

this same type. The first form of chairs we used were short chairs,

made a trifle wider than the rail flange. Later we lengthened the

chairs along the ties considerably beyond the base of the rail, and since

that time we have had no trouble. This is in a street paved with

Belgian block.

Mr. Hunter McDonald (Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis) :—
There is one feature I would like to call attention to, and that is the

necessity for considering the crossing of street car lines. The difficulty

of maintaining the paving in the little squares between the rails of a

crossing is very great. I think that many cities require some sort of

a paving and insist on having it, but I do not think anything but

planking has ever been successfully maintained.

Mr. W. D. Williams :—In the absence of Mr. Lindsay, I ask Mr.

Kittredge if the New York Central experienced any trouble with the

flangeway breaking down?

Mr. George W. Kittredge (New York Central & Hudson River) :

—

No trouble of that kind ; the difficulty was simply in the construction

of the chairs.

Mr. R. N. Begien (Baltimore & Ohio) :—With respect to the plans

submitted for the small drain, there is 12 in. of ballast under the tie,

and the track is drained by a 6-in. porous tile drain. I think it is

worth while, in the case of road crossings, to put in cast-iron pipe be-

tween the tracks and have no pipe as small as 6 in. We put them in

as large as 18 in. It is well known that it is easier to maintain the

track on deep ballast than on shallow ballast and in road crossings

we make it a practice to keep the ballast under the pipe at least 18 in.

Mr. K. J. C. Zink (Grand Trunk Pacific) :—How do you expect to

get water into the cast-iron pipe?

Mr. Begien :—We run the pipes inside manholes, practically head

walls, and leave the manholes open at the sides; we run the pipe in

through the concrete and pack in between these small head walls with

crushed stone. It works well in very bad crossings. We had one just

outside of Philadelphia, where we have street cars in both directions

every minute and a half during the day and night, and our trains take

this crossing at full speed. A noticeable reduction in cost of mainte-

nance has resulted.

Mr. C. H. Stein (Central Railroad of New Jersey) :—I call the at-

tention of Mr. Begien to the size of pipe to be used. These specifica-

tions do not confine him to the use of 6-in. pipe. If you notice, on
page 69, the Committee takes care of that by indicating that pipe not
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less than 6 in. in diameter shall be used, so that you can use 24-in.

pipe if the exigencies of your particular location require it.

Mr. Begien :—It has been our experience that the tile will not stand

up between the tracks. It will break up, and it is a difficult matter to

hold it in line.

Mr. J. E. Willoughby (Louisville & Nashville) :—In the original

investigations on tile drains, which resulted in the conclusions which

this Association adopted, it was considered not necessary to have porous

tile drains, but that the water would find its way through the joints

of the pipe of ordinary glazed sewer pipe. In the event of cast-iron

pipe being used, with two or three feet lengths, there would be no dif-

ficulty in the water getting into the pipe.

Mr. C. W. Boynton (Universal Portland Cement Company) :—

I

think it is a mistake to specify porous tile. In a recent study of the

tile question I find that a good drain tile, whether made of clay or

cement, is not porous and that for drainage one must depend upon the

water entering the drain through the joints between the tile. Porous

tile are subject to destruction by frost and therefore should be avoided.

In many parts of the country good cement tile are made and offered in

competition with clay tile ; therefore we should not specify tile made
of any particular material, but rather require them to be of a quality

which will assure the permanency of the drain.

Mr. Stein :—I call the attention of Mr. Boynton to the fact that

it is specified here that it is vitrified tile drain
; porous tile drains were

not contemplated at all.

Mr. Boynton :—On page 74, in the sketch, it says : "Porous tile

drain not less than 6 in. in diameter."

Mr. Williams :—I will explain that matter. These plans were got-

ten up very hurriedly, and after the specifications were written they

were not checked over, perhaps, as closely as they should have been.

That is why we said in the beginning we did not want these plans to

go in as part of the Proceedings, but merely to show our ideas of road

crossing flangeway, and on which we want a discussion.

The President :—If there is no further discussion the matter will

be considered closed and the Committee excused with the thanks of the

Association.



REPORT OF COMMITTEE XIV—ON YARDS AND
TERMINALS.

(Bulletin 120.)

To the Members of the American Railway Engineering and Mainte-

nance of Way Association:

Your Committee on Yards and Terminals submits herewith its tenth

annual report.

During the year there has been correspondence with members of

the Committee in regard to the report, and a meeting was held in

Chicago on November 16 and 17 for the discussion of the preliminary

draft of the report and the proposed revision of the Manual. There

has been correspondence also with members and others in regard to

information as to the construction and operation of a number of pas-

senger terminals. This information is appended to the report and is

illustrative of actual conditions.

The Committee desires to extend its acknowledgments of the

numerous interesting plans and photographs furnished by members and

others and regrets that in order to keep the illustrations within limits

it has been necessary to use only a selection from the material furnished.

The subjects assigned by the Board of Direction for our consid-

eration were as follows

:

(1) Consider revision of Manual; if no changes are recommended,

make statement accordingly.

(2) Study further the subjects reported on at the tenth annual

convention, with a view of arriving at conclusions that may be of

value concerning each.

(3) Prepare and recommend typical designs for hump yards, with

special reference to yards where the preponderance of traffic is empty

cars, and where the preponderance is loaded cars, both under varying

climatic conditions.

(4) Development of mechanical handling as means of promoting

rapidity and economy in the handling of freight.

(5) Submit typical track layout for passenger terminal of medium

size, both dead end and loop, and analyze graphically the train capacity

of the layout.

As lo the first subject assigned: The Committee has given careful

study to the question of a proposed revision of the Manual and pre-

sents for your consideration the changes that appear to be desirable

at this time. These are given in Appendix A, and for convenience

both the present and proposed forms are shown.
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As to second subject: The Committee finds that as the subjects

considered last year and reported on at the tenth annual convention

were supplementary to those forming the basis of the preceding report,

no additional conclusions of value can be presented.

As to third subject: The Committee finds that the plans and

profiles submitted with its eighth annual report, together with the con-

clusions bearing thereon, adopted at the ninth annual conven-

tion and published in the Manual of Recommended Practice, cover the

subject quite fully, particularly as to humps on which scales are located.

The Committee has not yet secured sufficient data as to relative

movement of light and loaded cars over certain grades to be able to

present any additional information of value at this time. It is to be

noted, however, that the Committee's ninth annual report (1909) dis-

cussed the operation of hump yards, and gave details of the operation

of 28 such yards.

The fourth subject has received a great deal of attention from the

Committee, and several reports have been made, giving all information

obtainable at the time. The same policy is still being pursued and fur-

ther report on this subject will be made as soon as additional informa-

tion of interest can be obtained. In Appendix B is given a description

of suggested developments in this direction.

The fifth subject has been considered by the Committee and much
information has been collected as to installation and operation of many
stations and terminals of the character named in our instructions.

This is given in Appendices C, D and E, but the Committee has not

yet sufficient data to enable it to make a proper analysis or draw

definite conclusions. The Committee, therefore, submits only a report

of progress at this, time.

PASSENGER TERMINAL STATIONS.

Attention may be called to the fact that there is a growing demand

on the part of the public for new passenger stations of the most modern

type, and this applies to small towns as well as large cities. In the

aggregate the demands are enormous. It is very generally assumed

that this will benefit the railways ; but, as a matter of fact, the expendi-

ture returns no revenue, and involves increased annual expense for main-

tenance.* It is therefore economy to use the existing facilities as long

as they will handle the business, but a few hundreds or thousands of dol-

lars spent judiciously in improvements that will facilitate the handling

of business, or will benefit or appeal to the public convenience and

comfort, may be a wise investment. These improvements would apply

especially to the track layout connecting the main line approach with

the station tracks ; also the ventilation, lighting, and particularly the

sanitation of the station. Some new stations have been criticised on

the ground that they have been made excessively expensive by unneces-

sarily elaborate architectural and decorative features.
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When increased traffic necessitates the enlargement of passenger

terminal stations the usual method is to widen the station and provide

additional tracks and platforms. In certain cases this is impracticable,

and there is then a choice between increasing the length and using a

double-deck arrangement. In two or three cases in this country the

latter has been adopted, notably in the new Grand Central Station of

the New York Central Railroad at New York. Here the main track

level is below the streets, and the suburban track level (approached

by inclines) is beneath it and at the level of the city's underground

rapid transit lines. In the South Station at Boston, with the main

track level at the street grade, there is a suburban terminal at the

basement level, though this is not used at present. In the case of sta-

tions having tracks above the street level it has been suggested that by

closing one or two streets, the suburban lines might be brought into

a terminal at the street level (beneath the main track station). In one

instance, where it was proposed to bring an interurban electric system

into a main line terminal, the plan was to build an elevated electric line

over the steam tracks and leading to an upper floor in the trainshed. In

two cases in Great Britain, double-length platforms for two trains have

been used.t

In Appendices C, D and E are given particulars of the general

design of a number of terminal stations, with particulars of the traffic

and the methods of handling the business. Some of these stations have

stub-end tracks, others have through tracks, and still others have both

stub and through tracks. While some of the stations are owned and

operated by single railway companies, a number of them are joint sta-

tions operated under different systems of management. As noted above,

this matter is submitted as information only.

LOOP TERMINALS.

The Committee was instructed to consider the loop system as

applied to passenger terminals. This system of terminal arrangement

has been used extensively for electric railways and rapid transit lines,

but only to a small extent for steam railway service. In the Grand

Central Station of the New York Central Railroad at New York, there

will be a suburban terminal on the lower level, with 15 parallel tracks

(arranged singly and served by 16 platforms), all served by a double-

track loop of 137 ft. radius. This is shown in Fig. 1. There will be a

loop also for the express tracks. The South Station at Boston was

designed with a double-track loop terminal for suburban traffic on the

lower floor; in this case the platforms are on the loop itself, which

has a radius of 250 ft. These loop tracks have not yet been put in

service, although the station was built about 12 years ago.

•This question was discussed at some length in "Engineering News" of
Oct. 28. 1909.

tParticulars of the arrangements are given in "Engineering News" of
Feb. 11. 1909.
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The Pennsylvania Railroad will have at Harrison, N. J. (the west

end of the New York terminal improvements), a curve of 656 ft.

radius. This can be used by the steam locomotives, the electric loco-

motives, and the rapid transit equipment either separately or in trains.

The Boston & Maine Railroad has at Rockport, Mass., a loop which

is used many times daily for turning passenger trains which are handled

Saratoga

*g^ N*v Y0RK CENTRAL

Fig. 3.

t$&& To Boston

by large locomotives. This is shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen that

its purpose is to reverse the trains, the terminal station itself being of

the dead-end type, as shown.

An interesting case of the operating of a local service on a circle

or belt system is that of the service between Albany and Troy, N. Y.

The Delaware & Hudson Company owns a double-track line on the

west side of the Hudson River, from the Albany Union Station to

Green Island, and there crossing the river and running into the Troy

Union Station. The New York Central Railroad owns a line on the

east side of the river from the Albany Union Station, crossing the

Hudson River just south of the station and running up the easterly

side of the river to the Troy Union Station. This is shown in Fig. 3.

From 1874 to 1882, the Delaware & Hudson Company had an

hourly service between Albany and Troy during the daytime; this

required the use of three train crews. The service in the evening was
less frequent. At the same time, the New York Central Railroad was
operating a similar service on the other side of the river. In 1882 an

agreement was made whereby each road furnished two train crews and

they started the operation of a loop service running alternately in

opposite directions; that is, a train goes out over the New York Central

Railroad and comes back over the Delaware & Hudson Company; and

another train goes out over the latter road and comes back over the

former. This arrangement has worked very satisfactorily and has fur-

nished adequate service between the two cities. The trolley lines have
cut into this service to a considerable extent since it was inaugurated.
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TRACK SCALES.

The Committee's eighth report (1908) suggested a special design

of track scale for heavy service in which the dead rail is supported on

a continuous concrete wall instead of upon iron standards. It is of

interest to note that this construction has been carried into effect for

a scale 39 ft. 2 in. long, and of 120 tons capacity, at Coatesville, Pa.,

on the Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

The Pittsburg & Lake Erie Railroad has installed a track scale of

200 tons capacity, designed to weigh cars passing over the scale at a

speed of five miles per hour. It is fitted with an automatic weighing

device. A feature of the scale is that the end is so arranged that, in-

stead of the entire load being taken by the end section, it is distributed,

the wheel on one side loading the first section while the wheel on the

other side loads the second section. This reduces the stresses due to

the sudden application of the load. The platform is 67 ft. long, with

an effective length of 53 ft.*

(1) In planning the track arrangements for a passenger terminal,

each platform track should be connected (as near the end of the plat-

form as is practicable) with at least two lead or approach tracks. These

latter in turn should be connected with as many platform tracks as

practicable, up to the limit required in each instance. The purpose of

this is to permit departing and arriving trains to meet or pass imme-

diately outside the platform, and also to provide the maximum number

of independent drilling or switching routes.

(2) Where platforms between tracks are to be used for passengers

and trucking, the distance between centers of tracks should be not less

than 28 ft. if posts are located on the platform, and not less than 24 ft.

if there are no posts.

(3) Platforms should be covered. When a trainshed is used, it

should be formed by a series of short transverse spans, each to cover

not more than two tracks and a platform. This type of trainshed is

recommended as permitting good ventilation and light, and involving a

low cost of maintenance.

Respectfully submitted,

F. S. Stevens, Superintendent, Philadelphia & Reading Railway, Read-

ing, Pa., Chairman.

E. E. R. Tratman, Resident Editor, Engineering News, Chicago, 111.,

Vice-Chairman.

Hadley Baldwin, Superintendent, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Railway, Mattoon, 111.

W. C. Barrett, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Graf-

ton, W. Va.

G. H. Burgess, Chief Engineer, Delaware & Hudson Company, Albany,

N. Y.

This scale was described in the "Iron Age" of April 15, 1909.
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L. G. Curtis, Division Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Chicago.

A. H. Dakin, Jr., Consulting Engineer, New York.

H. T. Douglas, Jr., Chief Engineer, Wheeling & Lake Erie, Cleveland, O.

A. C. Everham, Assistant Tunnel Engineer, Detroit River Tunnel

Company, Detroit, Mich.

M. J. Henoch, Assistant Engineer, Louisville & Nashville Railroad,

Louisville, Ky.

H. A. Lane, Assistant Engineer, Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, Balti-

more, Md.

B. H. Mann, Signal Engineer, Missouri Pacific Railway System, St.

Louis, Mo.

L. J. McIntyre, Assistant Engineer, Northern Pacific Railway, St.

Paul, Minn.

A. Montzheimer, Chief Engineer, Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and Chicago,

Lake Shore & Eastern Railways, Joliet, 111.

G. F. Morse, Assistant Engineer, Central Railroad of New Jersey,

New York, N. Y.

W. L Seddon, Chief Engineer, Seaboard Air Line, Norfolk, Va.

C S. Sims, Vice-President and General Manager, Delaware & Hudson

Company, Albany, N. Y.

C. H. Spencer, Engineer, Washington Terminal Company, Washing-

ton, D. C.

C. H. Stein, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Central Railroad of New
Jersey, Jersey City, N. J.

A. Swartz, Division Engineer, Erie Railroad, Huntington, Ind.

Committee.



Appendix A.

DEFINITIONS FOR YARDS AND TERMINALS.

Terminal.—An assemblage of facilities provided by a railway at a ter-

minus or at intermediate points on its line for the purpose of assem-

bling, breaking-up and relaying trains.

Freight Terminal.—The arrangement of terminal facilities for the hand-

ling of freight business.

Passenger Terminal.—The arrangement of terminal facilities for the

handling of passenger business.

Yard.—A system of tracks within defined limits provided for making

up trains, storing cars and other purposes, over which movements

not authorized by time table or by train order may be made, subject

to prescribed signals and regulations.

Receiving Yard.—A yard for receiving trains.

(Eliminate Separating Yard.)

Classification Yard.—A yard in which cars are classified or grouped

in accordance with requirements.

Departure or Forwarding Yard.—A yard in which cars are assembled

in trains for forwarding.

Storage Yard.—A yard in which cars are held awaiting disposition.

(Eliminate Cluster or General Yard.)

Gravity Yard.—A yard in which the classification of cars is accom-

plished by gravity.

Assisting Grade.—The inclination given to tracks of a yard to facilitate

the movement of cars.

Poling Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is accomplished

by the use of a pole operated by an engine on an adjacent parallel

track.

Summit or Hump Yard.—A yard in which the movement of cars is

accomplished by pushing them over a summit, beyond which they

run by gravity.

Tracks.

Body Track.—Each of the parallel tracks of a yard, upon which cars

are switched or stored.

Ladder Track.—A track connecting successively the body tracks of a

yard.

Lead Track.—An extended track connecting either end of a yard with

the main track.

Drill Track.—A track connecting with the ladder track and used for

movements in yard switching.

(Eliminate.)
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Running Track.—A track reserved for movements through a yard.

Crossover Track.—A track connecting two adjacent tracks.

Relief Track.—An extended siding long enough to allow an inferior

train to continue running.

Stub Track.—A track connected with another at one end only.

Spur Track.—A stub track of indefinite length diverging from main

line.

House Track.—A track alongside of (or entering) a freight house, and

used for cars receiving or delivering freight at the house.

Industrial Track.—A track serving one or more industries.

Team Track.—A track where freight is transferred direct between cars

and wagons.

Note.—In a typical yard there will be several tracks devoted to special

purposes, varying with local conditions. These will include caboose

tracks, scale tracks, coaling tracks, ashpit tracks, bad order tracks,

repair tracks, icing tracks, feed tracks, stock tracks, transfer tracks,

sand tracks, depressed tracks, etc.

(Eliminate Switching District.)

Rail and Water Terminal.—A terminal where freight is transferred

between railway cars and boats.

Wye.—A triangular arrangement of tracks used for turning engines,

cars or trains.

Transfer Slip.—A protected landing place for car floats with adjustable

apron or bridge for connecting the tracks on the land with those

on car float.

Incline.—An inclined track (or tracks) on a river bank at a protected

landing place, with adjustable apron and cradle for connecting to

the track on a car float for transfer of cars.

Siding.—A track auxiliary to main track for meeting or passing trains,

limited to the distance between two adjacent telegraph stations.

(Eliminate Passing Siding, and use definition of Siding.)

Lighterage Pier.—An open or covered pier at which freight is trans-

ferred directly between cars and boats.

Export Pier.—A covered pier in which freight is unloaded and stored,

mainly for shipment en ocean or coasting steamers.

Station Pier.—A- pier having no rail connections, where freight is

received and delivered by car floats.

Coal Pier.—An open pier where coal is transferred from cars to vessels

or barges.

Body Tracks.—Under ordinary conditions body tracks should be

spaced 12 ft. to 13 ft. c. to c, and where they are parallel to main

track or other important running track, the first body track should be

spaced not less than 15 ft. c. to c. from such main or other impor-

tant track.

Ladder Tracks.—These should be spaced not less than 15 ft. c. to c.

from any parallel track. Frogs of greater angle than No. 8 should not
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be generally used, and the angle between the ladder track and body

tracks will be governed by the distance on ladder track required for a

turnout.

Lead Tracks.—For safety of operation the connections of these

tracks with the main track should be interlocked, and to facilitate train

movements, communication by telegraph or telephone should be estab-

lished.

Drill Tracks.—Drill tracks should be so located as to cause least

possible interference with other movements.

(Eliminate Open Tracks.)

Running Tracks.—Running tracks should be provided for move-
ments in either direction to enable yard engines to pass freely from one

portion of the yard to the other, also to enable road and yard engines

to pass to and from the engine house and other points where facilities

are provided.

Crossover Tracks.—Crossovers should be located at most convenient

points, and where they will least interfere with regular movements.

Caboose Tracks.—Where conditions permit, caboose tracks should

be so located that cabooses can be placed on them in the order of

their arrival, and should be so constructed that cabooses can be dropped

by gravity onto the rear of departing trains.

Scale Tracks.—Scale tracks should be so located that weighing

can be done with least delay ; and where many cars are to be weighed,

they should pass over the scale by gravity and be weighed while in

motion.

Coaling, Ashpit, Sand and Engine Tracks.—These tracks should

be located on the route leading to and from the engine house and

should provide sufficient storage for the reception of engines by the

hostler. They should be so arranged (i) that water, coal and sand

can be taken and ashes disposed of in convenient rotation, and (2) that

switching engines may clean fires, take coal, water and sand and pass

around waiting engines.

Bad Order Tracks.—Where oars are classified, one or more classi-

fication tracks, easy of access, should be provided for setting off cars

in bad order, from which they may be readily removed to the repair

tracks.

Repair Tracks.—These tracks should have a maximum capacity of

about 15 cars each, spaced alternately 16 ft. and 24 ft. c. to c, and be

connected conveniently to bad order tracks.

Icing Tracks.—Icing tracks should be so located that the work of

shifting out, icing and classifying cars for movement can be performed

in least time.

Yard.—If possible to so arrange, the main tracks of both single

and double track roads should be located on the outside of yard, and

engine house, coaling station, etc., should be centrally located.
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FREIGHT CAR REPAIR YARD (See Repair Tracks) :

Coach Cleaning Yard.—The coach cleaning yard should be con-

veniently located near terminal station. The tracks should be of suf-

ficient length to hold full trains, and should be stub ended, with a car

cleaner's repair and supply building at right angles thereto at their ends.

Inbound Freight House.—Inbound freight house should be of such

width as will furnish a reasonable amount of floor space for holding

freight (50 ft. is a good average width). Usually not more than two

tracks are needed, and the side toward the tracks should be provided with

a platform and should be fitted with doors moving vertically between the

posts to avoid the necessity for spotting cars.

Outbound Freight House.—To avoid excessive trucking the out-

bound freight house should be narrow (25 ft. is a good average width)

and not more than four tracks should be provided. The side toward

the tracks should have a platform and should be fitted with doors mov-

ing vertically between the posts.

Where a great number of cars are required, the average trucking

distance will usually diminish and trucking through cars will be avoided

if the freight house is built at right angles to and at the back ends of

a series of stub tracks built in pairs with covered platforms between.

Roadways.—Where the freight house is on one side and a wall on

the other, the minimum width of roadway should be 30 ft. ; but where a

freight house is on one side and a team track or another freight house

is on the other, the minimum clear width of roadway should be 40 ft.

*Transfer Station.—A transfer station should be located at a point

where traffic is concentrated, and where a necessity exists for consoli-

dating freight into a less number of cars for movement to a certain

destination, or for separating and reloading freight into a greater num-

ber of cars for further movement to final delivery.

Yard at Rail and Water Terminals.—The tracks should be so

arranged that as trains arrive the cars can be promptly classified and

grouped for delivery without interference with other movements.

Piers.—At rail and water terminals the piers should be designed

with a view to the most efficient, rapid and economical handling of the

business, and with a view to its future development. Care must be

taken to give due weight to the special conditions and features of

location, traffic, etc., which exist in every case, and which render it

impossible to lay down any but the most general rules.

In every individual case the length, width, number of tracks, width

of platforms, details of construction and width of waterway between ad-

jacent piers must be adjusted to best meet conditions as to shape and

area of site as well as its relation to its approaches from both land and

Amend by inserting after the word "cars," the words "or into system
cars."
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water, the character and volume of business and the manner in which it

is to be handled.

Covered Lighterage Pier.—When conditions will permit, present

practice will generally suggest a length of approximately 600 ft. with two

depressed tracks. If the business to be handled over the pier is expected

to move quickly the width should be no greater than is necessary to pro-

vide temporary storage and shelter for the goods during ordinary deten-

tions while waiting for cars or lighters, preferably about 100 ft. If the

movement is expected to be slow and it is necessary to provide storage

while waiting for cars or vessels, or for assorting, classifying, inspecting

or sale of goods, the width should be increased, but generally not beyond

a width of 125 to 160 ft. If the movement is not expected to have a

special character, or a mixed business is to be provided for, a com-

promise width of 125 ft. is suggested. The space between the shed and

the outer edge of the pier should be not less than two feet, and the

clear width of waterway between piers should be, if possible, not less

than four times the width of the largest vessel to be handled.

Open Lighterage Pier.—This should, if possible, have a length of

about 600 ft. and the width, number of tracks and the appliances for

handling traffic should be adjusted to the particular use to which the pier

is to be applied. On long piers, crossovers may be necessary.

For ordinary coarse freight in bulky such as iron ore, stone, timber

and similar products, the width should be from 50 to 80 ft, and there

should be four tracks, with crossovers, to facilitate the handling of cars

and avoid delay in transferring to or from vessels. If the business is light,

or consists principally of heavy or costly products, such as cut stone, ma-
chinery, or miscellaneous freight not requiring shelter, a narrow pier of

about 35 ft. in width, with two tracks only, is suggested.

Export and Storage Pier.—This should be designed with special

reference to the character of the commodities to be handled ; whether

quick movement is expected or the goods are to be held some time in

storage for the accumulation of full cargoes, or for inspection or classi-

fication. There should be two tracks in a depressed pit on the pier level,

which, on long piers, should be properly connected by crossovers at con-

venient intervals to facilitate the movement of cars. On very wide piers

additional tracks on the pier level are desirable under certain conditions.

Where the water front is limited or very valuable and the conditions,

volume and character of business warrant, pier sheds of two or more

stories, with platform or barrel elevators and bag or barrel chutes are

used. Under certain conditions additional tracks in the second story may

prove more advantageous than elevators. The length should be sufficient

to properly accommodate either one or two vessels on each side at the

same time, or approximately 600 to 1,400 ft. The width must be deter-

mined by the space available and the business to be handled. If quick
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moving, a width of 125 to 150 ft. is recommended. If slow moving and

large accumulations must be received and stored, the width may be ex-

tended, if space permits, to 300 or even 400 ft., but excessive width is not

recommended on account of the consequent increase in cost of handling.

The space between shed and face of pier should not be less than three

nor more than six feet, and the clear waterway between piers should be,

if possible, not less than four times the width of the largest vessels to be

handled.

Coal Pier.—This should be an open pier, and where coal is to be

delivered to vessels through pockets and chutes in the ordinary way, the

pier should be high enough to allow coal from drop-bottom cars to be

loaded by gravity into vessels or barges. It should have three or more

tracks, the outside tracks for loaded cars and the inside one on an incline

to return the empty cars to the yard by gravity. The length depends

upon the grade necessary to reach the desired elevation, the length of

the vessels to be coaled and the number of cars it is desired to unload at

one time. Adjacent piers should be sufficiently distant to accommodate

the class of service, which will depend on the length of the pier and the

size of the water craft to be accommodated. Where coal cars are dumped

by machinery which elevates and tilts the cars a high pier is not neces-

sary, and it may be of any convenient height.

Station Pier.—A city station pier served by car floats should be ap-

proximately 600 ft. long and 125 ft. wide, with a depressed driveway in'

the center 35 ft. wide. It should be a closed pier, with 3-ft. platform out-

side. Adjacent parallel piers should be, if possible, 200 ft. apart in the

clear. Along the water street should be bulkhead, approximately 50 ft.

wide, with two-story building, the upper floor being for offices, fruit auc-

tion room, etc.

Grain Elevators.—If conditions permit, grain elevators should be

so located that cars may be put in at one end and taken out at the

other, and without interference with other yard movements. Where
this cannot be done, the tracks should be so arranged that the work

of placing and removing cars may be done without serious interference

with the operation of the elevator or delay to other shifting.

Car Capacity of Freight Tracks.—It is recommended that 42 ft.

per car be allowed in rating the car capacity of freight tracks.

(1) Freight car repair yards should be composed of short tracks

of about fifteen cars capacity, arranged in pairs ; each pair should be

spaced 16 ft. c. to c. of tracks, and the pairs should be spaced 40 ft.

c. to c. of pairs. 1

(2) A material supply track should be placed in the space between

each pair of tracks.

(3) In computing working capacity of repair tracks 50 ft. should

be allowed for each car.
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(4) The yard should be equipped with air and water pipes, and

outlets furnished with air hose should be provided at intervals of 50

ft. for testing the brakes on cars.

(5) Tracks on which heavy repairs to freight cars are made should

be under cover, and overhead traveling cranes should be provided for

heavy lifting.

Team Delivery Yards.— (1) Team delivery yards should be located

convenient to the freight house so that the receipt and shipment of

freight may be easily under control of the freight agent's force.

(2) The tracks should be stub tracks arranged in pairs spaced 12

ft. c. to c, and if conditions permit the pairs should be spaced not less

than 52 ft. c. to c. of pairs, or 30 ft. in clear. For convenience in hand-

ling, the track should not exceed 20 cars capacity each.

(3) If possible the yard should be provided with a power-driven

erane for handling heavy freight.

(4) Ingress and egress for teams should be provided at each end

of each teamway, if possible.

(5) Wagon scales should be installed at most convenient place

near the entrance to the driveway, and a track scale should be placed

at the most convenient location for weighing cars when entering or

leaving the yard.

Hump Yards.— (1) Hump yards should consist of receiving, classi-

fication and departure tracks, in consecutive order.

(2) A hump yard is a desirable form of yard for receiving, classi-

fying, and making up trains, because cars can be handled through it

faster and at less cost than through any other form of yard.

(3) Receiving tracks should be of sufficient length to hold maximum
trains of the various classes handled.

(4) Receiving tracks should be sufficient in number to hold a num-
ber of trains arriving in quick succession. The number will depend on

the amount and character of traffic handled, and upon the relative location

of the yard with respect to the other yards and connections.

(5) If it is possible, the grades of the receiving tracks should be

such that one engine can push the maximum train over the hump.

(6) No definite recommendation can be made as to length or num-
ber of classification tracks, except that when they are to be used as de-

parture tracks, they should be long enough to hold full trains, and that

when conditions permit, there should be as many of them as can be used

to advantage to avoid subsequent classification and consequent delay.

(7) Departure tracks should be full train length and of sufficient

number to provide ample standing room for trains while being tested for

air, and while waiting for engines.

(8) An air-brake testing plant should be provided in the receiving

and departure yards, the tracks should be piped, and sufficient outlets

furnished with hose to test air brakes on all trains.

(9) To secure the greatest possible efficiency or to so construct a

hump that the greatest number of cuts of cars may be classified over it,
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the steepest part of the grade should be reached in the least available

distance after passing the summit, and the grade or fall should provide

sufficient momentum to carry all cars to lower ends of classification

tracks.

(10) Where cars to be classified are largely empty or light, and the

scale is on the hump, grades are recommended for average conditions as

follows

:

The summit of the hump should be reached from the ascending

grade by vertical curves with radius of about 1,500 ft. that raise the

grade about one foot in a distance of 60 ft. The curve over the sum-

mit to be continued on the descending grade a distance of about 30

ft. to join a grade not exceeding 2 per cent, for a distance not exceed-

ing 60 ft. Thence descending by a vertical curve with a radius of

about 2,000 ft., a distance of 40 ft, thence descending on a grade of

4 per cent., a distance of 50 ft, thence descending by a vertical curve

with radius of about 5,000 ft, a distance of about 155 ft., to join a

grade of 1 per cent, at the heads of the ladder tracks. Thence down

through ladder tracks and turnouts, 1 per cent. ; thence down through

classification tracks, 0.5 per cent.

(11) Where cars to be classified are largely heavy or loaded, and

the scale is on the hump, the same grades are recommended for use over

the hump as for light cars, but as the proportion of light cars diminishes

the length of the grade of 4 per cent, may be reduced.

It is recommended, however, that the length of the 4 per cent, grade

be at least 25 ft. ; that the grade of ladder tracks be at least 0.8 per cent.,

and the grade of classification tracks be at least 0.4 per cent, where con-

ditions permit

(12) Where traffic or climatic conditions require, the summit of a

hump may be made higher in the winter and restored when the increased

height is not needed.

(13) When required by traffic conditions, a track scale not exceed-

ing 60 ft. in length should be located at such a distance from the summit

of the hump that when cars to be weighed reach the scale they will be

properly spaced from following cars and will be running slowly enough

to easily secure correct weights. The grade over the scale should not

exceed 2 per cent.

(14) For average conditions it is recommended that No. 8 frog be

the sharpest used in classification yards.

Yard Lighting.— (1) For yard lighting the use of arc lamps of

2,000 candlepower is recommended.

(2) For lighting hump and ladder tracks, the lamps should be

spaced 140 to 150 ft. apart and hung 28 ft. (or more) above the tracks.

(3) For lighting body tracks, the spacing should be such that cars

will be clearly visible.

Freight Transfer Stations.— (1) Freight transfer stations should

be located at points where traffic converges or diverges, or both, and

where necessity exists for its consolidation or separation,
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(2) The installation should provide for the greatest possible econ-

omy of operation, both as to time and cost of handling.

(3) Where fixed platforms are used, they should be covered, and
it is recommended that the width under ordinary conditions be not more
than 24 ft, and that the tracks on either side be built in pairs. If greater

facilities are required, additional platforms 8 ft. in width may be pro-

vided outside of the first two tracks and additional tracks placed outside

of them. The width of these additional platforms may be 8 ft, if with-

out roofs, or 12 ft. if covered by roofs, supported by a line of posts in

the middle.

(4) Where large amounts of freight are to be transferred, the use

of power-driven covered traveling platforms, instead of fixed platforms, is

suggested.



Appendix B.

FREIGHT HANDLING BY MACHINERY.

The Committee's ninth annual report (1909) referred to moving

platforms and other methods of handling freight, and Mr. A. Swartz

(member of the Committee) has submitted the following suggestions

relative to arrangements shown in Figs. 4 and 5 for moving platforms

and overhead traveling cranes in freight houses

:

STREET SIDE
1
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It might be preferable to have this second moving platform some-

what nearer to the track side than in the center of the house, so that

small packages capable of being easily carried may be deposited on

the floor between the two moving platforms and the heavier stuff on

the street side of the moving platform in the house so that delivery

may be made without having to cross the moving platform.

The above description is more applicable to an inbound house. If

it is desired to apply this method in a combined inbound and outbound

house it may be done by having one end for outbound and one end for

inbound, and by making two separate moving platforms down the center

of house and two down the track side, terminating at middle of house,

in place of one moving platform from one end of house to the other.

This me.hod is simply a suggestion, and it is believed to be susceptible

of easy development.

Door STREET Door SIDE Door

Qooi

OVERHEAD

)oo

CRANE

~)00l

TRACKS
-5

TRACK SIDE
Fig. 5.

(B) Overhead Traveling Cranes (Fig. 5).—It will be necessary

to have one or more overhead mechanically operated traveling cranes,

according to the amount of business. The trucker could truck his load

to a crane which would then lift the truck (and its load) and carry it

to its proper location in the house, the trucker returning to the car with

the nearest empty truck. Or it might be found convenient to have a

narrow gage track and car operated by hand from the track side door

to street side door. The crane could handle this as easily as a truck.

This scheme is as susceptible of being developed as that for the

movable platform, although this second scheme would probably be more

expensive because of inability of cranes to handle trucks and cars

quick enough and return for another load.
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A paper on "Terminal Freight Handling by Electrical Machinery,"

read by Mr. H. McL. Harding before several engineering and technical

societies in 1909, suggested a system which combines a traveling gantry

or "transferer" in the yard (with overhead traverser), and fixed

runways in the freight house, with motor carriers operating in both

the runways and the gantry. To this combination (which has not yet

A
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Fig. 8 shows the application of the system to yard service. Here

A B C D is an open space of any reasonable size within which it is

desired to move miscellaneous freight to and from different points.

W X and Y Z are two movable transferers, arranged to move forward

and back upon the depressed tracks P R and T U. These two main

transferers are fastened together as one unit. There may be as many

such main transferers in the yard as may be necessary. Between the

main transferer tracks W X and Y Z are cross transferer tracks,

F G and H I, which move at right angles to the direction of the main

transferer travel.

Should it be desired that a load pass from the point X to V, it

would pass from X alpng the track X W to the switch at F, by the

cross transferer F G and the load lowered at V. The electric transfer

would continue over the cross transferer to the main transferer Y Z and

then to the starting point.

S S S S represent special switches which slide upon or alongside

the transferer rails when closed, but when open allow the telphers or

transfers from behind to pass by the cross transferer tracks in front.

Upon the tracks of the main transferer and cross transferer tracks

as many transferers and transfer hoists as may be required can travel.

Transfers with their hoists ordinarily have a capacity from 2 to 3

tons. But for a complete equipment it is considered advisable to have

one or more electric transfers of 6, 10 or more tons capacity for extra

heavy packages or machinery.

The main transferer can be driven at a speed of from 250 to 500

ft. per minute to travel up and down the total length of the freight

yard. The cross transferers can travel equally fast, but as they only

move short distances, 100 to 250 ft. per minute would generally be a

sufficient speed. The electric transfers have a maximum speed of 1,500

ft. per minute, the average speed depending upon the number of switches

and curves. The speed of hoisting where the lift is sufficient is from

1 to 2 ft. per second.

Behind the electric transfer can be drawn a number of trailers, and

when these are employed, the cost of hoisting, conveying and lowering

should be but a few cents per ton for handling a distance of 1,500 ft.

This cost would vary with the way in which 'the plant is laid out and

the general method of operation.

Mr. Harding considers that with ten electric carriers with 2j4-ton

loads and an equal amount upon trailers, 1,000 tons of freight can

readily be hoisted 20 ft., conveyed 1,500 ft., lowered to the floor or

platform during a day of ten hours.
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THE BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD PASSENGER STATIONS
AT PHILADELPHIA AND BALTIMORE.

By H. A. Lane (Member of the Committee).

Historical.—The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad stations at Twenty-

fourth and Chestnut streets, Philadelphia, and Mount Royal, Baltimore,

have both been built since the 8o's. The Camden Station (Baltimore)

HARFORD ROAD YARD

OAY ST. STATION

CLAREMONTj
STOCK
YARDS

was built during the year 1857, and it may be of interest to give a

statement of the dates on which the facilities described were con-

structed, and also a statement of the gradual growth of the Baltimore

terminal.

Referring to the small scale skeleton map of Baltimore, Md., the

1270
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terminal facilities can be seen at a glance. The construction of the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad (the first railway built in this country)

was commenced July 4, 1828, and at that time the station at which
passengers were first received was located at the point on the map
marked "Mount Clare Junction." A very short time after this the orig-

inal, regular Baltimore & Ohio passenger station was put into operation

at the point marked "Mount Clare Station." This station stands at this

point to-day, with the sign still on the building. This section has since

been built up and now contains our Mount Clare shops.

In order to continue passengers on their journey from the West
to Philadelphia, a line was constructed in West Pratt Street, as shown
on the map, to connect with the President Street Station of the Phil-

adelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad, this line being purchased
in later years by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and is now operated under
the name of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad.

In order to accommodate the business of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, which had grown to considerable proportions, Camden Sta-

tion, shown on the map, was in progress of construction during the

year 1857. Trains coming from the West went into this station by way
of what is now known as Curiis Bay Junction, Claremont Stock Yards,

Mt. Clare Junction and Carroll, to the station. A little later the line

through Mt. Winans was constructed, cutting out the loop.

When this station was first put into operation through passengers

were still transferred to the President Street Station of the Philadelphia,

Wilmington & Baltimore Railroad, by attaching about six horses to each

car and hauling it through Pratt Street from Camden to President

Street Station, where it was delivered to the above railway. During

a later period, some conditions arose between the two railroads and the

city of Baltimore, which prevented the further transfer of Baltimore

& Ohio cars through Pratt Street to the Philadelphia, Wilmington &
Baltimore Station. To overcome this difficulty, the line to Locust Point

was built and the passengers transferred by ferry from a slip at that

point to another station of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore,

near the point marked "Canton" on the map.

On June 9, 1881, a Board of Directors was established by the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad for the purpose of building a line from Balti-

more to Philadelphia. On October 31, 1883, a loan of 2,400,000 pounds
sterling ($12,000,000) was negotiated for the construction of this line,

and work was immediately commenced. It was originally run from a

point marked "Canton" on the map, to the point marked "Bay View
Junction," where it connected with our present line between Baltimore
and Philadelphia.

On May 11, 1886, the bridge over the Susquehanna River was com-
pleted and opened for service, and on May 25, 1886, the Philadelphia

Division was transferred from the Construction to the Operating De-
partment. On July 11, 1886, passenger service between Baltimore and
Wilmington and freight service between Baltimore and Philadelphia

was begun. On July 23 of the same year, regular passenger service was
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inaugurated between Baltimore and Wilmington, and on September 9,

1886, the opening of the whole line for both passenger and freight

service occurred. The operation of this line was then made complete

between Canton and East Side, a point shown on the small scale skele-

ton map of terminal facilities at Philadelphia. When this line was

opened to traffic the transfer of passengers to the Philadelphia, Wilming-

ton & Baltimore Railroad was discontinued, and they were transferred

by steam barge from the Locust Point terminal to the connection with

the new Philadelphia Division at Canton.

On November 11, 1886, Grays Ferry Tunnel was opened and on

December 15 the first through train was run to East Side and connected

with the Philadelphia & Reading Railway.

The construction of the station at Twenty-fourth and Chestnut

streets, Philadelphia, was commenced in 1887 and completed in 1888.

The branch to Curtis Bay Junction, through South Baltimore Junc-

tion, was built and put into operation at a date following the construc-

tion of the Locust Point yard and pier, and shortly after the connec-

tion shown on the map from Carroll through Westport to South Balti-

more Junction, giving a more direct connection between the terminals

at Camden and Locust Point and those at Curtis Bay.

On September 9, 1890, construction was commenced on the Balti-

more Belt Line, shown on the map, running from the originally located

line of the Philadelphia Division at Bay View Junction, encircling the

edges of the town until directly north of Camden Station, then running

to Camden Station by tunnel under Howard Street. The construction

which permitted of the use of electrical operation in the tunnel was

begun in 1892, which year also saw the beginning of the tunnel con-

struction. In May, 1893, ground was broken for a powerhouse near

Camden Station. In May, 1895, the tunnel was opened to traffic,

although steam locomotives were used at this time. In June, 1895, the

powerhouse was completed and on June 27 the first trial trip of electric

locomotives through the tunnel took place. In August, 1895, electric

locomotive No. 1 was placed in service and during this same month

the construction was commenced of Mt. Royal Station, shown on the

above-mentioned map.

The above statements show in a general way the sequence of devel-

opment of the Baltimore terminals and the Philadelphia Division. No

changes of any moment have taken place in the buildings since they

were constructed. Several minor changes have been proposed at Mt.

Royal Station, which consist simply of putting in elevator service so

that passengers will not be obliged to walk down the long flight of steps

irom the street level. At Philadelphia, also, it has been proposed to

provide access to the platforms of the trainshed in such manner that

the passengers will not have to cross any tracks in reaching the tracks

on which their train will arrive or depart, but at the present time the

facilities are practically the same as originally constructed, and they

are shown more in detail by the maps and photographs which accom-

pany this brief description.
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Whenever trains are made up at Mt. Royal, or whenever locomo-

tives are changed or cars taken on or dropped, they are taken care of

in Huntington Avenue Yard. These points are again referred to in

the more specific information concerning each station later on in this

report.

The tracks just above Bailey are usually used as car cleaning

tracks for the local service into Camden Station and the engines are

taken care of at the Bailey roundhouse (situated in the triangular

space between the tracks).

A study of this map will clearly show all the layout and facilities

between the points indicated.

24TH & RACE STS. FREIGHT STATI

JUNCTION

PIER

25TH & CALLOWHILL STS.
FREIGHT STATIONV PIER 12

PIER 11

PIER 22
^BAINBRIDGE ST.

FREIGHT YARD

BROAD ST.&
OREGON AVE.

FREIGHTUSTATION

Fig. io. Jf

A similar skeleton map (Fig. io) shows at a glance the facilities

now existing at Philadelphia.

Twenty-fourth and Chestnut Streets Station, Philadelphia.—
The track layout at this station is shown in Fig. n. A study has been

made for a plan to permit passengers to reach their objective tracks

without crossing any other tracks. This proposed change has never been

constructed, and passengers now reach the trainshed through the gates

opposite the stub end tracks shown in the plan.

West of the point marked "East Side" on the skeleton map is

our Philadelphia freight yard and terminal, and whatever engines,

either passenger or freight, are taken off at Philadelphia run out to

this yard for housing during the night, but it is not necessary to bring

passenger coaches to this yard at such a distance from the station.

Mount Royal Station, Baltimore.—The general ground plan of

Mt. Royal Station is shown in Fig. 12. A study has been made for
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the purpose of affording a passageway from the street level to the ele-

vator, and thence by elevator to the station floor, avoiding the climbing

of steps which is now necessary. These studies have not been entirely

completed and no change has been made in the original plan. (View A.)

Tower

Fig. 12.

Camden Station, Baltimore.—The map Fig. 13 shows conditions

as they exist at this point at the present time. The structure marked

Belt Line Passenger Shed is below both the ground level and the level

of the tracks into Camden trainshed, being on the depressed approach

to the Howard Street Tunnel.

Depressed Tracks belt line passenger shed

Fig. 13.

Note.—Further information concerning the construction and opera-

tion of these terminals will be found in the classified list in Appendix E.

VIEW A.—MOUNT ROYAL STATION, BALTIMORE; B. & 0. R. R,
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THE DEARBORN (POLK STREET) TERMINAL STATION AT
CHICAGO (CHICAGO & WESTERN INDIANA RAILROAD).

By A. Swartz (Member of the Committee).

The station is of the headhouse type. The station building proper

is at the end of the tracks, while the baggage, express and mail facil-

ities are at the sides.

The daily traffic comprises 53 originating trains and 55 terminating

trains ; in both cases 33 are long distance trains, and the others are local

or suburban trains.

It is a union station. The Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad

operates the station, as well as the two passenger tracks and the engine

yard and the coach yard at Fifty-first Street on a wheelage basis against

each of the tenants, which are the Erie Railroad, Chicago, Indianapolis

& Louisville Railway, Grand Trunk Railway, Santa Fe Railway, Wabash
Railroad (two divisions). The Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad

has its own dispatching force and all trains are under its control until

they leave the Chicago & Western Indiana tracks. The Erie and Chi-

cago, Indianapolis & Louisville and one division of the Wabash run

over the Chicago & Western Indiana tracks to Hammond, a distance of

about twenty miles. The Grand Trunk leaves the Chicago & Western

Indiana at Forty-seventh Street, a distance of about five miles. The
other division of the Wabash Railway leaves the Chicago & Western

Indiana at Auburn Junction, which is about nine miles out, and the

Santa Fe leaves the Chicago & Western Indiana Railroad at Fifteenth

Street, which is about 1^4 miles out. The Grand Trunk and Santa Fe
take care of their own coaches and locomotives. The repairs to loco-

motives are charged to each railroad, while the maintenance of the

enginehouse facilities is chargeable on a percentage basis to the roads

using them.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are ten tracks and the spacing is shown on the station plan,

Fig. 14. Nos. 1 and 2 are seldom used for passenger trains, as none

of the tenant lines care to use them, because of their short length.

They are occasionally used, however, for local or suburban trains, but

generally in case of emergency. Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 are always

used for both long distance and local or suburban trains. No. 9 is also

used for loading up small lots of express, and No. 10 is used for load-

ing full cars of baggage and also for small lots of express.

The tracks are on tangent. They are at the street level, but Twelfth

Street is carried over the throat of the yard on a viaduct. Fig. 15

shows the connection of the station tracks with the main tracks.

1277
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The platforms average about 670 ft. long. At times on tracks

6 and 7 a length of platform about 1,000 ft. may be had, but this

requires the blocking of Taylor Street. In this connection, there is

a city ordinance which makes a penalty of arrest and fine of the

proper official for blocking Taylor Street ovafr five minutes, so that

che real length of any platform should be considered as 670 ft. They

are 6 in. high above the tops of the rails.

The distance to the enginehouse is about 5 miles and to the car

storage yard 5.6 miles.

After a passenger train has unloaded its passengers a switch engine

takes all the Pullmans and day coaches from the train and goes at once

to the car storage yard. Another engine then takes the baggage, mail

and express cars to the baggage, mail and express tracks as soon as

the small lots have been unloaded onto the station platforms. Mail

is handled mostly on track No. 1. They turn about 30 passenger

coaches per day at the car storage yard. All local or suburban trains

are not taken to the regular coach storage yard at Fifty-first Street,

but most of them are cleaned, if necessary, in the yard at the east and

west of the approach to the terminal station between Taylor and

PLYMOUTH PLACE

custom house place

Fig. 15.

Twelfth streets. When the coaches are assembled at Fifty-first Street

Yard they are brought in by a switch engine to the station and the

baggage, mail and express cars are there attached to the train.

All inbound trains unload on whatever track may be empty at the

time of arrival. Since there are so many companies using the station,

it will readily be seen that with so few tracks no special tracks could

be assigned for the out-going local or suburban trains. The traffic is

confined practically to tracks Nos. 2, 3, 4 and 5, as well as the occa-

sional use of No. 1.

All conductors register in and out at the Despatcher's office in the

upstairs portion of the depot. They get no running orders at all, only

those of a special nature, as they are expected to leave the terminal

when their time is up. There is a gong to notify the passengers two

minutes ahead oi leaving time, and the train is called in the depot by

the caller at the same time.

There are four express companies, namely, the Pacific, Wells-Fargo,

American and National. Each of these has a small room on the east

side of the tracks at which each company receives and discharges its
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express. Whenever a carload is on hand, a car is set on track No. 10

for the purpose of loading. If there is not a carload, it is trucked to

the different tracks. The Wells-Fargo Company has recently built an

express house at Twelfth Street, at which place it handles all express

excepting for one train on the Erie Railroad and such small stuff as

is better handled from the Taylor Street house, which small stuff is

trucked.

All baggage up to 75-lb. pieces is trucked to the baggageroom.

Each railway has space for its baggage requirements. The inbound and

outbound baggagerooms are located on the east side of the track. Th(

incoming baggageroom has a space of about 4,000 sq. ft., while the out-

bound has a space of about 2,000 sq. ft.

The timetable shows that between the hours of 6:00 a. m. and 8:45

a. m. there are 8 inbound and 20 outbound trains scheduled, while be-

tween the hours of 2 130 and 9 145 p. m. there are 24 inbound and 22

outbound trains scheduled, these two different periods of the day denot-

ing the density of traffic.

It is said that this station is operated cheaper than any other sta-

tion of its size and the number of trains in Chicago, although no

steps were taken to prove this, but from casual observation it appears

probable.

43
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VIEW B-—HUDSON RIVER FRONT OF HOBOKEN TERMINAL; D., L. & W. RY.

VIEW C,—WEST END OF HOBOKEN TERMINAL; D., L. & W. RY,
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VIEW D.—TRAINSHED OF HOBOKEN TERMINAL; D., L. & W. RY-

VIEW E.—MODEL OF TRACK PLAN IN SIGNAL TOWER, HOBOKEN, N. J. ;

Dv L. & W. RY.



Appendix E.

DETAILS OF TERMINAL STATIONS AND THEIR TRAFFIC
CONDITIONS.

(A. STUB-END TERMINALS).

I. HOBOK.EN TERMINAL STATION; DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA & WESTERN

RAILROAD. (FIG. l6.)

The station is of the stub or dead-end type, with the station building

at the ends of the tracks. There are 127 trains originating (outbound)

and 118 trains terminating (inbound) daily. All switches are interlocked.

There are 14 tracks, 13 ft. center to center. They are on tangent and at

the level of the streets. There are 8 platforms 20 ft. wide and one

17 ft. wide. They are 700 ft. long and glA in. above the tops of the rails.

The enginehouse is 1,800 ft. distant and the car storage yard is 600 ft.

distant from the station. Trains are taken care of from terminal tracks

to the storage yard either by the locomotive which brings the train into

the terminal, backing same up to the storage yard, or a switch engine

taking hold of the train and putting same away. The method followed

depends upon whether the engine attached to the incoming train can kick

the train into the storage yard without making an extra movement. If

this cannot be done, the train is handled by a switch engine. Trains are

made up in the coach yard and are shoved down to the train-shed, being

dropped into the shed by gravity.

There is no special arrangement for handling suburban trains to

avoid interference with through traffic. The through traffic is of such a

small proportion to the entire passenger service that no difficulty is

experienced.

There is no special communication from dispatchers to conductors.

The dispatchers are connected by telephone with the stationmaster, who
in turn delivers any special instructions to train conductors. The station-

master and train dispatchers are also connected by telephone with the

tower, so that any change of route of trains is telephoned to all concerned,

all train movements being operated through the tower. By means of push

buttons located at gates adjoining the train concourse, the conductor noti-

fies the tower when a train is ready to go forward. Each train is operated

from a certain track in accordance with a schedule published, known as

the yard time-table, which is in possession of all employes affected. When
the towerman receives advice that a train is ready to go forward, he in

turn passes this information on to the succeeding towers until they get

by the junction of what is known as the Boonton Branch and Morris &
Essex, or old road section, west of Bergen Tunnel.

Express is handled from the express building located north and west

of train-shed by trucks to the several trains. This covers local express

1283
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only, the through express cars being made up on tracks adjacent to the

express building. Baggage is handled by automobiles from the baggage-

room to baggage cars. When business is very heavy, so that any partic-

ular train may have an entire truck load of baggage, the automobiles are

sent to the New York piers to facilitate the movement and avoid passing

through the terminal baggageroom from the ferry to train ; this eliminates

sorting and handling of baggage at Hoboken. The milk business is han-

dled direct from the cars to the ferry by truck wagons, which receive the

same on driveways or platforms located adjacent to the tracks upon which

milk is received and forwarded.

Fig. 16 is a plan of the station, and some views of this terminal

are given.

2. JERSEY CITY TERMINAL; ERIE RAILROAD. (FIG. 17.)

The station is of the headhouse type, with the station building at the

end of the tracks.

There are no through trains, but 123 trains originating and 126 trains

terminating daily.

The switches are interlocked.

There are 10 tracks, 15 ft. center to center. They are at the street

level in the station, but elevated through the yard. They are on tangent

except at the entrance to the train-shed, where there is a curve ranging

from 6 degrees to 125^ degrees.

There are five platforms, 15 ft. wide, 650 to 700 ft. long, 2 in. above

top of rails.

Coach Yard

Train Sheds J

Fig. 17.

VmSSEERS ST. FERR Y

The enginehouse is 800 ft. distant and the car storage yards 700 ft. to

4,500 ft. distant from the station.

Some of the trains are made up in the yard, and backed down with the

road engine. The others are placed by switch engines.

The suburban and main line traffic is handled in the same train-shed,

certain traffic being assigned to the latter.

A semaphore signal operated by the train starter indicates to the train

conductor when all is ready for the train to go. Conductors are required

to report to the dispatcher 30 minutes before time of leaving.

Baggage and express are handled on trucks by the employes of the

railway and the express company.
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3. LONG ISLAND CITY; LONG ISLAND RAILROAD. (FIG. 18.)

This is a headhouse terminal station on the east bank of the East

River, opposite New York City. It is separated from the railway ferry

house by a public street, but a part of the street is covered for the pro-

tection of passengers. There are four ferry slips.

There are 135 trains originating daily, and 134 trains terminating.

The entire yard is equipped with interlocking on the electro-pneumatic

system.

There are 17 tracks in the train-shed, and seven others for express

and baggage purposes. One of these latter can be used also for passenger

service. They are spaced 24 ft. center to center. The tracks are on

tangent, and at the street level, with two streets crossing the yard at

grade.

There are 9 passenger platforms, 14 ft. wide and 760 ft. long. They
are 9 in. high above top of rail.

The" distance to the engine yard (the engines are not housed at this

point) and car storage yard is one-quarter of a mile.

When an inbound train is empty, it is backed out of the terminal by

the road engine to the car storage yard, where the cars are cleaned and

(if necessary) switched. The switching is done by yard engines. Many
of the trains are of the same makeup outbound and inbound and the only

switching necessary by the yard crews is to transfer the parlor and com-

bination cars from one end to the other.

There is no direct system of communication between the dispatcher

and the train conductors, the dispatcher's office being close to the con-

course in the station. As a rule, the stationmaster is in personal com-

munication with the conductors of departing trains, and he keeps in touch

with the dispatcher.

The express and baggage are handled on the south side of the station

when in carload lots. The baggage cars are switched from the car storage

yard as soon as the train is backed out from the train-shed, and are taken

by a switching engine to the express platform. Some checked baggage

is unloaded on thej passenger platforms to trucks, which are wheeled by

hand to the ferry-boats and taken across to the New York ferry house.

This movement is reversed for eastbound baggage.

4. NEW ORLEANS (LA.) UNION STATION.

The station is of the stub type. It is owned by the New Orleans

Terminal Company, and is used by the New Orleans & Northeastern

Railway, St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad, New Orleans Great

Northern Railway and Louisiana Railway & Navigation Company.

The station building is at the end of the tracks.

There are 11 trains originating and 11 trains terminating daily.

The switches are interlocked.

There are four tracks, in pairs, 14 ft. center to center. They are on

tangent and at the street level.
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There are two platforms, 17 ft. wide, 704 ft. long, 7 in. high above top

of rail. They are covered by umbrella train-sheds.

The distance to enginehouse is two miles.

There are no special arrangements for suburban traffic.

Conductors obtain orders from the dispatcher's office in the station,

and direct the departure of their trains.

5. CINCINNATI (0.) UNION STATION.

This station is of the headhouse type, with the station building at the

side and end of the tracks. It is owned by the Central Union Depot &
Railway Company (H. S. Johnson, Superintendent).

There are daily 69 trains originating and 67 trains terminating. There

are no through trains (but 9 through cars daily), and practically no sub-

urban traffic.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are eight tracks ; the first and last are single and the others in

pairs. They are on tangent, and below the street level.

There are four platforms, 13 ft. and 15 ft. wide; one is 600 ft. and

the others are 650 ft. long. They are 10 in. high above the tops of

rails. They are covered by a train-shed.

The enginehouses and car yards are located at various points, each

company caring for its own equipment.

There is a separate staff of employes to handle tha station business.

For handling the train orders there is a telegraph office at the end of one

of the tracks.

Baggage, mail and express matter is handled by trucks, on the pas-

senger platforms.

6. LOUISVILLE (KY.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 19.)

The station is of the headhouse type, with station building at end of

tracks. It is owned by the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, but is

operated jointly with the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

way, the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway and the Louisville,

Henderson & St. Louis Railway, under contract. The general business of

the station is handled throueh a Board of Control in which each company

has representation, and expenses are prorated on a wheelage basis.

There are daily 6 through trains (backed into the station), 24 trains

originating, and 24 terminating.

No suburban traffic is handled.

Engines are changed on through trains. Sleeping cars and dining cars

are added and dropped according to destination and traffic conditions.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are six tracks, spaced alternately 26 ft. and 20 ft. They are on

tangent, and at the street grade.

There are three passenger platforms 17 ft. wide and two trucking

platforms 11 ft. wide. They are from 450 to 600 ft. long, 6 in. high above

top of rail.
j

.; '] *jff
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The enginehouse is about i,8oo ft. distant and the car storage yard

about 2,800 ft. from the station.

All through trains back into the station, and very little switching is

required in adding or dropping cars. This switching is done by switch

engines on the passenger tracks. Local trains are made up in the car yard

and backed or headed into the station according to the direction in which

they are to depart.

Train orders are issued by the division train dispatchers, and com-

municated by telegraph to the telegraph office in the union station.

Baggage, express and mail for through trains is loaded and unloaded

in the train-shed, and trucked by hand. The baggage, mail and express

cars of local trains are switched to the baggage building and express build-

ing, respectively.

7. SAVANNAH (GA.) UNION STATION.

This station is of the headhouse type, with the station building at the

end of the tracks, but it is used by through trains. It is a union station,

operated by an independent company and used by the Seaboard Air Line,

the Atlantic Coast Line and the Southern Railway. The expenses are paid

on the basis of cars handled, prorated among the roads using the station.

There are daily 10 through trains, 8 trains originating and 8 trains

terminating.

Engines are changed on the through trains, but there is very little

changing of the cars on these trains.

All switches are interlocked.

There are nine tracks, spaced as follows (center to center) : 21 ft,

25 ft., 21 ft., 25 ft., 21 ft., 25 ft., 14 ft. They are on tangent. They cross

but one street in the city proper, and this (Gwinett Street) is crossed by a

steel viaduct.

There are seven platforms ; four are 15 ft. wide and three 10 ft. wide.

They are 600 ft. long, and are about 7 in. above the tops of the rails.

Each road takes care of its own engines at its own shops, except that

the Southern Railway uses a roundhouse on the Union Station property.

The Seaboard Air Line enginehouse is about two miles distant, and that

of the Atlantic Coast Line four miles distant from the station. The car

storage yards are about 900 ft. from the station.

Most through and local trains need very little switching, but there is

an engineman and a switchman on duty day and night to handle the road

engine of each road to switch that road's trains. No trains are broken up

at this point. Local trains are made up in the coach yard and backed into

the train-shed ready for departure. There is not enough suburban traffic

to require any special arrangement for handling it.

Conductors get their orders from their dispatcher through an oper-

ator who has an office at the station end of the train-shed. They do not

give the signal to start until authorized to do so by the stationmaster or

his assistant on duty at the time.

Express and baggage are handled on trucks or floats ; the express and

baggagerooms are on the same level as the platforms.
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(B. TERMINAL STATIONS WITH THROUGH TRACKS).

8. COLUMBUS (OHIO) UNION STATION. (FIG. 20.)

The station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the tracks.

The company operating the Columbus terminal is called the Union

Depot Company. The ground on which the station is located and the

building itself are owned by the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

and Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway jointly. None
of the other companies operating trains through the terminal has any

ownership in the union station. The Union Depot Company, however, is

made up of the six companies listed in the table of traffic, and these are

known as "tenant companies."

The Union Depot Company is controlled by a Board of Managers,

consisting of a Superintendent of the division of each of the tenant com-

panies entering the depot. The actual operation is under the control of a

sub-committee composed of one Superintendent of the Pittsburg, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, one Superintendent of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway and the Superintendnt of the

Hocking Valley Railway. The operating head of the Union Depot Com-
pany is the depotmaster, who has charge of all matters relating to the joint

operation of the union station property. The Union Depot Company

assumes no liability to any of the tenant companies, and on this account

the depotmaster is considered the agent of each of the tenant companies

when handling that company's trains. The employes of each of the tenant

companies are only under the control of the depotmaster so far as is

necessary for the proper handling of the trains while in the station.

Any matters of discipline are handled by each tenant company so far

as its employes are concerned. The depotmaster reports to the various

companies matters concerning their employes. He is the only strictly

Union Depot Company official.

The Superintendent of the Indianapolis Division of the Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway and his staff handle all Union

Depot Company business which does not come under the depotmaster,

and for this service the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Com-
pany bills the Union Depot Company each month i per cent, of the total

amount of the office payroll of the Indianapolis Division. All the ex-

penses of operating the Union Depot Company, including wages of em-
ployes whose entire time is devoted to the operation of the union station,

is prorated between the various companies on the basis of trains handled.

The number of trains daily is tabulated below:

Through. Originating. Terminating.
P., C, C. & St. L. Ry 23 6 7
Pennsylvania Co o 3 2

C, A. & C. Ry 12 13

Hocking Valley Ry 6 6 6

B. & O. (and B. & O. S. W.) 6 2 2

C, C, C. & St. L. Ry 16 2 2

Norfolk & Western Ry o 3 3
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Engines are changed on through trains of the Hocking Valley Rail-

way and Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Railway, but not on

through trains of other roads. Cars are added to trains or dropped from

trains on all roads whenever business justifies it.

Switches are not interlocked, but are operated by switchmen.

There are eight tracks through the train-shed, there being three pairs

occupying the spaces between four platforms and one track on the outside

of each of the outside platforms. The distance, center to center of tracks,

is ii ft, and from edge of platform to center of track 5 ft. 3^ in. The

tracks are on tangent through the train-shed, and are below the street

level.

There are four platforms; one is 11 ft. wide, and the others are 17ft.

wide. Two of the platforms are 678 ft. long. The two platforms

nearest the station have recently been rebuilt with concrete and ex-

tended, and they are now 774 ft. long. The platforms are 8 in. above

the top of rail.

There is no enginehouse or car storage yard in connection with the

union station, each tenant company taking care of its own engines and

cars.

The trains are broken up and made up with yard engines, each tenant

company using its own yard engines to handle its own trains. The yard

engine takes the train from the union station to the yard of the company

owning the train, and it is there broken up. Trains are made up by the

various companies in their own yards and moved to the union station when

ready to be sent out.

The front entrance, on High Street, is on the same level as the gen-

eral waiting-room floor. Passengers going to trains pass directly from

this room through gates to an overhead bridge extending across the right

tracks, and descend from this bridge to the track level by stairways.

There are stairways from the various platforms to a subway under the

tracks. This connects with the basement of station building, which is

on the same level as the tracks. This subway, however, is only used to

handle special excursion business and is never used for regular pas-

senger traffic. There is no suburban traffic at Columbus, so there are

no special arrangements for taking care of this kind of traffic.

For handling train orders and communications from dispatchers to

conductors, there is a telegraph office on the track level floor of the sta-

tion, and conductors receive their orders through this office from the oper-

ator in person. Dispatchers of each road handle their own trains.

The baggage and express rooms are on the lower or basement floor

of the station building. All express companies operating through the

station have uptown offices where they receive and deliver packages.

The express room in the station is only a storage room for receipt and

delivery of packages to and from trains, and is reached by an inclined

driveway from High Street, extending around the south side of the
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station building. The express room is at the east end of the station

and the baggageroom at the west end. All heavy baggage which is

handled on drays is received and delivered through the baggageroom

on the track level. There is a baggageroom on the waiting-room floor

level connected with the room below by elevator, where the small or

light baggage which is handled on carriages or busses or carried by

passengers is received and delivered.

IO. PHILADELPHIA (24TH AND CHESTNUT STREETS) ; BALTIMORE &

OHIO RAILROAD. (FIG. II.)

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the main line tracks. It has 20 through trains daily (10 east-

bound and 10 westbound), 14 trains originating and 14 trains terminating.

Philadelphia is the point where Baltimore & Ohio engines are taken

from all trains and the service is taken over the Philadelphia & Reading

and Central Railroad of New Jersey tracks to New York by engines

belonging to those companies.

The only cars added or dropped are dining cars and now and then

a Pullman running between Philadelphia and Washington.

All switches are interlocked, except two crossings just east of the

station which are used in the transfer of engines on through trains.

There are three pairs of tracks with 12 ft. centers and 13 ft. between

centers of the other tracks. There is one stub and track 24.6 ft. from

center of nearest station track. The tracks are on tangent, and below

the street level.

There are three platforms; two 23 ft. wide, and one about 12 ft.

wide. The tracks are planked practically all the way through the train-

shed for a total length of about 700 ft. This planking, or platform, is

laid flush with the top of rail.

The enginehouse is about one mile from the passenger station.

There is very little passenger car storage at Philadelphia, as suburban

trains are run in and out and many of them are kept at points along

the division over night. The stub-end tracks (see plan) on both sides

of the main line tracks afford sufficient room to store and clean the

passenger coaches which it is necessary to hold at this point over night.

There is no fixed method of making up trains; each situation is

handled as it comes up, and from one to three switching engines are

available for this service. The traffic is not so great that it is necessary

to adhere to any hard and fast rule, or to place cars in the same loca-

tion when being stored on tracks at this station.

There is no specific method or arrangement for handling suburban

trains to avoid interference with through trains, as the number of trains

is not so great but that they can be handled in the regular way. Phila-

delphia not being a terminal point for through traffic, no trouble arises

in handling local and through business together.

Communication between dispatchers and train conductors is by mes-

senger or station wire. The train situation is known in the dispatcher's
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office and he keeps the stationmaster informed as to the conditions and

as to the arrival and departure of trains. The chief dispatcher's office

is in the station, and he also has control of the tower at Locust Street,

and any instructions given the stationmaster would also be displayed

through the signals at Locust Street. These two channels prevent a

misunderstanding by the stationmaster of any order, and prevent the

movement of any train until it receives a direct signal from the chief

dispatcher's office.

There are no signals such as lights, bells, semaphore arms or similar

devices to communicate directly with the conductor or stationmaster.

The stationmaster gives the signal to the conductor for handling the

movement of a train.

The handling of express and baggage is accomplished by the usual

method of trucking from the baggage car to the baggageroom in the

station.

II. BALTIMORE (mT. ROYAL STATION) ; BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD.

(FIG. 12.)

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the tracks. There are 26 through trains daily (13 eastbound

and 13 westbound) ; also 12 trains originating (all westbound) and 6

trains terminating (all eastbound).

Engines are not changed on through trains. One Pullman sleeper

is added to the night train to New York.

The switches are interlocked.

There are five tracks, 12 ft. centers, They are on tangent, and

below the street level. -

As to platforms, the whole area under the train-shed (425 ft. long)

?nd between the gates and the main waiting room is planked, the

I
lanks being flush with the tops of the rails.

The distance to the enginehouse is about 2,500 ft, and to the car

s'orage yard about 2,500 ft. from the station.

In regard to breaking up and making up trains, such through trains

as are made up or terminated at this station are handled entirely from

the Huntington Avenue yard, which is ample for this purpose. The
Huntington Avenue yard is also the east end of the section operated

by electric motors.

12. PEORIA (ILL.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 21.)

This station is of the through type, with station building at the

side of the tracks. It is owned by the Peoria & Pekin Union Railway,

and used by a number of railways. The traffic is handled by a separate

staff of the owning company.

There arc no through trains, but 43 trains originating and 39 trains

terminating daily. No special arrangements are made for suburban

traffic.

The switches are not interlocked.
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There are seven tracks, six being in pairs. They are on tangent,

and at the street level.

There are five platforms : three are 12 ft. wide, one is 18 ft. and

TRAIN SHED-

Fig. 21.

one 6 ft. wide. They are 480 ft. long, level with the tops of the rails,

and covered by a train-shed.

The enginehouse is i
l/2 miles from the station. The car storage

yard is adjacent to the station.

The train conductor gets release from the train dispatcher in the

dispatcher's office, and orders the starting of the train.

13. TROY (N. Y.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 22.)
I

This station is of the through type, with the station building at

the side of the tracks. It is owned by the Troy Union Railway Com-

pany (F. A. Harrington, Manager), this being a subsidiary of the New
York Central Railroad. It is used jointly by this latter road, the

Delaware & Hudson Company and the Boston & Maine Railroad.

There are 29 through trains daily (exclusive of 29 belt line trains

departing, and 28 arriving, on the Troy and Albany loop mentioned in

UNION
Fig. 22.

Thethe report) ; also 24 trains originating and 20 trains terminating,

track next to the station building is up,ed for suburban traffic.

Engines are changed on through trains, but no cars are changed.

The switches are interlocked.

There are seven tracks ; six are in pairs, spaced 12 ft. centers.

They are on tangent, and at streei grade.
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There are four platforms, 12 ft. wide; three are 400 ft. long, and

the other 310 ft. They are 10 in. above the tops of the rails. They

have stairs to a subway, and are covered by separate canopies.

The three enginehouses and car storage yards (separate for each

of the three roads) are all about a mile from the station.

The traffic is handled by a separate staff. The communication with

train conductors for starting trains is by messenger from the dis-

patcher's office or the stationmaster.

Baggage, mail and express are handled by trucks.

14. ALBANY (N. Y.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 23.)

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the tracks. It is owned by the New York Central Railroad, but

used jointly with the Delaware & Hudson Company. The latter shares

in the waiting room, toilet facilities, etc. ; it has its own tracks, ticket

office, platform and canopy, stationmaster, yardmaster, and switch en-

gines.

Fig. 23.

There are daily 88 through trains, 35 trains originating and 34 trains

terminating. There is no special arrangement for handling suburban

traffic to avoid interference with other traffic. The increase in both

suburban and main line traffic has at times reached the capacity of

the yard layout, and p^ans are being studied for improving the facilities,

although the station is not yet 10 years old.

Engines are changed on through trains. All westbound through

trains and many of the heavier local trains or westbound trains originat-

ing are pushed by a yard engine for three miles up a grade of 95 ft.

per mile or 1.8 per cent. Through trains are broken up and re-

assembled, and cars are added and dropped, because this is a junction

point with the Boston & Albany Railroad, Boston & Maine Railroad,

Delaware & Hudson Company and the River Division of the West

Shore Railroad. Dining cars, sleepers and special cars are taken off

and added.
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There is Union electro-pneumatic interlocking at bolh ends of the

yard.

There are eight tracks arranged in pairs. They are on tangent in

the station, but with a maximum curve of 17 degrees at the east. No. 7

frogs are used throughout. There are no grade cro?-'~gs.

There are four platforms, 650 to 860 ft. long. 1 he o e in front

of the building is 28 ft. wide; the second and fourth, 28 ft.; the third,

37 ft. The platforms are 6 in. above the rails at 5 ft. 3 in. from center

of track. Stairways lead to a subway. The plafonr.s are covered by

umbrella sheds or canopies.

The enginehouse is at Rensselaer, three-fourths mile east of Albany,

across the Hudson River. The car clearing yard and car storage yard

are immediately adjacent to the station, with storage tracks at Rensselaer

for surplus equipment.

There is no system of communication from the dispatcher's office

to train conductors for starting trains.

Baggage is handled on trucks by elevators to the separate subway

leading to the baggageroom and Delaware & Hudson Company platform.

Express and mail are handled on trucks across tracks at grade at the

south end of the platform to the express building and mail room south

of the station.

15. READING (PA.) ; PHILADELPHIA & READING RAILWAY. (FIG. 24.)

The station at Reading is located on the triangular space between

main tracks, forming a Y, with the main line north and south on the

front and the lines east, west and southwest at the sides, as shown by

the plan and in Views P and G.

Trainshed Double Crossover
North South,

Fig. 24.

There are 60 passenger trains handled daily, of which

and 14 terminate at Reading; eight trains leave within

minutes.

14 originate

a period of 15
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All lines are double track and cross the streets overhead. Trains

enter the station on the platform tracks and stand facing the double

crossovers, thus making it possible to handle six trains at one time;

in leaving, at least one train at each platform uses the crossover.

The switches are interlocked, and trains using the station are

switched from the main lines at either end.

The platform at the front is about 1,100 ft. long and 20 ft. wide.

Those at the sides are about 800 ft. long and 15 ft. wide. All are 8 in.

above top of rail.

Light transfers of baggage and express are made by means of

trucks. Heavy transfers are made from door to door of baggage cars

or by shifting cars to connecting trains.

Engines are not changed on through trains. Baggage, express, and

passenger equipment is switched to and from connecting trains to avoid

delay and inconvenience to passengers.

The engiuehouse is located about one mile distant to the north.

Extra passenger equipment is stored on tracks adjacent to the station,

and is handled by shifting engines.

l6. HARRISBURG (PA.) ; PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD. (FIG. 25.)

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the tracks. It forms the terminal of four divisions of the

Pennsylvania Railroad and of the Cumberland Valley Railroad. The

latter uses independent tracks for its local trains, but uses one through

track in the station proper for its through trains and connections. It

operates its own train service at this terminal, working in conjunction

with the Pennsylvania Railroad terminal force.

There are daily 52 through trains, 47 originating trains and 45

terminating trains. There is no special arrangement for handling

suburban business, as this is very limited.

Engines are changed on through trains. Cars are added and dropped

on account of connections.

The switches at the west end of the station are interlocked. Those

at the east end are operated by hand, but it is expected to install an

interlocking plant in the near future.

There are eight tracks in pairs, 12.2 ft., center to center, with plat-

forms between the pairs of tracks. The tracks are on tangent. They

are below the street level at Mulberry Street, and above this level at

Market Street.

There are five platforms: two 22 ft. wide, and the others 15.8 ft.,

33.9 ft. and 37 ft. Two are 860 ft. long, and the others 850 ft., 785 ft.

and 765 ft. They are 7 in. high above top of rail. A passenger bridge

at the waiting-room level crosses the station and has stairways to the

platforms. (View H.) There is a double span train-shed supported

by three rows of steel columns.

The distance from the station to the enginehouse is 4,150 ft., and

650 ft. to the east end of the car storage yard.
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Cars are taken from and added to the trains by switching engines,

there being an engine in service at each end of the station. Only dead

cars are drifted.

Telegraph and telephone communication is provided between the

train dispatcher's office and the stationmaster's office, at which latter

point instructions are issued to train conductors.

The tracks being below the level of the baggageroom, an overhead

bridge across the station is provided for the baggage and express trucks,

with elevators to the several platforms.

17. BIRMINGHAM (ALA.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 26.)

This i9 of the through type, with station building at the side of the

tracks. It is a union station, handled by the Birmingham Terminal

Company on a wheelage basis for the various roads using it. Business

matters and management are handled by a Board of Control, com-

posed of the superintendents of the several roads.

There are daily six through trains, 20 originating trains and 20

terminating trains.

Engines are changed oh through trains. Cars are added and

dropped on account of extra movements and through movements to

connecting lines.

The switches are interlocked.

There are 10 tracks, eight in pairs and a single track along each

side of the train-shed. Those of each pair are 12 ft. center to center,

and the spacing between pairs is 29 ft. 8 in. center to center. They are

on tangent for the entire length of the train-shed and the maximum
curvature in the terminal yard is g° 30'. They are at the street grade,

and a street is carried under the station by a subway.

There are five platforms, ig zA ft. wide ; Nos. 1, 2 and 3 are 620 ft.

long; the others, 770 ft. long. They are 8 in. high above the tops of

the rails.

There is no enginehouse in connection with the Terminal Com-

pany property. The several railways have enginehouses at their shops

in various parts of the city, 34"m^e to one m ''e distant from the station.

The car storage yards are located in the same way as the engine-

houses. There is a car yard on the Terminal Company property, but

this is used only for Pullman cars and private cars.

Trains are assembled and broken up in the yards of the several

roads. Where switching is to be done at the terminal for any road, that

road provides its own yard engines for the purpose.

A railway telegraph office is located in the station and has com-

munication with the chief train dispatchers of the several roads. Train

conductors call at this office for orders.

The baggage and express matter are handled on trucks across the

tracks at rail level, a- ramp or incline at each end of each platform

providing for the difference in level.
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l8. MILWAUKEE (WIS.) J CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

This station is of the through type, with the station building at

one side of the tracks.

There are 22 through trains daily, 32 trains originating and 32 trains

terminating. There is no suburban service.

Engines are changed on through trains. Cars are added to all

through trains on account of the local service.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are five tracks, spaced alternately 13 ft. and 20 ft. between

centers. They are on tangent in the station and are at the street level.

The entire space under the train-shed is planked level with the rails.

The longest platform is 1,000 ft. long. Four of the tracks are covered

by the train-shed, which is 550 ft. long.

The enginehouse is 2 miles distant, and the car storage yard one-

fourth mile distant from the station.

The traffic is handled by the regular division dispatcher, whose office

is in the station.

Baggage and express are handled by trucks.

19. MINNEAPOLIS (MINN.) UNION STATION.

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the

side of the tracks. It is a union station, used by the following railways

:

Great Northern, Northern Pacific, Wisconsin Central, Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, and Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha. It

handles about 35,000 passengers monthly.

There are daily 44 through trains, 30 trains originating and 30

trains terminating. There is no special provision for suburban trains.

Engines are not changed on through trains, but cars are added and

dropped as required.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are six tracks, 26 ft. centers. They are on tangent and are

below the street level.

The platforms are 1,200 ft. long. The entire space is planked

level with the tops of the rails and is covered by a one-span train-

shed.

There is telegraph communication from the dispatcher in the station

to the train conductors.

Baggage is handled by hand trucks on the platforms.

20. INDIANAPOLIS (iND.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 27.)

This station is of the through type, with the station building at the side

of the track. The Indianapolis Union Railway Company operates the

union station, the union tracks and the Indianapolis Belt Railway.

There are eight tracks in the train-shed ; Nos. I and 8 being single,

and the others in pairs. There are also two main tracks outside of the

train-shed. The space under the train-shed is planked level with the

rail heads.
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The daily traffic includes 42 trains originating, 40 trains terminating,

and 46 through trains, which come in on one division and go out on

another. There are 82 trains that run daily, 33 trains daily except Sun-

day and 13 trains running Sunday only. In addition to this traffic, there

is an average of 14 excursion trains on Sundays during the summer
months.

Of the 46 through trains, 37 have cars changed which involves

switching in and about the station. It requires from 2 to 16 moves

for each of these trains. In case a private car is attached to the train,

5 extra switching moves are required.

(C. TERMINAL STATIONS WITH BOTH THROUGH AND
STUB TRACKS.)

21. baltimore (camden station) ; baltimore & ohio railroad.

(fig. 13.)

This station combines both the through and terminal types; its

station building is at the end of the; suburban (stub) tracks and at the

side of the through tracks. It has 37 through trains daily (16 east-

bound and 21 westbound), 20 trains originating (3 eastbound and 17

westbound) and 25 trains terminating (21 eastbound and 4 westbound).

No special arrangements are needed for handling suburban traffic

to avoid interference with through traffic, because at this point all

through trains go through the Belt Line tunnel, and all terminating and

originating trains are handled in the train-shed on the street level.

Engines are not changed on through trains. Occasionally a Pullman

sleeper or dining car is added or dropped.

There are five tracks on 12-ft. centers in the train-shed. In the

approach to the tunnel, two tracks on 50-ft. centers. They are on

tangent.

The tracks are at the street level, with the exception of Lee Street,

which is just south of the train-shed and is carried over the tracks.

Plans have been prepared, and accepted by the city, to abolish all grade

crossings, but the work has not yet been started.

There are three platforms in the train-shed 15 ft. wide. The plat-

form in the approach to the tunnel is carried all the way between tracks.

The platforms are about 610 ft. long. In the approach to the tunnel they

are flush with top of the rail, and in the train-shed they are 15 in.

above top of rail.

The distance to the enginehouse is about 3,000 ft. and to the car

storage yard about 2,500 ft. from the station.

No hard and fast rule of operation is used in making and breaking

up trains. The cars are taken from the storage tracks by a switcher

which is continually employed in this service and placed in order at

the train-shed, but under the conditions it is not necessary in a general

way that any fixed methods should be followed.
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22. TOLEDO (OHIO) UNION STATION. (FIG. 28.)

This station is a combination of the headhouse and through types,

with the station building at the side of the through tracks. It is owned

by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway, whose regular forces

handle the traffic. Tenant companies pay rental.

There are 32 through trains daily, 27 trains originating and 36 trains

terminating. The suburban traffic (which is small) is handled on the

stub tracks.

Engines are changed on through trains. Cars are added to or

dropped from trains for various traffic reasons.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are five through tracks (four -in pairs) and eight stub tracks

(two pair at each end of the station). The tracks of each pair are

12 ft. center to center. They are partly on tangent and partly on curve,

and are below the level of adjacent streets.

There are three main platforms, 26 ft. wide, for the through tracks,

and platforms between the pairs of stub tracks. The platforms are level

with the tops of the rails. They are covered with umbrella sheds, and

there is a covered cross or connecting platform in front of the station.

The enginehouse and car storage yards are closely adjacent to the

station.

Conductors report at the dispatcher's office in the station before

starting their trains.

Baggage and express are trucked from a single baggage and express

room, which are respectively east and west of the passenger station.

23. NASHVILLE (TENN.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 29.)

This station is a combination of the through and headhouse types,

with the station building over the tracks. It is owned by the Louisville

& Nashville Terminal Company and leased jointly to the Nashville,

Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway and the Louisville & Nashville Rail-

road. The business is handled by a joint Superintendent of Terminals,

and the expenses are divided on a wheelage basis.

There are 10 through trains daily, 26 trains originating and 26

trains terminating. No suburban traffic is handled.

Engines of through trains are changed. Sleeping and dining cars

are added and dropped according to destination and traffic conditions.

The switches are interlocked.

There are ten tracks. These are spaced alternately 20 ft. and 28 ft,

except that where the train-shed columns come in the platforms the

spacing is 34 ft. The tracks are on tangent and are below the street

level.

There are five passenger platforms about 20 ft. wide, and four

trucking platforms about 11 ft. wide. They are from 550 to 750 ft.

long and 9^ in. high above the top of rail.
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The enginehouse is about 3,500 ft. distant, and the distance from

the station to the nearest tracks of the car storage yard is about 800 ft.

Through trains are switched by switch engines on the through

tracks. " Local trains are made up in the coach yard and set in the

train-shed by switch engines.

Train orders are issued by the division train dispatchers and com-

municated by telegraph to the telegraph office in the union station.

Trains are handled by the manual block system within the terminals, the

limits of which extend about two miles in each direction from the

station.

Baggage, mail and express are handled by trucks in the usual

manner.

24. RICHMOND (VA.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 30.)

This is a combination of the through and headhouse types, with

the station building at the side of the through tracks and at the end

of the stub tracks. It is a union station, owned jointly by the Seaboard

Air Line and the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. It is held in trust for

them by two trustees (one appointed by each road), who settle all dis-

putes. The management is in the hands of the division superintendents

of the two roads. The operation and maintenance expenses of the

station are paid by the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway, and the Seaboard

Air Line is billed for its proportion. The cost of maintenance is di-

vided equally between the two roads. The cost of operation is divided

on a car basis, and the Seaboard Air Line's proportion is approximately

33
ZA Per cent - Freight trains use the tracks at the side of the station,

but as the main lines are owned by each road and not jointly, they arc

not taken into account in proportioning the cost of operation.

There are 10 through trains daily, six of these are of the Chesa-

peake & Ohio Railway, and lay over from 15 mins. to 1 hr. 15 mins.

There are also 7 trains originating and 7 trains terminating daily

;

in each case 6 are of the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. There is no

suburban traffic.

Engines are changed on the through trains of the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railway but not on the Seaboard Air Line. All equipment (except

Pullman cars) is changed on all trains of the former, and dining cars

are added and dropped by some trains of the latter road.

The switches are interlocked.

There are 9 tracks, spaced 12 ft. and 23 ft. center to center, except

that the two east tracks are 13 ft. center to center. They are on tangent

and are above the street level.

There are 7 platforms; the outside platforms are 8 ft. wide and the

inside platforms 14 ft. 6 in. wide. They are from 650 ft. to 1,248 ft.

long, and aggregate about 7,000 ft.

The distance to the enginehouse and car yard is seven-eights mile

for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railway and 3.7 miles for the Seaboard Air

Line. Dining cars are left under the train-shed.
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All Chesapeake & Ohio Railway trains are switched in the yard

and handled to and from the station by switch engines. Cars handled

at the station by the Seaboard Air Line are handled from the rear end

of the train by switch engines. Trains originating and terminating

here are switched at the Hermitage Yard.

Communication between the train dispatcher and the conductors in

the station is by messenger.

Baggage and express are handled on trucks in the train-shed, the

trucks being transferred by elevators to and from the baggage and

express rooms, which are on the street floor of the station.

25. ST. FAUL (MINN.) UNION STATION.

This station is a combination of the headhouse and through types,

with the station building at the end of the stub tracks and the side of

the through tracks. It is owned by the St. Paul Union Depot Co. (J. W.
Morrison, Superintendent), and is used by all the railways entering the

city.

There are daily 92 through trains, 46 trains originating and 46 trains

terminating. No special arrangements are made for handling suburban

trains.

Engines are not changed. Some through trains drop cars and

others have cars added, as ordered by the dispatchers.

The switches are not interlocked.

There are eight through tracks and six stub tracks in the train-

shed, 13 ft. and 26 ft. center to center. They are on a tangent and

are at the street level.

There are eight platforms, 16 ft. wide, about 800 ft. long and 12 in.

high above the rails. They are covered by a train-shed of two spans.

The distance to the enginehouse and car storage yard (located

together) is about half a mile.

The trains are handled by employes of the union station company.

A direct telegraph line leads from the dispatcher's office to the company's

telegraph office, where conductors register.

Baggage, mail and express matter is handled by hand trucks on

the main platforms.

26. SEATTLE (WASH.) UNION STATION. (FIG. 31.)

This station is a combination of the through and headhouse types,

with the station building at the side and end of the tracks. It is used

by both the Northern Pacific Railway and the Great Northern Railway.

There are daily • six through trains, 35 trains originating and 36

trains terminating. Engines are changed on through trains, and cars are

added and dropped as required.

The switches are not interlocked.
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There are n tracks, 12 ft. center to center. They are on tangent

and beneath the street level.

There are four platforms, 18 ft. wide and 700 ft. long. They are

^c80 ft. Turn Table

Fig. 31.

level with the tops of the rails and each is covered by an umbrella shed.

There is no enginehouse, and the distance from the station to th«

car yard is 1,000 ft.

Baggage is handled by hand trucks on the platforms.



DISCUSSION.

The President :—We will now take up the report of the Committee

on Yards and Terminals, of which Mr. F. S. Stevens is chairman. I

will ask Mr. Stevens to make a preliminary statement.

Mr. F. S. Stevens, chairman (Philadelphia & Reading) :—At this

late hour it is probably unnecessary to make an extended presentation

of this report. I will, therefore, briefly outline the work covered by the

Committee and ask your approval of it. The first item of our instruc-

tions was to consider the revision of the Manual ; this constitutes the

principal part of the report presented at this time, and we will ask you

to adopt the proposed form for substitution in the Manual.

The second item is to study further the subjects reported on at the

tenth annual convention, which was a supplement to the preceding re-

port," covering practically nothing else. Being a supplemental report, it

did not, in the opinion of the Committee, require any additional con-

clusions. Therefore, we consider that portion of the instructions cov-

ered also.

The third instruction is to prepare and recommend typical designs

for hump yards. This subject, we believe, we have covered quite thor-

oughly from time to time, and since the original report was made we

have brought the matter up-to-date. Since the last report treating on

that subject there have been no new developments and nothing has

been discovered by the Committee to add to the report previously made.

The fourth item of our instructions was the development of me-

chanical handling as a means of promoting rapidity and economy in the

handling of freight. This is a subject that we have considered every

year for some time. We are still keeping up with the advance made
on this subject, and present what we have been able to obtain this

year with the request that these instructions be continued.

The fifth instruction was on the subject of typical track layout for

passenger terminals of medium size. We have collected a large amount

of data on which to work.

We submit, therefore, the matter connected with the fourth and

fifth paragraphs of our instructions as a progress report only.

We will ask you to adopt our recommendations, in their amended
form, for the Manual of Recommended Practice covering Yards and

Terminals. The Committee put nearly two days' work on this matter

at their meeting, and we believe it is in satisfactory form for adoption.

The President :—I ask the chairman if the Committee are a unit in

the matters presented in the report?

Mr. Stevens :—The meeting of the Committee that considered this

was a unit, so far as the attendance was concerned, which was some-

thing over half the membership. I, therefore, make the motion that

the matter be adopted, in its amended form, for publication in the

Manual.

Mr. L. G. Curtis (Baltimore & Ohio) :—As a member of the Com-
mittee I want to make a suggestion under the heading of "Transfer

1309
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Station." While I think the matter is covered very nicely for ordinary

stations, for terminal points like Chicago we ought to incorporate after

the word "cars," in the third line of the matter at the top of page 147,

the words "or into home cars." The definition as given there is not

just as plain as it should be, and does not cover every transfer station,

for the reason that cars are often transferred in order to get the lading

into home cars, and I simply make that suggestion. On further thought,

I will put that in the form of a motion.

Mr. J. M. Meade (Santa Fe) :—Why not make it read "system

cars."

Mr. L. G. Curtis :—That will be satisfactory.

Mr. F. S. Stevens:—The Committee will accept that.

Mr. W. C. Cushing (Pennsylvania Lines) :—On page 143, under

"Ladder Tracks," the Committee recommends a change from No. 7

frogs to No. 8 frogs for yards. I do not like that. I move that it be

left No. 7, as at present.

J. C. Nelson (Seaboard Air Line) :—I hope the motion will not

prevail. Those who experience the trouble that we have with long

coupled engines on short turnout curves will be glad to see No. 8 frog

adopted.

Mr. Cushing:—We have as long coupled engines as anybody.

Mr. Nelson :—Some roads also have a long purse and can stand

heavy maintenance cost.

Mr. W. H. Courtenay (Louisville & Nashville) :—I desire to say

that the Louisville & Nashville also had trouble with No. 7 frogs in

turnouts. On account of that trouble we have gone to No. 8.

Mr. Edwin F. Wendt (Pittsburg & Lake Erie) :—I would like the

Committee to explain why that change was made.

Mr. F. S. Stevens :—The clause reads : "Frogs of greater angle

than No. 8 should not be generally used, and the angle between the

ladder track and body tracks will be governed by the distance on ladder

track required for turnout." The object of that is to secure the

greatest possible radius of turnout with the greatest possible angle be-

tween the turnout and the body track. To illustrate that point I will

say that I have under construction now some turnouts with No. 8

frogs in which the angle between the ladder track and body track is

9 degrees and 10 minutes. That places the switch close to the heel of

the frog in each case, and makes use of the entire distance on the

ladder tracks for turnouts with no waste room. The object is to secure

a larger radius than you can secure with a No. 7 frog, but the same
object is secured in so far as the angle is concerned. The same econ-

omy is secured as would be secured with the No. 7 frog. We thought

this a better arrangement than to use the No. 7 frog on that account,

because the curvature is easier.

(The motion of Mr. Cushing was not seconded. On motion, the

report of the Committee was adopted.)

The President ;—The Committee is relieved with the thanks of the

Association.



EFFECT OF PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A
RAILWAY UPON THE OPERATION OF TRAINS.

(Bulletin 112.)

PREFACE.

The paper herewith presented by its authors is intended to give

in a convenient form for use, formulas and methods for tonnage rating

and for comparing projected lines.

John D. Isaacs.

E. E. Adams.

INTRODUCTION.

The purpose of the following work is to obtain mathematical

expressions by which we may compute the behavior of any train on

any grade, and the following formulas are necessary:

(i) Train resistance at any velocity.

(2) Mean effective pressure in terms of boiler pressure at any

velocity.

(3) Tonnage rating of any engine on any grade at any velocity.

(4) Velocity, distance and time formulas, by which we may
compute

:

(a) Acceleration of any train with any initial speed, with

decreasing velocity, on any grade, at any time.

(b) Acceleration of any train with any initial speed, with

increasing velocity, on any grade, at any time.

The use of the above mathematical expressions when obtained

will be

:

(1) To rate any engine at any desired speed on a given grade.

(2) To predict the velocity, distance passed over, and time in

transit of any engine hauling any load, starting with any initial velocity.

(a) Given the profile, to predict timetable for any section of

railroad.

(b) To make velocity diagram for any section of railroad.

(c) To show what grades may be handled as momentum (or

velocity grades) ; also minimum velocity of approach

to such grades.

In general the utility of the above work is:

(1) To rate trains over an existing line.

(2) For the economic study of proposed lines, taking into account

the effect of the physical characteristics as to their influence on opera-

tion and cost of operation of trains.

44 1311
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LOCOMOTIVE TONNAGE RATING FORMULAS.

Symbols.

A=A constant substituted for convenience.

B= Boiler pressure in pounds.

L
C= — for convenience.

D
D= Diameter of drivers in inches.

d = Diameter of cylinders in inches.

F = Accelerating force in pounds.

G= Per cent, of grade.

K= A constant substituted for convenience.

L = Stroke of engine in inches.

P = Mean effective pressure in pounds.

r = Train resistance in pounds per pound.
6"= Distance traveled by train in feet.

s = Piston speed in feet per minute.

T= Traction in pounds.

t = Time in minutes.

V= Train speed in miles per hour.

v = Train speed in feet per second.

W=z Weight of train, including locomotive and tender (in pounds).

zu= Weight of locomotive and tender.

Log.= Ordinary logarithm, base 10, unless otherwise stated.

FORMULAS.

'Q-3 V + !-5
N

2,000
d) r

=(°'3 —) forV= iotoV= 35:
V 2,000 /

4-5 \
(
2,000 /

for V= oto V = io

(2) P= B
( i

9

c1-ItSo)
G

(3) = Grade resistance

100

/ 10,450— 392 VC \

(4) T= d2 CB (
-— ~ —

I

V 11,000 '

T d2 CB (10,450— 392 VC)
(5) W— — for V= otoV= io

G 24.75 + 110G
r +

100

d'CB (10,450- 392 VC)

1.65 V + 8.25 + no G
for V= 10 to V= 35
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734-8W ( A
(6) S= \ Vo— V1 + 2.3— log.

K / K

K
— V,

A

_K

19.2 W (

(7) t=
J

log.

K (

K
— Vo

A
Vi

K

(8)

A= 10,450 d2 CB-i 10WG- 24.75 W
{. 10

A= 10,450 d 2 CB — 110WG— 8.25 W I V=io to V= 35
{ K= 392C2

d2 B + 1.65 W
Value of "W" in (6) or (7) is arbitrary.

Values of "A" and "K" in (8) are for both (6) and (7)

DERIVATION OF FORMULAS.

Train Resistance

4-5 0.3 V + 1.5

r= - - for V = o to V= 10 and r= for V= 10 to V = 35
2,000 2,000

Mean Effective Pressure.

,=B (*. -2-)«b(
Vioo 11,000 / V

10,450— 392 VC
11,000 j

; since s= 56 VC

Traction.

d2 pLQ OL / 10,450 —=—^—=d2 CB( -!̂ -
D V 11,.

10,450— 392 VC \ .

W= -

000

d
JCB (10,450— 392 VC)

G
r +

100

24.75 + 110G

d
2CB (10,450— 392 VC)

1.65 V + 8.25 + 110G

j in pounds.

for V= o to V = 10

for V = 10 to V = 35

Acceleration.

Acceleration force X distance = W (h— h 1

) when h=
locity head, and v= 1.466 V; dh=(h — h1

). 2g

2.09 V2 d h 2.09 V 2.09 V d V
FdS = Wdh: h= -

: ——= : dh=

: ve-

2? dV

dS = 2.09W/ VdV\
— I J;dS = differential of distance.

S
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/WG \
F=T- ( +Wr =

\ ioo /

rd'CB (10,450- 392 VC) WG W(o.3V+i-5)
11,000 100 2,000 ]

1 " 10,450 d
2 CB — 1 10WG— 8.25 W l

— n,ooo L — V(*Q2Cd2 B + 1.65 W) J-V(392CJ d
2 B + i.65W)

S A= (10,450 d2 CB— noWG— 8.25 W) I

Let
I K=(392Cd2 B + i.65W) S

for

For V= 10

toV= 35-*

convenience.

F= [A— KV]
11,000

Distance.

dS= 1 1,000 W 2.09/ VdV/ VdV \

\A— KV/

11,000W 2.09/ VdV
g

/ VdV \

\A— KV/

= 734-8W
1 [^[A-KV-Alog.e (A-KV)]1

734.8W Vl
r A A /A \ A
[
--V- 2.3 - log.,

(
- - V) - 2.3 - log.

Vo
K

K

- 734-8W
K

Vo— Vi + 2.3 — log.,

K

"A
Vo

K

_K
— V,

Where

f
A= 10,450 d

2 CB — 110WG— 24.75 W
I v= otoV= io

K= 392C2 d2 B )

A= 10,450 d
2 CB — 1 10 WG— 8.25 W

K= 392(?d2 B + 1.65 W j- V=iotoV= 35

Time.

dS

dt
= v= 88V

dt=-
dS

734-8 W
r VdV

La— kv -

88V
734.8W " dV

88 V

88 _A— KV_
•Derived In similar manner for V = to V = 10.
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t=
Vx

d V — 734-8W -i

A— KV 88

_log.
e (A— KV)

K

— 19.2W v,

— 19.2W

log.«(——v)— log.K

K
log.:

A 1

Vo
K
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TONNAGE RATING FORMULA AND DIAGRAM (DIAGRAM 3).

This formula has been derived in order to show the uniform velocity

at which any locomotive will pull any train up any grade. The diagram

22

has been constructed for Consolidation locomotives Class C $7— J 8?

30

(simple consolidation engine, 57-in. diameter drivers, 22-in. diameter

cylinders, 30-in. stroke, 187,000 lbs. on drivers, 200 lbs. boiler pres-

sure, weight of locomotive and tender 340,000 lbs.). Example: This

locomotive will haul a train of 2,000 M's at a velocity of 25 miles per

hour on six-tenths per cent, grade, or the ruling grade (say the grade

at which the velocity is 10 miles per hour for this 2,000 M's) will be

1.45 per cent.

VELOCITY, TIME AND DISTANCE FORMULAS AND DIAGRAMS (DIAGRAMS 4

AND 5).

These formulas were derived in order to enable us to calculate

acceleration, time, etc., of any train over any grade. For the diagram

22

a special engine has been assumed, Class C 57— 187, and a load of

30

2,000,000 lbs. behind the tender has been taken. Two diagrams have

been plotted:

(1) Diagram 4.—A train has been assumed as approaching any

grade at 35 miles per hour, and the resulting behavior of the train is

shown.

Example (a) : Train approaching a two per cent, grade with an

initial velocity of 35 miles per hour at a distance of 3,000 ft. has its

velocity reduced to 10 miles per hour, and the time in transit over this

3,000 ft. is one minute forty seconds.

Example (b) : Train approaching a two per cent, grade with initial

velocity of 20 miles per hour will have its velocity reduced to 10 miles

per hour in (3,000— 1,800) = 1,200 ft. in (1 min. 40 sec. — 45 sec.) =
55 seconds.

(2) Diagram 5.—The same train with the same engine has been

assumed to start from rest.

Example (c) : A train starting from rest on a level track, after

running a distance of 5,900 ft., will have acquired a velocity of 32

miles per hour, with a time in transit for this 5,900 ft. of three min-

utes and ten seconds.

Example (d) : A train starting at 20 miles per hour on a level

track will acquire a velocity of 30 miles per hour at a distance of

(4,300— 1, 100) =3,200 ft. in (2 min. 30 sec. — 1 min. 8 sec.) = 1 min-

ute 22 seconds.

(3) As the purpose of this paper is merely to indicate a method,

we have considered the simple engine only; but a similar process with

a change of constants can be used for compound engines.
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7

In this case, a line showing the ratio of mean effective pressure

to boiler pressure for the liigli-pressnre and low-pressure cylinders

each should be obtained, from which proper constants may be had.

The result would be that wherever "d" (cylinder diameter) appears

in the preceding formulas there would appear instead the diameters of

the high and low pressure cylinders, with corresponding changes in

the accompanying constants.

(4) It will be seen that from these two diagrams, or rather from

the formulas which they illustrate, that we may take any locomotive,

assume any train behind the same, and predict its velocity, under any

conditions, together with the time in transit.

The following example illustrates the use of the various formulas

for obtaining required solutions arithmetically, without diagrams

:

Assume a Mogul Engine.

Boiler pressure = B — 200 lbs.

Diameter cylinder = d = 20 inches.

Diameter of drivers = D = 63 inches.

Length of stroke = L = 28 inches.

L 4

D 9
Weight of train behind tender 2,800,000 lbs.

Weight of locomotive and tender 300,000 lbs.

Total weight W= 3,100,000 lbs.

Assume initial speed of train= V of 30 miles per hour entering

a 1.5 per cent, grade= G.

Problem.—To show behavior of train until it comes to rest:

Distance

734-8 W
K

When

A
Vo - Vi + 2.3— log

K

1 10 WG

"A

K
Vo

A
V,

K
24.75 W lA— 10,450 d

2 CB
K= 3Q2C2 d2 B C

A— 10,450 d
2 CB — 1 10 WG — 8.25 W | for y

K= 392C
2
d

2 B + 1.65 W i

'

Substituting above values, we obtain

:

f A=— 22 I,670,000 ) f ,r „,„,, T„'
- for V =0 to V —• 10

for V= o to V= 10

10 to V= 35

K= 6,190,000 \

170,520,000 )

for V= 10 to V= 35
A=-
K= 11,310,000 \

A
—=— 35.81 for V= o to V= 10

K

—=— 15.08 for V= 10 to V= 35
K
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Substituting in formulas for S, we get:

35-8i-

S=— 368 j V — V,— 82.23 log.

S*=— 210.5 i Vo— Vx— 34.68 log.

forV= o

-— 3S-8i — Vx- )
to V=io

r_ I5.o8-V„-
) forV= IO

35\ to V=.— 15.08— Vi-

which will solve any question of space and velocity for this particular

engine hauling the assumed train on the assumed grade.

If such train approach 1.5 per cent, grade at 30 m. p. h.

(1) Where will it get down to 10 miles per hour?

(2) Where will it stop?

( 1 ) Vo= 30, Vi= 10. Substituting, we get

-45-08-
j

S=— 210.5 1 30— 10— 34.68 log.

25.08 i

=— 2,257 ft., at which velocity of train will be 10

m. p. h.

(2) V =io; Vi= o, and substituting, we get

S=— 441 ft., which is distance train will run from 10

m. p. h. to rest.

Total distance run from foot of grade = — (2,257 + 441) =
— 2,698 ft.

The distances are negative because retarding forces exceed acceler-

ating forces.

Time

19.2 W
K

log.

"A
Vo

K

A

.K
— Vx

*A and K same as above.

(1) In what time will speed be reduced to 10 m. p. h. or train

travel the 2,257 ft.?

(2) In what time will speed be reduced to o?

( —15.08— 30
)

(1) t= 5.25 log. - !- = 1.34 min.= 1 min. 20.4 sec.

( — 15.08— 10 '

( —35-8I — IO )

(2) t= 9.6 log. 1 • > =i.03min.= 1 min. 1.8 sec.

'—35.81 — )

Total time = 2 min. 22.2 sec. for train to run 2,698 ft. and come

to rest from 30 miles per hour initial speed on a 1.5 per cent, grade,

with the locomotive exerting its full traction corresponding to its speed

at all times.
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DISTANCE, VELOCITY AND TIME DIAGRAMS FOR ANY PROFILE. (DIAGRAM 6.)

With the sample profile shown, the train is assumed starting from

rest on a level track using the same engine and train for which the

former diagrams are plotted. After proceeding 5,000 ft. the train has

reached a velocity of about 31 miles per hour, when it strikes a

ruling grade of 1.45 per cent. Velocity drops to 10 miles per hour in

a distance of about 8,000 ft, as computed, and proceeds at this ve-

locity until it strikes a 1 per cent, down grade. From the diagrams

we will see that it reaches a velocity of about 35 miles per hour at

a distance of 2,600 ft., at which point the brakes are applied (or

steam shut off), proceeding at this velocity until it strikes a 2 per cent,

momentum grade 1,000 ft. long. From the diagram it will be seen

that the velocity drops to about 2&/2 miles per hour. The train then

enters upon a 1.45 per cent, grade for a distance of 4,000 ft., and it

will be seen from the diagrams that it reaches a velocity of about 12

miles per hour. On the next 4,000 ft. of level track the diagram

shows that the train will reach a velocity of 30 miles per hour, at

which brakes are applied and steam shut off to stop for station 1,000

ft. ahead. Under the velocity curve for the 2 per cent, momentum
grade is shown another velocity curve showing the minimum velocity

inside the shaded section at which the train will safely top the grade

at 10 miles per hour; that is, on approaching the grade the train

must have acquired a velocity of 18 miles per hour in order to go

over the summit of the grade at 10 miles per hour. If this train

should stop inside this shaded section it could not start on the grade

but would have to back up to a point at least 500 ft. back of the

grade and get a start. The top timetable shows the time the train

requires to pass over corresponding distances at the velocity shown,

these various times being read off the diagrams when within their

limits, computed beyond their limits, and computed for the sections

where the velocity is uniform. From the tonnage rating formula and

distance and time formulas we may construct such a velocity diagram

and timetable for any locomotive hauling any train over any given

profile.

We have used the actual velocity of the train in the computations

and diagrams rather than the "velocity head," for the reason that to

the average reader the actual velocity of the train we believe is more

significant that the "velocity head," and is equally convenient to use.

METHOD OF COMPARING THE OPERATING COSTS OF TWO
OR MORE PROPOSED RAILROAD LINES.

A profile of the proposed line should be obtained at a sufficiently

large scale to show all grades of any importance in addition to the

ruling grades. The lines considered should be divided as nearly as

possible into probable operating districts, these districts representing

the ordinary run of through trains without change of equipment, or re-
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making up of trains, say, something like ioo miles. Each division should

now be considered separately, as follows

:

Pick out a common type of engine, and from tonnage rating

formula and ruling grade compute the rating for this engine on ruling

grade for the usual speed in such cases, say 10 miles per hour. By
the use of velocity, time and distance formula (or diagrams) we may
predict the timetable time for tins district, making proper assumed

allowances for stops at stations.

Length of division equals train miles for the train assumed for

the time assumed. Dividing by the number of thousand M's in the

train will give us train miles per thousand M's lor the time in transit.

Dividing this result by 24 and multiplying by the time in transit will

give us train-mile days to haul 1,000 M's over the district.

Repeating this calculation for all of the districts assumed, and

adding the results together, we will have train-mile days required to

haul 1,000 M's over the entire road. Getting the same results for

the road or roads which we wish to compare, we may get the ratio

between the train miles required on each road to haul the same

amount of freight in the same time. Of course we have the physical

length of each road in addition as an operating factor.

From an analysis of auditor's reports on one of the Harriman

Lines we deduce that 38.5 per cent, of the total operating expenses

are affected by the length of line, and that 30.6 per cent, of the total

operating expenses are affected by locomotive mileage (or train

mileage), we may apply these percentages and obtain a direct com-

parison of the operating costs of each road.

It would seem that this method very nearly represents the actual

operating conditions under similar conditions in that it shows the

actual effect of grades upon the load hauled and the speed of train.

For refined calculations, grades should all be compensated for

curvature. The following is a simple example worked out in detail

from assumed quantities

:

COMPARISON OF OPERATING COSTS OF LINE I VS. LINE II.

First Line,

Operating District.
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TRAIN RESISTANCE DIAGRAM.
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RATIO OF MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE TO BOILER
PRESSURE AT VARIOUS SPEEDS.

CYLINDERS OF SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVES.

RATIO OF MEAN EFFECTIVE PRESSURE TO BOILER PRESSURE.
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TONNAGE RATING DIAGRAM.
HEAVY CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

22

Class C-57— 187.
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VELOCITY, DISTANCE AND TIME DIAGRAM.
HEAVY CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

22
Class C-57 — 187. Train behind tender, 2,000,000 lbs.
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VELOCITY, DISTANCE AND TIME DIAGRAM.
HEAVY CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

22
Class C-57— 187. Train behind tender, 2,000,000 lbs.

30

o 01

VELOCITY OF TRAIN IN MILES PER HOUR.



SAMPLE PROFILE SHOWING DISTANCE, VELOCITY AND TIME

TONNAGE RATING FORMULAS AND DIAGRAMS.
FROM

22
Class C-57— 187 (Locomotive); 2,000,000 lbs. (Train.)

30



THE ECONOMIC AND EFFICIENT SPEED OF
FREIGHT TRAINS.

(Bulletin 115.)

In an article published in Bulletin No. 112, American Railway En-

gineering and Maintenance of Way Association, the authors developed

certain formulas for tonnage rating of locomotives, and for the comparison

cf projected lines. The following is a further development of the subject

in the line of operating efficiency of locomotives, and is believed to be of

interest in this connection.

John D. Isaacs.

E. E. Adams.

There has been much discussion as to the must efficient and economi-

cal speed for the rating of freight trains ; that is, the speed which will

First, give the maximum tonnage over the line in a given time, and

Second, which will haul a given tonnage over a line at the lowest cost.

As the limit of capacity of a line is dependent upon the number of

trains which can be run over the line, it follows that if engines are

rated at the speed which will give the maximum ton miles per hour per

train, that this speed will give the maximum tonnage over the line for a

given number of trains. Also, as on a line of given length, the cost

of operation increases rapidly with the train mileage over the line, it

follows that, for a given tonnage, that rating which will give the least

train mileage will be the most economical. In other words, the rating

which will give the maximum ton miles per hour per locomotive, will

give the maximum tonnage over the line for a given number of trains,

and this tonnage will be hauled at the lowest cost.

It is therefore desirable to determine the speed on various grades

which will enable any locomotive to haul the maximum ton miles per

hour. The following is an outline of a method by which this may be

derived. In the former article referred to above (Bulletin No. 112),

the following formula for rating simple locomotives was derived

:

B = Boiler pressure in pounds.

C = -=r for convenience.

D = Diameter of drivers in inches.

d = Diameter of cylinders in inches.

G = Per cent, of grade.

L = Stroke of engine in inches.

r = Train resistance in pounds per pound.

T = Traction in pounds.

V = Train speed in miles per hour.

W= Weight of train, including locomotive and tender (in pounds).

«/= Weight of locomotive and tender (in pounds).

T d2CB (10,450 - 302 VC)
W = = for V = 10 to V = 1,5

r+G 1.65 V + 8.25 + no G (1)

100

1328
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Choose, for example, one per cent, grade (G = i) and simple con-
22

solidation Class C 57 — 187 engine
; 57 in. diameter of drivers ; 22 in.

30

diameter of cylinder; 30 in. stroke; 187,000 pounds on the drivers; 200

pounds boiler pressure ; weight of locomotive and tender 340,000 pounds.

Introducing the constants in Formula (1) it becomes

W— w r 266,200 - - 5,256 V
170 (2)<Z -]-

no J2,000 l 1.65 V 4- 8.25 +
which gives the rating behind tender in tons of 2,000 pounds.

Column 2 in the following table is calculated from Formula (2).

table 1.

(1)
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Column 6. "Ton Miles per Train per Hour" is the weight of the

train (Column 2) multiplied by the speed of the train (Column 1)

again multiplied by the time run per hour (Column 5).

Column 8 is ton miles per train per hour not taking into ac-

count the time lost for meets; in other words, the condition which

theoretically prevails on a double track line. Column 8 is obtained by

multiplying weight of train as given in Column 2 by the speed be-

tween stations, as given in Column 1.

Columns 1, 6 and 8 are shown graphically on Plate No. 1, and it

will be noticed that for 10,000 tons per day each way on a single track

line with one per cent, grade, and under the assumption given, a speed

of 16.9 miles per hour gives the maximum ton miles per hour per

locomotive; while on a double track line, that is, a line where no meets

need be considered, a speed between stations of 19.6 miles per hour

gives the maximum ton miles per hour per locomotive. This plate shows

in a general way a comparison of the efficiency of locomotives on a

single track line under the traffic and meets assumed and on a double

track line with no meets—a difference of about twenty-four per cent.

Plate No. 2 is the same as Plate No. 1 for 10,000 tons per day

each way on a single track line, computed for various grades between

level and three per cent. A line is then drawn through the speed on

each grade which produces the maximum ton miles per hour per loco-

motive. The intersection of this line with the grade of the line to be

considered, gives, at the bottom of the page, the speed between sta-

tions, for maximum efficiency per locomotive, and gives the ton miles

per hour per locomotive on the left. This plate illustrates the enormous
effect grades have in reducing the efficiency of locomotives. In the ex-

ample given, this locomotive would haul about 82,500 ton miles per

hour on a level track when rated at its most efficient speed, while the

same locomotive will only haul about 6,000 ton miles per hour on a

two per cent, grade.

Plate No. 3 is the same as Plate No. 2 except that no stops for

meets are considered. This represents the condition on a double track

line where no stops are made between engine terminals on account of

meets.

Plate No. 4 is a combination of Plate Nos. 2 and 3 with several

additional tonnages considered. The grade is plotted only at the point

at which it intersects the speed giving maximum efficiency, and these

grade points for the various lines of maximum efficiency for various
tonnages, are connected.

The practical use of this last plate is to determine the efficient and
economical speed of rating for a line.

It is necessary first to know, or to estimate, the probable traffic in

tons per day each way. On Plate No. 4 follow the line (or interpolated

line) marked "maximum efficiency for the tonnage estimated" until it

intersects the average grade of road. From this point of intersection,
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m
read at the bottom "the most economical and efficient speed between

stations," which speed should be used for rating the locomotive. The
diagram also shows at the left the ton miles per hour of the locomotive,

which indicates its efficiency. For an assumed total line tonnage, it is a

simple matter to compute the number of trains each way per day

which will be necessary to haul the given traffic most efficiently. The

average grade of the line is obtained by taking the sum of all the ad-

verse ascents and dividing by the length of the line in ioo-foot sta-

tions. Having obtained this average grade, il is necessary to make sure

that a train rated at the most efficient speed for this average grade will

negotiate the ruling grade ; that is, the train must be able to maintain

a speed of at least ten miles per hour on the ruling grade. If such

should not be the case, the rating must be reduced or a pusher engine

used on the ruling grade, as may prove most economical.

In the majority of cases considered, it will be found that if a

locomotive is rated at the most economical speed for average grade,

this rating will have to be reduced in order that the train may make a

minimum speed of ten miles per hour upon the steepest grade ; in such

case the rating should follow the usual practice. If, however, it should

be found that the minimum speed upon the ruling grade can be ex-

ceeded with the rating for economical speed upon the average grade,

the latter rating should obtain.

For a line on which the ruling grade and the average grade are

nearly the same, considerable economy may be obtained by rating the

train at its most efficient speed. Take, for simplicity, as an example,

a line one hundred miles long, with a uniform grade of one per cent.;

10,000 tons per day up grade over the line; and traffic so distributed

that there would be required the same number of trains per day each

way. The most economical speed of rating will be 16.9 miles per hour.

(See Table I, or Plate No. 1). According to present practice, the

train would be rated at ten miles per hour. Below is a comparison of

cost of operation of this road at engine rating for 10 miles per hour

as against 16.9 miles per hour.
Rating of Locomotive.

10 miles per hour. 16.9 miles per hour.

Length of line assumed (in miles) 100 100

Uniform grade of 1.0% 1.0%
Rating of locomotive in M's 2830 2088

Train miles per 1,000 M's 35-35 47-8o

Average schedule speed (taking in ac-

count "meets"') 8.53 13.52

Time in transit (taking in account "meets") 11.72 7.38

Train mile days per 1,000 M's 17-25 14-75

Basis 16.9 mile rating = 100 per cent 117.0% 100%
Difference 17.0% 0%
Applying 30.6 per cent 5.2% 0%
Cost of operation (up grade direction)

;

basis 16.9 mile rating = 100 per cent. 105.2% 100%
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This indicates that, under the given conditions, a saving of over

rive per cent, in cost of operation could be effected by rating the loco-

motives for the most efficient speed, instead of at maximum tonnage for

ruling grades.

It may appear in some cases that economy is obtained by running

very heavy trains at very low speeds, but if investigated, it will often

develop that this apparent economy is more than offset by large over-

time charges, etc. •

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

The above article is intended as an outline of a method of procedure,

and it is not claimed that the figures and tables given above will apply on

all roads or under all conditions. It is based upon data given in Bulletin

No. 112, which themselves contain assumptions for train resistances, and

empirical curves for ratio of mean effective pressure to boiler pressure in

the cylinders of simple locomotives. But it is claimed that the above

method, if modified to suit existing conditions and based upon a fairly

accurate knowledge of these conditions, can be used as a refinement upon

the usual methods of tonnage rating; and if this is carefully done, it is

thought that some saving may be accomplished over the present method of

arbitrarily rating trains at fixed speeds on ruling grades.

*30.6 per cent, of the total operating expenses affected by locomotive
mileage. (See Bulletin No. 112, American Railway Engineering and Mainte-
nance of Way Association, page 13).
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IO IS SO 25

SPEED BETWEEN STATIONS IN MILES PER HOUR.

PLATE N2 3
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THE TRACK SUPERSTRUCTURE OF GERMAN
RAILWAYS.
(Bulletin 115.)

Introduction by W. C. Cushing.

In Bulletin No. 109, of the American Railway Engineering and Main-

tenance of Way Association for March, 1909, the following sentence ap-

pears in the letter from Mr. E. Siegler, Chief Engineer of Permanent

Way of the Eastern Railway Company of France, at the foot of page 28

of the article entitled "The Question of Screw Fastenings to Secure

Rails to Ties:"

"But shortly the Revue Generate dcs Chemins de Fer will publish

an article by Mr. Blum, of Berlin, giving interesting details on the actual

practice of German railways, particularly those of the Prussian State

Administration."

This article has appeared in the November, 1908—No. 5—issue of the

above journal, and it seemed to the writer of so much interest to Ameri-

can railway engineers that it should be translated and published in our

Bulletin, and, accordingly, the article which follows is the one referred to.

There are three points in it of special interest:

(1) The statement in regard to the abandonment of the use of

longitudinal instead of cross-ties in German track, on page 21.

(2) The experiments with special joints on pp. 36-49.

(3) The use of double ties at the joint described on page 36 and

illustrated in Figs. 34 and 35.

Several recent writers in the Technical Press have been advocating

a return to the use of longitudinals instead of cross-ties, and Mr. Blum's

statement that they have been given up in Germany is, therefore, of great

importance. There is no doubt that the additional bearing of longitudinals

on the ballast is very much to be desired, but the objections to their use

seem, at present, to overweigh the advantages.

As stated by Mr. Blum, the Germans have always given a great deal

of attention to the joint, which is the weakest point in the rail, and his

illustrations of the joints which have been found to be the most suc-

cessful, after quite extensive use, are, therefore, very interesting. The
proper design of the joint is being continually studied by American rail-

way engineers and quite a large number of different designs are under-

going trial at the present time. The weak point is usually found to be

the bearing surface of the upper flange. This subject will be reported

on at the International Railway Congress, to be held at Berne, Switzer-

land, in 1910, and the preliminary report for English-speaking countries,

by Alexander Ross, has already been printed in the Bulletin of the Inter-

national Railway Congress for August, 1909.

Mr. Blum speaks rather positively of the advantage of the double

tie at the joints, illustrated in Figs. 34 and 35, and we should watch the

continuation of this experiment with considerable interest, as additional

bearing is obtained at the joint where it is most needed. American

engineers have been deterred from experimenting with a joint of this

kind on account of the difficulty of tamping. It is possible that a good

tool for end tamping might overcome the difficulties sufficiently to enable

them to be used.
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THE TRACK SUPERSTRUCTURE OF GERMAN RAILWAYS.

By M. Blum, Conseiller Superieur Intime du Royaume de Prusse.

(Translated from Revue Generate des Chemins de Fer, No. 5, November, 1908.)

The German Railways have always devoted themselves to construct-

ing a track superstructure which would be as resistant as possible. In

particular, they have produced much in the domain of theoretical re-

search on the resistance and the rigidity of the track. Formerly, even

too great importance has been given to the results of these theoretical

researches, and that explains the employment which has been made, for a

very long time on a large scale, of track on longitudinals, and the

numerous trials made with rails of the Barlow-Hartwich kind (Schwellen-

Schienen). Without doubt these systems offer, from the theoretical point

of view, certain advantages over the track with cross-ties, but they have

not given as good results in practice, notably:

(i) On account of the difficulty of proper drainage of the track;

(2) Because a simple and sure method of maintaining the track

gage has not been found

;

(3) Finally, by reason of the large fissures which are produced in

the metallic longitudinals.

So we can consider these systems as abandoned.

To-day the most importance is given to data from experience. Now,

by reason of the nature of the phenomena to be examined, the observations

made during the usual operation of the railway can only produce results

after a long series of years, and as, on the other hand, it is important to

obtain these results in the least time possible, the Prussian-Hessian Ad-

ministration of Government Railways has established, in the environs of

Berlin, an experimental track on which the traffic has such a density that,

in quite a short time, results will be obtained which the ordinary opera-

tion could only furnish in a much longer period.

All the projects for improvement of superstructure which might ap-

pear to promise good results should in particular be tested on this ex-

perimental track.

As has been stated above, the systems of superstructure with longi-

tudinals, formerly much in vogue, and the rails of the Hartwich kind, can

be considered as abandoned.

In, this article we will only consider the cross-tie track.

CROSS-TIES.

Wooden ties and metallic ties are employed. Actually 70 per cent,

of the length of the principal tracks is laid with wooden ties and 30

per cent, with metallic ties. The employment of the latter is rapidly de-

veloping, particularly on the Prussian-Hessian Railways, because, after

observations made with the greatest care, they are superior to wooden

ties from the economical point of view. This applies especially to the

tracks of Western Germany which have the densest traffic.
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Without doubt the metallic tie requires, everything else being equal,

a ballast of better quality; nevertheless, it is more economical than the

wooden tie.

BALLAST.

Besides, in Germany the greatest importance is attached to the most

perfect ballast possible, even in the case of tracks with wooden ties.

That is why we employ hard broken stone more and more as ballast,

even in those countries where the cost is dear, as, for example, in Eastern

Prussia. Experience shows that broken stone from hard rocks with

sharp edges, grauwacke, diorite, basalt, even in the cases where it can

only be procured at very high prices, are economically preferable to

ordinary gravel. A well-ballasted roadbed, even for the track with

wooden ties, contributes in a large measure to make the track stable

and smooth for traffic.

WOODEN TIES.

For wooden ties preference is given to fir and other resinous species,

to oak and to beech. The actual supply is divided among these three

species nearly in the following proportions : 78 per cent., 14 per cent.,

8 per cent. Ties of resinous wood and beech are only employed in

general when injected. In the mosti cases, creosote, or creosote in addi-

tion to chloride of zinc, is preferably employed. Certain railway ad-

ministrations still abstain from injecting oak, but the Prussian-Hessian

Government Railways inject almost all the oak ties and preferably with

creosote.

From the results obtained up to the present time, creosoting is the

most efficacious process. Chloride of zinc is often employed alone ; it is

much less costly and very efficacious also, at least in the beginning, but

as it is very soluble in water, it leaches out quite rapidly and only gives

a service of quite short duration, above all in the superficial rings of ties.

By stopping up the pores and fissures, creosote protects the wood
against the infiltration of water. In order to avoid the considerable ex-

pense which goes with its employment, without completely sacrificing this

great advantage, from 6 to 8 per cent, of creosote is often added to the

solution of chloride of zinc, notably on the Government Railways of

Prussia and Hesse. This mixture, employed for the antiseptic treatment

of a great number of ties on the said railways, has given good results.

Other different processes have been thought of for the same end.

We cite

:

The Blythe process, consisting of steaming the ties, before creosoting

them, in the vapor of creosote water;

The employment of hot creosote : at the time when the cylinder is

empty, the creosote slightly warmed is introduced into it and maintained

during three hours at a temperature of 221 to 239° F. ; after which the

injection is proceeded with

;

Emulsion: an aqueous solution of resinous soap is added to the creo-

sote in the proportion of 15 to 30 per cent.;
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Finally, different processes consisting of withdrawing from the wood

by the aid of compressed air or of vapor a part of the injected creosote

(Wassermann and Riiping Systems).

In different places, adding vegetable tar to the creosote or to the

mixture of the latter with the chloride of zinc has also been tried, to

render the mixture and impregnation more uniform.

Another process consists of plunging the ties into creosote simply

heated, while subjecting them to a weak pressure; afterward, by a strong

reduction, a part of the oil is withdrawn, and, finally, that whicli adheres

to the surface is spread equally in the wood by the injection of vapor of

water under pressure in the cylinder where the vacuum has been produced.

The results obtained with these different processes are not unfavor-

able, but they are not yet definite and the trials are being continued.

The length of tie varies from 8 ft. 2% in. to 8 ft. io*4 in. ; the width

from 9 7-16 in. to 10% in. ; the thickness from s
TA to 6 5-16 in. On the

important lines, particularly on the Prussian-Hessian System, only the

maxima dimensions are generally used.

METALLIC TIES.

The above lengths also apply to the Metallic Ties ; however, the Baden

Railways are satisfied with a length of 7 ft. ioj4 in., but on the contrary

they give greater transverse dimensions to their sections, and especially

a good depth.

By reason of the various trials of the Vautherin section and with the

section in the form of a hat, proposed by Haarmann, which have not given

good results, ties in the form of an inverted trough which hold the ballast

perfectly are the only ones actually used (see Figs. 1 to 6).

The extremities of the tie are bent down by the press, so that at those

points also the ballast is contained by the tie. The longitudinal displace-

ment of the ties is thus very effectively prevented.

The weight of the metallic tie varies between 128.53 and 167.10 lbs.

The tie, model 1907, represented by Fig. 1, with upper ribs, is em-

ployed by the Prussian-Hessian Railways in the strongest tracks with

rails of form 15 (see hereafter Fig. 56). The ribs serve as a support

for the tieplates of which we will speak again, and hinder the creeping of

the rails. This tie is probably the best of all those actually in service.

The tie, model of 1891, of the Prussian Government Railways, repre-

sented by Fig. 2, is employed with the rails of patterns 6 and 8.

The tensile strength is from 54,048 to 71,117 lbs. per sq. in. for ties

of soft steel, and from 71,117 to 85,339 for those of cast steel. They

should, besides, undergo the following bending test successfully.

A piece of tie 39.37 in. long is flattened cold by light blows of the

ram, then bent in the longitudinal direction so that the extremities touch

and the arc of the circle is of a diameter of 2.95 in. at most. There

should be no rupture, no crack or other damage produced.
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RAILS.

In the case of rails, only the rail with a flat base is generally em-

ployed in Germany, and it is to be observed that a notable increase in the

dimensions of the rails has been produced during the last decade. Figs.

7 to io represent some forms of old and modern rails.
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The figures show that the corner radius of the head is generally estab-

lished with the radius of 9-16 in., prescribed by the "Technical Conventions

of the Union," which recommend besides the employment of a width of

head at least 2}4 in-, and give to the top of the form of a plane surface, or

of a convex surface with a minimum radius of 7^ in. On the majority

of the railways this latter radius is from 7% to 8]4 in.
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At the same time that the rails have been reinforced their length

has also been increased. While in 1890 we were satisfied with 29.53 ft->

they reached later a length of 39.37 ft., and the Prussian-Hessian Railways

only use rails of 49.21 ft. at the present time.

On the other hand, the conditions for quality which the rail still has

to fulfill have become more rigorous. While formerly we were satisfied

with a tensile resistance of 71,117 lbs. per sq. in., we now require that

they have from 85,340 to 92,452 lbs. At the same time the total of the

resistance and of the reduction of area, expressed in percentum of the

initial section, should be at least 85, without, however, having the re-

duction of area below 20 per cent. Moreover, a bar J4 m - in diameter,

under a pressure of 110,230 lbs., should make an impression 9-64 in. in

diameter at least, and 7-32 of an inch at most. Finally, the rails placed

on supports 39.37 in. apart should have a deflection of 3 15-16 in. under the

tup without breaking or showing any defect.

Thomas steel, which is almost exclusively employed in the manufac-

ture of rails, fulfills these conditions perfectly.

The rails have been strengthened principally by increasing their

height and the width of head and base. Great importance especially has

been attributed to the widening of the head, because, according to the

results of experience, the lateral wear of the head, above all on curves,

requires the replacement of rails sooner than the wear on top.

Besides a greater width of head gives larger bearing surfaces for the

splices, which is important for the improvement of the joint.

In order to obtain a good joint, it is also necessary to reduce as much
as possible the inclination of the bearing surfaces for the splices under

the head and on the base ; and the German forms of rails have been

studied in consequence thereof. The inclination in question is % on the

majority of lines, and especially on the great Prussian-Hessian System.

The track with rails, of type 15, the different elements of which are

shown in Figs. 53 to 60, will be hereafter exclusively employed on all

the lines of the Prussian-Hessian Railways with dense traffic.

In a general way a transverse inclination of 1-20 is given to the

rails, which is obtained on the majority of railways by means of wedge

plates.

TIEPLATES.

These plates are employed on the wooden ties as well as on the

metallic ties. It follows that it is not necessary to dap the wooden tie,

nor to bend the metallic tie.

The plates are favorable to the preservation of the ties under the

rail, because they materially increase the surface of support and thus re-

duce the wear of the wood. By employing the plates generally a safer

fastening of the rails to the ties is also obtained. In fact, the plates clasp

the fastening in such a way that they act in unison and together resist

the forces which work against them. This result cannot be obtained with-

out the employment of plates. Moreover, by adopting the hook plates or

the shoulder plates, which serve as a lateral guide for the base of the

rail, the fastening can be protected against wear from the base.
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Different forms are given to the plates according to the kinds of ties

and systems of fastenings (Figs, u to 26). So the Prussian-Hessian

Government Railways, for the superstructure with wooden ties, employ

shoulder plates on the ordinary intermediate ties on the one hand (Fig.

11), and on the other, hook plates (Fig. 12), which can be applied at least

FIG 13

Saxony railways

a!
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SCREW SPIKES AND CLIPS.

For fastening rails on wooden ties hook spikes as well as screw spikes

have been used ; however, in later times, the exclusive employment of

screw spikes is becoming more and more extended. So on the Prussian-

Hessian Government Railways the screw spike has been employed for

some years on the interior of the rail, where it is a case of resisting

their overturning. On the outside, where it is a case of resisting above

all the lateral pressures, hook spikes on the contrary have been used.

To-day the screw spike is preferred even on the outside of the rails.

For this end, screw spikes 5 29-32 in. long are used on ties with the

hook plates (Fig. 14). In the case of ordinary intermediate ties screw

spikes 4 23-32 in. long serve. Besides, with the hook plates, there are

employed on the inside of the rail clamps (Fig. 12) which clasp the base

of the rail and have a heel which engages in the hook plate, so as to

shield the screw spikes from direct contact with the base of the rail

;

these clamps thus protect the screw spike against the destructive action

of the base more effectively than the lateral edges of the ordinary plates.

For fastening the rails on metallic ties, plates in the form of a wedge

with hooks on the outside and clamps for holding on the inside are em-

ployed (Figs. 15 and 16). This hook plate, invented by Haarmann, is

provided also with a protection, which is inserted in the upper surface of

the tie. In order to provide for the widening of gage on curves, as is

customary in Germany, without special boring of the ties, four kinds of

hook plates and holding clamps are employed.

The gage of the track is regulated up to 53-64 in. by means of the

heel on the plate which is engaged in the tie, and by means of the projec-

tion of the clip which is engaged in the plate and whose thickness in-

creases by Y% in.

The fastening of the pressure clamp to the ties is made by means of

a screw bolt with a hook-shaped head. The form of the head allows of

the introduction of the bolt from above across the tie and afterward turn-

ing it 90 degrees, and the strength of the tie is but little diminished by

the boring. The hook of the plate and form of the pressure clamps pro-

tect the bolts from the transverse forces.

Another method of fastening by Roth and Schiller is widespread,

especially on the Baden Government Railways. In the arrangement rep-

resented by Figs. 17 and 18 plates are not employed, and it is therefore

necessary to obtain the transverse inclination of the rails by means of

frapping or bending the ties.

The rail is held by means of clamps and gage blocks. The latter

penetrate into the upper surface of the ties in order that the bolt may
not be immediately subjected to the transverse forces. With the ordi-

nary appliances the gage widening can be regulated by steps of x/% in.,

with which the majority of railways which employ this method of fasten-

ing are satisfied. The Baden Government Railways have adopted a rule

of widening by steps of 3-64 in. (Fig. 18) by means of the introduction

of two other small pieces.
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FIG. 19
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Finally, we will mention the method of fastenings represented by

Figs. 19 and 20 according to Heindl, and which are employed on the

Alsace-Lorraine and on the Bavarian and Wurtemberg Railways. Like-

wise in this case wedge plates, small liners and pressure clamps are used.

The latter are different for the exterior and for the interior ; the liners

are four kinds by which the widening of the gage can be regulated by

5-32 in. ; in this case the bolts are likewise protected against the trans-

verse forces by the shoulders of the plates and by the liners.

RAIL JOINTS.

Experience shows that a good joint is of prime importance, and the

German railways have given the greatest attention at all times to that

question.

On the German lines, in a general way, the suspended joint has been

adopted ; the distance between the joint ties, which formerly was often

279-16 in., has been decreased more and more. It has actually decreased

in the case of the ordinary splice joint with wooden ties to 13^ in., and

with metallic ties to 13 in. Extended trials have actually been made with

joints which, while being suspended, have the ties very close together.

In laying with wooden ties, ties placed close together by means of dowels

are employed ; in laying with metallic ties the double ties are employed,

on which subject information will be found further along.

In general, very strong angle bars are employed as splices, and espe-

cially double angle bars, the application of which is extended more and

more. For a long time their adoption on the Prussian-Hessian Govern-

ment Railways has become general.

Figs. 21 to 26 represent several arrangements of joints.* With refer-

ence to the joint represented in Fig. 24; it is to be observed that in the

case of metallic ties, use is made of very stout special joint ties, already

represented in Fig. 3, and that the splices are so long that they pass

beyond the joint ties. Their assemblage is made by means of six splice

bolts.

By this arrangement the complete united action of the fastenings

of the rail to the ties by means of notches provided in the splices is brought

about, and, consequently, the distance between the ties and at the rail

joint is made invariable. This results in opposing in an efficient manner

the sliding of the rails on the ties.

However, in order to react still more efficaciously against this sliding,

methods to prevent creeping are employed, not only at the rail joint, but

also on the other ties. At the same time the displacement of the joint ties

in relation to the other ties is opposed, and excessive forces are prevented

from being produced in the joint splices in consequence of the creeping.

For this purpose either buttress splices (anti-creepers), which clasp

the fastenings of one or two ties, are employed (Figs. 27, 28 and 31), or

devices which are applied against the ties or against the fastenings (Figs.

29 and 30).

For greater simplicity, in Figs. 22 and 24, the arrangement of the Joint
for wooden ties and for metallic ties is represented in the same figure. It

goes without saying that the two sides of a joint have the same kind of
tie, and not different kinds of ties, as the design Indicates.
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ANGLE BAR SECTION
PRUSSIAN RAILWAYS
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SPACING OF TIES.

As the most considerable forces which the track undergoes are felt

at the rail joint, not only on the joint ties, but also on the neighboring

ties, a less spacing is also adopted for these ties than for the intermediate

ties (Figs. 31 and 33). On the Bavarian Government Railways, a dis-

tinction is made in this respect between the lines with single track and the

lines with double track; in Fig. 33, the upper series of figures gives the

spacing for single track, and the lower series for double track. In the

latter case, the spacings are reduced from the first up to the fourth tie,

which comes after the joint in the direction of the travel of the trains

(see arrow). The spacing is less for the following rail than for the rail

in advance, because experience has proved that the extremity of the rail

on which the wheel advances experiences a greater force than the ex-

tremity of the rail which the wheel leaves. Fig. 31 also allows of account

being taken of the arrangement of buttress splices (anti-creepers).

Quite recently, as a matter of trial, the anti-creepers have been ar-

ranged in the middle of the rail from the thought that it is properly by a

good fastening in the middle of the rail that the sliding can be effectively

prevented.

As we have already remarked, trials have been made for some time

on a large scale by placing the joint ties very close together, by employing

double ties either of wood or metal. Preliminary trials have given very

satisfactory results. Figs. 34 and 35 show this arrangement of the joint,

which is actually employed on a large scale for the various rails of type

15-C (see Figs. 56 and 59), rails which are laid on the lines of the Prus-

sian-Hessian Railways with dense traffic. Extended experiments have

also been made for several years with the bevel suspended joint of Ruppel-

Kohn. The rails were milled at their extremities for half of their thick-

ness and for a length of 8^$ in., so as to be assembled with a scarf joint.

The results have not been good and this joint has been given up. On the
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PIG 23
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FIG. 26
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FIG. 34-

JOINT WITH TWIN TIES

PRUSSIAN HESSIAN RAILWAYS

i-a'^x.

Dowel

I-*-:-*

ftS c

P

FIG 3S
JOINT WITH DOUBLE TIE

PRUSSIAN HESSIAN RAILWAYS

Scale » ; io, 2:77, 1:15
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contrary, very satisfactory and promising results have been obtained with

the supported scarf joints (Becliercr-Knuttel), represented by Figs. 36,

37 and 38. They have been used on parts of the Metropolitan with dense

traffic and on tracks of the Berlin suburbs. On this account the experi-

ments are being continued on a much greater scale.

In like manner trials have been made with the Haarmann joint (Figs.

39 and 40), called Starkstoss (reinforced joint), which permits of the em-

ployment of rails with the web located off the axis alternately, so that

tbe webs of two consecutive rails are applied against each other; the

joint is not supported.

Besides the ordinary splicing, arrangement of joints with bearing

splices are used (AuHauHaschen) , on which the wheels roll at the passage

of the joint. The auxiliary rail intended in the same way to support the

wheel at the passage of the joint (Stossfangschiene) has been quite

largely tried on sections of extreme service in Prussia ; it has not been

successful, and it has been completely abandoned. On the other hand, the

experiments which have been conducted on the lines of the Saxon Gov-

ernment since 1890, with a bearing splice (Anflauflasche) studied by

Neuman, have given such favorable results that the railways are going to

employ this splice, called "Kopflasche," quite generally. It is represented

by Figs. 41 and 42. It has likewise been tried in Southern Germany.

FIG 36
8ECHERER- KNUTTE.L SUPPORTED SCARF JOINT

FIG.38
SECTION Cd OF FIG 36

2^z

ScaT^cg
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FIG. 39

HAARMANNS REINFORCED JOINT
Scale i: IO

FIG. 40

CROSS SECTION OF FIG39.

Scale i-s
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FIG- 42

SECTION A B"

Inside 1 oo+side
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FIG. 43

ELEVATION
MELAUN JOINT ^PRUSSIAN HESSIAN RAILWAYS)

FIG. 44

SECTION CD
FIG. 45

SECTION AB

Scale 2' \
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Finally, it remains to mention the joints of the Melaun System, which

have undergone favorable trials on the Metropolitan of Berlin and which

are represented by Figs. 43 to 45. They are going to be experimented

with on a large scale on the Prussian-Hessian Government System.

The systems of superstructure which we have made known do not

give a complete view of all the systems actually employed on the Ger-

man Railways and of all the peculiarities which are to be considered.

But they comprise the most important and most widely spread arrange-

ments, and it would be surpassing the limit of this article to go further

or to enter into the details which would not interest the generality of

readers.

In finishing we present hereafter a statement indicating the reinforce-

ment of tracks realized in these later years and their influence on the

forces to which the track is subjected and on its resistance. The tension

and deformation of the different parts of the superstructure which figure

in this statement have been calculated by the methods pointed out by Zim-

mermann (Calculation of the Superstructure, Berlin, 1888), of which

the principal elements will be found below.

This table shows that the rail of the Saxon Government, weighing

92. lbs. per yard, is actually the heaviest of those employed in Germany.

The rail, No. 15 of the Prussian-Hessian Railways, weighing 90.5 lbs. per

yard, which is to-day generally employed on the sections of dense traffic,

is somewhat lighter, but, as the comparison of tensions and deformations

show, at least equivalent to the Saxon rail.

We will again remark that the coefficient of ballasting (col. 19 of

the table) represents the pressure, per cm. 2
of the ballast, which causes a

depression of one centimeter.* It is therefore as much higher as the quality

of the ballast is better : the coefficient 3 corresponds with simple gravel,

the coefficient 8 with gravel on a bed of dry stone or on rocky soil.

According to Zimmcrmann, the pressure exerted by the rail on the

tie depends on the rigidity of the rail and the tie. The stiffness of the

rail is expressed by the pressure for deflecting the rail:

B = 6 E J/a
s

that is to say, the force capable of making it assume a deflection of 1 cm.

en ties spaced a apart. Likewise the stiffness of the tie is measured by

the pressure for lowering the tie, or by the force which sinks it 1 cm. into

the ballast, at its point of application. In the case of a bar of finite length,

with two equal loads and equally distant from the middle, this force is

:

D= Cbl/x h]
In these equations E is the modulus of elasticity, J the moment of

inertia of the rail, C the coefficient of ballasting, b the width, and / the half

length of the tie,

,-*/-
Cb

4EJ
and [ri] is an auxiliary value depending on the form of the tie.

*In the table, the English equivalent Is given, viz., the pounds per square
inch to produce a depression of one inch in the ballast.
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The pressure P on the rail, caused by the load G of the wheel, de-

pends on the ratio 7= B/D, whose value varies between quite large

limits for the usual types of track. This pressure is:

Under the load a, Fig. 46. Under the load b, Fig. 47.

47 + 1 7 + 2

P.= G Pb
^ G

87 + 1 37 + 2

Fig. 48 shows that the ratio P/G depends on the value of 7 ; accord-

ing as 7 is less or greater than 1.5, it is the load b (Fig. 47), or the

load a (Fig. 46), which gives rise to the strongest pressures on the rail.

_» a ,£?•_<* Jp ,_a__.iPi_ pi
T

FORCE MOST UNFAVORABLE
TO RAIL

Consequently, under the condition of loading of the tie indicated by

Fig. 49, the equations below are obtained for the sinking, the pressure

en the ballast, and the moment of flexure of the tie:

At the Center.
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FIG. 59

J-OINT ELEVATION

HORIZONTAL SECTION AND PLAN

ANGLE BARS. WEIGHT 31.83 IBS
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